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A TWO-FACTOR THEORY MODEL FOR THE ROMANIAN EMPLOYEE S MOTIVATION 
 
 

ALEXANDRU Adriana AnaMaria1, CASUNEANU Costel 2  
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Abstract: The paper aims to apply Herzberg’s two-factor theory to employee motivation in the Romanian 
companies. The proposed theory model was tested using data from 402 employees. The main purpose of the study is to 
determine empirically the motivator-hygiene factors that have a significant impact on the overall level of Romanian 
employee job satisfaction, using the technique of principal components analysis, in order to build a multinomial logistic 
regression model for the prediction of the job satisfaction behavior based on the component scores.  

The results show that a motivation-hygiene theory with three principal components (achievement, company 
policy and administration and interpersonal relationships) best explains the process of motivating employees. The study 
also indicates that achievement and the company policy have a significant impact on the overall level of employee job 
satisfaction, suggesting that managers need to focus more on these factors to better motivate employees.  

 
Keywords: employees’ motivation, Herzberg’s Motivation-Hygiene theory, estimation of job satisfaction, 

principal components analysis, multinomial logistic regression. 
 
JEL classification: C10, C80, M12, M54. 

 

Introduction 
The management of people at work is an integral part of the management process. To understand the 

critical importance of people in the organization is to recognize that the human element and the organization 
are synonymous. A well-managed organization usually sees an average worker as the root source of quality 
and productivity gains. Such organizations do not look to capital investment, but to employees, as the 
fundamental source of improvement. In order to make employees satisfied and committed to their jobs in the 
companies, there is need for strong and effective motivation at their various levels, departments, middle and 
top management. 

Employee motivation is one of the major issues faced by every organization. It is the major task of every 
manager to motivate his subordinates or to create the ‘will to work’ among the subordinates. It should also be 
remembered that a worker may be immensely capable of doing some work; nothing can be achieved if he is 
not willing to work. A manager has to make appropriate use of motivation to enthuse the employees to 
follow them. 

 
1. Literature review 

“Managers, supervisors, human resource specialists, employees, and citizens in general are concerned 
with ways of improving job satisfaction” (Cranny, Smith, & Stone, 1992). Lastly, Rosnowski and Hulin 
(1992), submitted that the most informative information to have about an employee in an organization was a 
valid measure of their overall level of job satisfaction. 

Some theories of job satisfaction included discrepancy theory (Locke, 1969), equity theory (Mowday, 
1992), and the motivator-hygiene theory (Herzberg, Mausner, & Snyderman, 1959). 

The motivator-hygiene theory was credited with propelling and advancing research on job satisfaction 
(Steers & Porter, 1992). The premise of the motivator-hygiene theory (Herzberg, Mausner, & Snyderman, 
1959) was that jobs had specific factors which were related to job satisfaction or dissatisfaction. 

The five factors thought to facilitate job satisfaction (“motivators”) were achievement, recognition, work 
itself, responsibility, and advancement. The five factors identified by Herzberg et al., as determinants of job 
dissatisfaction (“hygienes”) were company policy and administration, supervision, salary, interpersonal 
relations, and working conditions. 

Determining the type of measure which constituted a valid assessment of job satisfaction was yet another 
issue. Smith, Kendall, and Hulin (1969) developed the “Job Description Index” which assessed satisfaction 
with coworkers, pay, promotion opportunities, supervision, and the work itself. 
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Brayfield and Rothe (1951) developed the “Job Satisfaction Index” to measure overall job satisfaction 
when all aspects of the job were considered. The “Job Satisfaction Index” consisted of 18 items with 
responses ranging from 1 (strongly disagree) to 5 (strongly agree).  

Researchers seeking to measure overall job satisfaction in recent years have contested the use of multi-
item scales (Scarpello & Campbell, 1983). Scarpello and Campbell (1983) (as cited in Brief, 1998) suggested 
that their “one-item, five-point global rating of overall job satisfaction is reliable and inclusive, and that the 
whole, represented by this global measure, is more complex than the sum of the presently measured parts” 
(p.15). 

2. Research Methodology 

2.1. Data collection 

The target population of the study were employees who live in urban area, who work in companies with 
at least 10 employees (including autonomous administration and corporations), who have a management 
position (general manager, manager, department manager, supervisor) and also who have at least 5 
subordinates.  

The sample size included 402 employees from small, medium and large sized Romanian companies. The 
questionnaire was been applied on individual employees, 21% of those working in trade activities, 32% in 
production activities and 47% in the service area. 

The sample has been draw using the random systematic selection based on the random generation of 
phone numbers through CATI system (Computer Assisted Telephone Interviewing).  

The study was performed in the period 11-22 June 2009 and the sample is considered representative for 
the examined collectivity, with an error limit of ± 4.9% at 95% probability. 

 
2.2. Variable measurements 
 

The questionnaire was specifically designed to accomplish the objectives of the study. The first section 
collected information about the company in which the employee works (number of employees, judicial 
regime, main area of activity and the amount of turnover in the previous year). 

The second section contained the following items: 
� Job and salary satisfaction levels were measured using a 5-point response scale in which ‘1’ 

indicated ‘very dissatisfied’ and ‘5’ indicated ‘very satisfied’. Higher scores indicated greater levels 
of satisfaction. 

� The motivator-hygiene factors were measured  using 25-item four-point Likert type scale with 
responses varying from 1 (strongly agree) to 4 (strongly disagree).Lower scores indicated greater 
satisfaction regarding the job factors. 

� Ten items were used to evaluate the main motivating factors from the employee point of view. Each 
of these items used a 5-point scale ranging from ‘1’=‘least important’ to ‘5’= ‘very important’. 
Higher scores indicated the most important motivating factors. 

 
In the third section of the questionnaire, demographic variables (such as age, gender, years of service, 

years of service on the actual position, number of subordinates, basic profession, salary) were statistically 
controlled due to their potential relationships with the variables of study. The age, years of service, years of 
service on the actual position, number of subordinates and salary were measured using 5-point scales. The 
basic profession was measured using a 4-point scale. Gender was coded as a binary variable (0=male and 1= 
female).  

 
3. Research results 
This section will examine the demographic profiles of the 
3.1. Sample profile 
 
Of the 402 respondents, the majority were male employees (60.9%, n=245). Females had been in their 

current position for 5 to 10 years.  Males had been in their current position for 1 to 3 years. 
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Respondents who were 36–45 years old (30.1%) comprised the largest age group. One-third of the 
respondents (37.3%) are engineers, while only 27% of the interviewed persons state that they are economists. 
Regarding the years of service, 40% of employees state that they have over 10 years old in the company. 

About one-third of respondents confess that they have over 10 years of experience in management 
position. As regards, the number of subordinates, 51.7% of respondents coordinates up to 49 persons. 

 
3.2. Descriptive analysis 
 

The mean scores for each measurement item, which indicated the extent to which each measurement 
item was perceived by employees, are presented in table 3.  Based on a five point Likert type scale with 
responses ranging from very dissatisfied (1) to very satisfied (5), the overall level of job satisfaction was 3.80 
(n = 402) (Table 1). The overall level of job satisfaction for females (n = 157) was 3.78 and 3.82 for males (n 
= 245).  Measured like the level of job satisfaction, the salary satisfaction overall level was 3.47, for males 
higher than for females. The degree of satisfaction was moderate in both cases, the Romanian employees 
being indifferent to at most satisfied with their jobs and wages.   

 
Table 1: Means and Standard Deviations for Overall Job Satisfaction 

 
Variable Total 

employees 
Female Male 

M
ean 

S.D. M
ean 

S
.D. 

M
ean 

S
.D. 

Overall 
Job 
Satisfaction 

3.
80 

1.04
7 

3.
78 

1
.046 

3.
82 

1
.049 

Wage 
Satisfaction 

3.
47 

1.05
7 

3.
32 

1
.014 

3.
56 

1
.076 

 
Based on a four point Likert type scale with responses ranging from strongly agree (1) to strongly 

disagree (4), Romanian employees provided the following mean satisfaction scores with the job motivator 
and hygiene factors: achievement, 1.53; advancement, 2.64; recognition, 1.69; responsibility, 1.48; work 
itself, 1.27; interpersonal relations, 1.18; policy and administration, 1.5; salary, 2.31; supervision, 1.85; and 
working conditions, 1.60 (table 2). 

 
Table 2. Means and Standard Deviations for Job Motivator and Hygiene Factors 

 
 
Job motivators 

 
M

ean 

 
S

.D. 

 
Job hygienes 

 
M

ean 

 
S

.D. 
      
Achievement 1

.53 
0

.64 
Interpersonal 
Relations 

1.
18 

0
.83 

Advancement 2
.64 

2
.05 

Policy  1.
5 

0
.76 

Recognition 1
.69 

0
.84 

Salary 2.
31 

1
.54 

Responsibility 1
.48 

0
.81 

Supervision  1.
85 

1
.08 

The work itself 1
.27 

0
.47 

Work 
conditions 

1.
60 

0
.89 

            Notes: Composite scores for each variable were obtained by averaging scores across items representing that 
measure. 

 
Correlations were calculated to describe the relationships between overall level of employee job and 

wage satisfaction and selected demographic variables. The coefficients were negligible: age, r = -.02; gender, 
r= -.02; years of service, r= .02; years of service in current position, r = .02; basic profession, r = .03. 

Correlations were calculated to describe the relationships overall level of employee job satisfaction and 
the job motivator and hygiene factors (Table 3). Correlation coefficients ranged were moderate: 
advancement, r = .20; achievement, r = .30; recognition, r = .34; responsibility, r = .22; work itself, r = .18; 
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working conditions, r = .35; salary, r = .40; supervision, r = .21; policy and administration, r =.29; salary, r = 
.25; and interpersonal relations, r = .03. 

 
Table 3. Relationships between Overall Job Satisfaction and Selected Job Factors 

 
 
Job motivators 

  
Job hygienes 

 

    
Achievement 0.30* Interpersonal 

Relations 
0.03 

Advancement 0.20* Policy  0.29* 
Recognition 0.34* Salary 0.25* 
Responsibility 0.22* Supervision  0.21* 
The work itself 0.18* Work 

conditions 
0.35* 

                     * Correlation is significant at the 1% level (2-tailed).  
 
3.3. The principal components analysis of employee job satisfaction level 
 

The main objective of this work is to determine empirically the motivator-hygiene factors that have an 
impact on the satisfaction of Romanian workers, using the technique of principal components analysis, in 
order to derive a more parsimonious set of factors which serve as independent variables in facet-satisfaction 
investigations. Additionally we can use the component scores for each respondent to build a logistic 
regression model in order to predict job satisfaction behavior based on component scores. 

Analyzing the intercorelations of selected job factors we can conclude that: recognition is positively 
correlated with supervision (.62) and working conditions (.45), policy with working conditions (.70), 
achievement with responsibility and working conditions. The statistical tool we used in our analysis is the 
SPSS package. 

Figure 1: Scree Plot 

 
 
From the scree plot we determine the optimal number of components- three component. 
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Figure 2: Total Variance Explained 
 

 
 
The Total column gives the eigenvalue, or amount of variance in the original variables accounted for by 

each component. The % of Variance column gives the ratio, expressed as a percentage, of the variance 
accounted for by each component to the total variance in all of the variables.  

The Cumulative % column gives the percentage of variance accounted for by the ten components. 
Because we have requested that eigenvalue greater than 1 is extracted, so the first three principal components 
form the extracted solution, explaining nearly 54% of the variability in the original ten variables. 

Adjusting the points cloud by a single factorial axis (accepting only a single synthetic indicator), it 
explain 32.31% of total variance; then, adjusting the points cloud by two factorial axes (accepting two 
synthetic indicators) we recover 11.23% of total variance, a total of 43.54% of this variance.  If we require 
three factorial axes (three synthetic indicators) we explain 54.05% of total variance. 

Because in the component matrix, the first component is strongly correlated with indicators like 
recognition, achievement, responsibility, policy, supervision, working conditions, it is difficult to interpret. 
Therefore, for a more relevant and a more realistic interpretation, it is recommended the usage of an rotation 
axes option that have like purpose obtaining correlation coefficients as low as possible on one or two 
principal components. One of most used rotation technique is “Varimax”. 

 
Figure 3: Component Plot in Rotated Space 

 
 

The rotated component matrix helps to determine what the components represent. The first component is 
most highly correlated with policy and administration and working conditions. Policy and administration is a 

Table 4.Rotated Component 

Matrix a 

 Component 

 1 2 3 

achievement .194 .717 .004 

recognition .310 .605 .443 

responsebility .358 .533 -.059 

work_itself -.044 .686 -.094 

relationships .017 -.190 .736 

policy .836 .158 -.083 

advancement .481 -.051 .190 

salary .535 .143 .088 

supervision .166 .523 .606 

working_condi

tions 
.799 .312 .022 
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better representative, however, because it is less correlated with the other two components. The second 
component is most highly correlated with achievement. The third component is most highly correlated with 
interpersonal relations. 

Further, our purpose is to use the three component scores in order to build a multinomial regression 
model to predict job satisfaction behavior of Romanian employees. 

 
3.4. The results of multinomial regression model 
 

The dependent variable used in the model is the job satisfaction level that was measured using a 5-point 
Likert scale where 1=very dissatisfied and 5=very satisfied.  We transform this variable and we allow having 
only three categories: 1=dissatisfied, 2=indifferent 3=satisfied. The independent variables are three 
component scores resulted from the principal components analysis. We consider the last category (satisfied) 
as the reference category for our model. 

After building a model, you need to determine whether it reasonably approximates the behavior of data. 
 

 

Table 5: Goodness-of-Fit 

 Chi-

Square df Sig. 

Pearson 619.216 620 .501 

Deviance 475.575 620 1.000 

 
 
Pearson and Deviance goodness-of-fit measures presented in table 6 reveal the fact that the model 

adequately fits the data, the significance value being greater than 0.05. So we can say that the data are 
consistent with the model assumptions. The likelihood ratio test (table 3) shows whether the model fits the 
data better than a null model. Since the significance level of the test is less than 0.05, you can conclude the 
Final model is outperforming the Null.  

 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

The likelihood ratio tests (table 7) check the contribution of each effect to the model. Since the significance 
value of the first two component scores are less than 0.05, we can say that policy and administration and 
achievement has a significant effect on the job satisfaction level of the Romanian employees. It is important 
to mention that the third component score-interpersonal relations, has not a significant effect on the overall 
job satisfaction.  

Table 6: Model Fitting Information  

Model 

Model Fitting Criteria Likelihood Ratio Tests 

-2 Log Likelihood Chi-Square df Sig. 

Intercept Only 532.799 
   

Final 482.419 50.380 6 .000 

Table 7: Likelihood Ratio Tests 

Effect 

Model Fitting Criteria Likelihood Ratio Tests 

-2 Log Likelihood of Reduced Model Chi-Square df Sig. 

Intercept 665.660 183.241 2 .000 

FAC3_1 483.141 .723 2 .697 

FAC1_1 520.116 37.697 2 .000 

FAC2_1 495.588 13.169 2 .001 

The chi-square statistic is the difference in -2 log-likelihoods between the final model 
and a reduced model. The reduced model is formed by omitting an effect from the final 
model. The null hypothesis is that all parameters of that effect are 0. 
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Table 8: Parameter Estimates 

job_satisfactiona B Std. Error Wald df Sig. Exp(B) 

95% Confidence Interval for Exp(B) 

Lower Bound Upper Bound 

Nemultumit Intercept -2.058 .206 99.595 1 .000 
   

FAC3_1 .075 .175 .185 1 .667 1.078 .765 1.521 

FAC1_1 .918 .193 22.663 1 .000 2.504 1.716 3.654 

FAC2_1 .415 .183 5.146 1 .023 1.514 1.058 2.168 

Indiferent Intercept -1.268 .149 72.795 1 .000 
   

FAC3_1 -.091 .158 .330 1 .566 .913 .671 1.244 

FAC1_1 .849 .168 25.510 1 .000 2.338 1.682 3.252 

FAC2_1 .464 .139 11.159 1 .001 1.590 1.211 2.086 

a. The reference category is: 

Multumit. 

    

The first two component scores have statistically significant coefficients. Parameters with significant 
negative coefficients decrease the likelihood of that response category with respect to the reference category. 
Parameters with positive coefficients increase the likelihood of that response category.  

Table 9: Classification 

Observed 

Predicted 

Nemultumit Indiferent Multumit Percent Correct 

Nemultumit 0 7 26 .0% 

Indiferent 0 11 60 15.5% 

Multumit 0 4 229 98.3% 

Overall Percentage .0% 6.5% 93.5% 71.2% 

 
The classification table shows the practical results of using the multinomial logistic regression model. 

The model classifies correctly the most of the people who state that they are satisfied with their jobs (229 of 
273 employees). Only 11 of the 86 people who are indifferent are classified correctly and no one of the 
employees that are dissatisfied with their jobs is correctly classified. Further, one of the recommendations is 
to eliminate this category from the model. 

Overall, 71.2% of the cases are classified correctly. This compares favorably to the "null” or intercept-
only model, which classifies all cases as the modal category. According to the case processing summary, the 
modal category is satisfied, with 69.1% of the cases. Thus, the null model classifies correctly 69.1% of the 
time.  

Using the Multinomial Logistic Regression Model, you have constructed a model for predicting the job 
satisfaction behavior of the Romanian employees, using the component scores of the principal components 
analysis. 

Conclusions 

The paper applies Herzberg’s two-factor theory to employee motivation in the Romanian companies. 
The proposed theory model for motivation was tested using data from 402 employees. The main purpose of 
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the study is to determine empirically the motivator-hygiene factors that have a significant impact on the 
overall level of Romanian employee job satisfaction, using the technique of principal components analysis, 
in order to build a multinomial logistic regression model for the prediction of the job satisfaction behavior 
based on the component scores. The results show that a motivation-hygiene theory with three principal 
components (achievement, company policy and administration and interpersonal relationships) best explains 
the process of motivating employees. The study also indicates that achievement and the company policy 
have a significant impact on the overall level of employee job satisfaction, suggesting that managers need to 
focus more on these factors to better motivate employees.  
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Abstract:  This research aim is to identify and characterize the place of change management in an 

organization based on knowledge, a learning organization. This study emphases the role that organizational learning 
has in the general perspective of change management process. It starts from the change management theory, models 
which have to be followed in order to assure the success of the change, and identifies the steps/phases where learning 
process brings its contribution.  
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1. Introduction  
 

The personal and business world evolved so much till that stage where there is no action plans for 
individual or organizational development which do not anticipate the world as it will be! But is not enough to 
well anticipate the future and to build a strong plan, there is a must for having the right knowledge and 
abilities to implement it!  

It the past years we are witnesses to the knowledge revolution; that means that if in the past the 
physic resources were the hart of the organizations, now the knowledge is taking that place.  Today, 
adaptability to the environment, permanent change, and individual and organizational learning are the key 
factors for surviving!   

As a radical premise we can conclude “Change or die” (Deutschman, 2005) - if there is no 
transformation to the new environment requirements you will disappear.  

 
2. Learning Organisation 
 

In the new economical context there is a frequent concept that we play with: organisation based on 
knowledge.  

The knowledge based theory defines the organisation as a market structure, which has knowledge as 
resource and the main activities are focused on their production, protection and integration in order to gain 
economic performances (Nicolescu, O., 2002) 

Knowledge is the main resource, and because the human resource carries it, the human resource 
plays a major role. Learning is the main process, so an organisation based on knowledge is a continuous 
learning organisation.  

In order to success on this knowledge acquirement or to create new ones, organisations have to open 
special communication channels inside, to listen to the individuals, to motivate to innovation. People have to 
open distribute the knowledge and assume the risks.  

External environment is also an important knowledge provider, so a learning organization has to 
continuous communicate with its environment. 

But, what is the goal of these “have to”? The goal is defined in the organisation strategy (new 
product, new service, improvement of the existing ones, changes in the internal processes by introduction 
new information technology systems, etc.). Learning organisations “use learning to reach their goals”( 
Rowden, R.W.) 

We can conclude that a learning organisation is an organisation that is in a continuous improvement, 
“the learning organization represents the a series of strategic change models”(Rowden, R.W.) 

 
3. Change Management  
 

Change Management theory provides a number of models of change, starting from Lewin's model (1951), 
continuing with advanced models like that of Koter 1995's Nudler and Tushman 1995, till the generic model 
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of Hayes in 2001 (12Manage the executive fast track, “Organization and change. Methods, models and 
theories (A-Z)”). Most models extend Lewin's model, which consists of 3 major phases: 

 

Table 1: Three Stage Change Management Lewin’s Model (1951) 
Stage 
Name 

Short description  Explanation  

Unfreeze Unlock from the existing 
change of behavior 

This is the most difficult part, this is the stage where the 
changing leaders has to really work on, spent a lot of 
time and. There is a disequilibrium that is created inside 
organization, but this should build a strong motivation to 
jump to a new equilibrium. 

Change  Move to a new level During this stage people starts to really believe in the 
need of change and starts to support the new direction. 
The change is happening.   

Refreeze  Lock the behavior of the new 
level 

When the new ways of working starts to delineate it is 
time to save the progress and communicate the new state.   

Source: Build by author  
 
Kotter (Kotter International,1995) has identified 8 stages of change management in order to perform 

a successfully change:  
1. Acting With Urgency  
2. Developing the Guiding Coalition 
3. Developing a Change Vision 
4. Communicating the Vision Buy-in 
5. Empowering Broad-based Action 
6. Generating Short-term Wins 
7. Don't Let Up  
8. Make Change Stick ( Anchor the change) 
 
In Kotter’s vision the first step is the one which consume a significant time and effort to create 

urgency.   How the change is implemented is essential. For that, step 4, communicating change, and step 8, 
make the change part of your organization culture, are the most significant. 

The importance of the communication in the change process is emphasized in the all of the change 
management literature. Clarke says that “information means understanding the need of change” (Clarke, L., 
2001, p. 154). To have the change we need an intensive communication and most of the organization 
members understand it.  

 Figure 1: Change Management in Learning Organisations  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Source: design by author 
 
Change sticks when it becomes “the way we do things around here” (Kotter, J., 1995) – acceptance 

in the organization culture. Otherwise transformation efforts fail.  
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Making people talking about the need of change, permanent communication through different 
channels and transform organization culture anchoring the change are also goals of the knowledge 
management in a learning organization: it identifies threads and opportunities from the market, get the 
information, transform it into knowledge which constitute the main input for building the new vision of the 
organization, new vision which assure the learning organization survival.   

The above graphic summarize the interferences between knowledge management as a main piece of 
the learning organisation, change management as necessary condition for survival and external environment: 

 
The added value to change management process by organizational learning is also highlighted by 

Hayes J. He notes that “knowledge may exist within an organization, but it may not be available to those 
who can make best use of it”( Hayes, 2007, p. 65). Using communication channels build by the learning 
organization that knowledge reaches the target.  

 
4. Conclusions  

 
The new organization coordinates in the globalization context, their ability to learn and the 

competence of the managers to use the organization knowledge becomes the key input factors for change 
management, helping change managers to success. 

The new organizations, organizations which learn, assure key elements for the organisational change 
management, such is: open minds to new visions, communication channel intra and inter organisations.  

Learning, individual or organizational, is itself a continuous change process. Change Management 
provides tool, concepts, methods, models to knowledge management; knowledge management is a change 
management process acting with information.   
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Abstract:  The paper was designed as a handy tool for the analysis of a company with a technological platform 
regarding the present state and recommendations on how to improve deficiencies and change into a better one. In the 
same time, the authors went for a realistic viewpoint and that is why they chose to split the paper into theoretical 
notions regarding the technology audit (theoretic notions and benefits for the company) and a case study (deficiencies 
determined and solution proposed).  
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1. Introduction 
 The actual worldwide economic context forces SMEs to adopt measures to enrich resistance to 
potential waves due to new arrangements of the involved actors - clients, suppliers, competitors, the state and 
government institutions. 
 Since the SMEs are the providers for two thirds of the existing working places, in Romania there is a 
permanent search for solutions in order to sustain them in becoming or maintaining competitive, by 
intensifying the contacts between Government, social partners, National Bank and other factors (innovation 
and technological transfer network) that can contribute for defining a coherent politic for the field. 

Competitiveness is a complex concept which, at a general level, expresses the ability of persons, 
companies, economies, regions to maintain competition on internal and / or especially international scale, 
and to get economic benefits, in terms of a specific business environment, resulting in constant increases in 
productivity and standard of living.  

There are many factors that influence competitiveness, such as: material base, financial means, 
market information, skilled and competent staff, creative potential of human resources and expertise level of 
the company. Still, when you ask different managers about their businesses and the influencing factors, not 
many seem to realize that, somehow, not mentioning or diminishing the role of innovation, they leave out the 
most important instrument of development for their company. 

In order to change, one has to know what the present state of the company is and the issues that need 
improvement or radical changes. The method the authors propose is the technology audit (identification of 
the company’s deficiencies) followed by the action plan (the proposed solution). 

 
2. Theoretical elements 

The assessment of manufacturing and service SMEs with a technology platform is accomplished 
through a technology audit (TA), which is in fact a method for identifying the major company requirements, 
needs, weaknesses and strengths on both human resources and infrastructure. At the same time, the TA is a 
technique, which identifies the management’s view of how the company performs as well as strong 
indications of what the company really needs. By accomplishing a TA, one can have a real view over the 
external and internal environment of the company and, simultaneously, identify the human resources relation 
to company’s performance. The main objective of TA is to provide a clear identification of company’s first 
priority needs as well as strengths and opportunities that should be taken under consideration.  

The SMEs suited for performing a TA should wish to create new products, incorporate new 
processes, diversify their activities and be with growth potential. Moreover, the SMEs should however have 
the capacity and ability to survive and innovate, and also have a strong will for international cooperation. 

An SME can perform a TA in order to: 
• generate income (or more income) for the technology driven organizations (e.g. technology based 

enterprises, research centers, institutes) from their available technology; 
• improve the productivity of the technological factors; 
• improve business competitiveness; 
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• learn how to optimize the use of current technology; 
• learn about company technology options; 
• check the technological status against technological criteria and to issue recommendations.  

The benefits for the SME are obvious. Thus, a TA will produce an action plan that, after being 
applied, will generally lead to improved performance of the company. At the same time, it is important to 
mention that performing a TA does not necessarily imply success for the company.  In fact, TA is a tool 
simply providing a structure within which a company is more likely to improve its potential.  

There are some other assessment methods, approaching in a way to the objectives of a TA, but still 
different in their essences. Among them, one can mention:  

• The innovation management audit. In this case, the SME auditing and analysis is performed 
with the aim of providing action plans concerning mainly management issues (e.g. strategic 
planning, HR development, marketing etc.) 

• The self-evaluation audit, which is a method performed in-house, providing the SME’s 
relevant existing mechanisms. 

• The benchmarking exercise mainly consists of a thorough analysis, made on certain criteria, in 
order to evaluate and compare the considered SME with other leading or average companies existing 
in the same activity sector. 

• The company visit. This is a method of getting in touch with SMEs, used mainly for 
identifying local RTD needs and/or offers.  
Still, many of unauthorized people confuse the technology audit with the company visit. Comparing 

the two mentioned ones, the technology audit is far more detailed and time consuming than the company 
visit. Last but not least, the TA mainly aims at delivering recommendations that could benefit the client. 

At the same time, a TA should not be undertaken without first completing a company visit. During 
the company visit, the auditor will collect the first information on the SME, pin-pointing topics for a further 
examination and discussion. The information related to the activities carried out in the company will show if 
the SME really needs a TA. As it was already mentioned, only the manufacturing and service SMEs, with a 
technology platform, are suitable to performing a TA. In this respect, the information collected during the 
company visit will give some focus to the future TA. 

To perform a TA is resource demanding and the time spent on its different stages is approximated as 
it follows: 

 
Table 1: Time spent on a technology audit 

Stage Activities Time 
Pre-audit 

phase 
Preparatory work 

-Questionnaire making 
-Web research 

-Other sources research 
Company visit and pre-audit assessment 

2 days 
 
 
 

1 day 
TA tool Completing questionnaire concerning: 

-Organigramme and human resources 
-Products and markets 

-Production and packaging 
-Quality control 

-Research and technology level 
-Marketing policy 
-Self-assessment 

1-2 days 

SWOT analysis Identification the strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats for the 
company 

1-2 days 

Action plan -Overview of the company and its activities; 
-Overview of sectors and markets; 

-Identification of Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities  and Threats; 
-Solutions for solving the encountered problems; 

-Suggestions for exploiting company’s Strengths and Opportunities 

2-3 days 

 TOTAL TIME SPENT ON TA 7-10 days 
Source: centralization of the activities within a TA 
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3. Case study 
For illustrating the theoretical notions presented in this paper, the authors gave as an example a real 

Romanian company that is preoccupied with its competitiveness, public image and internal welfare. A 
technology audit was performed on it and the main results obtained are presented below: 

 
3.1. SWOT ANALYSIS 
The SWOT analysis revealed the following four crucial groups: 
  

STRONG POINTS 
� Flexibility and adaptability to market demands and fluctuations;  
� The company management policy allows the employees to take part to the strategic decisions and co-

interests them in the company development; 
� Multi-dimensionality of the activity field (manufacturing, modernization and automation of 

technological lines, service and maintenance), so the company can orientate after what is  most required 
at the moment; 

� Own design department that can adapt the production line to the market needs, obtaining in the same 
time a diminution of costs; 

� Large range of component suppliers, the quality of the raw material and spare parts are common and 
easy to obtain (not limited or rare); that means that the production is not endangered; 

� Service for its own works and products; 
� More than 50% of the personnel is young, with high license degree and fresh knowledge in the field. 

This fact can lead to the creation of new and revolutionary products; 
� No lack of funding; no blocked accounts; permanent contracts. loyal clients; 
� Good rate of recuperating bills; 
� Maintained market share; 
� Good, reliable/worth trust image. 

 
WEAKNESSES 

- No certifications/accreditations. For the moment being, in Romania it is still possible to work 
without having any certification, but outside it is necessary and compulsory, if wanted to be considered 
as a reliable company; 

- Only internal personnel training, that limits the access to the experience and knowledge of 
experienced persons or to learn about cutting edge technologies applied in other similar companies; 

- The marketing sector is not properly developed, the company being promoted only by computer, by 
sending mails; 

- Lack in the distribution chain. No contracts with international and notorious manufacturing 
companies, so that a) to become their representative/distributor in the region or b) to include in their 
manufactured instrumentation or in service/maintenance works high quality components at reasonable 
prices. 

- Partially used production capacity, because of lack of contracts, which leads to a small turnover and 
profit.  

 
OPPORTUNITIES 
☺ Diversification of the manufactured products range, towards the equipments dedicated to automation 

high school laboratories (up to now, the company manufactured only for electronic labs; 
☺ Receptivity and real opening for participating in R&D calls for projects, that may imply further 

development and funding sources; 
 
 
THREATS 
▼the aggressive Chinese market that is invading the European market with low price and quality 

products may decrease the demands for the company; 
▼ at same quality and price, the international notorious companies have more credibility on the market 

than our company; 
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▼ for more than 18 years, the Romanian industry has not known a real development yet, this fact 
contributing in a direct way to the development line of the company; 

▼ the prolongation of the worldwide economic crisis may affect the company’s activity (as 
everywhere), in the sense of decreasing the number of the customers’ orders, which, at their turn, will also be 
affected by the crisis. 

 
3.2. ACTION PLAN  
 

Dealing with the SWOT analysis, one concluded the following ACTION PLAN, comprising the 
domains mentioned below.   

 
Management 

A strong point is democratic management. This gives the company the opportunity to obtain the best 
possible results in the decision making process. At the same time, the decisions should be based on strong 
market studies, since a company’s main pylon is the customer’s permanent existence. Thus, only that is not 
enough. The general manager should consider the implementation of a professional management system at 
all levels. That implies using management tools and procedures, such as: manager agenda (for a good 
timetable prognoses), avoid interruptions while having a meeting, while taking strategic decisions, while 
programming the present and future activity of the company. 

There are available various simulation programs, such as Prelem XXI, that provides the company a 
thorough planning of incomes and outcomes, those generic terms including the entire supply and distribution 
chain. 

As seen during TA, only the production department is fully IT monitored, with specific on: 
production planning, inventory control and maintenance scheduling.  

 
Human resources 

Considering the dimension and distribution of human resources versus the volume of production, 
one can conclude that it is well dimensioned. Thus, if supplementary client orders come to the handmade 
products line, the manager should re-consider the HR dimensioning.  

 The medium age of HR is a plus for the company, but the training part is deficient. There is no doubt 
that young people have the tendency to search the internet for novelty as much as possible, but some of the 
important information cannot be found there. External training is recommended at least once a year, if the 
activity field does not require even more often training. Since innovation in technological field is moving 
quite rapidly lately, we propose a biannual training, in order to maintain at least a decent level of HR 
performance.  

 
Products, services and market 

Products 
• Maintain the quality/prices report to the level requested by customers. 
• Aggressive publicity is needed, since customers are movable from a product to another. The company 

needs to extend to that share of market/customer stile, ideas, self assessment need. There could be a 
change of look of the products in order to visually impress the potential market, especially the undecided 
part. 

• The company should emphasize the quality of the products, the advantages recurring from its acquisition, 
those essential qualities that make the difference between this company’s products and the similar ones on 
the market.  

• To where location is concerned, if activity tends to extend, the company might consider a different 
location. If the present one is considered proper, one should only take care of the shown environment. It is 
well known that, when having the first meeting at a company’s place, for the potential client. a reliable 
visiting card is given by the location and headquarters of the company. 

 
Services & customers 

In what services are concerned, the company should struggle to maintain the present clients and 
where market allows, extend the number of assisted companies within the activity field. There should also be 
a self initiative of the company to propose those clients to adopt the latest innovation in the field and direct 
them toward financing founds. If is not possible to do that alone, the company should address the competent 
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persons or institutions (e.g. organizations belonging to the Enterprise Europe Network- EEN) in order to 
provide the best advise possible for their clients. 

  
Distribution chain policy 

During TA, the lack of international cooperation and business chain was noticed, since there are no 
contracts with international and notorious manufacturing companies. We propose the participation of the 
company to international fairs and match-making events, establishing a cooperation line with the innovation 
and technological internal and external network, in order to benefit from the offers provided by the EEN 
organizations, for example.  

Some of the benefits coming from these collaborations are mentioned below, as it follows:  
• finding a representative/distributor in the region/at national/at international level;  
• become a supplier for other bigger companies that include high quality components at reasonable prices 
in their manufactured instrumentation or service/maintenance works; 
• rising the turnover, since commands increase, production increases and bills are paid on time; 
• forced upgrading in order to keep up the level of product and services quality; 
• possible rise of personal number or pay checks for the existing HR. 

Suppliers 
Since the company has understood the importance of not limiting the supplier’s chain, huge 

advantages can be obtained for the company from an efficient exploitation of the number of offers and, 
especially, of the market competition. That should at least provide lower acquisition prices and best possible 
quality for the provided merchandise. The process of open supply should always be maintained. 

Another advantage of the company is the wide spread of row materials and basic resources. That fact 
allows the company to fully choose according to its needs and, if ever the process of production or the 
imposed market prices requires, a lower price might be practiced, simply by using substitutes for those much 
more expensive resources. In the same time, the company should never find itself without means of 
production in case surprisingly supplementary orders would come, and the existing stocked or programmed 
production in not enough. There should also be no price rise for urgent supply command.   

Introducing a new product on the market 
The fact that the company is able to fully produce an innovative product gives it two main 

advantages: patent possibility, improving the intellectual capital and good dimensioning of resources for the 
forecast activities. This provides an important autonomy. 

Thus, a bad forecast and allocation of resources (material, human, time etc.) definitely place the 
company into an impasse in delivering the requested product. So, correct forecast is a must. One can also 
recommend sliding options, where different actors are involved: the providing company, the market, the 
local and general economic side and timeframe. 

To where testing is possible, that should be a constant preoccupation. Besides the fact that testing 
definitely proves the performance of the product, it also gives the possibility to improve or correct the 
possible errors due to other factors, excepting the already ones taken into consideration. 

Before starting any concrete research activity, one should assess the opportunity of the products birth 
and, most important, the market request/possible availability. 

 Every single launch of a new or significantly improved product on the market must be accompanied 
by a publicity/launching campaign. People need to know that the product exists. Only after that, they decide 
if they should buy it or not. 

 
Production capacity and model of producing 
Usually, it is advisable to have a margin in the production line. Though, in the studied company’s 

case, this margin is rather too large. The unexploited capacity, although justified by the lack of demand, does 
not give the company the possibility to efficiently recuperate the investment, speaking in terms of money 
and/or time.  

It is admirable that, in time of crises, the company manages to keep its production and that is a 
definite sign of good, serious, reliable company image.  Due to the fact that most of the production is based 
on incoming orders from clients, it is advisable for the company to start an aggressive market publicity, 
recommending itself, in order to gain more clients and naturally receive more orders. That should be one of 
the solutions for better use of production capacity and nevertheless, financial income. 

Uniqueness is good, is a plus and, sometimes, in certain fields is a must, but it most definitely limits 
the production line. Due to this fact, the manager should consider switching the percentage of manual 
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production with line production, if immediate future development is pursued. This switch does not necessary 
need to be a constant switch. It can only be a temporarily solution for boost. Once the market share is 
obtained and cooperation established, the manager might consider changing the percentage again in favor of 
the better sold or better view products. 

The life cycle of the product should also be taken into consideration. Once a product is a mature, 
viable one, it brings the company better profit that any other, so unban attention must be shown to it. It is 
also advisable to study the market all the time, since innovation is a permanent fact. Novelty might appear 
out of nowhere and change the sales line, while a certain product becomes old news. In the decline phase, the 
managers should consider dumping prices and production limitation. Otherwise loss will appear due to 
overstocking, slowly moving stocks and diminished/lack of sales. 

 
Marketing 
The level of marketing and promotion is very low.  The solo mailing campaign does not work. 

People usually delete messages if these are not addressed to a certain need or can be considered as spam and 
automatic deleted by server. Even if received, there is a minimum impact.  

A more aggressive form of publicity is needed, such as: press articles, news releases, flyers, banners 
and in accordance with the financial potency, radio and/or TV spots.  

The publicity campaign should be drowned around the idea: “We are here, we are good, we have 
something to say and show. Come and know us.” 

 
Quality control  
It is highly recommended a quality control system implementation. Besides the fact that it can 

provide internal good control, it is a guaranty for customers and general market, regarding the company’s 
seriousness and product quality.  

The existing procedure of internal audit is a very good one, but the management should seriously 
consider a general available written procedure.  

If no money is available for this issue, external funding should be accessed, within a bigger program for 
example, but containing this specific activity as a result. 

 
Research and technological level    
The company has in its structure a design department with 2 special dedicated employees. The 

annual expenditures for design are around 20% and it is the manager’s preview that the future investments 
will maintain at the same percentage level from the total.     

The company has had research cooperation with some R&D providers, meaning private companies 
or research institutes. For example, together with a Romanian research institute, the company has designed 
and tested an instrumentation family for monitoring the explosive gas leakages and the presence of carbon 
monoxide from thermal stations and domestic users. The product has been introduced as TO in the BBS 
profiles of the Enterprise Europe Network.  

This is an initiative that needs to be kept alive. We all know that without cooperation, an SME or 
even a research institute might have at least a few problems if not worse. On the other hand, if a good 
relationship is established, more significant projects can be approached, requiring funding for each 
subdivision of the whole. Once a subdivision is achieved, the big project can continue with another 
subdivision. The system is quite simple and applied in order to fulfill the needs of all the consortium 
components.  

The technology portfolio of the company includes computer assisted design (CAD) for PCB boards 
and dedicated software for microprocessors. They are bought from specialized IT companies and adapted to 
the specific needs of their customers. Thus, one may conclude that the competitive significance of the 
portfolio is medium and the required resources for applying it are low.   

To this specific last problem we suggest the collaboration with other eligible partners in order to 
apply to financial external funding that can definitely provide the necessary resources. This is a real means of 
producing money, since, during TA, one has observed that, so far, there have been no blocked accounts, no 
significantly late bills, so the company is able to sustain the co-financing part of a possible project. 

Taking into account the technological potential, the company policy focuses on the execution of 
didactic materials, such as electronic and automation applications for high school labs, considering the 
demands of the Education Ministry in 2008. On the other hand, it is very likely to abandon this idea, for a 
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shorter or longer period, because of the economic crisis, which generated the funds limitation of the 
ministries.  

A solution to this problem would be to get sponsored contracts or barter driven.   
 
 
Other recommendations  

Since the company has been on the market for 15 years and registered its name at the State Office for 
Inventions and Trademarks, obtaining the registered mark, it should consider writing a success story and 
implicate in exchange of good practices in the field and permanently update the company’s website. If proper 
publicity is practiced, many orders might come out just because others find out the company exists and is 
quite available for collaboration. 

We suggest to seriously take into consideration accessing external founds in order to extend or 
accomplish the already established objectives. 

If professional management should be implemented, we strongly advise the management team to 
consult a management specialist in order to fill up all the gaps. 

 
This TA was performed on the company at the end of 2009. Since then, more than half of the 

recommendations were implemented and results began to show. We had an agreement with the company’s 
management as to return after at least 6 months and perform the analysis once again in order to rightly 
evaluate the final results. We decided for the period of at least 6 month in order to allow the company to 
elaborate its balance sheet. Since we hadn’t presented any financial data one might probably wonder why 
look into the balance sheet. We feel we have to explain that every company has the right to privacy of some 
or all its data, as negotiated before. This particular one applied for financial and contact data confidentiality 
for the time being, since it functions in a restrictive field were there are not many companies, especially in 
the Nord-West macro region of Romania (RO1). They did allow us thus, to present the other data because 
they considered, just as we do, these might be useful for others to try to form an idea from where to start 
when they feel something does not work properly, or, if they recognise some of the presented deficiencies, to 
try to apply our recommendations, obviously adapted, to their company’s needs. 

 
4. Conclusions 

A change is a difficult job. The manager of the company needs to deal with himself, with others and 
find the best solutions, ways, means and people to help him do it right. Not any change is a positive one and 
that is why the manager has to choose carefully. There are cases when changes made just for the sake of the 
phenomenon, or based on anything else but analysis of the facts, can bring more damage than staying the 
way the company was before, at least until it can actually do it right. 

When the life of the company, of its employees, depends on the manager’s decision to change or 
refuse to change, the respective decision the manager is facing with is one of the most difficult ones he 
should ever take.  

Using a TA is not such a difficult job if the manager can handle it or he has the right staff to do it for 
him. 

What is really difficult for the manager is to realize that his company has a problem, or is about to 
face with one. The next steps for the manager are: a) to identify the problems (and the authors have already 
proposed how to do it) and b) to accept the fact that he has to deal with them, especially for his company’s 
own good. Once he reached this point, the manager is ready to begin the process of accepting a change and 
adapting to its rules.  

Maintaining on the market, especially today, and representing a good example for those around you, 
a person – in the case of owner or manager, or a company they compare to is more than many of the SME’s 
who are struggling to survive can do for the moment. There are still, quite a few companies that should be 
looked up to, and, where possible, be learned from their best practices. 

There is a saying: Try to accomplish little things before breaking down huge walls, but never forget 
which wall you wanted to climb first, so that one day you end up sitting on the very top of it. 
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Abstract: The organizational culture analysis at a multicultural level is added to other primary  activities to 

prospect future implantation markets, as a managerial strategy, considering the insurance, at a specific point in time 
and space, with a specific budget, of an optimal combination of distribution channels, sales force, and physical 
distribution of goods and services provided by the organization. 

Therefore, the continuous improvement of management strategies must allow the adaptation of existing 
distribution channels to new requirements of the European Union demands imposed by changes in technology, markets 
and supply outlets, namely the growing requirements of the European consumers. 
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Nowadays, regardless of the size and the scope of the work field of a company, its involvement in the 

international business development is a prerequisite not only to increase profits, but also for the existence of 
the company itself. 

Moreover, ensuring a major profit over a long period, through the judicious exploitation of the potential 
offered by the conquered foreign markets niches and technological advantages available for the company, 
can provide the extension of the markets, which are not limited to domestic outlets, a segment that, in many 
cases, tends to restrict the goods and services offered by the respective company. But the penetration into a 
foreign market of services requires changes of the distribution modalities and may lead to additional costs 
related to integration, and to the financing processes "outsourcing". As a consequence, there was a 
multicultural trend of the big corporations to convert into several small ones, focused on different areas of 
their activities.  

 Meanwhile, the involvement of a company in the international trade activity presupposes to take some 
inherent costs and risks, which must be carefully considered by senior staffs, who take part in such an 
activity, relative to expected benefits. Therefore the corporate cultural design must take account of all the 
factors of influence from the countries where an improvement of the distribution channels is desired.  

Thus, the cultural approach of the company internationalization depends on the prevailing business 
mentality, on the manager’s attitude with respect to fundamental decisions related to the product, marketing 
and finance.  

The transition to a market economy characterized by fierce competitiveness, has influenced the 
conceptualization of organizational culture, which shows a double aspect: as a product, the expression of the 
influence of an organization and as a movement, characterizing the active role of human capital within the 
organization. From this perspective, the acceptance, according to which there is no organization as such, but 
only individuals, namely, national, professional, economic and social customized individuals at a precise 
moment of their existence, finds its support in considering culture as an important management tool in the 
appearance and the development of a new way of ensuring a consistent and profitable balance of commercial 
activity. Once again, it is confirmed that the identity of the organization is created primarily by human 
factors operating under its aegis. 

Also, the influence of internal factors (owners, founders, work groups, managers, organizational 
characteristics, beneficiaries, tradition, the company's past, the motivation system) and of the external ones 
(national culture, economic, political, technological, demographic, socio - cultural, natural and institutional 
vectors) introduced the need to consider organizational culture, at the level of the segment of the distribution 
/ sale of goods as the essence of multiculturalism.  

Moreover, being attracted by the antithesis between the individual’s personality and the personality 
of the organization, we can support the premise according to which the human capital performs the duties of 
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the utmost importance within the flow of the movement of goods, imposing its inner features to specific 
daily activities.  

Following such an hypothesis, the analysis of the organizational culture at a multicultural level is 
added to other primary activities which prospect the future markets of implantation, as a management 
strategy, taking into consideration the insurance, at a specific point in time and space, with a specific budget, 
of an optimal combination of distribution channels, sales force, and physical distribution of goods and 
services provided by the organization.  

Therefore, the growing complexity of modern society imposed the need of a real and concise 
diagnosis which should be able to support the global management of material, financial, human and 
informational resources that will be the starting point in the achievement of the targets.  

But the diagnosis of the organization supposes a diagnosis of the organizational culture of companies 
by the fact that it may impose an evolutionary trend of managerial processes.  

Corporate culture has a great impact both on the practices and on the management functions and its 
analysis - identification, knowledge and reconfiguration - can shape or reshape the crucial issues of the 
management of distribution channels in the following way: establishing, planning, monitoring, control 
objectives, and feedback, as the cultural influences at a level which is difficult to reveal, in any organization.  

As such, organizational culture occurs constantly in practice, social relations, conflicts and actions.  
It was pointed out in the literature the fact that cultural differences affect the management style of 

organizations more than the national tradition, given the fact that in different cultures, individual behavior is 
different. This means that managerial behavior is differs from one culture to the other. Following the same 
line it can be considered that managerial success varies depending on the cultural behavior and in this way 
what is effective in one culture may have negligible or even negative effects in another one. Therefore, 
organizational culture affects directly and in real time, the manager’s behavior through his values and 
attitudes.  

Knowing such issues and taking note of the practical needs of the organization, the management 
culture can metamorphose in function of the role that managers are made to play in organizations of different 
countries. In this regard, organizations from different cultures maintain and cultivate different beliefs.  

At a multicultural level, in France, organizational culture specificity consists of the manager`s 
assuming the role of expert, responding precisely to most of the employees problems related to their work 
within the organization.  

But in the United States of America organizational culture specificity consists of managers` 
assuming of the fundamental role in finding ways and means to solve problems and not to give directly to 
employees solving solutions that they simply  could aply, taking into account the perception that if they have 
solutions to all the problems, they will only put them into practice, and in this way the creative activity and 
the initiative of employees will be discouraged, which would destabilize their development and finally the 
one of the organization where they develop their activity.  

Consequently, through the contextual situations in which the managers may be, the culture 
influences the managerial styles. Thus, in a culture that emphasizes innovation and creativity, there will be a 
strong tendency to favor any event which generates new creative and innovative ideas and, secondly, to 
define the individuals perceptions on their expectations in terms of individual creativity. At the level of 
distribution channels, all these influences will have to be managed efficiently from the perspective of 
maintaining competitive advantage of the implantation opportunity within a foreign market, and a market 
share dimensioning within the segment specialty. 

The distribution of products and services is subject to managerial decisions, in this way the 
dimensions of the organizational culture - the distance required by the exercise of power, individualism 
versus collectivism, masculinity versus femininity, uncertainty avoidance, and Confucian dynamism (long-
term orientation versus short term orientation) -will make a mark on the choice of directing strategic variants 
of distribution channels.  

Grouped in the southwestern extreme of the continent (Spain and Portugal), isolated in the north 
(Belgium), located in the Central Europe (France, Switzerland), in the South (Italy) or far away to the east of 
the continent (Romania), the Latin countries of Europe despite of the very different economic development 
levels, relative to the European average, i.e. very high in Switzerland, France, Italy, medium in Belgium, low 
in Spain and Portugal and very low in Romania; they share in common many cultural elements, more than 
we might see at a first analysis, (religion, morality, history, traditions, customs). They provide the specific 
management features of this area.  
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With respect to the distance imposed by the exercise of power, Belgium is characterized by equal 
access to education, to create a company, strong economic decentralization (strong) and by small differences 
in incomes among different hierarchical levels of the organization. Switzerland stands out for the 
privatization of an important part of the capacities in all the economic sectors and the adaptation of the 
legislation "on the fly" to the contextual developments from economy, politics and society. In France, 
managers theories focus on the role of the employees and the performance of private organizations are 
generated equally by the managers’ talent and the employee effort.  

In Italy, the observance of the legislation leads to the elimination of privileges and the ascent to the 
top of the hierarchy is based on seniority rather than on performance.  Portugal has a complete firm, well-
applied legislation and the decision-making belongs to the managers from the top. At the same time, there is 
a so-called economic and social instability and the private initiative has lower rates. 

In Spain, the legislation emphasizes the management contract in state companies, the private ones 
being characterized by an authoritarian management style. The small differences in incomes among different 
hierarchical levels of the organizations point out the difference and the decrease of the number of 
hierarchical levels influences a close professional training.  

Romania, on the other hand, is characterized by a relative economic and social instability without the 
involvement of the employees in the decision-making problems of the organizations where they work, 
coupled with the lack of initiative from the part of the youth and a stressed social polarization.  

As such, in Portugal, Romania and Spain there are specific elements for a long distance from the 
power, while in other countries there are elements specific for a short distance from the power.  

In what concerns the approach in time - long term orientation vs. short term orientation – Belgium is 
characterized by respect, within certain limits for social obligations and social status and by the development 
of the economic infrastructure, making large investments in cultural education.  

Switzerland has large investment funds, self-suggestion representing a consensus for the 
achievement of an essential goal. In France, traditions merge with modernity; therefore traditions must be 
adapted to the modern context. The planning for future activities and the concern with future success rather 
than the immediate one represent the primary characteristics of the organizational culture is France.  

Italy is characterized by security and social stability, by the insurance of a significant well-managed 
investment fund, as shown by the ascent of economic infrastructure. Spain shows respect with certain limits 
for social obligations and social status, for the economic infrastructure development, as well as for the 
persistence to long-term results.  

At the same time, Portugal has reduced funds for investments; the trade side being influenced by the 
lack of persistence for long-term results as well as by an exaggerated concern with immediate profit.  

On the same line, Romania shows respect for social obligations and social status, regardless of price, 
along with the lack of a perspective view for investment funds, and a big proportion of food and dwelling 
expenses in total incomes.  

 The characteristics of the organizational culture, in terms of this size show very well, by 
comparison, the differences among Latin countries of Europe. The long-term approach is typical for 
developed countries and the short-term approach is available in Portugal and Romania.  

What must be mentioned, in terms of the influences exercised by the organizational culture on the 
management of distribution channels is that if the culture is strong, but, in the same time, it is not adaptive 
and appropriate for its strategy, then the company will be inertial, strongly inhibited with respect to the 
creative approaches and taking risks. Under these circumstances, any change in mental models, generated by 
radical changes, such as structural and technological ones will occur with violent resistance, hardly 
controllable and more often with disastrous effects in the organizational plan.  

If the culture is powerful, and also strategically appropriate and adaptive, it will show a big tendency 
of the system represented by commercial company for innovation and creativity decision.  

Of course, this cultural framework should be supported by appropriate structures in order to allow a 
coherent evaluation of the system.  

It should be noted that the existence of a particular culture within a company may hamper or 
facilitate its development. A strong and strategically appropriate culture, contributes to the achievement of 
the objectives of the company's development. Values like: innovation, creativity, initiative, risk taking may 
favor the achievement of the objectives. Or, on the contrary, an objective like the penetration on the existing 
markets with new products may be hindered by cultural differences between partner companies or by the 
lack of employees` responsibility from one of the companies. Cultural norms influence, for example, the 
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negotiations between buyers and sellers. Moreover, the products must be adapted to the cultures, both in 
name, brand and in packaging and composition. 

Also, culture is the one which affects the price of goods and hence, the distribution channels. Certain 
cultural norms prohibit the price and may change the entire distribution system by redirecting the used 
channels which aims to reconfigure the profitability curve. In other cultures, the displayed price serves only 
as a basis for negotiation. Moreover, the price may be an indicator of quality that varies according to the 
respective company’s culture. Thus, some organizations with higher quality according to their culture and 
philosophy will have also a price increase. On the contrary, in other companies, whose culture is not 
customer-oriented, but substantial profit-oriented on short term, in any circumstances, the price increase is 
not the result of an increase in quality, but of other considerations. Thus, the distribution channels may be 
transformed according to each managerial characteristic of the respective country, or to the market within the 
country of implantation.   

The economic calculus intervenes in the foundation process since every strategic option will lead to 
different levels in terms of sales and costs. The managerial board of the organization will have to determine 
in what position the organization will achieve a higher volume of sales and related best costs, respectively by 
resorting to efficient distribution channels, to allow the optimization of the relationship between time, price 
and quality.  

Therefore it is brought in the first place the cost analysis of distribution channels, as measured by the 
margin distribution, which represents the difference between the selling price to the final user or consumer 
and the price paid to the producer or to the first buyer. That margin of distribution is identified with the 
concept of value added by distribution.  

With respect to the distribution channels - short, medium and long – where several intermediaries are 
involved, the distribution margin represents the sum of successive intermediaries’ margins and the margin of 
a participating dealer in the circuit is the difference between the selling price of the product and the buying 
price.   

The two notions are confounded when the circuit is achieved by a single intermediary. The 
distribution margin is expressed, in general, in percentages, or in relation with the selling price to the 
consumer - the public price, or in relation with the purchase price. In function of the two possible situations - 
public price or purchase price taken as a reporting basis – there are calculated two types of retailer margins: 
outer margin and inner margin. The latter is commonly used in substantiation of distribution strategies. Thus:  

 
In absolute values the distributor's margin is therefore calculated as:  
 

DM= P - C 
 
Where, DM  = distributor’s margin, P = selling price and C = Cost of Purchase 
 
As a percentage the distribution margin is calculated as follows: 
 

� OUTER MARGIN : DM*= (P-C) / P (%)  
 

� INNER MARGIN :   DM o=(P-C) /C (%) 
 

To get the best substantiation of a strategic variant, one must obey equivalence rule: 
 

� DM*= DM o / 1+ DMo 
 

� DM o = DM* / 1-DM* 
 
The sustainability of strategic variants of the conventional choice system of distribution channels is 

limited by a number of phenomena, such as: specific uncertainty for the business environment in which 
component intermediaries operate on the marketing channel, the specific channel features such as 
negotiations, opportunism and limited rationality, and other such issues, strictly specific to certain areas of 
the market from certain countries or certain periods.  
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These events or aspects turn into multicultural factors which, in some cases lead to promoting 
relations of cooperation and lucrative arrangements between the members of the conventional channels of 
different countries.  

Corporate culture has in this way a decisive role in the achievement of the company’s objectives in 
terms of being both effect and cause in setting and attaining goals. An efficient organization can be the 
source of a competitive advantage. Consequently, in the implementation of strategies needed to achieve the 
company’s objectives, it is important to evaluate the results from the perspective of corporate culture at 
multicultural level characteristics, which may show.  

The continuous improvement of managerial strategies should allow the adaptation of existing 
distribution channels to new requirements of the European Union, demands imposed by the changes in 
technology, on the markets and supply outlets, namely the high constantly changing requirements of the 
European consumers.  

Simultaneously and depending on creating the paradigmatic framework and the value system, the 
organizational culture that supports a high degree of performance must be consistent and aligned with 
organizational strategies in order to ensure the balance between external adjustment, depending on national 
context and internal integration of the system, under the aegis of globalization and sustainable development.  
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Abstract: Of content that work, crisis management and must have a strong reflection of crisis communication. 
Crisis communication is a fundamental component of the attributes that define a complete manager, and our 
recommendation is to refer to training managers in this respect is to immediately call in the consultants specialize in 
crisis communications. 

  It stipulates that crisis communication should be based on a set of messages, specific targets that depend 
entirely on the approach of the crisis. The paper presents the major characteristics of the crisis, crisis management 
organization, the specific role of the media, the importance of rumors, current trends in crisis communication and 
consumer reaction or citizens. 

Accomplices convinced that the crisis can be a positive opportunity for development as a mode determined 
inappropriately review.    
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Crisis communication. 
  Communication in crisis situations can be successfully performed by persons who have developed 

this type of communication skills necessary in normal situations. Generally, a crisis triggered communication 
partners attack reactions, characterized by aggressive questions, lack of prior documentation, feelings of 
superiority and attitude of justice. 

Person authorized to communicate in crisis situations must discern the nature of the crisis produced, 
the public will be able to communicate in that situation and analyze the cold as interlocutors believe they will 
suffer consequences themselves and their dependents from the crisis. Accordingly, the communicator wants 
them to believe that will happen because of the crisis. This is the premise communication. Starting from it, 
the communicator will address one of three functional techniques in crisis situations, techniques that are 
based on three channels of communication effective: 

      -   posture that makes the announcement; 
      -   association position before the crisis (common enemy); 

-  posture interactivity (solve together). 
Posture or positions taken in the choice, the communicator must know that is forbidden to make 

empty promise, to lie about the nature, evolution or to solve the crisis, but ethics is entitled to use the relative 
truths or truths possible. Also, the communicator must discern emotions beneficial situation, and emotions 
you have to assimilate them and to be able to induce their interlocutors. They, along with solid 
documentation are weapons in any of its three channels or any combination thereof. 

Posture that makes the announcement, involves mitigating the crisis situation in the perception of 
speakers. That type of process, we can use the previous similar situation and their consequences were not 
bad, the repetition of the situation in time, the frequent instances of countries, companies which interlocutors 
have feelings of admiration and approval. The whole argument, however, must be demonstrated, verifiable 
and important in terms of speakers. 

  Association position before the crisis requires recognizing the crisis and documented indication of a 
common enemy, acceptable and recognizable by speakers and the negative energies in the direction of that 
common enemy, but the union as a constructive effort to react to the appearance of that enemy. This tactic 
should not be confused with exonerate, the communicator is not only indicate a fault, but to do together (he 
and his interlocutors) concrete actions to overcome the crisis that brought the common enemy and thus to 
counteract and mitigate the attacks. 

Posture interactivity, the most recommended of the three, also means recognizing the crisis and 
assignment of roles to speakers with accurate, clear, which made them feel actively and concretely involved 
in resolving the crisis. Having something to do and feeling important in that action, interlocutors tend to 
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mobilize, to assume the role of "heroic". Divert attention from their activity spectrum abstract crises, offering 
instead the immediate objectives, concrete and tangible. In the roles, tasks should be allocated gradually, so 
that negative feedback should be postponed until after solving the crisis and have the satisfaction of the 
interlocutors have contributed together to solve them. 

Choosing posture and overlapping positions must take into account the criterion of homogeneity 
strong communicator whose group is addressed. For their employees, it is the job guarantee, followed by 
guaranteed income and sharing the vision and objectives of the organization. Uniformity around these 
criteria can be used successfully both association position, and that of interactivity. Or you can accumulate. 

 
Organization crisis communication. 

A firm that has provided a functional structure in case of crisis simulation exercises conducted, and 
prepared arguments, will have many opportunities to overcome hardships during the crisis. This provision is 
essential. 

From an organizational perspective, anticipating the crisis takes place in two chapters: the material 
and communication. 

Organization of crisis, is organizing a crisis management device in view of prevention and 
preparedness. Identification, is reviewing a series of potential crises in an organization. 

Possible classification of potential crisis areas. Most risks can be grouped into categories of 
economic, technical, political or corporate. May relate to product quality or features, or may be directly 
related to the companys image. Starting from this typology, all possibilities should be considered a crisis 
occur. 

Stage of the screening is to imagine the impossible and this viewpoint is best to address a large 
number of cases. Also recommended intake outside company vision. 

Review of the crisis, generating visions of repeating statements, companies will ask questions related 
repositories: 

- probability. The risk is minimal, or very likely; 
- risk. The company will be seriously threatened; 
- mastery of the subject. Security systems are effective one hundred to one hundred? 

Many organizations consider it impossible to be affected by the crisis because it is a positive 
dynamic, or imagine that they are better protected by insurance, that work is not risk. Insufficiently prepared, 
these companies manage their most difficult crises. 

Any planning process based on strict risk to fail, because the crisis will often borrow multiform 
ways, will accumulate different stakes and can be launched through a technological crisis to turn into an 
economic crisis. If you standardize too much defense mechanisms, the organization may reduce its flexibility 
to crisis management. 

Potential crises need to be updated, especially through an external crisis benchmarking. Each of 
these can be a warning signal for any organization that must raise questions on domestic potentialities for a 
crisis. The layout of information is the key crisis management issues. Company in crisis is the objective of 
multiple requests and questions. The layout of information is the key crisis management issues. 

Company in crisis is the objective of multiple requests and questions. This implies the need to know 
the potential consequences of each crisis. If the company can alert the population about the real risks from 
the outset, risks will be lower and the company will have a good status.When uncertainty is high and appears 
to be evolving crisis, it is the intervention of an expert who has an important function, such as a member of 
the Governing Board, with a mission to save the image of the president. 

The crisis, is to quickly obtain reliable information through a network of experts who will analyze 
debate between them and the first results in summary form. Summary avoid losing time with discussion on 
data. 

    Crisis cell to be effective, must have three components comprising: 
- animator, may be a person chosen for his ability to lead discussions, or a representative of the 

Governing Board of the Company. Its role is to work summaries of all information received. 
Depending on which power is delegated, validates an attitude, or submit its recommendation through 
the chain; 

- expert, responsible for gathering and analyzing technical information, has a difficult task because of 
uncertainty that characterize almost all crises. Crises different effects, it is important that expertise to 
cover more areas. Times that of the type crisis, it is recommended that technical specialists are 
meeting with legal and financial professionals; 
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- communication officer devolve upon two major tasks: 
- first, it must provide all the different expectations of the company interviewed. Communication 

function is to participate in decision-making by integrating external expectations: what is the level of 
public concern, wishing, how they react before a decision, etc.; 

- the second function is the transcription method of communicating decisions. 
    The activity aims communication, broadcasting firm decision in perspective reception and maximum 

acceptance. Preparing statements are reflected in the cart press conferences and preparing messages and 
arguments for particular company spokesman. Spokesman plays an important role, because conditional 
credibility messages. Company can choose for president, an expert, or in charge of communication but will 
be different levels of perception This does not mean that the person responsible for communication should 
not be expressed, it must respond to requests. But that should not speak in his own name but on behalf of the 
company. Officer prepare communication messages, but his name should not appear at dissemination. 

  Election officer will be real communication between the president and an expert. Parameter selection 
is based on knowledge of the crisis and the forecast period. 

    If the first data collected crisis seem solid and features indicating a shorter term is preferable 
company to express the highest level. This demonstrates a real assumption of responsibility, capacity to 
recognize their own weaknesses and mistakes. 

    Avoid flattery. preliminary assessment decision must be thorough and able to put into question the 
dominant idea should be encouraged. 

    Naive test is important for crisis communication. This character allows the communication of pre-
testing company. Having no knowledge of objectives, its mission is to judge the results. Before any external 
disclosure is sufficient if the draft press release is proposed for reading to individuals inside or outside, to see 
which are essential elements missing or unclear. Naive test; allows a distance required before any decision. 

    Experience, resulting in multiplication exercises, allowing the company hold key technique of 
behavior in crisis situations. It is recommended to exercise 3 or 6 months, with relative preservation of 
carrying out the surprise, to keep under control a crucial parameter of the crisis, the effect of destabilization. 

    The gain in experience, is obtained by recognizing mistakes and is a prerequisite for improving 
Symptoms of crisis. Crises are based more on a spirit of openness and flexibility, than on any procedures. 

    Check-list site, in crisis situations, the smallest detail can lead to extremely serious consequences. 
All elements relating to crises should be carefully noted and followed. One of the first important action is to 
create the list of coordinates speakers. 

    Planning organization to ensure a continuous service and the ability to quickly contact a maximum 
of interlocutors is a guarantee of success. 

   Communication organization after studying all the evidence is material, the company must take into 
account the parameters directly linked to communication. Activity is the department of communication, 
which must consider three important areas. 

    The communication plan must include objective communication, message, goals and methods. Many 
crises make firm defensive position due to external requests, including the media lies in the foreground. It is 
important to distinguish between what the media says and what I think the interim target. 

    Ability to remain in a position of initiative despite the influx of foreign applications, select them and 
to concentrate efforts on core targets of communication, is a proof of professionalism. Specifically, the firm 
should organize its own communication system without excessive focus on media relations. 

    The most important quality of a communication plan is clear. Formulated in accessible language and 
directly operational, should be known in advance by the players, before any exercise of crisis. Reality shows 
that the plan is often neglected until an occurrence. It is clear that the plan must be written in a concise and 
pragmatic perspective. The plan must establish the rules, attitude to achieve, but can not function as a 
survival manual in desperate situations. Tackling the crisis is first a state of mind and only then a matter of 
procedure. 

    Preparation of messages, is the first step to sequencing communication. For each potential crisis is 
developing key message to be delivered, which should express: What we say about this crisis? If we adopt a 
positive attitude or defensive? How could this happen? Happened, was also produced? It can occur again? 
What are the consequences? 

    Preparation of messages can be done quickly or thoroughly. The first possibility firm drafted its 
message about the subject and provides answers to key questions that might be made. 
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   In the second case, the firm preparing a press pack. Making the case can be made only when crisis 
whose origin, progress and consequences are predictable. The file must be reread periodically for updating 
the information in light of changing circumstances and business environment. 

    It is not enough to know the message to be transmitted efficiently, be provided and training for 
making meaning in the media. The first phase will focus on short statement, the essence of the message is 
constantly recalled. In the second phase, the main part of the speech will consist of subject knowledge and 
accuracy in taking positions. 

    Training should be designed by professionals from outside the company. Many companies accept 
out simulations, exercises crisis. Companys designated spokespersons should receive regular training to 
improve media discourse. 

    Public, politicians, associations, journalists, these speakers will certainly make any speech delivered 
by a firm in crisis. Previously established relationships help reduce uncertainties .. If confidence can be 
installed, external speakers have fewer reasons to rebuild everything. 

    Authorities and economic and policy makers have legitimacy to act and communicate in crisis 
situations. Prior knowledge of media presents major advantages. First, ease of connection, the journalist will 
know what the internal speaker contact and communication Officer interlocutor knows the journalistic world. 

    At one level, this knowledge will contribute to transmission reliability. Journalist who knows his 
interlocutor, who knows that his data are submitted are accurate, will have less doubt. Should be considered 
as audiovisual media, especially TV stations broad audience, and major local radio stations. Media 
relationship must be created and maintained frequently. 

    
Communication strategies in crisis. 
    Crisis sometimes arises a situation where the absence of serious reactions will be adapted into cause 

of the crisis. 
    Emmanuelle Tran Tranh Tam ( 2004 ) identified certain factors which indicate the probability of 

meeting a crisis media phenomenon: 
- is a specific topic that may affect the general public in everyday life; 
- topic profile belongs to social issues; 
- the statement refers or may refer to many people; 
- there are innocent victims; 
- company, brand, product known; 
- doubts on the origins of the problem are not understood; 
- rumors or contradictory information. 
    And other elements may be taken into account: the impact on turnover, hostile bids, prosecutions, 

etc.. 
    Subject knowledge. If the firm has complete information on the causes and consequences of the 

crisis since its origin, can be positioned firmly on a particular type of message. The first concerns the general 
media inquiries to the origin of the crisis, identifying the cause of the event and the consequences of 
demarcation construction allows rapid orientation communication device. 

    When major crisis exerts its effects on national public opinion, the risk is proportionally greater in 
relation to situations and companies that distribute funds in many countries and heavily dependent on 
international financial market guidelines. 

    Through a tailored strategy based mostly on offensive, some companies manage to turn the crisis 
into an opportunity for development. 

    If the firm still has significant knowledge of the crisis, the causes, responsibilities, consequences, can 
take solution choice message delivered at the highest level of business. 

    When crisis arise in conducting some twists, prosecution, multiplication interventions recommended 
saving the image the company president, and messages will be supported by the spokespersons of the crisis, 
or human resources director. Company shall first make an inquiry concerning responsibility. 

    Major parameter of any organization&#39;s strategic choices is responsible for the event. 
Opportunity to present a united front of the message and through business partners, customers, suppliers, 
employers unions, scientists, creating a network of speeches around the same message and speech support 
company representatives. 

    Each partner seeks privileged information, the journalist looking for news of spectacular domestic 
audience that the media barely acknowledges him provides even true information regarding the existence of 
the company. Company in crisis develops between two major types of speeches: the recognition and 
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avoidance. A firm may accept responsibility for minimizing their role, or may refuse to take a crisis before 
accepting responsibility. 

    A study by P. Lagadec ( 2000 ) in led to highlight three types of responses: 
- transparency, based on a clear and complete information; 
- discretion, characterized by a balance between what is communicated and what is not 

communicable; 
- concealing, or election information. 
    JP Piotet ( 2004 ) proposed a ranking based on five types of strategy, each leading to a specific 

address: 
- refuse categorically not true; 
- subscriber absent: no comment; 
- scapegoat: he is guilty, not me; 
- acceptance: I am guilty, but ...; 
- amalgam: not only myself to blame. 
    MH Westphalen ( 1997 ) presents a typology that identifies five possible answers: 

- silent: the lack of response, minimum disclosure of information; 
- offensive: denial case, trying to turn the situation; 
- transfer: transferring responsibility over another (person, agency, provider); 
- recognition: the company recognizes its mistake and is working with the media; 
- discretion possessed: the progressive release of information. 
 
    Paying particular attention to tone of discourse, MN Sicard recognizes three strategies on the speech: 

- teaching approach based on a known recognition; 
- fiction story that invites the recipient to share an emotion; 
- contamination, which operates by analogy with a similar event. 

Recognition strategy is based on mitigating circumstances to acquire or improve capital of 
image. To become effective recognition strategy must meet several conditions: 

- recognition must be firm, accompanied by explanatory steps; 
- recognition must be rapid; 
- must be full recognition (accepting full responsibility), but most often it is partial and the multiple 

ways: 
- the idea of good faith, allow a company to recognize their responsibility not to appear guilty. 

Strategy recently used in cases of corruption and doping must be perfectly adapted to be active, 
otherwise risk becoming ineffective; 

- amalgamation, the company accepts responsibility but the volume increases. Used by companies that 
have significant export contracts. The strategy aims to reduce liability; 

- separating business and people. The strategy is to disconnect the brand name of crisis managers. 
Company recognizes the existence of the problem, but moving in the privacy of employees. The 
strategy is also likely the target on the company directory. 

    Acceptance strategy appears most effective. Remains little used because of the many internal 
constraints of the firm. The most common way is to choose an ambiguous responsibilities (responsible but 
not guilty), off (which is not unique responsibility), the benefit of mitigating circumstances. 

    Project strategies lateral movement of the viewpoint is to solve the problem to a different approach. 
Strategy was often used by companies accused of corruption. In the face of increasing media attacks, 
responses to attacks are reduced. Technique can only be defensive, after which certain statements are 
supported by evidence. Under this strategy, where communication is moved to move from a defensive zone 
to a place where communication can be made positive by addressing a subject positively. 

    Strategy and counter-conspiracy theory, is often a reversal of roles that allow the company accused 
sǎ played the victim. Valid in a highly competitive economic environment, the strategy is used mainly as a 
response if negative rumors. In general, the actual existence of the plot is impossible to prove, even if there is 
consistent practice of traditional economic war. 

    Strategy “external charges”, is the diversion of attention to a third party, the most common 
applications are found in the forms of strategy: 

- hierarchical strategy, consists in minimizing the role of a factor in highlighting the real decision 
makers. Accused of inadequate management activities MNEF company, former managing director of 
counter-evoking state responsibility;  
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- Strategy “could be worse”, annexes track strategy without to deny responsibility, the company opens a 
second front of fighting, with the goal of reducing tension focused on a target media by announcing other 
charge; can be used for media diversion from the topic, by leaking a promising investigative leads. It is used 
after the discovery of corruption; 

- “annexes track” strategy without to deny responsibility, the company opens a second front of fighting, 
with the goal of reducing tension focused on a target media by announcing other charge; 

- avoid a greater evil strategy, aiming at obtaining an easement and relief effect by comparison of 
avoided impact in the form of disaster, the event itself is minimized, because it avoided an even worse 
situation. The crisis is actually converted into position with a potential disaster. 

    Refusal strategies., Requires no recognition that responsibility does not mean total rejection of 
communication and is not automatically accompanied by explanations to justify their chosen position. 

    Denial strategy, is denying responsibility and dismiss charges. The subsequent disclosure may lower 
long-term blot company. Messages may be issued later questioned. Therefore, denial strategies are most 
frequently applied basis. 

    The strategy of silence, the company refuses to communicate about the subject. Is based on media 
pressure and short duration of the conviction, highlighted by JP Piotet ( 2004 ) that the lack of fuel, the fire is 
extinguished. The strategy of silence may be approached in two ways: 

- Initial silence when the firm relies on non-disclosure event, or simply do not see the need for 
communication; 

- Subsequent silence, is refusing any communication after the event was potentially a surplus 
publicized company negative image. 

      Scape goating strategy, is to appoint a guilty clearly identified by the firms internal 
resources. Is based on a pseudo-public killing guilty to driving protect persons. The model is used in social 
crisis, especially for firms in which a strike impact on customers can be considerable. 

    Change strategy, denying responsibility is transferred into an earlier period. The main communities 
are: 

- The total denial of any relationship between the two periods; 
- Forgetting responsible entity may be made by changing the name; 
- Reference to the past as a guarantee of a genuine change. Contrary to previous cases, the crisis can 

be used in the communication process with the objective to establish a structural change. 
    Missing part strategy, the argument is based on lack of information.  
 
Principles of relations with the media. 
    Compliance, however, allow some principles to improve a relationship that is often experienced as a 

conflict. Many companies is based on it is better to first take care of mitigation, leaving the plane the second 
communication, others choose to wait until I get reliable information. 

    Social tensions and causing rapid media logic seeking responsible, not to position the company as 
guilty and provide an act of recognition. Recognition event is not taking full responsibility. Civic sense must 
be understood, not legal. 

    Extending the principle of responsibility, the company requires a broader plan moral obligations. 
Recognition is very difficult since the crisis first reflex is to protect the company against actions perceived as 
an aggressive media. Reflex, is expressed in a speech to avoid or minimize perceived as disdainful media. 

    During the crisis, media questions to elected representatives, witnesses, victims, consumer 
associations or the environment, opinion leaders, ministries, etc.. Firms remain in silence, hoping that the 
media will pay less interest case. Is a mistake. Silence is seen as an affront, and is often interpreted 
negatively amplify the effect of media pressure. 

    Companys ability to be transparent is a more important parameter as the crisis did not focus on one 
event, but the companys ability to direct and reliable information. It is important that the company is 
perceived as open and transparent. 

    Quantitatively, taking messages reduces pressure on the companys media and quality, meaning the 
company credibility. Since external interlocutors have an image independent company, their support 
improves receptivity of the message. 

    Crises can be carried for long periods. For that company, this means maintaining the functioning of 
the crisis and the flow of information initiative. It is useful to disseminate the data required to be 
permanently updated to keep media attention. If not, the expression given company will be reduced and 
capital will weaken gradually gained credibility. 
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    Closing timing of the crisis is very important. No firm decision, but internal and external 
stakeholders. Decreased attention and the breakdown of the crisis can not intervene until the situation was 
completely stabilized. 

   Since the entry into crisis, the company must define a message and repeat it whenever the public 
expressed. Confusing messages or divergent, depending on transmitter may worsen the crisis. The smallest 
discrepancy between the messages issued by an organization may create a risk of ruining the credibility 
manipulation. 

    The message should reflect the attitude of the company, should be short, specific and meet public 
expectations. The message must relate to: 

- exact recognition of the facts, the origin and consequences; 
- attitude, position and firm expresses regret; 
- commitment, the company wishes to use all resources to minimize damage and avoid a new crisis. 
    To avoid serious consequences of the crisis, the company must conduct the taking emergency 

measures, while giving consumers advise and river. 
    Company should undertake important actions such as: withdrawal of products, stop trade, production 

and suspend those responsible. 
    Be controlled tone, both the speech and the facts, namely: 

- to show human understanding, to be involved in the facts on which it assumes; 
- to differentiate speech properly, to not only provide general information; 
- to broadcast speeches which clearly expresses a message through short sentences, using view events 

by making use of images that can be readily understood; 
- representatives of domestic concern to reassure interlocutors and to provide more value good news; 
- to impose calm, shows the importance the firm attaches to the event and reduce the scale of the 

immediate consequences; 
- it is imperative that certain circumstances may be anticipated in the training exercises conducted by 

simulation. 
    Knowledge of journalistic work requires respect for the media. Convinced of the value of his work, 

the journalist will not appreciate that it is avoided, or left the firm impression of arrogance. Relations 
between business and media will be improved if you focus on the quality of reception that it is reserved for 
journalists, the caller the impression that it is committed and that the work will be recognized. 

    Emergency Management, which deals with media relations during the crisis facing a continuous 
avalanche of requests. Company quickly overtaken by events, is forced to answer questions and to designate 
spokespersons. Although the pressure of the emergency, the company must retain the ability to choose, to 
select media channels that allows to express the priority of selected facts. Also planning to watch the press 
releases. 

    Post-crisis management, a notice announcing the crisis, supplying products to beneficiaries and that 
all victims have received compensation, etc.. 

    Crises go, but not quite finished. Media on numerous occasions over the crisis lies in an anniversary 
date that offers a balance, or when another company is going a similar situation. Crises go, but not quite 
finished. Media on numerous occasions over the crisis lies in an anniversary date that offers a balance, or 
when another company is going a similar situation. 

 
Internal communication. 
    Although insufficiently used, internal communication is of major importance and can be treated by 

addressing the two issues.  
   Managerial issues, the staff spends much of their active life in business, why the crisis is a factor of 

psychological disorder, in May of that company was actually responsible for triggering the crisis. Initial 
shock may be enhanced by treating the crisis in terms of communication. 

    Crisis that the employee is essential information through the press working company that represents 
a major loss of motivation, whose influence may extend far after the crisis. 

    Aspect of communication may be addressed at two levels: 
- directly, by questioning employees. To have a vision as real journalists, calls testimony numerous 

company employees. Through direct phone calls, or shipped surprise interviews, journalists seek to 
balance speech spokesman of the crisis. Any discrepancy between the two types of messages may 
appear suspicious and gives rise to speculation; 
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- indirectly, as principle of information acquisition by a person close to giving it greater credibility. 
The importance of internal communication is conducted in three stages of the crisis: 

- before the crisis communication procedures should be planned and implemented with the assistance 
of a higher possible number employees. Staff awareness through information sessions and 
simulations is necessary in crisis management, resulting in awareness of the fragility management 
organizations; 

- during the crisis, by two parameters: the testimony of the agent mentioned above; 
- after the crisis because experience gain can not be exploited without employees. 
    The human factor is decisive in crisis communication and organization often lack the technical 

procedures privileges. 
    Internal communication is a privileged place, since it is used in most crises, being sometimes even to 

their origin. 
    Employees and unions have realized that media interest is the social conflict. Media companys 

internal human problems even though they may appear in any organization, creates a suspicion refer to the 
companys responsibility. 

    There are frequent cases where the employee suffers the consequences of the crisis. An offer to 
purchase the institution, a merger, the employee can turn the crisis into an object. In general terms, any event 
of crisis, economic, environmental or simply the image of the company, will impact the employee. 

    The five principles of internal communication: 
- communication must be targeted. During the social crisis on a restructuring plan, the company 

has often tended to focus on employees redundant because of the impact of media; 
- communication must operate in a register behavior. Even if the company does not have clear 

solutions out of the crisis, must show determination to use all resources to achieve the objective; 
- rapid dissemination tools should be preferred. Creation of national Green, allows employees to 

learn on the running times of crisis and domestic issues; 
- communication must be global. Internal and external spokespersons must always ensure that the 

two types of messages is a perfect consistency; 
- communication must be able to finish. During the crisis it is necessary to signal the exit from the 

crisis in the involvement of employees in the new objectives. 
    National Journal of the company may indicate that the crisis means a starting point for further 

development. National Journal of the company may indicate that the crisis means a starting point for further 
development. 

 
Current trends. 
    In recent years due to the internationalization of business, crisis communication has changed much, 

speakers are forced to use new tools such as the Internet. Impact of the Internet is exercised in three ways, 
can generate crises, they may increase and may reduce them. 

    Internet as a source of potential crises, can act in two ways: 
- the economic or financial purpose. Sending viruses or sending information to saturate some 

many sites; 
- the ability to replicate information by lack of response by increasing international trade 

competition. 
    All this makes the Internet one of the new emerging areas of crisis, very elaborate system design, 

diversity of information supplied much of the media determined to resume the data made public. Without up 
to disseminating information, conducting personal pages or create aggressive sites, may function as a simple 
attack against the company image. Display incorrect information through the Internet, may have to harm a 
company. 

    Creating offensive sites, misinformation through the Internet or electronic parcels, can generate 
many crises through discussion forums. That every Internet user can send information on the agenda mailing, 
put up your home this commerce in a difficult situation. 

    In conclusion, the Internet is inevitably characterized by permanence effect, the information remains 
available and some companies continue to see their name associated with long crisis. The Internet can make 
a simple incident, a major crisis. Crisis may be enhanced by electronic messages and discussion forums, but 
following the appearance of sites of contestation. 

    Some messages circulating on the Internet for business support, contributed to the impression that it 
manage its bad communication, even when tested, proved that there were only crude forgeries. Companies 
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increasingly use the Internet more as a management tool in environmental supervision and their reactions on 
the crisis, allowing them to discover any complaints. 

    Supervision is carried out aggressive sites, discussion forums and can operate from within the 
company, or a specialized firm. Participation in the discussion forums is completed by using the search 
engine capable of detecting, based on a keyword, all those sites forums. 

    Any information sent over the Internet is perceived as manipulative communication crisis is likely to 
be criticized and abused by the Internet space more than any medium. Are shown photos, images and 
animated videos. Introducing specialized links that allow access to sites of agencies or newspapers, increased 
the credibility of messages. 

   The Internet can operate in a perspective of evidence-based communication. Using webcams allows 
Internet users to view business from the inside, in a continuous operation such as opening doors. One 
prediction is to create opportunities for hidden sites. The site is all hidden information about a type of crisis 
and opportunity to make available online. 

    Rumor is a credible current proposal, which does not necessarily mean that the transmitter is 
convinced truth message. Rumor is always a bad thing and often ambiguous character. Occurs mainly during 
periods of racial tension, religious or commercial. Attacks in particular companies or mark is a symbol of 
leadership. Increasing industrial competition enhances the likelihood of destabilization organized for that 
rumor is a very effective tool due to the fluidity of transmission. 

    If the rumor is unfounded, the company has several options: 
-    offensive, allow rumor attributed to him an intent to destabilize the company; 

-  information can be combated with convincing arguments. To be effective, may be accompanied by 
a statement showing evidence; 

- receptor saturation occurs when there is a rumor and the recognition rule allows stop 
broadcasting the message content. When most learned information, interest information 
transmission becomes ridiculous; 

- the rumor is wrong and unsustainable, the company could act on some elements that have 
contributed to it. 

    Rumor has preferred land: reducing staff, outsourcing, mergers, etc. Because of gains speculation, 
international exchanges, financial communication is very sensitive to the effects of rumors. Spread the 
Internet increases the likelihood of spread and amplification of rumors which may become the engine of 
future crises. 
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Abstract: As an important factor on the political-economical scene, the crisis involves profound mutations in 
the Romanian companies. Its effect is transmitted in the technological chain specific to each industry, because a 
decrease in requests automatically means a decrease in the company’s income. 

In the writing, we are presenting the corelation between the quality of human resource or individual intelligence 
and the learning processes on an organizational level, with a synergetic effect over the phenomenon of the financial 
crisis, as a moment of truth. 
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1. Introduction 

Crisis is a moment of truth because it settles things, the economy on the foundations offered 
by real economy. At the same time, the crisis is a moment of compromise, because the fundamental 
institution that has the ability to assess and reassess the competitors permanently is seriously 
discussed about, to reflect the image of the civilized world. In this case, the necessity of the market 
which was and still is the fundamental institution appears; the one that makes the‚ fruits of human 
effort blossom’, as Mises L. said it (1944). The necessity for human resource to reveal only the good 
side appears, in order to stay in the competition, and be able to help adjust and fulfill the action 
plans with the mecanism of price feedback (Hayek 1990). The painful problem is the fact that the 
market can’t do its job because of the compromise that socializes loss and makes gains private. The 
unemployment spectrum generated by the eventual bankruptcy of a few organizations with a 
considerable amount of influence on the contractual chain of reproduction is a motive privileged by 
the economical analyses. In this regard, Stiglitz (2008) declared that ‚neoliberalism is dead, and the 
actual market economy is in fact only a corporate well-being system defended by the market 
economy’. Daniel Daianu, a very appreciated Romanian economist says that the basic cause of this 
crisis is an insufficient and inadequate reglementation of the financial system. At the same time, he 
refers to the effects of The Gramm-Leach-Bliley Act, passed in 1999, which made an additional 
wave of misfunction in the industry, leading to the appearance of‚ synthetical, but very little 
understood products, from the perspective of the risk that they implied’ (Daianu, 2008, p. 5). We 
think that the financial crisis phenomenon is the effect of a defficiency in the market, as a human 
creation, because‚ the man always needs the help of the people’ (Smith,1962, p.13). On the same 
position there is also Buchanan, who sees the market as‚ that institutional process in which the the 
individuals interact in the following of individual objectives.’ (Buchanan,1986, p. 87). 

Classics, as well as neoclassics have seen the market as a ground for competition in between 
as many and as equal in means of competitive force. The basic problem doesn’t constitue why the 
state intervenes now, but why have things progressed to the situation where they need an 
intervention like this. On this line, the imperative of the massive intervention of the state to fight 
with‚ the blind forces of the market risk two things, as follows: 

1. to bankrupt an institution 
2. to help irreversibly compromise the referee, as well as the state 
It was preferable that the spark didn’t light anything up, and that the market was left to solve 

the problem before the panic arrived; ’after the fire lights up, the intervention becomes necessary’ 
(Krugman, 2007). If the state is called up to regulate the crisis phenomenon, the battlefield will 
have the main objective of: 
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a). re-establishing the competitional rules 
b). taking over the monopol  
c). reintroducing the free competition spirit which leads to low prices and high clarity. 
 

Although we have showed the crisis as an economical phenomenon with unwanted effects, 
it’s safe to say that it is has a transient character; today it is part of the long cycle called Kondratieff 
(1984). Surpassing the crisis outside the intervention of the state can be made through know-how. 
We believe that human nature is the most capable of solving the problem through Keynesian 
psychological mobiles, which urges people to abstain from spending money, or to stimulate their 
appetite for consumerism, in the form of impulses. 

The approach of a certain behavior is based on its own budget line, as well as the 
psychological structure. In the country where the crisis originated, Oliver Williamson (2005), on 
basic thought guidelines from Herbert Simon (1997) replaces the homo economicus rationalist with 
an agent whose rationality hits certain boundaries, either derived from his native inheritance, or 
from the difficulties of communication and improvement. Following‚ personal interest with fraud’, 
Williamson opens the gates for some behavioral deviations, under the false impression of normality: 
scamming, lying, making promises, manipulating, supplying distorted information (Williamson, 
2005). We think these behaviors prefaced the crisis successfully. Agents with healthy behaviors 
have been forced to understand that ’their instruments are taking them out of the competition’. 

 
2. Minimizing the crisis’s financial effects and the  organizational intelligence 

Extending the global financial crisis over the Romanian economy has the contagion effect as 
a basis-spreading unbalances from a region to another becomes more and more acute in a globalized 
world.  

The Standard Poors organization published on April 22nd 2008 an analysis, according to which 
Romania, along with Lebanon and Turkey are a few of the most vulnerable countries to the crisis’s 
effects, owed to the mortgage loans from the United States of America. 

The contagion effect always comes with the cummulative causality effect, when talking 
about the economical crisis; a situation in which the major unbalance that appears in an area is 
overlapped with the lack of balance from other areas, creating a major impact shock. It’s 
remarkable that the effects is spreading in the technological chain specific to each industry, because 
a decrease in requests is a decrease in the company’s incomes, lower dividends and a downfall in 
the stock market shares’ price. The herd behavior mustn’t be ignored either in the conditions of 
market globalization. The international financial turbulence affects and will continue to affect the 
Romanian economy, and the main channel through which the shockwave will be transmitted is 
linked to the foreign invesment fund’s activities. 

Romania’s negative option would be the one in which the massive retreats of speculative 
investors’ funds actually happened, which would lead to the Leu’s powerful depreciation and a high 
inflation. Using the negative option, to retreat the foreign speculative funds by the foreign investors, 
the Romanian authorities will be faced with some hard decisions. That is why we think that one of 
the opportunities would be the policy to ’allow the Leu to depreciate’, because the Romanian banks 
have only a few loans made in foreign countries. 

On the contrary, the solution isn’t favorable because it threatens the solvability of the 
banking section. 

Another option would be to prevent the strong depreciation of the Leu through the growth of 
the interest to reduce the amplitude of capital outbursts. A high efficiency can be given by applying 
the structural solutions, and through the early warning procedure, the European Comission will 
enforce public spending rationalization, restrictive fiscal and monetary policies, to stabilize the 
macro-economy on a short-term basis. 

Growth is imposed to currency reserves of Romania’s National Bank for a possible interve 
The cognitive approach Schiler,(1992) and Schwaniger (2003), use the cybernetic modeling of 
organizations, equalizing intelligence with the information-processing organizational structures. 
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While the behaviorist approached intelligence is a reflex, its manifestation depending solely on 
environmental stimuli, the cognitive approached intelligence is an autistical one, ignored the 
context placement. 

The adaptive approach of organizational intelligence(De Souza, 2006) describes the 
evolution of organizational intelligence under the impulse of environmental stimuli, but 
adopting a non-linear model. The AGIL model (Parson,in Nilsson, 2007)- adaption, goal 
attainment, integration, latency (pattern maintenance)- simply illustrates the way organizations 
use their intelligence, in a way that has the purpose of adapting to the environment conditions 
and obtaining success in two steps: survival and performance. 

ntion on the market, in case a large unbalance appears. Not least, it’s necessary that the 
Ministry of Finance implements an anti-cyclic fiscal policy, and consolidates the public finance’s 
sustainability. 

In our opinion, the determining role in surpassing all of the aspects connected to the 
problems brought by crisis reverts to the organizational intelligence. 

 
Table 1: The definitions of organizational intelligence 

 
Definitions In [...] ‘s opinion 
a) The accumulation, processing, interpretation and 
communication of the necessary technical and political 
information in the decisional process 

Wilensky,1967 

b) The ability to withstand complexity through the 
captioning, dissemination, and drawing out of meanings 
from the market’s signals.  
Based on the three directions, connection, for captioning 
knowledge, interaction, for dissemination of knowledge, and 
structure, for extracting meanings, the organization’s IQ is 
calculated. 

 
Haeckel, Nolan,1993 
 
 
Choo,1995 

c) The organization’s intelligent behavior, as a function of 
their structure 
d) The information processing’s functions which allow the 
adaptation to the environment’s requests and are put in a link 
with initiation and implementation of novelty 

Nonaka,1995 
 
Glynn,1996 

e) The capacity to process the collected information from 
the outside or generated on the inside, to survive the 
challenges 

McMaster,1996 

f) The understanding of organizations as systems that learn 
and creative systems 

Nevis,1996,Mumford, 
Gustafson,1988 

g) The cognitive function through which the information 
goes through the organization 

Halal,Kull,1997 

h) The organizational intelligence is made from 5 cognitive 
subsystems: the organizational structure, culture, 
relationships between the interest holders, knowledge 
management and strategical processes. 

Halal et al .,1998 

 
To do so, two perspectives must be in sight: 

1) Peter Senge(Senge 1990)and Chris Argyris’ (Argyris1999), consolidated in the United 
States and  

2) Ikujiro Nonaka and Hirotaka Takeuchi’s(1995), specific to the Japanese thinking. The first 
perspective refers to the organization which teaches a group of people to continuously 
enlarge their capacity for creating the expected results. The following appears: systematic 
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thinking, expertise, mental models, common vision, and team learning. The human resource 
can become the passive accomplisher of rules that create efficiency. Organizational 
intelligence is, in fact, the partial result obtained in an organizational environment following 
the application of a contextual management (Menkes, 2005).  
The behaviorist approach (Zara 2004) refers to the establishment of behaviors adapted to 

the organization’s interests, which must be reached on the basis of an input set of data. It’s 
consisted of selecting the corresponding algorithm  each time a  situation resembling the past 
takes place. It’s what Argyris (1999) called single loop learning. 

 
The accent on information processing to obtain knowledge, present in all these definitions, 

is noticed. The possession and creation of knowledge are, as Gregory (1981, 1984) says, two 
different processes comprised in the organizational intelligence. The intelligent organization uses 
knowledge management as an instrument of adapting to the always-evolving environment, through 
early identification of opportunities and avoiding risks, a behavior which is overlapped with the  
strategical orientation of the company, understood as the capacity to position itself on a long term, 
so that it generates and maintains its competitive advantage. Simplifying, an intelligent organization 
is that which, being the best, is successful and the other way around. 

Liebowitz’s modeling (2000, p. 6) shows a sequence of knowledge processing functions that 
organizational intelligence implies, shown in figure no.1: 

 
Figure  1: The assembly of transformation processes from knowledge to organizational intelligence 

 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
        
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

All of the above said approaches show the connection between organizational intelligence 
and the learning process, an intelligent organization being nothing more than an organization 
capable of learning. The capacity to teach an organization is influenced by the way in which the 
employees perceive the organizational intelligence, the benefits which an intelligent organization 
offers its members and the acknowledging, or not, of the level it’s placed on, organizationally 
speaking, on the scale of intelligence, as well as the effort the employees are willing to put in for the 
improvement of this level. The learning process’ success depends on the quality and quantity of the 
effort. 
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Organizational intelligence is evaluated based on seven factors: strategical vision, common 
fate, orientation for change, ’body and soul’ devotion, alignment, dissemination of knowledge and 
pressure of performance (Albrecht, 2005, adapted in Prejmerean and Vasilache, 2007). 

For the evaluation of the strategical vision, the following characteristics must be watched 
for: 

• Strategical conversation in the organization-plus or minus 
• Scanning the external environment-plus or minus 
• The annual strategic balance sheet -present or absent 
• The total value statement-plus or minus 
• The correlation between the proclaimed direction and the actual action-present or absent 
• Identification and promotion of potentiali leaders-plus or minus 
• The common fate is evaluted following seven other factors: 

� Common plans and priorities of managers and employees-present or absent 
� The understanding of the organizational idea at every organizational level-plus or 

minus 
�The communication of information between departments-plus or minus 
�The feeling of belonging-plus or minus 
�The management-employee partnerships-present or absent 
�The employees’ trust in the organization’s success-plus or minus 
�The projection of long term relationships with the organization-plus or minus 

 
A. The orientation for change is determined by: 

• Offering new services to keep up with the request-plus or minus 
• Natural mechanisms to encourage novelty-present or absent 
• Stimulation of employees to find more efficient ways to accomplish their attributions-plus or 

minus 
• The permission to question the currently used practices-plus or minus 
• Bureaucracy-plus or minus 
• The management’s availability to admit its mistakes and to change rules which prove to be 

uncorresponding-plus or minus 
• The opening-plus or minus 
 
B. ’Body and soul’ devotion is measured through: 

• The quality of life in the organization, as employees perceive it to be-plus or minus 
• The management’s interests, as perceived by employees-plus or minus 
• The pride of being part of the organization-plus or minus 
• The availability to make an additional effort to help the organization be successful-present 

or absent 
• The optimism regarding the future organization career-plus or minus 
• The devotion to the management-present or absent 
• The perception of managers as role models-plus or minus 
 
C. The alignment shows: 

• The organizational structure’s adequacy to mission-plus or minus 
• The coherence of politics and strategies, reported to the mission-plus or minus 
• The facility of employees performance-present or absent 
• The informational systems as facilitators-plus or minus 
• The creation of value-plus or minus 
• The delegation of authority-plus or minus 
• The alignment of departments’ missions, to facilitate cooperation-present or absent 
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D. Dissemination of knowledge is expressed through: 

• Cultural processes of commonly placing knowledge-present or absent 
• Management’s respect regarding the employees’ knowledge-plus or minus 
• Porous organizational frontiers-plus or minus 
• Sustaining the flow of knowledge through informational knowledge-plus or minus 
• The continuous study of new tendencies on a management level-present or absent 
• The support of continuous learning-present of absent 
• The adequate appreciation of tacit knowledge of employees-plus or minus 
 
E. The pressure of performance takes into account: 

• The clear understanding of roles and responsibilities, at all levels-present or absent 
 

• Permanent communication of expectations regarding the level of performance and the 
gained results-present or absent 

• Replacing the employees with low performance-present or absent 
• Replacing the failing managers-prezenta sau absenta 
• Feedback sent to the employees and the recognition of their contribution-plus or minus 
• The perception of employees as their performance contributes to the organization’s success-

plus or minus 
• The perception of the employees that their career success is influenced by their performance 

level-plus or minus 
 

The pressure of performance, in a ’society of excellence’(Lyotard, 2004), in which the 
Performance is the main factor of justifying oneself, reflects an organization’s capacity to turn the 
request in its favor. The request is also influenced by the marketing and research-development costs 
of the company. Thus, the creation of organizational intelligence operates on the outside, through 
relational management, as well as the inside, generatind technological advatange (Yang, 2004). 

Paap(1997) proposed a matrix of research-development intelligence source, which we adapt 
as follows: 

 
Table 2: Sources of intellingence resulted from research-development 

 
Direct Indirect 

In
di

vi
du

al
 

Networks 
Individual research 
Documentation visits 
Affiliation to research networks 
Trades, conferences,etc 
Continuous learning 

Consultants 
Experts 
Editors 
Analists 
Retired managers  

O
rg

an
iz

at
io

na
l Patents and quoting petitions 

Promotional materials 
Annual reports 
 
 
 

Market polls 
Business associations 
Governmental reports 

 
Kohli and Jaworski (1990) mention the generating of market intelligence as a prime element 

of orientation. They say the main sources of market intelligence are: 
1. Databases, which comprise relevant information regarding the companies working in a 

certain activity domain 
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2. Opinion leaders, those who give directions for that domain and who can  be consulted 
regarding the innovation’s feasibility 

3. The informal contacs-channels that remain open for informational flows 
4. Professional associations from that domain 
5. The horizontal alliances (with the complementary companies on the market) and vertical 

(licensing by the bigger companies, with proven competences in marketing) 
 

In the authors’ opinion, to these intelligence sources there could also be added: 
1. The incubator with applicative ideas that have an immediate effect 
2. Focusing on the positive motivation of the human resource 

 
These mentioned elements show a multiple competitive advantage and allow obtaining 

intelligent organizational performance to surpass the crisis. 
Synthetically, the organization synergy that makes organizational intelligence possible is 

shown in Figure 2. 
 

Figure 2: The architecture of a smart organization 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                                                                                   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The triad that takes place from reaching the purpose-adaptation to the environment-using 

resources is a condition of team learning. Through team learning, the organization becomes a 
rhizomatic system, corresponding the the rhizom’s definition given by Deleuze and Guattari (1987), 
an entity whose links with the context are diffuse and which form instant connections, which are not 
based exclusively on the existing knowledge, but also on potential knowledge. 

 
3. Conclusions 
 The dimensions of organizational intelligence in the Romanian companies is meant to be 

dynamic in conformity with the modifications made by the crisis phenomenon. Through combining 
the sources of intelligence, the organization emphasizes its connections with the leadership and the 
organizational culture. 

 Thus, detection of the influences exerted by rhe forces of globalization on indigenous 
management systems changes the approach optical of structural components by pragmatic 
integrating new development of economic and non-economic systems influence factors, in order to 
increse the dynamism and complexity of activity of the prganizations. 
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Abstract:  Throughout the present paperwork, we undertake a novel approach of knowledge dynamics within 
the negotiation process. The attempt is to identify, present, and explain the links between these two distinct concepts. 
The challenge is to provide readers the systemic picture of knowledge dynamics and negotiation process. In order to 
achieve our work’s purpose, we present a thorough perspective of knowledge dynamics, in the first part afterwards we 
present the phases of negotiation process, and further the theoretic and practice interdependencies between the two 
concepts. 
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1. Introduction 
 The present paperwork aims to present the links between negotiation, as a generic process and 

knowledge dynamics as a phenomenon and to create a perspective for understanding them in a systemic 
approach. The challenge consists in changing the focus of our reasoning in order to view at least the 
connection between these two. Even if our work involves two distinct concepts, they are strongly 
interdependent and there is no name to describe them as a whole, yet.  

 Following we shall present the basic negotiation process as it usually develops in business and we 
shall bring forth and highlight some pieces of information that soon enough will be entirely integrated into 
the negotiation picture. Our hardest work will consist in putting them together in order to enhance the 
comprehension of an independently working system but still emphasizing the critical features and influences 
on behalf of each element. We consider this aspect as the most delicate as many of us are not used to 
thinking this way, because reality appears to each of us as we learned to look at it. “From a very early age, 
we are taught to break apart problems, to fragment the world. This apparently makes complex tasks and 
subjects more manageable, but we pay a hidden, enormous price.” (Senge, 1990) First, we shall briefly 
present the fundamentals. 

 There were many times problems in finding the right definition for things, or processes. We shall not 
search for the perfect definition but for reaching as close to the essential meaning as possible making use of 
quality information, of valuable experience and ingenious interpretation. 

Negotiation is a way of thinking, an attitude, a behavior, a science, a philosophy. “Everything is 
negotiable!” said Gavin Kennedy, and Bill Scott, in his most recent work “Art of Negotiation” emphasized 
the saying: “You never get what you deserve but what you negotiate.” 

“ If you come to a negotiation table saying you have the final truth, that you know nothing but the 
truth and that is final, you will get nothing. Let us move from the era of confrontation to the era of 
negotiation.” (Nixon, 1973) These statements are not rigorous definitions of negotiation but they are 
meaningful as they burst out as marks of experience, of strenuously work and sharp observation. 

In our perception, negotiation is a process by which two or more parties conduct communications 
and dialogue intended to resolve disputes, to produce an agreement upon courses of action, to bargain for 
individual or collective advantage or to craft outcomes to satisfy various interests. Is this sequence of actions 
that represents the support for our debate. While tracking each one’s meaning, causes and effects we shall 
reach to our conclusions.  

We find it appropriate to state that during the negotiation process participants must closely follow 
the circuit of knowledge. From the first moment of a negotiation process –knowledge becomes the essential/ 
the core. The knowledge resources we start on the negotiation shall suffer transformations with respect to its 
quantity, type/form, value and power. Figuratively speaking, the power of knowledge depends on the 
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moment and the context we possess a certain information and without any doubt this is specific for the 
negotiation process.    

  Knowledge represents a higher level on a certain pyramid structure at the bottom of which we have 
signs. Following we shall make a brief presentation of that hierarchy in order to offer an easier semantic 
distinguish and localization. Signs are unitary graphic representations that were invented by men to enable 
communication between them. For example, the letters of the alphabet or the numbers, which used separately 
they don’t have any meaning but they start to make sense when they are used together in a certain context. 
(Davenport & Prusak, 2000). Data are groups of signs that give the expression of an event or a process 
characteristic. For example, a table filled in with the daily temperatures of one month constitutes a set of 
data. We shall stress that data of their own, do not possess significance but they borrow it within the context 
they are in. Stepping forward to an upper level, we find information, which has enclosed the 
meaning/significance. Otherwise, information is sets of data that lead to semantic differentiation and this 
information represents raw material for building up knowledge. 

Knowledge is information processed to the purpose of achieving comprehension of phenomena 
occurring within our environment (Brătianu, 2008a, b).  

Knowledge dynamics consists of multiple and complex knowledge transfers throughout four 
conversion processes: socialization, externalization, internalization, combination. These processes occur due 
to the existence of two different types of knowledge, respectively tacit knowledge and explicit knowledge. 
The criterion for the specified classification of knowledge is the way of expression. We shall discuss further 
on the contribution of each type of knowledge within the negotiation process. 

 Knowledge has its own dynamics; we could describe it like an innate characteristic of humans that 
was not the creation of someone or something. The many ways knowledge can move around the world but 
only between individuals, neither obey someone’s will, nor consider the influence of some things in 
particular, but they evolve/happen naturally. The various types, stages and movements of knowledge were 
influenced by people first by observation, then by explanation, then by understanding and finally by working 
with them (Brătianu, 2009a). 

Nonaka and Takeuchi developed a research and discovered that employees from Japanese companies 
have the ability to convert tacit knowledge into explicit knowledge through a process of dynamic interaction. 
Relaying on the research results, they gave substance to knowledge dynamics concept and exposed it frame 
by frame. It became obvious that the ‘knowledge spiral’ moves continuously through four processes/stages 
of knowledge conversion.  

The first process is socialization. Knowledge is acquired experientially from another person’s tacit 
knowledge. Learning takes place not through language and instruction, but through observation and 
imitation. This is followed by the process of externalization, whereby tacit knowledge is articulated. Tacit 
knowledge is turned into explicit knowledge through the use of metaphors and analogies or even gestures as 
body language. This is often achieved by means of dialogue or collective reflection. The third process is 
combination, which is the process of combining and classifying new explicit knowledge in order to integrate 
it with the existing body of explicit knowledge. The final process is that of internalization, whereby the new 
explicit knowledge is turned into tacit knowledge again. If certain experiences get internalized through 
socialization, externalization and combination into individual’s tacit knowledge bases as shared mental 
models or technical know-how, they become valuable assets. (Nonaka & Takeuchi, 1995) Once the spiral 
reaches the fourth stage of conversion, the process starts again. 

The existence of knowledge dynamics was not invented by man but was created as a theoretic 
reasoning in order to enhance comprehension. If we take a look back, like a couple of decades ago we shall 
come across the idea that knowledge processes have been seen rather technical as vast knowledge banks and 
sophisticated computer-based search and retrieval systems. This point of view has been left behind as 
researchers approached knowledge dynamics for its social dimension, meaning exchange and transformation 
of knowledge among people. These processes start to generate impact when knowledge is actively shared 
and put into action. However, a special attention must be given to the fact that knowledge is strongly 
nonlinear. There are many authors who extend the linear thinking beyond its limits and try to solve 
knowledge dynamics problems using linear solutions which is a wrong approach (Brătianu, 2009b).     

Knowledge processes and knowledge processing may be considered obvious within all areas of 
activity and especially within the business activities like negotiation, for instance. Negotiation takes place in 
activities of various domains as business, non-profit organizations, government branches, legal proceedings, 
among nations and in personal situations such as marriage, divorce, and everyday life.  
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 Negotiation may be approached in many different ways for the purpose to gain a greater 
understanding of its essential parts. A particular view of negotiation involves three basic elements: process, 
behavior and substance. Presenting separately each of these elements, we must specify that the process refers 
to how the parties negotiate: the context of the negotiations, the parties to the negotiations, the tactics used 
by the parties, and the sequence and stages in which all of these play out. Secondly, the behavior refers to the 
relationships among these parties, the communication between them and the styles they adopt. The substance 
refers to what the parties negotiate over: the agenda, the issues (positions and interests), the options, and the 
agreement(s) reached at the end.  

 There have been issued many approaches of the negotiation process and even if they are not all 
complete or realistic they do offer alternatives for improvement. Companies and implicitly negotiation teams 
have committed across time the error of approaching the present negotiation in a similar way with the 
previous negotiation. The conviction that the methods that used a certain situation shall work even for 
another, usually, comes from the lack of experience rather than arrogance. 

 The first contact between companies coming from different geographic and/or organizational 
cultures takes place during the negotiation process, and communication between the involved parties is 
strongly marked by each one’s features. Nowadays, business environment that is characterized for a high 
level of globalization and diversity highlights the importance of developing a better understanding of the 
interactions that take place within negotiations among entities and persons who belong to different media and 
embrace different experiences.   

 Negotiation domain characterizes through a complex competitiveness intensified by multiple factors 
as the continuous and turbulent change of the business environment but also by the generation of competitive 
advantage throughout knowledge administration. It is widely agreed that knowledge is an essential 
imperative of an organization regarding growth, development, goals achievement and having a competitive 
advantage. (Mietlewski & Walkowiak, 2007) The competitive advantage for nowadays companies represents 
not their leading market position but their capability of both developing knowledge as an intangible resource 
difficult to replicate and the manner of making use of it. (Teece, 2004, p. 137) 

 Further, “competitive intelligence” refers to a company’s capacity of obtaining as many and as more 
significant information and knowledge about competitors.  

 Due to spontaneous and induced changes, there are problems that must be strategically approached 
and solved by recurring to knowledge dynamics. Within the business negotiation area has been arising an 
ever more great consciousness of the need to deal with these changes as previously mentioned by recurring 
to knowledge dynamics. Across time, negotiation appealed to knowledge dynamics but that informal manner 
of approach no longer responds to the challenges that are being launched everywhere in the economy of 
knowledge.  

Nowadays, the innate talent of a negotiator doesn’t help anymore but those who carefully built their 
compatibility with the business environment and accurately supervise these evolutions. The negotiator is an 
individual with a distinct personality and a specific behavior that may be analyzed with the help of 
knowledge dynamics. We consider that approaching knowledge dynamics regarding the negotiation actions of 
individuals, under the influence of various factors, may offer additional understanding with respect to 
negotiation development at any level, to the elements that cause failure, or on the contrary lead to the success 
of economic, social and politic treaties.  

 
2. Dynamics of negotiation process  
 Although negotiation is ubiquitous, research suggests that negotiation behavior is far from optimal. 

(Hyder et al., 2000) People get easily influenced of any minor success and research has consistently 
demonstrated that the same happens to naive/untrained negotiators who are not good at getting to the best 
agreement, even when directed to do so. This is one of the many moments when it helps to give “knowledge 
management” its credits. “Knowledge” regarding a precise pending situation and the way of negotiation shall 
lead to that problem’s solution, the meaning of which is that “knowledge” shall influence the negotiation 
outcome. Consequently, the negotiator’s knowledge is critical to the negotiation performance. (Hyder et al., 
2000)  

 First, we should emphasize that when speaking about stages and steps of negotiation we don’t 
visualize these neither as a strict inflexible succession nor that the next stage won’t start until the previous 
ends up. It is true that there exists even a chronological aspect of the negotiation process, but from our 
experience, we state that important issues are seldom entirely solved within a single frame. For strategic 
negotiations, obtaining a deal with respect to a certain negotiated problem does not represent the end of it but 
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rather opens up the following negotiation perhaps for a more delicate issue. This is why the negotiation 
process must not be looked at as a strict/rigid process neither from a chronological point of view nor from the 
solutions point of view because the negotiation process must allow a continuous refreshing/reviewing and 
especially to leave maneuvering space in order for negotiators to go back, whenever they find it opportune, 
to a previously argued problem.  

    
2.1 Phase 1 - Convincing the parties to negotiate  

Negotiations do not involve strictly the bargaining of sale, lease contracts, or any other form of 
possible commercial collaboration/partnership between parties. Often, negotiations imply the solving of 
misunderstandings that occurred between parties during a certain collaboration period. We shall consider this 
aspect when presenting the effort engaged to convince parties to proceed to negotiations. This is the case 
when some of the participants at the negotiation act as mediators.  

Before proceeding to negotiation, the management has to establish whether a negotiated solution 
should be more advantageous then considering the preservation of the present estate. We consider this phase 
as very complex because it implies a series of inter-departmental analysis and especially a sound ensemble 
view over the economic, social and politic media with respect to the negotiated issues. Also, a critical aspect 
of the pre-negotiation process is that parties understand that obtaining a fair result is a possibility but that the 
ideal solution cannot be achieved simultaneously for each of the parties. However important the effective 
negotiation between parties may seem, as it is the most visible, it represents only a subsequently phase 
belonging to a process that aims to reach an agreement between the negotiating parties. There are many cases 
when the persuasion of parties to negotiate, especially when these confront with a conflict, and to adjust an 
agreement is time consuming and more difficult than the procedure of reaching a deal once the effective 
negotiation started.   

Many theorists sustain that negotiation represents any kind of inter-human exchange and that the 
elements of a negotiation are present even if those involved realize or not their act of negotiation. We 
consider that this point of view greatly limits the perspective upon negotiation because doesn’t include, at 
least, the effort of bringing the parties to the negotiation table. Assuming that negotiation starts when the 
parties meet and discuss the possible solutions, limits the vision over the real negotiation process and this 
leads to the false conclusion that everyone should have a gain if the parties were to be convinced to negotiate 
and avoid any form of confrontation.  

   
2.2 Phase 2 – Pre-negotiation  
 Simultaneously with the pre-negotiation phase begins, within another dimension, the knowledge 

management of the negotiation process. We appreciate that all activities undertaken during this phase are 
strongly influenced or related to knowledge dynamics. Initially, are being developed the analysis and the 
evaluation of knowledge stock/in store afterwards is being forecast the requisite/necessary. The necessary 
knowledge, which is missing from the negotiators’ patrimony, may be obtained throughout two different 
ways: whether from outside and paying a price, whether from inside by creating it. The verdict of these 
practices is that getting your necessary knowledge from outside is much more expensive than producing it. 
Although expensive it is the prevailing choice because the producing of knowledge can’t be done overnight.  

   Activities within this phase imply the use of data collections, analysis of previous negotiations of the 
respective team, analysis of same thematic negotiations with other teams, consulting the experts in the 
negotiation domain and related domains, consulting others who previously had experienced the negotiation 
with the adversary organization and/or team, gathering information about the national style of the other team. 
Cultural norms and customs are not to be neglected and special attention should be paid to personal manners 
and to the image that is perceived across the negotiation table. 

   
2.3 Phase 3 – Preparation of negotiation  

Literature offers a large number of approaches of the negotiation process and in practice can be 
discovered many other variations of the process phases regarding their number, their sequence, or loops back 
to previous phases, phases overlapping, phases running parallel and even out of order. The ultimate advice is 
to use what it works as the process is intended to help negotiate, but not the blindly way. Few negotiators 
would ever consider engaging into negotiation without knowing something about the background and 
interests of the other players. As for the rapidly changing economic market, it increases the impulse to ignore 
rigorous preparation.  
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Almost everything in this phase has to do with knowing: -to know what, to know how, to know why, 
etc. To reach the significance of each type of knowledge we shall develop the following specifications:   

-Know-what- is the fundamental level of knowledge because people know the things they know but 
don’t know what else they don’t know, when and where they shall apply their knowledge in order to solve 
problems.  

-Know-how- represents the ability to convert accumulated knowledge into tangible results solving 
certain problems. 

-Know-why- this represents an upper level and assumes individuals should have the ability to 
confront with new, unknown matters.   

In order to undertake a thorough negotiation preparation players should consider two types of 
requisites: tangible and intangible. Preparing the tangible resources, the visible ones is the simple job as 
these are easier to determine, to quantify and to obtain/secure. The situation is different with respect to 
intangible resources, as these may be obviously needed but impossible to precisely measure, they may be 
clear to everyone but hard to express, they may be even not be identified at all. Preparation means 
identifying and searching up all the knowledge the negotiators need.  

 
2.3.1 The limits for negotiation preparation  

Where and when does negotiation preparation start and when does it end? When do we know that we 
prepared enough? 

Many authors, out of whom we mention Zartman and Berman (1982) state that preparation of 
negotiation starts with “each party decision to explore the negotiating possibilities”. A common definition of 
the negotiation preparation phase is that it represents a set of activities, undertaken by each party after they 
decided to negotiate and until they meet in the negotiation room. Emerging out of this definition there can be 
identified at least three limitations of these activities: 1. Resources limitations; 2. Information limitations; 3. 
Cognitive limitations. Let us discuss each of these. 

Resources limitations. All negotiation teams, at any level whether superior or low, have finite 
resources of money, time, access to documents, expertise. The reality is that negotiators can’t prepare the 
process as much as they would like to due to calculations as cost-benefit, for instance. This is the reason they 
must make decisions taking into account the priorities and rigorously ranking the preparation activities 
considering their future efficiency.   

Information limitations. Even if we could suppose that we had great resources, still we could not 
obtain the desirable estate of the preparation phase. The motifs could be the following: 

o negotiation is a complex process and we can’t estimate from the beginning all possible 
variants (considering only the endogenous factors of negotiation); 

o negotiation is a process that is marked by a high degree of uncertainty and we can’t exactly 
foresee all the exogenous factors that might be of influence (politic, social, climatic, factors, etc.); 

o in negotiation we can never find out every detail about the concurrent team because in most 
of the cases the parties play roles that provide incorrect and incomplete information in order to mislead the 
analysis of the other party; 

Cognitive limitations. Probably these are the most important because they threaten to reduce greatly 
the quantity and quality of gathered information. The more professional and efficient the negotiators are the 
more we can push apart these limitations and thus from a limited quantity of information they shall provide a 
better analysis to efficiently use during the negotiation process. As for the other category of naive/untrained 
negotiators, they might not be able even to recognize valuable knowledge not to speak about using it 
strategically. Negotiators must be as adaptive and creative as possible while at the negotiation table thereby, 
because due to these limitations, the conclusions they reach while preparation and the analysis they bring 
along are incomplete and offer only a guideline for negotiating.  

 
2.3.2 Internal negotiation  
 One of the several obstacles is represented by the inability of one or both parties to organize for 

negotiation. This might be a problem generated by incorrect establishment of the negotiation limitations. 
Preparation of negotiation is an internal negotiation process, among team members and superior management 
in order to reach the consensus regarding the external negotiation (negotiation between parties). This process 
of internal negotiation provides a great support for assuming the negotiation results/outcomes and for 
implementation of the negotiated variant. Why? Because as long as all team members get involved in 
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preparing the negotiation’s objectives and the outcome of the process shall be considered acceptable then 
they would easily accept and implement the final negotiated version.     

We consider that negotiation progress within this phase is restricted by sharp analysis and team 
decision making but as well by synchronizing with the superior management for reaching common objective 
and unitary strategies, as this shall allow continuance of the negotiation process.     

 
2.3.3 Defining the aspects to be negotiated   
 The manner we shall define the aspects to be negotiated shall strongly influence the negotiation 

outcome and especially the effort undertaken. In most cases, the issues negotiated represent an interest for 
both parties. But not necessarily. In negotiation may occur situations when the negotiating of a certain issue 
generates a conflict meaning that one of the parties is content with the present estate of that issue and does 
not agree on negotiate any other changes. Getting to consensus regarding the aspects to be negotiated is a 
preliminary action to an important negotiation. Proceeding to negotiation if the parties don’t share common 
definitions of the issues to be negotiated may not lead elsewhere but to failure. 

 The efforts to constructively deal with the issues to be negotiated must begin with common or at 
least complementary definition of those. The parties must establish if they negotiate over the same issues. A 
useful instrument at this phase is an audit regarding the issues to be negotiated.  

 
2.3.4 Defining BATNA  
 We consider BATNA to be a powerful integrator for knowledge management within the negotiation 

process. Understanding the following explanation of BATNA shall convince you to consider the same. It is 
throughout this instrument that negotiators put into action many desiderates of the knowledge trend/current. 
We discovered that locating, recognizing, creating, applying knowledge is good but still we have to find out 
the way to undertake all these actions. BATNA is that kind of instrument of knowledge integration.  

 In the work “Getting to Yes”, written by Fisher R., Ury W. and Patton B., appears for the first time 
the concept of BATNA (Best Alternative to a Negotiated Agreement). This concept implies finding an 
alternative, before negotiation starts, to the situation when the minimal results that could be permitted are not 
achieved. BATNA as an instrument of negotiation should be used:  

a)  when negotiation is below the expected level of results, the presentation of BATNA to the 
other party may be efficient, thus improving the outcome;                   

b)   when BATNA is a worst version then the minimum that has been offered or the negotiated 
result has already overcome the level of BATNA is advisable not to mention it anymore;          

 Defining the BATNA of our team is as important as estimating the BATNA of our adversary team. 
This will indicate which the minimal level they would possibly accept is. We can’t efficiently negotiate only 
if we have clearly defined objectives and if we accurately know our negotiation limitations, respectively 
which is the edge that preserves the negotiation efficiency. However, negotiation gives better options like a 
win-win situation. This type of negotiation means “understanding and approaching the problems of the other 
party as a solution for our negotiation”. (Sebenius, 2001) 

  In negotiation is good to identify the path from the adversary position at the beginning of the 
negotiation towards accomplishing our objectives, in the end of the negotiation. It is of great relevance the 
remark of a Pope from the eighteenth century about the remarkable diplomatic abilities of cardinal Polignac, 
“This young man always seems to agree with me in the beginning of the conversation but at the end of which 
it is I who agrees to his opinion.” 

2.3.5 Negotiation as a continuous process  
 Negotiation is no longer a linear process of planning and afterwards applying procedures and 

techniques of negotiation but became a sequence of cycles of gathering information and scheduling the next 
phase of negotiation (next meeting). Preparing for sustaining a certain negotiation version, to remark the 
other team’s reactions, to adapt the speech and offer depending on the responses perceived but paying 
attention to the initial plan.  

 
2.4 Effective negotiation  
2.4.1 Establishing the negotiation agenda 
 Effective negotiation between parties usually starts with establishing the agenda for the meeting 

debate. This part should be regarded as a mini-negotiation about “what” and ”how” shall be negotiated. 
There are involved two aspects: 
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-Defining the problems to be negotiated as to be possible to reach an agreement of principles between 
parties. This shall further project a deal; 

-Providing the logistics regarding the negotiation process. At this stage shall be considered the 
information gathered during previous phases, relating cultural, religious and social affiliation of members. 
For instance, the position of members at the negotiation table has to be rigorously established, and also the 
table’s location and shape. The outfits, the meetings schedule (breaks, days of negotiation, number of hours), 
symbols of negotiation should be carefully approached. All these actions have to be completed by making 
use of the knowledge in store.  

 
2.4.2 Practical techniques of negotiation  
 The purpose of a negotiation is to create a dual winning position in order for both parties to leave the 

negotiation table feeling they won. Negotiators know this and they can’t do otherwise. This aim may be 
reached throughout three creative techniques and throughout the continuous trial to consolidate relationships 
with the other party. Effective negotiation may be structured into three stages for action: 1. Stage of contact; 
2. Stage for intermediary negotiation; 3. Stage for closure of negotiation. We shall briefly present them. 

Stage of contact. In order to ensure favorable prerequisites for our negotiation it is important to have 
a positive first contact with the other person or team, because the atmosphere evolution during the entire 
process depends upon this phase. As an outcome of this stage shall be established the negotiation range. This 
is the moment for the both parties to reveal their requests. A smart and recommended action is to raise them 
upper than the formulated objective. The reasons could be the following: 

-you may get what you ask for; 
-it leaves you the space to negotiate; 
-increases the value of your offer; 
-prevents no-escape situations in negotiation; 
-when starting the granting, you will give the others the impression they’ve won. 

Stage for intermediary negotiation. During this stage may occur various obstacles, as each request 
and concession of the parties influences the course of negotiation, and this is where begins the pressure. 
Deadlocks are difficult to be avoided in this stage but they mustn’t generate ample conflicts. Warren 
Christopher, USA Secretary, argued that: “It is normal to get angry when you negotiate as long as you 
control the situation if that is part of your negotiation tactic. When you are angry and lose control then you 
always should fail.” Depends on the negotiators experience in negotiation to succeed in avoiding conflicts 
and traps (superior authority, time pressure, temptation of dividing the difference, etc.). These is how people 
unconsciously grant a big credit to tacit knowledge and to what scientists call the conversion of knowledge 
through –socialization, that is -experience. Usually, in this stage we discover if we negotiate with the persons 
who have the authority to make decisions. Negotiating with the other category, whereas a person who 
doesn’t have the authority to make decisions is much more difficult because you have to transform that 
person into your ally and this way to win better chances when your proposition shall be presented to the 
superior authority. We find this as an appropriate example for emphasizing the relevance of know-how.  

Stage for closure of negotiation. In practice, we have the chance to meet negotiators who are proud 
of their abilities. If they didn’t reached their commitment towards the superior authority they have the 
tendency of refusing closure of negotiation even if the negotiated version is correct and satisfies its needs 
(above BATNA level). Usually at the end of a negotiation is recommended to preserve the possibility of a 
small concession/grant as to save the situation. During sessions, each negotiated item should be written down 
on a draft contract in order to have the guarantee that each party agreed on the same things. Also, the more 
agreements within a negotiation session the easier is to reach the next agreement as the sensation is that 
negotiation proceeds towards the final solution accepted of both parties.  

     
 3. Knowledge dynamics associated to the negotiation process  
  Looked at in the appropriate way, knowledge may be a strategic leverage in an uncertain climate that 

requires only one link to the negotiation framework in order to get wider access towards pursuing our goals 
successfully. Many experienced negotiators, who have earned over the years their tacit knowledge, would 
recognize this within the preparatory phase of a negotiation when they undertake actions to reveal the 
fundamental needs and goals of their counterparts (a process that often provides useful insight into one’s 
own goals as well). Once a negotiator acts this scene in front of others, the secret is out and anyone interested 
to capture it may do so. This is the language description of the externalization process, when tacit knowledge 
from insight is voluntarily or not, expressed through actions/gestures/attitude and transforms, even if just for 
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a blink, into explicit knowledge. The prevailing interest towards tacit knowledge is fueled also by the various 
manners/ways that people perceive it simultaneously. If we know for sure that the negotiator transmits a 
single secret-knowledge coming from his previous experiences, we can’t precisely know in how many ways 
it gets interpreted by the audience. The process could resume to a conversion process from tacit to explicit or 
the process may generate new knowledge also. As each negotiator has a different background, different 
reactions, different interests to focus on they may perceive things differently.   

 We obviously appreciate that putting tacit knowledge into actions during the negotiations has gains 
and risks. It simultaneously represents a benefit for the performer’s colleagues and adversaries. So is it worth 
to drop out precious knowledge-resources for the sake of evolution or should they be better preserved? 
Maybe this lesson should better be taught privately within each team in order that the conversion process 
should not be totally revealed while the real negotiation session.  

Knowledge dynamics within the negotiation process may be identified through four types of 
conversion, which are externalization, socialization, combination and internalization. Researchers share 
another view for dynamics of knowledge due to knowledge gaining more and more roles within the 
knowledge based economy. For each phase of the negotiation process knowledge shall play other role 
because each time it shall be used for other specific purpose or in other context. The following roles have 
been identified for knowledge: raw material, factor of production, a product or capital. (Nicolescu & 
Nicolescu, 2005)  

Polanyi says that tacit knowledge and explicit knowledge are interdependent, because depriving 
spoken words or formulas of their tacit coefficients they become strictly meaningless. This might be an 
explanation for ones negotiators success and others failure. Some can see through, as looking into a 
stereogram, and capture the complete knowledge and therefore shall earn the best of it. Others who get 
blocked on visible elements shall undertake their work/job while some pieces keep missing. Negotiators can 
improve by learning, which means accumulation of explicit knowledge and practicing, which is mainly 
gathering/ hunting of tacit knowledge. Through years of practice, a negotiator shall convert, at one point, a 
part of his own explicit knowledge into tacit knowledge.    

Neither negotiation nor other domains can provide a system for controlling the dynamics of 
knowledge. As controlling of knowledge became a general interest there have been argued some issues. 
First, company’s employees achieve knowledge, and they are the ones who also store it within. Second, 
employees must periodically specialize in order to learn and use knowledge as their cognitive capacity is 
limited. Third, generation of new knowledge is possible by using many different types of already 
accumulated knowledge. These actions may enhance a certain control of knowledge dynamics because they 
intent to trigger out one or more of the conversion processes internalization, externalization, combination, or 
socialization. Naturally, knowledge dynamics is spontaneous and continuous, but we consider to state that it 
can also be voluntarily and consciously provoked by individuals. Important research developed in USA 
revealed the fact that only 20% from the employees’ tacit knowledge is converted into explicit knowledge 
within the daily activities from work. Other research brought to light amazing news relating that documents 
are not the most important instrument for sharing of knowledge. At this point we know that is correct as 
documents will provide only the explicit type of knowledge.   

Knowledge dynamics within the negotiation process does not have a rigid cycle but on the contrary. 
While it’s being used, new knowledge is generated or previous knowledge is lost, due to the fact that 
individuals come and go and move their knowledge along. So, precious knowledge may only be preserved 
by retaining their wrap.  

 
4. Conclusions  

It is hard to justify the failure or success of a business negotiation developed within an intercultural 
environment, recurring only to economic logics or to the narrow perspective of negotiation process. “Many 
companies view each negotiation as a separate situation. But companies that take a more coordinated 
approach are making better deals and forging stronger relationships.” (Ertel, 2003) This statement gives 
experience a central role for a company’s success. The answer for “how” shall companies do as suggested is 
to maintain a disciplinarily approach of knowledge dynamics and strive to learn as little from each interaction 
because something is going on for sure.  

We keep the accent on paying attention because we strongly believe that a knowledge conversion 
process must be captured entirely. It is like we are listening a big news on the radio and we misunderstand or 
mishear a word, event that deprives us of the whole meaning. Consequently, our effort shall be in vain and 
another chance wasted. Sometimes negotiators have tricks they share explicitly but there isn’t a unique 
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prescription to extracting knowledge out of a negotiation process. It is up to each negotiator in turn to 
work/figure it out.  

We appreciate that negotiation is a favorable context for all knowledge conversion processes but 
mostly for tacit knowledge capturing, either from negotiating partners or counterparts. In our perception, the 
beauty of knowledge is that: having it helps us, searching for it challenges us, creating and shaping it 
pleases/satisfies us but above all these it changes us. 
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Abstract:  This paper highlights the need to streamline economic and financial fraud investigation, which 
takes place in specialized institutions, authorized for this purpose. 

We notice an expansion of economic and financial fraud at the level of Romania and the European Union and 
beyond, generating significant efforts and costs to investigate and fight them. 

To optimize the work of investigation, the authors present some criteria that may lead to a correct sizing of the 
efficiency, with the help of their information. 
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6. General considerations 

The interpretation of the concept of “fraud” with the meaning of “sham, bad act of faith committed 
by someone in order to gain material profit” is not enough. The act itself involves a multitude of highly 
diverse meanings, but also of effects produced in a particular geographical area. 

The well-known types of fraud (economic and financial) cover a hard to define geographical area, 
bringing enormous harm to banking and financial institutions, to economic agents, consumers and others. 

The constant, special efforts made by the institutions with attributions in the field of economic and 
financial investigation of frauds are difficult to quantify, involving specialists, technology, costs, time, 
energy and more, which aren’t properly found in the results. 

Prioritizing the importance of frauds, according to an appropriate methodology will enable us to 
know and manage the necessary resources, to optimize the investigation activities, but also to make a 
comparative assessment of the efforts of specialized structures in the field. 

 
7. Streamlining the activities of economic and financial fraud investigation 

One of the issues of the greatest concern to the state institutions having attributions in the field is 
identifying ways to optimize the activities of economic and financial fraud investigation. 

The concerns refer to 2 particular directions: 
a) to maximize the effects produced per unit of allocated resource; 

e = E / R � maximization      (1) 
b) to minimize the resource consumption per unit of achieved effect. 

e = R / E � minimization     (2) 
Where: e is efficiency; 

E-useful effect; 
R-allocated resource; 
The character of efficiency must consider the nature and character of the efforts and of the effects 

and how the resources involved in the process of investigation are managed and exploited. 
Determining the efficiency of economic and financial fraud investigation is a complex activity, 

which requires sustained efforts and high costs on the level of the management of the institutions involved. 
Field literature mentions a number of indicators that are used for analysis the efficiency of the 

activity of investigation. 
Given the multiple manifestations of economic and financial frauds, the use of these indicators of 

efficiency is limited, sometimes offering a partial unilateral picture. 
We believe that for the comparative assessment of the efficiency of investigation certain criteria 

(primary and secondary) can be used to better reflect this efficiency. 
Getting all the information specific to the criteria listed in Table 1.1 provides a correct sizing of the 

ratio of the relation (1). 
This information will provide a more accurate determination regarding the degree in: 
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• knowledge; 
• understanding; 
• the progress of probation. 

 
Table 1: The nature of the used criteria 

No. The nature of the used criteria 
Observations 

 primary secondary 
0 1 2 3 
1 The concrete context Generated effects 

The number of criteria is 
not limited 

2 The identity of the criminals The criminals’ fortunes 
3 The dimension of the fraud The criminals’ illegal behaviour 
4 The area of influence Means of recuperation 
5 International cooperation Methods and techniques used 
 

8. The management of fraud investigation activities 
Among the specialists working for the structures having attributions in the field of fraud 

investigation, improving the management system is regarded as one of the ways to improve business and 
increase its efficiency. 

In this context, increasing the response capacity of institutions engaged in economic and financial 
fraud investigation, increasing their effectiveness can be gained by developing a “methodology for 
investigating economic and financial fraud,” including “models of investigation” specific to the type of fraud 
(economic and financial) in question. 

 
Figure 1.1: The mutual conditioning of the activities of investigation with the resulted efficiency 

 

 
where:  

All the investigation activities; 
  All the disruptive (stressful) factors in the environment; 
e – efficiency. 

Capitalising certain proposals could lead to the improvement of management specific activities, 
among which those that concern: 

• the content and the structure of the “methodology of investigation”; 
• the recommended “model of investigation”; 
• economic effects (pursued / obtained); 
• the optimal resource consumption; 
• how to optimize costs; 
• time scheduling, etc. 

To ensure a modern, dynamic and effective management model, one should consider the ways of 
mutual conditioning of the investigation elements with the efficiency resulted, according to figure 1. 
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9. Conclusions 

The orientation and coordination of the activities of fraud investigation by specialized managerial 
structures, organized on a national, regional or county level, may constitute a solution to optimize and 
streamline these activities. 

Ensuring operational databases within the perimeter of the European Union and not only will allow 
the identification of perpetrators or operating modes leading to an increased responsiveness of the 
institutions with responsibilities in economic and financial fraud investigation. 

Coordinating Centres for Economic and Financial Fraud Investigation will be able to streamline the 
activities in the field, providing subordinated structures with “models of investigation” that are as efficient as 
possible. 
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Abstract:  State aid can distort or distort the competitive environment, but to assess its effects, countries who 
claim to join the European Union is necessary to adapt the methodology for assessing the impact of state aid on 
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State aids to economic agents in deemed to have a negative influence on the competition, grounds on 

which these are declared to be unsuited to the common market. Therefore, they prohibit any aid, regardless 
its type, either by a member state or by state resources’ instrumentality, which distorts or threatens 
competition, supporting some undertakings or some goods’ production, to such an extent as to impinge on 
commerce among member states.  Measures of state aid which offer selective non motivated advantages for 
certain undertakings dramatize the actions of market forces oriented towards rewarding the most competitive 
ones, and thus decreasing the general competitiveness as a result. Such type of measures may lead to a 
market power of some undertakings, for instance in cases when the entities not benefiting from state aid are 
forced to decrease their presence on the market, or in cases when the state aid is used to raise entry barriers. 
Such competition distortions may subject consumers to higher prices, lower qualities and reduced 
innovations. On this ground, the EU Treaty’ provisions prohibit state aids. 

Nevertheless, one shall not conclude that the state aid is always harmful, and that it reduces the welfare 
by impeding efficient allocation of resources. 

They shall be impeded only when distributed to inefficient economic agents, who are seeking to 
compensate their losses by means of public grants, instead of making attempts to improve their 
competitiveness.    

Numerous studies elaborated in the European Union examine and highlight the negative effects of 
state aids on commerce among member states. The European Commission report „Ex-post Evaluation of the 
Impact of Rescue and Restructuring Aid on the International Competitiveness of the Sector(s) Affected by 
Such Aid Final” (2004) evaluates the state aid impact after its distribution, but during the decision making 
process it is essential to identify the potential state aid effects, reasons for which the study of the experience 
is significant but not satisfactory. 

 „ Study on methods to analyze the impact of State aid on competition ” (Nitsche R., Heidhues P, 
2006) paid great attention to the impact of state aid on competition through Cournot equilibrium model, i.e. 
the way the state aid beneficiary competitors profit shall change. We believe necessary the study of state aid 
impact on social welfare, i.e. the necessity of state aid distribution shall be considered though the concept in 
question.  

  Grossman G.M. and Helpman E. (Grossman G.M., Helpman E., 1994) evaluate small scale economy 
under free competition so that each involvement into economy might be related to a political process. The 
promotion of economic political economy is carried out taking account of the equilibrium between the lobby 
by groups of interest and political perspectives of governors, voters’ support. 

Related to GDP, the European Union state aid has decreased compared to 2002, recording around 0, 
53% of GDP in 2007. Newly acceded EU countries (EU 12) have registered a level of 0, 81% of GDP, which 
is determined by the need for liquidation of economic development differences between UE 15 countries. 

The state aids reform recently initiated by the European Commission aims at conveying the aids to 
the objectives established in Lisbon Strategy, as: research, development and innovation, risk capital 
measures, training, various environment protection measures. The 2007 state aid share for horizontal 
objectives amounted to about 80% of total aid distributed in EU member states.  
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EU regulations require interested parties to decide whether state aid is an appropriate policy 
tool to achieve objectives of common interest. State aid control helps to prevent unreasonable use of 
public resources, for which citizen must pay.  

In March 2005, the European Council gave new force and called on Member States to work 
as a part of an active competition policy in order to reduce the general level of state aid, so as to 
decrease to less than 1% of GDP, without bringing into disrepute their goal to redress the market 
failures. 

In order to achieve the objectives of Lisbon Strategy, the European Commission elaborated 
the Action Plan on State Aid Reform (2005-2009).New state aid policy is oriented towards ensuring 
a competitive European industry. The essential principle of the Action Plan on State Aid is the 
distribution of less but more targeted state aids, in order to eradicate market failures, under more 
efficient and more transparent procedures.  

The analysis of state aids distributed to the Republic of Moldova allows stating a significant 
share in GDP, which was kept constant around 1, 6% pf GDP during 2004-2008.  A significant increase 
in state aids of about 2, 26% of GDP was recorded in 2007. It is also to be noted that not all the state aid 
distributed to the Republic of Moldova has been analyzed. This is due primarily to the lack of record of state 
aids distributed by local and central public authorities. 

 The issue of state aid impact analysis is incomprehensible due to the cases when the state aids have 
been granted on the basis of legal documents which have not been made public and due to the lack of 
assessment methodology of the state aid impact.  

Currently, under conditions of lack of a proper regulatory framework, the qualification of public 
authorities’ actions as being anti competition actions may take place in strict accordance with the provisions 
of Law NO 1103-XIV from 30.06.2000 on competition protection, which stipulates comprehensively and 
prohibits the actions on behalf of public administration authorities which restrict competition and promote an 
economic agent groundless. 

In order to start assessing the state aid impact on the normal competition environment, the 
concept of normal competition environment must be explained. Thus, normal competition 
environment includes all the conditions, factors, economic combinations in which competition is 
carried out in order to obtain favorable effect on the market functioning mechanism, and ultimately 
on the consumers protection, their general welfare standard.  

In compliance with the methodology proposed to analysis of state aid impact in countries 
claiming EU membership, it is necessary to go through several stages: 

I. The first step is to identify the strategic objective pursued by state aid distribution. State aid may be 
deemed compatible with a normal competition environment in case it contributes to the achievement of an 
objective of common interest, that can be understood either in terms of its contribution to increased 
efficiency, or from the point of view of justice.  

The market selects the winners and during this process, it may either produce or consolidate injustice. 
Governments may consider this injustice unacceptable and may decide to intervene and transfer the benefits 
among individuals in order to reduce social or regional injustice. Therefore, some state aids may be directed 
to objectives in terms of justice.  

Under conditions of absolute poverty rate in the Republic of Moldova being 30, 2 % in 2006, the food 
security problem is quite acute. From this point of view the aid distributed to food industry companies in 
order to permanently supply the population shall be included into the constitutional provisions in compliance 
with which Moldovan economy is deemed socially oriented market economy.  

II. The analysis of major factors determining the level of state aid effect on competition and 
identification of state aid effects by means of characteristic factors shall be the following stages of the 
proposed methodology. 

The major factors determining the level of state aid on competition are market peculiarity and state 
aid characteristic. 
A. State aid characteristics that needs to be examined to asses the influence of the effect on 
competition are the magnitude and the structure of state aid. 

The magnitude of the state aid is characterized by absolute amount of state aid and relative amount 
(related to the costs of the subsided activity), both being necessary to appreciate the effect on competition.  
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The greater the changes in the marginal cost of the undertaking, more likely the changes in price or 
production decisions, and as a result the greater potential to influence the production. Adopting a lower price 
and increasing the volume of production, the undertaking receiving state aid could achieve volume growth at 
the expenses of competitors who have not received state aid.  

The change of variable costs can impinge on the decision of entry or exit the market. Therefore, it 
is attempting to prevent the exit of entities which could deliver socially valuable production, by offering 
them state aid. 

The structure of state aid is deemed to be the peculiarities of the way of distributing state aid, i.e. 
the information whether the state aid is relocated during a single period or during many periods. The effects 
of the state aid relocated once can vary from the effects of the same aid relocated in several installments, due 
to the time value of money. 

B.  Market peculiarities which influence state aid effect on competition environment are as follows: 
1. The relevant market affected by state aid 
2. Market concentration 
3. Entry or exit barriers 
4. The importance of research-development and non-price competition for the market; 
1. The relevant market affected by state aid include both the markets directly affected by the priorities 

granted by public authorities, and the markets which are directly affected by the state aid distribution, 
namely the upstream and downstream markets of undertakings benefiting of state aid.  

Contextually, the identification of the market affected by the state aid can be divided into two stages:   
i) Establishing the relevant market of the state aid beneficiary (product market, geographic market, 

time frame) 
ii) Establishing the markets related to the relevant market of the state aid beneficiary, which can be 

divided into 
− Upstream markets of the undertakings benefiting of state aid; 
− Downstream markets of the undertakings benefiting of state aid; 
− Markets of the complementary products. 

Despite the stage of identifying the market affected by the state aid, from the point of view of 
product and geographically, the analysis is conducted in terms of two dimensions.  

Relevant product market includes all those products which are recognized as 
interchangeable or substitutable by the consumer due to their characteristics, prices and their end. 
While assessing the relevant product market it is essential to consider the following: 

a) Physical characteristics of the product/service and its final use  
b) Prices 
c) Consumers’ preferences  

The relevant geographical market covers the area in which applicable competition conditions 
analyzed are the same for all the economic agents. 

The time frame taken into account is usually one year, but it may be higher depending on the 
rotational speed of the assets of the branch business undertakings.  

While considering the cases related to state aid, it is necessary to identify the markets related to the 
relevant market of the state aid beneficiary. 

2. The next step shall be the characteristic of the market in terms of branch analysis, the level of market 
concentration, and the market shares of the state aid beneficiary.  

The calculation of the total volume of goods in circuit within a certain period of time on the product 
and geographic market under analysis and the assessment of the market share of the economic agent is 
carried out on the ground of delivery volume of products on the geographical market.  

An essential element in understanding the level of competition is the comprehension of the 
market structure and particularly the information on the undertakings with market power. While 
assessing the circumstances under which the market structure may suffer, it is relevant to evaluate 
the market power before and after the state aid distribution. A significant support in this respect 
represents the market concentration index Concentration ration (CR3) and Herfindahl-Hirschmann 
Index (HHI).  

The general impact on competition environment remains insignificant even thought the state 
aid shall persuade some undertakings to exit the market. As the entrance barriers decrease, there 
shall occur new entrances on the market when the state aid is stopped or the remaining entities 
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attempt to increase the price. The conclusion is that the big and non transitory state aid raises a 
substantial and permanent change in the market structure. 

Market barriers to entry are being assessed from the point of view of potential competitors’ 
possibilities to participate in the market. Potential competitors are deemed to be economic agents 
endowed with technical and financial resources, human resources; manufacturing technology of the 
product from the analyzed substitutes which for certain reasons does not make use of these 
possibilities and are able to entry the product market in case of unsatisfied request or its increasing.  

Barriers to entry/exit are deemed to be acceptable if the costs of certain resources related to 
their overcoming are economically motivated in terms of revenue of the economic agent who 
intends to entry or exit the market in question.  
III.  Establishing the social economic efficiency of the state aid distribution.  

The state aid effects exceed the limits of the state aid beneficiaries and their competitors. While 
assessing state aid’s opportunities, necessities and efficiency, one shall consider the final objective of a 
normal competition environment existence, which is enhancing the general welfare standard.  

The living standard of the population of the member states of European Union shall be deemed a 
welfare standard by countries claiming for EU membership.  

All the costs and the benefits resulting from the state aid implementation shall be taken account of 
while assessing the state aid’s efficiency. In order to achieve this, it is imperative to transform the values of 
the costs and benefits resulting from the state aid distribution into monetary units. As a matter of fact, the 
transformation into monetary units is a difficult operation, which, nevertheless, may be simplified 
considerably by establishing all the modifications made by means of the state aid for the consumer and 
producer redundancy, as well its effect on budget revenues. 

Since all the three sizes can be both positive and negative, the Net Social Benefit can also be positive 
or negative. In order to compare the positive and negative effects, firstly, it is necessary to evaluate and 
measure the effects in qualitative terms and, where possible, in quantitative terms, and then to assess the 
overall impact on producers and consumers in each market concerned.  

The positive effects of aid are directly related to changes in state aid beneficiary’s behaviour, fact 
which allows the achievement of common interest objective pursued. In case of objective of efficiency, the 
positive effects can be described as increasing or decreasing activity on production market. Positive effects 
may result from reduced consumer prices in the long term, a wider range of products, quality or innovation.  

The negative effects on competition and trade draw also from changes in behaviour of the state aid 
beneficiary. The effect on consumers also depends upon competitors’ reaction. In any case, the cost of the 
aid is considered negative, so that aid can not be approved unless it generates some positive benefits in 
addition to mere transfer of funds to aid beneficiary.  

In many cases it is impossible to quantify precisely the effects of the granted state aid measure. But 
in most cases one can identify the size effects in question. Note shall be taken of the fact that certain effects 
(usually the short-term ones related to quantity and price) shall often be easier to quantify than other 
important ones (such as long-term effects on investment or innovation incentives), so that total welfare 
enhancing in the short term shall not lead directly  to the acceptance of the measure.  

Impact assessment of state aid on the budget is conducted by measuring budgetary revenue and 
expenditure. Budget expenditures consist of the amount of state aid distributed and the failed budget 
revenues. Budget revenue consists of additional state budget deduction, which occurs as a result of the state 
aid distribution. It is essential to analyze the budget deduction of economic agents from the target group.  

The benefits and disadvantages caused to the economic agents can be quantified by estimating the 
increase or decrease in sales, profits and employment.  

The benefits and disadvantages for people can be expressed by approximate monetary earnings 
deriving from price reduction or price increase. The positive effects for citizens, resulting from a wide 
variety of products, from better quality or innovation, can be difficult to quantify in numerical terms, but 
they can ordered. Another issue is the identification and quantification of the transaction expenses the 
undertaking incur while receiving state aid. 

Assessment of positive effects in relation to issues of equity can also cause a wide evaluation scale. 
The manifold analysis of the effects upon different regions or groups of individuals may be based on 
statistical indicators, highlighting differences among these groups. Such an approach may help to establish 
different levels of assessment of positive and negative effects. The issue of maintaining low prices for first 
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necessity products has a special social significance under conditions of high level poverty in the Republic of 
Moldova.  

The state aid impact assessment is a new issue for the Republic of Moldova and represents an area 
which is not regulated by the current legislation. Thus, this is a new experience in this domain to adapt and 
improve the methodology of assessing the state aid impact on competition environment in countries claiming 
the EU membership. 
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Abstract: This article presents some findings of the E-Learning Manager [ELM] Project regarding the 
technology skills an e-learning manager should possess in order to achieve his/her mission. An online questionnaire 
was presented to learning specialists from several European. The results of the study showed that learning 
professionals consider that accreditation would be of interest to individuals currently involved, or interested in the e-
learning profession. Also, the elements of the skill set were validated and used as a base for course content development 
purposes. 
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1. Introduction 
Nowadays, constant innovations and rapid technological changes are commonplace in business. This 

raises the need for continuous vocational training and lifelong acquisition of competencies including 
technological and managerial skills. The importance of technological awareness in e-learning cannot be 
underestimated. Without technological ability, an e-learning manager will not be able to properly implement 
the solutions which are necessary for delivering practical e-learning. 

Even though there are no precise estimates for the growth in e-learning there are indications that 
organizations have increased and will continue to increase the use of technology to deliver training 
(Gilbert&Jones 2001). Organizations are choosing e-learning to:  

• provide consistent, worldwide training; 
• reduce delivery cycle time; 
• increase learner convenience; 
• reduce information overload; 
• improve tracking; and 
• lower expenses. (Welsh et al., 2003 p. 248)  

The paper is based on a Leonardo da Vinci project entitled E-Learning Manager [ELM] project. The 
ELM proposal is being made in a context where e-learning has become the most successful educational 
technology of all time, reaching into all aspects of traditional education and training but where no specific 
Europe-wide accreditation exists either for those charged with implementing e-learning solutions in their 
professional working lives or those who hold it as their profession to specifically manager e-learning teams 
and developers (ADAM, 2009).  

The e-learning manager profession is supported by the European Certification and Qualification 
Association (ECQA) and it will be available as a certified profession. The ELM project will offer a flexible 
and relevant recognition of these key vocational skills, ensuring mobility for workers between regions and 
sectors and offering assurance to employers of the given competence of those charged either with the work 
of coordinating e-learning teams or evaluating and choosing e-learning solutions (ECQA, 2009a). In the 
above context the ELM project is proposed to support both the transparency and recognition of a particularly 
vital competence and to introduce qualification where none exists already. 

 This article presents some findings regarding the perceived importance of technology 
knowledge/skills by learning professionals in education and industry. We analyze the structure of the 
answers provided by respondents who work in seemingly heterogeneous areas but who are involved to a 
higher or lower extent in e-learning related activities and therefore are familiar, more or less with the 
technological knowledge such an undertaking requires. 
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2. Review of prior literature 

The practitioner and research literatures together suggest that technology can be used effectively and 
efficiently to facilitate learning (Welsh et al., 2003). The effectiveness and efficiency of e-learning depends 
on several factors, amongst which are: trainer and trainee skills in using ICT; computer assisted learning for 
the core curriculum; the need for trainees to reflect on the ethical use of information technologies (Waight & 
Steward, 2005).  

The practitioners in industry (Dunn, 2003) and in the public sector (Nisar, 2004) acknowledge the 
benefits of e-learning from a ROI and performance perspective but also emphasize the need for a 
coordination of teaching and technology aspects, with special regard to the fear of technology trainees still 
have. Also it has been argued that there is a need for training and certification program for specific job roles 
(Riel et al., 2009).   

The continuous advance of technology solutions triggers, imperatively, a need for a continuous 
improvement and innovation of e-learning solutions. Ensuring that e-learning facilitates the acquisition of 
knowledge and skills can be challenging if the e-learning teams cannot assert competency in creative 
applications of instructional design, learning theories and technology (Waight & Steward, 2005).  

E-learning proved to be useful when the training emphasizes on cognitive learning outcomes, 
particularly less complex knowledge and intellectual skill. Basic and intermediate skill level classes work 
well. However, there is concern that more advanced classes or those that require soft skills may not be as 
effective with e-learning (Welsh et al., 2003). Still given the growing appeal of Web 2.0 tools such as instant 
messaging and web conferencing, soft-skills training via these social networking tools has a promising 
outlook. But there is the issue of measuring soft-skills training delivered via e-learning in comparison with 
the old-fashioned way (Roberts, 2008).  

Technology has a great potential of which education could benefit. The technology aspects of e-
learning can be considered as underpinning technology (Conole, 2004), consisting of standards and 
architecture, tools and techniques, and finally functionality of use.  

 
3. Findings 

The questionnaire intended to highlight the use and aptitude of technology and in particular e-
learning technology within the e-learning sector and also to determine the validity of an "ideal" technological 
skill set that an e-learning manager should possess. We received 53 answers of which 51 were valid as 
respondents provided answers for the most important questions. 

The questionnaire consisted of three main sections. In the first section the questions were designed to 
identify the profile of the respondents in order to ensure that the questionnaire reached the targeted audience.  

 
Table1 1: Respondent’s profile 

Characteristic Frequency Percentage  
Age   
 18-25 1 1.96 
 25-45 35 68.63 
 45-60 14 27.45 
 No answer 1 1.96 
Years spent in role   
 <1 year 1 1.96 
 [1,5] years 11 21.60 
 (5,10] years 17 33.33 
 (10, 15] years 7 13.73 
 >15 years 10 19.60 
 No answer 5 9.78 
Area of employment   
 Teaching/ Education 27 52.94 
 Engineering 7 13.73 
 Computer science and Software 5 9.80 
 Project Management 5 9.80 
 Training 4 7.84 
 Other 2 3.92 
No answer 1 1.96 
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From the structure of responses regarding the area of employment we can see that more than 50% of 
the respondents stated they were employed in teaching or education. This may be a consequence of the 
structure of the contacts of the partners in the project. If we take into consideration that the project aims a 
practical implementation in the European space of a new job role the structure of the responses to this 
question might be a source of confidence in the relevance of the answers to the remaining questions as most 
of the respondents are involved in teaching. 

One of the questions in the first part required the respondents to rate their knowledge in e-learning. 
The structure of the responses can be seen below. 

 
Table 2: Respondents rating of their knowledge in e-learning 

Knowledge 
rating 

Freq
uency 

Perce
ntage  

Very low 0 0.00 
Low 4 7.84 
Medium 13 25.49 
High 24 47.06 
Very high 9 17.65 
No answer 1 1.96 

 
From this structure we can state that the most of the respondents are familiar with e-learning and 

only a few of them possess a low level of knowledge, but none of the respondents chosed “Very low”.  
The second section covered, amongst other things the perceived importance of pedagogy, technology 

and management skills and knowledge an individual involved in the development, sourcing, management or 
coordination of e-learning solutions should possess. The respondents identified other skill and knowledge 
sets that were not included, like: Organization change, E-learning usability, Information exchange, 
Communication, web 2.0, Social networking, Program’s evaluation, E-learning accessibility, Managing 
technological change, Interaction design. These observations are indeed relevant but we consider that they 
are included entirely or partially in the skill and knowledge sets identified at the beginning of the project: 
Pedagogy, Technology and Management. 

Another important aspect was regarding the interest in obtaining an accreditation/certification by 
individuals involved in e-learning activities or those who wish to enter this area. 

 
Table 3: Respondent’s opinion regarding the interest of individuals involved in e-learning of an 

accreditation/certification 
Resp

onses 
Freque

ncy 
Perce

ntage  
Yes 40 78.43 
No 9 17.65 
No 

answer 
2 3.92 

 
Table 4: Respondent’s opinion regarding the interest of individuals who whish to enter the area of e-learning of 

an accreditation/certification 
Resp

onses 
Frequ

ency 
Perce

ntage  
Yes 40 78.43 
No 8 15.69 
No 

answer 
3 5.88 

 
The fact that 40 out of 51 respondents consider accreditation/certification is of interest for 

individuals involved in, or willing to enter the e-learning area shows that: there are many e-learning 
professionals that felt there is a need for accreditation/certification and that they are willing to obtain such 
accreditation for different reasons. Among these reasons respondents indicated the following: 

• “Certification gives employers more confidence in an e-learning solution. Also allows employees to 
get recognition for improvements to their skill set.” 
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• “Accreditation reinforces the professional profile; it gives an idea about a common reference 
framework and about a certain level of knowledge and capacity by the professional, so it should 
be considered as a positive factor” 

• “Would contribute to the increasing of the status of the profession  - Would formalize the learning 
path, allowing potential practitioners to get awareness of their choice, in advance”; 

• “Certification gives employers more confidence in an e-learning solution. Also allows employees to 
get recognition for improvements to their skill set.” 

The respondents who considered that such venture is not worthy indicated that: 
• “Accreditation/ certification means a higher degree of administration” 
• “Those who are highly accepted experts of this field won't be interested in any certification. They 

simply do not need an extra paper.” 
• “If somebody is already involved, he/she has to demonstrate the skills. Accreditation/ certification 

would not help at all at this stage.” 
• “Generally the skill set I would look for a new e-learning professional would be web development 

skills with the obvious exception of subject matter experts.” 
• “The certification should not be a previous requirement” 

But the overall acceptance of the idea of accreditation/education is consistent with the purpose of the 
project: to support both the transparency and recognition of a particularly vital competence and to introduce 
an appropriate qualification where none exists already (ECQA, 2009a). This is why the E-Learning Manager 
will be a certified profession in the European Certification and Qualification Association [ECQA]. This 
ECQA is the result of the former European Qualification Network EQN Leonardo networking project, 2005 
– 2007. The overall objective of the project has been to establish an Europe-wide certification body which 
supported by training organizations from European countries (currently organizations from 18 countries 
participate) installs a set of quality criteria and common certification rules which are applied across the 
different European regions in the Life Long Learning scope in the IT and services, engineering, and 
manufacturing sectors (ECQA, 2009b).  

In the third section of the questionnaire there were five questions that revealed the perceived 
importance of skill elements or technology knowledge areas identified. For each question in this part the 
answer possibilities were structured on a five-point Likert scale. The scoring of the answer was: 1 - 
minimum, 3 - medium, 5 - maximum. The questions covered the following aspects:  

1. The importance of the identified knowledge areas for individuals envolved in e-learning; 
2. The importance of the identified knowledge areas for one’s job role; 
3. The usage of the identified knowledge areas in one’s job role; 
4. The level of knowledge in the identified knowledge areas; 
5. The effect on one’s job role of a greater knowledge about the identified knowledge. 

The knowledge areas identified as being relevant for an e-learning manager are: 
1. E-Learning technological basics [eLTB]. An E-Learning Manager should, at the very least, be able to 

understand and be confident with the main elements of computer hardware, that they may be able to 
identify the standard hardware requirements for different technologies. 

2. E-Learning tools [eLT]. Effective e-learning has a variety of standard tools with which to provide 
learning. An e-learning manager should be familiar, with the most common tools involved in e-learning 
and should be able to effectively utilize and prescribe these tools. An e-learning manager should be able to 
speak on: communication tool available for use in e-learning; assessment tools used in e-learning and 
collaborative tools used in e-learning. 

3. E-Learning content [eLC]. One of the most important aspects of e-learning management is the ability to 
create worthy material. To do this, an e-learning manager should be familiar with the options available in 
offering content, how to use each format to create different types of content, and the use of multimedia in 
providing e-learning content.  

4. E-Learning platforms [eLP]. An essential part of modern e-learning is the use of E-learning platforms – 
in particular the use of virtual learning environments, and how these can be used for interoperability, 
monitoring, structuring online content, etc. It is important for an e-learning manager to be knowledgeable 
on virtual classrooms and to be able to competently utilize these for communication, tutoring and 
collaboration, as well as having a broad overview of the Sharable Content Object Reference Model and its 
role in Learning Management Systems. 

5. Providing e-learning [PeL]. An important aspect of the technological side of e-learning is how to provide 
the student with the e-learning solution. An effective e-learning manager should be able to realize the 
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factors that influence the way in which e-learning should be delivered and provide the information in a 
suitable form.  

6. Emerging e-learning trends [EeLT] . To be truly effective in providing an e-learning service, an e-
learning manager should be aware of growing trends in the sector. Recently, the two main emerging trends 
have been promoted: web 2.0 and mobile learning. The emergence of web 2.0 is of importance to the field 
of e-learning. This movement in the World Wide Web has similar aims of communication, collaboration 
and interoperability that exist in productive e-learning. Concepts such as wikis, blogs, social networking 
sites and web-based communities can all be used in e-learning to good effect.  

7.  
Table 5: Average responses for each question and knowledge elements  

Questions eLTB eLT eLC eLP PeL EeLT 
3.1 The importance of the identified knowledge areas for individuals 
envolved in e-learning 

3.72 4.32 4.36 4.28 4.12 4.12 

3.2 The importance of the identified knowledge areas for one’s job role 3.78 4.16 3.94 3.88 3.92 3.66 
3.3 The usage of the identified knowledge areas in one’s job role 4.06 4.24 4.20 3.88 4.12 3.6 
3.4 The level of knowledge in the identified knowledge areas 4.32 4.34 4.30 4.00 4.24 3.74 
3.5 The effect of a greater knowledge in the identified knowledge areas 
in one’s job role 

3.46 4.10 4.04 4.02 4.14 4.14 

 
We consider that due to the complexity of knowledge and skills an individual involved in the 

development, sourcing, management or coordination of e-learning solutions respondents considered that 
knowledge in the field of basic technological knowledge [eLTB] as being the least important for individuals 
involved in e-learning or for their job  role.  

As we can see, the respondents considered that knowledge in how to provide e-learning [PeL] is 
among the most important knowledge areas: for individuals involved in e-learning, the respondent’s 
perceived importance and usage in their job role and also, a better knowledge in this area would have a 
beneficial effect on the respondent’s job role. This leads to the conclusion that the respondent’s of this 
questionnaire are professionals working in e-learning and who are willing to learn more and to develop their 
skills and knowledge about how to provide e-learning. 

The knowledges in emerging  e-learning trends [EeLT] had among the lowerest average for the first 
four questions. This might lead to the conclusion that some of the respondent’s job roles are of a complexity 
that doesn’t require such knowledge. Also, it could be due to the fact that knowledge in emerging trends in 
any domain is a prerequisite of a limited number of job roles. As the emerging trends are assimilated in more 
domains the number of employees which are required such knowledge might increase. This is why this 
knowledge area scored the most for the fifth question regarding the effect of a greater knowledge in one’s 
job role. 

 
4.Conclusions 

Based on the structure of the answers provided by the respondents we can sketch the profile of a 
person involved in e-learning activities and the technological knowledge and skills he or she should possess. 
The ideal candidate for an e-learning manager position has between 25 and 45 years, with relevant 
experience in e-learning, with at least medium knowledge of e-learning. Also, they admit the importance of 
accreditation/certification for individuals who are involved in e-learning who wish to enter the area of e-
learning. They admit the importance of technological aspects for the development, sourcing, management or 
coordination of e-learning solutions and for their job role. Consequently they are using such knowledge often 
or at least occasionally but they feel there is a gap between the level of knowledge required for their job role 
and the level of knowledge they possess. Finally they consider that a greater knowledge of the technological 
aspects of an e-learning process would have a very beneficial or at least a beneficial effect on their job role. 
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Abstract:  The aim of this paper is to provide an insight of managerial facts in Romanian SMEs. Based on 

White Charter of SMEs and on our own research, it analyzes several key areas of SMEs management: development of 
plans, policies and strategies within the SMEs, objectives of them, activities preferred by SMEs and their managerial 
priorities. In our opinion, the conclusions are interesting for those involved in entrepreneurial system: academics, 
students, entrepreneurs and decision-makers.  
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1. Introduction 

A prerequisite for a healthy economy is a strong SMEs sector. Organizational efficiency can only be 
improved with proper management, and this can be done acting in some key areas.  Unfortunately, unlike a 
LSE, SMEs experience more challenges, one of them being the so called “bad management”. In order to 
resolve some of the problems determined by management, we consider that is essential to know the 
managerial features of Romanian SMEs. 

 
2. Development of plans, policies and strategies within the SMEs  

As the functioning and efficiency of organizations strictly depend on their ability to anticipate and 
prepare for the future, the analysis of the planning/forecasting activities conducted by the SMEs in Romania 
is essential for having an overall view of the Romanian SME sector. The results of the survey indicate that 
53.33% of the surveyed companies develop annual plans and policies, 13.59% of the SMEs design 
strategies for 3 to 5 years, while 35.61% of the companies do not conduct any planning activities. See 
Figure 1. Considering that, according to a survey on small and medium-sized enterprises in the European 
Union, one of six European SMEs develop and operationalize strategies, in point of frequency of strategic 
approaches, the Romanian small and medium-sized enterprises are not far from their counterparts in 
developed countries, in spite of the substantial gap in point of competitiveness. 

It should be stressed that the recent research conducted in the European Union indicated that an 
increasing number of SMEs feel the need to develop formal entrepreneurial strategies. Furthermore, the rapid 
and intensive globalization of activities in general and of economic operations in particular substantially 
amplifies the need to develop and implement strategies in an international approach for all categories of 
companies.  

 
Figure 1: Structure of SMEs according to the forecasting activities implemented 
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Source: our study 
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The examination of enterprises based on their regional location (Table 1), reveals the following 
facts: 

- if we refer to the enterprises that develop strategies (plans) for 3 to 5 years, the lowest proportion 
of such SMEs is in the Southern Region (1.61%) and the highest in the Northwestern Region 
(26.92%);  

- the highest proportion of small and medium-sized enterprises that prepare annual plans and 
policies is in Bucharest (61.29%), while the lowest proportion is in the Western Region 
(34.72%);  

- most of the SMEs that do not conduct any planning activities are in the Southern Region 
(46.77%), while the lowest proportion is in the Northwest Region (24.04%). 

 
Table 1: Differentiation of forecasting activities of companies by development region 

No. 
The 

company 
develops 

SMEs grouped by development region 

Northeast Southeast South Southwest West Northwest Center Bucharest 

1. Annual 
plans 
and 

policies 

48.91% 48.05% 51.61% 54.05% 34.72% 53.85% 59.65% 61.29% 

2. Strategies 
(plans) for 
3-5 years 

13.59% 7.79% 1.61% 9.65% 25.00% 26.92% 12.28% 13.71% 

3. No plans 
prepared 

40.76% 45.45% 46.77% 37.07% 41.67% 24.04% 28.07% 29.44% 

 
The analysis of SMEs by size (Table 2) reveals that the percentage of companies that develop plans, 

policies and strategies increases in direct proportion to the size of the company, as the largest extent of the 
company and, consequently, of its operations requires planning activities and the development and 
implementation of strategies.  

 
Table 2: Differentiation of development of plans/policies and strategies depending on the size of SMEs 

No. The company develops 
Size of the company 

Micro-enterprises Small enterprises Medium-sized enterprises 
1. Annual plans and policies 42.47% 63.56% 76.23% 
2. Strategies (plans) for 3-5 years 10.83% 14.69% 23.77% 
3. No plans prepared 48.39% 23.73% 8.20% 

 
A classification of the small and medium-sized enterprises by fields of activity reveals that:  
- most of the companies that develop strategies are in tourism (16.67%);  
- trade has the highest rate of enterprises that have no planning (44.88%) and the lowest rate of 

companies that implement annual plans and policies (45.85%);  
- the construction sector has the highest rate of SMEs that prepare annual plans (63.30%), as well 

as lower rates of enterprises that prepare plans for 3-5 years/strategies (10.09%) or do not 
conduct any planning activities (26.61%). 
For additional information, see Table 3. 
 

Table 3: Development of plans/policies and strategies by SMEs depending on the field of activity 

 
A detailed analysis based on the performance of SMEs in 2008 compared to 2007, shows that the 

companies with better results include a higher rate of companies that develop annual plans/policies and 
strategies/plans for 3-5 years (59.83% and 16.03%, respectively), which demonstrates that planning usually 
generates better performance. For details, see Table 4. 

No. The company develops 
SMEs by fields of activity 

Industry Construction Trade Tourism Transportation Services 
1. Annual plans and policies 60.00% 63.30% 45.85% 50.00% 51.72% 57.83% 
2. Strategies (plans) for 3-5 

years 
15.45% 10.09% 11.95% 16.67% 15.52% 16.09% 

3. No plans prepared 28.18% 26.61% 44.88% 37.50% 32.76% 28.70% 
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Table 4: Differentiation of the planning activities of SMEs depending on their performance in 2008 
compared to 2007 

 

 
2. Objectives of the small and medium-sized enterprises  
With regard to the objectives of SMEs in Romania for the next two years, the survey results indicate 

that more than half of the surveyed companies (54.08%) aim at a moderate business expansion, for 
34.93% of the enterprises the major objective is to maintain the current size of the business, 6.85% of the 
companies seek to rapidly extend their business, 2.91% of the entrepreneurs plan to sell their business, while 
1.22% intend to close the business. This situation is illustrated by the chart in Figure 6.2.  

 
Figure 2: Structure of the objectives of SMEs for the next two years 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Source: our study 
 
The examination of objectives depending on the regional distribution of SMEs reveals the 

following major deviations from the average of the investigated sample:  
- the objective to maintain the current size of the business is more frequent in the companies in the 

Northeastern Region (40.44%) and least frequent in the Southern Region (20.31%); 
- The SMEs planning a moderate expansion are more numerous in the Southern Region (68.75%) 

and less frequent in the Center (35.71%); 
- the highest rate of companies planning a rapid expansion is in Bucharest (10.57%), while the 

lowest rate is in the Northeast (3.28%); 
- the highest rates of entrepreneurs intending to sell their business is in the Center Region 

(23.21%) and the lowest rate is in the Southwest (0.39%); 
- in the Central Region there are no entrepreneurs planning to close their business.  

Additional information can be found in the table below. 
 

Table 5: Differentiation of objectives of SMEs by region 

o. 
Objective 

SMEs grouped by development region 
North 
East 

South 
East South South 

West West North 
West Center Bucharest 

 Maintaining the current size of the 
business 

40.44% 34.21% 20.31% 35.16% 29.73% 29.25% 33.93% 38.62% 

 Moderate expansion of business 49.73% 60.53% 68.75% 56.25% 52.70% 63.21% 35.71% 50.00% 

 Rapid expansion of business 3.28% 3.95% 6.25% 7.03% 8.11% 5.66% 7.14% 10.57% 

 Selling the business 4.37% 1.32% 3.13% 0.39% 5.41% 0.94% 23.21% 0.41% 
 Closing the business 2.19% 0.00% 1.56% 1.17% 4.05% 0.94% 0.00% 0.41% 

No. The company develops 
Performance of the company in 2008 compared to 2007 
Higher Identical Lower 

1. Annual plans and policies 59.83% 47.99% 50.79% 
2. Strategies (plans) for 3-5 years 16.03% 11.80% 11.52% 
3. No plans prepared 28.21% 41.02% 40.31% 

54,08%

6,85%

1,22%

34,93%

2,91% moderate business expansion

rapid business expansion

closing business

maintaining current business size

selling the business
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The classification of companies by size (Table 6) reveals the following facts: 
- the intention to maintain the business at the current level, to rapidly expand the business, to sell 

and to liquidate the business is in reverse proportion to the size of the company;  
- the intention to moderately expand the business is in direct proportion to the size of the 

company, being less frequent in micro-enterprises (50.62%) and more frequent in medium-sized 
enterprises (66.12%); 

- there are no intentions to sell or close the business in medium-sized SMEs. 
-  

 
Table 6: Differentiation of objectives of SMEs by size 

N
o. 

Objective 

Size of the company 
Micro- 
enterp

rises 

Small 
enterprises 

Medium-sized 
enterprises 

1.  Maintaining the current size of the 
business 

36.01% 33.90% 32.23% 

2.  Moderate expansion of business 50.62% 56.70% 66.12% 
3.  Rapid expansion of business 8.56% 5.41% 1.65% 
4.  Selling the business 3.21% 3.13% 0.00% 
5.  Closing the business 1.60% 0.85% 0.00% 

 
Considering the field of activity of the SMEs, the following aspects are noted:  

- in the industrial sector, there is a higher rate of SMEs seeking to maintain the current level of 
business (38.25%) and  the lowest rate of entrepreneurs planning to sell their business (1.38%);  

- in tourism, there is a higher rate of companies planning to moderately expand their business 
(70.83%) or to sell the business (4.17%), but also the lowest rate of companies seeking to 
maintain the current level of business (20.83%); 

- the companies in the construction and tourism sectors do not plan to close their business. 
See Table 7. 
 
 

Table 7: Differentiation of objectives of the SMEs  by fields of activity 
No. 

Objective 
SMEs by fields of activity 

Industry Construction  Trade Tourism Transportation Services 
1. Maintaining the current size of 

the business 
38.25% 33.94% 37.23% 20.83% 31.03% 30.43% 

2. Moderate expansion of business 53.92% 58.72% 49.39% 70.83% 60.34% 57.39% 
3. Rapid expansion of business 5.53% 3.67% 7.79% 4.17% 5.17% 8.70% 

4. Selling the business 1.38% 3.67% 3.65% 4.17% 1.72% 3.04% 
5. Closing the business 0.92% 0.00% 1.95% 0.00% 1.72% 0.43% 

 
A comparison of the objectives of SMEs to their performance in 2008 compared to 2007 reveals 

that there is a higher rate of companies seeking to moderately expand (60.77%) and to rapidly expand their 
business (7.04%) among the companies with better performance levels, while the objectives of maintaining 
the current level of business (41.58%), selling the business (5.79%) and closing the business (4.21%) are 
more frequent among the companies with poorer results. For details, see Table 8. 

 
Table 8: Correlation between the objectives and performance of SMEs in 2008/2007 

N
o. 

Objective 
Performance of the company in 2008 compared to 2007 

Higher Identical Lower 

1.  Maintaining the current size of 
the business 

30.28% 38.65% 41.58% 

2.  Moderate expansion of business 60.77% 50.81% 42.11% 
3.  Rapid expansion of business 7.04% 6.49% 6.32% 
4.  Selling the business 1.07% 3.78% 5.79% 
5.  Closing the business 0.85% 0.27% 4.21% 
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3. Activities preferred by SMEs  
Considering the activities on which the management approach of the SMEs will focus in 2009: 

40.30% of the companies will focus on the relation with suppliers/users, 33.84% on new 
products/services, 31.08% on developing corporate strategies and policies, in 10.27% of the SMEs the 
entrepreneurs/managers will focus on obtaining/utilizing information and knowledge,  9.60% of the 
companies will introduce new technological processes and 6.27% of the organizations will be oriented 
towards the personnel training. 4.75% of the entrepreneurs will focus on assuring the necessary employees, 
4.28% will pay attention to delivery methods and logistics, and 2.38% of the entrepreneurs will seek to 
restructure the decision making processes.  See Figure 4. 

 
Figure 4: Rates of SMEs focusing on certain key activities 

 
Source: our study 

 
A review of the priority activities conducted by SMEs by development regions  (See Table 9), 

leads to the following conclusions: 
- A higher rate of SMEs in the Northwestern Region plan to introduce new technological 

processes (14.56%), to train the personnel (15.53%) and to assure the necessary personnel 
(11.65%), but there is a smaller number of companies that will focus on the relation with the 
suppliers/users (22.33%); 

- a higher percentage of companies in the Western Region give priority to restructuring the 
decision-making process (5.48%); 

- a higher proportion of companies in the Southeast Region will focus on implementing new 
products/services (49.35%); 

- in the Central Region, there is a higher proportion of companies that focus on the relations with 
the suppliers/users (59.65%). On the other hand, no companies are interested in training the 
personnel and restructuring the decision-making process;  

- the companies in the Southern Region focus more frequently on obtaining/utilizing information 
and knowledge (14.52%) and on delivery methods and logistics (9.68%), but there are no 
companies interested in assuring the necessary personnel. 

Considering the management approaches of the SMEs depending on company size: 
- the frequency of companies focusing on the development of strategies/policies, on the relations 

with suppliers/users and on the introduction of new technological processes increases in direct 
proportion to the size of the company, due to the differences in point of business 
potential/complexity of activities;  

- the percentage of companies oriented towards obtaining/utilizing information/knowledge, the 
delivery methods and logistics and the personnel training increase in reverse proportion to the 
size of the company; 

- the medium-sized companies have the greatest proportion of companies that focus on assuring 
the necessary personnel (8.26%); 
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- the smaller SMEs have the highest percentage of companies that focus on introducing new 
products/services (36.00%). 
For details, see Table 10. 

 
Table 9: Frequency of approach of activities depending on the development regions where the SMEs are 

based 

No. Management approach 
SMEs grouped by development region 

Northeast Southeast South Southwest West Northwest Center Bucharest 

Developing corporate strategies 
and policies 

30.22% 32.47% 29.03% 38.71% 16.44% 28.16% 24.56% 30.89% 

Relations with suppliers/users  33.52% 41.56% 29.03% 50.40% 38.36% 22.33% 59.65% 41.46% 
New products/services 41.76% 49.35% 35.48% 32.26% 36.99% 35.92% 19.30% 26.42% 
Implementation of new 
technological processes 

12.64% 2.60% 12.90% 11.29% 4.11% 14.56% 10.53% 6.50% 

Obtaining and utilizing 
information and knowledge 

10.99% 3.90% 14.52% 9.27% 10.96% 4.85% 14.04% 13.01% 

Delivery methods, logistics 6.04% 2.60% 9.68% 3.63% 9.59% 3.88% 1.75% 1.63% 

Personnel training 
4.40% 1.30% 6.45% 2.82% 10.96% 15.53% 0.00% 8.54% 

Assuring the necessary personnel 
4.95% 1.30% 0.00% 2.02% 8.22% 11.65% 3.51% 6.10% 

Restructuring the decision-
making process 2.75% 2.60% 1.61% 0.81% 5.48% 0.97% 0.00% 4.07% 

 
Table 10: The frequency of approaching activities depending on company size 

No. Management approach 
Size of the company 

Microenterprises Small enterprises 
Medium-sized 

enterprises 

1.
Developing corporate strategies 
and policies 

21.78% 36.86% 52.89% 

2.Relations with suppliers/users 39.38% 41.43% 43.80% 
3.New products/services 34.66% 36.00% 20.66% 

4.
Implementation of new 
technological processes 

7.62% 12.00% 12.40% 

5.
Obtaining and utilizing 
information and knowledge 

12.70% 7.43% 5.79% 

6.Delivery methods, logistics 4.72% 4.29% 2.48% 
7.Personnel training 7.99% 4.86% 3.31% 

8.
Assuring the necessary 
personnel 

4.54% 4.00% 8.26% 

9.
Restructuring the decision-
making process 

2.18% 1.71% 4.96% 

 
According to the analysis of organizations based on their fields of activity:  
- in industry, there is a greater proportion of SMEs interested in introducing new technological 

processes (17.43%) and a smaller number of companies seeking to obtain and utilize 
information/knowledge (5.50%) and to train the personnel (3.67%);  

- construction companies are mostly concerned with developing strategies/policies (40.19%) and 
less interested in introducing new products/services (26.17%); 

- in the trade sector, there is the highest proportion of companies that will focus on the relation 
with their suppliers/users (45.91%), but also the smallest proportion of companies that intend to 
focus on developing corporate strategies and policies (24.57%), assuring the necessary personnel 
(4.47%) and restructuring the decision-making process (1.74%);  

- tourism companies are more frequently oriented towards new products/services (52.00%) and 
assuring the necessary employees (8.00%) and less interested in introducing new technological 
processes (4.00%); 
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- transportation companies have a greater proportion of entrepreneurs/managers who consider the 
delivery methods and logistics (10.17%) and the restructuring of the decision-making process 
(5.08%); 

- the obtaining and utilization of information/knowledge and the personnel training are more 
frequent in the sector of services (20.89% and 12.44%, respectively); 

- the tourism sector is characterized by the absence of companies interested in delivery 
methods/logistics, personnel training and restructuring of the decision-making process.  

For additional information, see Table 11. 
 

Table 11: The frequency of approaching activities depending on the field of activity 

No. Management approach 
SMEs by fields of activity 

Industry Construction  Trade Tourism Transportation Services 

Developing corporate 
strategies and policies 

32.11% 40.19% 24.57% 36.00% 35.59% 35.56% 

Relations with 
suppliers/users 

42.20% 41.12% 45.91% 40.00% 42.37% 27.56% 

New products/services 30.73% 26.17% 37.97% 52.00% 27.12% 32.89% 
Implementation of new 
technological processes 

17.43% 14.95% 6.45% 4.00% 5.08% 7.56% 

Obtaining and utilizing 
information and 
knowledge 

5.50% 8.41% 6.95% 12.00% 16.95% 20.89% 

Delivery methods, 
logistics 

4.13% 4.67% 4.96% 0.00% 10.17% 1.33% 

Personnel training 3.67% 3.74% 4.71% 0.00% 8.47% 12.44% 
Assuring the necessary 
personnel 

5.96% 4.67% 4.47% 8.00% 0.00% 4.89% 

Restructuring the 
decision-making process 

2.75% 2.80% 1.74% 0.00% 5.08% 2.22% 

 
4. Management priorities in SMEs  

The performance of SMEs largely depend on the priorities  adopted by entrepreneurs and managers. 
According to the survey results (see Figure 6.5), the most frequent management priorities indicated by the 
Romanian SMEs include: expanding the marketing activity (in 58.14% of the companies), diversifying 
production (41.95%), intensive workforce training (40.13%), acquisition of new technologies (36.31%), 
implementation of information technology (35.12%), introduction of modern quality management 
systems (32.03%), management restructuring/upgrade (29.03%), actions to eliminate/limit pollution 
(26.75%), construction of new buildings (24.66%) and replacement of equipment (21.57%). It should be 
noted that almost 30% of the entrepreneurs/managers are interested in restructuring and upgrading the 
management, which proves that they are increasingly aware of the special importance of the management 
systems, methods and techniques used by the company. These priorities form a balanced combination that 
is in agreement with the evolution of modern companies. 

 
 

Figure 5: Strategic priorities 
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Source: our study 
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The distribution of SMEs by development regions (Table 12), reveals several significant deviations 
from the average values of the sample group:  

- the expansion of marketing activities, management restructuring and upgrading activities, 
introduction of modern quality management systems and implementation of information 
technology are more frequent in the companies in the Central Region (67.80%, 44.07%, 40.68%, 
and 44.07%, respectively); 

- the objective of eliminating/limiting pollution is more frequent in the companies in the 
Southeastern Region (37.66%) and less frequent in the Southern Region (20.00%); 

- replacement of equipment and construction of new buildings are more frequent in the SMEs in 
the Northeast Region (28.18% and 32.73%, respectively); 

- acquisition of new technologies, production diversification and replacement of equipment are 
less frequent in the SMEs in the Western Region; 

- construction of new buildings, restructuring and upgrading the management and the introduction 
of modern quality management systems are less frequent in Bucharest  

- the intensive workforce training was mentioned in a higher proportion by SMEs in the 
Northwestern Region (49.09%) and less frequent in the Southeast Region (29.87%). 

The companies in the Central Region are more interested in expanding their operations, while the 
SMEs in Bucharest, in the Western region and in the Southern Region are less focused on strategic planning. 
 

Table 12:  Differentiation of development priorities by development region 

No. 
Measures to expand 
business operations 

SMEs grouped by development region 

Northeast Southeast South Southwest West Northwest Center Bucharest 
1. Replacement of 

equipment 
27.81% 20.78% 18.46% 27.99% 9.33% 28.18% 11.86% 13.39% 

2. Construction of 
buildings 

29.95% 23.38% 20.00% 30.22% 18.67% 32.73% 16.95% 16.14% 

3. Acquisition of new 
technologies 

40.11% 32.47% 32.31% 46.64% 25.33% 38.18% 27.12% 29.13% 

4. Production 
diversification 

52.41% 53.25% 35.38% 41.79% 24.00% 40.91% 44.07% 37.80% 

5. Expansion of 
marketing activity 

60.43% 61.04% 52.31% 51.12% 57.33% 54.55% 67.80% 63.39% 

6. Restructuring and 
upgrading the 
management 

27.27% 31.17% 26.15% 27.24% 30.67% 37.27% 44.07% 24.41% 

7. Introducing modern 
quality management 
systems 

37.97% 33.77% 27.69% 33.96% 36.00% 32.73% 40.68% 22.44% 

8. Eliminating/limiting 
pollution 

26.20% 37.66% 20.00% 26.12% 25.33% 31.82% 37.29% 22.05% 

9. Implementing 
information 
technology 

37.43% 32.47% 20.00% 30.97% 37.33% 38.18% 44.07% 38.19% 

10. Intensive workforce 
training 

40.64% 29.87% 47.69% 36.19% 41.33% 49.09% 30.51% 42.52% 

 
 As shown in Table 13, the impact of company size on the activity development actions is 

considerable, as such actions usually increase in direct proportion to the size of the SME (only the 
acquisition of new technologies and the activities to eliminate/limit pollution are more frequent in smaller 
companies). 
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Table 13: Correlation between the size of SMEs and the frequency of development priorities 

No. Measures to expand business operations 
Size of the company 

Microenterprises 
Small 

enterprises 
Medium-sized 

enterprises 
Replacement of equipment 17.41% 24.44% 33.07% 

Construction of buildings 20.00% 30.00% 31.50% 

Acquisition of new technologies 29.83% 45.28% 44.09% 

Production diversification 32.76% 53.33% 53.54% 

Expansion of marketing activity 54.31% 60.56% 67.72% 

Restructuring and upgrading the management 24.48% 31.94% 37.80% 

Introducing modern quality management systems 25.69% 38.06% 42.52% 

Eliminating/limiting pollution 23.28% 31.94% 29.92% 

Implementing information technology 32.76% 36.11% 40.16% 

Intensive workforce training 40.34% 37.22% 46.46% 

 
The classification of companies by fields of activity (Table 14) reveals the following significant 

aspects: 
- the SMEs in the construction sector rank first in point of replacement of equipment (20.97%), 

construction of new buildings (36.28%) and introduction of modern quality management 
systems (47.79%) and are less interested in adopting information technology (31.86%) and 
intensively training the personnel (38.05%); 

- the acquisition of new technologies was more frequent in the tourism sector (48.00%) and less 
frequent in transportation companies (31.15%); 

- the proportion of production diversification activities is smaller in the SMEs in the sector of 
services (31.93%) and greater in the industrial sector (54.39%); 

- the expansion of marketing activities was indicated more frequently by tourism companies 
(68.00%) and less frequently by SMEs in the trade sector (53.11%); 

- in point of restructuring and upgrading the management, the smallest proportion is in the 
transportation sector (27.87%) and the greatest proportion in the tourism sector (40.00%); 

- the introduction of modern quality management systems and the elimination/limiting of 
pollution are less frequent in the sector of services (22.27%, and 15.55%, respectively); 

- the implementation of information technology and the intensive workforce training were 
indicated less frequently by SMEs in the construction sector (31.86% and 38.05%, respectively) 
and more frequently by tourism companies (56.00% and 48.00%, respectively). 

 
Table 14: Differentiation of development priorities depending on the field of activity 

 No.
Measures to expand business 

operations 
SMEs by fields of activity 

Industry Construction Trade  TourismTransportation  Services
1.  Replacement of equipment 28.07% 30.97% 19.86% 20.00% 14.75% 15.97% 
2.  Construction of buildings 23.68% 36.28% 26.56% 24.00% 19.67% 17.65% 
3.  Acquisition of new technologies 35.53% 46.02% 34.69% 48.00% 31.15% 35.71% 
4.  Production diversification 54.39% 41.59% 42.34% 40.00% 34.43% 31.93% 
5.  Expansion of marketing activity 61.40% 53.98% 53.11% 68.00% 60.66% 64.71% 
6.  Restructuring and upgrading the 

management 
28.07% 29.20% 29.67% 40.00% 27.87% 28.99% 

7.  Introducing modern quality 
management systems 

36.40% 47.79% 31.82% 40.00% 22.95% 22.27% 

8.  Eliminating/limiting pollution 33.33% 32.74% 27.75% 20.00% 31.15% 15.55% 
9.  Implementing informati on 

technology 
34.65% 31.86% 35.89% 56.00% 37.70% 34.03% 

10. Intensive workforce training 38.60% 38.05% 39.95% 48.00% 47.54% 39.92% 

 
In general, there is an average interest in focusing the operation and development of SMEs on 

certain directions, with higher levels in the companies aged 10 to 15 years, companies in the Central region, 
medium-sized companies, joint-stock companies and companies in the tourism and construction sectors.  
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5.  Conclusions 

� Of the total companies surveyed, 53.33% develop annual plans and policies, 35.61% do not conduct 
any formal planning activities and only 13.59% design strategies/plans for 3 to 5 years 
� The proportion of SMEs that develop plans, policies and strategies grows in direct proportion to the 
size of the company and the education level of the entrepreneurs 
� The proportion of enterprises that do not conduct planning activities is greater among the newly-
established SMEs, the companies in the Southern Region, micro-enterprises, enterprises with other forms of 
incorporation, companies in the trade sectors and companies with identical performance levels 
� Most SMEs (54.08%) adopted the objective of a moderate expansion of business, 34.93% of the 
enterprises seek to maintain the business at the current level, 6.85% of the entrepreneurs plan to rapidly 
expand their business, 2.91% intend to sell the business and 1.22% want to close the business 
� The most frequent development activities that the SME entrepreneurs/managers focus on include: 
expanding marketing activities (indicated by 58.14% of the companies), diversification of production 
(41.95%), intensive workforce training (40.13%), acquisition of new technologies (36.31%), 
implementation of information technology (35.12%) and introduction of modern quality management 
systems (32.02%) 
� The expansion of marketing activities is more frequent in companies that are over 15 years-old 
(61.72%), based in the Central Region (67.80%), are medium-sized (67.72%), are incorporated as joint-
stock companies (73.47%) and are SMEs active in the tourism sector (68.00%) 
� 24.35% of the SMEs use consulting services. The percentage is relatively low compared to the 
companies in other EU countries.  
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Abstract:  The mechanism of market economy sometimes fails to solve efficiently all the problems that may 

arise at the current stage of development. Following this, the state can intervene in the situations of market failures 
through the application of state aid. The involvement of the state in the economy in order to cover such failures is 
welcome. But sometimes, the measures of state aid offer unjustified selective advantages for certain enterprises, thus 
complicating the task of market forces to reward the most competitive enterprises, and as a result the general 
competitiveness may suffer.  
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Such measures could lead to the creation of the market power of certain companies, for example 

when enterprises that do not receive state aid have to reduce their presence on the market, or when the state 
aid is used for rising entry barriers on the market. After such distortions, consumers can face bigger prices, 
lower qualities and reduced innovation. That is why the provisions of the European Union Treaty prohibit 
state aid.1 

The concept of state aid is a much extended one, thus it identifies any public aid granted by the 
authorities of central public administration, as well as by the regional and local ones. State aid can even be 
granted by private institutions or a range of other bodies controlled, directly or indirectly, by the state. Given 
this, it is very difficult to find a unique definition for the state aid, which would emphasize all it 
characteristics. 

In the European Union the first provisions concerning the state aid can be found in the General 
Agreement of Tariffs and Trade (GATT), where the definition of state aid is identified with that of 
“subvention”.2  In time it has been recognized that the state aid is a larger category, in which subventions are 
also included. 

The concept of state aid can be seen in a double aspect: a juridical and an economical one. From the 
juridical point of view, state aid represents and administrative act, normative or legislative, through which 
are provided and authorized certain measures of support to the economic agents, on the basis of state or 
territorial administrative units’ resources. In such a way, the fact that state aid cannot be granted without the 
existence of a juridical act, is emphasized.  

Still, state aid has, first of all, an economic significance; because besides the methods and techniques 
of intervention of the state in the economy, it also comprises the assessment of processes that happen before 
and after such an intervention.  

State aid mean a redistribution of financial resources, thus a part of GDP accumulated by the state is 
distributed to the economic agents, in such a way the budgetary expenses being directly influenced. State aid 
indirectly affects the part of incomes of the public budget, because through these measures the income that 
could have been obtained in normal conditions is fizzled out. But in both cases the competition environment 
is definitely influenced, as well as the activity of economic agents and the efficiency of market forces. 

The granting of aids can be completely justified in the case when it corrects the failures of the market 
or when it is used as promotion instrument of structural changes. In this context, the aids serve to a common 
interest, because they contribute to the development of a competitive industrial structure, having a decisive 

                                                      
1 Quigley C., Collins A. (2003) EC State Aid Law and Policy. Oxford, Portland Oregon, - p.2 
2 General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT), Geneva, 30 October 1947, art. 16 – Currently: the Uruguay Round 
of Multilateral Commercial Negotiations (1986-1994) – the Agreement on Subventions and Compensatory Measures, 
WTO- “GATT 1994”, art. 1, “Definition of subventions”.   
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role in creation of labor places. The intervention of state can take place in the framework of different policies 
promoted by the state, as regional, research and industrial policies, etc. But these interventions must not 
harm competition.3 

Through the actions of economic and social intervention, the state involves directly or indirectly in 
the complex mechanism of organization and functioning of the private sector. The solving of the society’s 
problems, which cannot be done by the mechanism of market economy, is left to the state. In the idealized 
competition model, through the “invisible hand” the distribution of goods is made in such a way that there is 
no other version for allocation, which could lead to the improvement of the state of being of at least one 
person without harming another.  

The economic reality does not correspond to the hypothesis of the idealized competition model, thus 
the distribution of resources is not always efficient. The differences between the economic reality and the 
ideal competition model are a result of the market failures, in other words, the situations where there is no 
efficient allocation of resources and, as a result, the intervention of public authorities is required. 

It is necessary to mention that there are situations when the government intervention can itself suffer 
a failure. So, the situation when it is necessary to correct government failures appears. As criterion for 
appreciating the success or the failure of the public policy serves the efficiency and also the social welfare, 
which cumulates the utilities of the individual members of the society, or evaluation of some alternative 
institutional arrangements for making the allocation. 

Traditionally, market failures are defined as situations when the social surplus is bigger in an 
alternative allocation of resources than that in which the market equilibrium is achieved. Thus, the market 
failure offers reasons for the intervention of public administration in the private problems. 

Market failures include situations when the behavior of the market does not succeed to maximize 
social surplus. In general, there are four failures of the market: public goods, externalities, informational 
asymmetry and market power. Besides traditional failures, there are also other limits of the competition 
framework, among which: problems of preference, problems of incertitude, temporary problems, and 
adaptation costs.  

The first category of market failures refer to externalities. Those appear when the actions of an 
economic agent have consequences on another. The given effect can bear a negative character, it means that 
it generates negative externalities, or a positive one, respectively it generates positive externalities. An 
example of negative externality is the situation when producers do not take into account the negative effect 
on the natural environment. An example of positive externality can be found in the research and development 
domain: when a company receives aid for research and development activities, the positive effect could be 
also felt by other companies, through the diffuse of knowledge, innovations, informational technologies, etc. 
Even so, these effects are open to discussions, as the private benefits of an economic agent must be put on 
the balance with the general benefits for the economy. 

The existence of externalities leads to divergences that arise form the fact that a certain number of 
production factors of certain producers have not been paid, thus in the absence of incentives these production 
factors are produced in very small quantities. Following this, the intervention of state in this case must be 
oriented to the stimulation of positive externalities’ producers, by compensating their expenses for the 
production of factors of production that could be used by another producers (for ex: the compensation of 
expenses for fundamental scientific researches). And vice – versa, some harmful effects or non-utilities 
which influence negatively production functions of some economic agents are produced in too big quantities 
if the damages that they provoke are not compensated or the reduction of these damages is not being 
encouraged. 

In this case, the intervention of the state must be oriented to the stimulation of the economic agents 
to reduce negative externalities (for ex: the contribution of state to apply measures of environment 
protection). 

The question may arise whether the market would not succeed to distribute these resources without 
the intervention of the state. The answer is offered by Ronald Cose; he says that an efficient level of 
resources distribution would be possible only in the situation where property rights are clearly defined and 
their application does not require any transaction cost. When transaction costs are very small or null, parties 
are interested to realize these transactions in order to optimize the distribution of resources. Really speaking, 
the transaction costs cannot be excluded. The situation is even more difficult in the case of the such-called 
“diffuse” externalities, meaning that the number of external effects transmitters is very high, and the 

                                                      
3 Falon Marc, (2002) Droit matériel général de l’Union européenne, Edit.Academia-Bruylant, p.353  
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individual effect referred to the transaction costs is very small. The same happens in the case when there are 
a big number of receivers, every one of them suffering an external effect which is lower than transaction 
costs. 

The second category of market failures which provoke the intervention of state in the activity of the 
private sector are the public goods, especially those produced by the private sector. The public goods are 
those, from the consumption of which cannot be deprived certain consumers, thus every one being obliged to 
pay. Here the services of general economic interest, audiovisual, etc, can be mentioned. 

Public goods are usually produced by public powers and can be used by several consumers in the 
same time, and also can be used by the private sector. In the last time the tendency of establishing public-
private partnerships is more and more popular, given a series of advantages for the governments, which 
could be the result of such a cooperation: the participation of the private sector could attract and motivate the 
investors, could increase efficiency and reduce costs, could introduce innovations and open access to the 
technical and managerial expertise, etc. Private operators of services can be more experienced, especially 
when we speak about the competition phenomenon and receptiveness to it through the increase of quality 
and differentiation of services, etc. And the private sector also benefits from a series of advantages, as: the 
access to the public resources, reduction of political patronage, etc. 

Public-private partnerships comprise a large area of economic and social projects, most of them 
being used to build and manage hospitals, schools, prisons, roads, bridges and tunnels, lightening networks, 
systems of air traffic control, systems of water furnishing, etc. 

In what exactly the situation of failure consists when we speak about public goods? This one results 
from the non-exclusive and non-generator of rivalry character of the public good. Thus, when it is about 
consumption, more persons can obtain consumption advantages from a certain good in the same time. It 
means that the use of the good by a person does not affect the use of the same good by another person. Here 
the problem of evasion from debts may arise. In essence, in the case of existence of a big number of persons, 
the demand of every person is extremely low compared to the total demand and the total cost of the offer. 
Also, the contribution of a person is extremely low, and in the case of its lacking, the person who evaded 
from debts could benefit from the public good in the same way as those who contributed, without reducing 
its quality. In the case when all the persons of the society will evade from the acquittal of contributions and 
only one person will contribute, that single person will not benefit from the public good, because the 
contribution of a sole person is insufficient to offer the public good. So, in any situation, the person who does 
not contribute is advantaged. The state, through the public authorities, being the main furnisher of the public 
goods, has the power to impose the obligation to execute debts and, in such a way, to eliminate the market 
failure. 

To some extent, the public goods can be considered a situation of externality, because furnishers of 
those goods cannot estimate the benefits for all the consumers. As a result, public goods are not always 
offered at the highest level of efficiency. According to the welfare theory, state aid for such kind of goods 
and services is welcome. 

The state also intervenes in the market economy by applying state aid in the cases when an 
informational asymmetry is found, in other words, a discrepancy between the information available on a 
portion of the market referred to the information on the other part of the market. A good example in this 
sense is the financial market. Companies that ask for financing are usually better informed about the 
capacities of the market than banks or investors. Or in the field of insurance: informational asymmetry 
happens when the insured person knows better the risks to which he is exposed than the insurer, for example 
the real value of the insured goods. 

The information is implied in the market failure cases at least in two ways. First, information may be 
regarded as a public good, because consumption of information is non-generator of rivalry and, as a result, 
we can affirm that the information is not a private good. Secondly, there are situations when the quantity of 
information on the characteristics of a good varies from one person to another. For example, the buyer and 
the seller can have different information on the quality of the traded product. We have to mention that the 
cases of informational asymmetry most often appear when there is a question of a good’s characteristics. 

In order to assess whether the informational asymmetry leads to market failure, the information on 
goods must be classified in three categories, according to the categories of goods: prospecting goods, 
experimental goods and goods after experimentation. As far as the prospecting phase is concerned, the buyer 
can decide on the given good after an exterior examination of the specimen. In the case of experimental 
goods, the buyer can determine the characteristics only after acquisition, and in the case of goods after 
experimentation, the buyers find it difficult to determine the characteristics, even after they began to use 
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those goods (for example, in the cases of medicines), because the continuous consumption does not 
emphasize the quality. 

The market failure caused by the informational asymmetry between the buyer and the seller can be 
encountered on more markets. The inefficiency potential is in few cases bigger for the prospecting goods and 
often bigger for the experimental goods and even bigger for the goods after experimentation. The appearance 
of market failure is determined by the measure in which the problems generated by the public goods/services 
deter the functioning of mechanisms for assurance of adequate information.  

Thus, the market failure appears especially in the situation when the informational asymmetry on the 
market of the traded goods is combined with the problem of access to the information in terms of a public 
good (certificates of quality, standardization, etc). For example, there is no sufficient information concerning 
the quality of the imported agricultural products and autochthon ecologic agricultural products. In the case of 
export, there is no sufficient information concerning the aid for the promotion of goods on the external 
markets, state aid for participation to fairs and exhibitions, etc. 

Another situation which is included in the category of market failures is the market power. 
Economists define it as the ability of a firm or of a group of firms on a market to fix profitable prices for 
them, over the level of competitiveness, for a long period of time.4  Even if any company could raise the 
prices for its products or services not every of them does it in the most profitable way. Following this, what 
characterizes the firms with market power is the fact that even if the increase of prices is not profitable, the 
given firms will not suffer too much loss. When we speak about market power, we mean the ability of 
companies to raise the prices following more the level of competitive prices than the level of current ones. 
This happens because the company with market power in the past already exercised its power and raised the 
price to such a level over which the continuous increase of price would not be profitable, because consumers 
would switch to substitute goods. 

The second part of definition, the one which refers to the longer period of time for maintaining the 
increased price, is an important index in determining firms with market power, because there may be 
situations when other companies, without market power, because of informational asymmetry, have the 
occasion to raise the price for a limited period of time, but are no capable to maintain it to such a level for a 
longer period of time. 

Sometimes the terms “market power” and “monopoly” are used in the same context, without making 
a difference between them. Still, there is a difference, and in order to feel it, it is necessary to determine the 
level of market power, for what a detailed economic analyses of the relevant market is needed. In the result 
of such researches, monopolies are considered to be those companies or groups of companies which hold a 
significant market power and which are “protected” from competitors through some substantial market 
barriers, even if the differences between the characteristics of monopolies’ products and those of competitors 
are minor.  

The market power can also be encountered under the name of competition failure. In most of the 
cases market power can generate exaggerate prices, which affect the consumer. Measures of state aid can 
reduce market power of some companies, for example by granting access for some smaller companies. But 
in some cases, state aid can contribute to the creation of some entry barriers or to the aversion of competitors 
from the given market.  

There are some other market failures, such as: 
-coordinated actions of the economic agents, which represent serious infringements to the law, this 

also being a serious deviation from the fundamental principles of market economy. Thus, in such cases, the 
intervention of state is necessary; 

- the problem of incertitude – public policies can have the capacity to increase economic efficiency 
in situations of incertitude. 

- temporary allocation – with the change in time of advantages it is necessary to use the social 
marginal rate of preferences, rate to which anyone remains indifferent concerning the change of the current 
consumption with the future one. In reality, on different markets this rate is different and this is determined 
by the characteristics of the capital market and concern for the future generations. The reserves expressed in 
relation to the efficiency of capital markets and concern for the preferences of the future generations can 
constitute serious reasons for the application of public policies in the view of improving temporary allocation 
of goods and resources; 

                                                      
4 ABA Section of Antitrust Law (2005)  „Market power handbook”, Competition Law  and Economic Foundations,  p. 
1. 
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- adaptation costs, result form the fact that the economy is in a continuous change. The appearance of 
some new products, the modification of the capital, the impact of natural factors, need a continuous 
adaptation for an efficient allocation of advantages and costs. As long as the prices change freely in function 
of demand and supply, the adaptation process takes place at minimum costs. In the case when fix prices are 
maintained, these restrictions on the change of prices can impede the economy to achieve a new point of 
efficient equilibrium. In such situations, there may be an overrate of social surplus earnings and underrate of 
social surplus loss, respectively, the intervention of state is welcome. 

When the market failure is correctly defined and assessed, the application of state aid in the activity 
of the private sector according to the provision of the law in force is more than welcome. Still, there may be 
negative connotations of the state aid; in such situations governments being responsible for the failure. State 
aid leads to the distortion of competition, the normal rivalry between companies being affected. The greatest 
danger is that some inefficient companies could prosper, and in the same time those which are efficient could 
be affected negatively in the result of a state aid. 

In the frame of the above-mentioned, we will bring the example of the Republic of Moldova, the 
situation concerning the state aid being very complicated. Currently, the Republic of Moldova does not have 
a normative framework in the field of state aid and the evidence and monitoring of state aids granted in 
Moldova is impossible. Thus, the state aids in Moldova can be divided in two categories: 

• state aids granted on the basis of a normative act (laws and government decisions); 
• state aids granted on the basis of an administrative act. 

 If the normative and legal acts are public, being published in the Official Monitor, then the 
administrative acts adopted by local public authorities and other institutions that manage public resources very 
often are not public and can only be discovered after a control over the management of public financial 
resources. Often the state aids granted on the basis of administrative acts are considered to be illegal and this 
is confirmed by the Reports of the Court of Accounts of the Republic of Moldova. 

Still the state aids in Moldova exist and this fact cannot be ignored, but the current system of 
granting them is characterized by inefficiency, non-transparency and bureaucracy.  

Analyzing the state aids granted in Moldova we see that there is a lack of unique support program for 
the autochthon enterprises. In many cases state aids are granted with a lack of transparency and with 
infringements to the law. The lack of normative framework in the field of state aid allows the majority of 
state interventions in the economy through financial support offered to enterprises to be qualified as 
infringements to the law. It is also obvious that in conditions when the legal framework of state aid lacks, 
many of the beneficiaries of state aid have been selected without an economic justification, in function of 
circumstances. 

Looking at the state aids in the Republic of Moldova we can see that they have a significant weight 
in the GDP, which had a constant value of 1,6 % in the period of 2004-2006. A significant increase was 
registered in 2007. This is the result of the analysis of the existent information, an incomplete one, because 
the evidence on state aid from local public authorities is lacking and so does the information on the value of 
immobile goods transmitted to enterprises. 

 Also, there are some cases when state aids have been granted on the basis of some decisions which 
have not been made public. Thus, on the basis of secret Government Decisions nr. 599 from 15.05.2008 and 
nr. 156 from 15.02.2008 , 9000 tones of wheat have been granted free of charge to the Company 
"Franzeluta" and 2000 tones to the Bread Manufactory of Balti. 

 It is important to mention that a significant weight of state aids in Moldova is granted to the 
agricultural sector. The monitoring of state aids granted to the agricultural sector is made at a higher level 
due to obligations toward the World Trade Organization. 

 An important incentive to the introduction of transparency and order in the field of state aid has been 
given by the intensification of international cooperation of the Republic of Moldova, especially the 
cooperation related to the intention to integrate in the European Union. 

The Republic of Moldova undertook international obligations that it would refrain from granting state 
aid that harms or threatens to harm competition, as well that it would create a national mechanism for 
centralizing the information concerning state aid. 
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The Partnership and Cooperation Agreement between the European Union and Moldova5 (hereinafter 
referred to as "Agreement"), as well as the Action Plan Republic of Moldova-European Union, provide that 
Moldova should undertake the Communitarian Acquis in the field of State Aid. 

Art 48 of the Agreement establishes the obligation of the Parties of the Agreement to act as to remedy 
or to eliminate through the implementation of its laws concerning competition or through other methods, 
restrictions referring to the competition of enterprises or those that result from the intervention of the state if 
these could affect the trade between the Community and the Republic of Moldova. If the European Union has 
a performing normative framework regarding the intervention of the state in the economic activity, then, 
comparing to it, the Republic of Moldova until now did not define legally state aids and did not yet introduce 
a mechanism of evidence on them. 

In the context of obligations established in the Action Plan European Union-Republic of Moldova, the 
National Agency for the Protection of Competition (NAPC) elaborated the draft law on state aid. Currently, 
the unique legal tool in the field of state aid in Moldova is the Law nr. 1103-XIV from 30.06.2000 on the 
Protection of Competition and, until the adoption of the Law on State Aid, NAPC will be guided by the Law 
on the Protection of Competition, especially art.9, that prohibits the groundless granting of fiscal or other 
facilities to economic agents, as to create for them a privileged situation in comparison with other economic 
agents acting on the same market. 

 But state aid in the Republic of Moldova exists and this cannot be ignored. 
 So, taking into consideration the obligations of the Republic of Moldova on the international level 

and its tendency to integrate in the European Union, the legislation of the Republic of Moldova must be 
harmonized with the Communitarian Acquis, but this should be done by taking into consideration the 
specific of the national economy development trend. 

 As a result of the above-related, we can conclude that the intervention of the state in the activity of 
the private sector is benefic in the case when it has an adequate economic justification, it is done according 
to the provisions of the law in force, in conditions of maximum transparency, thus contributing to the 
elimination of the market failures. In order to avoid the failure of the state intervention, the state aid should 
be granted only in conditions of a complex assessment of its effects. 
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Abstract:  The beginning of the Third Millennium means globalization of communication for mankind 
information and communication represents indispensable row material in the process of decision-making at every level, 
encouraging rapid and effective interventions for economic, humanitarian, ecological, etc. 

Communication is vital for the functioning of the internal organization, in that it integrates the functions of 
management. 

Transparency should be given time, the required dose of rational factors request and influence and employees 
in participatory management, but especially in the communication and participation in crisis management. 

 
Key words: communication, globalization of communication, communication in crisis situations. 

 
JEL classification: M12, M21  

 
 

11. Introduction  
 The structure of interpersonal communication is fundamental point of social psychology. 
Understanding, acceptance and respect the rules of procedure of credit institutions is much enhanced by a 
precise and systematic communication on the facts involving employees. 
 Communication creates behavior and interests cohesion, it makes possible understanding of common 
tasks and objectives and individual confrontation with the credit institutions reality and ensures the 
psihoprofessional integration. All these appear to be stimulated by communication. With these the manager 
may know the employees aspiration, which is the point of departure to meet the needs of staff. 
 The normal functioning of communication is promoting human relations in the subunit, and ensures 
living the credit institution's life of each employee. 
 
 2. The Third Millennium: transparency and globalization of communication 
 The beginning of the Third Millennium means globalization of communication for mankind. 
Technology based on sophisticated satellites and lasers allow that information already, regardless of its 
nature, to be sent and received it instantly, and from any point on Earth. Being vital for all the world and to 
all individuals, information and communication represents indispensable raw material in the process of 
decision-making at every level, encouraging rapid and effective interventions for economic, humanitarian, 
ecological, etc. 
 The human society cannot exist at the present scale and complexity outside communication. "The 
spirit" which flows through giant today societal "vascular system" is named information and the knowledge, 
ideas, thoughts, values, information in essence exchange mediated or permanent unmediated, based on its 
dynamic process, is communication. 
 Influencing people's actions, communication contribute to achieving changes that ensure prosperity 
for organization and its members. Communication is vital for the functioning of the internal organization 
(company business), in that it integrates the functions of management. It is generally recognized that 
managers determine the organizational climate and influence the attitudes of members of the organization. 
They do so mostly through communication initiated by top management. In this sense, managers, like every 
other person in the organization have a major responsibility for effective communication. Superiors must 
communicate with subordinates and vice versa. Communication is a two-way process in which each is 
issuing and receiving messages. 
 There are already accredited the idea among those who practice the profession of manager, that 
transparency is needed in general and especially in the communication management.  
 Summary defined in specialty dictionaries (which are easy understandable, easy to guess, clear), 
compared by definition with the opposite description of the ivory manager tower, transparency in the 
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management crisis is rich in psychosocial meanings. It helps the organization staff to remove distrust 
towards the manager and can determine the status of their inner need to enlist in the direction of effort 
ordered by the leadership. Transparency can also add a dose of arguments able to generate the conviction to 
act with responsibility and proactively in order to achieve the objectives of the company in general and the 
crisis in particular. Favorable effects are expected to plan and solve the managerial problems of collecting 
and organizing the completion of the proposals of organization staff. No less significant to us are the 
consequences of in terms of state of mind of employees with emphasis on knowledge and favorable 
influence to them. 
 Certainly, in administration of transparency, the manager has to be very reasonable, wary that what 
hurts them a lot, and what is least is insufficient to lead to management actions. This consideration should  
spare the manager of slipping by trinkets or slope opposite to conceal the important issues. Some mistakes 
can occur on election timing (too early or too late) or adoption forms of  presentation (in groups too small or 
too big, irrational manner of link between  the written or verbal, excessive dosage of a figurative expression 
and  argumentation etc.). 
 In designing and transposition alive transparency is desirable for the manager to know what 
employees want to know at the edge of the problem, the level of reasoning, etc. Only in this way the 
transparency may accompany the normal management. Otherwise it may develop in opposite way, 
accompanied by a full suite of adverse consequences of a nature to disturb the management process. 
 And now you can detach conclusion: transparency should be given time, the required dose of 
rational factors request and influece and ultimately lead to the involvement of employees in participatory 
management, but especially in the communication and participation in crisis management. 
 
 3. Communication and participation in Romanian credit institutions 
 As far as the management is concerned, communication and participation in a credit institution 
consist primarily of interpersonal relationships. Experience shows that to lead is to communicate, first and 
foremost, to transmit ideas, feelings, decisions to staff, and to facilitate channels for response. At the same 
time, managerial activity and participation in credit institutions does generate among managers and staff 
strong feelings which can often be classed as emotional reactions rather than rational responses.  
 Managerial activity is a complex and continuous process of communication and involvement, 
through which the executives, the staff and the clients of the credit institution become mutually acquainted 
and acknowledged, and through which information, opinions and feelings are shared and discussed.  
 We are therefore faced with an issue of major implications regarding the quality and efficiency of 
management, which is however insufficiently debated in theory and neglected in its practical applications. 
Actions which have proven useful in both theory and practice must be further emphasised.  
 In the field of interpersonal rapports between credit institution managers, staff and clients, four main 
behaviour rules can be distinguished as key to ensuring the efficiency of the process: 

� the manager must not expect staff, partners and clients to initiate communication; he must 
approach them dynamically, manifest an interest and employ his influence to determine 
communication. From experience, the first means of making contact with other people within 
a credit institution is to inquire about their activity, their concerns and their opinions. 
Questioning is not only a means of research, but also a method of communication. A manager 
which isolates himself in his office, who does not communicate with others, who manifests no 
interest in the others’ doings and thinking paralyses his own activity and condemns himself to 
inefficiency. To be a manager is not to allow oneself to be set in motion by others, but to set 
them in motion and determine them to move in accordance with your perceptions. From this 
point of view, the manager is similar to an orchestra or choir conductor; 

� it is not sufficient for a manager to ask others about their activities and opinions in order to 
achieve mutual understanding; he must inform them at the same time of his own plans, 
conceptions and methods and communicate permanently with all those involved in any issues. 
The efficiency of management is so dependent on execution that everything should be done to 
ensure greater awareness, understanding and efficiency among the staff. A manager is a man 
who achieves through others; if he is only preoccupied by his own person he will become 
isolated from those who must contribute to his success; 

� in order to truly communicate, it is not sufficient for a manager to speak and inquire, to 
express his ideas and wishes; it is equally important that he listen to the others’ answers and 
the information they provide. To listen and understand accurately is as important and 
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indispensable as speaking and making oneself understood. Managers who cannot refrain from 
monologues, convinced that this is their interest, their privilege and their exclusive right, are 
making a grave mistake. Those who like listening to themselves speaking run the risk of not 
being listened to and speaking to a void audience. Obviously listening does not mean agreeing 
with the opinion expressed, but before forming a conclusion we must be as informed as 
possible about the dimensions of an issue. Otherwise we end up operating with simple own 
perceptions rather than realities; 

� understanding is not only logical, but also emotional. That is why it is important not only to 
understand what is being said, the grammatical sense thereof, but also to reach the human 
implications of the message, understand the man saying these things, his intentions and 
motivations, those things hidden behind the words, in his mind and heart, and ideally even 
further, in his psychological make-up and the subconscious. The same word has a different 
weight and significance when the speaker is either modest or boastful, honest or dishonest, 
capable and hardworking or neither. Working with staff, partners and clients is understanding 
them is not only to interpret their words, but also their personality, their entire being. In 
working with staff, partners and clients we must get to the person, not stop at their gestures, 
expressions and external appearances, which beyond being superficial can be meant to mislead 
us. The true understanding of people can only be achieved through actions. 

 An example of applying the four rules of behaviour in the activity of the author, a manager-president 
of a credit institution, is shown below: 
 Each day a timeframe of 45-50 minutes of the manager’s activity is dedicated to contact with the 
staff at each of their respective work stations. These daily meetings allow for permanent contact with 
employees, and it is customary for the latter to bring up those issues they feel it important for the manager to 
know.  
 The meetings are informal and very rarely do they take the form of operative meetings. In many 
cases the personal lives of staff are also discussed; employees are now used to informing the management of 
any aspects of their lives where they feel they require support.  
 Another aspect is the rigorous adherence to the weekly audience schedule by the manager-president. 
The audiences are another opportunity to discuss and resolve a large spectrum of problems concerning the 
staff’s activity within the credit institution.  
 A significant place in the management of the credit institution is taken up by participation. Given 
the meaning of participation and the needs of managerial practice in this context, it is crucial to refer to it in 
pragmatic terms, which deal with action, practical success and usefulness.  
 Regardless of the direction of participation, the manager monitors the positive effect of participation 
on the quality of action and the motivation of employees. The effects are directly proportional  with the 
degree of participation. The translation of this basic hypothesis requires that the manager ensure an efficient 
rapport between the level of application of participation and its cost, in other words to establish the optimum 
extent of participation. In the management of credit institutions, participation has the most favourable 
context for application, but the extent must be established rationally, demanded and incentivised.  
 In choosing a balanced, rational solution, the manager must take into account the following 
considerations with regard to the character of motivation forces: 

� In using motivation it is possible to most often employ constraint, threats, punishment and 
only rarely reward; the other, superior solution, is to arouse mutual interest of both material 
and moral nature, to involve the collective in all activities and sought outcomes, including 
the benefits that result; 

� In accordance with the degree of responsibility felt by each participant in achieving the 
overall objectives rather than just the success of specific tasks and developments, the most 
unpleasant is when full responsibility is only felt at the very top levels, whereas the middle 
levels feel less responsible and the bottom layers appear indifferent; this has very negative 
consequences with regard to the overall objectives. The optimal situation is to have the 
entirety of staff feeling fully responsible at all levels for the overall objectives of the 
company and doing all that is needed to contribute concretely and swiftly to its fulfilment. 

 As far as participation is concerned, management must be understood as a process of forming and 
imposing participation to resolve all problems and reach all determined objectives, including those for which 
the manager is directly responsible. This process of forming and imposing participation can be decomposed 
into multiple phases or operations. 
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 According to the complexity and permanence of participation in the process of formation, the 
following phases can be distinguished: 

� The phase of issuing the problem of forming the participation process; 
� The phase of seeking, with added emphasis on determining means of action; 
� The phase of appreciation; 
� The phase of determining the possibility of setting participation in motion; 
� The phase of execution; 
� The phase of control and assessment of success after participation. 

 Participation also involves ensuring a participative management. Managerial practice underlines 
the superiority of participative management, which consists in getting the staff mutually interested in the 
work they perform by allowing them to organise their work themselves.  
 Participation is coordinated by the manager. Within this process he takes into account the advantages 
of involvement and organises activity to maximise the exploitation of these advantages. He also considers 
the inconveniences generated by participation and seeks to overcome them. The manager-president of credit 
institutions has the following advantages derived from a participation system: 

� A wider domain of knowledge for the participants, through the simple fact that a single man 
is always limited to his knowledge and competences; 

� By involving numerous employees, participation creates the possibility that their knowledge, 
research and problem-solving skills be used, thereby ensuring extra knowledge and 
competence in solving more problems than would otherwise be possible; 

� Through participation, those involved bring with them not only knowledge and 
competences, but also their own points of view, thus enabling a more thorough approach of 
the issues at hand; 

� A global vision can be achieved on the issues analysed, which allows for a comprehensive 
interpretation of various fields of activity. 

 The manager cannot ignore the inconveniences of participation, namely: 
♦ The risk that the decision-making cycle gets longer and easier to derail; this can be 

compensated for through greater efficiency in execution. It is important to note that 
employees who have participated in decision-making will feel more integrated and therefore 
will exercise more responsibility in execution; 

♦ It is difficult to trace clearly the needs, directions and proportions of participation. 
 No less important for the fulfilment of the fundamental objective of credit institution management is 
the relationship between participation and efficiency. Within credit institutions, where the process of 
economic efficiency improvement is judiciously conceived and acted upon, a number of employees are 
involved in concrete actions and the decisional act, both in activity and in the passing on of professional 
skills.  
 Participation in general and staff involvement in efficiency improvement is dependent on unity of 
action. The preoccupation with improving efficiency brings employees together, develops and strengthens 
the spirit and the will to obtain better results. A collective spirit is present as a characteristic and psycho-
social condition of the action of improving efficiency. 
 In effect, human participation in the general effort to increase efficiency is an ample process of 
integrating each employee, of adopting the rules of common living, of assimilating the activity requirements 
and concrete means.  
 To this end, participation in the improvement of efficiency travels along a lengthy journey. It begins 
through the individual involvement of employees, followed by economic, social and psychological 
involvement; it is therefore a conscious process which encompasses all the moments and dimensions of 
human involvement. The aim is to generate active commitment and responsibility, a contribution both 
personal and collective.  
 Within credit institutions, the preoccupation for establishing a participative management is a priority.  
 The system of wages on the basis of an individual contract is operating thoroughly and with a great 
degree of efficiency. Incentivising employees on the basis of achievement has made employees more 
responsible and led to total involvement of most of them in the effort to enhance client loyalty and to 
initiatives from the lower levels within the bank which have brought benefits.  
 Establishing incentives for greater participation in the accomplishment of the credit institution’s 
objectives has also been achieved through a very careful approach to solving the social problems which 
personnel are faced with. To encourage staff to know each other, the credit institution encourages the 
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celebration of various anniversaries and is also actively involved in eradicating unwanted behaviour 
surfacing in certain employees. These initiatives and others like them have contributed to a greater mutual 
trust between the employees and the credit institution and to overcoming a very difficult period of transition 
to a functional market economy which the institution was faced with. 
 
 Conclusions 
 A credit institution is a dynamic and ever-changing system in the competitional context of the 
market economy. Performant communication in a credit institution consist primarily of interpersonal 
relationships. Experience shows that to lead is to communicate, first and foremost, to transmit ideas feelings, 
decisions to staff and to facilitate channels for response. At the same time, managerial activity and 
participation in credit institutions does generate among managers and staff strong feelings which can often be 
classed as emotional reactions rather than rational responses. 
 Managerial activity in credit institutions is a complex and continuous process of communication, 
which enables managers and the staff to discover and discuss fundamental or current issues, with the aim of 
improving performance. 
 It is necessary to ensure a psycho-social environment whereby wholesale communication and rapit 
information are facilitated. 
 Communication should reflect the work and manager's practice because in life employees are not 
influenced by what the manager says, but what makes it in life in general. 
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Abstract:  In the large process of transformation and restructuring that national economy cross, an essential 
role has the management activity that  must be modernized and streamlined, taking into account specific conditions and 
achievements in this field. Currently, the phenomenon is poorly studied persuasion in terms of organizational 
management. The purpose of this research article is to study complex persuasive communication and its impact on 
management activity in industrial enterprises from Dambovita region and developing solutions and recommendations 
on strengthening this activity. 
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1. Introduction  
  

Under the influence of business changes, political, social and info-communications revolution, today 
more than ever, managers need training performance - multilateral, to face problems related to the overall 
success of an organization. Their tasks are many: from making the most of the full potential and identifying 
resources, still insufficient, used to enhance the prospects to increase profits,  to enrich thinking with 
valuable ideas to promote local businesses to a truly efficient management. Although the success depends on 
managers, the sad truth is that their preparation is minimal in terms of addressing issues beyond the strict 
functional specialization. Experience, attitude, behavior, effective communication skills in general, and 
persuasion of  the entourage, in particular, are proving inadequate to identify / avoid the difficulties and risks 
inherent in the restructuring document, or appropriate solutions to complex situations in Romanian industry. 
The mode of communication for managers, the strategies of persuasion applied in their work depends largely 
on the evolution of firms in economic, technological and structural plan. With many advantages, persuasion 
is a significant strategic resource for maintaining and / or enhancing the performances. 

 
2. Essential dimensions of persuasive managerial communication  

 
Persuasion, praised at first, then excluded, and even condemned in medieval times, remained in the 

attention of all who want to convince a particular purpose, wishing to have adherents to an idea or 
participating in an action. From the beginning, we will reveal that persuasion is the key to communication in 
a democratic society and a modern firm, where managerial communication exploits strategies and means 
argumentative, setting into relations with those of demonstration, both having as purpose the achievement of 
objectives. Both argumentation and demonstration are reflected by a conscious effort of the manager to 
influence / persuade employees using material promises, sensory-emotional and logical, seeking their 
acceptance and consent. If subordinates have adverse positions, they may be attacked and neutralized with 
objections and responses, which take the form of counter. Thus, "arguments and demonstrations” are 
designed to build a conviction in other minds the mind which can lead to expected behavior (Prutianu, 2000, 
p.146). 

The ability to argue is a very important competence for managers, a way to grow individually. The 
argumentation process involves processes with positive character, deeply motivational, in order to change 
existing views, setting and accepting a fresh point of view, removing or blurring certain contradictions, 
thorough verification of ideas and facts presented by one of the speakers etc. Knowing that the specifics of 
individual employees matters more in guiding their conduct. 

Now, the argument investigations are booming. It was tried to make a systematization of the types of 
arguments (judgments about the facts, events, relationships, etc..), to be defined the argument as a tool, a set 
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of concepts or ideas that allow us to understand how we communicate to others rational and how we transmit 
our reasoning in order to influence others "(Ryback, 2004, p.18). Prutianu Stephen states that" 
Argumentation is a logos, a speech composed of words, concepts, ideas and judgments "(Prutianu, 2000, p 
.146). 

The argument process is complex, because the trial is not just explanatory, certifying. It involves value 
judgments made in terms of social and human specific perspective. Successful managers use the reason call 
to explain how they got themselves to trust a fact or circumstances, to accept a value or to apply a strategy, 
managing to combine the personal credibility and emotional energy with employees’ attitudes, behaviors. 

With rhetoric, dialectic and logic, specialists Karyn C. Ryback, Donald J. Ryback,in the work "An 
introduction to the art of argument" (Ryback, 2004, p. 26) identifies five characteristics of argumentation as a 
form of communication instrument which, being followed by managers, are leading to more effective 
persuasive activity:  

• The argumentation is based on a series of statements logically connected with each other, called 
'arguments',  

• Arguments, written or oral, involve the use of reasoning;  
• Judgments, a concatenation of logical and fundamental judgments are used in argumentation in order 

to persuade, to prove something;  
• Arguments are a way of persuasion;  
• For arguments to have social utility, the authors have to assume ethical responsibilities. 
Therefore, the argumentation is a subdivision of rational persuasion. As a broader category of 

instrumental communication, persuasion includes argumentation. The difference between these two notions 
is that persuasion operates not only at the rational level (targeting feelings, superstitions, prejudices or 
thinking), but also at the emotional level. Persuasive messages involves obtaining emotional reactions and 
not necessarily rational. When referring to the argument, it puts in evidence values and judgments, to appeal 
to the rational part of the interlocutor. According to the authors ”Arguments removes one of the objections 
raised against persuasion today, by the fact that it treats the one who accept it as a rational person. The 
pleading person does not manipulate the message receiver, but it offers him the opportunity to participate in 
the argumentation process because of the fact that he respects the ability to think "(Ryback, 2004, p.30). 

However, we support the argument that management is built in part on logical result of that persuasive 
communication is not so rational and logical as it appears. The manager use logical argumentation/ scientific 
which is based on rational logic, causal, inductive, deductive, etc. only in certain situations, while the 
pathetic one - quite frequently. For the manager, the argument involves focusing thoughts, structuring ideas, 
presenting reasons, plans, objectives to be examined, modified, then approved by contributors. In addition, 
he must accept a dose of risk, comments, complaints, controversies and even confrontations, because, 
ultimately, his willingness to assume these risks to produce the desired results. Most time, to argue 
effectively means, for a competent manager to appeal simultaneously to pathos, logos and ethos, because 
strong arguments contain something from all three dimensions. 

If the communication of the manager contains clear and precise arguments, it can persuade the 
theoretical level, abstract or scientific, not practical. Manager may increase the force of argument when it 
focuses more on emotion than on logic. He convince more easily by pathetic approach subordinates who 
remain deaf to logical arguments. If the argument is composed of one or more sentences, is very clear that 
there is a relationship between premises (statements-support), conclusion and reasoning (logical indicator). 
The most common and effective structure of logical argument is syllogistic type, consisting of two logical 
premises (major and minor) and a conclusion. As usual, it is easier to persuade the sophisms emotional 
syllogisms than the cold syllogisms, because argument strength depends of the credibility of the premises, 
not the validity of reasoning. Sophisms are errors that can occur in the argument, committed with or without 
intent. Since the validity of sophisms is poor, they should be avoided by managers in the process of 
persuasion. 

In this context, we emphasize that it would be better that the manager to improve his critical thinking 
skills in order to become both a producer and an informed consumer of arguments. It is known that most 
errors in logic are the natural result of faulty reasoning and of expression problems (words incorrectly 
defined, ambiguous or imprecise). Therefore, it is desirable for the manager to pay attention to the arguments 
structure, type of language used to formulate them. In addition, he will anticipate and avoid wrong ways of 
reasoning, and reasoning sophisms. 

However, the manager needs to know not only the strengths, weaknesses positioning his arguments, 
but also those of employees. Reasons for their objections are numerous: the presentation of several theses, 
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arguments, rejecting everything that is unusual, different approach to reality, disagreement with the method 
proposed settlement, propensity for rivalry in question, competition, formulating claims, grievances, etc.. 
Manager may reject / accept, understand / support at the time of their formulation.  

Undermining objections aims to avoid direct confrontation between employers and employees, is 
similar in form, with the counter. This highlights the wrong position, demonstrating the merits and benefits 
of the proposal made. Manager will neutralize objections with maximum efficiency, using the following 
tactics effectively neutralizing objections: location objections in time, space and area of influence; waiver of 
objection open, rough, respectful treatment, recognition of justice, providing laconic replies, controlling 
undesirable employees; supremacy avoidance. 

Finally, note that, in order to persuade the manager user needs to form and develop competencies / 
skills proper for this process. The virtue of arguments and demonstration are many, but requires time and 
intellectual effort. Therefore, it is advisable for the manager to make its own arguments, proposing certain 
sentences, ideas, decisions to avoid sophisms which can occur both at the rationales levels, the relevance and 
use of language level. In order not to contradict and destroy, it is good as its arguments to harmonize, to be 
valid for demonstration and sufficient to support the allegations made, the decisions taken. 

Argumentation and demonstrate must not only be a goal for a manager, but a manner to influence the 
actions and behavior of employees, to gain their agreement, to reach a consensus, to adopt a decision jointly, 
to mobilize efforts, adapting its strongly arguments, evidence relevant to their sensitivity. For this, it is 
necessary for the manager to take into account style, education and their beliefs. A subordinate emotional, 
romantic it is impartial to rational arguments, harsh, but an employee animated by practical logic is impartial 
to emotional arguments. Correctly assessing personality, respecting the principles, the rigors of building a 
process of ethical persuasion, using appropriate types of arguments and demonstrations, methods, techniques 
and tactics appropriate manager will succeed in his persuasive approach. 

 
3. Performances and communication environment of contemporaneous enterprises  

 
To study the phenomenon of persuasive communication and its impact on business management, to 

reveal the causes / factors / circumstances leading to failures typical in organizational work and make 
proposals to mitigate, avoid and overcome them, we used the analysis of activity of two domestic enterprises. 
This piece of research was chosen for several reasons: for the field work, researchers are industrial 
enterprises, and by the character of raw material (manufacturing industry constituted 25.5% of the time), 
located in the South Muntenia - Dambovita. Enterprises included in research are productive.  According with 
the production volume, by activity type, they have a considerable share in the industry again, but we can not 
disclose, for writing this article, their real names, so we will use two abbreviations: Firma Targoviste - 
carpets, and company B Targoviste - appropriate activities for sorting, grinding and granulation of waste. 

Answers given by one and the other, after the distribution of questionnaires, allowed us to do a 
comprehensive analysis of the issues raised. Regarding the structure of the sample, we note that 81.5% of 
respondents were women, respectively 18.5% - men, included in the age segment 18-25 years - 15.8%, 26-35 
years - 27, 3%, 36-45 years - 25.2%, 46-55 years - 23.2%, 56-65 years - 8.5%. Analyzing the phenomenon of 
persuasive managerial communication and how to do it, we were interested firstly how respondents perceive 
and interpret the term "communication". To the question 'What is for you” to communicate “? most 
managers and employees of companies investigated respondents believe that communication means to 
transmit information, decisions, opinions, ideas and to speak correctly, beautiful. More than a quarter of 
managers at "Company A" have identified the concept of 'communication' with that of 'influence / to 
convince / to persuade”. Unfortunately, an insignificant number of respondents, with the exception of the 
manager of "Company A", stress the fact that any communication is an attempt to influence, to persuade. 

Next, respondents were proposed to identify the importance of communication in the company 
activity. Both managers and staff respondents believe that communication is a way of running the firm, a 
vital and dynamic management system, a strategic resource quality. In addition, a quarter of respondents 
from 'Company A' see communication as influencing and managing the personnel. It is desirable also the fact 
that few respondents are seeing the role of communication in training, production speed of change, 
innovation success, competitiveness  and performance stimulation. 

Following question: 'What, in your opinion “to be persuasive / convincing? " it was asked to managers, 
as they are ”persuasive agencies" with responsibility to achieve the effectiveness of persuasion to 
subordinates. More than one third of managers at" Company A "are of the opinion that, to be persuasive 
means “to suggest ideas, beliefs, value judgments”, ignoring the fact that the factor called” suggestively” 
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underlies handling.  About half of the managers of 'Company A' treats the concept as “to influence attitudes " 
and “ to guide thoughts, facts ". Starting from the fact that nonverbal communication (focusing on emotional 
symptoms, effects, persuasion and manipulation) increases the power of persuasion of the manager, wanted 
to hear managers say about the role of nonverbal communication in their professional activity. Based on the 
responses can be calculated an index of general sociological - satisfaction / importance, for the scale 
measuring five indicators (such as R. Likert’s summative scale), with the following formula: 

Ni = n1(5) + n2(4) + n3(3) + n4(2) + n5(1)/ n1 + n2 + n3 + n4 + n5, 
where   n1, n2, n3, n4, n5 - appropriate number of respondents who chose 1, 2, 3, 4 or 5th response 

variant. Index size varies between 1< Ni < 5. 
 
The results reveal that the importance of nonverbal communication decreases from 4.3 to respondents 

from 'Company A', which underestimates the role of nonverbal communication, considering it unimportant 
or completely unimportant. 

Special attention deserve the answers of managers and employees to the questions' How you 
communicate with employees? “ and “ How is/are communicating the manager / managers with you? ". 
Results provided by managers enable us to see that the companies investigated communication is broadly 
democratic. But  in  'Company A' part of managers do not properly understand how effective communication 
with employees, using conscious authoritarian / bureaucratic manner. It is desirable that few managers of 
these companies communicate compelling, motivating and stimulating, which affects the process, 
influencing   negatively the results. As the responses of managers are different from those of employees, that 
we consider very important, as they are “persuade patients" who bear the  process’s consequences, we see 
that most employees in 'Company A' and one in four of the "Company B" recognize that managers 
communicate with them with authority / bureaucracy, without persuade, motivate and mobilize enough in 
what they do or should do. 

If we analyze communication style, most commonly used in business management, we see that, most 
of the respondents views coincided: dominates structured style / information-management, particularly in 
'Company A' and 'Company B, and dynamic style / solving problems. Unfortunately, an insignificant number 
of managers from company 'Company A' give priority to effective communication style egalitarian / 
persuasion, which is most difficult to address, as it involves specific managerial skills, good information, 
motivation, communication and encouragement to obtain feedback from employees. Moreover, in the 
'Company B, "some managers use also conscious and rigid style - one-way communication steering / 
handling, staff morale and seriously detrimental to professional ethics. Should be emphasized  the fact that 
some employees of the investigated companies respondents considered that most of the time, manager / 
managers use in their activity authoritarian style, leading to blocking the communication channels, the 
reduction of mutual trust and, except for 'Company A', the directive / handling style. 

Regarding the managerial communication purpose, we found that managers' views coincide with those 
of employees - managers communicate broadly to vehicle information and to inform staff, to achieve the 
objectives set and to influence / convince. According to respondents, few managers communicate motivating 
and promote organizational culture. For questions, "What kind of frequently  messages are being transmitted 
to the employees ?" and "What kind of messages does the managers send to you more often?" views of 
managers are different from one company to another. The vast majority of managers in 'Company B "claim 
that most often they send messages of information, opinion shared by most employees. Few respondents are 
aware that all messages sent are generally influence / persuasion / inducement. 

As for the types of messages used by managers in order to persuade more easily, the employees say 
they are persuade more frequently by verbal messages, logic, by analyzing the situation and by examples, 
less - through text messages, through statistics and through its own example . 

With reference to the factors that allow managers to be more convincing in front of subordinates, we 
find that most managers of the companies investigated are aware that persuasion depends largely on the 
quality of the arguments used by professional competence, opinion shared by the employees. Nearly one 
third of the managers from “Company B" assigns a prominent advocate of the language used, while their 
colleagues in other companies consider it not so important in the process of persuasion. Some managers do 
not attract due attention to any image / authority, function / social status, underestimating the role of context / 
environment in which communication occurs. 

Both managers and employees of companies included in the survey respondents claim that managers 
use capacity / their power to convince / persuade for company’s interest: to get better results and achieve the 
target. Unfortunately, few managers persuade in order to prevent and resolve conflict states, imminent in 
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every community, to implement change. In addition, some managers of joint stock companies listed use the 
power / ability to convince subordinates to handle in the desired direction. 

We wanted to find out and how managers involve employees in decision process. The results shows 
that more than one third of the number of staff respondents are involved in making a small extent, one third 
of the staff of 'Company A' -in a very limited extent and more than one third - not involved at all. Based on  
the responses, we calculate the importance of the formula already used. Calculations allow us to say that the 
index varies from one firm to another: the level of employee involvement in decision process decreases from 
3.2 to “Company B” to 2.2 to managers from "Company A". 

Referring to how managers mobilize employees to achieve decisions / common objectives, the results 
show that in the investigated companies most managers mobilize employees, more often by invoking 
arguments, with the demonstration and in normative manner. Only some employees say they are mobilized 
also by emotional factors, unacceptable thing in case of using negative arguments. 

Analyzing how the managers manage to influence or modify attitudes and behaviors of employees, the 
responses of both managers and employees, we found out that most managers succeed in their attempt to 
convict / persuade. It's sad the fact that 15% of managers from 'Company A' are making this action by 
pressure, practice shared by some colleagues from "Company B". Moreover, about 5% of managers from 
"Company A" succeed in their attempt to affect even by blind obedience to authority. Opinions of 
employees, the most important because they are actually "persuade agencies, allow us to say that, especially 
in "Company B", "Company A" managers influence its pressure, unacceptable thing in terms of professional 
ethics. 

To the questions ' What methods / techniques frequently call to persuade employees? ' and ' By what 
means the manager convince / persuade you most often?" most managers from analyzed companies have 
similar views to those of employees: they appeal primarily to explain why, description of tasks, presentation 
of objectives. Unfortunately, few managers turn to cooperation, which reduce the effect of persuasion 
process. Some respondents managers impose their own opinions, communicating only unidirectional and 
authoritarian, others, especially those from 'Company B "in their attempt to persuade, they use confrontation 
also. 

As for staff respondents, they stated that in order to persuade them often, managers require their own 
opinions. In addition, some of them admit that in "Company B" it even get to intimidation. They are methods 
and techniques undesirable, because rise tense situations, frustration, de-motivation etc. and negatively affect 
the final results. 

As for the tactics of persuasion used most frequently by managers in the communication with 
subordinates, research has revealed that most managers from enterprise “ Company B”  in a greater measure 
appeal to recommendations and promises. We want to mention that manager use tactics of persuasion with 
negative influence. Results indicate that some managers of 'Company A' can afford to use threats, warnings 
and critical others - even in retaliation. The 'Company B' managers deliberately resort to warnings and 
criticism, in addition to warnings; they raise his voice when they want to be more persuasive. 

In terms of employee respondents, managers use more or less tactics of persuasion with the negative 
influence: warnings, in particular at 'Company A' raised voice, mainly in 'Company A' and company B ". The 
most threat by managers are considered employees from the 'Company A' (about 18%)," Company B 
"(7.6%). It is worrying that some employees say that the managers persuade them by reprisals, specially in  
"Company B" and even by insult. 

Employees recognize that, in addition to those tactics, managers use to persuade also efficient tactics: 
tactics almost neglected in "Company A". Some employees have shown the use of repetition and emphasis, 
which strengthens the process of persuasion, common base construction interests, etc.. It is desirable that 
most of the respondent managers, particularly those from 'Company A' are using emotions, others resort to 
tactics of reciprocity - favor contra favor, mainly in "Company B". 

If the arguments are rejected by managers / employees, respondents from companies investigated have 
more opportunities. Nearly one third of the managers from 'company A ' and ' Company B " are using 
examples. About a quarter of those from "Company A" contra-argue by demonstration. It is desirable that 
some managers, are using authority, lies and manipulation, neglecting the process of argument and 
demonstration, listening and tolerance of adverse opinions. Employees argue, largely that counter managers 
is by facts, examples, evidence and evidence demonstrating confirmed. To the question,, How you answer  to 
the objections of employees / managers? "Most respondents from 'Company A' believes that the objections 
are located, that are analyzed, searched and it is given an answer on the spot. More than half of managers 
from 'Company B "meet the objections of employees, respecting their views. It is worth mentioning that 
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more than one third of the staff of 'Company B "respects the views of managers, giving them a greater dose 
of credibility, and some admit their veracity. According to the results, some managers of enterprises give 
investigated laconic answers to objections employees. The same view have also employees, but their number 
is higher, especially in 'Company A'. 

It is appreciated the fact that in the persuade process of the entourage in tense situations, managers 
exhibit more qualities: about one third of respondents managers from "Company B" and more than half of 
those from "Company A" are patient. Almost one third of the managers from "Company A" and "Company 
B" is fair and reasonable in case of conflict, tension, misunderstanding, etc. Few managers, except those 
from "Company B" (quarter part), are cooperating, leading to an ineffective persuasion. To the question, 
'What do you think, what quality give more success to conviction / persuasion you? " both managers and 
employees sustain rightly, that successful persuasion depends first of all on intelligence. More than a quarter 
of managers and employees focus on self-confidence / self esteem. Some respondents highlighted the humor, 
active listening, personal charm / charisma and employees from 'Company B "(11.5%) advocates self ability. 
Compared with employees, a small number of managers highlight the role of rapid and coherent speech in 
persuasion process. 

Next, we tried to find out about the rigors from the communication process between managers and 
employees. Based on the results obtained, we found that about one third of the staff from 'Company A', and 
'Company B "want an honest and reliable communication between them and managers. About half require a 
transparent communication / direct / open and logical / correct. It's unfortunate that managers, especially 
those from 'Company A', are not aware that this activity must be continuous / consistent, because it would 
lead to increased persuasion, active / dynamic and motivating / design - would facilitate this process, 
differentiated / individualized - its effect would be stronger. Then, managers were offered to evaluate the 
work of persuasion in the operating company. Based on responses provided by the respondents, we can 
deduce if this it is entirely moral and ethical. This is more pronounced in "Company A" and also in  
"Company B". 

In our opinion, unethical persuasive communicational activity of the firms derive from the cultivation 
of it unfit values. For example, some employers argue that some managers, because they persuade their 
subordinates,  give priority to superstition and prejudice, this being inadmissible, because persuasion must be 
based solely on ethics, morals and laws. It is surprising also the fact that managers from "Company A" 
focuses on rules and laws, ignoring morality. Regarding the studies on “how to communicate persuasively”, 
we found that most managers from 'Firma A' watched various trainings and internships, more than half of the 
managers from 'Company B " attend special courses and about a quarter - trainings. Finally, managers were 
offered to assess, in general, the level at which communication is carried out in the investigated enterprises. 
Based on the results obtained, we calculate the importance of the formula already used. Thus, we find that 
the achievement of communication in companies included in the survey decreases from 3.6 to respondents 
from "Company B" to 3.4 to managers from "Company A". 

 
4. Conclusions  

 
After processing the information of the sociological survey conducted, we will identify the strengths 

and weaknesses of the enterprises investigated across the communication and persuasion management 
process. The results revealed that communicative environment in this firms is generally favorable / 
satisfactory, having the current economic situation and the achievement of communication - medium-high, 
which emphasizes the increased importance of communication in business organizational management. But 
the situation varies from one company to another. In one -it is shown a tendency of democratic community, 
managers often send messages of motivation / action, use also dynamic styles and egalitarian, focusing not 
only on the function of information communication, but also to behavioral / persuasive function, involving 
employees in discussion and decision process, business communication is ethical, moral. In others - leave the 
desired situation: communication is authoritarian-bureaucratic, manipulative, to monopolize the discussion, it 
underestimates the role of nonverbal communication and feedback, etc.. 

About managerial persuasion, we found out that: in one of the company managers influence by 
changing attitudes and behaviors through persuasion, in order to achieve the targets, to obtain better results, 
they argue, show contra - argue and neutralize objections, using various methods, have an ethical 
comportment in tense situations, respect the opinions effects etc.. The other - the situation is not so good: it is 
persuade and contra-argue also by unethical means, employees are not involved in decision process, etc.. 
Although most respondents have some professional experience, and some managers have made special 
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studies in the investigation field, they do not have sufficient knowledge / skills of persuasive communication, 
are not effectively integrate knowledge and skills in their work. 

Concerning the interpersonal and inter-organizational communication process, sociological 
investigation results have abundantly shown that:  

- Not all managers correctly perceive the concept of 'communication', which necessarily involves 
active listening, empathy, cooperation, back in a word, the ability to be a good communicator, and apply 
effective communication practice management functions, appealing mainly to the position information 
without focusing  on persuasive function / behavior, appropriate in the process of changing attitudes and 
behaviors, the motivation and mobilization of the objectives set, without attempting to determine the impact 
of the messages transmitted on staff.  

- Some managers devalues the role of feedback and empathy, underestimate the role of nonverbal 
communication in work, sometimes sending messages of correction, which stresses that they not 
communicate effectively, strategically mobilize employees, not possessing knowledge in the area or know 
the meaning of terms. 

-According to employees’ views – recipients of submitted messages, managers communicate 
predominantly by authority / bureaucracy; monopolize discussions, using a one-way communication, no 
feedback, which turns up negative results, affecting relations managers - employees.  

- Managers do not favor the style of communication, egalitarian "(by inducement), giving priority 
styles, information-management" (structurally) and 'solving problems' (dynamically). In addition, some 
managers are using styles, blaming “(authoritarian) and 'manipulation' (directive), which creates multiple 
barriers to communication circuit, block communication channels, significantly reducing the level of mutual 
trust and persuasion. 

 - Some managers do not see any connection between communication and promotion of organizational 
culture, which depends largely on efficient execution of persuasive communication, set and achieve 
performance targets.  

- Few managers argue that communication between them and employees must be constantly / 
consistently, leading to reduction of the persuasive effect communication.  

- Missing cooperative communication, interactive, individualized and empathy between managers and 
subordinates, as confirmed by some managers who do not recognize the truth of opinions adverse, neutral 
listening to employees by laconic answers, without complicated explanation, facts and examples.  

- Gaps in communication, no language skills necessary for effective communication, creating multiple 
semantic and linguistic barriers. Few managers are aware that the language used, the image / the function / 
social status and the context in which the process of persuasion are important factors that would be more 
convincing. As persuasion management process (argument and demonstration) in the responses of 
respondents found that: a small number of managers possess the field of persuasion, most perceive and 
correctly interpret the expression 'to be persuasive, which signifies, to develop / operate with a strong case 
'and to know / to meet hardship, principles, tactics, methods, etc… persuasive communication, identifying it 
with other manipulative dimensions. 
 - responded managers mostly do not have skills / communication skills and persuasive skills.  
 - Messages with influence / inducement submitted by managers in a small or totally lacking in some 
companies, which can be explained by how bureaucratic and authoritarian communication styles structured  / 
information-management, blaming / authoritarian and handling / directive, adopted in a more or less 
measure. Some managers do not use their ability to communicate persuasively in order to implement change 
because they fear the unknown, fear of change, involving changes to organizational and individual 
restructuring mentality, interests, behavior, culture, and management styles and methods, motivation, 
communication.        Being aware that any change imposed by external or internal environment implies 
resistance, disagreement, tension and even conflict, the vast majority of respondents managers communicate 
persuasively with subordinates to prevent and resolve some conflict imminent in any collective states, which 
can conditional / promote development, deployment and enhance them.  
 Persuasion, an important element of conflict management, determines the participants to 
communicate, cooperate, to rethink their positions, to reach compromise.  

Low level of involvement of employees in discussions, decision-making process takes also an 
inefficient managerial persuasion or reduced because the companies in which communication is interactive, 
motivating, accepting one or another decision involving a solid argument , demonstrations pragmatic 
objections, counter, etc.. on both sides.  
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Personality / behavior of managers is desirable, because, as it is seen by some employees, they 
persuade by their example, which can be easily retrieved by statistical concrete objectives that support any 
argument, analyzing the situation created which leads to solve many disagreement, which increases 
persuasion through non-verbal messages, etc.. 

 Ignoring the managers of the essential qualities of persuasion process (self-control ability, active 
listening, humor and personal charm / charisma) prevents effective realization. 

Some managers use unethical methods of persuasion (pressure, blind obedience to authority). They 
resort to tactics of reciprocity (courtesy counter favor), which is a manipulative way, monopolize the 
discussion, not to change / adapt the language to personality subordinates are non-cooperated, not conducive 
to creating a climate of confidence conducive to effective persuasion, they impose their views, which leads 
to intimidation, confrontation, calling only emotions (ethos) to persuade entourage, so inadmissible, for 
effective persuasion is achieved with the help of three levels: ethos, pathos and logos. 

 This can be interpreted by the presence of authoritarian style / administrative order, the old mentality, 
tolerance manipulative methods of influence and persuasion that inhibit communication.  

Using argument tactics by managers, based on negative influences prejudicial ethical issues / moral 
persuasion process, to be more persuasive for some use of warnings, threats and retaliation, critical (you 
should be constructive), raise his voice and are impulsive in the conviction of the entourage.  

Application of manipulative methods by managers, such as authority, exaggeration, lies and 
manipulation, conditional negative reactions from some employees, that when opinions / their arguments are 
rejected, using the same unethical methods. 

 Tolerance by management  of some methods, techniques and tactics of hedge, promoting undesirable 
values organizational culture and appreciation given by managers work to persuade the companies 
investigated, allow us to maintain that it is completely moral and ethical, making problems, tensions, 
misunderstandings, barriers, etc..  in the persuasive communication process.  

Therefore, based on sociological survey results, we have identified in terms of both managers - 
persuading officials and employees - staff / patients persuade some problems of communication management 
in general, and the realization of the process of persuasion, in particular, present in greater or less, in each of 
the investigation. Overall analysis of information obtained allows us to say with certainty that the opposite of 
the issues addressed desirable to allow all companies. Sources inconveniences are various: lack of solid 
knowledge in the field, turning insufficient skills acquired artificially creating barriers (status, power, 
semantic, linguistic, etc..) Existence of barriers of perception and disturbances, lack of communication 
empathy, consistent, priority use of administrative-command style, the mode of communication authoritarian 
/ bureaucratic styles "information - guidance", "authoritarian" and "handling" the inability of managers to 
communicate effectively, lack of skills / communication skills persuasive, lack of methods, techniques, 
tactics of persuasion and positive argument; adoption and tolerance of immoral ways, undesirable in the 
process, ignoring principles, hardship and laws of ethical persuasion, underestimate the role of nonverbal 
communication, the feedback and persuasion to work in prevent, reduce and settle the tense situation, the 
unavailability for cooperation and collaboration, fear of change, old-fashioned mentality, behavior and 
adaptability predetermined reduced to environmental challenges, to the implementation of new methods of 
management and persuasive communication, leading inevitably to more efficient business management and 
organizational performance.  

To identify possible ways of communication in business efficiency and to select them on the priority, 
respondents have been proposed several ways. The answers provided have enabled us to note that, according 
to respondents, the communication could be more effective, primarily through the use of modern 
communication. Further, they stress the staff selection by prior testing and hiring of the right.  

May respondents argue that additional training in the area through regular courses, internships, 
trainings, etc..  would do much to streamline the process.  

Finally, they opted to remove barriers to communication (limiting communication standard, 
authoritarian) and developing a communication system relational democracy. In this context, some 
respondents noted that ignoring the development and implementation of policies and strategies for effective 
communication, do not want to restructure the work by removing the outdated stereotypes and attitudes and 
adopt new management strategies, develop communication upward. In "Company B" employees advocates 
for restructuring the business managers for a more rational location of employment, facilitating the exchange 
of this information. Finally, we were interested respondents 'opinions about' How to Improve skills / 
competencies / skills persuasive managerial communication in the company again?". Their responses show 
that their views largely coincide. They have opted primarily for the cultivation of the ability to speak 
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correctly, clearly and concisely, then have focused on the correct and ethical labor inducement and finally, 
respondents advocated knowledge this rule, which requires development of effective communication, 
fostering skills of argument and demonstration, improving the ability to talk and listen actively to develop 
the power of positive thinking, very important in achieving objectives set.  

Unfortunately, little importance was given to regular training of the management team, so nobody 
knows how to be cultivated developed and streamlined those powers. 
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Abstract:   Management personnel should be one of the most important areas of modern business strategy. 

Today is processed personnel management in human resources management: even if we are in full crisis, staff should 
not be considered a cost factor, but a key resource. Implementing the concept of controlling the functional areas of 
personnel management will allow increased efficiency of staff expenditure by the objectives of personnel management 
policy. From this point of view is the current theme work. Theoretical and methodological basis of this article is the 
requirements of modern economic theory on the management, controlling, management accounting and business 
economy, which helped the research field. 
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1. Introduction  
 Among the most important issues facing businesses today, is seeking ways to improve management 

efficiency to survive in the global crisis. As evidence of growing interest on this issue are scientific and 
practical developments in recent years, scientific seminars and practical issues to improve  management 
effectiveness have become more important and in demand especially since the end of 2008. 

 Modern Politics of human resource management must be geared to maximizing return on investment 
in staff, by building a system that motivates each employee to achieve the objectives arising from the 
company's business strategy. It must be able to objectively assess the degree of achievement of goals, to 
reward employees fairly and encourage them to achieve their objectives. 

 Personnel costs play an important role in contemporary business cost structure. On the other hand, 
they are increasingly less seen as an investment that brings long-term profits but as a burden that can lead to 
the firm's survival. Thus, this article will show that effective management of staff expenditure may have a 
remarkable effect on the overall result of the company. 

 Analyses of performance management issues of personnel costs by using the concept of controlling 
involves the study of determining the effectiveness of different approaches to staffing costs, the study of 
controlling role in managing the business and achieve an integrated and efficient methodology for personal 
expenses with the concept of controlling. 

 
2. Primarily elements of controlling concept 

Contemporary management divides enterprise’s objectives into two groups: strategic (long-term 
perspective) and operational (short term). Controlling system allows the permanent monitoring site on 
achieving the strategic objectives of the enterprise and also the operative ones. 

From controlling definition results that it is a management system to achieve the objectives set by 
the company. Although differences in wording of the definitions, the problematic space is pointed quite 
clear. It is based on the following provisions: 

• the enterprise is a system with a set of objectives, the parties which are interacting ;  
• the business plan is geared towards achieving the indicators;  
• controlling site is presented as an integrator and coordinator sub-system of the management 
system, it provides background tools and methods to support the adoption of administrative 
decisions. 

  As bearers of costs are considered types of products (works, services) of the enterprise, designed to 
achieve. This group is required to determine the cost of goods (works, services). The literature often centers 
occurrence expenses and responsibility centers unite. In our opinion, this is not entirely correct. Place of 
occurrence of the costs are structural units (workplaces, sectors, sections, etc..), in which takes place the 
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initial consumption of production resources that are organizing the planning, workloads and the production 
expenditure in order to control the management costs , organization of internal records. 
  Such a grouping of expenditures is necessary to check the efficiency with which work subdivisions 
and undertaking special assembly and distribution overheads between certain types of products at cost price 
calculation. Responsibility center is a structural unit of the company, independent object of the budget 
process (planning), which is headed by a responsible person who makes decisions and bear responsibility for 
the opportunity costs incurred. 

The evidence and analysis of centers of responsibility is a system by which is measured and 
estimated the conformity of the obtained results with the planed results in each responsibility center. The 
principle of responsibility centers is central in the controlling system. 

Controlling instruments are different and applies to spheres of operation of the company as finance, 
marketing, innovation management and more. Controlling specificity design is that it synthesizes and 
integrates various instruments, which may also have limited application in certain areas. There is no clear 
definition made of the fact, whether or not an instrument of controlling or, for example, of marketing 
research. We assign to controlling instruments all administrative technologies (methods, procedures) needed 
to achieve the objectives of the organization.  The design value of controlling is that it enables coordination 
of information flows in different functional areas for the company to achieve its objectives. 

To examine in detail the possibilities of using controlling instruments selected in human resource 
management, we will describe generally the methodology of each tool and its implementation, in accordance 
with the steps of making controlling which render them below. 

Describing the enterprise’s board objectives and goals elaboration. Board objectives reflects 
company’s philosophy. WEG model (translation from German language – CALE – after first character from 
words Wachstum, Entwicklung, Gewinn), that describe board objectives and concretize this objectives for 
practical achievement, was proposed by the German scientist Albreht Daile (Burduş, 2005, p. 77). 

The WEG model show that between growth, development and profit must be a certain balance. To 
ensure market growth and win it is often necessary to sacrifice profits. Enterprise development can also go 
through phases when one of the three factors - growth, development and profit - has priority, but long term it 
can follow the path of success only when all three elements will be balanced in its picture objectives. 

After tracing the objectives comes the planning stage, the stage of systematic process of decision-
making, future-oriented. Strategic planning is to determine and formulate clear: Board objectives, Business 
Indicators, Strategies, premises and activities. 

One of the main means of the company's planning controlling is to develop, analyze and control the 
budgets. Budgeting is a method of distribution of resources, characterized in quantitative terms, to 
achieve the goals, also presented quantitatively. 

The main drawback of "zero" budget method, in our opinion, is the complexity and difficulty of 
preparation. But this tool allows specific management guidance to achieve the overall objectives of the 
enterprise, clearly describe the objectives and quantitative parameters of their achievement, contribute to the 
improvement of motivation grade of participants in budgeting and, ultimately, help increase efficiency in 
distributing resources. In addition, budgetary zero, regardless of budget from "the reached level", allows 
avoiding repeating past errors. Various versions of the fixed budget in personnel management are used in 
planning costs for attracting, training and staff development, planning costs of the service personnel and 
expenses to projects in the area of personnel management. 

Another instrument, which, in our opinion, it is rational to be used at the planning stage in the 
organization controlling is ABC analysis. Synonyms of this method are the initial analysis, the rule "80/20" 
and the Pareto principle. ABC analysis has universal application, is used actively in marketing and 
management of cargo reservations. 

A current problem is to evaluate the efficiency of investments made by companies in human capital. 
For this must answer two main questions: 1. How should be invest in people to achieve the greatest 
efficiency? 2. What can be allocated relatively small volume of investment so that the company's 
contribution to raising efficiency to be maximum? 

Are being known three basic concepts of solving these problems. First, there is a concept based on 
the assumption there is an advanced practical experience (Best Practice), which largely influence 
effectiveness of companies. The results of such research focuses on the delineation of such practices and 
their use. Secondly, there is a strategic concept based on the correspondence of human resource management 
practices with the company strategy. Depending on short and long term elements of the leading strategy or 
the following, are being applied some or other of human resource management tools. Thirdly, there is a 
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configuration concept, based on features of the organizational and departmental, organizational structure are 
being used certain types of selection and promotion of staff. Since in this work, especially on problem areas, 
we rely on controlling design, we will support the strategic concept, based on correspondence between the 
company objectives and the instruments used in personnel management. 

The next tool of controlling from the planning phase is SWOT analysis. Analysis of expenditure on 
responsibility centers is one of the stages of making controlling and usually is introduced into the system of 
records management. 

Monitoring and controlling  of costs in controlling design is comparing planed indicators with the 
real ones and clarify the real cause of deviations. Analysis of deviations and more research considering 
closing stage of the budget process.  In our case, since we examine controlling instruments according to the 
taken steps, control of real indicators of the staff and analysis of the causes of deviations is shown as a 
separate instrument. Analysis of deviations are presented to the managers either in concrete and systematic 
reports or as operative information signal, attributed to the considered resource (in our case - to the staff) or 
the key size found. 

 
3. Applying the controlling instruments in the functional domains concerning the human 

resources management  
In order to analyze the controlling instruments that we have selected and their possibilities for 

implementing the goals outlined in the personnel policy of the company, we have divided into groups 
according to tasks related to personnel management, which contribute to the achievement. To elucidate the 
problems covered by this article, must examine succession management tools that are used for each type of 
expenditure listed under the stages of controlling making (Table 1). 

In our opinion, should apply budgeting methods that would allow targeting of expenditure to achieve 
the objectives of management personnel and help to raise efficiency within the distribution of 
resources. Such a method is:  
- budget "zero" - the head of each responsibility center (structural subdivision) with the collaborator of 
the department makes staff development plans of subdivision in accordance with the strategy given 
tasks. Then evaluate the approximate cost for training / enhancing skills for each program. 
Workload on the development of the budget, compared to other methods compensated by higher 

degree of efficiency in distributing resources. Structure approximate budget for training and staff 
development is presented as follows (Table 1). 

 
Table 1: Applying the controlling instruments to solve the problems concerning human resources management 

Controlling  
steps 

Functions 
of personnel 
management 

 (costs groups ) 

Making 
the 

objectives 
Planning  

Administrative 
evidence 

Informational flux 
organization 

Monitoring 
and controlling 

Attract ing and 
replacing the 
personnel  

SMART 
Criteria 
WEG 
Model 

 
SWOT analysis  
Investment method 
analysis 
 
Benchmarking 

System of  
administrative 
evidence 
Costs analysis on 
responsibility 
centers  

Corporative 
informational system 
for personnel 
management, 
including documents 
circulation system 

Comparison of 
real and 
planning 
indices. 
Gaps analysis 
(GAP analysis) 

Personnel 
development 

 
 

Methods of 
investment analysis. 
Budget. 
 SWOT analysis. 
Benchmarking 

   

Motivation and 
retribution  

 
 

Budget 
 SWOT analysis 
Benchmarking  ABC 
analysis 

   

Personnel disposal   Budget 
 SWOT analysis 

   

Administrative 
management 

 Budget 
Benchmarking 
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Simultaneously, staff development SWOT analysis allows detection of areas of concern in this area 

of personnel management and benchmarking - analyzing the costs for training and staff development in 
comparison with competing companies and within the company itself to choose the organization or program 
instructor training performed by own forces. 

 
Table 2: Budget for personnel training and development  

Collaborator Responsi
bility 
center 

 
 

Training 
form 

Training 
data 

Training 
terms 

Training 
cost 

Traveling 
costs 

Other costs 
 
Comments 

  Training 
program  

      

         
         
collaborator         
category)         

 
In our opinion, the concept - controlling, guiding all business processes to achieve business 

objectives, provide a key to the development of indicators deprived of shortcomings listed above and can 
serve as a convenient tool for managing the staff efficiency. In order to assess the practicality of estimating 
the efficiency of the staff, and whether application of tools for efficient management of these expenditures, 
we conducted a survey of expertise among managers and specialists in human resources services of medium 
and large enterprises operating in Dambovita County. To participate in the survey there were selected 3 
companies and 2 large commercial productions from Dambovita County (the number of staff exceeding 50 
people), 1 commercial bank and consulting companies in personnel management. 

Choosing the company was conditional, first, the stability and efficient business organization, the 
degree of awareness by the management of her problem of effective management of the staff in light of new 
economic conditions are increasingly precarious shows in early 2010. Today the demand for solutions 
(methods, instruments), allowing routing efficiency of the staff, comes from big companies, as they say, first, 
realize the extent of influencing the efficiency of the staff of the company's financial results, second, has 
sufficient resources (organizational, human, technological, methodological) to make consistent management 
of the staff, the specific objective of general management. But the proposed method has aroused the interest 
and the leaders of small companies (up to 50 people) on the market more than five years. 

Respondents who expressed preparedness to participate in research. They were given 5 questions 
relating to understanding the role and place of controlling and management efficiency in the management 
company for personal expenses, namely:  

1. What, in your opinion is associated, first, the word "controlling"?  
2. Exists or not in your company a  system management / controlling?  
3. Evaluate in a certain way the effectiveness of HR service, of some projects in the area of personnel 

management and if so, how?  
4. In your opinion, what is meant by the term "efficiency of the staff? Can this be measured 

quantitatively? You practically do it and, if so, what indicators / indices used?  
5. In your opinion, you can really practice combining the company's strategic goals with objectives / 

tasks in the sphere of local level management personnel and assessing their performance using certain 
indicators? 

The first question was made to understand how known is the concept of controlling outside finance 
and accounting management. The answers respondents confirmed the hypothesis of no single understanding 
of the term "controlling".  Most respondents associate controlling with administrative records and internal 
financial control system. Responses to the second question ("Is there or not your company administrative 
filing system / controlling?") demonstrates the prevalence of the concept controlling in practice. The majority 
of respondents surveyed work in large companies where there is a controlling service, separate 
organizational or administrative filing service - controlling the abridged version (12 positive response to the 
question), which confirms our assumption on the critical need to implement the concept of controlling in the 
modern enterprise management. 

When asked about the effectiveness of service management personnel and projects in the sphere of 
personnel management, all experts surveyed responded positively. But on quantitative assessment and 
concrete indicators only two responded, indicating the level of personnel turnover, ratio of promoting 
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internal candidates, compared with external indicators of achieving individual plans to increase the 
productivity of collaborators. From this it can be concluded that requests from the management concerning 
the efficiency in personnel management estimation exists, but often specialists in personnel management 
services have not methods and measuring instruments for efficiency, to act on such requests.  

As the first part of the fourth question: "In your opinion, what is meant by the term" efficiency of the 
staff? ", then here, as was also expected, respondents' opinions differed. Some respondents (4 people) 
understand the efficiency of the staff labor productivity, 5 respondents named ratio of costs and results, but 
could not describe the actual mechanism of calculating the results. Finally, the other 5 have defined as high 
efficiency for staff costs to achieve the objectives. Such opinions of respondents are divided almost in half, 
and we can mention that many of them accept the concept of defining efficiency for personal expenses, 
proposed by us in this work. As for the quantitative measurement of the effectiveness of the staff all 
respondents surveyed gave positive responses. 

As for measuring algorithm efficiency, it depends on understanding the term itself - from achieving an 
optimal approach between unit cost of product and labor consumption for manufacture, to measure key 
indicators which have an impact on strategic objectives in the sphere of personnel management. One 
respondent suggested that the efficiency to be determined by the state survey satisfaction of workers, 
indicating that the system of quantitative assessment of the effectiveness of the staff itself requires additional 
expenses. 

Totaling survey of opinions of respondents, without claim to a representative selection, we risk to 
make conclusion on the fact that production companies are given a carefully  attention calculating the cost 
price and therefore, the staff share in the cost of production in fact the result of which the staff efficiency 
often means that labor productivity analogy. In the field of services, companies gives a greater attention to 
the efficiency of processes and objectives (not always set quantitative), which illustrates the concept of "non-
financial" to the definition of efficiency for personal expenses. 

The fifth question (In your opinion, you can really practice combining the company's strategic goals 
with objectives / tasks in the sphere of local level management personnel and assessing their performance 
using certain indicators?) all the experts interviewed have responded positively, some of them also pointed 
out that the formation mechanism of combination of concrete measures in the area of personnel management 
with the strategic objectives of the company is now the major task of the director responsible for personnel 
management. 

Based on critical analysis of traditional concepts of assessment costs for personnel and their 
effectiveness, our outlook on controlling the routing system to achieve business objectives, based on the 
opinions of survey respondents and to increase requirements to the system management human resources 
from owners and management company, we proposed our own concept on developing the system of 
efficiency indicators. The proposed method, which allows fuller realization of the tasks of personnel from 
management system of indicators, is a synthesis administrative technologies and controlling instruments. 

 
4. Conclusions 

Primary conclusions concerning the analysis done locally on firms from Dambovita County made 
the following points:  

1. Having an important role in contemporary enterprise expenditure structure, the staff have a major 
impact on overall company profitability. 

Expenditure on training, development and employment potential use of the company are quite 
diverse. Their classification permit examination of specific types of expenditure from different angles and 
understand the role of each type. The criteria for classification of expenditure is delimited: reproductive 
process stages (expenses for production, distribution, consumption of labor);-use costs (labor remuneration, 
improving the skills, social-purpose municipal services, social protection, etc..) source of financing (cost 
price, profit, etc..) nature of expenditures (direct, indirect) recovery period (long-term, current) requirement 
(mandatory, voluntary), whether reduced (forming reserves formatting reserves ), the degree of regulation 
(fully adjustable arbitrary data). 

Because of the fact that we are guided by controlling design, that leads all business processes to 
achieve business objectives, for us represents interest, firstly, the classification of expenses for staff for their 
intended purpose. An example of such a classification is the International Standard Classification of labor 
costs. In our opinion, this is explained by the different requirements of the indicators presented in the tax 
bodies, bodies of state statistics, internal control services to companies, business owners and other interested 
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parties. In our opinion, the staff - are all full cost of realization of the enterprise management personnel. The 
composition of these costs fall: 

- Costs to attract staff and replace it (including charges for applications and adaptation assessment 
collaborators).  
- Expenditure on staff development (including vocational training, enhancing skills, planning and 
directing career, assessment and certification).  
- Expenses for employee compensation (salary, additional payments, payments to social funds, more 
corporate welfare programs, facilities and intangible fee).  
- Staff disposal expenses.  
- Expenditure on administrative management (maintenance management services personnel, except 
for costs that are part of other groups). 
We conceive that the staff efficiency is the degree of achieving the objectives and tasks for which 

charges were made. Efficient management personnel costs represent a coherent actions complex of  manager 
on the subject matter of management, meaning that the staff efficiency is determined based on specific 
concepts; in this work as a concept has also been chosen the controlling conception. 

2. Controlling is a relatively new concept in contemporary management theory and practice, which 
occurred at the border of economic analysis, planning, administrative and management records. Controlling 
passes the enterprise management to a new qualitative level, integrating, coordinating and directing the work 
of structural subdivisions for various operational and strategic goals of enterprises. Currently there is a 
unique concept to the classification concepts for controlling. Analysis of literary sources allowed the 
delineation of six specific concepts that were formed until now - from understanding controlling as 
expenditure management system to controlling as a system of coordination of decision-making processes. 

Within each concept controlling your treated differently and later concepts usually complement the 
earlier emphasis on different aspects. If in the began theories, controlling is assigned a position quite modest 
- the coordination of management expenses and then, later, controlling started to claim the role of meta- 
system. In our opinion, this is a concept of integrated administration, which unites elements of the 
development, implementation and monitoring of development strategies and management business and is a 
complete enterprise management objectives based on the use of specific instruments. 

3. Controlling instruments are different and also applies to spheres of operation of the company as 
finance, marketing, innovation management and more. The specifics of controlling conception is that it 
synthesizes and integrates various instruments, which may also have narrow application in a given field. We 
assign as controlling instruments all administrative technologies (methodic, arrangements), aimed at 
achieving the objectives of the organization. But not all of controlling existing instruments can be used 
effectively in the problem of personnel management. In the goal that we have proposed in this paper, we 
have selected those that are current and most appropriate for solving the higher degree of efficiency of the 
staff. 

To analyze the possibilities to apply the listed instruments, in order to achieve the objectives of 
policy management staff there were assigned to some types of expenses (as proposed classification) and 
functional areas of management appropriate personnel. Next we examine the specifics of an implementation 
of controlling instruments selected in the functional areas of personnel management. 

1. Attracting and replacing staff. 
The purpose of the sub-system given by the management staff is providing enterprise human 

resources. To effectively achieve the tasks assigned, human resources of the enterprise should be expressed 
both quantitatively and qualitatively and to be determined over time. Since in practice apply different 
methods and forms to attract staff to support the adoption of administrative decisions, it is necessary the 
comparing analysis of possible alternatives effectiveness. As effective planning tool for attracting and 
replacement staff costs, we recommend using the following instruments of controlling: budgeting, SWOT 
analysis, methods of investment analysis, benchmarking. 

Budgeting employing staff permits cost optimization for attracting and replacing the personnel and 
for achieving the objectives. Moreover, the budget is the information base to verify the correspondence 
between real and planned indices and analysis of the causes of which have been some deviations. SWOT 
analysis highlights the problems of domestic and foreign markets and allows selection of appropriate sources 
to attract staff in the company. Investment analysis methods allow solving the dilemma: hiring new staff 
trained or training existing staff to have necessary skills. Benchmarking provides an opportunity to compare 
methods and forms of employment of staff and the expenditure with similar companies, which allows staff to 
correct employment policy. 
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2. Staff development (including vocational training, improving the skills and recycling, planning and 
directing career, assessment and certification).  

Staff development system aimed at satisfying the company's staff, who possesses a particular 
professional qualifications and personal skills. Current vision of human resources management deals with 
development costs rather than consumption, but as investment in human capital. A current problem is to 
evaluate the efficiency of investment in training and staff development. The practical assessment is carried 
out using several different concepts ("best practices", strategic concept and conceptual configuration). 
Because in this article we are relying on design problem areas of controlling accepted, we turn to strategic 
concepts based on correspondence with the company objectives of personnel management tools. For 
planning costs related to training and staff development, we recommend using one of several controlling 
instruments: methods of investment analysis, budgeting, SWOT analysis, benchmarking. 

Methods of analysis help in assessing the return on investment from training and staff development 
costs.  

Budgeting is an effective tool in planning any charges, in particular the costs for training and staff 
development. In our opinion, should also apply budgetary methods, allowing goals to guide expenditure 
management and staff to contribute to the improvement of efficiency in distributing resources. Such method 
is "zero" budget (meaning budgeting based on the assumption that given responsibility center budget is 
drawn up for the first time). Intensive work to develop such a budget, compared with other methods of 
budgeting, it seems reasonable payment for a higher degree of efficiency in distributing resources. 

SWOT analysis allows delimitation of areas of concern in personnel management and benchmarking 
- the analysis for training and staff development costs compared with competing companies and within the 
company itself in selecting the organization or program instructor training, achievable with own forces . 

3. Motivation and remuneration.  
Primary importance clearing system (or the system of remuneration of workers) is that it is 

stimulating the employment behavior of company associates, directing it towards its strategic tasks, in other 
words, to combine material interests staff with strategic tasks of the organization. These key postulates 
determine the clearing objectives system. Thus, the major task of making expenditures for remuneration of 
workers is to train and maintain an effective system of compensation. 

To manage costs for workers remuneration we recommend the comprehensive implementation of the 
following controlling instruments: budgeting, SWOT analysis, benchmarking, ABC analysis. 

Budgeting is a more effective instrument of expenditure planning for labor remuneration of workers. 
Expenditures for remuneration of workers, in our opinion, should be planned by the “zero” budget method. 
The conclusions of SWOT analysis are conducted to support adoption of administrative decisions in the field 
of personnel management for the system to meet the strategic objectives of compensatory company. ABC 
analysis staff remuneration costs permit to delimit the most "employed" structural subdivisions 
(responsibility centers), and - in the structure of expenditures - those items of expenditure, which have higher 
shares in total. Benchmarking permit not only to compare data on labor remuneration in companies selected 
for analysis, but it also provides necessary information for management decisions within the staff. 

4. Personnel disposal.  
Reorganizing the enterprise often involves mass dismissal of workers which, because of some 

causes, including legislation, is quite expensive. The purpose of frameworks policy when making the 
restructuration can be "non-conflict dismissal”. For optimal routing costs arising in this case, we recommend 
the following controlling instruments: SWOT analysis and budgeting. SWOT analysis enables the 
exploration of alternatives for redundant, understanding the implications for enterprise to accept each of 
these alternatives and policy basis for administrative decisions within frameworks relating to reorganization. 

The budget for workers disposal it is planed starting from assigned tasks and may include such types 
of resources as: compensation for redundant workers (including over the set of laws); costs for recycling and 
improving the skills of both redundant and collaborators who remain in the organization; spendings on 
employment assistance, etc. redundant workers. In case of alternative methods may be assessed costs of 
working for regime change, early retirement program, etc.. 

5. Administrative management.  
As main tasks that stand today before the departments of human resource management, we 

delimitate: evidence frameworks, determining current and future needs of staff, directing processes involving 
personnel (labor market study and analysis, selection, adaptation staff orientation vocational training and 
selection, directing staff turnover) staff development and boost productivity at work, organizing activities for 
workers (staff allocation, certification, control over working conditions, labor organization), organization and 
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personnel training, establishing and maintaining contacts with representatives (unions etc.) to prevent 
conflicts, studying collective social processes, improving human resources department activity. Often some 
of the functions of these departments in enterprises are distributed among human resources department and 
line managers. Thus, the distribution costs for carrying out these functions depends on the nature of the 
enterprise. As instruments of planning costs for maintenance management services staff recommend the use 
of budgeting and benchmarking. 

Personnel management services budgets usually consist of two parts - the budget to pay contributors 
services (formed by the “zero” budget method) and budgets for special projects in the area of personnel 
management, for example, programs to increase loyalty, organization of corporate holidays etc.. Making 
benchmarking costs for administrative management (maintenance of personal service) allows the analysis of 
sub-optimal data structure, comparing the costs for certain projects in the area of personnel management. 

4. The efficiency of staff expenditure,  in this work, is designed as a degree of achieving the objectives 
and tasks for which such expenditure was incurred.  

In our opinion, the main value of the use of the indicators’ system  in the area of personnel 
management is that it can become a effective tool to achieve the objectives and tasks set by the enterprise. In 
the present work we formulate requirements, which must correspond to such an indicators system. It should 
allow: 

• clear formulation of objectives and their quantitative expression, 
• vertical transmission management objectives at all levels, 
• making monitoring and measuring results (estimation of achieving the objectives); 
• situation  diagnostic requiring government involvement; 
• timely correction of objectives if necessary, thereby improving the quality of planning; 
• delegation of powers; 
• objects comparison between them: business, subdivision, 
• assessing the management and efficiency of subdivisions (including personnel management 

services). 
To be note that in literature there is some imprecision in terminology - often terms like "economic 

efficiency of labor", "effective management of personnel", "effectiveness of the staff" are used as synonyms. 
In our view, the distinction between these terms is the following.  

Economic efficiency of labor (as: the analysis of labor productivity, efficiency in use of working 
time, use of personnel, training and fund the use labor remuneration and social payments) it  is devoted to 
labor economics department, called analysis and modeling work indicators. 

Analysis of labor indicators, from our point of view, is the controlling system core of 
company’s staff. 

Generally, the efficiency indicator in personnel management should indicate the degree of policy 
objectives frames. Currently there are a lot of different concepts of defining efficiency in personnel 
management. More frequently the examined companies used the following concepts: assessment by 
expertise, efficiency assessment of human resource investments (ROI), benchmarking method, GEK's Fillips 
and Daiva Ulrih methods, "Best practices",  strategic concepts and configuration. In Romania the companies’ 
leaders are  approaching the idea of measurement and assessment of efficiency in personnel management, 
but have already emerged some original attitudes in this problem. 

Analysis of efficiency concept in managing personal estimate, made in this work, allowed us to 
develop a synthetic method that takes into account of each of these concepts and allowing the system to use 
certain indicators that can evaluate personal expenditure efficiency view of the objectives that must be 
attained by personnel management. 

5. The proposed method, which allows fuller realization of the tasks of personnel management system 
using indicators’ system, is a synthesis of technology and controlling instruments.  

The essence of the method data consistent in motion from formalize the company's strategic 
objectives to the objectives and tasks service management staff and based on them - to develop concrete 
indicators to measure the achievement of these tasks. Starting from the obtained indicators’ system, 
calculation and evaluation, it is developed the program of measures to achieve planned results within the 
sphere of personnel management. 

Based on the proposed concept on the definition of efficiency of the staff, still be pursued indicators, 
by which effectiveness will be analyzed and assessed.  

The expenditure efficiency indicators list proposed in the paper contains over 50 positions. As not all 
indicators can be set and checked on the people who take such decisions, we considered most important only 
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15 of them, with which it is estimated management personnel state and activity of business management. 
Indicators are properly played to the following principles: 

 - they must reflect the priority tasks of business service management personnel 
  - among them must appear  natural indicators and  also values  
 - in their number must be included indicators used in international practice (for comparison with 

international experience). 
To note that the difference of principle between the staff indicators and indicators of their 

effectiveness is that  the first characterized the volume of expenditure in absolute terms or relative, and  the 
other ones - allow assessment of the degree of achieving the objectives of personnel management policy by 
comparing the actual values of indicators with planned ones.  

The  given indicators’ system, his training and methodology for calculating indicators can be used as 
a basis for each business by its own system, that is adapted to its particularities, but whatever they aimed, to 
be oriented on efficiency insurance in personnel management staff by making personnel expenditure. 

The indicators developed and training methodology were confirmed by a survey of respondents in 
order to investigate the possibilities of application in practice, and detection areas of concern in the 
implementation methodology and ways of their liquidation. The indicators proposed change testing 
companies in Romania, where it shows comfort in application and contribute to the improvement of 
efficiency in personnel management expenditure. 
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Abstract:   Quality has now become a strategic element of the overall management of the business because it 
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Quality control is a major factor market through client has the right to choose what best fits his needs and his 

expectations.  
Quality management system can help organizations increase their customer satisfaction.  The client is what 

determines product acceptability.  As needs and customer expectations are not fixed due to competitive pressure and 
technical progress, organizations are encouraged to continually improve product quality and processes. 
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1. Introduction  
Quality has now become a strategic element of the overall management of the business because it 

causes the highest degree of competitiveness of products and services domestically and internationally.  
Quality control is a major factor market through client has the right to choose what best fits his needs 

and his expectations.  
 Within the European Union there is a vast campaign to form a "European quality culture" through:  

• achievement of a common infrastructure quality  
• dissemination of large amounts of information in order to brace single European market;  
• Europeanization of business by promoting a European policy of quality.  Businesses 

operating within a national framework, but harmonized with European standards. 
• need for a strategic vision of quality in all countries.  
 

2. System of Total Quality management 
In a global economy, quality is a key to competitiveness of European companies. And market 

competitiveness rests on three basic pillars: quality goods and services, price and delivery.  It thus promotes, 
ideas and systems that enable companies to improve the quality of their products and services while reducing 
costs and concerns.  

Most buyers require from their suppliers not only an appropriate quality for their needs but also 
ensuring that quality remains long term.  To provide this security, providers are required to demonstrate that 
working internationally recognized systems of management and quality assurance.  

Quality management system can help organizations increase their customer satisfaction.  The client 
is what determines product acceptability.  As needs and customer expectations are not fixed due to 
competitive pressure and technical progress, organizations are encouraged to continually improve product 
quality and processes. 

Quality management system encourages organizations to analyze customer requirements, determine 
the processes that contribute to a product acceptability to consumers and to control these processes.  Quality 
management system creates the necessary framework for continuous improvement that allows increased 
likelihood of customer satisfaction. Quality Management System, its content, provide organizations and their 
customers confidence in the ability to deliver products that fully satisfy the quality requirements. 

 
3. Importance quality management in terms of European Quality Standrads 

International standards ISO 9000:2000 family of quality have been developed to assist organizations, 
regardless of their type and size, to implement and enforce an effective quality management system. 
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International Standard ISO 22000 takes into account only concerns of food safety issues but also 
integrating the organization to other aspects of the management system elements, such as quality in general 
and / or environmental protection. 

Organizations wishing to take into account such matters may do so by implementing international 
standard ISO 22000 with EN ISO 9001:2001 and / or EN ISO 14001:2005. 

Both ISO 9001 and TQM are suitable to achieve an organization's quality expectations, but are 
different in terms of systematic approach applied in order to maintain the system and achieve continuous 
improvement.  Total quality management, as its name says, is not only dedicated to the production process, 
but also to other parts of the organization. 

Total quality management approach is education system oriented, linking the company to meet 
customer needs, improve product quality and organization. Integration of management systems and 
environmental quality ISO 9001, ISO 14001, ISO 17025 and GMP best practices / GLP / GCP with TQM 
will lead to an organization capable of achieving a high level of customer satisfaction and company 
personnel.  Companies should seek a spirit of initiative and creativity, organizational responsibility and 
involvement of staff.  To achieve long-term customer satisfaction is important to focus on continuous 
improvement and specific, as a function of customer needs. To achieve the objectives of total quality 
management is important for an organization to create a quality philosophy, the principles of fundamental 
self-reflection and self-examination, continuous training and collaboration with the team that are important 
to attain total quality management.  Basic criteria such as customer orientation, leadership involvement, 
skills development, long-term perspective, process orientation, social responsibility and partnership 
management by facts  should be well-known and implemented total quality system. 

The ISO 9004 on quality management is a quality loop comprising eleven activities relating directly 
and indirectly to quality.  The first one is studying business marketing market quality requirements. 

In any organization, top management is responsible for organization efficiency and quality of 
products and services they perform. 

 The success of the company in achieving quality depends on the ability of managers to develop 
human relationships, to recognize and evaluate each individual characteristics and talents, to give each 
person the opportunity to achieve their maximum potential. 

Starting from the idea that living organizations, managers have reached the conclusion that human 
resources are the soul of an organization. Thus, in various management theories, TQM philosophy of 
management practices that focuses on human resources firm reliance on the work, i.e. those based just on 
providing quality prestige. 

In all spheres of activity, the human aspect of TQM is integrated with other aspects of quality.  This 
vision can be considered as the foundation of other activities, because the human element is omnipresent. 

Thus, the extensive changes that trigger a quality management system is primarily aimed at the 
human factor, in terms of quality of treatment not only of a technical problem, but of a comprehensive 
approach in which the human factor is generating value, and the five functions H. Fayolle manager's 
proposed new values acquired in the context of their integration into working for quality. 

Statistical data on the perception of quality presented in order of importance, ways to increase 
training quality and how quality culture, on top of being in staff training (76%), process control (45%) and 
changing the mentality at company level (41%). 

Changing to a culture of quality should be generated by managers.  When a company aims to orient 
their quality culture major changes are involved.  The same happens automatically and the value system of 
human resources.  Any experienced manager knows that to be successful, developing and training its 
employees is the key. 

In a number of organizations, the responsibility for coordinating all quality management activities 
are entrusted to "CPU" at senior management level (quality manager).  This "unit" is intended to support 
management and policy makers in developing quality departments, providing also the necessary technical 
support for activities related to quality in all departments. Some organizations consolidate, in this unit, the 
assurance activities quality, but certainly it is the case of large organizations, the small ones might wrongly 
believe unjustified the cost of hiring on full-time basis a quality manager.  In many organizations (such as the 
Japanese ones), the manager himself is responsible for quality assurance. 

If a company has several production lines, one may be a quality service for each of these lines. In the 
case of different processes can also be set up as separate services.  An organization that adopts structure 
projects can have a quality service for each project. 
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According to some authors, decentralized organizational structure most suited to the requirements of 
a quality approach, because these benefits require adoption of such organizational structures. The people are 
directly involved in current activities, decisions and actions relating to quality can be well founded and 
necessary measures to solve problems identified can be taken with greater efficiency.  Decentralization has, 
however, the drawback that requires great efforts to integrate and coordinate activities relating to quality, but 
these can be achieved by setting up teams of quality control processes, quality improvement teams, kaizen 
teams, quality circles - in a word, communication and teamwork. 

Decentralized vision would best serve a matrix structure.  Matrix structure creates, however, a two-
headed structure, and a quality management system (QMS) with the quality manager is responsible to the 
general manager.  However, there are notable advantages of such a structure:  

- They added a more horizontal coordination of what is possible in a functional structure, thus 
increasing the chances of success of a QMS viewed as a trans-functional "macro-process”;  

- they Promote teamwork and thus allow the distribution and redistribution of personnel, 
equipment and systems effectively, depending on the situation.  For these, there are required, 
however, extensive modifications of the organizational culture which favor increased 
collaboration and communication needs. 

The foregoing emphasizes the importance of human resource functions in implementing a quality 
management system.  In a decentralized vision of quality, there are two types of organizational structures. 

First, taking the form of a centralized human resources department into a functional representation, 
the quality department can find the place on the same hierarchical level manager (director) human resources, 
which implies a working relationship / relationships with and subordination to all departments in the field of 
human resources manager. 

In the second variant, where large companies such as holding companies or corporations, the human 
resources function is decentralized, each unit manages its own human resources activities are closely 
correlated with the quality requirements. Working in the human resources functions have specific duties and 
responsibilities of this function, perfectly adjusted to the required quality standards in force in relation to: 
recruitment and selection, hiring, training and professional development, career development, assessment 
and reward. 

Among these activities, the units remain responsible for recruitment, selection, hiring, remuneration 
and training, and the corporation establishes benefit plans or profit distribution.  Bringing responsibilities of 
the unit and their managers can provide decision-related specific objectives of the unit. 

Choice between a vision of a decentralized and centralized on quality is influenced by several 
factors, such as social objectives, company structure, dispersal units in terms of geographic size of the firm. 
A simplified organizational structure, flattened and flexible, can lead to better information and awareness 
and rapid quality objectives pursued, while for multi-level hierarchical organizational structures, the same 
objectives requires time and effort. 

Continuing to consider only the quality of technical problems, managers are faced with a dilemma: 
both non-quality costs and quality. They discover just how important quality when hit by a general problem, 
in fact, non-quality. 

The necessity of change in mentality and the adoption of appropriate strategies for culture change 
must be identified by content elements of structure quality, sound quality intended, expressed by quality 
indicators. 

TQM strategy focuses on improving the company's competitive advantage by improving the 
customer perception and attractiveness of products and services.The Japanese call it "quality that fascinates" 
that represents a paradigm that makes the whole culture of the organization. 

Fully satisfying customers is the permanent goal of the organization and an integrant part of 
everyday work of all employees. Strategy development and customer desires are inseparable. Total quality is 
the only constant in a dynamic business environment, it is a way of life. 

SME counseling project is to improve social skills of managers of SMEs, thus promoting the 
implementation of TQM principles to improve performance. In addition to quality management systems, 
already used by many SMEs, it is possible to improve further sustainable, by applying total quality 
management (TQM). 

TQM criteria provide practical and useful questions, which require organizations to put their 
important questions and seek a new level of excellence. Quality assurance that such an operation does not 
affect quality, whether it is done by a company or a nonprofit organization.  Attitude is what people put 
things in motion. Changing attitudes is a difficult task. The only way to achieve this is through knowledge 
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and training established practice. To make an organization realize the impact it has on direct customers and 
its dependence on customers in the company chain relationships with suppliers, sponsors customers and 
society. The starting point for achieving success in this respect is to develop a common vision on the 
combined role of Quality Assurance and Total Quality Management. 

At EU level, continuous training is held to promote the development of key concepts of knowledge-
based economy.  As it is apparent from feedback received by the Commission during an extensive 
consultation process undertaken to adopt Communication "Making a European Area of Lifelong Learning a 
Reality 'approaches to continuous professional training at national level are very different.  Thus, most 
Member States consider the guidance and counseling a priority. 

At company level, access to continuous training activities are still restricted to those who are self-
motivated (which already have a fairly high skill level).  In addition, regardless of the training offers 
available, the employees of SMEs rarely involve in the professional training process, for several key reasons:  

• employers are not aware of the competitive advantages offered retraining and motivating 
employees (usually considers that the existing skills that their employees possess sufficient, even if 
there is an incompatibility between the gap of skills and qualifications available on the market and 
versatility required small business)  

• scarcity of resources (human and financial) available, combined with lack of incentives / 
internal constraints (such as those promoted by trade unions, large enterprises).  
Even when a decision is made to ensure training, relatively few SMEs are interested in assessing 

actual skills and training needs of their employees.Choosing appropriate methods of training (internal 
courses, external courses, training "at work, conferences, workshops, job rotation, quality circles, auto-
didactics) is based on" fashion "and external trends.Therefore, managers of SMEs must have the social skills 
necessary to meet the needs of employees. 

 
4. Conclusions 

The main challenge for Romania is to identify key factors for establishing an environment where 
entrepreneurship and business activities can develop.  It will take policy measures to stimulate 
entrepreneurship both in the market "unique" and the domestic market through an appropriate approach to 
increase the number of entrepreneurs and the development of a large number of companies. 

In Romania, the risks associated with entrepreneurship are not adequately balanced by the prospect 
of rewards, requiring a reassessment of the balance of risks and benefits associated with entrepreneurship. 
Entrepreneurs should be supported in developing skills necessary to adapt the business continuing dynamic 
economic environment. Sharing experience and work in associations and networks can help entrepreneurs 
find ideas and guidance, access to technology and information and identify partners. Encourage the creation 
of networks may also be particularly effective in supporting certain sectors or groups of entrepreneurs, and 
minorities ethnic, and other industrial concentrations. 

Finally, TQM is a management strategy in a changing environment of constant challenges.  It is a 
strategy focused on cultural development organization in which employees are able to meet these challenges 
and to determine whether the change.  
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Abstract: Over time, researchers have proposed approaches and models of decision making in an uncertain 
world, but none of them knew the success enjoyed by the mathematical theory of probabilities. The concept of random 
evolution can be traced for the first time in ancient Greece, but the formal terms and numerical computing probabilities 
occurred in the eighteenth century, in the context of gaming. Since then, probability theory has developed into an 
independent discipline, which has become essential for all scientific disciplines, including financial and risk 
management theory. 
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In 1921 Frank Knight, one of his works, is the first time difference between the concept of risk and 
uncertainty. While the term risk cover only cases that are likely to be measured, the period of uncertainty is 
associated only cases unquantifiable. Can quantify the cases described by the concept of risk is related to the 
use of probabilities or chances of occurrence of different events, while uncertainty refers only to situations 
where one knows what decisions nor lead to rigorous likelihood different outcomes. The worst forms of 
uncertainty are the results arising from the events which were not even considered. 

Researchers have proposed approaches and models of decision making in an uncertain world, but 
none of them knew the success enjoyed by the mathematical theory of probabilities. 

Objective probabilities, called random statistical probabilities, founded on the notion of their 
relative frequency obtained from repeated experiments (such as throwing a dice or a coin). 

Subjective probabilities, also called personal or epistemic, measured "degree of confidence", which 
should not be based on statistical phenomena such as repeatedly throwing a dice. 

Subjective probability theory probability concept extends to a wider set of applications, most of them 
were found in risk management. 

Understanding the potential risk of an actual result to be different than expected, financial theory 
believes that traders are willing to take risks in hopes of obtaining a ransom, contained in earnings. But there 
are situations where the assumption of risk brings with it and can not obtain the rewards. 

From this perspective can be identified two types of risk: 
• Economic risks that it assumes as they incorporate the possibility of obtaining a reward (arise from 

investment decisions, gambling or speculative stock) 
• Risks not bring with them the prospect of obtaining a profit, but only that of a loss (in this category are 

those risks for which we do not compensate anyone bear - "chance" to have an accident, being robbed or 
a fire, they are called "pure risks"). 

Degree of risk is the extent to which outcome is uncertain, unreliable. Reaching us at the two 
extremes, if the result of an action would be absolutely safe, taking action would mean taking a risk neutral. 
If, however, the result of actions would be highly uncertain (eg, the result of investment could lead to 
bankruptcy of the organization or its rapid enrichment), then action would be extremely risky. 

From an economic perspective, the risk should be assessed at some point in time, usually currently 
considering what might happen in the future. In economic language, risk analysis is rather ex-ante (before), 
only ex post (after) the completion of certain actions. 

The risk means the probability of facing an unforeseen situation or to bear a loss. 
In adopting the best attitude towards risk, objective analysis is required in terms of achieving change 

and allocation of specific risk level, ie Managing risk. 
The risk assessment values record the following risk categories: negligible risk, minor risk, 

environmental risk, the major risk and disaster. 
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Attitude toward risk concept is closely related to and explained the concept of utility. The 
importance of utility in classical economics, stemming from attempt to define the value of the goods and to 
distinguish between value and price of the commodity market. 

Utility function U (X) is a complete representation of individual preferences, all decisions can be 
fully delegated to another party acting under the principle of utility maximization. This representation is 
fundamental to modern financial approaches, including risk management - given that the outcome of any risk 
management decisions have regard, on the one hand, risks that the decision-maker decides to bear and the 
other side, exposures will be subject to coverage. 

Depending on the form they take the utility function from one individual to another, one can 
distinguish three types of attitudes toward risk: 
• Acceptance of  risk; 
• Neutrality towards risk; 
• Risk aversion. 

Depending on the attitude towards risk, a person is willing or not to accept the games fair, favorable 
or unfavorable. 

Acceptance of risk. If this type of attitude towards risk, total utility curve is convex to the origin, 
suggesting an increasing marginal utility (Figure 1). Increase in utility experienced by such a person as a 
result of increasing the wealth with 100 u.m., is greater than the loss in utility that would support a reduction 
in wealth due to 100 u.m. In terms of a decision to change the strategy, she feels regret that due to loss of 
money (100 u.m.), is lower than the satisfaction of winning a sum of money of equal value. 

 
 
 

 
 

U (X) is the utility associated with initial wealth X, U (X) + 100 is useful when assets increase by 
100 units and U (X) -100 useful means for reducing property with 100 units. 

 
 
 

 
Returning to the three types of games, we can say that a person willing to accept even a risk of 

unfavorable game. Therefore, if this person will have to choose between an investment with a certain income 

Utility 

wealth 

Figure 1: Utility curve for risk acceptance attitudes 
 

Utility 

wealth 

Figure 2: Utility curve for a neutral attitude toward risk 
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(ie risk neutral) and one with uncertain income (ie risky), but the same amount, he will choose the one that 
has uncertain outcome, and simply because it considers that, firstly, to an investment is its risk. 

Neutrality towards risk. Utility curve for that person may be drawn to bisect the two axes, abscissa 
and ordinate, in these circumstances the marginal utility is constant: increasing utility as a result of additional 
earnings 100 u.m. to the present wealth is the same utility loss that occurs when assets decline with 100 u.m. 
(Figure 2). In other words, this person felt regret for the loss of money is equal to the satisfaction of earning 
money the same size. Referring to the example of three games, a person indifferent to the risk it will accept a 
fair game, but not a bad game. 

Risk aversion. Risk aversion implies a law of decreasing marginal utility, the utility curve is concave 
in this case to the origin (Figure 3). As a result, enhancing the usefulness of the resulting increase in current 
assets 100 u.m. is less than the reduction in utility would be determined by decreasing the wealth with 100 
u.m. In other words, regret the loss suffered by a sum of money is greater than the satisfaction of a money 
prize of equal value. 

 
 
 

 
 
 
If those three games, a person with risk aversion will not hire only one with good prospects, and this 

because, in making investment decision, it will balance the gain brought change to the risk that has to and 
assume for obtaining gain, the first being, but the scale always faces the risk hosting. Thus, if this person is 
faced with an option to change the original state or not, she will choose the one that has the lowest risk. 

As a result, a person with risk aversion will require a greater gain when they assume a higher risk. 
To prove this, consider that the situation is an investor with risk aversion, which wants to exploit 

some money available for it with two possibilities: 
• Creating a bank deposit account, with an annual interest rate of 12.5%; 
• Investing that sum in a deal that promises an annual rate of return of 30%, where the economy is in a 

state of expansion, and 5% if the economy is facing recession. 
 
Both investments offer the same amount of gain, 12.5%, the only difference that the first investment 

we are making sure to win, while the gain of the second investment is expected one        (30% × 0 5 + (-5%) 
x 0, 5 = 12.5%. This investor chooses, certainly, given his aversion to risk, the first alternative. It gives the 
same gain in the second, but by assuming no risk (creating bank deposits to the amount guaranteed by law is 
considered to be zero). However, with a large enough reward, reflected in a higher rate of expected earnings, 
investors' risk aversion is willing to accept uncertainty certitudinii.Această instead reward for accepting 
uncertainty is called risk premium. 

Relationship between perceived risk and the gain on this organization and it envisaged to be 
obtained, called gaining acceptance, is shown in Figure 4. 

The graph is observed that the perceived risk is directly proportional to the risk premium, ie as a 
change in perceived risk is greater, the greater will be the risk premium and thus reward the organization 
requires to involved in the change. 

Minimum acceptable gain is given by the one you make a change without risk, that is to say with 
certainty guaranteeing the future cash flows. 

Utility 

wealth 

Figure 3: Utility curve for risk-averse attitude 
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The assumption underlying economic and financial theory is that organizations that are not based on 

change are characterized by risk aversion and that what differentiates them from this perspective, is the 
degree of risk aversion. The degree of risk aversion varies from one entity to another, from one manager to 
another, as a function of age, personality, financial circumstances, economic circumstances. 

Trying to determine the applicability of the concept of risk aversion in the current business practice, 
a number of researchers have come, however, the results cast some doubt on the fundamental assumption 
that financial theory is founded. 

Thus, Swalm (R Swalm, 1966), trace utility functions for a total of 100 American managers, some of 
them employees of the same company, but on different hierarchical levels. 

March and Shapira (J. March, Z. Shapira, 1987) investigates how managers define risk and react in 
terms of risk, their conclusion being that they fall outside the norms of the decision theory, but that how they 
perceive risk is described by classical theoretical concepts about risk. 

In most cases, the estimated probability of managers are treated with suspicion and are subject to 
post-decision and evaluation and risk taking are replaced by alternatives that can be managed to achieve the 
objectives. 

Although managers vary in the degree of risk aversion, these variations are influenced by negative 
selection processes that reduce the heterogeneity among managers and encourages them to believe in the 
ability to control the opportunities available, control systems and organizational incentives that drive the 
risk-taking behavior to a significant extent, and changes in demand for risk-taking products in the context in 
which decisions occur. All these circumstances are incorporated into a management system which has the 
center values the importance of risk and risk-taking behavior for a managerial position. 

Risk analysis. Risk management covers a wide range of activities, rigorously defined and organized, 
which, starting from the conditions of existence and the fundamental objectives of the institution, analyzing 
risk factors in a changing conception of the initial state assumed to minimize risk and costs necessary. 

The literature mentions several established methods of which may be mentioned: the method of 
functional interdependencies and risk matrix method. 

Functional interdependence method can be applied to highlight pleacând controllable factors 
(organizational structure and personnel strategy followed the procedures) and the uncontrollable (system 
errors, outdated information, bad management decisions, etc.). The method emphasizes hierarchical 
interdependence of positive developments in relations or type-logical-or-and logic-allowing classification of 
risk components, measures and countermeasures. 

Matrix method main components of risk are: the protected area, the likely threats and risk level 
(Figure 5). 

To build the matrix of risk is determined and the protected areas in particular areas of activity of 
organization, operating in niche market and wishes to protect, to quantify the consequences for actions of 
competition and calculate the risk taken quantified by summing weighted values. 
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Figure 5: Matrix elements of risk 
 
 
 

 
  
 

 
Applying the risk matrix for each change within an organization lead to values for the risk taken, 

which compares with the concept of risk attitude (acceptable selective attitude, unacceptable), determined 
either tolerance selective measures to prevent and mitigate effects or neacceptabilitatea, insurance measures 
in case of risk materialization maximum. 

Requires knowledge of company objectives and multiple risk-taking. 
Risk management process includes three phases: 

- Risk Identification (is done by completing checklists, organizing meetings of hazard identification and 
analysis of archived documents) 

- Risk analysis (using methods such as determining the expected value, simulation, decision trees); 
- Reaction to risk (including measures and actions to reduce, eliminate or risk sharing). 

 
Thus, in an article Ghosh (S. Ghosh, 1997) distinguishes four types of risks associated with 

international business. 
The first category includes the so-called economic macro-risks, which are normally beyond the 

company's ability to influence them, and are country-specific or regional, or some of them global. They 
include events such as wars and national disasters, but also changes in the exogenous market forces (changes 
in exchange rates, labor costs or prices of goods). 

The second category consists of economic policy risks stemming from uncertainty about future 
actions of the governments of host countries of origin or companies. These risks include possible changes in 
the tax laws, foreign direct investment control or input or output to / from a country's performance 
requirements and antitrust law. 

The third category of risks identified by risk Ghosh is called a competitive nature, driven by 
uncertainties associated reactions of competitors to develop and implement business strategy. 

The fourth category of risk includes the risk of resources or access to resources faced by global 
corporations. They consider the risks arising from adopting a business strategy that requires resources that 
the company does not have, you can not get, or which can save them. One of the rare resources of this kind is 
regarded as managerial talent, but risks can be generated resources and lack of appropriate technology or 
capital. 

 
Conclusions 
Given the multiple risks faced by organizations, managers of organizations are obliged to do in times 

of complex economic and financial analysis to predict what impact different types of risk to organizations to 
limit possible losses to a minimum HR material, financial and informational. 
In this context it is noted that some risks are specific to all companies, while others are characteristic only of 
those engaged in activities that create added value located abroad, and some are specific to a particular 
company. 

These risks have to: political risks, risks associated with access to such resources and cultural risks 
(eg, related to attitudes toward work and authority, honoring contracts, etc.). 

Effect trans-nationalization risks creating value-added activities of a company depends primarily on 
the types of risk considered, but the main decision makers of the firm's attitude towards risk taking. For 
example, risks associated with international commitments of corporate markets inefficiencies in order to 
achieve economies of the central coordination of all activities can act as an incentive for making investments 
abroad, and not as a hindrance to them. Furthermore, foreign transactions, particularly foreign direct 
investment and bring with them new risks (eg, the possibility of expropriation of assets of the company in a 
host country). 

An increase in these risks, or even change business perceptions about the magnitude of these risks 
can lead to preferring a presence in a foreign market by establishing joint ventures or various forms of 
collaborative alliances, allowing risk sharing, especially those financial nature. 

 

Protected 
area 

Threats Risk level 
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 Abstract: Risk management is more than a practical analytical technique, including values and ideals also 

significant, not less able and responsibility accounting. Cindynique analysis, technical traditional territory of risk 
management was considered a form of control by larger accounting. 
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Every business and every person faces risks every day because people with different attitudes toward 

risk, some will bet their money in a casino, while others will hide under the mattress. Aversion to risk a 
person is the key to the extent that they attempt to control the risks. 

Traditionally, in a particular field (health and safety), risk equals hazard and dangers, Other 
(Finance), is the problem of volatility in the revenue estimates, both positive and negative. 

Alarm system management and operating management outline the steps to be followed when 
conditions are abnormal. 

Alarm system management procedures established safety margins to address operations, allowing 
intervention before recording conditions are more dangerous. 

Operational management procedures detailing the responsibilities of emergency when the safety 
margins have been abused or seriously endangered. Both types of security procedures are based on the 
project management system, the security analysis, the hazard analysis, the process flow diagrams and 
vulnerability studies. 

A series of disasters have led to the concept of major technological risk "and all the science and 
techniques to study the risks (natural and technological) and their prevention - cindynique. 

Cindynique term (same word used both as singular and plural, from the Greek kindunos - threats) 
and the theory and methodology is expressing understandable concern in a holistic approach to endogenous 
and exogenous risks within a system and its born at the International Colloquium on Risk, organized by 
UNESCO between 7 and 8 December 1987 and ACADI (Association of Governing Frameworks for social 
and economic progress in the industry). 

The main terms used in science and techniques to study the hazards are: 
-   The danger is that of a system they are meeting all factors that could potentially lead to the 

achievement of an accident; 
-   Risk – measure the level of danger - is based on probability and potential consequences of an accident 

(severity) thereof; 
-   Gravity – as potential consequences of an accident; 
-   Likelihood – estimates of accident potential due to multiple overlapping failures or failures; 
-   Security, the technical level, is no threat, and the plan rules, is protection against random-chance 

evenimenteelor (calamity, natural disasters), providing people and property affected by these events, 
all measures be taken to avoid accidents and minimize effects, measures of public order and protection 
against evil fraction. 

Post-accident and post-disaster allowed first identify a set of ten general causes of danger or risk 
called " cindynogen systematic deficiencies " grouped in (Holmberg, E. J., 2003): 

•   cultural deficiencies: infallibility, simplicity, nombrilism, absence of communication; 
•   organizational deficiencies: name the productivist criteria for safety and security issues, diluting 

responsibilities; 
•   managerial deficiencies: lack of experience calling the lack of written procedures drawn from 

cindynique, lack of trained staff based on cindynique, lack of crisis preparedness. 
Confirming widespread interest and research needs for hazard and risk concepts have marked the 

evolution of three cindynique generations: 
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 ;first generation CINDY1G major technological risk (1987-1994) ـ
 ;Second Generation CINDY2G major psychological risk (1994-2001) ـ
 .Third Generation Collective Threat CINDY3G major (after the terrorist acts of September 2001) ـ

Cindynique research focuses on this point, the three main directions of research in the following 
areas: 

•  connected with the field of phenomenology cindinice surprise of disasters that might occur due to the 
latent threat of imminent or foreseeable; 

•  field of epistemology cindinice up on practical applications of systems science; 
•  cindynique psychosociological area receiving a vision focused on both technology and the psychology, 

so one of the research in conjunction with CINDY2G CINDY1G. 
In the first decade (1987-1997) which marked progress has been made already cindyniques a list of 

findings: 
a.  Identify collective repression against phenomenology cindynic danger in the center and the most 

common catastrophic events whose paradigm is the Titanic disaster; 
b.  Identifying whether the description of complex situations of risk and danger-cindynogenesis 

production mechanism; 
c.  Identify mechanisms generating violence through systemic family therapy, not only within families but 

in different groups of the social strata; 
d.  Identification of the loss of trust by public action - psychology post – Cernobâl. 

Seven general principles – axioms supporting urgency dissonance and deficits. 
The first principle – the axiom of relativity relates to the origin of the concept of situation that 

perception and hazard estimation by one person (the actor position) is bounded by the number of networks 
and their limitations considered, the actor's position in the network considered and chronological horizons. 

The second principle – the axiom conventionality established that measures of risk are contingent 
agreements between people (actors) and classical dimensions of risk (severity and probability) are the result 
of negotiations between experts and concerned parties. 

Three principle of the aims contradictory principle - the axiom states that the ultimate goals of 
teleology, of people (actors) are contradictory, organizing networks consisting of actors explicit and 
prioritize goals. 

Fourth principle, axiom ambiguity – determine perceptions and assumptions that are subject to 
ambiguity in order of danger: teleological, epistemic, statistics, ethics and axiology, consisting of attacking 
action to prevent these ambiguities. 

The fifth principle, axiom transformation – incidents, accidents and disasters are symptoms revealing 
the ambiguities. 

This principle underlies the concept of the effect of experience, study ambiguities accident while 
cutting a self-organization networks. 

The concept of effect of experience is inextricably linked to the requirement of systematic modeling 
and evaluation of knowledge related to the ignorance of complex systems engineering. 

The principle of the sixth-axiom crisis – defined as a disruption of network crisis actors. 
Finally, the seventh principle – the axiom or harm-ago-antagonistic, states that all interactions or 

interventions on a system comprising two components opposite effect: reducing the risk component 
(cindynalitics) and producing a risk component (cindynogenetics). 

In short, cindynique intervention is to establish the problem and its contours-definition cindynique 
situation, assess cindynics networks defined by the situation and update dissonances deficits and to develop 
measures to reduce risks. 

Defining cindynique situation relates to all networks of actors, the concept hyperspace, danger and 
all horizons (space and time) (Zecheru, I. I., 2004). 

Deficits are created by ambiguities and inconsistencies within hyperspace danger and dissonances 
are differences between different networks hyperspaces and differences between the spaces as they are, how 
they are perceived and / or as desired. 

According to the European Institute of Cindynique work on hazard-cindynogenesis genesis-formed 
concepts of deficits and dissonance. 

Systematic deficit cindynogen - DSC is the conceptualization and generalization lists of aggravating 
factors, or trigger disaster. 

The concept of dissonance states that between two networks of actors, each equipped with its own 
hyperspace can be found in equal measure, the dissonance that increase the propensity of torque generation 
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networks failures, incidents, accidents, disasters, apocalypse, so-called events unwanted-ENS (Non 
Evenements Souhaites). 

Given the representation space M, E, T, D, A on hyperspace danger that memory spaces epistemic, 
teleological, deontological and axiological potential can be expressed cindynique - P of two players network 
R1 and R2 as a function of systemic deficit cindynique - DSC and all the dissonance D between spaces M, E, 
T, D, A: 

( )12
21

2
1 ,, Λ= EEDSCEDSCPP , 

where: 
EDSCi – DSC whole network is 1 or 2 network; 

2∆E      – all dissonances between networks 1 and 2. 
 
With cyndinique, conceptualization and generalization triggers or aggravating lists of hazards 

requires the implementation of safety management system – combining SMS aging management with 
management of maintenance and management of earthquakes, given that Romania has a high potential 
seismic and damage that an earthquake could cause major facilities should be considered in conjunction with 
the aging process. 

Earthquake or earthquake is defined in American Heritage Dictionary as "a series of elastic waves in 
the earth's crust, caused by the sudden relaxation of tension along faults of tectonic or volcanic action, which 
shows movements of earth crust. 

Causes are not known with certainty produce earthquakes, but one thing is certain, namely that these 
movements have the effect of balancing or unbalancing forces produced collision system faults, fracture 
occurred as a result of massive conglomerate that by cooling led to the birth of continents. 

Following this massive mass segregation, which led to the evolution of the current positions of the 
continents on earth, there are tectonic faults that characterize the seismic zones of the earth 

Provocative movements of earthquakes are levied in the form of seismic waves that grow both 
horizontally and vertically and which are transmitted through the earth's crust at the point of imbalance in the 
faults, called the epicenter. 

Energy developed by the earthquake, called magnitude earthquakes classified by degree of severity, 
characterized by different criteria in their rating scales. These earthquakes severity rating scales determined 
by amplitude of movement, time to maximum amplitude and distance at which earthquakes occurred. 

Depending on the magnitude earthquakes produced, but the configuration faults, seismic zones are 
established for each location on the globe, which is set according to levels of seismicity, followed by 
construction projects. 

Figure 1: Seismic zoning of Romanian territory 

 
Seismic zoning of the territory of Romania, which is a country with high seismic potential of Europe, 

is shown in Figure 1 
Earthquake forces that acts on the building, known as inertia forces, which cause damage on them, 

are calculated with the formula known: 
 

Fi = ����·a, 
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where ���� is the mass construction, and a is acceleration, which is the average change of speed, 

measured in grams or 1.00 grams 980cm/sec2 (eg. 1cm/sec2 0.001g or is perceived by humans or 20cm 0.02g 
/ sec2 cause human disturbances and 0.50g is a very high value of the buildings may return if the period is 
short and if their weight or configuration are enough constructive depreciated. 

Waves generated by earthquakes can be quiet and long or short and steep. Size of a complete cycle, 
in seconds, is the inverse frequency and wave period (Kervern, G.Y., 1994). 

Since all objects, including buildings, own or have a fundamental natural period of vibration, when it 
superimposed vibration caused by earthquake, the resonance effect of catastrophic destruction. 

In this case, the height of building large facilities is particularly important, significant characteristic 
of typical vibrational modes (Fig. 2), but are specific vibrational modes of construction configurations, 
differing in various heights. 
 

Figure 2: Main modes of vibration of the building 
 

 
 
To these are added and vibration own soil, that is the nature of the location and composition of rocks. 
Ground effect is transmitted by lateral forces acting on the foundation construction and all the 

Foundation acts as a lateral force - seismic force, all causing an overturning moment, which must be 
balanced by embedding correct and proper depth of foundation construction. 

In drafting building large facilities should be considered the following principles: 
• selection operations or general performance level required for construction in seismic zone according 

to location; 
• establishing a list of components which is to be considered when evaluating seismic design; 
• inventory facility location nearby targets and evaluation of the effect of the potential for "dominoes"; 
• determine the risk of technical / technology for each component of the installation and overall risk, 

taking into account seismic risk; 
• setting priorities in case of events in line with the priority matrix; 
• selection procedures for quantitative analysis of the priority components; 
• making changes in the initial thinking of the project; 
• estimating costs; 
• estimate mitigation measures events, including earthquakes 

In accordance with the magnitude of possible earthquakes, according to zoning location, will 
consider the following specific criteria for design, with consideration of earthquake protection of building 
large facilities: 

1. Efficient energy absorption criterion foundations and reinforced concrete buildings; 
2. Correct evaluation criterion elasticity / flexibility metal construction - frame, trestles, stands, etc.. to 

reduce vibration and prolonged oscillations; 
3. Good criterion of the elements of architecture concepts to eliminate all possibilities of damage to 

structural elements of beauty; 
4. Good criterion enclosure movement to eliminate bottlenecks, for intervention. 
5. Repair criterion; 
6. Safe operating criterion - "Life Safety". 

In terms of earthquakes, seismic loads are a combination of the tasks of operating conditions, whose 
group is as follows: 

- L1 tasks during normal operation; 
- L2 additional tasks from the production of early operations; 
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- L3 additional tasks during specific conditions of an accident, resulting from the interpretation of these 
seismic loads as presented in table 1 (Zecheru, I. I., 2005), taking into account soil characteristics and 
structure of large facilities, including weight and rigidity, and distribution equipment the installation. 

 
Table 1: The combination of workload seismic 

Seismic category L1 L2 L3 SL-2a Security Limits 
1 �   � Under construction design codes for high-

risk conditions 
b � �  � Same as above 
b �  � � Same as above 

2 �   � Under construction design codes for high or 
low risk conditions c 

b � �  � Same as above 
b �  � � Same as above 

3 �   � Under construction design codes for different 
risk conditions (usually low) 

b � �  � Same as above 
b �  � � Same as above 

4 �   � Under construction design codes for 
conventional risk conditions 

a the SL-1 can be used the same combination of tasks other than SL-2, probabilistic considerations; 
b should be considered only if there are any causal dependencies coincidences SL-2 or high probability, 
c low safety limits can be considered if there is a probability or interaction can be demonstrated. 
 

Depending on the combinations are calculated and capacity building needs seismic earthquake, 
which should be evaluated for material foundations for structures, walls, slopes / retaining dikes and covered 
components, etc.. 

 
Conclusions 

Below is presented the following proposal for classification of large plant components in seismic 
categories: 

Category 1. Process systems: steam generating system and hot water primary heat exchange system, 
fuel injection systems, electrical power systems, instrumentation / control equipment, control room, 
monitoring system parameters, structures and buildings, bearing security systems, power systems and 
instrumentation; 

Category 2. Building turbine / turbines, exhaust chimneys, full ventilation system, means of access; 
Category 3. Seismic loads induced from: collapse, crash, dislocations, spatial response of structures 

and equipment (due: ruin, destruction schijelor products or equipment, pressure waves caused by rupture of 
pressure vessels, blocking cooling ducts and / or emergency, spills, fires , leakage of hazardous chemicals, 
etc.). 

Category 4. Buildings used oil from power systems, chemicals, etc. 
Category 5. Other than in category 4, such as fuel depots, workshops, buildings, restaurants, 

government buildings, etc. 
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Abstract: The continuous development of the economy has made it clear that the companies must use new 
management tools in order to have success. This paper presents a new tool that will help the managers to get a better 
understanding of their company and of the market. The balance scorecard is a strategy management tool that aids the 
managers to better set up their companies. The paper presents the concept of balance scorecard, the history of this 
idea, the four perspectives: innovation and learning, the consumer, the internal business process and the financial 
prospective. We also underline the nine steps that must be undertaken in order to have an effective implementation 
process of the balance scorecard.  

 
Key words: balance scorecard, managers, strategic tool, development, objectives 

 
JEL classification: M10, M19 

 
 

1. Introduction  
 The business world is changing continuously. The organizations and the markets alike are moving, 

developing, reaching new grounds at a extremely fast pace. The development of the information age and the 
shift that has that has occurred in the transition to the global market has forced the organizations to develop 
new strategies and tools in order to have a better understanding of the management process and of the ever-
changing business world. The 21st Century organizations and their managers have to understand the 
importance of developing these new measurement tools in order to evaluate their performances. This how 
ever rarely happens, because the top managers do not consider the measurement process as an essential tool 
in order to create a proper strategy.   

In order to survive in this new world of business, we have to consider the measurement process as an 
integral part of the management process. The balanced scorecard has been introduced for the first time in the 
February 1992 issue of the Harvard Business Review (Rigby, 2001).This new tool gives the managers a 
general framework that will transform the organizations objectives into a set of performance measures. The 
balance scorecard is a management system that will give the managers a push foreword in areas like Product, 
Market Development, and Consumer etc.  
 

2. What is the Balance Scorecard? 
 The balanced scorecard is a performance management tool for measuring whether the smaller-scale 

operational activities of a company are aligned with its larger-scale objectives in terms of vision and strategy. 
The balance scorecard focuses on several important elements: (1) the financial aspect; (2) the customer; (3) 
the internal process and (4) innovation and learning process. The name reflects the balance between short 
and long time objectives, between financial and non-financial measures, between lagging and leading 
indicators and between external and internal perspectives (Kaplan and Norton, 1996, p.viii) 

This new management tool is also being used to address business response to the economical climate 
change especially in the context of the fast developing global economy.  

The first balanced scorecard was created by Art Schneiderman (an independent consultant on the 
management of processes) in 1987 at Analog Devices, a mid-sized semiconductor company (Kaplan and 
Norton, 1993). Other early applications of the concept in various companies were conducted by Harvard 
professor Dr. Robert S. Kaplan and others in a Nolan-Norton Institute study group. In 1992, Kaplan and 
David P. Norton began reporting the findings of their initial balanced scorecard experience through a series 
of journal articles. In 1996, they published a seminal book The Balanced Scorecard, which continues to be a 
management bestseller. 
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While the term "balanced scorecard" was coined in the early 1990s, the background of this approach 
is fairly old, and includes the pioneering work of General Electric on performance measurement reporting in 
the 1950’s and the work of French process engineers (who created the tableau de bord – literally, a 
"dashboard" of performance measures) in the early part of the 20th century (Kaplan and Norton, 1992). 

The publication of this new concept has lead to the development and to the adaptation of this new 
concept at a wide spread level by companies, governments and non-profit organizations. Because of this 
popularity, the ideas have also become a fertile field of theory, research and consulting practice. In order to 
implement the balance scorecard it is necessary to go through for important processes or stages:  

• Translating the vision into operational goals; 
• Communicating the vision and link it to individual performance; 
• Business planning; index setting 
• Feedback and learning, and adjusting the strategy accordingly. 

The Balanced Scorecard is a framework, or what can be best characterized as a “strategic 
management system” that claims to incorporate all quantitative and abstract measures of true importance to 
the enterprise. Published books and articles referring to balanced scorecards confuse the design process 
elements and the balanced scorecard itself. In particular, it is common for people to refer to a “strategy map” 
as being a balanced scorecard (Kaplan and Norton, 1996). Although it helps focus managers' attention on 
strategic issues and the management of the implementation of strategy, it is important to remember that the 
balanced scorecard itself has no role in the formation of strategy. In fact, balanced scorecards can 
comfortably co-exist with strategic planning systems and other tools. 

 
3. The four perspectives of the balanced scorecard 

This new management tool points out the idea that we view the organization from four important 
perspectives, and to develop measurement techniques that collect data and analyze it in relation with each of 
these perspectives (Niven, 2006, Norton and Kaplan, 1996): 

a) The financial perspective - when building an effective balance scorecard the company should 
always take into consideration the financial objectives. The financial objectives serve as a focus 
point for all the objectives that are established for the other perspectives. Every measure that is 
selected to put into action should have cause-effect relationships that will culminate in financial 
success. The balance scorecard tells the story of the strategy employed by the company starting with 
the long term financial objectives and then linking them to a sequence of actions that must be taken. 
The financial objectives and measures must play a dual role: they define the financial performance 
expected from the strategy and they serve as the ultimate targets for the other perspectives. The 
financial perspective should take the following aspects into consideration: (1) linking the financial 
objectives to business unit strategies; (2) risk management; (3) revenue growth and mix; (4) cost 
reduction / production improvement and (5) investment strategy. 

b) The customer perspective - the companies identify the costumers and the market segments in 
which they have chosen to compete. The customer perspective enables the companies to align their 
customer measures – loyalty, satisfaction, retention, acquisition and profitability – to targeted 
consumers and market segments. The consumer perspective has five important customer core 
measures: (1) market share, (2) customer retention, (3) customer acquisition; (4) customer 
satisfaction and (5) customer profitability, which are presented in figure 1. The market share – 
reflects the proportion of business in a given market that a business unit sells to. The customer 
retention – it follows in absolute or relative terms the rate at which a business unit retains or 
maintains ongoing relationships with its customers. The customer acquisition – measures the rate in 
which a business attracts or wins new customers an businesses. The customer satisfaction – assess 
the satisfaction level of customers along specific performance criteria. The customer profitability – 
measures the net profit of a customer or of a segment after allowing the required expenses to support 
that customer or segment. 

c) The internal business process perspective – for this perspective, the managers are identifying the 
processes that are most critical for achieving customer and shareholder objectives. The companies 
are usually developing their objectives for this perspective after formulating the objectives for the 
previous presented perspectives. This sequence of events enables the companies to focus their 
internal business process metrics on those business processes that will deliver the objectives for 
customers and shareholders. An important part of the internal business process perspective is the 
internal business process value chain that is formed from three main processes: (1) innovation – 
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identify the customer needs, identify the market and create the product/service offering: (2) 
operations process – build the product/service and deliver the product/service and (3) postsale 
service process – service the customer.  

 
Figure 1: The consumer perspective – core measures 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Source: Kaplan R., Norton D., (1996) The Balanced scorecard – translating strategy into action 
President and Fellows Harvard College, pp. 68 

 
d) The innovation and learning perspective – it addresses key practices directed toward creating a 

high performance workplace and a learning organization. In a learning organization people at all 
levels, individually and collectively, are continually increasing their knowledge and capacity to 
produce the best practices and possible results. The perspective considers how the organizational 
culture, work environment, employee support climate, and systems enable and encourage employees 
to contribute effectively. Work environment and systems include work and job design, 
compensation, employee performance management, and recognition programs. Training is analyzed 
in how well it meets ongoing needs of employees and develops their leadership and knowledge 
sharing skills to improve efficiency and accommodate change. There is an emphasis on measuring 
results relating to employee well being, satisfaction, development, motivation, work system 
performance, and effectiveness. 

 
4. The main steps in implementing an effective business scorecard 

In order to have a successful implementation of the balanced scorecard, the company should follow 
several important steps (Rohm and Halbach, 2004) for achieving this goal. (1) Assessment of the company’s 
mission and values, challenges, and enablers. This first step also includes preparing a changed management 
plan for the organization, and conducting a focused communications workshop to identify key messages, 
media outlets, timing, and messengers. (2) The elements of the organization’s strategy, including strategic 
results, strategic themes, and strategic perspectives. These elements are developed by workshop participants 
that will focus attention on customer needs and the organization’s value proposition. (3) The strategic 
elements are developed in the fist two steps are decomposed into strategic objectives, which are the basic 
building blocks of strategy and define the organization's strategic intent. The objectives are first initiated and 
categorized on the strategic theme level, categorized by perspective, linked in cause-effect linkages (strategy 
maps) for each strategic theme, and then later merged together to produce one set of strategic objectives for 
the entire organization.  

(4) The cause and effect linkages between the enterprise-wide strategic objectives are formalized in 
an enterprise-wide strategy map (Bukh and Malmi, 2001). The previously constructed theme strategy maps 
are merged into an overall enterprise-wide strategy map that shows how the organization creates value for its 
customers and stakeholders. (5) Performance Measures are developed for each of the enterprise-wide 
strategic objectives. Leading and lagging measures are identified, expected targets and thresholds are 
established, and baseline and benchmarking data is developed. Good performances measures are:  

• Provide a way to see if our strategy is working;  
• Focus employees' attention on what matters most to success;  

Market 
share 

Customer 
Profitability  

Customer  
Satisfaction 

Customer  
Retention 

Customer  
Acquisition 
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• Allow measurement of accomplishments, not just of the work that is performed;  
• Provide a common language for communication;  
• Are explicitly defined in terms of owner, unit of measure, collection frequency, data quality, 

expected value (targets), and thresholds;  
• Are valid, to ensure measurement of the right things;  
• Are verifiable, to ensure data collection accuracy (Rohm, 2004). 

(6) The strategic initiatives are developed that support the strategic objectives. To build 
accountability throughout the organization, ownership of performance measures and strategic initiatives is 
assigned to the appropriate staff and documented in data definition tables. (7) Automation adds structure 
and discipline to implementing the Balanced Scorecard system, helps transform disparate corporate data into 
information and knowledge, and helps communicate performance information. In short, automation helps 
people make better decisions because it offers quick access to actual performance data. (8) The enterprise-
level scorecard is ‘cascaded’ down into business and support unit scorecards, meaning the organizational 
level scorecard (the first Tier) is translated into business unit or support unit scorecards (the second Tier) and 
then later to team and individual scorecards (the third Tier). Cascading translates high-level strategy into 
lower-level objectives, measures, and operational details. Cascading is the key to organization alignment 
around strategy. Team and individual scorecards link day-to-day work with department goals and corporate 
vision. Cascading is the key to organization alignment around strategy. Performance measures are developed 
for all objectives at all organization levels. As the scorecard management system is cascaded down through 
the organization, objectives become more operational and tactical, as do the performance measures. 
Accountability follows the objectives and measures, as ownership is defined at each level. An emphasis on 
results and the strategies needed to produce results is communicated throughout the organization. (9) The 
evaluation of the completed scorecard is done. During this evaluation, the organization tries to answer 
questions such as, ‘Are our strategies working?’, ‘Are we measuring the right things?’, ‘Has our environment 
changed?’ and ‘Are we budgeting our money strategically?’ 

Taking into consideration the four perspectives and the nine implementation steps we can say that 
the strategy is the foundation around which all other activities take place. You need a framework for 
integrating strategy into all parts of the organization. The Balanced Scorecards provide the framework by 
which an organization executes its strategy. The groundwork for building your balanced scorecard is to set 
the organization around a clear and concise strategy. Completing the strategic foundation is the most 
important step in designing the Balanced Scorecard. And this requires considerable effort before you can 
start to build the three primary components of the Balanced Scorecard: Measurements, Targets, and 
Programs. Measurements control the process through communication and learning. Targets are the specifics 
of the strategy. Finally, we must have major initiatives or programs to make all of this stuff happen. Once 
you have populated the scorecard with measurements, targets, and programs, then you have successfully 
translated your strategy into operating terms. This completes construction of an effective and successful 
Balanced Scorecard. 

 
5. Conclusions 

The development of the information and communication technology in the last decade of the 20th 
century and in the firs years of the 21st century as well as the development of the internet has created the 
perfect environment in developing long term relations with the customers. Taking all this into consideration 
it has become obvious that if the companies that want to survive and to further develop in this strong 
competitive world, must implement new measures and new tools that will accommodate the new challenges.  

 Such a new tool is the balanced scorecard. It is a measuring technique that will allow the companies 
and the managers alike to have a better understanding of the market and of it trends. The balanced scorecard 
is a strategy that concentrates on change and getting an organization to change is one of the most difficult 
things to do. When you can successfully get the organization to change, then you have removed one of the 
biggest obstacles to execution of your strategic plan. This is why balanced scorecards are so important – you 
must get your organization to change if you expect to execute your strategies. The Balanced Scorecard is the 
definitive management tool for making this happen (Evans, 2002).  

 The balanced scorecard is a technique that will help top and middle managers to establish better 
objectives and to follow the fulfillment of these objectives to the letter. This new management tool 
concentrates on four important perspectives: the financial aspect, the customer, innovation and learning and 
last but not least the internal business process. Today’s managers must understand that in the face of this 
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ever-changing global economy and fast growing competition they have to use every available tool at their 
disposal in order to succeed and one of those tools is the Balance Scorecard.  
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1. Introduction 

A typical merger integration process involves major decisions and significant change. One new 
approach that we are seeing start to take hold is to think about transforming support functions such as HR 
during the integration process – instead of waiting until after the organization is stable. This approach is 
driven partly by immediate integration needs, and partly by the increasingly strategic role that HR is 
expected to play in business today. For many organizations a merger may be the right moment for HR to 
boldly develop the services and capabilities it needs to support the company’s future growth objectives – 
changes that go far beyond basic integration. Also, thinking about HR transformation as early as possible in 
the M&A lifecycle can help the integration team make short-term decisions that position HR for long term 
success. Of course, every situation is unique. Some companies may already be in the midst of HR 
transformation when the merger begins. Others may still be in the thinking or planning stage. In all cases, it’s 
important for a company to determine exactly how much HR transformation makes sense during the course 
of a particular integration.  

The tasks and responsibilities assigned for the HR function increase drastically once a merger or 
acquisition is announced. This happens, first of all, because HR has to deal with its own activity of managing 
staffing, selection and recruiting, compensation and benefits allocation, employees’ performance and also 
employees’ communication, training administration and delivery, HR measurements and reporting which are 
more and more complex nowadays. Secondly, the HR function has to drive the change management process 
and respond to people issues and concerns pertaining to merger or acquisition, as the systems, processes, 
rules, policies, organizations, people and cultures evolve towards achieving a full integration and third, the 
HR must prepare its own integration, prepare to take over a new range of responsibilities in the new 
combined organization resulting from the merger or acquisition.   

 
2. Defining HR Transformation 

An HR transformation could be defined as an integrated, aligned, innovative and business-focused 
approach to redefining how HR work is done within an organization so that it helps the organization deliver 
on promises made to customers, investors and other stakeholders. 

When people understand the “why” of change they are more likely to accept the “what.” This simple 
principle holds true not only in personal change but also in HR transformation. When HR transformation 
connects to the context of the business, it is more likely to be sustained because it responds to real needs. 
This means linking HR efforts directly to the business strategy and to the environmental factors that frame 
the strategy. 

The transformation should begin first by reviewing business conditions and stakeholder 
expectations. Before jumping in, however, is useful to identify the level of readiness for HR transformation 
by completing an assessment. While aligning human resources with business strategy, HR leaders should not 
only look at the business strategy but also look through the strategy to see and understand the business 
conditions or external realities that shape it. By focusing on the business context, HR can avoid the common 
mistake of seeking to implement internally focused ideas and concepts that come across as solutions looking 
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for problems. To build this rationale for doing HR transformation, you need to understand general business 
conditions and specific stakeholders’ expectations, and then use that understanding to build a business case 
for the transformation. 

HR transformation begins by responding to the general business conditions and specifically serving 
key stakeholders. When HR professionals start by thinking about the outcomes of their work as defined by 
the business context, they change their conversations with line managers and are better able to justify why an 
HR transformation should occur. 

The implications of this approach show up when HR transformation is being proposed. At this point, 
the inevitable question will arise: Why are we doing this transformation work? Many HR leaders will answer 
from an internal perspective: to build better talent, rewards, structure or communication practices. When 
these outcomes are linked to the business context, however, the justification for the HR transformation is 
stronger. 

 
3. Evaluating the need for transformation 

M&A led HR transformation is a very useful tool to be used to further extend organizational 
capabilities; however, many factors come into play when deciding whether to transform HR as part of a 
merger. The framework we further describe refers to the grouping of factors influencing the decision to 
perform an HR transformation during an M&A into four broad categories:  
• External Factors. The HR transformation could be driven by external factors to an organization. 

Companies that expect to have a much more complex activity through mergers or acquisitions are likely 
to pursue a transformation of the HR function, to foster new competencies and capabilities related to 
talent management, performance management, recruitment, total rewards management that will support 
the company’s strategy.  

• Merger Scope. A transformation in the HR function is also likely to occur depending on the depth of 
merger integration and its implication over HR. Assuming that the new organization emerging has a 
much more complex activity, different technology platform and IT systems, a new organizational 
culture, different requirements from the staff, the HR function must adapt accordingly.  

• Stakeholder Support. A major change in any organization, whether undergoing a merger or simply 
growing organically in the economic environment is only possible through the support of all the 
stakeholders affected by the change. Therefore, a transformation of the HR function in a company 
resulting from a merger or acquisition process is far more likely to be achieved through the support 
offered by the stakeholders affected by the results of such a transformation.  

• HR-Specific Factors. There is a strong correlation between an organization activity and its HR function.  
In time, change may occur in HR function as the organization itself evolves into a different size and 
structure, and, therefore, the HR will evolve into a different shape as will have to support to support the 
new business requirements in an optimal way. During a merger or acquisition, the HR function may 
evolve even faster to a new form as will embed the two different HR functions in the combined 
organizations and probably a new restructuring has to be done for staffing, processes, systems, rules and 
policies rationalization. In these situations, an M&A led HR transformation can be a very good reason 
for change. 

The framework described above can be very useful in understanding the timing and reason for an 
M&A led HR transformation. 

 
4. The survey 

To get a clearer picture on how the post-merger HR transformation was conducted in mergers and 
acquisitions in Romania we made a survey among 355 employees in over 100 companies in Romania. We 
have tried to present a comprehensive view on employees’ satisfaction in different hierarchical levels over 
the success of HR transformation policies conducted post merger / acquisition. In addition, this report 
includes information on risk areas identified that need to be addressed in the next period to cover the results 
and conclusions of this approach. 

 
4.1. Method 

The measure of employee satisfaction was the questionnaire tailored on initially strategic focus of 
post-merger HR transformation. The questionnaire consists of 83 questions measuring 11 dimensions of 
satisfaction at work. All eleven dimensions consist of multi-item scales scored on a four-point Likert format. 
Three multi-choice questions allowed the respondents to choose from a proposed list of options. Three open 
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questions were also included to give employees the chance to openly express their opinions related to 
satisfaction at work. The questionnaire was intended to capture the opinions expressed in a voluntary 
exercise. While such an approach does not force answer rates, it reduces bias through desirable or random 
answers 

The means, medians and standard deviations of the 11 satisfaction dimensions were computed. The 
internal consistency reliability (coefficient alpha) was computed for all multi-item scales. A factor analysis 
was run to confirm the items loadings on the initially agreed dimensions. For three of the eleven dimensions, 
financial aspects, leader /immediate supervisor and learning and development, data were not normally 
distributed, so we used the medians instead of means in the interpretation of the results. 

 
4.2. Response rates 

The responses to the questionnaire were grouped in two categories consistent with the initial design 
of the study. The categories are: managerial positions with direct reports and managerial positions without 
direct reports. 

Table 1:  Response rates by category 

Factor 
Aver

age 

Managerial 
Positions with Direct 

Reports 

Positions 
without Direct 

Reports 
Average 73.7 75.9 73.1 

Career & Promotion 
Opportunities 

67.8 73.6 66.2 

Communication & Collaboration 73.3 74.6 73.0 

Engagement & Loyalty 77.1 81.5 76.0 

Customer Centricity 83.9 82.7 84.3 

Financial Aspects 44.9 52.2 42.9 

Learning & Development 76.6 80.5 75.5 

Management Quality 78.6 80.4 78.1 

Rules & Procedures 68.5 65.8 69.2 

Vision, Values & Culture 76.5 77.9 76.1 

Work Content 67.5 70.3 66.7 

Work-Life Balance 66.9 64.6 67.5 

 
4.3. The results 

The general level of work satisfaction among employees on an overall level is of 74.4%. There is a 
moderately high reported rate of commitment on the part of the employees; the average level is of 67%. The 
two top ranked dimensions are:  customer centricity (86.2%) and learning and development opportunities 
that the company offers to its employees (82.9%). This is particularly important, as the two dimensions 
above are typically critical in determining employee retention. The aspects that ranked lowest and therefore 
need to be addressed are: the financial aspects (42.1%), the work-life balance (65.6%), the work content 
(68.3%), the career & promotion opportunities (68.8%) and the system of rules and procedures in the 
company (69.8%). 

The top 2 dimensions are drivers for employee satisfaction and commitment, as opposed to the 
bottom 5, which are, on the contrary, indicators of risk related to: 

� Declining productivity 
� Low commitment 
� High staff-turnover rate 
� Increasing costs related to new hires 

One of these 5, career & promotion opportunities can be explained by the effects of the global 
economic crisis which have severely impacted the Romanian labour market. The budget cuts are now a 
widespread fact in Romania, including with the 100 plus companies we have analyzed and promotions have 
been put on hold everywhere. This is also happening with the training budgets of the companies but most of 
them accessed EU funds to develop new training programs and this is the explanation of the learning & 
development dimension rank in our survey. 
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Satisfaction level varies significantly between the various dimensions surveyed. Satisfaction level 
within several individual dimensions varies significantly in its turn when analyzed across the different 
demographic groups. 

Figure 1: Overall results of the study 

We have provided context information for such variances as those mentioned above, so that the root 
cause of the variance is visible and clear. 34.5% of employees across all levels of the organization reported 
their intention to leave in the upcoming year. The highest risk segment is at the same time the most 
productive talent – people who have been in the organization for 1 to 5 years. This segment shows the 
highest intention to leave rate (37%). Even though the two percentages could be perceived as not 
significantly different, special attention needs to be paid to the most productive group. The replacement cost 
of such employees can be significantly higher than for other demographic groups. The needs and 
expectations of this group should be considered with special attention when designing succession and 
retention programs. 

86% of total respondents reported feeling personally attached to the organization and 89% declared 
themselves proud to be part of their companies. 68% state that they are confronted with very high level of 
stress at work. 

 
5. Conclusions 

To better understand the key success factors in an integration process, we must first understand the 
reasons why most M&As fail to generate added value for their shareholders. According to a study from 
Hewitt Associates cited by Galpin and Herndon (2007), „ the way HR issues are managed right from the 
beginning will determine the level of success or failure after the M&A is completed”. However many 
organizations ignore or pay little attention to HR integration, mostly because it is the most difficult one to 
manage.  

But what is the role of the Human Resources department during merger integration? The role of the 
HR department is a bit different than others and plays a crucial role in the overall integration success. That is 
because the HR department is responsible both for its own integration and for a smooth transition of the 
other departments. 

In 2006 Greenspan pointed out that many failure reasons in M&As integration can be traced „to the 
exclusion of human resources professionals in the pre-deal planning phase and the function’s last minute 
inclusion after the transaction has closed. It’s a classic case of too little, too late”. 
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If the greatest difficulties in most mergers are people, the HR department can play a crucial strategic 
role and positively influence the outcome of the integration process, resulting in creating added value for the 
shareholders.  

A merger can place the HR function under tremendous pressure; however, it can also provide an 
unmatched opportunity for HR to shine. During a merger, HR is at the center of important conversations 
about leadership, culture, and talent management. We believe that by spending a little time thinking about 
M&A led HR transformation early in the planning process – and by consciously looking for opportunities to 
improve (not just combine) its capabilities throughout the merger lifecycle – HR can pave its own path to 
success. 
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Beginning of the millennium brings in attention more processing / stages that countries must go through 

to become more competitive. 
For countries already in stage 3 of development, innovation-driven economies (according to Global 

Competitiveness Report 2009-2010), it will struggle to move towards free economy based on: business 
freedom, trade freedom, fiscal freedom, labor freedom, monetary freedom, financial freedom, freedom from 
corruption, rights freedom. 

For countries in stage 2 of development – efficiency-driven economies, will be more tough fighting and 
will be given on “two fronts”: first, to become a free economy, and, secondly, to move stage 3 of 
development, to the knowledge economies. 

 
1. Economic Freedom – Index of Economic Freedom  
Economic arrangements play a dual role in the promotion of a free society. On the one hand, freedom in 

economic arrangements is itself a component of freedom broadly understood, so economic freedom is an end 
in itself. In the second place, economic freedom is also an indispensable means toward the achievement of 
political freedom (Friedman, 1962). 

Shaanan (2009) emphasize that unrestricted economic freedom enhances our economic and political 
well being.  On the other hand, he demonstrates that while economic freedom provides benefits, its 
unchecked version, including the right to profit through government, inflicts a heavy toll on democracy, free 
markets and, paradoxically, on economic freedom itself. 

Others authors (Stansel and Swaleheen, 2007) demonstrate in their studies that „for countries with low 
economic freedom (where individuals have limited economic choices), corruption reduces economic growth. 
However, in countries with high economic freedom, corruption is found to increase economic growth. Our 
results contradict the generally accepted view that corruption lowers the rate of growth… Thus, in economies 
where economic freedom is high, if bribing makes public officials less diligent in enforcing restrictions on 
firms' activities, output will increase. However, corruption will restrict output when bribes reduce 
competition and increase market rigidities”. 

The Heritage Foundation postulates that economic freedom is "the absence of government coercion 
or constraint on the production, distribution or consumption of goods and services beyond the extent 
necessary for citizens to protect and maintain liberty itself” (Cummings, 2000). 

Heritage Foundation and Wall Street Journal proposed for calculating an index to measuring the 
economic freedom – Index of Economic Freedom (IEF). This index emphasizes the link between economic 
opportunity and prosperity. 

                                                      
6 Research financed by UEFISCSU, CNCSIS project no. 273/2009/IDEI 
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The ten pillars of IEF are: business freedom, trade freedom, fiscal freedom, government freedom, 
monetary freedom, investment freedom, financial freedom, property freedom, freedom from corruption, 
labor freedom. Terry Miller and Anthony B. Kim (2010) describe the 10 pillars as follows: 

Business freedom is a quantitative measure of the ability to start, operate, and close a business that 
represents the overall burden of regulation as well as the efficiency of government in the regulatory process. 
The business freedom score for each country is a number between 0 and 100, with 100 equaling the freest 
business environment. The score is based on 10 factors, all weighted equally, using data from the World 
Bank’s Doing Business study. Economic freedoms generate growth primarily because they promote 
underlying productive private-sector entrepreneurial activity (Kreft and Sobel, 2005). 

Trade freedom is a composite measure of the absence of tariff and non-tariff barriers that affect 
imports and exports of goods and services.  

Fiscal freedom is a measure of the tax burden imposed by government. It includes both the direct 
tax burden in terms of the top tax rates on individual and corporate incomes and the overall amount of tax 
revenue as a percentage of GDP.  

Government Freedom. This component considers the level of government expenditures as a 
percentage of GDP. Government expenditures, including consumption and transfers, account for the entire 
score. No attempt has been made to identify an ideal level of government expenditures. The ideal level will 
vary from country to country, depending on factors ranging from culture to geography to level of 
development. In this sense, Ezra Solomon (1989) said: "a free economy is most suitable to a free polity."  

Monetary freedom combines a measure of price stability with an assessment of price controls. Both 
inflation and price controls distort market activity. Price stability without microeconomic intervention is the 
ideal state for the free market. 

• The score for the monetary freedom factor is based on two factors: 
• The weighted average inflation rate for the most recent three years and 
• Price controls. 

The weighted average inflation rate for the most recent three years serves as the primary input into an 
equation that generates the base score for monetary freedom. 

Investment Freedom. In an economically free country, there would be no constraints on the flow of 
investment capital. Individuals and firms would be allowed to move their resources into and out of specific 
activities both internally and across the country’s borders without restriction. Such an ideal country would 
receive a score of 100 on the investment freedom component of the Index of Economic Freedom. In practice, 
most countries have a variety of restrictions on investment. Some have different rules for foreign and 
domestic investment; some restrict access to foreign exchange; some impose restrictions on payments, 
transfers, and capital transactions; in some, certain industries are closed to foreign investment. Moreover, 
labor regulations, corruption, red tape, weak infrastructure, and political and security conditions can also 
affect the freedom that investors have in a market. 

Financial freedom is a measure of banking security as well as a measure of independence from 
government control. State ownership of banks and other financial institutions such as insurers and capital 
markets reduces competition and generally lowers the level of available services. 

Property Freedom. The property rights component is an assessment of the ability of individuals to 
accumulate private property, secured by clear laws that are fully enforced by the state. It measures the degree 
to which a country’s laws protect private property rights and the degree to which its government enforces 
those laws.  

Freedom from Corruption. Corruption erodes economic freedom by introducing insecurity and 
uncertainty into economic relationships. The score for this component is derived primarily from 
Transparency International's Corruption Perceptions Index (CPI), which measures the level of corruption in 
180 countries. 

Labor freedom component is a quantitative measure that looks into various aspects of the legal and 
regulatory framework of a country's labor market. It provides cross-country data on regulations concerning 
minimum wages; laws inhibiting layoffs; severance requirements; and measurable regulatory burdens on 
hiring, hours, and so on. 

Countries with an IEF between: 
100-80 are free; 
79.9-70 are mostly free; 
69.6-60 are moderately free; 
59.9-50 are mostly unfree; 
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49.9-0 are repressed. 
 

Figure 1: Index of Economic Freedom in EU countries 
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Ireland is the only country with more than 80 IEF showing that of all EU countries is only free. 

Countries such as Denmark, United Kingdom, Luxembourg, Germany, Spain, and Lithuania had an IEF 
scores between 70 and 79.9 which means that are mostly free economies. Other EU countries have IEF 
scores between 60 and 69.9 which means they have moderately free economies. No EU country has a score 
below 60. Romania has an IEF of 63.2 against 69.6 of the EU average. 

 
 2. Knowledge Economy – Knowledge Economy Index 

It is not a new idea that knowledge plays an important role in the economy, nor is it a new fact. All 
economies, however simple, are based on knowledge about how, for example, to farm, to mine and to build; 
and this use of knowledge has been increasing since the Industrial Revolution. But the degree of 
incorporation of knowledge and information into economic activity is now so great that it is inducing quite 
profound structural and qualitative changes in the operation of the economy and transforming the basis of 
competitive advantage. (Houghton and Sheehan, 2000). 

In their view, the emergence of the knowledge economy can be characterized in terms of the increasing 
role of knowledge as a factor of production and its impact on skills, learning, organization and innovation. 

Knowledge economy is, according to Brinkley (2006) one in which the generation and exploitation of 
knowledge has come to play the predominant part in the creation of wealth. It is not simply about pushing 
back the frontiers of knowledge; it is also about the most effective use and exploitation of all types of 
knowledge in all manner of economic activity”. 

With sustained use and creation of knowledge at the center of the economic development process, an 
economy essentially becomes a knowledge economy. Chen and Dahlman (2005) emphasize that a 
knowledge economy is one that utilizes knowledge as the key engine of economic growth. It is an economy 
where knowledge is acquired, created, disseminated and used effectively to enhance economic development. 

Various authors (Veugelars and Mrak, 2009) describe development economy as a knowledge economy, 
or an information society. But the rules and practices that determined success in the knowledge economy of 
the 21st century need rewriting in an interconnected world where resources such as know-how are more 
critical than other economic resources.  

The World Bank Institute’s Knowledge for Development Program (K4D) helps build the capacity of 
countries to access and use knowledge to become more competitive and improve growth and welfare. K4D 
helps countries assess how they compare with others in their ability to compete in the global knowledge 
economy. 

The World Bank KAM methodology proposed for calculating an index to measuring the knowledge 
economy – Knowledge Economy Index (KEI). 

According to World Bank the Knowledge Economy Index (KEI) takes into account whether the 
environment is conducive for knowledge to be used effectively for economic development. It is an aggregate 
index that represents the overall level of development of a country or region towards the Knowledge 
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Economy. The KEI is calculated based on the average of the normalized performance scores of a country or 
region on all 4 pillars related to the knowledge economy - economic incentive and institutional regime, 
education and human resources, the innovation system and ICT (http://web.worldbank.org). 

The four pillars of the knowledge economy framework and for the Knowledge Economy Index (KEI) 
are (Chen and Dahlman, 2005):  

� Economic incentive and institutional regime that provides good economic policies and institutions 
that permit efficient mobilization and allocation of resources and stimulate creativity and incentives 
for the efficient creation, dissemination, and use of existing knowledge. The sub indexes are: 

o Tariff and non-tariff barriers 
o Regulatory quality 
o Rule of law 

� Educated and skilled workers who can continuously upgrade and adapt their skills to efficiently 
create and use knowledge. The sub indexes are: 

o Adult literacy rate 
o Gross secondary enrollment rate 
o Gross tertiary enrollment rate 

� Effective innovation system of firms, research centers, universities, consultants, and other 
organizations that can keep up with the knowledge revolution and tap into the growing stock of 
global knowledge and assimilate and adapt it to local needs. The sub indexes are: 

o Royalty payments and receipts, US$ per person 
o Technical journal articles per million people 
o Patents granted to nationals by the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office per million people 

� Modern and adequate information infrastructure that can facilitate the effective communication, 
dissemination, and processing of information and knowledge. The sub indexes are: 

o Telephones per 1,000 people 
o Computers per 1,000 people 
o Internet users per 1.000 people 

At the level of EU are 6 countries that have KEI-s higher than 9, such as: Denmark (9.52), Sweden 
(9.51), Finland (9.37), Netherlands (9.36), United Kingdom (9, 10), and Ireland (9.05). 9 other countries 
including Germany, Austria, Estonia, France, Slovenia and Hungary have KEI with values between 8 and 
8.99. Next group of 10 countries has KEI value between 7 and 7.99. The only 2 EU countries are values of 
KEI below 7 and they are Bulgaria (6.99) and Romania (6.43) in 2009.  

 
Figure 2: Knowledge Economy Index in EU coutries 
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3. Comparative analysis – Romania and EU 
In 3 of the 10 IEF pillar Romania above the EU average – trade freedom (85.8), fiscal freedom (57), 

government spending (70), the other 3 groups approaching the EU average with a deviation downwards 
maximum 5 points – business freedom (74.9), monetary freedom (75) and labor freedom (57.1), while the 
other 4 pillar negative deviation from average is relatively high – investment freedom (60), financial freedom 
(50), property rights (35) and freedom form corruption (37). 

 
Figure 3: IEF – EU Average and Romania 
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The EU average for KEI is 8.22 higher than Romania’s score which is 6.43. For all 4 pillar that 
composed KEI Romania have a lower score, such as: economic incentive and institutional regime 6.98; 
innovation 5.74; education 6.47; information and communication technology 6.55. 

 
Figure 4: KEI – EU Average and Romania 
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To identify the link between IEF and KEI is calculated R2 and COREEL. The results of 0.54 for R2 and 
0.74 for CORREL show a strong and direct link between the two variables. This means that the free 
economies are economies with very high KEI. 

 
 

Figure 5: Interrelations between IEF and KEI in EU countries 
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4. Conclusions 
This paper has tried to identify if the economic freedom and knowledge economy are directly related. 

For emphasize this were used the global rankings compiled by the Heritage Foundation for Index of 
Economic Freedom and the World Bank, Knowledge for Development Institute for Knowledge Economy 
Index. The study aimed and tracking disparities that exist between Romania and the EU average for each 
pillar composing each index. 

If deviation from IEF of Romania’s average is not high, only 6.4 points, gap in KEI terms is much 
larger; Romania is the last place in EU to this index. According to this results Romania must take a series of 
measures to improve their two indexes. These measures should reducing disparities between Romania and 
others EU countries, both in terms of KEI, as well as the IEF, on the one hand, but also increase own national 
performance, on the other hand. 

In conclusion, Romania must improve considerably the four pillars of KEI – economic incentive and 
institutional regime, innovation (that pillar is lowest from all), education and information and communication 
technology in order to reduce the gaps towards EU countries. Also, for increasing the IEF and transforming 
into a mostly free economy, Romania must improve the score for monetary freedom, financial freedom, 
freedom from corruption, property rights freedom.  
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Abstract: The largest chaos and discomforts arise when we don’t have what we need. The first step to solving 

them is to understand that they are often generated in an earlier stage. Production or lack of it. And at this stage also 
the first impression is of chaos. Only after we see what is not seen, certain flows and links, we understand that there is a 
possible order, priorities and restrictions. The idea is that we must come to see the main existing flows, the 
contradictions that govern them and the stage where we discover them and recompose as a whole in the organizational 
mind and managerial practice. 
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When we cross through various organizational units, we observe the phenomenon of the silo. Each 

sees from his own point of view and all that lies between them, is void. These events slow movement, speed 
and efficiency. This phenomenon occurs both within departments and also outside, between companies. So a 
contradiction occurs between vertically subordinated operations and processes that are linked horizontally. 
This contradiction manifests itself both vertically in forms organized by specialty, department all under one 
unique manager and outside the firm, horizontally, when we are talking about processes. This contradiction 
occurs in the micro and also in the macro environment. Taiichi Ohno said "with an eye at the system and one 
on the detail”. It develops the idea of necessity both for analysis and synthesis, the need to see both the 
"forest and the trees”. We must accept the idea of conflict as a normal state and the idea of solving it in 
dynamic, seen it as a state of existence. The study is based on the idea that first we must be able to "see the 
forest”. 

Even if production is the result of processes and operations working together, the two are often in 
conflict. Take a look at these two cases: 

Factory 1: we speak about an order that requires a quick delivery. So what the factory did was to 
stop the production in progress and began changing setups for the new order. As a result, the total processing 
time took much longer. This is an example in which is given much more importance to processes than to 
functions. 

Factory 2: because it has lot sizes small and setups changes were frequent, the factory consolidated 
six months orders for a particular product in only one production shift. This strategy reduced the necessary 
process time, but led to delays for other products and pushed the company in the situation of exceeding the 
delivery deadlines. This is an example in which is given much more importance to operations than to 
processes. 

Problems of an unbalanced relationship between processes and operations are very common in 
plants. Those dealing with sales and programming within the plant, believe that production should be seen in 
terms of processes, while people from the shop floor always have a vision that seeks operations. In other 
words, customers benefit from business processes and plants benefit from operational activities. If we give 
priority to process this means we put first the delivery dates. However, if doing so, the effectiveness of 
operations could be seriously damaged. On the other hand, if we give priority to operations, we give priority 
to efficiency. However, too much emphasis on operational issues can lead to delays in customer data. To 
resolve this problem we must look wider whole value stream, and one of the most current methods is the 
mapping process. Ability to map the operations and processes, along the ability to map our own 
organizational minds, will lead to competitive advantage. 

How can I make the leap from many chaos states to a common thinking for the future, for what is 
important to us? We need a common language. Mapping is useful whenever we find ourselves in a new 
organization or a new situation and we have to find that common denominator. 
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Systems thinking have been defined as an approach to problem solving, by viewing "problems" as 
parts of an overall system, rather than reacting to specific part, outcomes or events and potentially 
contributing to further development of unintended consequences.In science systems, it is argued that the only 
way to fully understand why a problem or element occurs and persists is to understand the parts in relation to 
the whole. (Wikipedia) By focusing on the entire system, consultants can attempt to identify solutions that 
address as many problems as possible in the system. The positive effect of those solutions leverages 
improvement throughout the system. Thus, they are called “leverage points” in the system. This priority on 
the entire system and its leverage points is called whole systems thinking.  (McNamara, 2006) 

"Systems thinking are a discipline for seeing wholes. It is a framework for seeing interrelationships 
rather than things, for seeing patterns of change rather than static snapshots."  – Peter Senge 

Why is a system thinking valuable? Because it can help you design smart, enduring solutions to 
problems. In its simplest sense, systems thinking give you a more accurate picture of reality, so that you can 
work with a system's natural forces in order to achieve the results you desire. [11] 

What extended value stream mapping means? 
Extended value stream includes all activities - both those that create value and those that are 

considered losses - necessary to bring a product from raw material into the hands of customer. Relevant 
activities, that must be taken into account when speaking about mapping are part of two streams: (a) orders 
traveling to the top of the stream, from the client (or from the sales department when forecast replace the 
actual orders) and (b) products going down the value stream, from raw materials to customer. Together, they 
constitute a circuit of requests and replies. 

Value stream mapping is a process of direct observation of information flows and materials as they 
occur, summarizing them visually and creating a future state plan that will increase performance. 

What actually targets the extended value streams mapping?  
• To increase responsiveness to each company and function which cooperates to the waste of time, 

effort and movement emerged in the current state inside the flow - where 9 out of 10 steps and 99% 
of the time spent is waste 

• To increase awareness in every company and function of the effect each has on other businesses or 
functions that come in contact with value streams  

• To implement a future state 1 in which smooth, leveled pull and flows are placed within every 
facility that comes in contact with the value stream, a future state 2 in which smooth, leveled pull 
and replenishment loops are placed between each facility that comes in contact with the value stream 
(eliminating warehousing and cross-docking in the process), an ideal state by compressing the value 
stream and introducing right-sized technologies  

• To share income and costs and create win-win situation for all participants.  
Why is more difficult to achieve extended mapping? This is not due to some fundamental 

differences. At each level of the map, we observe and note the steps required in information processing and 
the key to physical transformations. We see customers' wishes as they walk up the value stream in the form 
of orders or programs and then we can see the products progress moving in the opposite side, as a response 
to those information, from raw materials to finished goods. Establishing an extended mapping requires 
cooperation of several departments and divisions within firms and between firms. These entities are very 
rarely thinking about the entire flow of individual products and very often they even hide information from 
each other, while everyone is pulling in opposite directions. In addition, extended mapping requires line 
managers committed and willing to spare time to see each value stream from each family product.  

Changing the focus plan 
Over the years, we enjoyed taking a ride throughout the value stream for a particular product, 

looking for value and waste. We did this for dozens of products in many industries and we watched streams 
throughout the world. The first example was presented in Lean Thinking (1996) when we have analized the 
stream for a cola can. This product has only three components (barrel, cap and “pop-top”) and it traveled 319 
days through 9 facilities owned by 6 companies in 4 countries in order to progress from the ore in the ground 
up into the customer hands. However, during this long road, only three hours were value-adding activities 
and most of the steps - storage, removal, packaging, delivery, unpacking, connecting, testing, review and 
endless movement of information flow to control complexity system – didn’t create value at all. 

Something always seemed natural in seeing the whole and this capability will always suggest how 
we can reduce costs while we significantly improve awareness and quality. However, most managers want to 
stay in one place and look at one single point - their machine, their department, their plant, their company. 
Often, machines, departments, plant and company recorded performance when they are tested with 
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traditional measurements – high utilization level of machinery work, low level of defects, delivery on time - 
and managers are delighted with their results. 

However, when we ask managers to change their focus plan from their own results and from their 
own organization and ask them to look at the actual product and what actually happens during this long 
journey, they realize immediately that the performance of the entire flow value is at a suboptimal level. Then 
they ask what they can do about this mess. 

Figure 1: Extended focus plan 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
And that's the challenge: to provide a management tool able to allow permanent removal of the 

waste by achieving successive future state  . 
Taking a walk...  
Once you've chosen the team and its leader, you must take a walk together along the value stream, to 

draw the current state map and then ask "which steps create value? Which steps is waste? Why is so much 
disruption in the flow? Why is quality so poor? Why is delivery so unsatisfactory? How we can raise the 
value for the end user? "  

Once the map is created in order for you to know the current state value stream, it is time to create 
the first map of two "future states", map which will help you to prevent waste while concurrently stabilizing 
process and simplifying information flows. Future state 1 consists in the introduction of a continuous flow 
wherever possible and creation of a smooth, leveled pulls system between stream’s areas. Future state 2 
introduces the smoothing effect and the principle of leveled pull to each level between replenishment loops 
of each facility touching the stream. During the process, most warehouses are removed or converted into 
cross-docking operations. An ideal state can bring together all the activities necessary to move from the raw 
materials to finished goods, including all this in a process that eliminates all transport links and also the need 
for information management. 

Two final benefits 
A diagnostic for functions... As the teams draw current state map, they may make surprising 

discoveries. Most problems identified along the value stream will lead directly to performance of certain 
functions - information technology, production control, logistics, production engineering, operations, 
purchasing. Even more so, the weaknesses found in functional performance within the value chain samples 
will also be present in all other companies that come into contact with the value stream. 

Therefore a very important benefit of the mapping process - in addition to findings related to 
knowledge about waste and unlimited opportunities for improvement - is that it can provide a clear to what 
role each function plays in supporting value streams. Bonus can be obtained if improved functional 
performance can then be applied to all value streams that arise between participating firms. 

A diagnostic for relationships between firms... As the team begins the mapping process, they may 
make another discovery as well. Mapping teams will find in most cases some huge gaps between high-level 
principles of cooperation and effective reality in each stream. If the stream map shows confusion at extended 
level and actions that are not productive between firms at the same stream level, it is clear that partnerships 
from upper stream aren’t available also for the lower stream. 
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Fortunately, value stream mapping provides a clear and consistent language for firms, so they can 
begin an intelligent conversation related to the root causes of cost, quality, confidence, responsibility and 
communication problems which they share. 

Current state map 
This map will describe the value stream as he presents today (figure 2). We chose the example in 

which we focus on a high volume automotive component, which is made with a small number of options – a 
windshield wiper consisting of a blade holding the actual wiping edge and the arm attaching the blade to the 
vehicle. (Jones, 2003) 

Figure 2: The current state map 

Source: Jones Dan, Womack Jim, (2003), Seeing the whole – mapping the extended value stream 
We decided to map the streams from the end user (you and your car) from the bottom to the top, 

which is the raw material (iron ore from the earth). The part we will map starts at the A factory, which 
assembles the car already at the top level product, trough the final customer of the value stream. Then go 
back through the process in plants B and C, to D deck delivery, a center for raw materials. 

We suggest you start at the client end because it is the point at which materials start to flow. No 
product should arrive to the customer if he does not want it and nothing should happen, if the customer does 
not believe that it is an action that brings value. For the current example, after an assessment, we note that 
the total number of steps is 73 and the total number of steps creating value is 8. Total time for all steps is 
44.3 days and time for creating actually value is 54.7 minutes, representing the amount of steps that bring 
value.  

Learning to see value. It's very simple. Put yourself in the customer's situation and ask yourself if 
you would pay less for the product or if you would be less satisfied with it, if a certain step and the time for 
this would be removed. For this wiper assembly plant, the answer is very simple. Customers do not expect to 
receive wipers in the front seat, next to a note saying "some assembly required". The final step, when the 
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wiper is attached to the car is a step that creates value for the customer. So do the 7 steps which make metal 
matrix arm, painting and also sub-assembly steps required getting the finished product. 

By contrast, look at the movements of each plant product, process steps, transport links between 
factories, storage and cross-docking activities, tests and inspections as well as multiple packing and 
unpacking the product. If you were the customer, you would be less satisfied if some of these activities 
should be forgotten? Of course not. And you would be happier if you would get the product sooner because 
these steps have been omitted? Sure. Indeed, the more delay this steps creates, the less you are willing to pay. 
Rather than creating value, these activities are destroying value.  

While time creating value in this example has a percentage of 0.08% (54.7 minutes of creating value 
from 63792) and the steps creating value has a percentage of 11% (8 of 73). Along with these data, the long 
distance of 5300 miles is classic elements for the production in the world today.  

A process that does nothing but cause action is not a value-add process. Instead, the input must be 
transformed into something. If there is no transformation – if the input and the output are identical – then 
there is no need for the process. (Jacka, 2009)  

Quality Screen. As we look at the data for each plant cells, we see a trend that deserves more 
attention. Quality is becoming lower as we step upper the value stream, a very common phenomenon in 
almost every industry today.  

Mapping transport links.  The next step, once the plants maps were drawn and data were 
summarized and included in the related boxes, is to add the transport links between facilities. To do this, you 
need icons with boats, trains, planes and trucks. As these flows are drawn, the team must add a new item - 
deficient supply trend:  late, early or incorrect (wrong product or wrong amount).  

Reference level. Finally, we draw a line that includes the time and steps along the bottom of the 
map. Consider the first number above each segment is the time necessary within each plant and within each 
transport link, while the figures in parentheses represent the time creating value. The same is true for the 
number of steps, which is noted beneath each segment.  

Mapping informational flow. The team finished now mapping the physical flow of product, but 
value stream mapping is only half done. However, when you map this we have to warn you that information 
flow is the most difficult mapping. Sales, production control and operational groups in most companies tend 
to communicate very little and managers who understand all the information necessary to use appropriate 
management methods, information coming from these three groups are a rarity. If you ad the complexity 
associated with the fact that you move through several companies and through different sales departments, 
production control and operational departments of each of these companies, is not surprising when you 
discover that there are only very few line managers who have useful knowledge about how information can 
be managed at the macro level.  

Consider that we didn’t find hard to split information management steps in "Steps that create value" 
vs. "Waste", as we did with the list of physical steps. This is because from the customer's point of view, none 
of the steps in the process of information creates value. To test this assumption - perhaps shockingly - just 
ask yourself if you were less satisfied with a product if it could be ordered and would be delivered without 
management or logistics-related information. You will not clearly be less satisfied. Indeed you will be 
satisfied if the cost reductions resulting from elimination of questioning necessary to obtain and control 
information could be transferred to you. However, in the modern era of automated information, most 
managers have accepted the idea that information is good, more information is better, and all information 
possible is best. In fact, the information necessary to control operations is a necessary loss (Type 1 Muda). 
Managers should minimize the need for it rather than to minimize its availability. In the future states and the 
ideal state you'll see how that is possible.  

At first glance there seems to be two streams of information coming into each factory - a weekly 
program from each production control department and daily customer deliveries. Often, these flows are not 
synchronized. So a third loop information management comes into play, and it communicates directly from 
the department that deals with manipulating materials at the bottom of the plant to the delivery department at 
the top of the plant 

Demand amplification. In recent years the order department from A has sent weekly stable 
information, requiring 960 cars per day, and five days per week. The reality is that there are changes to the 
program – due to the vehicles that are sent out of sequence to correct defects or because problems have 
arisen at the paint or because there were missing parts. However, as we note data related to orders and 
deliveries occurring in production, we see that the amplitude increases significantly from facility to facility. 
To cope with the flow of orders, the three companies must maintain a high production capacity or to hold 
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large stocks or to disappoint customers. Since late deliveries are an unacceptable situation for automotive 
suppliers and because the introduction of new tools can be very expensive, most companies in this industry 
keep extra stocks to protect the client. Costs of demand amplification are visible in those extra stocks that 
appear in the value stream.  

Why variation is constantly growing? For a simple reason, namely those production problems arise 
in every factory, because transport problems arise at each link and because the feedback on current 
conditions and the amount of goods is never exact. In addition, we must take into account that changes in 
production and delivery can cause very small changes in the amounts needed in the bottom stream, but they 
are submitted as large changes in terms of requirements at higher levels. 

What we see when we look at the whole. About the physical flows we record that 44.3 days and 73 
activities conducted on the product are required to get 3281 seconds (54.7 minutes) value creating involving 
only eight activities. This means that 99.9992% of time spent and 89% of the total number of activities, even 
if they seem impossible to overlook, don’t bring value to the customer. (Figure 1)  

Simplify power. As you work with drawing extended maps you are probably wondering how many 
details should be added. Too many details interfere with clear thinking related to how value should flow 
better. Therefore, we ask the teams to keep everything as simple as possible. The objective should be to 
really "see all", summarizing everything on a sheet of paper and be able to use this insight to increase 
awareness of the value stream for each participant. Only then you can identify ways that you can improve 
performance over the flow and you can motivate companies to optimize the whole.  

Principles of a lean extended value stream. First, all participants should be aware with the flow 
consumption rate of the product at the end of the flow. Production at each level should be conducted on 
average at the same rate, given the time available for production and the quantity needed for next level.  
However, consider that each facility shouldn’t conduct their activities according to the latest level of flow 
rate. This seems to be the question raised by the majority of sales of e-commerce today: "if you know which 
the rate of consumption right now is, you can plan production." In fact, what each plant should produce every 
morning is a mix level between the need of the next facility for delivering in the same afternoon or in the 
next morning.  

A second element that characterizes a type lean extended value stream is a very low level of stocks. 
Stocks will be composed of a minimum quantity of raw materials, work in progress and finished goods to 
support the needs of the next customer in the stream depending on demand variability, process capability and 
the necessary inventory between process steps according to batch size and delivery quantities. Toyota calls 
this minimum amount of inventory needed to support customers in a value stream, the standard stock. The 
rate is calculated for each class of stock, taking into account the function that it has in the value stream. 
Toyota continually seeks to reduce this amount by subtracting the size of lots, increasing the frequency of 
delivery, smoothing demand and improving quality. 

Low stocks and increased demand variability, with a low capacity of the process = chaos  
We often meet people who want to reduce inventory without establishing first a standard level of 

stocks for the variability and capacity recorded in the current state. An immediate drop of water will reveal 
rocks and will put pressure on all participants.  

What is actually the idea of chaos? Why we can’t produce? What prevents us frequently? Whether 
you are leaders and you want to inspire people or whether you're a simple man and want to create a future 
vision, they all must see the same thing. We stepped on the moon and people said they did it together. But 
why we can’t create this vision also with simple things. We need only an outline, a sketch.  

When we see the whole we see an intelligence and functionality that appears to be greater than the 
sum of all individuals separately. People dealing with different level of stocks are not trained, they are not 
part of the overall picture, and they are treated as simple employees, just doing their job. When defects are 
recorded, many people hurry up to delete or cure those defects but fail to find the cause of the problem. What 
we do when something smells bad in the fridge? Put a label and write "attention, embarrassing odor”? Or 
take the food problem out of there?  

How chaos is created? Is the contradiction between having and not having stock? If we have 
sufficient stocks and we record high demand variability, you will find in the situation where people are 
forced to operate at a higher level and all resources must be used in order to satisfy customer needs. But what 
if the production capacity is not enough? Then chaos occurs and it is strictly linked to the sense of 
individuality that occurs in companies. Is a solution to not have stocks at all? No, due to external factors this 
may occur at any time and change the course of action. Chaos is created precisely because we can not put 
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together all internal elements, structured vertically and all external factors, related to process, having a 
horizontal structure.  

A better strategy is to gradually reduce the standard and to align inventory with these new standards 
in each future state. Another characteristic of a lean flow is as small a number of transport links between 
process steps. A fourth task consists in less information processing, having only pure signals and no noise in 
the information flow remained. This means that we must pull the management information from higher 
levels, so each installation can announce next level which is its immediate needs.  

Another feature would be a processing time reduced as much as possible. This may be the most 
important of all. Taiichi Ohno Toyota noted that one of the key elements on which work was needed was to 
reduce processing time from raw materials to finished goods. The shorter is this time, the more possible is 
that the value stream can respond to actual orders and not to some inaccurate forecasts. A final rule required 
for a lean value stream is that changes introduced to equalize the flow to eliminate inventories and to 
eliminate excessive transport and processing time should involve the lowest costs, preferably level zero.  

If there is not a pull leveled system, we are in the situation that factory produces a certain amount, 
then sell and force the client, even if it isn’t just what he needs, because the factory wants to get rid of 
products. If the entire production is built on orders from customers, then the production is done in the exact 
amount. The client is bound by the hands and force-fed when the system is not having a leveled pull system. 
In the right situation, he can serve alone, who much, what way and where he needs.  

Future state 1  
Drawing a map of a current state is entertaining, but nothing actually happens. It is time to ask 

yourself "what will you do today about these waste?” Each participant brings value, and because this effect 
occurs within each plant, there are not involved high costs.  

In the future state 1 we focus on the effect of pull leveled at different levels and flows within the 
facility. Each company participating in this shared value stream was rapidly taking concrete steps to 
eliminate waste and improve their own operations. If you want to become the one that changes the rules of 
the game, you must optimize the entire value stream and not to stop after you improved the flow in essential 
areas of your own facilities. 

Any company that does not want or will not be able to implement future state 1 in their facilities 
certainly will not meet future requirements for implementing future state 2. Therefore, a critical moment is to 
find those members who will be partners in change. And you can ask: "we want to keep those companies that 
do nothing in our value stream to build together our supply base?"  

Future state 2 
The future state 1 was about events within the plants, and now we emphasize the word between ... 

future state 2 is the introduction of a smooth, leveled pull phenomenon, which includes frequent deliveries 
between each plant. (figure 3)  

This is very simple. What we want to do is to tie each point where the product is used in a facility at 
a level below to the point of production or delivery of the next level upstream. Thus, consumption at the 
point of use is quickly and accurately satisfied by the process from the next higher level. In practice, delivery 
quantities will be much higher than minimum production quantities, even in a lean value stream. For 
example, the quantity of supply to final assembly plant is one pallet of 20 boxes of arms, each box containing 
16 branches, which means a total of 320 wipes. It's too expensive to deliver individual boxes and for sure we 
can’t talk about delivering individual wipers 

Minimum amount of production is 16 wipes. Will be too expensive to pack and move wipers one by 
one. Hence, in order to level the production we must send the order to the back. We aim to send signals to 
work cells from B grouped into boxes, rather than talking about pallets. For example, if the assemblies plant 
A orders one pallet of 20 boxes, pallet will have the following structure:  

• 5 cases of type A high-quality products (part 1)  
• 5 cases of type B high-quality products (part 2)  
• 5 cases of type A-grade products (3)  
• 5 cases of type B-grade products (4)  
We aim to send these commands to B assembly plant in the following sequence: 
1/2/3/4/1/2/3/4/1/2/3/4/1/2/3/4/1/2/3/4  
Rather than in this sequence:  
1/1/1/1/1/2/2/2/2/2/3/3/3/3/3/4/4/4/4/4  
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By repeating this process to level the production of each link in the upper level of production, we 
will create waves due to the structure batches. In practice there are several ways you can do this, most 
notably the principles of Kanban with greater or less automation 

 
 
 
 

Figure 3: The Future State 2 Map 
 

Source: Jones Dan, Womack Jim, (2003), Seeing the whole – mapping the extended value stream 
 
Installing frequent transport loops. The leveled pull system increases the number of deliveries 

between plants. This can be achieved by making direct deliveries between plants from trucks filled out, to 
milk runs involving multiple facilities. This is a substantial additional benefit. Introducing the milk runs and 
a frequent delivery, it will be possible to eliminate stops and warehousing, and also long trips that products 
make between factories. 

The introduction of pull-loops and milk runs, will involve modest investment, but this limits will 
stay like this until we make the decisions of consistent effective change. Another idea would be installing 
these loops in order to form a horseshoe transport. When the machine comes to leave raw materials it is 
required to raise the finished goods also. 

Ideal state  
So far we have left in place every activity that creates value and only changed the information flows 

and frequencies of delivery while eliminating warehousing and unnecessary cross-docking. It is obvious that 
the remaining waste is due to the need to move the product between multiple installations and over long 
distances. Therefore the next logical step to compress the value stream is to relocate activities that bring 
value so that they can be made faster, with less effort.  
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The first principle is that all steps in the production process should be moved as close as possible. 
Ideal would be even talking about the same room. A second principle is that the more the complex of 
activities is closer to the customer the better it is. The objective of lean thinking is, in fact, to reduce costs 
and improve quality, providing customers exactly what they want and when they want. "Put them all 
together" and "locate close to customers” are two key principles to be considered when we start. However, it 
will also be necessary a third golden rule: if proximity will bring additional production costs, we have to 
measure these costs with the value obtained by type economy.  

Everything has been improved. In addition, a basic element is that it becomes very difficult to 
distinguish where one company ends its journey and where another occurs, because the activities of the 3 
companies separated by thousands of miles are now part of a continuous flow from one room, located across 
the street from the customer. 

Table 1: Mapping the value stream 
 Curent 

State 
Future 
State 1 

Future 
State 2 

Ideal 
State 

Total processing time 44.3 days 23.9 days 15.8 days 2.8 days 
The percentage of time value (time creating value relative 

to the total time) 
0.08% 0.16% 0.6% 1.5% 

The percentage value in steps (steps that bring value 
reported to the total number of steps) 

11% 15% 21% 27% 

Stock returns 5 9 14 79 
Screen quality (defects in the lower stream reported to 

defects of  the upper stream) 
400 200 50 2.5 

Delivery Screen (% defective deliveries on the lower stream 
reported to the%  of poor delivery on the upper stream) 

8 8 3 1 

Demand amplification index (% change in demand on the 
lower stream related to the % change in the upper stream) 

7 7 5 1 

Distance product 5300 5300 4300 525 
A final risk to be avoided 
When turning mapping exercise in a study for a family of products and try to map each component 

of the product flow, we lose from sight the main idea. The basic idea of mapping is to raise awareness about 
systemic issues and to stimulate the development of systemic solutions involving a better performance of 
duties. The idea is not to reduce to minimum the cost of a product and then declare ourselves victorious. 

The mapping process is complex and integrated. The first phase refers to families, mapping products. 
The next level is the mapping of business processes. Enterprise mapping process is the glue that connects a 
company's business strategy with processes and systems essential to implement the strategy. (Cobb, 2005) 

Conclusions  
At the end of this study we must share a secret: "You will never reach the ideal state!” It turns out 

that there is always more waste to be removed and that customer value can be improved continuously.  Also 
there is one more secret to be shared with most managers. It is that future states can be achieved successfully 
in a short period of time, even if there is not a dictator of value stream that gives orders. If we are talking 
about new generations of products, before facilities and machinery are locked, all this can be made even 
easier. 

The key is to take a walk together, so that all can see the whole. Then the group should evaluate the 
available prize if the entire flow will be optimized. Then you have found an acceptable agreement to share 
profits if the “Bank of Muda” can be robbed. These things will not happen all at once and probably you will 
never achieve an extremely cooperative level, but the challenge is to start, to win an initial success and not 
look back.  And as companies and departments learn to see together, it will be possible to include even more 
in your maps, the whole way from the life cycle of finished product in customer hands, back up to the raw 
material. And also you may consider the challenge to try to map increasingly extended levels and include 
even the office processes. 

The notion of the „world as a whole” is becoming increasingly prominent in the thinking and 
pronouncements of international prognosticators. When we speak about this we actually speak about the 
globalization. But, in fact, it has hardly arrives. (Seynes)  

From chaos to the whole future... Many people say that in Romania is chaos and that we have many 
vicious circles. If we can turn this vicious circle we can transform chaos into what we call a whole. Each 
seeks to resolve their own affairs and thus create tension and as a result, they all lose. We complain that we 
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consume more than we produce and we are used only as a commodity market. We strongly affirm that 
nothing goes.  

Can we take responsibility to lead our own business on the heights of success and sharing it with 
others? By the end it's all about our business mentality, our mentality as a people. Mapping our minds is 
related to systemic thinking. Operation of collective thinking. The idea is to cross the mapping of our own 
minds to mapping the minds of those who are there. This is a communication problem. Level of aggregation 
increases as we have a vision of the whole and aggregation is an extension that moves higher. 

Mapping our organizational minds it’s necessary in order to understand reality. Understanding how 
to deal with this can be a daunting task. We know from statistics that only about 20% of people in an 
organization are actively "engaged". The rest are either just showing up or actively working against the 
interests of the company. [10] The idea is that the capabilities are responsible for the emergence of a 
collective self that is of central importance in the formation of the organizational identity.  (Ramos, 2006) 
The organizational mapping process targets to develop a framework to guide managers diagnosing identity 
dysfunctions resulting from impaired representational capabilities of the organization. (Ramos, 2006) 

Value stream mapping is a useful tool, which will be used increasingly often in managerial practice. 
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Abstract:  In a climate obviously dominated by the lack of trust in the others, the companies have a hard time 
proving their social and environmental performances. In this context, the responsible companies invest in the 
consolidation of their partners’ trust in them in parallel with the improvement of their economic performances. These 
organizations respect a new set of social values based on the increasing role played in the society by the corporations. 
For this reason, we have treated ethics not as a product of the market but as a manner of interaction between people 
and organizations. 
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1. Introduction  
 Ethics can be defined as a code of moral principles that sets the standards for what is good and what 

is bad, or what is correct and what is incorrect in a man’s behavior and helps guiding the social behavior of a 
group or of a person(Hilgert,1989). Ethics is the science of the moral obligations and responsibilities, as well 
as of the behavioral principles. In this context, the discussion about ethics starts from the hypothesis that the 
businesses must also include that dimension called social responsibility. Therefore, the big corporations as 
well as the small firms have obligations towards society that are far more important than the maximization of 
the profit. Ethics in business also involves the control of the company’s behavior so it can belong to the 
company’s values also known as “managerial values”. 
 

2. Contents 
 Ethics in business signifies taking decisions and assuming the impact they will have on the 

shareholders as well as on the managers, employees, clients or local community (Donaldson,1996). Though 
the ethics can vary from company to company, the majority of the tests regarding the process of taking the 
ethical decisions that were perfected in the Occident are relevant in Romania as well. So we can consider the 
challenges related to the ethics in business from many perspectives: 

• How can we generate a culture of organization that can be characterized by change, flexibility, 
continuous improvement and to maintain at the same time a feeling of stability and safety; 

• Hoe can we determine people to aligniate to the strategy , so each person in the organization to 
be devoted to the strategy and the ones they created it; 

• How can all the people from all the organization’s hierarchical levels adopt the total quality and 
continuous improvement principles even if they are skeptical, tired or disappointed; 

• How can we free the creativity, the talent and the energy of the large majority of the employees, 
who’s jobs do not require nor are rewarded such kind of resources; 

• How can we achieve and maintain a wise and constantly renewed balance between the 
professional and the personal area of life, in the middle of the permanent pressures and crisis; 

• How can we create a team whose members are completing each other, based on the respect for 
each other, in the conditions of lesser and lesser people value diversity and pluralism. 

 In the last few years the organizations tend to become more and more aware at global level of their 
responsibilities towards those the operational activities are involving. The first stage is characterized by the 
elaboration and implementation of a plan of measures meant to improve the communication between the 
organization and the representatives of the groups of interests they get in contact with permanently or 
accidentally. 
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 The businessman is a valuable model in society, and a model whose single reason of being is to gain 
wealth by any mean is actually a counter model (Toffe,1997). In fact the true businessmen represent one of 
the most valuable elites of the society, and they must be taken into consideration by the politicians and the 
society must acknowledge, appreciate and follow them. A businessman must find within their affairs an 
ethical axis that he should preserve beyond the goal of gaining profits, otherwise the material wealth can 
compensate the spiritual poverty. The mission of an organization must be in itself such an ethical axis, 
declared as a commitment. 

 The dimensions of the ethics in an organization are based on two principles: 
• The man’ s supremacy over the organization; 
• The achievement of the objectives or of the common wealth by respecting the ethical 

principles. 
 The ethics has the following dimensions within the organization: 

• The personal ethics; 
• The individual person’s ethics, like members of the organization; 
• The ethics in the organization: rules, customs, norms; 
• The ethics in the organization in its relations with the external environment. 

 The managers that are daily assuming responsibilities are more and more preoccupied by the ethical 
problems. The decisions they take in conformity with their own interests must grant a balance between the 
economic and social performances (Cavanaugh,1981). When this is impossible to achieve, the ethical 
dilemmas emerge. Finding this balance represents an especially difficult problem, in the present conditions, 
when the firms must try to anticipate the new attributes the market is requiring so the ones who introduce 
sooner new and valuable advantages in their own offer, they will also gain profits. Therefore, it is truly 
unrealistic for the assumed decisions to be always in the favor of the social. The economic analysis is the one 
contributing to the identification of a middle way between the economic performance and the social one. The 
reality is the macroeconomic theory has a certain moral contents. An essential element of the entire 
economic system is the managers’ effort to balance the marginal growth of the profit with the marginal 
growth of the costs, effort that is automatically reflected in the profits obtained by the firm. But it is 
impossible to make a favor to one without hurting another.  The essential idea is that the society does not 
exist so the businessmen to take advantage of it but, on the contrary, the businesses exist to satisfy the social 
needs. The managers are constantly confronted with numerous ethical dilemmas (Hosmer,1987). The ethical 
problems are true managerial dilemmas when they are referring to the conflict between the organization’s 
economic and social performances. The nature of these obligations can be interpreted differently but the 
large majority accepts the idea they include the protection of the loyal employees, the maintaining of the 
competitive markets and the production of useful and sure goods. The questions remains: How can we decide 
in all these ethical dilemmas? An ethical decision is simple to take when you are not directly involved. The 
ethical decisions are not simple choices between right and wrong; they are complex judgments on the 
balance between these performance: economic and social (Mousse,1989). 

 Though there is not a universal formula for solving ethical dilemmas, a certain frame within which to 
organize the thinking process is absolutely necessary. The analysis of all the persons involved position offers 
the elements needed to analyze various elements and formulate a decision. The elaboration of a list with all 
the parties that can be affected by the respective business decision is also necessary, the next step being the 
evaluation of all the damages and benefits of this action on all those involved. The next level of analysis 
determines the rights and responsibilities of each of the parties. There is only one more step from this stage 
till the elaboration of an ethical code. 

 In the general practice, the formal study on ethics compares its absolute aspect and the relative one. 
It is clearly obvious that ethics is different at national, regional and cultural level which makes the 
international ethics in business quite relative. In this sense, the multinational companies operating in 
Romania can be brought into discussion – if those are forced to maintain their high standards or if it is ethical 
for them to adopt the local practices. The right solution would be for them to preserve their high standards, 
this attitude being in fact a method to determine the local standards to rise. It is important as well for a 
company to preserve a constant practice of image and business, because a company can not impose itself on 
the global market if it lowers its standards every time it is possible. 

 If to be responsible is a self intended goal, then it will not be important to also prove the fact it is 
responsible. But in the large majority of the cases, the companies only see in the fact of being socially 
responsible a mean to achieve some other goals. The social responsibility is considered only a strategy to 
prevent risks and create competitive advantages. When there are no information regarding the companies 
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‘performances in the sustainability domain, the groups of interests could act to their detriment, either by 
refusing to purchase products or services, or by giving up shares, or by propagating a negative image. 

 The specialized literature defines four “philosophies” or strategies of social responsibility: 
• Reactive strategy, when the companies denies any responsibility for the social problems; 
• Defensive strategy, when the companies acknowledges its responsibilities, but tries to avoid 

them by acting on the line of the minimal effort; 
• Accommodation strategy, when the companies accepts its social responsibilities and tries to 

act so to please the influent pressure groups in the society; 
• Proactive strategy, when the company tries to go beyond the norms generally accepted in its 

domain of activity and to anticipate the future expectations of the public. 
 There are three strategies the companies are using in practice, one at the time or combined, during 

the communication process in the social responsibility domain: reporting the social performances, marketing 
and public relations, implementing the international standards. The practices of social and environmental 
reporting have evolved rapidly in the last 10-15 years. In countries like France, Denmark, Sweden, Holland, 
Australia and recently Great Britain, it has become compulsory to report certain aspects in the sustainability 
domain. But in general, the social reporting is voluntary. The companies made public only the information 
regarding the impact on the environment at the beginning. This tendency imposed in the USA as a reply to 
the law Toxic Release Inventory (1986), and in the following years the environmental reporting became 
more and more elaborated, so the companies began to search standardized forms. The Global Reporting 
Initiative (GRI) represents the most media presented and successful manifestation of this standardization 
tendency. The GRI mission is to develop and popularize a Reporting Guide in the sustainability domain. The 
Guide, comparable with the principles of the United Nations Global Compact, is already adopted by over 600 
companies worldwide. It seems that in the next 5-10 years, the triple reporting: environmental, social and 
economic, will become compulsory for the big companies. This fact is imposed either by the groups of 
interests, or by standardization. 

 The companies always used their marketing resources to gain competitive advantages in a given 
situation. When there is a discrepancy between the firms’ image campaigns and their behavior in report with 
the community and environment, the public opinion reacts spontaneously. The companies that have some 
influence on the community or the environment tries to expend their market through marketing methods, 
promoting a image of environment’s friends and leaders in the fight against poverty, are labeled as “green” 
or “painted in green”. The public does not trust the big companies. The trust given by the public to the 
companies seems to represent the competitive advantage gained by them by assuming social responsibilities. 
It is obvious the firms do not need an image, but the public’s trust and this trust is gained by social 
responsibility. 

 A method by which the companies prove to the groups of interests they take seriously the social 
responsibility problem is to mention the date they adhere to the local and international reporting standards 
and guides. The most important reporting systems are proposed by: UN Global Compact, OECD, CERES 
Principles, Global Reporting Initiative (GRI), Account Ability (AA) 1000, Global Sullivan Principles, Caux 
Round Table Principles, Ethical Trading Initiative, ICC Business Charter for Sustainable Development. 

 The problem that is raised in this period is if Romanians are interested in a socially responsible 
behavior? Are they willing to choose a responsible company rather than the competition? Is the social 
implication of the companies and citizens important in Romania? Do the Romanian customers want 
companies that are socially involved and responsible? Which are the most important domains and methods? 
These are very important questions for the enthusiasm of any manager. The most acute problem of the 
Romanian businessmen is the legal responsibility, in the conditions in which, due to a totally vitiated 
business environment, where the competition laws are admirable and sublime, but do not exist in reality, 
most companies have to choose between legality and bankruptcy.  

 Beyond the notoriety aspect, an action of social responsibility behavior achieves its goal not when 
the company obtains a certain number of media presentations, but even it succeeds in solving, even partially, 
an important community problem, from various domains: education, cultural, environmental, and social. In 
Romania, the social responsibility programs do not imply the existence of some contracts, so the 
beneficiaries have no obligations, except some moral ones. More than that, these social responsibility 
programs benefit from separate budgets that can not be deducted from the tax on profit. On the contrary, the 
donations or the sponsorships, imply closing some contracts, each of them in different juridical and 
accounting conditions. 

 If we are to consider the problem from the business’s point of view, more precisely the “return of 
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investment” generated by these expenses, the most recommended would be the sponsorship actions. But the 
effects on public trust and notoriety are on short term and almost inexistent. The donations and sponsorships 
are subtle modalities to draw the public attention and respect towards the company but they imply supporting 
a small number of persons so the benefits brought to society are limited. On the other side of the balance are 
situated the social responsibility programs/actions from which a large number of persons benefit. Beyond the 
exhaustive implication of the company they create a high image and sympathy capital. 

 2009 was the year in which a higher balance was observed between those who declared they are 
satisfied by what is happening in the social responsible behavior domain, almost 47%, and the ones affirming 
their expectations were poorly or not at all satisfied - 53% of the respondents. Many people consider 2009 
good year from the perspective of the socially responsible actions. Among the dissatisfactions regarding the 
manner in which the companies got involved in society in the following ones are enumerated: 

• The social responsible behavior actions of most companies were superficial - 46%. It can be 
therefore appreciated that the social responsible behavior is just a trend in Romania, a form 
without a real base, that the local companies’ actions only try to imitate the foreign firms, 
that many action are made especially to improve the company’s image and those companies 
lack credibility and their budgets are irrationally distributed. 

• The companies did not sufficiently and correctly communicate their actions in the social 
responsible behavior domain - 25%. There are also missing on behalf of the companies the 
information regarding the campaigns’ impact and the transparency.  

• The companies have invested disproportional in certain domains in the disfavor of other 
domains really in need - 8%. It can be noticed that companies invest a lot in environmental 
protection and education, health, human rights or culture are forgot or neglected. The 
stimulation of the public’s civic behavior - 21% and supporting the talented youngsters - 
20% are targeted to improve this situation. 

 We can presume for the future a long period of expectation for a proactive implication in causes that 
are more related to social development rather than solidarity. In regard to the manner in which the socially 
responsible behavior actions should be taking place, consistency and continuity represent the first and 
foremost targets - 38%. Another objective is for the firms to draw in other external partners in the campaigns 
they develop - 29%. It is also desirable for the companies to communicate more transparently and more 
efficiently about their actions in the domain of socially responsible behavior. 
 

3. Conclusions  
 It is important for the firms to make public the information regarding their practices and performance 

in the domain of social responsibility and sustainability. This requirement will become more and more 
necessary. First of all, the companies must evaluate the image they really have, taking into account the public 
opinion. The companies must redefine their social responsibility strategies by identifying and analyzing their 
problems, so to be in concordance with the image desired. This process must be undergone in spite of some 
short term costs. The company’s image will gain in time while the social performance of the company 
improves. The agreement is created by defining a coherent of social responsibility adequate to the specific of 
the company; the companies’ leader transmitting the social engagements assumed by the organization; 
elaborating the criteria and details in report with which the practices of socially responsible behavior can be 
appreciated; reporting the social performances and reports publication; consulting the groups of interests and 
getting involved in social and environmental programs that are in concordance with the company’s interests. 
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Abstract:  This paper emphasises some dimensions of essential adjustments in the business values in the 
context of new economic environment. There are presented some fundamental governance adjustments inside 
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business solutions for the current values crisis. 
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 1. Introduction 

The current economic environment has increased the pressure to do more with less. Companies are 
working at becoming more efficient mainly by cutting costs. However, simultaneously, they need to stay 
focused on two important objectives: driving their competitive advantage and building their businesses. 
Nowadays these objectives are more significant than ever, as companies work to ensure they not only survive 
the economic downturn, but also can perform on market opportunities and become strong and prosperous.  

 
2. Action directions for dealing with the effects of recent financial crisis  
In the context of increasingly disturbing prospects, the entire business community consider some 

action directions in order to keep companies floating and lines of business prospects unbroken.7 Therefore, 
all managers have to review their own experiences, identify the positive and negative lessons, recognize 
waste and eliminate it, and focus on projects that add value to customers.  

The first direction consists of undertake emergency cost optimisation. Until recently companies have 
done their best to run lean and mean, but when financing gets severe, and cost reduction becomes a priority, 
they really need to ’squeeze’ the best possible pricing and service arrangements. And this proves to be a real 
challenge. Consequently the first step is that managers go outside their own domain in order to understand 
what sort of deals other people are getting. More exactly they have to try and make sure that they really do 
understand the market. It is necessary the review of terms and conditions, and consider what levels of service 
they truly need as well as alternative modes of supply. Leasing expensive equipment may cost as much as 
buying in the long term, but it can also have a significant positive effect on cash flow. Managers have to look 
to alternative sources of products and services. They have to be willing to consider solutions otherwise 
thought risky due to lower cost or unusual procurement process.  

The second direction consists of reprioritisation of the projects portfolio in order to focus on projects 
that provide long-term value to the business, and which will generate a competitive advantage once the crisis 
goes away.  

This is a time when people need to make sure that they really are getting some value for money out 
of projects, and eliminating the 'nice to have'. The most successful organisations are those which have a 
portfolio - type approach which prevents them making the wrong short-term decisions.  

Every domain should be about reducing costs across business or improving service levels - or in 
other words "better, faster, cheaper". In hard economic times doing things faster should not be a priority, 
while cheaper is always good.  

Now it is also the time to focus on process improvement, more precisely on identifying the key 
processes that drive the business. CEOs then need to look at how these processes can be improved. This way 

                                                      
7  Sue Bushell (2009), Five Things You Can Do Right Now to Deal With The Financial Crisis, available on 
http://www.cio.com.au 
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can help the business reduce costs, improve productivity and become more competitive. A good starting 
point is to get visibility over the core processes. There is seeing a lot of demands for business activity 
monitoring tools which can point the process blockages and their root causes, allowing problems to then be 
addressed with the most appropriate, cost effective response. In this way CEOs can give business the control 
over core processes while making a contributor to value creation as well as cost reduction. 

CEOs also need to create a roadmap that rationalises and leverages the investments already made. It 
is almost impossible to get approval for ‘big bang’ projects, especially as rip-and-replace projects can cause 
significant business disruption and put crucial revenue streams at risk. CEOs should instead invest in smaller 
projects that target specific business problems - providing the solutions are proven, affordable and deliver 
measurable Return on Investment. 

The third direction consists of optimisation the human resources. By now, CEOs should have 
already rationalized their operations, eliminating any non-performers. But they should also continue to take 
excellent care of employees even during tight economic times, giving them the best possible training and 
career development path, as insurance against you leaving the instant market conditions improve.  

That is unlikely to be easy. One of the difficulties many CEOs are likely to face, if they have not 
already, is the fact that the easiest way to cut costs is to cut staff.  

That can force them to make some extremely difficult decisions. Should they cut junior staff, or keep 
them on because they are cheap? Should they rigorously stick to a policy of "last hired, first off," in the name 
of fairness, or consider which staff and which service levels are impacted by that staff? The challenge is that 
oftentimes redundancies mean they can lose their best, and may struggle to replace them in better times.  

The interesting thing is that now CEOs are starting to say to people: ‘you should also be doing a 
little bit of thinking about preparing for the upturn; so trying to stay ahead of the game; making sure that 
you do not discard the key resources that are likely to be needed in the next three-year plan’.8 

Some lucky IT companies, which were struggling to recruit and train the staff they needed just six 
months ago, now they have a chance to pick up skills. In this context, there's an interesting trade off. If they 
can kill off some of the projects that can be deferred, can they instead take on some top staff they would not 
have been able to get in easier times? It is almost trying to think against the stream. The trend is pushing in 
this direction. 

The fourth direction consists of recommit to serving the business. The number CEOs’ one priority is 
delivering business capability. Whether that's done efficiently or not is not really important right now. 

In tough times CEOs need to put their sole focus into driving business benefit, and put notions of 
spending money on making the business more efficient and effective aside. Now is the time to spend all of 
time focused on business benefit. To do so, it is best to rely on a single methodology to explore the business 
benefit of every project.  

One thing that some organisations in particular tend to do is to overanalyse. They tend to use 
multiple methodologies to work out the benefits of projects in the business. When they have one project 
being measured on total cost of ownership, another being measured on return on investment and another on 
another type of methodology, then they cannot actually compare and say one project is better than another 
one. The last goal should be to focus on that 20 per cent of projects that make the 80 per cent of business 
benefit. 

For a lot of organisations it is going to be pretty obvious what a lot of the stuff is that it is either 
going to be slowed down or axed or put on the backburner or rescheduled or whatever. 

The fifth direction consists of think strategically. Now is the time to shift the approach away from 
‘business-as-usual’. Be willing to consider solutions which might be considered risky in happier times 
because of their relatively low cost or unusual procurement process.  

In times of crisis, CEOs must continuously scrutinise existing enterprise-wide capabilities for 
legacies, apply disciplined consolidations, and develop different funding and sourcing strategies, moving 
from the traditional model of buying and integrating resources into business capabilities to one of buying 
managed and shared services.  

One should remember that in times of crisis convincing the CFO that it is alright to spend money to 
save money can be extremely difficult, but also that the most successful CEOs are those that work closely 
with business leaders to identify those ways can help to cut costs.  

                                                      
8 A comment of John P. Roberts, a research vice president and distinguished analyst in Gartner CIO Research, based in 
Asia/Pacific, in Sue Bushell (2009), Five Things You Can Do Right Now to Deal With The Financial Crisis, available 
on http://www.cio.com.au. 
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If IT budget is only three or five per cent of the total expenses of the organisation, and IT are being 
used to try and cut costs to the rest of the organisation, the leverage factor in IT is far greater. More than 
ever, in financially dire times, CIOs should continue to communicate their contributions to business success. 
Everyone can see how much IT costs; while very few people can see the value.  

  
 2. Fundamental governance adjustments inside corporations  

Lately, the competitive advantage has come increasingly from the effective use of four essential and 
interrelated governance adjustments within corporations.9 

First of all, boards of directors must redefine the role of the CEO. Under this new role, the CEO's 
first mission is to achieve a core balance between taking economic risk (promoting creativity and 
innovation) and managing economic risk (within a systemic framework of financial discipline) over a 
sustained period of time. In the same time, the CEO’s task is to merge this high performance with high 
integrity. That means that in business operation there are set the followings: accession to the formal rules, 
implementation of ethical standards that join the company and its employees, and employee obligation for 
core values of honesty, fairness, and reliability, which all are in the interest of the company.  

Second, boards and business leaders must introduce new management development processes for 
corporate Profit & Loss. The functional leaders, along their careers, have to put strong emphasis not just on 
achieving commercial targets but on developing the experience and skills to do this through balanced risk 
management and honourable performance. This is crucial as individuals grow inside the corporations and 
face greater various challenges.  

Third, boards must completely redesign compensation systems to measure and reward these 
redefined foundational CEO and top leadership behaviours.  

Fourth, boards should focus on the highest priority topics along these three dimensions of the 
redefined CEO role and redesigned compensation metrics - economic performance, risk management and 
integrity in the near, middle and longer term. These risks and opportunities should be core agenda items for 
the boards of growing, sustainable companies.  

In consequence, taking into account the above directions of modification, the cruel reality is that 
business organizations must be redesigned by boards, at a conceptual level, and by business leaders, at both 
a conceptual and operational level, in order to bring their companies into the real and sustained value 
economic system within a framework of financial discipline, and law and ethics values. 

 
 3. CEOs approaches in order to deal with increased complexity of the environments and face 

shrinking budget resources. 
CEOs need to deal with increased complexity of the environments and manage growing demands, 

while at the same time facing shrinking budget resources. Compromising the quality of products and 
services delivered to the customers is not an option.  

In other words, CEOs need to drive additional economic value from their investments and projects. 
To do this, CEOs should consider four approaches. 

First, CEOs have to prioritize their investments. CEOs need a portfolio view of projects and services 
that is intensely focused on driving the business. This way, they can ensure their investments will help 
improve revenue growth, efficiency and bottom line results.  

Secondly, CEOs have to run lean and reduce costs. CEOs can accelerate best practices across all 
areas by standardizing functions, processes and shared-service capabilities, as well as by automating 
formerly manual tasks. The CEO must ensure that the time-to-value of a project is close to immediate.  

Thirdly, CEOs have to manage enterprise risk. CEOs can minimize risk by managing their assets, 
ensuring service continuity and compliance, and achieving their operational goals.  

Fourthly, CEOs have to become truly customer-centric. CEOs who manage according to the needs of 
their clients — rather than those of the technology function—will be prepared to deliver critical services 
where and when they're needed. 

CEOs that follow this approach will be in position to maximize the value their companies. They also 
will be able to respond strategically to the requests for cost-cutting that typically accompany times of 
economic turbulence.  

                                                      
9 Ben Heineman (2009), The governance crisis: first, let’s redefine the ceo role, belfer center for science and 
international affairs, Harvard Kennedy School, http://belfercenter.ksg.harvard.edu 
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For example, in a meeting with two technology executives, a CIO and a CTO, their CFO had asked 
them to cut spending on several IT services. The CIO and CTO were knowledgeable and prepared, and were 
able to show the CFO how cutting those services would actually hurt the company's bottom line. They also 
were able to suggest how the company could benefit by redirecting resources from less critical areas. While 
the total savings would be the same, there would be no overall negative effect. CIOs are faced with 
challenges like this every day. Some will not rise to the challenge. Others will be able to advise the business 
on how to best use IT in support of the short-term and long-term business strategy. IT may well be the light 
at the end of this economic downturn tunnel.10 

 
 4. The necessity of building a future of sustainable consumption 

Taking into account the diminishing of the availability of natural resources, the rising rate of 
populations, and that global economic health is based on consumption, it is absolutely necessary fundamental 
changes. 

A prosperous future depends on innovative new products and business models that achieve 
transformative efficiency, and create new market opportunities. 

This transformation will be significantly driven by companies, in part through public-private 
cooperation and partnerships. Tomorrow’s businesses will meet the future by channelling their creativity to 
form markets that capture the emerging opportunities these shifts offer. 

Every period of disruptive change brings winners and losers. The formula for business success 
during our era of great change will place a premium on innovation, collaboration and smart investments to 
shape a globally prosperous and sustainable future. 

To build a future of sustainable consumption, it is absolutely necessary to take into account five new 
directions. They are: 

• innovation (sustainability is an enabler of innovation and should be at the core of the design 
of products and services and the development of new business models and platforms),  

• collaboration (new forms of collaboration between business partners, along entire value 
chains, and with key stakeholder groups will be needed), 

• investment (to catalyse a prosperous future, business needs to look beyond short-term 
pressures and focus on investment for the long term, working to build understanding among 
investors of the value at stake in long-term planning),  

• values (to become relevant in shaping a better future for society, new values-based 
frameworks are needed to align behaviour in more productive and innovative ways), and  

• leadership (as business leaders, we choose to lead from the front, because we see that the 
cost of inaction to our businesses far outweighs the cost of action). 

We believe we have the potential to create new business models that build lasting prosperity for the 
many; that make wise use of natural resources; that internalize social and environmental capital; and that 
focus on innovation to thrive in a low-carbon, dematerialized economy driving smarter consumption. 

 
 5. Redefining business and growth strategy 

The current economic climate gives the opportunity to reconsider business strategy and the way of 
carefully resources management. There is a necessity to evaluate and confirm business and growth 
strategies. 

Understanding this major necessity, the consulting companies have identified new business 
opportunities for their affaires. In this direction, the main action directions are oriented towards: 

• understanding the specific value proposition for complex business holdings and investments; 
• evaluating business portfolio and investment priorities in light of current market conditions; 
• identifying non-core assets for divesting; 
• developing a short- and long-term program for protecting and growing value and managing 

investor interests; and 
• understanding and address concerns with capital markets valuations. 

In this context, the new services of consulting companies include: strategic finance, evaluation, 
financial and business modelling, and sell-side services. From the perspective of strategic finance, the 
consulting companies’ professionals can help developing plans to grow and create shareholder value. Their 
fact- and value-based analysis provides a perspective for deploying resources to optimize shareholder value 

                                                      
10 Brenton Smith (2009),  Four Steps to Redefining the Economics of IT, available on http://www.cio.com.au/ 
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and manage risk. Financial modelling supports the business case for proposed investments, enhancing the 
credibility with banks, creditors and equity markets while giving insights on key cash-flow generation, risk 
and value drivers. 

In terms of evaluation, the consulting companies can support senior management in making 
decisions through the independent and objective advice on mergers and acquisitions, divestitures, 
restructuring, strategy design and implementation, financial reporting, litigation and risk management. They 
can also help with tax planning and regulatory issues, identifying critical value and risk drivers and 
determining linkages that affect performance. In addition, valuation can help to better align the decision-
making, resource allocation, executive compensation and enterprise performance. 

With respect to financial and business modelling, the consulting companies provide an objective 
view of critical assumptions and uncertainties so the investors understand the deal better — from revenue 
and tax structure strategies, to investment drivers that create value. 

From the sell-side services perspective, the consulting companies provide a set of solutions that can 
help maximizing value and efficiency, maintaining control and minimizing disruption in any disposal 
process. The consulting companies can work with you from portfolio review to exit readiness and separation 
to make a difference in your divestitures. In their portfolio services there are included: valuation and 
financial modelling; due diligence and financial statement preparation; tax planning and structuring; cost and 
synergy analysis; and operational separation. 

 
 6. The recent global economic crisis, as a crisis of ethical values 

The World Economic Forum from Davos 2010 summit has issued an opinion poll showing two-
thirds of those surveyed believe the current economic crisis is also a crisis of values.  

Almost as many singled out business as the sector that should stress values more to foster a better 
world. In a statement from the Forum, it was said that “the poll results point to a trust deficit regarding 
values in the business world”. Only one-quarter of respondents believe that large multinational businesses 
apply a values-driven approach to their sectors. 

Two-thirds of people around the world think the global economic crisis is also a crisis of ethical 
values that calls for more honesty, transparency and respect for others, according to a World Economic 
Forum poll.11 

A large majority of 67.8 percent said the current global economic crisis was also a crisis of ethics 
and values. Only 19 percent of total responses thought faulty ethics played no role in the current economic 
crisis. 60.9 percent said businesses large and small should stress values more, compared to 23 percent for 
politics and 16.1 percent for global institutions. Only 12.9 % of the 130,000 people polled said businesses 
were primarily accountable to their shareholders. 18.2 % said clients and customers, 22.9 % named 
employees and 46 % cited all of them equally. Asked which values were most important in the global 
political and economic system, 39.3 percent said honesty, integrity and transparency, 23.7 percent chose 
respecting others, 19.9 percent said considering the impact of actions on others and 17 percent said 
preserving the environment. While two-thirds of respondents saw an ethical crisis, only 54.2 percent believed 
that universal values - a possible basis for a more moral approach to business - actually exist. 

Lots of people believe the economic crisis reveals a crisis of values but they are less clear about what 
to do about it. Clearly they are not strong on the “shareholder value” school of business thinking.  And only a 
bit more than half believe that universal values - a possible basis for a more ethical approach to business - 
actually exist. Such fundamental values as concern for the common good, but none get into the nuts and bolts 
of suggesting policies that businesses can implement to make up for their perceived ethical deficits. 

In a ‘Global Public Opinion Poll on Values and Ethics’ conducted by World Economic Forum, in 
collaboration with Facebook, The Nielsen Company and Georgetown University, the majority of respondents 
(over two-thirds) believe the global economic crisis is also a crisis of ethics and values. This number is 
significantly higher among older participants - 79% of respondents over 30 hold this opinion. At the country 
level, Israel (55%) and Turkey (53%) show the lowest level of affirmative answers12. 

 
 7. Conclusions 

In turbulent times, a clear perspective of the challenges facing businesses is more important than 
ever. Most financial tools and concepts and systems used nowadays are manmade, and are not absolute, and 

                                                      
11 Tom Heneghan (2010), Global economic crisis also values crisis: Davos poll , available on http://www.reuters.com 
12 Faith and the Global Agenda: Values for the Post-Crisis Economy (2010), World Economic Forum 
Geneva, Switzerland  
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hence can and must be changed. This paper tries to emphasis that the business values depending on supply 
and demand, marketing, fierce competition, branding, customer satisfaction etc, are all manmade notions, 
and are only in the brain, and can be changed, even if not easily. 

The current economic system has undergone many improvements to try and shift the human and 
environmental interest into focus, e.g. social market economy, employee motivation, empowerment, mission, 
public relation, community, environmental protection etc, but such efforts have not yet transformed into a 
concrete generally applicable tool and are still flexible issues. 
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Abstract:  This paper aims to analyze the evolution of overdue loans in Romania in the last 

period and the collection strategies implemented by banks in order to diminished the provisions and 
achieve the expected results by the end of the year. The research goals are on different layers: first, 
to overview the banking market from the loans’ performance perspective, and second to understand 
the most appropriate strategies, used by the financial organizations to address this business issue. 
We expect to conclude on the most important strategies of collection, why they are important and 
how are they implemented, from the operational perspective. 
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1. Introduction 
 Due to the crisis’ effects, the debts on loans have tripled in 2009 and continued at the 
beginning of 2010, so the collecting debts became an important concern for most of the banks. All 
service organizations face the challenge of successfully collecting on overdue debts, while maintaining 
customer loyalty and satisfaction. In the current banking context, considering the existence of overdue loans 
and credit portfolios of variable performance, debt collection has become an essential task for banks. Banks 
are paying now the effects of the transactional short-term oriented selling, experienced in the last years 
before crisis, when expanding the network was the main and sometimes the only priority for bankers. Even 
the so proclaimed “consultative selling” was declared in past as the focus of banking developers, the pressure 
of sales targets and the lack of internal resources determined a shorter sales cycle, whom consequences are 
obvious now from the perspective of the overdue loans. Were Romanian banks prepared for such a 
phenomenon? Most of them not, but all Romanian banking tried to develop and implement two main 
strategies. On one hand, developing appropriate restructuring solutions, for overcoming the problem of 
existing overdue credits – both in the case of businesses or population – was the first step. On the other hand, 
bank employees, who are responsible for debt collection have narrow experience in the field and possess a 
limited level of skills for building rapport, persuading and successfully negotiating with debtors. Therefore, 
the tools at their disposal (scripts, technical knowledge) are insufficiently leveraged and the banks tried to 
develop their collection skills. 
 

2. The year 2009 – the “boom” of bad debts in Romanian banking 
The total volume of population and economic agents’ loans on December 31, 2009 was 201.2 billion 

RON (47.6 billion Euros), declining slightly from the previous month. By the end of the last year, the 
volume of the accounted loans in the local currency was 79.8 billion RON (18.9 billion Euros), meaning 
almost 40% of the total, while the foreign currency loans had reached 121.4 billion RON (28.7 billion 
Euros). 

The overdue loans granted to the population and economic agents tripled last year, reaching 
7.84 billion RON (1.85 billion Euros) on December 31, 2009 and the growth was faster on foreign 
currency segment. At the end of 2008, the volume of debts was about 2.8 billion RON, according to 
data published by the National Bank of Romania (NBR). Thus, between December 2008 and 
December 2009, the overdue loans increased by about 3.5 times in foreign currency loans and 2.4 
times in local currency component. Also, the share of debts in the case of total population and 
economic agents’ loans increased in late 2009, to 3.89% late last year from 1.4% at the end of 2008. 
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At the end of November 2009, the share of loans with payment delays represented about 4% of the 
balance. 

In case of loans in foreign currency, the evolution of debts was reversed on December 2009, their 
volume going down with 7.65% from the previous month, to 3.5 billion RON (820 million Euros). On the 
other hand, the volume of debts in local currency has continued to advance in December 2009 by 3.3% 
comparing with the previous month, reaching the value of 4.34 billion RON (1.03 billion Euros). Thus, at the 
end of November 2009, the volume of bad debts was 4.2 billion RON (986 million Euros) in local currency 
and 3.79 billion RON (887 million Euros) in foreign currency, as data published by NBR emphasized. The 
data submitted by NBR, within the monthly surveys, referring to the financial behaviour of the economic 
agents and the population, the overdue loans do not include extra balance position. 

 
3. The year 2010 – debts on loans continue to grow 

Population’s total loans at the end of January 2010 were about 200.49 billion RON (48.66 billion 
Euros). Loans in RON represented about 40% of total loans and those in foreign currency had a share of 
almost 60% of the total. 

 
Figure 1: Comparison between total overdue loans in RON and total overdue loans in foreign currency for 

Romania (at the end of January 2010) 

4620, 53%

4150, 47%

Total overdue loans in RON (mil. RON) Total overdue loans in foreign currency (mil. RON)

 
Data source: http://www.wall-street.ro/top/Finante-Banci/80919/Top-10-judete-dupa-restantele-la-credite-la-

inceputul-lui-2010.html 
 

Figure 2: The weight of total overdue loans in total loans for Romania (at the end of January 2010) 

 
Data source: http://www.wall-street.ro/top/Finante-Banci/80919/Top-10-judete-dupa-restantele-la-credite-la-

inceputul-lui-2010.html 
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according to the National Bank of Romania. Overdue loans of the population and businesses increased only 
in January 2010 by 12.3%, reaching up to 8.77 billion RON (2.1 billion Euros). 

In January 2010, debts in RON of the population and economic agents increased by 6.45% up to 
4.62 billion RON (1.12 billion Euros), while the foreign currency segment debts had recorded even a higher 
rate, of 19.7%, up to 4.15 billion RON (about one billion Euros). 

In late February 2010, the number of individuals and companies who registered delays in paying 
their loans rates in due time to their banks rose to 222,374, compared with the end of January 2010, when 
214,601 persons were registered by the banks as bad debtors. Thus, after the first two months of this year, 
about 23% of banks’ customers were bad debtors in the case of their loans of more than 20,000 RON. 

Value of debts maturing over 90 days in case of loans bigger than 20,000 RON increased by 11.5% 
in February 2010, up to 6.41 billion RON, while at the beginning of this year the value increased by 19%, 
according to the Central Credit Register (BBR). 

In January 2010, debts maturing over 90 days totalled 5.75 billion RON. By the end of the last year, the 
balance had risen to 5.38 billion RON. Also, the payable amounts for delays maturing over 90 days were also 
the highest share in total, being 68%. Thus, in late February 2010, the total of payable amounts was 9.42 
billion RON, 8.8% higher than in late January 2010 and 20.2% higher than by the end of 2009. The weight 
of the total bad debts has advanced up to 4.20%, from 3.86% at the end of January 2010. 

About delays in payment debts maturing between 61 and 90 days, the balance raised in February 
2010 up to 646 million RON, by 23.5% over the level in late January 2010, 523 million RON. Dynamics 
remained positive also about the debts maturing between 31 and 60 days and between 16 and 30 days. On the 
other hand, the term of repayment obligations maturing less than 15 days were the only that fell to 393 
million RON in February 2010, up from 679 million RON in January 2010. However, comparing February 
2010 with December 2009, they recorded a slight increase from 323 million RON, the amount from late last 
year. 

 
4. Territorial perspective on debts on loans 

There are more differences from the territorial point of view, not all Romanian counties having the 
same contribution to the national statistics. Top 5 counties considering debts in early 2010 were Bistrita-
Nasaud, Ialomita, Arad, Suceava and Arges (as emphasized in Table 1 and Figure 3). 

 
Table 1: The situation of loans lent by Romanian banks and the poorest performing Romanian Counties in 

terms of reimbursement (at the end of January 2010) 

Country 
Total loans  
(mil. RON) 

Total overdue 
loans  

(mil. RON) 

% of overdue 
loans in total 

loans 

Total overdue 
loans in RON  

(mil. RON) 

Total overdue 
loans in foreign 
currency (mil. 

RON) 
Romania 200490 8770 4.37 4620 4150 

County 
Total county 

loans  
(mil. RON) 

Total county 
overdue loans  

(mil. RON) 

% of county 
overdue loans 
in total county 

loans 

Total county 
overdue loans 

in RON  
(mil. RON) 

Total county 
overdue loans 

in foreign 
currency  

(mil. RON) 
Neamt 2420 131.7 5.43 98 33.7 
Alba 2630 147.6 5.59 80.7 66.9 

Botosani 1820 103.6 5.66 85.3 18.3 
Salaj 2180 133.9 6.13 38.1 95.8 
Galati 3920 250.8 6.38 139.5 111.4 
Arges 6480 292.3 6.48 153.4 138.9 

Suceava 3280 224.1 6.83 174.5 49.5 
Arad 2950 209.7 7.1 105.7 104 

Ialomita 1370 98.1 7.14 52.6 45.5 
Bistrita-Nasaud 2190 184.5 8.4 111.1 73.4 

Data source: http://www.wall-street.ro/top/Finante-Banci/80919/Top-10-judete-dupa-restantele-la-credite-la-
inceputul-lui-2010.html 

 
Population and companies from the county of Bistrita-Nasaud ranked in January 2010 the first place, 

with the largest share of overdue loans from the total contracted, more specific 8.4% of the total, at a large 
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distance from the second position, county of Ialomita, with 7.14% from the total. In Bistrita-Nasaud were 
recorded overdue loans worth 184.5 million RON, while the total contracted loans are of an amount of 2.19 
billion RON. The highest problem of the residents of this county was represented by paying in due time the 
loans in national currency, overdue loans having an amount of 111.1 million RON. Considering the foreign 
currency loans, population from Bistrita-Nasaud has overdue loans worth 73.4 million RON. 

Ranked the second within the top of Romanian counties where population or companies encountered 
problems in paying their debts in due time is the county of Ialomita, the value of overdue loans being 98.1 
million RON. Ialomita residents have taken loans from banks totalling 1.37 billion RON, as the share of total 
overdue loans portfolio is 7.14%. Overdue loans in RON registered in this county are of 52.6 million RON, 
while loans denominated in other currencies that generate problems for banks are worth 45.5 million RON. 

Third place on the podium of counties with the highest overdue loans reported of total contracted 
loans is occupied by Arad. Here, overdue loans reached 209.7 million RON of the total loans (2.95 billion 
RON, ratio being 7.1%). The biggest debts’ problem of Arad County inhabitants refers to the loans in RON 
(the overdue loans in RON are for 105.7 million RON), while the value of overdue foreign currency loans is 
only 104 million RON. 

At the end of January 2010, Suceava County residents had overdue loans of 224.1 million RON, 
from a total of 3.28 billion RON. Share of total portfolio overdue loans amounted to 6.83% in this county, 
according to data published by the NBR. In Suceava, the highest credit balance remained in RON, which 
reached 174.5 million RON, while the balance of overdue loans in foreign currency is 49.5 million RON. 

The fifth county from this ranking is Arges. Its population and businesses have taken loans from 
banks of 6.48 billion RON, while the total overdue loans reached 292.3 million RON, the share being 6.48%. 
The overdue loans in RON are of 153.4 million RON and the overdue foreign currency loans reached 138.9 
million RON. 

 
Figure 3: Comparison between total overdue loans in RON and total overdue loans in foreign currency for 
the poorest performing Romanian Counties in terms of reimbursement (at the end of January 2010) 
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Data source:  http://www.wall-street.ro/top/Finante-Banci/80919/Top-10-judete-dupa-restantele-la-credite-la-

inceputul-lui-2010.html 
 

5. Debt collection – an essential task for Romanian banks 
In the current banking context, considering the existence of overdue loans and credit portfolios of 

variable performance, debt collection has become an essential task for banks. On one hand, banks pay now 
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the bad, short-term oriented or ineffective sales, experienced in the last years before crisis, when expanding 
the network was the main and sometimes the only priority for bankers. 

When the general approach of collecting money back was defined, banks took into consideration that 
all the efforts they made during the years of growth should not be jeopardized by the present approach. 
While executing bad debts was not considered to be a solution (from both perspectives – the fact that a 
present customer, being in difficulties of paying the debts, will not be anymore the bank’s customer and its 
long term profit will be affected, but also the fact that all guaranties, parts of the contracts, lost most of their 
value, as an post-crisis effect), the only acceptable approach taken into consideration by most of banks was 
how to face the challenge of successfully collecting on overdue debts, while maintaining customer loyalty 
and satisfaction. 

This approach was defined by the Romanian banks into two main strategies of collecting: how to 
define the most appropriate restructuring solutions (specifically for business and for populations) and how to 
develop its representatives’ skills of collection for approaching them professionally. 

 
6. Creating restructuring solutions for banks’ customers 

The collection and restructuring process developed by Romanian banks within the last years has 
some specific features based on whether the customer is a small or medium enterprise or an individual. We 
will present some of the main features of the collection activity, separately for each of the two categories in 
the following paragraphs. 

Collection and restructuring process for small and medium enterprises developed a portfolio 
made up of mainly four loan products as follows: multipurpose loans, credit line, investment loans (for 
equipments) and investment loans (for premises acquisition or modernization). 

Through capitalization of principal, current and overdue interest, current and overdue commissions, 
these four products become restructured multipurpose loans, restructured credit lines etc. The main 
restructuring criteria are as follows: the client has a continuous activity; before any proposal for 
restructuring, the branch credit officer should visit the client’s premises and then must prepare a visit report 
that must contain the proof of the fact that the company is going along with its activity and of the client’s 
willingness to respect the terms and due date of the payments proposed through the restructuring solutions; 
the checking made with CIP, CCR, BC and the insolvency bulletin databases do not show relevant negative 
information of the client’s business relationships with other financial institutions; the client should have paid 
at least one annuity (principal plus interest) and the related administration commission, and is going to pay at 
least one annuity (principal plus interest) together with the administration commission related to the new 
restructured agreed payment schedule until the restructuring implementation; the client’s overdue amounts 
are longer than 30 days, but not exceeding 209 days for the loans guaranteed with mortgage and between 30 
and 150 days for the loans which are not guaranteed with any mortgage. 

One or more of the following restructuring schemes may be applied: grace period of maxim 12 
months for principal; the prolongation of the credit tenor, with up to 5 years for the loans guaranteed with 
mortgage and with up to two years for the loans that are not guaranteed, without exceeding the maximum 
tenor of 10 years for the nonguaranteed loans, the maximum tenor of 20 years for the loans guaranteed with 
mortgage (companies) and the maximum tenor of 25 years for the loans guaranteed with mortgage and 
granted to individuals; the prolongation of the loans’ tenor will be applied starting with the date of the 
restructuring implementation; smaller principal rates for a period of 12 months(applied only to loans with 
reimbursement through decreasing rates and interest paid at the loan outstanding); conversion of the loan 
currency from RON into Euros; as an exception, we may reduce the interest rate margin according to the 
interests rates in place at the date of the restructuring approval, for a period of maximum 12 months. 

Collection and restructuring process for consumer and mortgage loans granted to individuals 
has a different approach. 

Related to consumer loans, there are two main categories as follows: pre-delinquency (0 days 
overdue) and delinquent 2-5 bucket overdue customers. For customers belonging to the pre-delinquency, a 
mix of measures needs to be taken: prolongation of the loan tenor, change of the due date free of charge, 
payment in advance (partly or fully). The actions need to be reactive so that these offers can be proposed to 
each customer who comes to the branch and claims difficulties in managing his payments. The branch has to 
update the clients’ contact details on a regular basis by verifying the existing contact details and if 
discrepancy, update. For customers belonging to the 2-5 bucket category, another mix of measures are 
appropriate to be taken: grace period of maxim 12 months for principal; a fixed interest rate for a period of 
one year, and after than the interest rate will become variable again; the client should present at the bank 
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recent financial documents or ways to find another job (applications, CVs etc); once the restructuring is 
implemented, if the client is not able to pay according to the schedule, the bank has the right to start the legal 
procedures in order to recover the due amounts of the loan after 30 days. The actions of the branch 
representatives must be proactive; they must phone the customers and establish meetings with them. For 
customers that cannot be reached the actions must be proactive and involve the following measures: 
obtaining new contact details using local relationships and existing customer relationship; phone calls to the 
employer, relatives, friends; use local databases; promote the restructuring offer; visit to employer and 
customer premises if cannot be reached. 

Related to mortgage loans, there are also two categories: pre-delinquency (0 days overdue) and 
delinquent overdue customers that must be restructured. For customers belonging to the pre-delinquency, a 
mix of measures needs to be taken, as they are taken related with consumer loans. For delinquent overdue 
customers the restructuring measures depend on whether the loan is a consumer loan guaranteed with 
mortgage (home equity) or a mortgage loan. 

In case the bank has a home equity loan that must be restructured, the following steps need to be 
taken: grace period for principal up to 12 months; the overdue amounts (interest and commissions) are 
rescheduled during the whole tenor (up to 20 years) and will not bear additional interest; the prolongation of 
the tenor up to 20 years assures the decrease of the monthly installment with an average of 40%-50%. The 
bank supports the client and lends him the amounts necessary in order to cover the notary taxes, but not more 
than 5% of the current outstanding resulted after the restructuring. Due to the fact that the indebting degree is 
not calculated, the bank will not need any financial documents. The new restructured amount of the loan may 
reach the percentage of 100% of the evaluation value of the mortgage for second rank mortgage in bank’s 
favour (under the condition that the first rank mortgage is also in favor of the bank).For the first rank 
mortgage, the value of the loan cannot exceed 75% of the evaluation value of the property. The new 
structures of securities includes first and subsequent rank mortgage on the property and insurance policies 
assigned to the bank. 

The actions taken by the branch must be proactive, by phoning to customers, based on a given script, 
to promote the restructuring offer, by obtaining new contact details using local relationships and existing 
customer relationship and by visiting customer’s premises if he cannot be contacted. Once the restructuring 
is implemented, if the client is not able to pay according to the schedule, the bank has the right to start the 
legal procedures in order to recover the due amounts of the loan after 30 days. 

In case banks have a mortgage loan that must be restructured, the following steps need to be taken: 
offering the client a 12 month period with lower installment and then re-evaluate their balance, or a grace 
period of maxim 12 months for principal; offering the client the possibility of bringing one available 
mortgage (ownership of the customer or of a third party) as an additional guarantee with a prolongation of 
the loan tenor. 

The restructuring scheme may also include a fixed interest rate for a period of one year, and after 
than the interest rate will become variable again or the option to reduce the value of their instalment – 
between 25% and 50% – and prevent them becoming delinquent again. In order for the restructuring to be 
implemented, the client should pay at least half of the initial rate and no less than the related penalties, in 
order for the bank to see his commitment of respecting the new reimbursement schedule. The client should 
also present at the bank recent financial documents or ways to find another job (applications, CVs etc). The 
actions taken by the branch must be proactive by contacting the customers that replied positive to the branch 
invitation, but did not show up, and by proposing restructuring to customers that may face difficulties in 
managing their payments. 

Once the restructuring is implemented, if the client is not able to pay according to the schedule, the 
bank has the right to start the legal procedures in order to recover the due amounts of the loan after 30 days. 
All the collection and restructuring actions must involve the following branch representatives: the Mortgage 
Loan Officer and/or the Consumer Loan Office and the Branch Manager, who is responsible for coordination 
and implementation of all the above actions and personally involved in contacting by phone or visit the 
customers that are “not interested” to pay. 

 
7. Improving people performance through collection skills development 

The second most important collection strategies that bankers used have the aim to turn debt 
collection activity into successful means of consolidating favourable customer relations, to increase the 
efficiency of credit collection and to gain the status of preferred creditor (i.e. the creditor where debtors 
choose to pay their overdue amounts). Taking into consideration these conditions, the importance of banking 
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professionals within this framework is crucial; they are supposed to apply professionally the collection skills, 
this activity being essential for the bank’s positive business results. Further on, improving the performance of 
the team members who collect debts through coaching interventions should be one of the main 
responsibilities at any managerial level within a bank. 

A long term approach means that banks aim to obtain win-win results, i.e. escape-escape results, the 
customers have to be convince that the bank is their partner, offering the best solutions for the present and 
also for the future, wanting to help customers cover their debts, keeping them close both for now and for 
future, the customers being the banks’ present and future portfolio. 

Long term oriented banks understood that they have to “to sell” through this phase of their 
relationship with the customers, the collectors to behave professionally, so that the banking organizations 
may keep all customers that respect laws, and offer to every single customer the right facility to overcome 
this difficult period. 

 Collecting bad debts was in past a common practice mainly for telecom companies, as the 
consultants from AchieveGlobal declare. Banking had to face this new phenomenon at a bigger size only 
starting with 2008. While some of banks decided to develop collection strategies using internal resources, 
others chose to involve both their internal resources, business units, human resource and training 
departments and external resources, as training and consultancy companies, some of them with long term 
expertise in Romanian banking and with a long and successful history in creating and implementing 
collection training solutions. 

 The best and most effective approach involved not only developing skills in the case of the front line 
collectors (e.g. call centres representatives or employees from branches), but also their managers. Top 
executives of some banks in Romania, as Bancpost or Credit Europe Bank in 2009, considered their 
involvement also important, due to the key messages they transferred to the bank network, during the 
projects of developing collection skills their banks implemented. Paying the right attention to this projects 
and transferring the managers’ spirit and the skills to their people, by coaching them day by day in improving 
performance, was a priority. The success of the projects was determined also by a strong team spirit that was 
developed – to be and to behave as a strong team and managers be models for their people. 

Taking into consideration these conditions, the importance of people within this framework, who are 
supposed to apply professional collection skills, is essential for a bank’s success. During the collection 
process, the successful application of the collection skills, together with a proactive attitude, will definitely 
contribute to the achievement of the preset business goals. 

 
8. Developing skills solutions 

Any successful training initiative should be a part of an integrated solution of development, formed 
by a multiple phase program, which provides debt collectors with actionable, internationally tested collection 
strategies and techniques, as well as with immediate opportunities for on-the-job application and results 
analysis. All these transfer the participants the necessary skills and tools, in order to create a “common 
language” among them and to assure the success of this initiative, based on the organizational needs and 
priorities for the current and future period, for achieving the expected business results. 

The development solutions implemented have the aim of developing the skills of banks’ employees, 
which help them work with customers, in an unbiased way, to obtain debt collection, and, at the same time, 
maintain a constructive relationship with customers. This approach was seen as favourable by those banking 
organizations aiming to provide the customers not only with the basic banking products, but also with stellar 
banking service, create a collaborative relationship with all customers, efficiently collect debts by offering 
support and solutions to customers and adapt collecting strategies and techniques to the customer’s situation 
and personal approach. The outcomes that have been taken into consideration by banks, trying to approach 
customers through collection experiences, were integrating basic principles of a stellar customer service in 
debt collection activities, together with efficient collection, while maintaining, at the same time, positive 
relationships with debtors and negotiating mutually rewarding arrangements, for both debtors and bank. 

Research shows that one-off training sessions have no major impact upon business results. 
Therefore, the most successful developing solutions have taken into consideration multiple phase programs 
which use a complex range of performance development instruments: audit, interactive seminars and 
participant-focused workshops followed by on-the job coaching sessions (as shown in Table 2). 
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Table 2: Implementation phases of a recommended development solution 
Implementation 
Phases  

Length:  What & How Why:  

Phase 1: 
Observation and 
customization 
 

1 day The consultant spends 1 day on the premises (the 
branches of the bank), observing the performance of 
debts collectors and customizing course content 
with directly involved managers. 

To ensure immediate 
applicability and 
relevance in banking 

Phase 2: 
Implementing 
workshop of 
developing skills 
of collection 
 

2-3 days Skill transfer is carried out through an interactive 
workshop, including more than 80% practical 
activities, when participants work in teams to apply 
the techniques to their present collection script. The 
methodology used during the workshop may 
include all the activities fit to adult learning: 
reading, individual exercises, role-plays, video 
modelling, group presentation, connection 
exercises, action planning. 

To transfer skills and 
initiate immediate 
application in banking 

Phase 3: 
Observation and 
coaching on-the-
job (optional 
phase) 

to be 
decided, 
during 1st 
week after 
phase 2 

Participants use the script and the consultant 
provides coaching on the job to reinforce skills and 
to ensure the successful transfer into practice. 

To ensure the testing of 
techniques against real 
life situations 

Phase 4: 
Follow-up & fine-
tuning and script 
consolidation 
workshop 
(optional phase) 

1 day The group reunites to discuss successes as well as 
obstacles encountered by participants and generate 
solutions. 

To consolidate script 
and reinforce skills. To 
ensure a consistent level 
of knowledge and skills 
among all collectors. 

Data source: Adapted after AchieveGlobal Methodology and Research (www.achieveglobal.ro). 
 

9. Conclusion 
Most of Romanian banks succeeded to implement both strategies described above. Those 

organizations that were successful in pre-delinquency actions are the most favourable. The success cannot be 
if only of the two strategies is implemented (restructuring solutions or skilful people), it is the result of their 
combination and synergy. 
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1. Introduction  
 

Process quality refers to the ability of a process to produce and deliver quality products and covers 
aspects such as accuracy, conformance to specification, and reliability (Anupindi, R., 1999). Business 
models describe by several papers but Shafer el all (2005) provide a powerfully way for executives to 
analyse and communicate their strategic choices. Although there is some chance that firms with sloppily 
formulated business models will succeed in the market place, the probability is low since the core logic for 
value creation and capture will not have been clearly thought through (Shafer, Smith, & Linder, 2005, 
p.207).      

 Chesbrough and Rosenbloom specify some requirements that the business model concept should 
fulfill, and provide a list of items which must follow up (Chesbrough, 2003; Chesbrough & Rosenbloom, 
2002): 

• On intended market segment we should articulate the value proposition and its relation; 
• To create and distribute the supplying outlined in  the value proposition, should define the value 

chain on that particularly firm; 
• In the value chain, we should define the additive assets needed to create and provide support its 

position; 
• Identify the potential competitors and position of firm in the value network context; 
• Approximate the cost structure and profit potential associating the business model concept to value 

creation; 
• A firm will gain and hold an advantage over their competitors if it defines the means within links 

the business model concept to strategy. 
 In a strategic management approach highlights a business model in to an entrepreneurial perspective, 

like a “concise representation of how an interrelated set of decision variables in the areas of venture strategy, 
architecture, and economics are addressed to create sustainable competitive advantage in defines markets” 
(Morris, Schindehutte & Allen, 2005).  Models propose in assumption: no matter of venture-type, contains 
six-component framework for characterising a business model, which represent a strategic framework 
conceiving a value-based admitting the used to design, describe, categorise and analyse a business model for 
any type of company. Business models was create to approach to the customer needs and to achieve a place 
in a specific market for each companies. In business process models often the quality dimension was 
neglected.  

Business model for a services company consists of four elements: network model, operation and 
maintenance model, financial model and life cycle model. All four elements have to be in balance and the 
balanced model is used in the creation measurement criteria. Vertical level presents network model describes 
the whole physical network and all of its components as a WAN.  
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 Operation and maintenance model, and network model have to be adjusted so that they match each 
other. Life cycle and financial models are described on the horizontal level. Financial model is created based 
on companies’ yearly budget, estimated income (contracts, sponsored fees, taxes, ranting income ) and cost 
structure within certain life cycle.  Business model implementation are based on agenda for implementation 
and budget. Both are used as tools when we analyze the value chain and processes. By means of the model 
one can control both operational value chains and real processes (Keskine et all, 2007). 

This paper is structured in four sections. After an introduction, in section 2 we focus on    function 
quality, input/output quality, human and non-human resources quality.  Section 3 present a case study in a 
call centre companies, started with software objectives and functionalities, and than we related non-human 
resources quality dimensions. Last section is dedicated to conclusions and future work.  

 
 

2. Quality of business process  
 
Quality of business process (QoBP) was decomposed in four quality dimension: Function, 

Input/Output, Non-Human Resource, and Human Resource (M. Heravizadeh et all 2009) 
On a business process we have a some of activities witch must to be realized, and a function is a 

elementary building block in that context, which was described in ISO/IEC-9126-1. 
 
2.1. Function quality of business process 

 
 The first quality dimension of business process is function quality, detailed in standards in 13 

function quality features, such as ( ISO/IEC-9126-1, 2001): 
• Suitability  is the capacities to produce a relevant function for specified user objectives. 
• Accuracy relates to the potentiality to provide the appropriate or corresponded results or effects 

with the demand level of precision. 
• Security details to the competence of the function to safeguard information and data so that not 

authorized resources cannot access them. 
• Reliability is the competence of the functions to conserve a specified level of performance when 

exploited under defined conditions. 
• Understandability is the capabilities of the function to provide resource to realize whether the 

function s adequate, and how can be utilize for special functions and condition of use. 
• Learnability is the capacity of the function to enable the user to study it. 
• Time efficiency relates the function quality to supply adequate response and processing times and 

throughput rates when execute its function, under express conditions. 
• Resource utilisation is the capacity of the function to utilize adequate amount and categories of 

resources under express conditions. 
• Productivity  is the potential of the function to provide users to accomplish specified goals with 

accuracy and completeness in a determined context of use. 
• Safety is the possibility of the functions to accomplish acceptable level of risk of process, 

environment, people, and property. 
• User satisfaction is the capability of the function to full fill users in a particular context of use. 
• Robustness is the level to which a function can operate correctly even in presence of false, partial 

or opposed inputs. 
 Those dimensions of function quality not all are relevant for all functions, but its can helps us to 

recognize quality aspects of our particular process and functions. 
 
 2.2. Input and output quality of business process 
 
 The physical and informational object that was utilizes and create by the business process can be 

analyzed in input and output quality terms. We recognized 11 categories of data quality, such as: accuracy, 
objectivity, believability, accessibility, security, relevancy, value-added, timeliness, completeness, amount of 
data (Heravizadeh et all, 2009, p.80-91). From those categories, accuracy and security was described in 
previous section, and we analyze only the other categories. 

• Objectivity concern to whether the data is indifferent and fact-based. 
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• Believability relate to the measurement to which data are evaluated or considered true, real and 
believable. 

• Reputation relate to the measurement to which data has a believable source. 
• Accessibility relate to the measurement to which data is easily accessible when anyone need it. 
• Relevancy relate to the measurement to which data is applicable. 
• Value-added is the measurement the contribution to the rate of profit. 
• Timeliness relate to the measurement to which data is sufficiently actual. 
• Completeness is the measurement to which data includes all needed values. 
• Amount of data refers to a comfortable data volume for our specific needs.  
 
 2.3. Non-human resource quality  
 
 All function of a business process must be executed by a non-human resources, such a computer, 

software programs, device or machines, in our case-study by the Telmar 2000 software for call centre 
companies. We try to identify from the non-human resource quality such as: suitability, accuracy, security, 
reliability, time efficiency, resource utilization, effectiveness, safety, user satisfaction, robustness, 
availability , quality of campaign, reports quality, quality of archive, compatibility with other devices or 
software’s. 

 
 2.4. Human resource quality  
 
 Among categories of human resource quality we recognized: domain knowledge, qualification, 

certification, experience, time management, communication skills. In specific domain such as call centre 
companies, in human resource we discover the most important quality of the call centre operator, in number 
of contacts that can be done by a call centre operator in one hour, each working day depends on: 

• Type of business; 
• The complexity of speech; 
• General difficulty getting in contact with the subject (receiver). If a large companies have dedicated 

campaigns, it takes time during the arrival of the secretary, the associate director of the company;  
• Delay time for results recording. 

 For some campaigns are processed 150 contacts per day, the other half are enough (½) of them. The 
rule described here comes in accordance with the theory of "numbers burned”. The minimum number of 
phone call in 60 minutes is greater than or equal to 30. If the amount processed is more than 50 numbers in 
60 minutes (contacts non-utile), this means that the operator work surface, or in a specific call centre 
language "spin numbers”. Operation of 30 contacts per hour provides a contact rate of 25% of useful 
contacts. For sales opportunities to grow and campaign objectives to achieve, the contact rate should be 
lower than this value.  

 For instance from 100 numbers called operator managed to talk to at least 25 will be customers or 
potential customers (25%). Profitability Campaign for both call centre and customer is 100% when the 
contact rate to 10% of the nominal positive ends. It means that the effect obtained must be 10% sales or 
future customers. If we take an example, from 25 possible customers we could have 3 customers to buy 
product.  We related the indicators of efficiency of call centre noted:  

• % off  (percent of off) - fall in 15% of the total time of each system operator; 
• 10% contact rate, i.e. nominal 100 call ends with sales to 10;  
• M/h means Meetings per hour = Total Meeting / Total hours worked (to be within the time 

specified by the client, somewhere over the value of meeting 0.35 per hour). 
   If we have a unique indicator for productivity number of meetings per hour M/h, for these employers 

witch can not get only one meeting their productivity is null: M/h=0. In fact if we analyze useful calls we can 
saw significant results for the several employee which has M/h=0. More than this values, instead all 
employers from some campaign which has M/h=0 obtained significant number of useful calls.   

    
If we analyze in deep call centre companies we can divide quality of human resources in two categories: 

minimum abilities and transfer abilities. In first category we have: punctuality, schedule time, subordination, 
compliance instructions, ability to work with minimal supervision, cooperation, positive attitude, trustworthy 
person, initiative, courtesy, patience, ability to allow discussions contradictory, rationale, accept suggestions 
to improve work, active listening to supervisor, self evaluation, team spirit.  
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In transfer abilities we have: interactive problem solving, individual taking proper discussions, 
timeliness, responsibility, motivation, verbal expression, appropriate tone call, appropriate volume call, 
expressing positive feelings thought conversation, condescending towards the interlocutor, capacity to obtain 
acceptances, change negative rate call, adaptability according to the call, new ideas for improving the test 
script. 

 
3. QoBP in call centre companies  

 
 3.1. Software objectives and functionalities 

 
 In call centre companies, after they have: licensed data base or client data base, appropriate software 

for that specific domain, first services efficiency and quality indicator was the call centre operator - 
employee. Those operators has several stages of development on call centre companies, starting with Call 
Centre Junior, Call Centre Level 1, Call Centre Level 2 , Call Centre Senior, Call Centre Supervisor and 
Chief of telecommunications services. Companies who would find useful for start any call centre business 
could take into account several important issues that are investment basics namely:  
• logistics type: PC, multimedia headphones and speakers for each operator in part;  
• Microsoft licenses every workstation; 
• antivirus on each workstation, and especially the server; 
• a powerful server; 
• Internet connection speed; 
• PBX system performance; 
• Powerful software for call centre activity (not least). 

 Because every customer should not have annoyed speech or angry with subsequent calls, most 
software call centre will have the option system like: “do not call again”. Selecting this option and saving it, 
the nominative not be reproduced for calling. All nominative calls which included such options will be 
collected in a file called "black list" and will not be taken in efficiency calculus. In black list, besides 
categorical denials, we have: zero numbers, faxes, wrong numbers, customers who already have the service / 
product that we offer. Refusals call priori can not be recharged in software, except situation in which has 
been started a new campaign for a new product / service. When it was conceived and launched the product 
Telmar 2000, it was released to work in a market that has a growing competitive demands and objectives, 
which seeks new ways to increase productivity and reduce costs. It was developed with advanced technology 
to support companies that use the phone for market research, customer satisfaction, and sales promotions. 
This solution focuses on identification and removal of repetitive manual processes that affect the cost and 
productivity and spawn automated processes (www.telmar2000.com, 2009). 

 We mention that it has all the features developed over years of experience in telemarketing and other 
new and advanced features as CATI (Computer Assisted Telephone Interviewing). Using Telmar 2000 
means an increase in productivity of human resources, while much work is done automatically by the 
system. It integrates existing environment that can be configured by the specific needs and timing software 
allows use of only the desired function at the right time. It should be interpreted as a centre for effective 
profitability and quality that ensure recovery of investment for rapid need, reduce inefficiency and increase 
productivity. 

 Software features concerned on a distributed architecture and we will try a brief description thereof: 
1. Client server architecture enables high efficiency, safety data processing, speed of access and/or 

modified data. These features allow you to manage a large database without appreciable performance. 
2. Telephone integration with any device compilation TAPI (Telephony Application Programming 

Interface) or Technologies VoIP (Voice over Internet Protocol) (SIP-Session Initiation Protocol/IAX- 
Inter-Asterisk eXchange protocol) offers an analogical or digital connection or most devices traditional 
telephone. The software module allows preview, training and anticipation training numbers (preview, 
power and predictive call). An SDK is also available to integrate a telephone system or other PBXS.  

3. Data Import/Export gives a total interface with any database it is also made naturally, or through 
ODBC bridges, linking several types of data source or structure.  

4. Scripts creations are a very complex system of formal opportunities to make questions in a dynamic 
mode, based on database fields, the system variables or logical expressions. Also users can ensure that the 
choice of questionnaire response launches a procedure and verification and confirmation of its results 
using different ways. For example, launching the application, send email, other procedures linked with 
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specific modules. The answers to the text can be coded manually or automatically. Module has capacity 
to make automation questions and answers, by using a simple and intuitive interface based on the copy-
paste system portions and merging in the existing scripts.  

5. Amount of CATI management is very powerful and easily changed to manage time working 
samples.  

6. Meeting set module allows management of sales resources and provides the operator, updated 
calendar of events, including free time, hours not available and saturated times. The software has a simple 
graphical interface, in which the operator can choose the time and the place down.  

7. Central map and geo-location module was designed for people who want to team managers, sales 
and management meetings through telemarketing, etc., with more information as geographical aspect of 
the campaign. In this module users can get geographic location allows the registry and similar 
applications, subdivision of companies based on geographical areas, optimize processes, reduce costs 
with travel agencies in the area, improving customer service.  

8. Call centre monitoring is a real-time visual control on all workstations in its call centre, which 
offers possibly graphical representation of each workstation.  

9. Log Analyzer is an application that analyzes the work done by operators and allows to generate 
reports more accurate, to get a clear vision and detailed the work, and to evaluate productivity.  

10. Messaging server is the software module in charge of sending emails, faxes, SMS, and the 
production of personalized documents generated during the interviews. To send an email SMTP server 
and send faxes is enough to have a server Windows Fax but when sending SMS module requires a 
telephone modem or a GSM modem embedded. Dynamics listings require a license Microsoft Word 
installed on the same computer. 

11. Meeting publishing system can fixed appointments with customers, has the potential to generate a 
printing or transmission via email or via fax. It offers opportunity to publish and arrange meetings for 
consultation on the Internet via the web (www.telmar2000.com, 2009). 

 
 3.2. Non-human quality model  
 
 In this section we follow the non-human quality categories trough the software functionalities, a 

work which was supported by the experience of four call centre companies, national and international. The 
results can be usefully for the other call centre companies who now started to do business in that domain or 
is already on market but they have in business budget some level of increase the quota of market. We 
followed the five steps of action research model described by Susman and Evered (Susman, Evered, 1978):   

• Diagnosing – identify the problem; 
• Action planning – identify the actions need to be marked to resolve a problem; 
• Action taking – realizing planning actions; 
• Evaluating – to value all the actions; 
• Specifying learning – identification of lessons educated. 

 Diagnosis  
The reasons of this phase are to place in the middle of problem on our specific domain, and try to 

define and identify the problem. In call centre companies the efficiency depends to the results of the each 
campaign that taken place, and to the changing in customers needs. Some campaign are in purpose to supply 
the products, and make services for those –“  help desk “ / “ incoming calls”/ inbound activities, and other is 
telemarketing, telesales, database processing – in generic word “ outgoing calls”/ outbound activities.   

 By the other hand, some other problems in call centre efficiency were provided by the cost of data 
base, and quality of that. The database has a call centre can be bought from European leaders, database 
processing, such as companies: CONSODATA, SISECO, SEAT, Kompass. The quality of a database will be 
evaluated before the acquisition in terms of number of registered - and the number of companies available 
for each nominative information: name, address, phone number, turnover, and web address, names marketing 
director or company manager. Actual experience proves useless purchase databases with a relatively large 
number of nominal - 50,000 files-because the information contained in them is mostly incorrect or outdated, 
such as: phone number, business interruption activity. It is worth mentioning the high cost of databases 
purchased from EUR 1000 to tens of thousands per database.  

  Some other problem was the increase average for changing persons, because the work was in open 
boxes, who generated some claustrophobic behaviours, they didn’t speak directly with the customer and 
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can’t utilize non-verbal language, the work has a great level of monotony, the insatisfaction of few call who 
was leastening by the clients defined continuation or stopping the campaign. 

    Action Planning  
In that phase we assign a course of activities for handle the problem. We study those partners who 

utilize Telmar 2000 as platform who work on it, and after an market analysis all companies defined the target  
customer: national and international, and decides to use customers data based because was more efficient and 
without output of cash-flow. 

  
Table 1: Function Quality Dimension of call centre software 

 
 Action Taking  
  

In table 1 on each row we represent a function of the process and the columns represent the quality 
characteristics. If the quality characteristic is relevant we notes with Y- like yes, and the total in a row 
represent the number of characteristics relevant to the function in that row. For example totals of 9 for the 
function notes and schedules next call indicate that 9 characteristics out of 13 are relevant and important for 
this function.  For the functions: notes wrong number, report by mail and actualize data base we have 8 
characteristics out of 13 relevant and important for those functions. If this table is made for each business 
process, the manager of that process can realize witch functions are playing an important role in the quality 
of the process. On the other hand, suitability and reliability has the highest totals, 13 and 10, witch indicates 
that those quality characteristic is very important for the process and for every single function of the process 
–for the suitability, or almost every functions – for reliability. Robustness has the lowest total (2) indicates 
that it is not significant importance to this process.   

 The input-output –quality table and human-resource-quality table both have similar to the function-
quality quality table. 

 Evaluation phase provided human resource profiling, confirmation of data input and critically. We 
have studied several features and indicators for human resource profiling started with minimum abilities and 
transfer abilities which was evaluated in detail for every employer and followed in evolution from Junior to 
Senior member, and campaign performance which link non-human quality dimension with software 
indicators for every member and global for group. 

 Specifying Learning is concern on training and learning through training in several campaigns.  
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Access liability Y Y Y Y Y      Y  Y 7 

Inform operator for the next stop Y Y  Y Y Y  Y    Y  7 

Notes and schedules next call Y Y Y Y Y Y Y  Y  Y    9 

Capture failed call Y    Y Y  Y  Y Y   6 
Notes wrong numbers Y Y  Y Y  Y  Y Y  Y  8 
Notes already clients Y Y  Y Y Y Y Y Y  Y    9 
Notes already called Y   Y Y Y     Y   5 
Recharge numbers  for next 
campaign 

Y Y  Y   Y  Y   Y  6 

Report by mail Y Y Y Y Y Y  Y  Y    8 
Report by fax Y     Y Y       3 
Report archive Y Y Y Y          4 
List agreements Y  Y   Y Y Y   Y   6 
Update data base Y Y Y Y Y Y    Y   Y 8 
Total 13 9 6 10 7 6 6 5 4 4 6 3 2  
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3. Conclusions  
 

We started with four quality dimension proposed by M. Heravizadeh et all: Function, Input/Output, 
Non-Human Resource, and Human Resource and analysed a quality of business process  for a service 
company oriented to call centre profile. 

For each was quality dimension we identified several characteristics, and analyzed in detail. Human 
resource quality and call centre specific features of work was linked with software quality and software 
indicators.   

We have pointed several input-outputs which are specific to call-centre companies. For non-human 
dimension, was proposed a analyzing matrix, in which we used ISO and Heravizadeh features (on the 
columns) and particular call centre process’ features on the rows. We count these results and linked with the 
Susman and Evered evaluation model.  

We obtain a usefully relations between: notes and schedules next call, notes wrong number, report 
by mail and actualize data base and suitability and reliability. 

 In the future we intended to link these results with human indicators and improve the solutions for 
service-oriented business model. 
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Abstract :The indicators system used in the analysis of education provides relevant information to evaluate 

education systems based on specific criteria. Such criteria relate to educational policy objectives such as participation, 
access, financing, organization and distribution network for education, school-leaving the labor market integration, etc. 
Information on these issues is usually expressed quantitatively by observable and measurable data. These statistics are 
however not significant in itself, but by interpreting them as causal relationships, rates, weights, correlations and 
trends, justifying the use of complex analysis models.  

It follows that the system of indicators provide quantitative data necessary for describing and modeling 
operational educational system or its components, and information to assess the functioning of the educational 
system13.  

 
Key words: crisis management, manager behavior, economic restructuring, efficiency 

 
JEL classification: A12, I1, O11 
 
 

1.Introduction 
Systems of indicators are not so reduces the statistical data which is expressed. They are a tool for 

assessing the achievement of objectives according to specific levels of performance or their parametric 
values, expressed by relative position on a scale upward or downward. Expected results at the conclusion of 
a learning or educational program must be measurable, so that you can estimate the degree of achievement or 
remoteness from the initial planning14.  

Analytical models based on indicators system are constructed from primary data collected at local level 
(schools, for example) as BNDE15for the Romanian educational system. These data must be standardized to 
ensure international comparability and to meet the need to assess the status of education based on specific 
criteria.  

 
2.Teoretical basis involved by analysis in Educational System 

 
Thus, the model system of indicators suitable for two types of reports:  
• Descriptive analysis of data distributions by presenting values of indicators in relation to standards 

or benchmarks (eg school admission rate, gross and net coverage rate school education expenditure 
as a proportion of GDP, etc.); 

• Causal analysis, namely the establishment and explanation of cause and effect type relationships 
between phenomena that normally affect the following analysis:  

o quality of education (ie average number of students per class and the professor, the 
percentage of qualified teachers, etc.); 

o efficacy results (eg rate of transition between levels, rates of repeaters and drop-out rates of 
success in final examinations, etc.); 

o cost analysis, cost allocation between compulsory and selective (average expenditure per 
pupil and educational level).  

                                                      
13 Mihăescu Diana, ş.a, Some aspects regarding efficiency and meaning of indicators used in Romanian Educational 
System, International Conferences, Venice, Italy, November 21-23, 2008, EDU 08, index ISI; 
14 Dima Ioan Constantin (coord.), Diana Mihăescu ş.a, Eficienţa activităţii manageriale în învăţământul preuniversitar, 
Ed. ARVES, Craiova, 2006, 
15 ***Baza Naţională de Date pentru Educaţie; 
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It requires a selection process in the form of inventories or sets of indicators, providing a comprehensive 
system of indicators for education SNIE16. This system is compatible with the European Statistical System 
developed by Eurostat. The analysis model described by a system of indicators based on data from the 
following sources: the system of comprehensive surveys on education units developed by the National 
Institute of Statistics in collaboration with MEC, the survey on employment in households (AMIGO) and 
Additional modules for lifelong learning, continuing vocational training survey (FORPRO) survey conducted 
by UNESCO, OECD and Eurostat UOE a questionnaire which is a collection of data from different 
countries17. The primary data underlying the analysis model and thus the basis for all indicators are stored in 
BNDE. These data are updated and allow calculation of indicators which, of course, not a finite list because 
it describes a complex system found in dynamics. 
 
Figure nr.1 The systemic model of indicators applied in education is used in the conceptual framework of 
 
 

 
 

Also, a more elaborate approach, OECD Handbook (2004) establishes a systemic model of analysis in 
education to be taken into account in structuring SNIE. This (Table nr.1) has the merit that allows various 
combinations between the components and levels of the education system. Specifically, the indicators used 
are built around the following axes:  

                                                      
16 ***Sistemul Naţional de Indicatori pentru Educaţie; 
17 *** Commission of the European Communnities, Progress towards the Common Objectives in Education and 
Training. Indicators and Benchmarks, Brussels, CEC, 2004; 
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• the actors of the education system - that people learn, the conditions of training and learning 
environment, educational services, comprehensive education system; 

• learning products, reference levels of educational policies and context of these policies (including 
constraints) is the second reference axis; 

the content of education policy, grouped around three areas or areas of problems: quality, equity and 
relevance / effectiveness. 

 
Table. 1 Managerial perspective of positioning models used in education 18 
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Using cybernetics to create a system of national education indicators used in the analysis is based on 

the principle scheme of a cybernetic system (fig.nr1). 
 

Figure nr.1 The cybernetic system 
 

 
E=I+∆E   (1.1) 

 

                                                      
18 *** OECD , Handbook for Internationally Comparative Education Statistics, Paris, OECD, 2004; 
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where:  
I - input  
E - exits  
∆ - change the status of input output state  
 
This system of indicators is based on topological model which includes:  

a. Input vector  
Vi(t)={ v1(t), .., vn(t)}∈∈∈∈I⊂⊂⊂⊂R+   (1.2) 

where:  
Vi (t) = vector input into the system at time t;  
i = 1, .., n the number of input quantities;  
v1(t), .., vn(t) size of entry at t moment;  
I  = the set that defined the vector of input quantities;  
R+ = the set of positive real numbers.  
 

b. Control (calculation) vector:  
Uc(t)={u1(t), .., um(t)}∈∈∈∈U⊂⊂⊂⊂R+   (1.3)  

where  
Uc(t) = vector control at time t;  
c = 1, .., m is the number of orders;  
u1(t), .., um(t)- commands at time t;  
U = the set that defined the vector control;  
R+= the set of positive real numbers.  
 
This is the regulator system and is carried in statistical, mathematical calculation formulas used to determine 
the size indicators and indices at time t-1, t and t +1.  
 

c. Output vector 
Ej(t)={e1(t), .., ep(t)}∈∈∈∈E⊂⊂⊂⊂R+   (1.4)  

where  
Ej(t)= output vector at time t;  
j=1,..,p is the number of output quantities  
e1(t), .., ep(t) out of the system at time t  
E = the set that defined the vector output  
R+= the set of positive real numbers  
 

Output vector of the system is the result of the processing by regulating the control vector of input 
quantities.  

Given the structure of the national education indicators used in the analysis of the national education 
system and address them in terms of cybernetic model presented above, the analysis of education in Romania 
can be adequately highlight the following vectors: a. Input b. Command and c. Output.  
 
 
3.Developping a cybernetic model (M1) based of education indicators that can be used in the cost 
analysis at macro and mezo economic  
 

In this model have used the following indicators have been introduced as a restriction, and C1 and C2 
are set legislative and rates vary from period to period in relation to different economic criteria, social and 
political.  

Public Expenditure on Education Indicator (CGDPth) as percent of GDP, expresses the proportion 
of total public expenditure on education in financial year t (TCPth) and GDPt in financial year t, the level of 
education h (PIBt) where h is a certain level of education as ISCED model with the following equational 
representation:  

 
   (1.5) 
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The Indicator of public expenditure on education as percentage of total public expenditure (CEDh), 
expresses the proportion of total public expenditure on education in financial year t, the level of education h 
(TCPth)and total public expenditure in financial year t, where h is a certain level of education, according to 
ISCED classification model. This indicator shows the proportion of annual government expenditure allocated 
to government education services with the following representation: 
 

   (1.6) 
 
Indicator of personal spending as percent of total expenditure on education (CpEth)expresses the 
proportion of total expenditure for education in personal financial t, h level of education (TCpEth) and total 
expenditures on education in financial year t (TChtet)  where h is a certain level of education, the model with 
the following representation ISCED ecuaţională:  
 

   (1.7) 
 
Cybernetic model M1 objective function of the state budget expenditure per capita (Chbsth/capita) expresses 
the proportion of education expenditure from the state budget in financial year t; (TCPt) and the sum of 1/3 
the number of students enrolled in school / university t -1, the level of education h (N1h) and 2/3 the number 
of students enrolled in year t in school or university, the level of education h (N2h) where h is a certain level 
of education , the model is represented ISCED ecuaţional:  

 

      (1.8) 

 
The M1 cybenetic model has the following form: 
 

 

 

 

(1.9) 

 

 

(1.10) 

(1.11) 

(1.12) 
 

 

 

 

(1.13) 

 

(1.14) Restricted by law 

 

(1.15) Restriction of personal expenditure 

(1.16) Restriction of public expenditure on 
education as percentage of total public 
expenditure 

 

 
Where: 
C1, C2, C3 are column vectors institutional and regulatory set can vary over time for each age v.  
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4.Conclusions and remarks 
 
The analysis model based on indicators system for education must have the following characteristics19:  
• Is multidimensional and much expanded from previous versions so as to be usable in different 

circumstances and contain a comprehensive vision of human development, not just data related to 
education, but also reports on context, training and lifelong learning;  

• Is compatible with most known systems of indicators used by international and European organizations, 
primarily with ESS, which is our main landmark, covering the main areas of education policy (in a 
manner similar to the model analysis systems) and uses the international classification of education 
ISCED;  

• Incorporating indicators based on data both quantitative and qualitative, allowing multiple uses, both for 
annual evaluation of the education system (the basic indices) and analysis or thematic point, the central 
and regional level.  
The indicators for education20 includes all levels of initial education (preschool education, compulsory 

education, secondary, post secondary and tertiary) and continuing vocational training (CVT). According to 
this classification, CVT occupies a special, compatible with other classification models, which take account 
of the priority must be given by the European Union objectives, commitments and Romania, the 
development of lifelong learning. In this respect, as in Romania's participation in CVT presents one of the 
lowest levels in Europe, a rigorous monitoring, in terms of a broader pattern of indicators is essential.  

The indicator is comprehensive, seeking to include many and diverse components, dimensions and 
aspects of the education system, without being exhaustive. This system can extract a set of core indicators 
(set of 30-40 indicators) which serve regular assessment of the state system, its components and impact of 
education policy. Basic set of indicators could therefore provide information necessary to produce a periodic 
report on the state of education. This annual report may be accompanied by a statistical annex, based on the 
same set of indicators, similar to "L'Etat de l'ecole" (France), "Education in States and Nations" (United 
States), "Education Statistics" ( United Kingdom), "Education at a Glance" (OECD) and "Key Data on 
Education (EU).  
In the context of the impressive development of the software tools, models of indicators have become 
indispensable tools for the design, implementation and evaluation of educational policies. Thus, the use of 
indicators is enhanced by the following circumstances:  

• Addressing education in an integrated approach, which considers education along with vocational 
training and social cohesion, where interest in the use of comprehensive data banks, able to cover 
various aspects of human resources;  

• The need for comparability, using common references in the context of globalization and regional 
integration (eg European educational space, a goal of "Lisbon Strategy");  

• Interest in decentralization and quality assurance, which results in empowerment of the schools, 
using specific criteria for assessing and reporting on indicators;  

• Need for public accountability, based on specific criteria for measuring progress, given that 
education systems are increasingly using more resources, ministries and other public authorities must 
realize the periodic reports and facts expressed by indicators;  

• Including lifelong learning (lifelong learning) as a basic principle of educational policy, which 
requires the development and diversification of systems analysis, able to capture the dynamics of 
learning processes in a variety of media and educational institutions.  
To address cyber indicators used in the analysis of the national system of education is needed to 

structure the system of indicators: indicators of basic national education indicators. This is because 
educational activity has been shown in this chapter as part of the national economy and thus national 
economic analysis, which is whole, should be separated from educational activity that is "part".  

 
 
 
 

                                                      
19 Mihăescu Diana, ş.a, Some aspects regarding efficiency and meaning of indicators used in Romanian Educational 
System, International Conferences, Venice, Italy, November 21-23, 2008, EDU 08, index ISI; 
20 Mihăescu Diana, ş.a, Some aspects regarding efficiency and meaning of indicators used in Romanian Educational 
System, International Conferences, Venice, Italy, November 21-23, 2008, EDU 08, index ISI; 
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Abstract:  The paper provides eight powerful tools leaders can use to transform seemingly intractable 

differences into progress: 
� Integral vision-acknowledging all sides of a conflict 
� Systems thinking-understanding the relationship among factors contributing to conflicts 
� Presence-applying all your mental, emotional and spiritual resources to grasping the nature of the conflict 
� Inquiry-asking questions to elicit essential information for addressing the conflict   
� Conscious communication-choosing with awareness how you speak and listen during the conflict 
� Dialogue-communicating in ways that inspire participants’ ability to work through the conflict 
� Bridging-building partnership and alliances that cross the borders dividing your organization 
� Innovation-fostering breakthrough solutions that create new options for resolving the conflict. 
The author sustains this model of being the most efficient in solving conflicts in organizations. 
 

Key words: leaders, mediators, conflicts, working groups 
 

JEL classification: J52, D20, D21 
 
 

1. Introduction  
 Whether we like or not, wariness or fear of difference is part of human nature. For ones, leaders of 

groups large and small have played on this fear as a ruthless and quite effective way of gaining and holding 
on to power.  While humanity has progressed and the civilized world has come to recognize the value and 
richness in diversity, the effectiveness of the demagogue has remained. Demagogues are providing a chilling 
but useful negative example of leadership, a collective portrait of the kind of leader we do not want to 
become. Wherever demagogues emerge, they are leaders who: 

• Lower levels of morality 
• Intensify existing conflicts 
• Lack compassion or conscience 
• View themselves as superior 
• Shun complexity 
• Destroy all bridges between groups 
• Dehumanize enemies 
• See only their “own side” 
• Seek uniformity and blind obedience 
• Rely on ideology, not experience 
• Resort to indoctrination, not inquiry 
• Manipulate by distorting the truth 
Organizations need good managers. People who direct and control resources and the activities of 

other people for the benefit of the group, the department, the organization, the city ot town, or the country-
and who do this well-are not easy to come by.  

Competent managers, in both the public and private sectors, do much to make the world work and to 
make our lives pleasant and productive. But the manager’s mandate is, almost by definition, limited to the 
group or project to which that manager is assigned. So, when a leader takes a managerial approach, there are 
real benefits but also serious limitations. 

Unlike the demagogic leaders highlighted earlier, managerial leaders truly mean well. 
Professionally, these leaders want to contribute to their organization and community; personally, they want 
to succeed. Their strength is that, within firm and fairly constant boundaries, they can achieve excellence. As 
well, their more narrowly defined focus –on the part assigned to them, not to whole-enables them to fulfil 
their responsibilities with skill, and often with devotion. 
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Managerial leaders include among their duties, protecting the interests of those whom represent or 
for whom they are professionally responsible, promoting learning that enables performance to improve, 
creating a trusting, environment internally that enables optimal performance and catalyzing overall 
productivity within their area of responsibility. 

The limitations of this model of leadership are as significant as it strengths. Managers often become 
defensive, combative, or paralyzed when they face cross-boundary issues. 

”Today’s world is the Manager’s nightmare because so many current leadership challenges cross 
boundaries, whether organizational, professional, cultural or geographical.”[Gerzon, Mark,(2006)].    

On the tough, controversial issues of our time, managerial leaders will(in Mark Gerzon’s phrase) be 
missing in action because: 

• They define themselves by their turf 
• They promote only the interest of their group 
• Compartmentalize their values 
• They are paralyzed by the conflict. 
These managerial types are leading inside a box and are being defined by their turf. If these leaders 

do not broaden their perspective and take on the role of leader as mediator.These differences will sooner or 
later spark conflict that breads inefficiency, lowers trust, produces friction and, if not healed, leads to a 
breakdown in the system of which they are a part. 

As Peter Drucker observed long time ago, in his classic text Management: Tasks, Responsibilities, 
Practices, the limitations of the Manager as a leadership style are becoming more pronounced as the world 
become more complex. The manager is being inundated with more and more additional layers of 
relationships and context [Drucker, Peter, (1973)]. Consequently, many managerial leaders are being 
shocked out of their turf-based mind-sets and are searching, often without knowing it, for the tools of 
Mediator. 

 
Section 1 
Mediation-the art of transforming conflicts into opportunities 

The mediator is the focus of the paper because this model of leadership is able to turn conflict into a 
positive force for achieving our larger purposes. This kind of leader transforms conflict from a force that can 
be destructive and divisive into one that is healing and connecting. Since human beings urgently need to 
make conflict work for us than against us, those who can lead through conflict hold the key. 

Transforming conflict requires more than just our minds; it requires our whole being. We can only 
be present to the whole conflict to the degree that we are actually present as our full selves. It simply means 
that you need to learn new skills for dealing with them.  

The conventional use of the term mediator refers to a person who serves as an intermediary to reconcile 
differences, particularly in social and organizational conflicts. The professional role of the mediator applies 
to virtually every leadership terrain as well as our personal lives. Indeed, there are a growing number of signs 
pointing to the Mediator as the emerging leadership archetype of our era. 

Mediators have the critical capacity to see the whole-and to act its best interest. The potential for 
doing so is already part of each of us and part of our language. When we speak of someone seeing the 
whole picture or thinking out of the box, we are referring to one of the prerequisites for leading through 
conflict. Various researchers, who have studied it closely, have called this kind of leadership “integral” or 
“Level5”, “third side” and “second-tier”[ Garten( 2001)]. But all of these diverse frameworks reach a 
common conclusion: some leaders are not stopped by differences but can lead across them effectively. 

The mediator is the model of the leadership who is able to turn conflict into a positive force for 
achieving our large purposes. These kinds of leader transforms conflict from a force that can be destructive 
and divisive intone that is healing and connecting. Since human beings urgently need to make conflict work 
for us rather than against us, those who can lead through conflict hold the key. 

Under ideal circumstances, leaders would always act according to what Mark Gerzon [idem,apud 
David Chrislip(2006)] calls the collaborative principle: if you bring the appropriate people together in 
constructive ways with reliable information, they will create authentic vision and strategies for addressing 
the shared concerns of the organization or community. The three elements identified in italics-which can be 
summarized as the “who”, the “how” and what conflict prevention-are each vitality important. Leave out 
anyone of them and conflict worsens. Incorporate all and the conflict may be transformed.  

Unfortunately, whether in organizations or communities, circumstances are rarely ideal. All the 
appropriate people are often not involved. Meetings are often not conducted in constructive ways. Instead of 
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reliable information, incomplete and inaccurate data, with either intentional or accidental biases, is often 
used.  

Integral vision is the commitment to hold all sides of the conflict, in all their complexity, in our 
minds and hearts. The dictionary defines integral as “necessary to the completeness of the whole”. As we 
will use the term here, integral vision is necessary to the transformation of the whole. Leaders who transform 
conflict neither exacerbate the conflict through violence nor exploit it for narrow self interest. On the 
contrary, Mediators make sure that before they take action, they have committed themselves to seeing as 
much of the larger picture as possible. 

Transforming conflict requires more than just our minds. It requires our whole being. We can only 
be present to the whole conflict to the degree that we are actually present as our full selves. No matter how 
much we may want to see the whole and think about it systemically, we cannot do so if we are not right here, 
right now. Presence is an expression of our capacity to apply our mental, emotional and spiritual resources to 
witnessing and transforming the conflict.  

Being present takes us beyond ordinary thinking, which can be part of the solution or part of the 
problem. Presence means that our entire selves are engaged, not just the disembodied “thinker”. It is closely 
related to, but more than, mere self-awareness or “emotional intelligence”. It is bringing our full being into 
the present moment of any leadership challenge we may face. 

Some leaders develop presence by periods of solitude in the wilderness, while others seek coaching 
or 360-degree feedback from colleagues. Others cultivate it through meditation or forms of spiritual self-
discipline. “Although the methods for cultivating presence vary, their purpose is to optimize the most 
valuable resource any one of us possesses: our whole being”[Idem,Gerzon(2006)]. 

This quality of presence, which often manifests itself as calmness or stillness, should not be 
overestimated. Just like anyone else, leaders who transform conflict have strong opinions, feelings, reactions 
and interests. When they are exposed to disputes, particularly those in which they themselves have played an 
active part, anger and anguish course through their bodies too. They feel all the emotions-fear, grief, sorrow, 
and even rage-that affect everyone at different times. But because they have vowed to transform conflict, this 
intention informs everything they say, and do and feel. Presence is what gives us access to all the other tools 
for transforming conflict, and guide us as we decide which tool to use where, when, how. The more deeply 
leaders are developing this quality of presence, the more effectively they would use all the other tools. 

 No one can understand the complex systems, or challenging conflicts, without asking questions. No 
matter how much knowledge we have in our heads, sooner or later we need to draw on the wisdom of others. 
If we don’t, our analyses will almost certainly be incomplete. Inquiry is a way of asking questions that elicits 
essential information about the conflict that is vital to understanding how to transform it. In addition to 
learning what is inside the boundaries of their profession, or worldview, leaders must also learn what is 
beyond those boundaries. To paraphrase Albert Einstein’s well-known statement: a conflict cannot truly be 
transformed effectively with the same mind-set that produced it in the first place. Inquiry permits us to 
examine the situation afresh. The following questions are proper for the conflict: 

• Who is involved in this conflict? 
• When did it begin? 
• Where is it stuck? 
• How has it changed over time? 
• Why have previous efforts failed? 
• What else do I need to know before I engage? 
Although experts in this field use terms such as stakeholders analysis, issue analysis, or conflict 

analysis, we propose the simpler word inquiry to refer to the related skills of asking generative questions.-
and the careful listening to the answers. It is this process of inquiry that guides us in determining where we 
need to focus our attention. 

Whether as business-people or government officials, educators or citizen activists, mediators keep 
digging deeper until they are convinced that they are approaching the heart of the matter. They ask 
challenging questions, even if it means being unpopular or taking risks. 

Because inquiry is such a pivotal tool, one of the most characteristics of mediators is their curiosity. 
They rarely pontificate about their favourite theory, but instead can be heard asking questions after question 
until the pieces begin to fall slowly into place. 

Since information is only useful if we listen to it, Mediators are also distinguished by their deep 
commitment to first hearing what others have to say. While they may be powerful speakers, what make them 
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so effective is not their tongues but their listening aptitudes. They learn to hear the difference between truth 
and half-truth, and equally important, between spoken and unspoken. 

The tools of integral vision, inquiry, system of thinking and presence are almost entirely about the 
process, not about outcomes. They are about preparation, not action. This is because a constructive, trust-
building process is essential in achieving positive, lasting transformation of the conflict.  

 
Section 2  
The importance of building trust in managing conflicts    

As Patrick Lencioni suggested (2002);( 2005), trust enables team members to willing to show 
vulnerability and overcome their fear of conflict. When you feel that other team members care about you and 
have the best interests at heart, you know that if you take risks or show weakness, they won’t penalize you. 
There is a risk involved in a number of the key constructive behaviours associated with conflict. Behaviours 
such as perspective taking, expressing emotions, and reaching out pose risks: risk of finding out information 
you don’t want to know, risk of looking weak, and risk of being rebuffed for trying to get discussion moving 
again. Research with clients at the Leadership Development Institute as Eckerd College has demonstrated 
that these types of risks are exactly the kind that conflict competent leaders willing to take(Capobianco, 
Davis and Kraus, 2005).Research has also demonstrated that trust contributes to more robust communication 
sharing, which is critical when dealing the conflict.(Chowdhery,2005). 

Building trust between individuals involves taking straight with them, telling them how you feel, and 
being willing to admit that you are wrong. You have to be willing to listen to their side of the story and show 
respect for them. You also need to give them their benefit of the doubt, while at the same time holding both 
them and yourself accountable for agreements that you make. 

Trust take courage-the courage to be personally responsible for actions and willing to take risk of 
listening to others and sharing your own ideas and feeling rather that hiding them. This courage will enable 
you to engage in the kinds of debates that raise necessary issues, clarify expectations and explore new 
ground. 

Trust comes from experience. Trust grows when people have shared experiences with other team 
members and have seen other follow on their promises. It grows when colleagues show concern for the 
welfare of each other. 

A major role of leader is to forest situations where people have the opportunity to get to know one 
other better and being to develop trust. The team leader can show the way by demonstrating vulnerability. 
She can do this by reaching out when communications are stuck and sharing emotions associated conflicts. 
There are obviously associated risks, but they are ones a leader will take to ensure that conflict is managed 
effectively. By taking these risks, the leaders encourage team members to do the same.  

Trust is so important that leaders and teams must make sure that when there has been a breach, they 
address it right away. When someone has taken advantage of another or has not demonstrated concern for 
others’ well being, the issue cannot be allowed to fester. When trust is breached, people begin to make 
negative attributions toward others. This leads to more relationship conflict and diminishes the team’s ability 
to use task conflict effectively. 

 
Conclusions    

Clarifying expectations can sometimes take a great deal between management and human resources. 
It is also a great deal of courage, because it is often seems easier to act as though differences don’t exist and 
hope that things will work out than it is to face the differences and work together to arrive at a mutually 
agreeable set of expectations. To facilitate the maintenance of productive relationships among team 
members, it is necessary to share expectations and reach mutual agreements about five factors comprising a 
performance agreement. The components of a team performance agreement include: 

• Desired results-identifies what is to be done and when 
• Guidelines-specifies the boundaries (guiding rules of behavior) or means for accomplishing 

results. 
• Resources-identifies the human, financial, technical or organizational support available to help 

accomplish to results. 
• Accountability: establishes the standards of performance and the time intervals for evaluation. 
• Consequences-specifies what it will happen as a result of performance’ evaluations. 
A clear mutual understanding provides a common vision of desired results and creates standards 

against which team members can measure their own success. Because there is an up-front agreement and 
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members know what is expected, the role of a leader or teammate is to be a source of help and support. Team 
members who buy into the performance agreement usually take personal responsibility for their own 
performance. This is a way of developing personal discernment of the human resources. This paper contains 
a pleading for building mutual trust in order to develop team performance. There are several things a 
manager can do to create a climate for mutual trust: 

• Keep team members informed by explaining upper-management decisions and policies and by 
providing accurate feed -back. 

• Create a climate of openness in which employees are free to discuss problems and resolve 
conflicts. 

• Be candid about your own problems and limitations. 
• Make sure you are available and approachable when others needs support 
• Develop a reputation for being faire, objective and impartial in the treatment of team members. 
• Show consistency on actions and avoid erratic and unpredictable behavior. 
The leader has also to determine the team members to believe in the benefits of the conflicts 

regarding to the teams existence. The leaders have to transform differences into opportunities. Teams have to 
benefit from having members with different education and functional backgrounds. When team members 
bring diverse set of information to the team, it can be used to bring out new ideas and make task conflict 
effective.  

Innovation is the creative, social and entrepreneurial breakthrough that creates new options for 
moving through conflicts. Such breakthroughs, if they occur, cannot be guaranteed in advance. The 
breakthrough is an innovation, something that perhaps could be imagined but not achieving until now. This 
innovation-something newly invented or new way of doing things brings hope. It points the way toward 
resolving, or transforming conflict. 

This paper focused of the eight tools for the leader as mediator: the integral vision, the systems 
thinking, presence, inquiry, conscious conversation, dialogue/building trust in team works, bridging and 
innovation. 

The mediator’s challenge is to create an environment in which the antagonists experience their 
freedom to use language in other, more diverse and effective ways. The range of communication styles 
includes verbal brawling, debate, discussion, and presentation, as well as negotiation, council and dialogue. 
Conscious conversation is the practical application of the awareness that we are free to choose how to speak 
and listen. Bridging is the process of building partnerships and alliances that cross the divisions in an 
organization or community. Participants want to do something together: to move to the conflict, they must 
change their behaviour toward each other or their way of dealing with the conflict. They must build, and 
mediators can organize this, a bridge across whatever has separated them-not a bridge of steel and metal 
cables, but a bridge of cross-boundary leadership.     
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Abstract:  Priorities are governing our lives from the first moment of our existence. In the same way, 
organizations are faced with decision making processes that suppose matching unlimited needs with scarce resources. 
In harsh times, when crisis has become permanence and not an incident, managers are concerned with what to give 
priority to. This article discusses a possible answer to this question by providing a relevant example of a production 
system where priority rules for different levels of aggregation are applied to establish which prioritization criteria 
brings the business closer to its goals.  
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1. Introduction  
 
The overwhelming and permanent increase of needs and opportunities forces managers to seek 

methods to prioritize their day-to-day activities, to focus on what is really at stake and to leave non-value 
adding efforts aside. The times when productivity was measured only in terms of output/labour hours 
(Goldratt and Cox, 2004) have set down. A new way of thinking is starting to develop, stressing the 
importance of the effects the actions and decisions undertaken have on achieving productivity in terms of 
throughput, placing the effectiveness in reaching the goal before the efficiency with which tasks are 
accomplished. 

This paper considers the priority from the business perspective, as an activity, an objective, a policy 
which, by its degree of importance, is entitled to have a relative right to the allocation of the organization’s 
scarce resources. This necessity is explained through the fact that if resources were unlimited, there would be 
no need to weight decisions and to rank priorities, as Gilb and Maier (2005, p.3) stated. One could have it all. 
In this definition, the term ‘resources’ refers to a wide range of supports from time to money, workforce, 
facilities, raw materials and any other resource notion that someone could think of. 

Priorities help managers design action plans and enforce them. The major criteria for determining 
which issues should be addressed first and the sequence in which activities should be performed is the 
relationship between priorities and the goal of the business. The prioritization process is a milestone not only 
for production systems, but for all kinds of organizations in general. Reaching the goal and fulfilling the set 
objectives constitutes the point of convergence for all managers, no matter the form of organization or the 
object of activity of their business. Consequently, priority management should, by all means, encompass 
long-term thinking prospects translated into short and medium term actions and acquirements.  

This article discusses a possible answer to managers’ never-ending dilemma regarding which is the 
right method of identifying priorities and how to better manage them in a business environment of 
continuous change and ongoing performance improvement. The first part of the paper is a review of the 
current literature, briefly describing the fundamental concepts and principles which operate throughout the 
analysis: the scheduling rules, Pareto’s principle and the drum-buffer-rope methodology. The second section 
provides an example of prioritizing the activity of a manufacturing company. It was particularly chosen 
because production is a primary field of interest in the economy, and the illustration is simple, easy to 
understand and clear enough to draw necessary conclusions. Nevertheless, the algorithms can be used as an 
extended version and applied in solving similar issues in other organizations, regardless of industry or 
function. The previously described concepts are applied at different levels of aggregation, taking into 
account the particularities of systems analyzed on different time horizons and on different levels of the 
managerial scale in order to identify which priority rules bring the business closer to its goals. Comments, 
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observations and comparisons are made to emphasize their advantages and disadvantages and to establish 
their appropriateness related to systems’ specificities. The last section is dedicated to the conclusions that 
result from the analysis undertaken as well as to some propositions and suggestions for further research in 
the area. 
    

2. Literature review 
  

2.1 Scheduling rules 
  According to Heizer and Render (2007, p.599) scheduling provides a basis for dispatching 
operations to work centers. The first step in the process is planning the capacity and the resources available 
depending on what requirements are about to be placed upon them. Then, at each work center operations 
must be programmed in a certain order to avoid intersecting themselves and interrupting processes that have 
already started. This concept is referred to as sequencing. When developing a sequencing plan, priority rules 
constitute helpful guidelines especially for process-oriented systems. Their purpose is to determine which of 
several operations should be performed first. The key indicators that are considered from this perspective are 
the completion time of the operation, the number of operations at the work center, the degree of utilization of 
the work center or other resources and facilities in general, the operation’s delay time. Several techniques are 
available to do short-term planning of operations based on available capacity and priorities. Among them, the 
most commonly used priority rules in scheduling (Heizer and Render, p.600) are: First Come First Served 
(FCFS), Last Come First Served (LCFS), Earliest Due Date (EDD), Shortest Processing Time (SPT), 
Longest Processing Time (LPT) and Critical Ratio (CR). 
  As Reid and Sanders (2009) observed, the priority rules may refer to local priorities on one hand, 
which means identifying priorities based only on operations at an individual work center, and global 
priorities, which take into account all the work centers an operation must go through until completion. This 
assumption has a very important role on validating the decisions made. Another essential aspect that should 
be mentioned here is that when speaking about global priorities, a need to treat dependency between work 
centers and variability inside systems arises.  

  Scheduling rules are short-term planning instruments through the means of which long-term 
organizational strategies and plans are enforced. Therefore they may be seen as a smaller cell in the great 
organism of the company.   

 
2.2 Drum – buffer – rope methodology 
  Drum-buffer-rope (DBR) is an application of the Theory of Constraints (TOC) for operations. The 

TOC is a managerial philosophy asserting that organization’s performance is usually restricted by the 
presence of a constraint limiting its ability to achieve the formulated goals (Goldratt and Cox, 2004). The 
name DBR comes from the roles the three constituting elements play during scheduling and management of 
production: the drum – the pace of the system, also known as constraint or weakest link, it can be an 
equipment or a work center; the buffer – the inventory that keeps the constraint operating, or the time units 
necessary to release  the processed materials in advance so as to protect the system from unexpected delays; 
and the rope or release rhythm – a mechanism that prevents processing and releasing materials faster than the 
actual flow throughout the system, speed that is determined by the drum (Heizer and Render, 2007, p.607).  

 The purpose of this application is to protect the constraint in the system, and thus the system as a 
whole, against dependency and variability, aiming at maximizing the system’s overall effectiveness. The 
outcome will be a higher productivity, with less inventory, less defects, higher utilization of facilities and a 
better control of completion time. 

 The DBR methodology alone, however, is not enough. In the planning and control theory, the DBR 
represents the planning phase where useful information is provided on how to operate the system according 
to its governing principles. In order to complete the picture, a second managerial tool is needed. Buffer 
management goes alongside with the DBR methodology as a control system that allows managers to 
maintain a continuous checking on the effectiveness of the process, just like a monitoring system. 

 In order to have a clearer view of the concepts described, an illustration is presented in the figure 
below. 
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Figure 1: An illustration of the drum-buffer-rope concept 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Source: Lean-Manufacturing-Japan: DBR (Drum Buffer Rope) Theory. Available at http://www.lean-

manufacturing-japan.com/scm-terminology/dbr-drum-buffer-rope-theory.html. 
 
 Due to its very precise control of the resources used in the process, DBR can be successfully used as 

a prioritization instrument. In spite of other priority rules and priority management methods proposed in the 
literature, DBR has the major advantage of focusing on dependence and variation in the same time, thus 
reducing the degree of failure that other algorithms cannot prevent. From the application of the DBR concept 
in practice nine capital rules have been formulated in order to ease the prioritization process and to make it a 
valid and rigorous one. As Jacobs, Chase and Aquilano (2008, p.681) described them, these are: do not 
balance the capacity but balance flow; an hour lost at a bottleneck is an hour lost for the entire system; an 
hour saved at a nonbottleneck is a mirage; bottlenecks govern throughput and inventory; transfer batch may 
not and many times should not be equal to the process; priorities can be set only by looking at the constraints 
of the system, lead time is a derivative of the schedule, a process batch should be variable both along its 
route and in time; the utilization and the activation of a resource are not the same; the level utilization of a 
non-bottleneck resource is not determined by its own potential but by some other constraint in the system. 

 
2.3 Pareto principle  

The principle originates in the attempt of the Italian economist Vilfredo Pareto to describe the 
unequal distribution of the wealth in his country. He designed a mathematical algorithm and concluded that 
twenty percent of the population owned eighty percent of the wealth. Later on, Dr. Joseph Juran attributed 
the 80/20 rule to Pareto, calling it Pareto's Principle. Generally, the principle refers to the non equal 
distribution of most things, in life as well as in business, the numbers 20 and 80 not necessarily having to be 
exactly. The basic idea is that a major part of the results of a process, activity and so on is determined by a 
minority of inputs. Therefore the principle can be a very useful tool to help managers focus their time, 
resources and the efforts on those factors that contribute most to the outcome. In other words, this principle 
gives the same arguments as the effectiveness and efficiency theory: working smart on everything is an 
unnecessary consumption of energy; instead the priority should be given to those activities that are worth 
working smart on. 

Being an instrument that concentrates on the results of an undertaken action, it can bring about 
useful information to top level management; for instance, when formulating quarterly or annual objectives, 
as well as longer-term policies and strategies, it can help decide what a priority really is and what is just one 
of the many needs that permanently arise. It can definitely give directions on the issues on which the 
company should focus to deliver the maximum results managing its resources in an effective way. 
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3. A production example to analyse priority rules  
The company A&G Manufacturing received several orders that need to be processed in the machine 

center. They were recorded in the system on different dates and have been assigned certain finishing dates, 
according to the clients’ requests. The company receives orders periodically and has to prioritize the work in 
the center since only one operation can be processed at a time. The machine center scheduler is responsible 
for fixing the production schedules every week. Today he schedules the operations for another work period. 
It is day 75 on the timetable of the machine center. All the days taken into consideration are work days. The 
names given to the operations listed in table 1 refer to the names of the clients and the record number 
corresponding to their orders. 

 
Table 1: Information about five operations to be processed at A&G Manufacturing 

Operation Receipt date Due date Processing time (days) Due date (days) 
IP 225 68 134 15 59 
AC 57 65 104 25 29 
VM 901 70 154 35 79 
BL 773 73 194 40 119 
NT 505 71 144 30 69 

 
Observation: the due date (days) for each operation is computed taking into account the day when 

the scheduling is performed, which is day 75, as previously stated. Even if the order was received a few days 
before, the production is planned from this day on. For example, for operation IP 225 the due date (days) is: 
due date – scheduling date = 134 – 75 = 59 days. 

In order to assign the operations to the machine center in such a way as not to have a long waiting 
time and dissatisfied customers, the person in charge with the schedule must find the right sequencing rule. 
As mentioned earlier, we propose the application of three priority rules: EDD rule, Pareto rule and 99/1 rule. 
We will compare the results of each of them and give the conclusions according to the objectives the 
manufacturing companies usually have in mind when setting priorities. The aim is to identify the best rule 
that corresponds to the necessities of the business in terms of costs, customer satisfaction and effectiveness. 

 
3.1 EDD rule 

According to this rule, the scheduler orders the operations by earliest due date first, focusing the 
production process on those operations that need to be finished first in order to deliver the batches to the 
customers on time. Thus, the order in which operations should be processed through the work center is:  

AC 57 – IP 225 – NT 505 – VM 901 – BL 773 
The following results are obtained:  

 
Table 2: Sequencing results according to EDD rule 

Operation 
sequence 

Processing time 
(days) 

Total time spent in 
the work center 

Due date (days) Days delay 

AC 57  25 25 29 0 
IP 225 15 40 59 0 
NT 505 30 70 69 0 
VM 901 35 105 79 26 
BL 773 40 145 119 26 

∑ 145 385  52 
 

The effectiveness of this production sequence, given the ability to meet clients’ deadlines, the flow 
of operations throughout the workshop and the efficiency of using the capacity of the machine center and the 
workforce, is measured by the following indicators: 

Equation (1): Average completion time = 
jobsofNumber

centerworktheinspenttimeTotal∑  = 77
5

385 = days 

Equation (2): Degree of utilization = 7.37
385

145)(sinPr
==

∑
∑

centerworktheinspenttimeTotal

daystimegoces
% 

Equation (3): Average number of operations in the work center =   
 

operations7.2
145

385

)(sinPr
==

∑
∑

daystimegoces

centerworktheinspenttimeTotal
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Equation (4): Average days delay = 4.10
5

52 ==∑
operationsofNumber

delaydays
days 

 
3.2 SPT rule 
 Operations are ordered giving priority to those that have the shortest processing time. The order is: 

IP 225 - AC 57 – NT 505 – VM 901 – BL 773. 
 The results according to this operation sequence are: 
 

Table 3: Sequencing results according to SPT rule 
Operation 
sequence 

Processing time 
(days) 

Total time spent in 
the work center 

Due date (days) Days delayed 

IP 225  15 15 29 0 
AC 57 25 40 59 0 
NT 505 30 70 69 1 
VM 901 35 105 79 26 
BL 773 40 145 119 26 

∑ 145 375  53 
 
Using the same formulas as earlier calculated, the values obtained for the indicators are: 

Equation (5): Average completion time = 75
5

385 = days 

Equation (6): Degree of utilization = 7.38
375

145 = % 

Equation (7): Average number of operations in the work center operations    
                           

Equation (8): Average days delay = 6.10
5

53 = days 

 
3.3 LPT rule 
 Operations are ordered giving priority to those that have the longest processing time. The order is: 
BL 773 - VM 901 - NT 505 - AC 57 - IP 225. 
 The results according to this operations sequence are: 
 

Table 4: Sequencing results for LPT rule 
Operation 
sequence 

Processing time 
(days) 

Total time spent in 
the work center 

Due date (days) Days delay 

BL 773  40 40 29 11 
VM 901 35 75 59 16 
NT 505 30 105 69 36 
AC 57 25 130 79 51 
IP 225 15 145 119 26 

∑ 145 495  140 
 

Equation (9): Average completion time = 99
5

495 = days  

Equation (10): Degree of utilization 3.29
495

145 == % 

Equation (11): Average number of operations in the work center operations  
                                                                                                                                                                                  

Equation (12): Average days delay 28
5

140 == days 

3.4 FCFS rule 
 Operations that arrive and are recorded first are those to be given priority. In this particular case, the 

order is: AC 57 – IP 225 – VM 901 – NT 505 – BL 773 

4.3
145

495==

7.2
145

385 ==
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 The results according to this operations sequence are: 
 

Table 5: Sequencing results for FCFS rule 
Operation 
sequence 

Processing time 
(days) 

Total time spent in 
the work center 

Due date (days) Days delayed 

AC 57  25 25 29 0 
IP 225 15 40 59 0 
VM 901 35 75 69 6 
NT 505 30 105 79 26 
BL 773 40 145 119 26 

∑ 145 390  58 
 

Equation (13): Average completion time = 78
5

390 = days 

Equation (14): Degree of utilization 2.37
390

145 == % 

 
Equation (15): Average number of operations in the work center operations 
 

Equation (16): Average days delay 6.11
5

53 == days 

 Despite their very easy to use procedure, the scheduling techniques just discussed are valid for 
businesses with activities reduced at a limited number of work centers; hence the degree of compatibility 
with other business processes is very low and one cannot draw valid conclusions from their application. They 
are rule-based techniques used on the short term at a low level of aggregation, which impose a number of 
limitations on the systems they have been designed for. Among these is the fact that scheduling is dynamic, 
therefore rules need to be revised to adjust to changes in orders, process, equipment, workforce, market 
dynamics, competition. Another aspect never to be overlooked is the fact that rules do not take into account 
what happens upstream or downstream work centers, therefore the issues that occur in other departments 
may be ignored, like for instance the presence of idle resources or bottlenecks. And last but not least 
important, rules do not take into consideration what happens if two orders have the same due date; which 
order is to be processed first in this case? Should priority be given to older clients, or should the profit that 
comes with the order matter more? So the scheduler might need additional information when drawing the 
scheduling graph in order to take more effective decisions.  

 However, regardless of the limitations listed above, sequencing rules such as FCFS, EDD or SPT 
may still be used in an adapted form, applying them to one work center and then modifying the sequence in 
order to respond to other variables that arise during the process. This may be an alternative but not always 
the best one, the easiest or the least time or resources consuming.  

 
3.5 Pareto rule 
 When applying the Pareto principle, we will assume that the scheduler will take the operations in the 

order of the longest processing time. The reasoning is in accordance with Pareto’s logic that is, the 
operations having to be processed for a longer time are normally the ones that signal problems with 
respecting the due dates. They are susceptible of causing delays which are the undesired effects that need to 
be eliminated, for this reason they request special attention. Focusing on exploiting these critical operations 
first leads the entire production process to delivering orders in time or with less delay than in any other 
circumstances. However, the procedure may not be considered accurate enough because when identifying 
those 20% of operations that have the most significant impact on the results, the scheduler already performs 
a prioritization having in mind a certain objective. He already trials the operations according to their 
processing time allocated.  

 The entire procedure is performed through the means of an Excel application. He will compute the 
total time spent in the work center for each of them, and matching the figures obtained with the due dates, he 
will look forward to see the tardiness that occurs. In a new column, the scheduler puts the value of the % 
days delayed/operation out of the total days delay.  

 
 

69.2
145

390 ==
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Figure2: Drawing the Pareto diagram to prioritize operations – step 1. 

 
 
 Next, he sorts the operations in the descending order of their days delay, to see which one of them is 

more critical from this point of view.  
 Another column is added in the table to show the percentage of days delayed for each operation from 

the total number of days delayed.  
 He then marks another column to underline the cumulative percentages of the days delayed per 

operation, in order to see which operations have the most significant impact on the total number of days 
delayed, in other words, which operations should be processed first so as not to affect the deadlines too much 
and thus to not comply with the clients expectations. 

 
Figure3: Drawing the Pareto diagram to prioritize operations – step 2. 

Based on the data in the columns “Operation”, “% Days delay/operation from total days delay” and 
“Cumulative percentage”, the scheduler draws a graph to determine the critical operations that need to be 
considered first. He follows the graph on the Y axis from the closest point to the value 80%, intersecting the 
X axis, where the corresponding effect of each operation is illustrated.  

The operations with the highest level of tardiness are identified as being AC 57, NT 505 and IP 225. 
According to Pareto’s 80/20 rule, the efforts should be focused on reducing their delay. But this effect cannot 
be obtained on the short run, but rather through a series of decisions enforced on the long run by top 
management, like for instance, hiring part-time operators to support the activity, or investing in a new piece 
of equipment to increase capacity. But these measures suppose a greater complexity.  

Still, the other two operations having a smaller number of days delay cannot be overlooked as they 
might represent orders that bring about good financial benefits which might even compensate other losses 
that look tremendous at a first glance. 

 
Figure 4: Pareto diagram for A&G Manufacturing prio rity management 
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3.6 Goldratt’s 99/1 rule 
 
 Starting from the TOC principle that every system has a governing element dictating its functioning 

and using the DBR methodology to emphasize the importance of the dependence between system’s 
compounding elements and the acknowledgement of a certain degree of variation, we will also apply the 
99/1 to the previous example. The 99/1 rule is a derivative of the 80/20 principle with the difference that 
Goldratt (2004) insists on the impact the constraint resource has on the overall performance of the system; he 
observed that if all the elements are interrelated, then it is enough to have one factor in the system to 
influence the major part of the outcome, not necessarily 20%. In our situation, the execution of one operation 
might depend on finishing others; or we can speak of an assembling operation that supposes two or more 
activities that need to be finished in the same time; or the final product to be delivered to the client is the 
result of several operations performed at many work centers simultaneously.   

 Let us suppose that we are dealing with a dynamic system whose stability varies influenced by the 
instability of the workforce operating the machines. Assuming that the operations listed in table 1 are 
planned to be processed with the time allocated at the beginning of the scheduling period, let us consider that 
during from the first week of work at operation AC 57, instead of working 8 hours a day, the regular time, 
operators work only 7 hours due to a break-down of the machine that occurs periodically and whose fixing 
wastes an hour from the work time allotted. In a week, 5 hours are lost, from the processing time, hence the 
completion of the operation is delayed with 5 weeks X 5 hours = 25 hours, which in terms of work days 
means 25 hours : 8 hours = 3.125 days. This means that the next activity scheduled to be processed will also 
be delayed with almost 3 days. The dependency between operations affects the completion time of the last 
activity, increasing its delay. We can observe that the negative effects that arise at the work center spread 
throughout the entire production process. Even if the processing time is rigorously determined and break-
downs happen rarely, when looking at the process on a longer period of time, all sorts of variations should be 
foreseen and appropriate measures should be taken in prevent undesirable situations.        

 Figure 5 shows the impact of the dependency and variability in the system on its overall 
performance. The operations are illustrated in a continuous flow, even if they are performed at the same 
work center one after the other is being finished, to better underline the dependency among them 

 
Figure 5: An illustration of Goldratt’s 99/1 rule at the work center 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

AC 57 
PT = 25 days 
Delay = 3 d. 

IP 225 
PT = 15 days 

Start=d.28 

VM 901 
PT = 35 days 

Start=d.43 

NT 505 
PT = 30 days 

Start=d.78 

BL 773 
PT = 40 days 
Start=d.108 

Finish = d.148 
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4. Conclusions 

  
The structuring of priorities on different hierarchical levels and in time is mainly determined by the 

implicit and explicit projection of the company’s objectives.  
A first conclusion of this article is that, if systems are stable and the degree of variability is low, the 

impact of the dependency between activities is also small, priorities can be controlled more easily. At this 
low level of aggregation, the example with the manufacturing company provides evidence that scheduling 
rules are appropriate and work well enough.  

Depending on the stability of the systems in question and on the degree of variability, scheduling 
rules and Goldratt’s principles could be used alternatively, based on their appropriateness and significance 
for a particular system. However, when a certain state of balance is reached, there is a need to “create” the 
right level of crisis to stimulate innovation as a long-term thinking on one hand, and to use a kanban system 
as a scheduling system on the other hand. 

The question is if the rules can solve priorities for longer-term periods. At a higher level of 
aggregation, as processes become more and more complex and as the time span is extended, Pareto principle 
proved to comply with the scope of prioritization. Decisions regarding certain policies and strategies that 
affect the overall performance of the business are easily evaluated and prioritized with the aid of the Pareto 
chart. This principle is usually suitable for systems where a single variable is considered at a time and no 
dependency or interrelatedness interferes.   

Having in mind all these ideas, we can summarize and affirm that the transition from long-term to 
short-term priority rules can be accomplished through the design of a process that should respond to a higher 
flexibility.   

Further debate and research can be undertaken to study the way in which the priority rules discussed 
in this paper can be applied when the constraint is outside the company; how affectively do they manage to 
respond to business’ needs. Another area of future research is the integration of priority rules into 
information systems and the design of such systems for the management of resources, capacity and 
constraints of a complex business process, with low steadiness and high variation. It would also be of great 
interest to see how the principles and algorithms described here would work in a services oriented company 
or in not for-profit organizations; would these rules still deliver the best results in terms of overall 
performance. 

Priority rules have to be structured on levels according to the fundamental objectives or business’ 
objectives (the goal of the business). Priorities should represent a concern if managing them leads to 
managing organizational conflicts at as many levels in the company as possible. The purpose of priority 
management should not necessarily be finding the best practice to solve conflicting situations successfully, 
but rather harmonizing priorities on all levels of the organization from the top-level management to 
supervisors or team leaders at the operational level to prevent conflicts from arising. Peter Drucker pointed 
out very well this logic asserting that there is nothing so useless as doing efficiently that which should not be 
done at all (Cohen, 2008).  
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Abstract: Starting with Lisbon Strategy, the European Union launched for the period 2007 – 2013 a set of 
initiatives that regards the research and innovation, the EU policy in research and the global competitiveness. This paper 
discusses about the importance of innovation in EU Country. The introduction and adoption of innovations differs from 
country to country. Analysis of innovation performance realized a classification regarding the economic performance of 
the EU country - European Innovation Scoreboard 2009 (EIS 2009). The EIS provides a comparative assessment of the 
innovation performance of the EU Member States. Most Member States until 2008 were steadily improving their 
innovation performance.  
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1. Introduction 
Innovation is one of the issues becoming more frequently discussed in all fields. They talk about 

innovation as a way to initiate and manage change, to do things differently in order to determine an impact 
on the quality of our work and lives. 

Historically, after the second half of the twentieth century, many companies have developed, mainly 
due to an economic and technical innovative policy. 

Innovation and economic performance, innovative behavior, change management are just some of 
the economic guidelines directly related to the generation of economic performance in all fields. The 
organization must be receptive to innovation and to embrace change as an opportunity and not as a threat, 
and because of that, the systematic evaluation or even managers’ performances assessment in terms of 
innovation is required. 

 
2. The role of innovation in determining the performances in the domain of the economical 

growth 
Innovations represent all the novelties included on the market but only a part of them are successful 

and they are the result of a long process. Innovations can be tangible like new products and intangible like 
new services. 

There are some research questions about innovation. And one of the most important can be: Why do 
we need to innovate? And possible answers for this question are: for economic growth; for competitiveness; 
for creation of new employment places; for rural and regional development generally, especially for the local 
community; for environmental improvement and sustainable development. 

We can assert that one of the few elements that can help us to get over the crises situations is the 
innovation. Because only with innovation we will manage to differentiate our products or services from the 
competitors and in this way will increase our chances to survive. Otherwise, the purchasing power depends a 
lot on the innovation element.  

The innovation influences the economical growth also at the economical level (permits to the firms 
to satisfy the demands more and more specialized of the consumers and to improve the competitive level on 
internal and external level), and also and the microeconomic level, emphasizing the performance of the 
factors capital, work force and multi-factorial productivity.  

The innovations, even if they are creative of products, processes and services fully/mainly new 
(radical innovations), or even if they contribute to the improvement of products, processes and services 
already existent on the market, helping to their modernizing, to the improvement of their technical-
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qualitative parameters and of the efficiency of their utilizing, have essential role in determining the 
performances in the domain of the economical growth.  

  The innovational activity is at present in the center of the economical activity. To answer to the 
growing aspirations of the consumers and firms and to maintain in the competitive race to the world level, in 
all the economy sectors, including the services, the firms must innovate continuously.  

An important role comes to the policy promoted by state, which can influence the innovation system 
of one country on three ways:  

- creating a frame favorable to the activities of innovation, within the adopting of adequate 
measures regarding the authorization of the public research, protection of the intellectual 
property right, the mobility of the human resources, the competition policy;  

- the modification of the structure, financing system and of the decisional process in the 
institutions of fundamental research; 

- the re-formation of the policies and practices in the domain of the financing of the research-
development activity. 

A very important role in the development of the innovational activity comes to the financing. 
Innovation requires resources employment, which on their turn requires financing.  

The decision of investing in the innovation activity depends of two critical factors: the existence of 
some stimulants to resources engagement in the domain of innovation; the capacity to obtain the necessary 
financial means.  

Considering the two factors mentioned above, the direct allocation of resources from private funds 
suffer from some deficiencies (“market failures”). This can make that the particular expenses in the 
innovation domain to be utilized to the low levels, considered by the whole society as being under optimal 
level.  

The both ways of failures of the market represents independent causes of under-investing. Still, in 
practice, these interact and potentate reciprocal. This is happening, as example, when the complete feature of 
the cashing obtained as fallowing one innovation depends on the existence of the advantages afferent to the 
one which acts the first (first – mover). In the conditions of one asymmetrical informing, a new firm 
launched in the innovation activity can not to dispose of external funds necessary to develop its operations 
quick enough to be able to keep the competitors to a comfortable distance. On the other hand, the foreign 
investors might have abstrictions regarding the funds assurance, considering the incertitude regarding the 
ability of the entrepreneur to protect the cashing from the investments from the potential imitators.   

 
3. Analysis of innovation process 

The OECD (2005) defines innovation in its Oslo Manual as „the implementation of a new or 
significantly improved product (good or service), or process, a new marketing method, or a new 
organizational method in business practices, workplace organization or external relations“. The minimum 
requirement for an innovation is that the product, process, marketing method or organizational method must 
be new (or significantly improved) to the firm. This includes products, processes and methods that firms are 
the first to develop and those that have been adopted from other firms or organizations (OECD 2005). 
Besides being new to the firm innovations may be new to a country or new to the world.   

The Oslo Manual distinguishes four main types of innovation - product, process, marketing and 
organizational innovations. 

• A product innovation is the introduction of a good or service that is new or significantly improved 
with respect to its characteristics or intended uses. This includes significant improvements in 
technical specifications, components and materials, incorporated software, user friendliness or other 
functional characteristics. 

• A process innovation is the implementation of a new or significantly improved production or 
delivery method. This includes significant changes in techniques, equipment and/or software. 

• A marketing innovation is the implementation of a new marketing method involving significant 
changes in product design or packaging, product placement, product promotion or pricing. 

• An organizational innovation is the implementation of a new organizational method in the firm’s 
business practices, workplace organization or external relations. An organizational innovation is the 
result of strategic decisions taken by management. 
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4. The innovation to the European level 
4.1. The European Innovation Scoreboard 2009 
Europe's relatively weak performance in terms of innovation has been and is the subject of much 

analysis, statistics and reports. Innovation is very important for Europe because it tends to be the key that 
leads to prosperity and economic growth, bringing to countries a growing level of income. While poor 
countries may increase investing in productive capacity and adopting developed technologies, rich countries 
must adopt new products, services or new ways of serving the customers in order to support their prosperity 
in this way. From this perspective clusters can be instrumental.  

Innovation is increasingly characterized as a way to initiate new processes, processes in which 
different organizations - companies, customers, investors, universities, etc. - work together in very complex 
ways. Traditional linear model of innovation - which was assigning roles for basic research to universities 
and for corporate research to research-development companies - is no longer relevant. Innovation can benefit 
from geographical proximity which facilitates the flow of tacit knowledge and unplanned interactions, these 
being critical parts of the innovation process. This is one of the reasons why innovation occurs locally, while 
its benefits spread significantly by productivity gains.  

In the report European Innovation Scoreboard 2009 (EIS 2009), there is a classification regarding 
the economic performance of the EU country. The European Innovation Scoreboard (EIS) has been 
published annually since 2001 to track and benchmark the relative innovation performance of EU27 Member 
States. From the EIS 2008 onwards the methodology has been revised and the number of dimensions 
increased to 7 and grouped into 3 main blocks covering enablers, firm activities and outputs. These 
dimensions bring together a set of related indicators to give a balanced assessment of the innovation 
performance in that dimension. The blocks and dimensions have been designed to accommodate the diversity 
of different innovation processes and models that occur in different national contexts. 

The EIS 2009 includes innovation indicators and trend analyses for the EU27 Member States as well 
as for Croatia, Serbia, Turkey, Iceland, Norway and Switzerland. In the report, is presented the Summary 
Innovation Index – SII for the 2009 year, which is presented in Figure no. 1. 

Based on their innovation performance across 29 indicators, EU27 Member States fall into the 
following four country groups: 

• Denmark, Finland, Germany, Sweden and the UK are the Innovation leaders, with innovation 
performance well above that the EU27 average and all other countries. Of these countries, Germany and 
Finland are improving their performance fastest while Denmark and the UK are stagnating. 

• Austria, Belgium, Cyprus, Estonia, France, Ireland, Luxembourg, the Netherlands and Slovenia are 
the Innovation followers, with innovation performance below those of the Innovation leaders but close to or 
above that of the EU27 average. Cyprus, Estonia and Slovenia have shown a strong improvement compared 
to 2008, providing an explanation why these countries have moved from the Moderate innovators in the EIS 
2008 to the Innovation followers, 

• Czech Republic, Greece, Hungary, Italy, Lithuania, Malta, Poland, Portugal, Slovakia and Spain 
are the Moderate innovators, with innovation performance below the EU27 average. The EIS 2009 Moderate 
innovators are a mix of 5 Member States which were Moderate innovators in the EIS 2008 and 5 Member 
States which were Catching-up countries in the EIS 2008. 

• Bulgaria, Latvia and Romania are the Catching-up countries with innovation performance well 
below the EU27 average. All three countries are rapidly closing their gap to the average performance level of 
the EU27, and Bulgaria and Romania have been improving their performance the fastest of all Member 
States. 

Figure no. 1 The Summary Innovation Index, 2009 (SII) 

 
Source: European Innovation Scoreboard 2009, page 8 
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The Catching-up countries generally perform below EU27 average on Human resources, with the 
exception of Latvia. Growth performance is above average, with all countries growing at a rate above 
average. Performance in Finance and Support is below average for all Catching-up countries, but Bulgaria, 
Latvia, Turkey and in particular Romania have grown faster than average. Of the Catching-up countries 
Romania is the best performer in Firm investments, while Bulgaria and Turkey are among the fastest 
growing countries. In Linkages & entrepreneurship no Catching-up country is performing above the EU27 
average but the majority of countries have grown faster than the EU27 average with only Latvia 
experiencing a strong decline in performance. In Throughputs all Catching-up countries perform below 
average but are also showing the strongest rates of improvement. Bulgaria and Romania are the fastest 
growing of all countries in Throughputs and also Latvia and Turkey show high rates of improvement. 
Performance in Innovators shows that Croatia and Turkey are performing above the EU27 average, but also 
that three Catching-up countries have the lowest levels of performance. Only two Catching-up countries have 
managed to improve their performance, in particular Bulgaria, which is having one of the fastest rates of 
improvement. None of the Catching-up countries is performing above EU27 average in Economic effects. 
Growth performance is more diverse, with only Bulgaria improving at a slower rate than the EU27 average. 

Romania is one of the growth leaders among the Catching-up countries, with an innovation 
performance well below the EU27 average but a rate of improvement that is one of the highest of all 
countries. Relative strengths, compared to the country’s average performance, are in Innovators and 
Economic effects and relative weaknesses are in Finance and support and Throughputs. 

Over the past 5 years, Finance and support and Throughputs have been the main drivers of the 
improvement in innovation performance, in particular as a result from strong growth in Public R&D 
expenditures (18.0%), Private credit (25.8%), Broadband access by firms (46.7%), Community trademarks 
(34.5%) and Community designs (37.3%). Performance in Firm investments, Linkages & entrepreneurship, 
Innovators and Economic effects has increased at a slower pace. 

 
4.2. Case study - Integrating Innovation and Development Policies for the Forest Sector 
The COST Action E51 “Integrating Innovation and Development Policies for the Forest Sector” runs 

from March 2006 until March 2010 and aims at developing knowledge that enables the integration of 
innovation and development policies for a more effective and sustainable development of the forest sector. 
The two tasks in the first phase were: 

• Analysis of existing EU as well as national strategies and programmes and their implementation 
mechanisms on: innovation, rural development, regional development and sustainable 
development policies, and 

• Appraisal of effects of these programmes on forestry and forest sector enterprises. 
For the purpose of the COST Action E51 analysis we will differentiate between 3 stages of adoption: 

1. Early adoption: Only a few leaders (firms) have implemented the innovation. It is new to the 
sector in the specific country and not yet a mainstream product, process, marketing method or 
organizational method. 

2. Broad adoption: In this stage the innovation is already introduced in the sector in a specific 
country for some time and is clearly becoming a mainstream product, process, marketing or 
organizational method. The rate of adoption is high.  

3. Late adoption/saturation: In this phase most firms of the sector have adopted the innovation and 
only few have not.  

Innovation policy has considerably changed over the last decades and varies from country to country. 
For our analysis we will differentiate between the following ideal types of understandings of innovation 
policy, i.e. the understanding of what role policy should have in fostering private sector innovation: 

No role for policy: Understanding that innovation is a completely private sector issue and 
policy shouldn’t interfere.  
Traditional S&T policy approach:  The basic understanding of innovation is that the development 

of innovations follows a linear process. This process begins with laboratory science and moves through 
successive stages until new knowledge is built into commercial applications that diffuse in economic 
systems. The emphasis of policy was on fostering critical directions of scientific and technological advance, 
and enhancing the flow of knowledge down along the innovation chain (Lengrand et al. (2002). There is a 
distinct role for education/university ministries, considering innovation as the expected end of RTD process, 
and economy/industry ministries dealing with innovation as a tool for encouraging investment and 
modernizing SMEs. Main policy instruments include public financing of research in universities and public 
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research institutions, subsidies to industrial R&D, and securing intellectual property rights through more 
embracing and enforceable patents. 

Systemic innovation policy approach: recognizes the complexity of the innovation system, with 
many feedback loops between the different ‘stages’ of the process as outlined in the first-generation model 
(Lengrand et al. (2002)). Policy seeks to enhance two-way communication across different points in the 
innovation “chain”, and to improve innovation systems in ways that can better inform decisions about 
research, commercialization, technology adoption and implementation, etc. s The role of policy is to solve 
problems that occur within innovation systems, e.g. by supporting the creation and development of 
institutions and organizations, supporting network development, facilitate transition and avoid lock-in 
(Edquist and Johnson 1997). Innovation is viewed primarily as a systemic activity in which policy 
instruments are not only directed to individual organizations (e.g. research and development subsidies, 
management support) or bilateral relations (e.g. knowledge transfer), but also to the innovation system as a 
whole (e.g. managing interfaces and organizing learning platforms) (Goorden 2004). The scope, scale and 
actors of innovation policy thus widen. Innovation policy is no longer limited to the economic domain but is 
placed on the agenda of various policy domains, such as industrial policy, policies for science and 
technology, education, health, ICT and other sectoral policies.  

  Innovation support can take many forms from direct funding of research and development 
activities to the support of the diffusion of innovations, to improving the knowledge base and interaction of 
actors, to adapting framework conditions. Some of these support measures are targeted directly at fostering 
concrete innovation activities, others are more structural. For the analysis of the documents we distinguish 
measures along the following categories of ‘innovation support’: 

1. Research and Development: This includes innovation support in a narrower sense, i.e. financing 
of basic and applied research, development of new products or processes, pilot projects, 
demonstration projects and support for the commercialization of innovations. Support for Research 
and Development generally aims at innovations new to the sector (forest sector), i.e. products, 
processes, marketing and organizational methods that have not been introduced to a particular 
sector in a particular country before. Throughout the document analysis the following sub-
categories of Research and Development will be applied: 

� Enterprise research, i.e. support for applied research in the enterprise or in cooperation of 
enterprise and science organizations  

� Development of new products, processes, marketing methods, organizational models by 
enterprises 

� Pilot projects and demonstration projects 
� Commercialization of new products by enterprises 

2. Diffusion of innovation: This includes support for the early and broad adoption of named, already 
known goods, services and processes by enterprises in a sector in a specific country. It excludes 
support to standard managerial processes or late adoption Throughout the document analysis the 
following sub-categories of diffusion support will be applied: 

� Diffusion of products  (for example subsidies for bio-energy installations; support of the 
introduction of recreational facilities), 

� Diffusion of processes (for examples investment support for the acquisition of significantly 
new machineries/technologies, incl. advanced information technology for production or 
logistics, etc.), 

� Diffusion of marketing methods (e.g. addressing new customer groups, market segments) 
� Diffusion of organizational models (e.g. financial or informational support for the 

establishment of co-operations).  
3. Strengthening the knowledge base: The innovation capabilities of a firm, a sector or an economy 

among others strongly depend on the availability and quality of human capital, i.e. individual 
know-how, skills and motivation of entrepreneur and employers, level of qualification and 
competencies of employers. Further, the access to and exchange of information and knowledge 
influences the innovation propensity as well. The following activities are examples of how to 
strengthen the knowledge base for innovation: 

� Integrating innovation in education, e.g. new educational curricula 
� Strengthening further/vocational training 
� Addressing shortages of scientists and engineers in particular fields 
� Integrating innovation in extension services 
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� Promoting mobility of high-skilled personnel 
� Promoting mobility between science and practice 

4. Promoting interaction/ Managing interfaces: Firms do not innovate in isolation. Rather a 
range of other actors/ organizations contribute in different ways to innovations, e.g. other 
firms/competitors, research organizations, extension services, interest groups, etc.. Policy may 
foster innovation by strengthening the interaction between different key actors in the forest 
sector, among others through:  

� Promoting horizontal co-operation – between forest holdings 
� Promoting vertical co-operation – along the forestry wood chain 
� Promoting public – private partnerships 
� Promoting cooperation across sectors 
� Promoting university/research institutions – enterprise cooperation 

5. Public demand creation for innovation: The demand side is crucially important for the 
promotion of innovations. Policy may not only promote innovations by supporting the input – 
side but also by inducing demand for innovation. This is often applied in the case of 
environmental/sustainable innovations. The following activities may be implemented to 
strengthen the demand for innovation: 

� Reorientation of public procurement policy (creating consumer demand) 
� Support for lead users, or public agencies acting as lead user  
� Clear demand expression through communication 

6. Improving frame conditions: General framework conditions including institutions such as 
laws, regulations, standards, taxes or the access to financing have a crucial influence on firms’ 
decisions to innovate. Changing framework conditions is often not in the responsibility of 
sectoral policies. The following list comprises a selection of policy activities to improve 
framework conditions for innovation: 

� Institutional reforms, e.g. change of forest law, property rights reform, support for the 
establishment of new organizations 

� Adaptation of tax laws, e.g. corporate taxes, 
� Improving access to financing, e.g. by providing guarantees 
� Adaptation of standards and norms, e.g. in the construction sector 

 
5. Conclusion 

Innovation support can take many forms from direct funding of research and development activities 
to the support of the diffusion of innovations, to improving the knowledge base and interaction of actors, to 
adapting framework conditions. Some of these support measures are targeted directly at fostering concrete 
innovation activities, others are more structural. 

The EIS provides a comparative assessment of the innovation performance of the EU Member 
States. Most Member States until 2008 were steadily improving their innovation performance. However, the 
economic crisis may lead to a reversal of the convergence between EU27 countries in innovation 
performance. Early indications show that the worst hit are Member States with lower levels of innovation 
performance, potentially reversing the convergence process witnessed over recent years. Meanwhile, the 
latest statistics show that the EU is having difficulty in catching up with the US in innovation performance, 
although it maintains a clear lead over the emerging economies of Brazil, Russia, India and China, despite 
rapid improvements in China. 
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Abstract: Everybody agrees that we are living some very turbulent and crises-dominated times; so, it is the 
perfect time for a lot of (non exclusively) academics to argue that what we are experiencing nowadays is a crisis of 
values, and this is the proper time for a major change. We think that a new managerial revolution has to emerge and a 
change of paradigm has to occur in the field of strategic management in order to develop a comprehensive framework 
able to bring together a three steps approach that will reunite: value-based management --- good corporate behavior --
- value-creation for stakeholders. 
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1. Introduction 
No matter the defining features of the general (economic, social, environmental, political) 

environment and background at one specific moment or era in time and in space, value-based management 
and the corporate social responsibility are considered by many to be just another oxymoron. More than that, 
in the current context, the global crisis seems to be the perfect argument in favor of demonstrating this 
contradiction in terms. Nothing is easier – if you only ask yourself how the crisis occurred.  

So, if we agree that ethical values (or the lack of them, to be more specific) have had a huge 
contribution in determining the global crisis, our question is: how can we make (not the same) values to pull 
us out of the crisis? Could they have the same significant contribution in order to repair the damages? Our 
hypothesis is that returning to the basic ethics values – transferred into good corporate behaviors will be the 
only possible key in order to survive – at each and every level of analysis and practice. 

Why does ethics matter in business? Because “<<Doing the right thing>> matters. To companies 
and employees, acting legally and ethically means saving billions of dollars each year in lawsuits, 
settlements, and theft. (…) Costs to businesses also include deterioration of relationships; damage to 
reputation; declining employee productivity, creativity, and loyalty; ineffective information flow throughout 
the organization; and absenteeism.” (Weiss, 2006). 

Why do good? As Business for Social Responsibility emphasizes it, there are some bottom-line 
benefits that firms which have decided to integrate CSR in their business operations and strategies 
experience: increased sales and market share; strengthened brand positioning; enhanced corporate image and 
clout; increased ability to attract, motivate, and retain employees; decreased operating costs; increased appeal 
to investors and financial analysts (Kotler and Lee, 2005). 

More than that, “there is widespread recognition that the long-term viability of an enterprises means 
that its management should be based on the three pillars of sustainability: economic, social and 
environmental. At the enterprise level, sustainability means operating a business so as to grow and earn 
profit, and recognition of the economic and social aspirations of people inside and outside the organization 
on whom the enterprise depends, as well as the impact on the natural environment. Sustainable enterprises 
need to innovate, adopt appropriate and environmentally friendly technologies, develop skills and human 
resources, and enhance productivity to remain competitive in national and international markets” (ILO, 
2009). 

 
2. Corporate Social Responsibility – defining component of the competitive strategy of the firm 

Although, speaking about Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) “its content and application will 
vary from one country to another, will change over time and also will differ among firms”, we think that 
Argandona and von Weltzien Hoivik have a definition for CSR that brings together the demand and supply 
for/of CSR, being comprehensive and comprehensible in the same time: “From the point of view of the firm, 
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its CSR is the set of moral duties towards other social actors and towards society that the firm assumes as a 
result of its economic, social, political, and, of course, ethical reflection on its role in society and on its 
relationships with those other actors. And with regard to external observers, it is the set of moral duties that 
the other agents and society attribute to the firm as a consequence of the role it assumes and its relationships 
with those actors. In practice, then, CSR will be the result of a dialog between the firm and its stakeholders 
about the obligations of the first and the expectations of the second”  (Argandona & von Weltzien Hoivik, 
2009).  

We have decided to stop at this “non-conflictual” definition / approach of CSR because the purpose 
of this paper is not to contradictory discus about the theories of the CSR, or about its advantages versus its 
disadvantages, but to try to go beyond these abrasive surfaces in order to get to what we consider here to be 
the bottom of the problem: arguments --- dimensions ---- categories --- results. We think that a more 
important issue here is to determine the effective relationships between ethic values – as determinants of 
CSR and the real behavior embracing CSR and its roots values – in order to be able to determine a 
functional mechanism of survival.   

Broadly speaking, and considering the contributions of CSR to the shaping and development of a 
distinctive and competitive strategy at firm’s level, the proponents of CSR have used four arguments to 
make their case: moral obligation, sustainability, license to operate and reputation – all of these arguments 
having the same weakness: they focus on the tension between business and society rather than on their 
interdependencies (Porter and Kramer, 2006): 

• the moral appeal is arguing that companies have a duty to be good citizens and “to do the right 
thing” – meaning to achieve commercial success in ways that honor ethical values and respect 
people, communities and the natural environment; 

• sustainability emphasizes environmental and community stewardship – as Brundtland defined CSR: 
meeting the needs of the present without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their 
own needs; 

• the notion of license to operate drives from the fact that every company needs tacit or explicit 
permission from governments, communities and numerous other stakeholders to do business; 

• reputation is used by many companies to justify CSR initiatives on the grounds that they will 
improve a company’s image, strengthen its brand, enliven morale, and even raise the value of its 
stock. 
On the other hand, the same Porter & Kramer argue: “corporations are not responsible for all the 

world’s problems, nor do they have the resources to solve them all. Each company can identify the particular 
set of societal problems that is best equipped to help resolve and from which it can gain the greatest 
competitive benefit. Addressing social issues by creating shared value will lead to self-sustaining solutions 
that do not depend on private or government subsidies. When a well-run business applies its vast resources, 
expertise and management talents to problems that it understands and in which it has a stake, it can have a 
grater impact on social good than any other institution or philanthropic organization” (Porter and Kramer, 
2006). 

We consider that Archie Carroll is the author of the most exhaustive model/framework of CSR. In 
order to define – theoretically and practically the corporate social responsibility, Archie Carroll, has 
developed, more than thirty years ago, a framework for integrating all dimensions of social responsibility 
into the firm’s corporate culture and decision making processes. The model he has proposed is comprised 
of three dimensions and can be visualized as a three dimensional cube, with all sets of dimensions 
intersecting with the others; the level of responsibility can be measured against the social issue involved, as 
well as the firm’s social responsiveness to these issues (Joiner and Payne, 2002): 

• the first dimension contains the Social Responsibility categories, which reunite: 
o the economic responsibilities of the firm – to produce goods and services to be sold at a 

profit;  
o the firm’s legal responsibilities – obedience to societal laws and regulations, while executing 

economic responsibilities; 
o the firm’s ethical responsibilities – to meet society’s expectations for conscientious and 

proper behavior;  
o the firm’s discretionary responsibilities – it encompass the duty to carry out acts of a 

voluntary nature designed to provide for the betterment of society, such as philanthropic 
contributions or provisions of certain employee benefits.  
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• the second dimension of the model is represented by the firm’s Philosophy of Social Responsiveness, 
which direct the respond of the firm to social issues: 

o the reaction philosophies – require the firm to address social issues as a result of the 
application of external forces, such as legal, regulatory or social pressures; 

o defense philosophies – address social issues to escape being forced into it by the external 
forces; 

o accommodation philosophy – firms address social issues because they exist. This represents 
a stride in the direction of doing the right thing because it is the right thing, rather than from 
some ulterior motive to further the economic interests of the firm; 

o the proaction philosophy – it attempts to be proactive with society, to anticipate important 
social issues before they are generally recognized as being important and to develop 
strategies for addressing these issues.  

• the third dimension of the model is the dimensions of the social issues themselves. A review of 
stakeholders and issues in our society yields a list of issues identified by Carroll: consumerism, 
environmentalism, discrimination issues, issues involving product safety and occupational safety, 
and shareholder issues. All of these social issues are as dynamic in time and in space.  
As the practical research conducted on companies by Snider, Hill and Martin has emphasized, the 

general accepted subcategories of the corporate social responsibility, broadly recognized and assumed at 
firm level, thanks to their positive impact on firm competitiveness are (Snider, Hill and Martin, 2003):  

• general value statements – many of the companies develop an ethical framework that guides the 
accomplishment of their overall particular vision and mission within society (ex. a list of core values 
and their description) – this is a logical approach, considering that values are the most important 
determinants of attitudes, and than of behaviors – at individual level and at organizational level as 
well, and a special consideration has to be paid to the business ethics related values;  

• environmental policies – messages developed for a variety of stakeholder groups, revealing a 
proactive concern for the larger ecology while serving the needs of theirs customers – the idea of 
sustainable development of firms within the framework of a sustainable global development (that 
brings together financial, social and environmental issues and objectives) is more and more guiding 
corporative strategies as a pre-condition of surviving and future competitiveness; 

• customers – messages that describe how companies provide value to their customers through a 
partnership with them that is designed to understand their needs – that is reflecting at firm level an 
increasing awareness of the role of the customer relationship management into a complex framework 
of rights and responsibilities transformed into interconnections which are becoming vital for firm’s 
survival al competitiveness; 

• employees – the messages concentrate on the importance of employee development and 
advancement for the good of the individual as well as the success of the company; the rapid 
transformations taking place globally as regards individuals in their qualities of intellectual capital 
for the firm may transform them into the firm’s golden assets capable to make a significant 
difference; the way employers are treaded by the companies reflects into their performance and 
devotion;     

• stockholders – the concentration of the CSR messages directed to this target audience includes two 
categories: the first presents an explicit statement that companies intent to deal honesty and with 
integrity in all their communications to their owners, while the second describes their level of 
commitment to building shareholder value through the generation and marketing of high quality 
goods and services; values – as fundaments of/for managerial decisions, on one hand, as well as the 
idea of value creation for stockholders, but not exclusively – indicates the main drivers of the 
company; 

• competitors – the statements describe a pledge by companies to go beyond the letter of the law and 
to meet the ethical demands of the country in which they operate; more than that, the relationships a 
firm define with its competitors may vary from severe-to war-competition to competitive alliances, 
mergers, acquisitions or clusters, depending on the industry, the competitive position of the 
opponents, the dimensions of the market, etc.;    

• society – this stakeholder segment is usually divided into three distinct categories: the local 
community (at this level, companies concentrate their discussions on community-based activities 
that support the places where employees work and live), nation states in which companies operate 
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(regarding this level, companies describe their attention to national interest in culture, sports, natural 
disasters), and the world in general (these concerns are more universal in their declarations, and tens 
to focus on human rights). This level comes to definitive “the whole” profit – planet – people 
approach of CSR. 
 

3. Corporate Social Responsibility in times of crisis – changing the paradigm of competitiveness 
Under the pressures exercised on firms and their management by the current global crisis, 

practitioners and theoreticians as well have to think about the ways companies could find viable solutions to 
way out of the specific/particular problems and ensure firm’s sustainability in time. There are at least two 
very different approaches, which are complementary but reflecting different levels of appropriation and 
valorization of the organizational culture:  

• First of the approaches emphasizes on the need to change a firm’s (CSR related) behaviors – 
behaviors represent the most visible layer of the organizational culture, reflecting any firm’s 
particular features at a primary level of analysis; so, the process of changing behaviors is very visible 
(have a great and immediate impact) and much more easier than changing values (it does not 
mandatory mean internalization and/or appropriation of the internal fundaments of the organizational 
culture – values and beliefs). This we can call rapid adapting to crisis strategy, and it is essential in 
order to survive in a time of crisis;  

• The second approach emphasizes on the need to change a firm’s (business ethics related) values – 
values are the in the core of the organizational culture (and, at their turn, organizational values reflect 
national and universal values), they are the foundation, the roots supporting all the manifested forms 
of the organizational culture. They are developing in time, are determining and defining all the 
organizational behaviors and are the most difficult to change and to adjust to new and dynamic 
realities which characterize the internal and external environment of the firm. But the different 
opinions (of individuals, as well as of institutions) argue in favor of this kind of change – sustainable 
and substantial. This we can call long term transforming strategy, and it is essential in order to 
became and remain competitive after the crisis. 
Now, we would like to bring some arguments in favor of the above mentioned approaches and 

strategies; regarding the last one, there are, again, a multiple layers   
A. On one hand, we have to mention what the World Economic Forum (WEF) has revealed into a 

recent global report it has developed this year (before the traditionally meeting taking place annually in 
Davos); it (naturally) embraced a macro to global approach, result of some very interesting researches and 
analyzes which were made by WEF itself (a Facebook survey, taking into consideration the young people 
opinions regarding values into a post crisis world, for instance) or by different well known and appreciated 
ethical and religious global leaders. So, the report is cautioning from its very begining: ”The current 
economic crisis should warn us to fundamentally rethink the development of the moral framework and the 
regulatory mechanisms that underpin our economy, politics and global interconnectedness. It would be a 
wasted opportunity for all of us if we pretended that the crisis was simply a momentary hurdle. If we want to 
keep society together, then a sense of community and solidarity are more important now than ever before. 
The most fundamental question today is whether we can adopt a more communitarian spirit or whether we 
will fall back into old habits and excesses, thereby further undermining social peace” (WEF, 2010). 

On the other hand, at firm’s level, we can bring as argument the analysis and suggestions that a 
British financial consultant in Ukraine has made almost two years before: “In order to survive an economic 
downturn, I would argue that corporations will need to sustain their efforts to ensure social responsibility. 
These efforts must include a commitment to good governance and financial transparency, a commitment to 
protect and educate their work forces, a commitment to protect the environment, and a commitment to 
strengthen the communities in which they work. It goes without saying that an economic downturn will mean 
tighter budgets and fewer resources for corporate social responsibility activities. However, non-monetary 
community engagement, such as volunteer programs, board participation and education partnerships can 
make a modest corporate social responsibility budget go even further. And by engaging staff, businesses can 
ensure that corporate social responsibility becomes a part of their corporate culture, rather than just a token 
gesture” (Wilson, 2008). 

B. Talking about changing a firms CSR-related behaviors, it is obvious that in the last few decades 
there have been designed and developed different – quantitative/practical as well as qualitative/theoretical – 
studies in order to identify if there is a connection (and what kind of connection is that) between corporate 
social responsibility and the financial-measurable performance of the firm. Although we can notice from the 
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results of these studies the pre-eminence of the opinion arguing that the correlation is positive and strong 
(and there are a lot of more or less solid grounded arguments here), we cannot stop observing also the 
opposite opinion.  

But, as the global crisis has emerged and developed, a more responsible behavior seemed to get 
through firms and their strategic management in their struggle for surviving and differentiating: the 
effect/result was the proliferation of ”cost-controlling” measures aiming equally savings for the company 
and positive effects on different stakeholders. The synergetic effects that occur (and have to be valorized 
strategically) when companies which are acting more “sustainable” are saving money at the same time were 
emphasized into an article written by K. Wilhelm in December 2008, the first year of massive manifestation 
of the actual global crisis) as follows:  

• ”Energy – The Washington State Convention Center installed more than 6,000 energy efficient lights 
and saved $120,000 annually with a payback of less than 1 year. Simple low cost ideas, such as 
ensuring that employees turn off their computers at night, can save $21/computer a year and over 
920 pounds of CO2e, according to the Department of Energy; 

• Travel – As air travel costs have sky rocketed over the past year, investments in videoconferencing 
software makes more sense than ever. A typical round trip flight from the Bay Area to NYC for 
instance can cost upwards of $750 for a coach ticket, and emits over 1,450 pounds of CO2e; 

• Waste – Eliminating waste upfront and implementing recycling and composting alternatives helps 
lower waste costs and emissions.  For example, the Hotel Monaco in Seattle composted its food 
waste and recycled its kitchen oil saving $20,000 annually. Umanoff and Parsons of Brooklyn, NY 
sold its leftover corrugated cardboard packaging to an outside shipping vendor and saved $2,500 
annually in disposal costs; 

• Water – SC Johnson’s facility in Racine, WI landscaped with native and drought tolerant plants and 
saved roughly $2,000 annually in reduced water and maintenance costs; 

• Paper – By setting printer defaults to double sided and margins to “1” instead of the typical “1.25,” 
my own company has cut paper usage, emissions, and costs by over 50% in one year with zero effect 
on company behavior or performance” (Wilhelm, 2008). 
Under these circumstances and considering these aggregate effects, we think that the most important 

approach for the strategic management of the firm in these turbulent times is to be able to see and valorize 
opportunities which most of the competitors see as threats and avoid, on one hand, and to transform internal 
weaknesses into powerful strengths, on the other hand. By doing this, it is possible for a firm to survive and 
even develop a unique competitive strategy of differentiation (from its competitors – through CSR related 
practices which, paradoxically, save money) and focalization (in terms of market segments and clients – by 
avoiding inutile costs that eventually would have reflect themselves into higher prices).  

This strategy of saving money ultimately means also saving the planet and saving the people – 
something that the concept and practice of the triple bottom line valorize the most. So, it is true that 
“financial crisis are times that are likely to be characterized by uncertain business environment. Both 
organizations and each party in the society try to avoid the effect of crisis by remedial actions; such as 
cutting costs by laying off workers, postponing investments, reducing budgets for the following year in a 
contraction manner, consuming less. (…) However, for long term sustainability and stability, CSR is 
required for all companies. (…) The demand for social projects is higher in times of financial crisis; 
however, it seems that companies engage in such activities less rather than more in the present crisis” 
emphasized Karaibrahimoglu, when he has studied the effect of financial crisis on CSR of Fortune 500 
companies: CSR indexes 2008 comparative to 2007 (Karaibrahimoglu, 2010). 

Vice-President of the European Commission responsible for Enterprise and Industry, Gunter  
Verheugen emphasized at the CSR Forum in 2009 some ” reasons why the crisis we are currently 
experiencing demands an ever more serious and strategic commitment to corporate social responsibility: 

• The main one is trust. (…) Europe can only flourish and can only meet its objectives of sustainable 
development in all three pillars – competitiveness, environmental protection and social inclusion – if 
enterprises are trusted and actually trustworthy and valued for their contribution to society. (…) 
Enterprises do this through the wealth they generate, the jobs they provide, and the goods and 
services they offer, while taking care of the environment and local communities where they operate. 

• But the issue goes a step further – it is a question of ethical behavior, of ethical standards. The 
financial turmoil has revealed to us an unexpected degree of selfishness and greed existing in our 
society. This must be changed.  Not by legislation, as ethical behavior cannot be decreed by law. 
Instead, we must put in place an environment where such behavior is not tolerated but punished.  
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• I strongly believe that the companies to lead us out of the recession will be those which consider 
CSR as part of their core business strategy.  They will be the companies that have developed 
innovative forms of cooperation with stakeholders in order to bring new products to new markets – 
think for example of those responsible banks that break new ground in micro-finance for the poor 
and financially excluded. They will be the companies that see commercial opportunity in helping to 
resolve societal problems – such as the car companies that can offer radically more efficient 
transport or IT companies that help reduce the need for travel altogether. (…)  
Rebuilding trust, managing the human dimension, and seeing sustainability as an opportunity for 

new business are key to overcome the economic crisis. But beyond that – if we are really to build a more 
sustainable system in the medium term, then we will also need a shift in values, including amongst 
enterprises and those who lead them” (Verheugen, 2009). 

Assuming a sustainable approach as well, the International Labour Organization admits that 
“applying responsible and sustainable enterprise-level practices during a period of economic crisis is a 
challenge. There can be tensions between the need to remain competitive and survive as an enterprise while 
at the same time considering and minimizing the social impact of cutting costs and restructuring the business. 
However, such tensions could be minimized, if not eliminated, if the enterprises are pursuing long-term 
sustainable strategies, policies and practices” (ILO, 2009). 

 
4. Conclusions  

We are living some very turbulent and crises-dominated times – at global scale, as well as in its 
depth; so, it is the perfect time for a lot of (non exclusively) academics – coming from a lot of different 
(research) fields (from economics – business – management, through sociology – anthropology – philosophy 
to theology – astrology – fortune telling) to argue that what we are experiencing nowadays is a value crisis 
and there is the time for a major change. 

The recent bustling and global failure of the well known (and even blunt) ”doing well by doing good” 
collocation (and what was happened after that until now) is summary explained into a very recent book (which has 
appeared on the market this year) by the fact ”that the adage was not true. Many companies did well by being 
bad. Creative accounting, unfair labor practices, corporate secrecy, monopolistic behaviors, externalizing 
costs, and shady environmental behaviors could help beef up the bottom line. (…) But today all this is 
changing. (…) It’s become clear that business can’t succeed in a world that is failing. We need to rethink 
and rebuild many of the organizations and institutions of the past around a new set of principles and 
behaviors. (…) Companies need to do good – act with integrity – not just to secure a healthy business 
environment, but for their own sustainability and competitive advantage. Firms that exhibit ethical values, 
openness, and candor have discovered that they can be more competitive and more profitable” (Eccles and 
Krzus, 2010).  

Agreeing, continuing and developing this idea, we think that a new managerial revolution has to 
emerge and a change of paradigm has to occur in the field of strategic management in order to develop a 
comprehensive framework able to bring together, into a never ending process of self-development, a three 
steps approach, that will reunite: value-based management (business ethics, generally speaking, with 
everything this kind of approach supposes) --- good corporate behavior (corporate social responsibility in 
search for global sustainable competitiveness) --- value-creation for (all the firm’s) stakeholders (as final 
and unquestionable measure of management performance and success).  
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1. Preliminary Consideration: A Theoretical Perspective of Change Management 
Modern organizations focus on the relations between systematic learning (i.e. acquiring new action 

patterns), on the one hand, and:  
• adaptive processes (change by adaptation to the same value system as a result of the 

environmental influence); 
• change (reorganization according to new values and missions); 
• development (learning by long-term change) and  
• innovation (change by creativity and identification of new and useful solutions) 

The learning organization is the organization that will constantly enhance its ability to design its own 
future [8] or the organization that facilitates the learning process for all its members who will continuously 
evolve [10].  

1.2. Acquiring the adaptation to change in academic organizations 
The process of accumulating knowledge is an essential and necessary one, whereas the university 

represents the most appropriate context for the accomplishment of this goal. Learning the mechanisms of 
adaptation to change, to the permanent dynamics of internal and external environments for the organization 
represents an added-value dimension in a competitive academic context. Increased adaptivity, learning and 
efficiency are the prerequisites for survival; one can acquire such understanding from personal and other 
experiences, both in terms of success and failure.  

The human psyche has the ability to adapt to the variable environmental circumstances continuously 
subject to change. The individual ability to change, the rapidity of adjustment to new circumstances represent 
the sine-qua-non condition of the human psyche to be able to fulfill its functions and objectives. The changes 
occurring in an organization require an ample process of adaptation to these new circumstances. Change is 
evinced as the adoption of the novelty elements, entailing certain psychic implications that may affect the 
employees in their work-related and social performances  

The process of learning will favor the increase of the information amount, dissemination, as well as 
improved communication and quality of the decsion-making processes accomplished both individually (as 
the sum of individual learning results) ang organizationally [9]. 

Adaptive individual learning (personal training and imitation of some efficient behavior) and 
innovative individual learning (solving upcoming situations) have to be passed on, accepted and considered 
useful by the others, also having a specific applicability.  

All these may be accomplished provided that the academic management will strengthen learning and 
model acquired behavior whereas the university as an organization will foster systems that allow knowledge 
dissemination, a stimulating context and develops policies that support lifelong learning, thus intensifying its 
value. A university teaches provided that its employees: 
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• are involved in a process of continuous learning by becoming aware of the need and 

availability to learn; 

• improve their personal and professional performances; 

• enahnce their self-esteem by: self-monitoring, extroversion, optimism, pro-activism (willful 

and targeted changes), effective coping abilities 

• develop mental models (ideas, structures or practices that may influence their perspective 

and understanding of actions, their ability to adapt more efficiently) 

• assess their opportunities for career development, when the organizatoin promotes a 

culture of personal assertiveness and accomplishment; 

• Emphasize excellence concerning the common vision (sharing values, principles and 

practices) as well as personal efficiency, self-control, objective study of reality 

Systemic thinking becomes essential for individual learning, as it leads to generative learning 
(increasing the ability to create) by an overall perspective and it helps to identify behavioral patterns 
underlying all events. 

Group learning facilitates solving complex problems, accumulating information and personal 
interaction by means of constructive dialogue and active learning, exchange of ideas and abilities without 
any tendency to become defensive or stereotypical. 

In the context of an academic organization, learning by means of sharing a common vision will enable 
the organization to adapt to social, political and economic changes and is able to further develop on personal 
and professional visions that are integrated into the organizational culture.  

The academic organization has cognitive and organizational memory systems that may store 
information and later on retrieved and disseminated even if there are staff fluctuations or changes in the 
organizational management. The learning university that teaches how to learn will place great emphasis 
on knowledge management, i.e. valuable information is not lost once the key factors decide to leave to 
academic organization, but they are rather conveyed by means of continuous learning programs. The 
exchange of knowledge and experience contributes to the improvement of organizational memory.  

Learning universities evince the following characteristics: 
• create learning opportunities 

• promote investigation, dialogue, cooperation and team learning 

• develop systems for learning dissemination and foundation 

• support the development of group vision and proactivity 

• stimulate creativity and support organizational innovation 

• capitalize technological progress 

• promote continuosu improvement 

• capitalize the connection between the organization and the environment, by protecting 

community development and applying the principles of sustainable development 

There are three significant trends in the definition of organizational learning [1]  
• Behavioral theory – learning (accumulating experience) leads to a behavioral change, 

adapted to the context. There are three human typologies as means of response to change: 
o The ultraconservatives – individuals who are attached to old structure, resistant to 

change and novelty 
o the anonymous – individuals who easily abide by and follow the main trend, 

characterised by a gregarious spirit 
o The activists – individuals who promote, welcome and encourage change as an 

opportunity to improve and develop. 
• Cognitive theory – acquiring knowledge/information. Thus learning has to be well 

organized (easy to learn, process, update) and clearly structured (logical relations between 

ideas and concepts). Therefore previous knowledge is highlighted, i.e. the integration of 

learning in the old structure of information. There are certain situations when, in order to 

acquire/develop certain abilities, aptitudes, skills it is necessary to do away woth old habits 

that might hinder development, because they may have been ineffective, useless or 

unfavorable given the new circumstances. Likewise, cognitive style and perception lead to 

inter-individual differences wherea cognitive feedback leads to reinforcement and 
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providing information about the performance of the those involved in the learning process. 

All these elements may provide a framework for operational learning activities. 

• Behaviorist-cognitive theory – learning determines changes both at the behavioral levels 

as well as the level of knowledge and information. 

In the present context of uncertainty, search and major restructuring at the social, economic, 
technological, educational levels, each academic organization should be able to adapt quickly and adequately 
to the new circumstances. Thus learning becomes essential and it has the fundamental role of preserving and 
increasing competitiveness, productivity and innovation. 

1.2. Resistance to change in higher education institutions 
Sometimes people may be reluctant to change in so far as the context is concerned, not at a personal 

level. Quite often, individuals choose to act in keeping with certain values that may contradict the new ones. 
People are not scared by change itself, but rather the fact that they no longer have patterns to solve new 
problems. 

Resistance to change is a manifestation of fear, uncertainty, reluctance evinced by an employee 
whenever the objectives and reasons for change are not clearly defined. If individual resistance is built on 
habits, dependence on previous values and structures, feelings of uncertainty and insecurity, then 
organizational change relies on routine (inertia increasing the perception of efficiency) and fear. However, 
the need for permanence, the tendency for preservation might assure the identity and coherence specific to 
the human being. The phenomenon of cultural hermeticism means that higher education institutions create 
obstacles that prevent their exchange with the external environment and the assimilation of novelty.  

Human existence will always be subject to change and people have managed to find methods of 
adaptation and adjustment to the new environmental circumstances, from a biological, psychological and 
socio-cultural perspective.  

According to Zoltan Boghaty, individual resistance to change depends on the following: [2] 
• Selective perception – the proclivity to perceive selectively certain pleasant aspects. Once the 

individuals have acquired a specific understanding a reality they are reluctant to change it. 
• Habits – whenever the situation does not change dramatically, the individuals may respond to 

stimuli as they are used to. A firmly rooted habit may represent a source of satisfaction for the 
individual, as it allows him a certain degree of certainty and comfort. A habit becoming a major 
cause of resistance to change thus depends on the individual perception of the advantages 
entailed from changing habits.  

• Dependency – is psychologically justified, however, when it is taken to an extreme, it turn into 
change-resistance. 

• Fear of the unknown – coping with the unknown makes people afraid. Each major element of 
change in a work-related situation brings about an element of uncertainty. 

• Economic reasons – money represents a significant motivation for people. Oftentimes, they are 
reluctant to changes that entail a decrease of their income, directly or indirectly. Employees have 
invested in their present work status and they have also learned to perform their tasks 
successfully, to get high scores for their work assessment as well as how to interact with others. 
Changes in the work routine might threaten their security, since the employees fear that, after 
these changes, they may no longer be able to work equally efficiently, or become less important 
for the organization of higher ups.  

Therefore, biological, psychological and social adaptation are in a state of continuous inter-correlation. 
Organizational learning, assimilation of a large amount of information (habits, attitudes, beliefs), changes of 
abilities, performances, social habits – al these lead to organizational intelligence that represents a 
competitive edge of the academic organization. 

2. The Current Status of Romanian Higher Education 
Preparing for the future – i.e. upcoming challenges and opportunities alike – has become a priority 

strategy for society in general as well as industrial and non-industrial organizations, universities included, a 
task undertaken by managers, visionary thinkers and key actors involved in the process of designing new 
educational policies and strategies. The changes occurring at increasingly rapid rhythm in 21st century 
politics, culture, economy and technology have engendered the academic reform on the background of the 
knowledge revolution. In this new context, wealth is based upon the ability to use that knowledge to create or 
improve goods or services.  

Therefore, contemporary higher education is confronted with the challenge of identifying means and 
solutions to survive on a highly competitive market enhanced by the knowledge- and information-based 
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revolution. Most often, change is irreversible and the individual or institutional choice will bring about either 
adaptation and competitive edge or, on the contrary, lagging behind and the disease of future shock. Hence a 
conservative, traditional and singular approach is bound to fail in the fast-forward trend of society changes. 
Mention should be made that open and flexible systems evince a stronger ability and willingness for 
adaptation and innovation.  

The concept of reform applied to the Romanian higher education system stands for the most relevant 
indicator and vehicle for change. Thus reform can be perceived as both an opportunity and a threat with an 
indelible impact on all levels of higher education system: staff, students, curriculum and study programs.  

Contemporary higher education has to cope with unprecedented transformations generated by three 
factors: [4] 

• Communication and information technologies, heralding the entry to the „digital era”as well 
as an acknowledgment of information and knowledge as fundamental sources of social and 
economic development, have inevitably contributed to the expansion of globalization. The 
effects of such technologies have a profound impact on the academic world.  

• Increasing individual demand for higher education has led to the notion of mass education. 
Education used to be selective and addressed to an elite; academic degrees ensured higher 
social statute and prestige; this is contradictory to the effect of „massification”.  Thus 
intellectual ellitism that marked the research revolution and focused on fundamental and 
applied opposes equalitarian trends of mass education.  

• The market for higher education – institutional diversification inthe public-private area and 
the increase of individual demand for higher education have led to fierce comeptition among 
universities.  

The four main components of the knowledge-based society are: education, research, development and 
innovation which also represent key factors leading to personal and sustainable development. Furthermore, 
the Lisbon Strategy relies on the economic concepts of: innovation as the motor for economic change; the 
learning economy; social and environmental renewal. Therefore, knowledge has become a prerequisite for 
the development of both society and economy, thus entailing a new and more dynamic vision of society.  

The mission of universities is to foster and disseminate knowledge and at the same time academic 
institutions need be alert to the changes occurring in society and public life and abreast of the latest trends, 
developments and discoveries. Universities should be both responsive, i.e. receptive / responsive to what 
society expects from them, and responsible, i.e. the ambition to guide reflection and policy-making in 
society; the place of the university in society. [3] 

The above-mentioned considerations lead to some preliminary conclusions: [3] 
• the strength, prosperity and welfare of a nation in a global kowledge economy will demand 

highly educated citizenry; it will require institutions with the ability to discover new 
knowledge and transfer it to the market-place through entrepreneurial activities. 

• traditional institutions are being challenged by the powerful forces characterizing the global 
economy: hypercompetitive markets, demographic change, increasing ethnic and cultural 
diversity, disruptive technologies, etc. 

Although change is usually met with reluctance and hardly accepted, both individually and 
organizationally, dissemination of information generates awareness of the reasons for change which can thus 
be first understood and then accepted and acted upon accordingly. 

In this context, it is a prerequisite that universities should be more actively engaged in programs that 
include all components of the knowledge triad: education, research and innovation, and focus on capacity 
building – as an ongoing process meant to raise awareness and increase understanding of how academic 
institutions should respond to socio-economic, political and technological changes. Agenda 21, adopted at 
the United Nations Conference on Environment and Development (UNCED - 1992) defined capacity 
building as encompassing “human, scientific, technological, organizational, institutional and resource 
capabilities. A fundamental goal of capacity building is to enhance the ability to evaluate and address the 
crucial questions related to policy choices and modes of implementation among development options.” [14]  

Thus capacity building is defined as the ”process of developing and strengthening the skills, instincts, 
abilities, processes and resources that organizations and communities need to survive, adapt, and thrive in the 
fast-changing world.” [7]. 

In keeping with these requirements, LBUS, as an academic organization, has undertaken the mission of: 
[11] 
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• promoting teaching and research in keeping with the requirements of a society based on 
knowledge and continuous learning, integrated in a European and global context; 

• contributing to local, regional and national development from a social, economic, cultural 
and political perspective by means of active participation to the environment and 
community; 

• systematic knowledge and providing original contribution to major fields of science and 
technology at the dawn of the 21st century, associated with felxible, comprehensive, 
interactive and continuous learning; 

• promoting and supporting, in its capacity as public institution, within the local, regional, 
national and international community, the development of a culture of proactive and 
participatory attitude, of personal development and of integration to diversity and 
globalization; 

• openness to the interaction with the economic, social and academic communities at local, 
national and international levels. 

Adaptivity, as the only viable alternative and remedy to irreversible and accelerating change, requires 
continuous keeping abreast of the most recent technological developments - since the educational and 
research processes are supported and mediated by information and communication technologies – as well as 
initiating and developing public/private partnerships – as the university/industry collaboration is currently 
the sustainable means to gain competitive edge in the newly emerging markets characterized by 
overwhelming and hypercompetitive globalization. [5] 

In this context, adaptation and designing innovative solutions, the capitalization of scientific research, 
by initiating a new relationship with the socio-economic environment, by a diversification of the study 
program offer as well as the creation of new academic structures for technological transfer all contribute to 
the transformation of universities from traditional, conservative institutions into entrepreneurial 
organizations. [6] 

Thus academic entrepreneurship can by defined as: pursuing the new, efficiency, establishing new 
organizational structures developing independent activities. Such universities are actively involved in the 
social and economic development of the region, they creatively employ the existing resources, they re-
organize the personnel in order to better adapt to the environment requirements and they also function within 
the given parameters of cost and profit. The defining and prevailing characteristic of academic 
entrepreneurship is the aim to strengthen, expand and renew the relationship of the university with business 
communities in particular, and the society at large, hence with a positive impact on the rhythm of sustainable 
economic development. The strengthening of the university-society partnership and consequently the 
continuous adaptation and adjustment of university services provided to the civil and business community 
require a permanent re-thinking of study and research programs, as well as academic social responsibility-
related activities. [6] 

According to the Presidential Strategy entitled Education and Research for the Knowledge-Based 
Society: “Universities that choose to promote entrepreneurial culture and practices have increased chances 
for adaptivity in a lighly competitive and globalized world. Encouragement of academic intrapreneurship and 
entrepreneurship should become a major objective for Roumanian universities in the near future.” [13] 

In this respect, Lucian Blaga University of Sibiu has placed great emphasis on promoting both 
intrauniversity and interinstitutional changes in order to incorporate and capitalize on the latest advances 
brought about by technological innovations that support and further educational and research processes. 
Access to information is both facilitated and mediated by technology which thus becomes a social process, 
no longer a mere instrument employed by a limited number of specialists; hence the need to master and 
integrate technological devices in the academic endeavors in order to have an active participation to the 
knowledge-based activities and processes. [5] 

Let us mention some of the most relevant and recent examples of intrauniversity and interinstitutional 
adaptivity desgined by the Lucian Blaga University of Sibiu as effective vectors for competitive change and 
sustianability.  

A. The setting up in 2008 of the Centre for Innovation, Technological Transfer and Structural 
Programs – an independent unit without legal status, functioning as a department with financial autonomy - 
whose mission is to act as an interface between LBUS and the socio-economic environment or its sectors. It 
aims to promote knowledge transfer by capitalizing the research and training potential of the Lucian Blaga 
University of Sibiu in order to contribute to economic development, strengthening business relations and 
improvement of the quality of life. One of the main objectives of scientific research is the technological 
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transfer of research results to ensure the development of a functioning economy on a local, regional and 
national level.  In order to capitalize research results, mainly in the economic area, existing connections with 
current beneficiaries are maintained and contacts with various areas of the private and industrial sectors, 
especially small- and medium-sized companies, are intensified. [12] 

The Department of Programs – set up in 2010 - is an organizational unit within the structure of LBUS 
meant for the operational implementation and coordination of the programs funded by the European 
Commission in the field of professional education and training. 

B. Furthermore, the successful development of the an industry-university collaboration may be 
illustrated by the LBUS-CAS partnership meant to capitalize the teaching and research outcomes and to 
merge effectively fundamental and applied research. This partnership, based on the cooperation contract 
concluded between the Lucian Blaga niversity of Sibiu and Continental Automotive Systems, has intensely 
promoted an active and fruitful interaction of academia and industry in order to foster development and 
transfer of ideas as well as specialized training for both LBUS students and CAS employees.  

C. There is also a strong emphasis on opening new „academic doors” enabling the entire academic 
community – both staff and students – to integrate into the larger international academic community, 
observing the highest professional and scientific standards. Consequently, in 2007 LBUS in cooperation with 
the Beijing Language and Culture University and under the auspices of Hanban set up the first Confucius 
Institute in Romania whose goal and mission are to promote the culture, language, history and values of 
China and intensify intercultural understanding in Romania by offering programs in Chinese language and 
culture. The Confucius Institute at LBUS will promote its mission through a variety of educational and 
cultural activities addresses to students and teaching staff, as well as to the local community and business 
leaders. Therefore, the role of the Confucius Institute at LBUS is to build bridges, encourage the exchange of 
ideas and strengthen Romanian-Chinese interaction at all levels.  

One of the most recent and successful outcomes of the Romanian-Chinese academic collaboration is the 
initiation of a new study program, English-Chinese Studies developed at the Faculty of Letters and Arts, as a 
result of the cooperation of Lucian Blaga University of Sibiu and the Beijing Language and Culture 
University. 

D. Erasmus Mundus 2009-2013 is a cooperation and mobility program in the field of higher education, 
whose aim is the quality improvement of the European higher education as well as promoting dialogue and 
understanding between individuals and countries by means of cooperation with third states. Lucian Blaga 
University of Sibiu is a partner in the international project called Erasmus Mundus External Cooperation 
Windows.  

E. Lucian Blaga University of Sibiu, in its capacity as the main partner for the National Institute for 
Economic Research under the auspices of the Romanian Academy, has launched the highest ranking 
academic study program, i.e. the First Romanian Post-Doctoral School for Zootechnological Biodiversity 
and Food Biotechnologies, a EU-funded program by means of the Operational Sectorial Program for the 
Human Resource Development. This is the first program initiated in Romania whose aim is to contribute to 
the implementation of the concept of post-doctoral school and the continuous training of specialists.  

F. LBUS has also set up and developed highly topical study programs for Nursing at Victor Papilian 
Faculty of Medicine; Community Police at Simion Barnutiu Faculty of Law, Exploitation and Capitalization 
of Natural Gases at Hermann Oberth Faculty of Engineering, or Cultural Patrimony Restoration at the 
Nicolae Lupu Faculty of History.  

3. Concluding remarks: Quality Assurance vs. Enlarged Access to Higher Education  
There is a growing interest evinced in specialized studies and debates in two concepts that are equally 

challenging and controversial: i.e. quality assurance in higher education as well as a widening of access to 
higher education.  

On the one hand, there is a justified and increasing concern of universities for:  
• meeting the criteria and standards of excellence in the educational and research processes it 

undertakes and develops,  
• generating qualitative change and preparing the students for the future by empowering them with the 

required competencies for a kwowledge-based society, 
• effective operation of the university as an organization and value-added academic processes. 
The task of external evaluation of Romanian higher education institutions is performed by the 

Romanian Agency for Quality Assurance in Higher Education (ARACIS) who is carrying out its activity in 
compliance with the best international practices, fully testified by its affiliation to the European Association 
for Quality Assurance in Higher Education (ENQA).  
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On the other hand, there is a current trend for expansion, flexibility, and widening access to higher 
education which has moved away, for the past few decades, from an essentially elitist activity to an 
intellectual and scientific endeavor aiming to provide better training and qualification to a larger segment of 
population, hence the increasing opportunities available for employment on a highly competitive market.  

To sum up, the university - as an academic institution, non-industrial organization, providing services to 
the community - should resort to the management and marketing principles, thus enabling it to perform an 
accurate market study in order to identify the factors that either contribute or hinder the advancement of the 
educational process; as well as to preserve the delicate balance between quality and accessibility in the 
competitive and challenging context. 

At a time of deep, specific and often global economic crises, tranformations and mutations it is acutely 
necessary to create a flow of know-how between universities and industry, as well as a newly structured 
organization, founded on the flexible and effective principles of technological transfer. University 
personalization is accomplished only by means of the know-how elements, identified and capitalized by the 
academic organization in the context of fierce competition among universities. 
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Abstract:  The global crisis leaves no country unharmed and no doubt remains about this. But, should we wait 
for global solutions or we must try to make our one way through crisis?  The paper estimates the evolution of 
unemployment economical costs in financial crisis period. Based on information from National Institute of Statistics 
(NIS), National Agency for Employment (NAE), Eurostat and in correlation with specific literature and Romanian 
government decisions I make an unemployment costs forecast. I tried to reveal the fact that some of government 
decisions in crisis period can aggravate the situation and not support the economic recovery.  
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1. Introduction  

We are all agreeing the idea that the global crisis needs global solutions and concerted efforts. 
Global crisis is not simply 'economic'; it takes place within a capitalist political economy which is, 

ab initio, structured through a system of nation-states which maintain a kind of formal sovereignty in tension 
with an extreme material inequality. It is hardly surprising that 'crisis' is politically constructed in different 
ways, depending on state, region and history. (Harrison and Cline-Cole, 2009) 

The major economies share neither the same political system nor the same historical reference 
points, which makes coordinated action difficult. 

Leaders of the world's largest economies, known as the G-20, met in London (April 2009) to explore 
possible responses to the global financial crisis, to that end, they decided to levy sanctions against 
clandestine tax havens and to institute strict financial regulations. Such regulations included tougher controls 
on banking professionals' salaries and bonuses, and increased oversight of hedge funds and credit rating 
agencies. While France and Germany were emphasizing stricter financial regulations, the United States and 
the United Kingdom were advocating public spending to deal with the economic crisis. On the Pittsburgh 
Summit of G-20 (September 2009), the officials decided to let the burden of economic recovery in private 
demand account, relieving the public demand.  

One of the most important consequences of the crisis is the permanent and increasing number of 
unemployed. Year 2010 may be for Romania, exit from the crisis year, but it is very possible to be in the 
same time, the most burdened with negative consequences of the crisis year, too. 

Unemployment phenomenon generates a range of costs; they may be monetary and non-monetary, 
direct or indirect, economic and social. Unemployment affects not only the unemployed but also those who 
are in employment, because they participate with a share of their income at public funds to social security. 
Another important cost of unemployment is the loss of production and income that it entailed. 

To summarize, we can state that unemployment is a phenomenon that affects, in different degrees, 
all nations/regions/areas and has many negative economic and social effects. Among the most important, I 
mention these: nonuse and wastage of a part of the labor force from a country/area, with a more negative 
aspect, so that the society and the individuals bear significant costs of education and workforce training 
unoccupied, expenditure still not recovered; lead to reduced incomes, and increasing social tensions, as a 
factor in lowering the standard of living and worsening quality of life, contribute to increased economic and 
social costs that an economy has to bear in the form of unemployment benefits. 

 
2. Estimating unemployment costs 

Next, I shall try to make an assessment of the costs of unemployment in the period 2000-2009, a 
rigorous measurement of them is being difficult for an individual analyst and therefore the results should be 
viewed with appropriate reserves. 

From all the social and economic costs of national unemployment, I focused on economic and, 
especially, on the money, aimed at following (see Table 1):  

- assuming that the unemployed person should be pursued gainful activity, considering the average 
values of labour productivity (calculated as the ratio of real GDP per person employed, even if GDP 
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is the result of three factors working together: labour, capital and total factor productivity) correlated 
with the number of unemployed corrected, we can determine which is the loss of national GDP (see 
relation 1). I mention that I made a recalculation of the number of unemployed allowances based on 
data provided by the National Agency for Employment and Statistical Yearbook of Romania, 
correcting the number of unemployment with unemployment duration, thus resulting in an average 
of unemployed being unemployed for over 1 year, I added the unemployed without allowances 
obtaining so, the final average number of unemployed corrected.  

 
 (1) 

where:  WL -  labour productivity; 
  Uc - unemployment corrected. 
 

Thus, loss of national GDP has increased steadily until 2007, due to the productivity growth, especially 
as a consequence of real GDP growth – supported by demand in conjunction with a high rate of consumption 
and an expansion of lending -, correlated most of the time with a diminishment of the number of 
unemployed. On the other hand, if we observe the evolution of weight of loss of GDP in total GDP in period 
2000-2007 it decreased from 7.5% at 4.1% in 2007. Year 2008 reveals a change in the trend evolution of the 
unemployment; the number of unemployed increased from 368,000 persons (December 2007) till 625,000 at 
the end of 2008 (according to NIS). The NAE’ source of dates gives us an overview of 2008 year, in which 
unemployment felt steadily until October when the balance between in - out  was tilted decisively in favour 
of becoming unemployed. I mention that GDP and the labour productivity are calculated at real values, so 
the nominal losses may be following another trend. 

 
 (2) 

 
In terms of loss of GDP, 2010 year highlight a late measure, regarding technical unemployment, 

according with the Government is saving funds generated by the difference between the cost supporting 
employers in the direction of keeping staff and the cost of unemployment. 

- by revolving the average wage that would be obtained if it were rendered unemployed labor and 
compensation they received as unemployment benefits we may obtain a picture of the net loss of 
income (see relation 3). 
 
Net loss of income = (ANAW x UA – UB) + ANAW x UnotA (3) 
 

where:  ANAW  – annual net average wage; 
UA - unemployed with allowances; 
UB - unemployment benefits; 
UnotA - unemployed without allowances. 

 
Thus, at national level, there was a net loss of income, following up by the increase in net average wage 

and deepening the phenomenon of chronic unemployment. This loss of income limits the ability of 
consumption and investment being put onto the future capacity growth in global demand for goods and 
services and, thus, the possibilities of creating new jobs.  

- the existence of a large numbers of unemployed imposed on budget revenue, too, therefore, we can 
determine the loss of budgetary revenue due to unemployed (relation 4). I mention that I don’t take 
into account the employer and employees contributions at unemployment benefits budget and the 
other contributions to the state’s budgets; all these would increase the budgetary losses. 
 
Loss of budgetary revenue = AGAW x Uc x 16%* + UB (4) 
where:  AGAW  – annual gross average wage 

Uc - unemployment corrected  
UB - unemployment benefits 
* - is representing the flat tax on income 

 
Loss of revenue budget is increasing; this lost diminished the demand for goods and services from 

the state side and is affecting employment, the effects induced on finding alternatives ways of providing 
financial resources to the state income tax contribution account. 
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Table 1: The unemployment costs in period 2000-2011 

Indicator/ Year 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009* 2010** 2011** 

Real GDP (bn. USD) 41.2 50.9 59.5 74.8 86.1 111.8 125.5 95.4 96.2 99.4 

Employment  
(th. pers.) 

9234 9223 9158 9147 9313 9353 9413 9527 9177 8947 

Labour productivity 
(th.lei/pers.) 

4.5 5.5 6.5 8.2 9.2 12 13.3 10 10.5 11.1 

NIS unemployment   
(th. pers.) 

761 659 558 523 460 368 625 709 1059 1289 

Unemployed with 
allowances corrected 
by unemployment 
period (th. pers.) 

199 127 95 89 155 129 109 324 484 589 

Unemployed without 
allowances   
 (th. pers.) 

317 361 331 295 250 258 254 273 408 496 

NAE unemployment 
corrected   (th. pers.) 

516 488 425 384 405 387 363 597 892 1085 

Loss of GDP %  5.6 5.3 4.6 4.2 4.3 4.1 3.9 6.3 9.7 12.1 

Loss of GDP  
(mn. USD)  

2304.1 2692.8 2764.3 3139.9 3743.1 4624.7 4841.6 5978.9 9344.2 12047.9 

Gross average wage 
(USD) 

197.2 243.1 298.1 384.7 527.2 709.5 803.1 663.4 639.7 689.6 

Net average wage 
(USD) 

137.0 170.5 210.8 291.0 391.2 519.2 591.1 484.4 471.5 509.0 

Unemployment 
benefits (mn. USD) 

128.5 187.2 252.4 278.9 286.8 297.3 243.2 597.1 716.3 877.5 

Net loss of income 
 (mn. USD)  

720.6 811.8 823.7 1061.9 1614.7 2113.9 2331.8 2872.9 4328.3 5750.7 

Loss of budgetary 
revenue (mn. USD)  

3540.1 4575.2 5282.3 4775.0 5497.6 4901.9 5094.5 12622.9 16740.1 21105.9 

* - provisory data          
** - forecasts 
Abbreviations: bn. – billion, mn – million, th. - thounsand, pers. - persons 

Source: NIS, NAE, estimates of the author 
 

In Romania, informal employment takes various forms such as subsidence agriculture, wage-
employees who do not declare their earnings, employers not registering their employees, workers without 
labour contracts, tax evasion and social security evasion both by employers and employees, under-
declaration of earnings, false self-employment and many others. Many of these forms constitute deliberate 
actions to hide earnings in order to evade paying taxes and social security contributions; others represent 
activities at the subsistence or survival level that can hardly be regarded as evasive (Parlevliet Jante and 
Xenogiani Theodora, 2008).  

So, if we take in to account the fact that no less than 20% of total employment is occupied in 
informal sector and the actual national system of taxation enhance growth of the informal labor market the 
loss of budgetary revenue is much higher than the one I was calculated up. 

The forecasts for years 2010 and 2011 were made based on Eurostat forecasts for real GDP growth 
evolution and on government announcement of the dismissal of 70,000 budget employees in 2010 and 
another 230,000 in 2011-2015 period.  If we consider that 80% of the total unemployed are from private 
sector, the dismissal from public sector will induce an increasing of unemployment at 1.059 million persons 
in 2010 and 1.289 million persons in 2011, if emergency measures would not be carried out to support and 
revive the productive sector so that to absorb labour force.  

The unemployment costs in 2 years will be double. In the present conditions, Romania, with an 
unbalanced social security budget, with a strong current-account deficit, and, generally with a long-term 
deficit will induce never ending dependence loans of the foreign capital. 
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3. Measures anti-crisis or pro-crisis in Romania? 

According to data from the Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD), 
most developed countries have registered economic growth in the first quarter of this year, confirming what 
analysts have said lately, namely that the crisis ended; but which is the Romania point of view? 

Even if for Canada, Germany, Italy, France or U.K. the crisis was ending, it led to difficult 
inheritance left: high debt, monetary and trade imbalances, especially between the largest consumer, the 
United States and the largest producer - China. 

Economic balance of this year is a disastrous one for our country. Global economic downturn has 
affected all Romanian companies, from the largest to the smallest neighborhood business. The access to 
banks funds for the business environment is blocked by the state because the Government, through the 
Ministry of Finance, borrows from private banks almost all the money supply to pay salaries and pensions 
for budgetary persons. According to sources from the financial environment, thousands of companies across 
the country expects VAT reimbursement funds, at which they are entitled, and the Fiscal State Control delay 
to refund it, deadlines being exceeded months in a row. Instead, for every invoice issued, but not received, 
the state requires businesses to pay VAT, decapitalizating them and pushing them in to towards bankruptcy. 
Establishing a flat rate tax to be paid even for companies which resulted in no profits determinates that this 
year 120,509 companies to suspend operations. In this context, there are fewer voices announcing the return 
of Romanian economy in 2010. 

The global economic crisis imposes global measures for recovering, as well national measures. 
According to the European Commission’s analysis, unless policies face up the new challenges, 

potential GDP in the EU could fall to a permanently lower trajectory, due to several factors. First, protracted 
spells of unemployment in the workforce tend to lead to a permanent loss of skills. Second, the stock of 
equipment and infrastructure will decrease and become out-dated due to lower investment. Third, innovation 
may be hampered as spending on research and development is one of the first outlays that businesses cut 
back during recession. (European Commission, 2009) 

The European Economy Recovery Plan (EERP) was adopted by Commission in 26 November 2008 
and has two key pillars: to boost demand and stimulate confidence (200 billion Euro -1.5% of Union’s GDP) 
and as direct short term action to reinforce Europe’s competitiveness in the long term (“smart” investments 
in energy efficiency to create jobs and save energy, in clean technologies for sectors like construction and 
automobiles, in infrastructure and inter-connection to promote efficiency and innovation).  

 The economic crisis starts to be felt in Romania, for the first time, in automobile industry. The 
Romanian government reacted by accelerating “Jalopy” program for sustaining the sale of new cars, tractors 
and agricultural machines, too. As well as the implementation of the “First house” program that generates a 
slow movement on purchasing of houses till 60,000 Euro – the real estate market offers at this price, 
generally, old and with one or 2 rooms apartments and houses, “Jalopy” program limits the demand at 
around 60,000 Euro – if we don’t take in to account the fact  that for obtaining this value you must have an 
income net wage of 3,400 lei/ month, almost 3 times more than the average wage (1,282 lei/month in 2009). 
Since 2010, for new construction, the state guarantees loans till 70,000 Euro. The government solutions seem 
not to achieve their targets of increasing the sales of new houses and new inland cars for supporting the 
construction sector and the national automotive industry. More national economists disapprove the measures 
taken by national authorities in crisis period such us: minimum tax (with its expressed goal of curative and 
cleaning effects); ensuring the pension point to 45% of the gross average wage; late measures for 
reactivation of the real estate market with loan state guarantee; few programs to stimulate the economy and 
support the employers; lack of strategy to combat unemployment and others. 

Romania's biggest problem is, still, current-account deficit: far more money has been pouring into 
the country than going out. Much of the money comes from the estimated 2 - 2.5 million Romanians - around 
10 percent of the population - who work in countries such as Italy and Spain and send earnings back. But 
with those economies now suffering as well, many emigrants are expected to return home bare hands; even 
the protection system for unemployed in these countries is vastly superior to the national system.  

Statistically, in Romania, beginning with 2008 the unemployment increased and, in present 
conditions, despite the NAE communications that the unemployment is around 8.39% at the end of March 
this year from 5.6% (in 2009), I sustain the official forecast of the IMF official for 2010 for over 1 million 
unemployed (see Table 1).  

To support my aforementioned opinion, I highlight the following aspects:  
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• in March 2010 were 765,285 unemployed, 462,289 with allowances and 302,996 without allowances, an 
unemployment of 8.39% (NAE) but the ILO calculation for the same indicator are higher with 1-3%. 
Standing ILO unemployment rate that is higher than NAE’s one because some of those who declare 
themselves unemployed not fall in employment agencies as people seeking employment;  

• according to the Government communication, in less than two months over 57,300 persons from 2,190 
companies came into technical unemployment (around 1% from the employment), due to a settlement, 
starting from 1 February 2010, who for no more than 90 days, during the temporary suspension of 
activity, total or partial, of a employer, said that the state budget will pay all social security contributions, 
following that the employee to receive 75% of base salary job properly filled. Also, the employee is 
exempt from income tax. In consequence, it is possible that some of these persons, after 3 months, to 
increase the number of unemployed. 
  

4. Conclusions 
In terms of GDP growth, 2000-2007 period was one of the most appropriate time for the Romanian 

economy in all its history, but even the unemployed number is decreasing from 1.1 million at the beginning 
of 2000 at only 368 thousand persons at the end of 2007, the number of employees increased with around 
262 thousand, so that some hundreds of unemployed are lost in the process. Some of them decided to 
emigrate in countries like Italy, Spain, UK, Germany and so on and send earnings back and this has 
generated an increase in consumption (the rate of consumption was more than 100% the last few year before 
the recession).  

On the other hand, Romania had between 20-50% of total employment in informal sector, depending 
on the definition used. The informal employment includes two main groups: those who work informally 
because they have no real alternative for survive (the survival agriculture) and those who deliberately avoid 
taxes and social security contributions (non-registered firms or firms which not registered their workers and 
hire them without labour contracts or with workers paid with “envelope payments”).  

The great financial crisis had hit Romania with a delay of one year, period in which Romania was 
more concerned about the European Parliament elections (2007), Parliamentary elections (2008) and 
culminating in the 2009 with Presidential election than to the recession and the measures that must to be 
taken. 

Although the recession may be seen as a period of cleaning and restructuring, if the government 
doesn’t find appropriate alternatives to keep unemployment under control the consequences will be 
catastrophic for Romania.  
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Abstract: The theories of human capital in knowledge based management reflect the great importance 
of the role of the personnel in contemporary production. They emphasize the significance of the 
personnel among the other types of capital that are used in production. 
Human capital and its management are important for the organization because they give them the 
opportunity to use their staff in a more productive way through measurements, analyses and 
evaluations and that is what our approach aims to prove. 
 
Key words: knowledge based management, human capital, organizational culture. 
 
JEL classification: B41 
 

 
1. The Implication of Human Capital in the Development of Knowledge Based Management 

The philosophy of knowledge based management compelled the authors of „Knowledge based 
economy, company and management” to understand the essence of knowledge management starting with its 
appearance, connection to other disciplines and trends of management in order to explain the the ideas and 
the goals that are the basis of this branch of management.  

Starting the chapter of „knowledge based management” with the „factors that give an impulse to the 
development of knowledge based management”, the authors say that „there are many points of view, some of 
them very attractive, some very well motivated, upon the factors that make the knowledge based 
management necessary”(Nicolescu, 2004, p. 197). 

From all these approaches we selected, presented and discussed the one that comments upon its 
necessity from the market perspective. The main idea is that such approach validates its economical value by 
analyzing the demand and the offer.  

The relational balance which is presented by the authors as a graphic, shows on one hand, the 
necessity factors, among which we find the demand factors for the knowledge based management) and on 
the other hand, its possibility factors, which are connected to informational technologies area and which refer 
to Moore’s Law on the evolution of the processing capacity of the computers and to Metcalf’s Law on the 
cost and value of the computer network. 

We agree with the above mentioned authors who mention that the approach doesn’t take into 
consideration, especially when regarding to the offer, the human capital which has the key role and the 
knowledge based management, company and economy. That is the reason why they wanted to dedicate a 
special chapter to „human resources management” and its essential aspects regarding the modalities of 
implementing the management on knowledge based human resources management (Nicolescu, 2004, p. 271-
290). 

 
2. The Main Factors of Increasing the Role of Human Capital in Knowledge Based Management 

In the past decades of the last century both management and knowledge based management have 
gone through deep qualitative changes. Mainly, the process must be connected to the integration of some 
Western European countries in a development stage and to the action of some economical, political and 
socio-cultural factors. 

2.1. The Content of Work 
In our classification, we put in the front line, which is the plan of the factors of increasing the role of 

the human capital in contemporary production, the main changes in the content of work which are generated 
by the utilization of new techniques, technologies and methods in production. 

The mid of the 20th century brought the automatization of production, which separates the workers 
from the physical work and includes a complex system of machines and equipment. This way, people are 
freed from mechanical functions and they can focus on the machines. Automatization has also diminished, 
even eliminated the direct connection between the intensification of work and its productivity, making 
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useless Taylor’s model regarding the personnel management. The continuity of activity and the maintenance 
of the equipment became the main interests. All these have amplified the intellectual content of work, the 
significance of responsibility and personnel’s self-control. 

In the 80s, the computerization of production had a great influence on the work content, with 
reference the cheapness and miniaturization of the computers. The utilization of computers and other 
equipments free the personnel from repetitive and monotonous actions. Not only physical operations have 
been taken over, but also the intellectual operations, so the personnel could focus on creative tasks. 

Computerization increases the role of human capital in production and generates some problems in 
knowledge based management. Thus, the introduction of network systems leads to the individualization of 
work in general and replaces the communication and cooperation with electronic connection. The electronic 
connection itself reduces the feeling of belonging to an organization and the interest in the activity of the 
whole organization, diminishes the significance of motivation in the organizational culture. Thus emerges a 
new mission of human capital management, that to neutralize the negative factors of computerization. 

The actual level of technical and scientific progress overthrow the fundamental postulate of Taylor’s 
managerial model that asserts the fact that „you can obtain the maximum profit by simplifying the working 
functions to the maximum”. Nowadays, simplification of the personnel’s functions leads to the deficiency of 
the production, which is not in accordance with using some new methods and technologies that requires not 
only accomplishing the specific tasks of human capital management but also assuming collective 
responsibilities when organizing the work. 

The computerized organization of work gives us the opportunity to get information about any sector 
of the organization in the shortest time possible, accelerates the control and the process of taking and 
correcting the decisions. This way, we can establish connections between the processes of taking decisions 
regarding to the human capital and the operative circulation of the information necessary to the 
synchronization and efficiency of the organization. To achieve such goals, the personnel and especially the 
managers must have high professional qualifications, a high level of communicational culture, team spirit 
and interest in the aims of the organization. Increasing the evaluation standards for the human capital is 
synonymous, on one hand, to increase its role in production, and on the other hand, to complication of 
functions in knowledge based management. 

 
3. The Control on Human Capital 

The second factor of increasing the role of human capital in knowledge based management is the 
change of control possibilities on human capital and the increase of the role of self-control and self-
discipline. Control is one of the main functions of human capital management. As we mentioned above, 
Taylor’s model referred to a severe control of the management upon the personnel and severe penalties. The 
modern techniques, technology and administration methods diminish the possibilities and the necessity of 
such a control, especially of direct control. This situation is generated by the complication of work, the 
increase of the role of knowledge and skills in work. 

Current control is very difficult to accomplish, especially on the representatives of unstandardized 
work, characterized through creativity and innovations. In this case, self-control is very important and it is 
based on a high degree consciousness, responsibility and control upon the final results. 

The growing need of knowledge and creativity, of innovational thinking and current control 
condition, the expansion of individual and group freedom, also the autonomy of the independent adoption of 
the decisions. Using these new possibilities to achieve the organizational goals, triggers specific qualities and 
motivations of the human capital. In some countries, the human capital was given the chance to record the 
results of his work independently and thus determine the deserved salary. 

The growing role of self-control and self-discipline in work changes the report of different 
motivational methods of human capital, increases the significance of formation functions, but also 
complicate them, compared to „reward-penalty” method from „stimulus-reaction” motivation scheme in 
human capital management. 

 
4. Macroeconomic Factors 

The third group of factors that condition the growing role of human capital in production and in 
knowledge based management includes the macroeconomic factors, especially the change of the orientation 
and dynamics of demand and production, the increase of competition on the international market and the 
amplification of the significance of quality production.   
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Back in the 60s-70s, under the influence of economical growth of people’s wealth, we can observe a 
reorientation of the mass production. „Diversified series and the adjustment of the production to this concept 
became the paradigm of production of the 21st century”. The rapid adjustment to the continuously change 
requires the increase of general and professional skills, of qualifications of human capital and the 
development of creation and innovation capacity. 

Such qualities of the human capital are required by the intensification of the competition on the 
market, given the fact that many countries use similar techniques and technologies. Under these 
circumstances, the quality of human capital becomes very important on the competition market. 

Thus, an important role is assigned to the quality of the production, which triggers the increase of the 
role of human capital in modern production. Nowadays quality refers not only to the production safety, but 
also to its capacity to satisfy people’s needs. „Total” quality is ensured during all the stages of the process, 
from projecting the production to the production process itself. In order to achieve that we need a production 
culture of human capital doubled by a faultless consciousness in putting it into productive practice. 

 
5. Changing the Organization Form of Work 

The fourth factor of increasing the role of human capital in contemporary production and its 
management is the change of organization forms of work in the company. Among such changes are: 
utilization at a large scale of collective organization forms, both in the organization and its branches. The 
experience of some companies and empiric researches underline the necessity that the multifunctionality 
imposed by contemporary production and the high self-awareness of human capital be created within the 
personnel. 

Thus, the management of human capital controls, the „total” quality of the production, which is a 
something new, compared to the supervising role of the manager, which is specific to traditional 
organizations.  

 
6. Improving the skills and the culture of human capital 

The fifth factor of increasing the role of the human capital in production is the improvement of the 
skills and the culture of the employee. Starting with the 90s, the worker’s personality has developed. He is 
not satisfied with obedience and depersonalization anymore, but he tries to be more active within his activity 
at work. Such an employee is not satisfied anymore with the organization system proposed by Taylor, system 
which assigns him a mechanical role. The situation has changed within the transition process, as a 
consequence of the cheapness of the equipments. Quality changes have appeared in the working process 
during the 80s and the 90s, changes referring both to production and to satisfying the expectations and the 
requirements of the personnel. Generally, the improvement of the skills and the culture of the personnel has 
major contributions to contemporary production and to society, by diminishing the efficiency of traditional 
methods of authority. 

 
The Development of Democracy 

All the facts mentioned above have been reflected by the sixth factor of increasing the role of human 
capital in contemporary organization – development of democracy in production and in society.  

The influence of democracy on human capital and on its management develops into two directions: 
	 through the culture that is influenced by democracy and whose elements are: the 

consciousness of personal value, respect for human rights, among the right to work and social 
rights, a democratic style of management and involvement in the organization’s activities. 

	  through the adoption of the laws that protects the rights of human capital and settles the 
production relations.  

The direct influence on the situation of human capital and its management is conditioned only by the 
democracy in production. Nowadays, in most of the countries there are certain forms of democracy in 
production: production councils, professional organizations, tariff conventions, etc. Several organizations 
belong to the staff, who has the right to take managerial decisions.  

Several production rights belong to the trade unions. A good relationship with the union and other 
democratic-productive authorities is an important goal of the specific actions of the present human capital 
management. Even though democracy in production doesn’t expand on the technological process too, with 
its intervention the human capital can be useful to solve many important issues, especially social issues. The 
rights of the managers in many ways are limited. For example, in case of suspension of the working contract, 
the manager of the company must be able to show in Court, if needed, the reasons for removing that person 
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from the organization. It is obvious that in such a situation, this function of the human capital management 
becomes very complicated and very expensive. 

 
8.  The Increase of Labor Costs 

The development of democracy in society and in production is directly related to the seventh factor 
of amplifying the significance of human capital in contemporary production – increase of labor costs. 
Presently, in Western Europe democracies labor costs are quite high. During the past years, the highest costs 
were in Germany and in Switzerland; still they are lower than in the U.S.A.   

Along with the salaries, a significant part of the expenses with the personnel is represented by the 
social protection, the payment of the vacations and the social services of the organization (medical services, 
psychological and legal consultancy, etc). 

In conclusion, the significance of human capital in contemporary production is highlighted by the 
fact that the costs with the employee are high, it is difficult to suspend his working contract and it is even 
more expensive to ensure him a proper job, given the fact that his work implies superior qualifications, 
responsibility and initiative. 

 
9.  Conclusions   

We tried to realize a consensus between the theoretical approach and the practical aspects of the 
human capital implication into knowledge based management. We tried to formulate recommendations or 
rules to be followed starting from a long previous experience that we generalize when we communicate. 

We end up with the recommendation not to forget that the management of human capital is a trip 
itself and its start depends to a great extent on the knowledge and information we get from the environment.  
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Abstract:  The mental model of the decision-maker concerning the possibilities on which he/she will decide on 

a particular issue is essential to understanding and predicting his/her behavior. There are a number of cognitive factors 
which may influence the calculation of possibilities, which participate in the construction of representations and which 
have a predictive role in the decision-making behavior. 

Research in recent years, which provided most consistent results, took into account and analyzed the following 
cognitive factors: cognitive schemes, prototypicality, anchoring alternatives, memory availability and the retro-
evaluation of alternatives. 

The cognitive scheme consists of a general structure of knowledge, simultaneously activated, corresponding to a 
complex situation in reality. 

The structured cognitive schemes actively interfere in information processing. The existence of cognitive 
schemes is motivated by their effects on the selection and interpretation of information. 

 
Key words: cognitive schemas, decision making, management, cognitive factors, emotional schemas 

 
JEL classification: L20, L25, L92. 

 
 

1. Introduction  
Those who make decisions know that there are assumptions that state that the world is organized 

(Axelrod 1973, Bartlett, 1932, Rumelhart, 1980), in which the term “scheme” is viewed in the light of 
cognitive sciences. Most studies support the argument that these pre-existing assumptions can significantly 
affect the quality of decision. The motivation of our research is given by two basic assumptions. The first 
concerns the fact that all decision-makers believe that there are two types of schemes, i.e. the emotional and 
the rational scheme. The second assumption refers to the fact that each scheme affects the cognitive 
resonance which largely depends on the situation of decision. Furthermore we can state that the cognitive 
resonance can activate the two types of scheme, and the performance of the decision making process depends 
on the quality of the cognitive resonance. 

Starting from the research of Rumelhart et al., 1986 proposing the division of the cognitive scheme in 
two types - the cognitive and the emotional scheme – this paper aims at highlighting what types of schemes 
are operated by the manager and what cognitive factors are accessed during the decision making process. 

Few studies and few amount of literature address the issue of the schemes accessed during the 
managerial decision making process, in order to raise into discussion the coherent outlining strategies that 
guide the adaptive decision making process (Miu, 2008). 

The emotional penetrability of the decision was originally conceived as interference, an effect with 
empirical support in certain circumstances. Of course, decisions may be more complex, the availability of 
information depending at least on the allocated cognitive resources and on the time limit. 

 
2. 1 Research Objectives 
2.1.1. The Conceptual Framework of the Research 
The decision-making factors are known to have a particular importance in the decision making process 

(Axelrod, 1973, Bartlett, 1932, Rumelhart, 1980), affecting the quality of the decision making. We can 
motivate the choice of this theme on the basis of three theoretical considerations: 

Firstly, all decision making factors are based on two types of schemes: the emotional and the rational 
scheme. 

Secondly, each scheme may influence the cognitive resonance depending on the situation of decision. 
Thirdly, the decision performance depends on the type of the accessed scheme. 
The scheme proposed by Axelrod (1973), cognitively activated, is invocated by researchers in order to 

explain several issues in a more systematic decision making process (Marshall, 1995).  
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For example, a decision-making person – scheme creator – may be represented as a vehicle of 
memory, leading to the establishment of similar personal experiences so that he/she can make estimations on 
the basis of individual inferences and develop plans in order to use the framework process scheme; but 
he/she can also do individual calculations and take the decision of symbolic reasoning, using expert systems 
as a rule (Waterman, 1986) and connectionist systems of neuronal network processing (Rumelhart et al., 
1986). 

The human subject preference for one alternative or another, involved in the decision making process 
is not based solely on the calculation of  the utility or the expected value, but rather the elections of managers 
are variable, dependent on a number of cognitive factors. 

Research in economic psychology and neuro-economy has shown that emotion has essential roles in 
the decision-making process. Thus, emotions can not only interfere with the economic decision, as it has 
been traditionally believed, but they can adaptively guide the decision, especially under conditions of 
uncertainty and risk. Research has shown that film-induced emotions (such as fear, disgust) or emotions 
experienced in real situations (for ex., after finding out a grade at the exam) have an important impact on the 
economic decision (Heilman et al., 2009). There have been also identified the different effects of the 
incidental or habitual use of emotional regulation strategies (for instance, expressive suppression, cognitive 
revaluation) on the economic decision. 

 
2.1.2 The general objective of our research aims to reveal the cognitive schemes accessed in the 

managerial decision in rail transportation. In order to achieve this objective and to measure the variables of 
the model, it was necessary to adapt the Questionnaire for the identification of rational vs. emotional 
schemes (QIRES), adapted from the model of Chang Kun Lee (2001). 

 
3. The hypothesis of this study, according to which the accessed type of the cognitive scheme 

influences the cognitive resonance, was verified by using the linear regression, in which we used each 
dimension of the two schemes, as dependent variables (criteria), and the four dimensions of the cognitive 
resonance, as predictors (independent variables). 

 
4. The Lot of participants to study 
This research was conducted on 160 subjects, managers at different levels of management in public 

and private organizations, formal leaders in leadership positions held in public and private organizations, 
within the domain of rail transportation.  

The research lot is composed of 80 managers from public organizations (50%) and 80 managers from 
private organizations (50%). Due to the specificity of the research, we cannot speak of a representative lot of 
subjects, as the study does not include probabilistic procedures of establishing a sample. In public 
organizations, the subjects are between 31 and 59 years old with an average age of about 50 years old; the 
standard deviation is of 7 years. Their seniority in the institution is between 1 and 38 years, with an average 
of 26 years and the standard deviation is of 12.3 years. The subjects in private organizations are between 23 
and 59 years old, with an average age of 46 years old and the standard deviation of 9.4 years. In terms of 
seniority in the institution, the subjects in private organizations have between 1 and 38 years of seniority, 
with an average seniority age in the institution of 19 years and the standard deviation of 13.6 years.  

 
5. The analysis of the results 
Therefore, it will result a total of four regression models for each dependent variable, through which 

we will test the influences of the two schemes on the resonance of cognitive factors. 
 

Table .1 The Significance of regression models using "the speed of decision", as a dependent variable 
 

 

                            F 
                                                   

p 
1=FC ,89 ,34(a) 
2=1+SE ,97 ,38(b) 
3=2+DA 82,50 ,00(c) 
4=3+TP 63,11 ,00(d) 
5=4+IN 50,55 ,00(e) 
6=5+CS 42,26 ,00(f) 
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By analyzing the first regression equation, in which we used the variables of the two cognitive 
schemes as predictors, and the speed of decision as a criterion, we notice from the table above that the 
models acquire a significance beginning with the third model (F = 82.50, p <0 , 01). The first two models 
include only the variables of the rational scheme. Beginning with the third model, the variables of the 
emotional scheme are included in the regression equation. We notice that the regressive model becomes 
significant at the intervention of the emotional predictors, which leads us to believe that the speed of decision 
is determined by the emergence of the emotional components. 

 
Table .2 Summary of the regression analysis: independent variables- the variables of DA (Decision 

Anxiety), TP (Trust), IN (Individualism), CS (Decision Effectiveness), FC (Facilitating Conditions), SE (System 
Experience) cognitive schemes and the dependent variable- the speed of the decision 

 R         R 2          R 2 adjusted      F                         p 
1=FC ,07       .00        -,00              0,892                ,346 
2=1+SE ,11       .01         ,00              1,049                ,307 
3=2+DA ,78       .61         ,60              242,57              ,000 
4=3+TP ,78       .62         ,62              2,528                ,111 
5=4+IN ,78       .62         ,60              0,749                ,388 
6=5+CS ,79       .62         ,60              0,919                ,339   

 
By analyzing the summary of the predictive model, we notice that the fourth model has the greatest 

predictive value, model which explains 61% of the variation of the speed of decision, by means of the 
facilitating conditions, experience, decision anxiety and trust. The first two predictive models - those based 
solely on the rational scheme - cannot predict the speed of decision. Significant changes in prediction appear 
at the inclusion of the third variable (decision anxiety) - F (1.156) = 242.57, p <0.01 - the variation explained 
by it is 60.1%. (R2 changed = 0.601). The trust variable adds 0.6% information, which improves the 
predictive power of the model but this information is not significant. 

The other variables of the emotional scheme subsequently introduced into the model decrease the 
predictive power at R2 adjusted = 0.609 for models five and six. Not only that the information brought by 
these variables damage the model but they also degrade its predictive power. 

 
Table .3 The values of coefficients from the regression equation of the "speed of decision", as a dependent 

variable for all predictors 

  β t P 
Facilitating conditions -,10 -2,01 ,04 
Experience ,02 ,48 ,63 
Decision anxiety ,74 13,95 ,00 
Trust ,08 1,54 ,12 
Individualism ,05 1,00 ,31 
Effectiveness  -,05 -,95 ,33 

Dependent variable: the speed of decision 
       
      The analysis of the standardized prediction coefficients for all predictors determines the possibility 

of their hierarchisation, depending on the importance they have in the explanatory model of speed of 
decision. Thus: 

• the most important predictor is decision anxiety (β = 0.74, t = 13.95, p <0.01). This is a significant 
emotional predictor, powerfully and directly related to the speed of decision; 

• the second predictor, as importance, is determined by facilitating conditions (β =- 0.10, t = 2.01, p 
<0.05). The predictor of the rational scheme is also significant within the model, as it is in a negative 
and weak relation with the speed of decision; 

• the third predictor is confidence (β = 0.08, t = 1.54, p = 0.12). This predictor of the emotional 
scheme is not significant within the model. 

• the fourth predictor is the individualism (β = 0.05, t = 1.00, p = 0.31). This predictor of the emotional 
scheme is not significant within the model. 

• the fifth predictor is its effectiveness (β =- 0.05, t = 0.95, p = 0.33). This predictor of the emotional 
scheme is not significant within the model. 
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• the sixth predictor is personal experience (β = 0.02, t = 0.48, p = 0.63). This predictor of the 
emotional scheme is not significant within the model. 

 
Table .4 The Significance of regression models using "Confidentiality" as a dependent variable 

                            F 
                                                   

P 
1=FC ,45 ,50 
2=1+SE ,33 ,71 
3=2+DA 17,98 ,00 
4=3+TP 14,35 ,00 
5=4+IN 11,83 ,00 
6=5+CS 9,80 ,00 

            Dependent variable: confidentiality 
 
By analyzing the second regression equation in which we used the variables of the two cognitive 

schemes as predictors, and the confidentiality as a criterion, we notice, similarly to the previous equation, 
from the table above, that the models acquire a significance beginning with the third model (F=17,98; 
p<0,01). The first two models include only the variables of the rational scheme. Beginning with the third 
model, the variables of the emotional scheme are included in the regression equation. We notice that the 
regressive model becomes significant at the intervention of the emotional predictors, which leads us to 
believe that confidentiality is also determined by the emergence of the emotional components. 

 
Table 5 Summary of the regression analysis: independent variables- the variables of DA (Decision Anxiety), 
TP (Trust), IN (Individualism), CS (own decision effectiveness), FC (Facility Conditions), SE (System 

Experience) cognitive schemes and the dependent variable- confidentiality 
 R             R 2          R 2 adjusted           F                         p 
1=FC ,053        .00        -,00                   0,452                ,502 
2=1+SE ,065        .00        -,00                   0,214                ,644 
3=2+DA ,507        .25         ,24                   53,067              ,000 
4=3+TP ,520        .27         ,25                   2,823                ,095 
5=4+IN ,527        .27         ,25                   1,568                ,212 
6=5+CS ,527        .27         ,24                   0,011                ,917   

 
 
By analyzing the summary of the predictive model, we notice that the fifth model has the greatest 

predictive value, model which explains 25,4% of the variation of confidentiality, by means of the facility 
conditions, experience, decision anxiety, trust and individualism. The first two predictive models - those 
based solely on the rational scheme - cannot predict confidentiality. Significant changes in prediction appear 
at the inclusion of the third variable (decision anxiety) - F(1,156)=53,06; p<0,01 - the variation explained by it 
is 25.3%. (R2 changed = 0,253). The trust variable adds 1,3% information, which improves the predictive 
power of the model but this information is not significant. The same goes with the variable of individualism, 
which contributes with 0.7% of the prediction power of the model, contribution which is also insignificant. 

The other variable of the emotional scheme subsequently introduced into the model decrease the 
predictive power at R2 adjusted = 0,249 for models six.  

 
Table 6 The values of coefficients from the regression equation of "confidentiality" as a dependent 

variable for all predictors 

 β t P 
Facilitating conditions -,07 -2,01 ,04 

Experience ,01 ,19 ,84 
Decision anxiety ,50 6,83 ,00 

Trust ,13 1,82 ,07 
Individualism -,09 -1,21 ,22 
Effectiveness -,00 -,10 ,91 

Dependent variable: confidentiality 
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The analysis of the standardized prediction coefficients for all predictors determines the possibility 
of their hierarchisation, depending on the importance they have in the explanatory model of confidentiality. 
Thus: 

• the most important predictor is decision anxiety (β=0,50; t=6,83; p<0,01). This is a significant 
emotional predictor, powerfully and directly related to confidentiality; 

• the second predictor, as importance, is determined by trust (β=0,13; t=1,82; p<0,07). The predictor 
of the emotional scheme is not significant in confidentiality prediction; 

• the third predictor is individualism (β=-0,09; t=1,21; p=0,22). This predictor of the emotional 
scheme is not significant within the model. 

• the fourth predictor is represented by facilitating conditions (β=-0,07; t=1,01; p=0,31). This predictor 
of the rational scheme is not significant within the model. 

• the fifth predictor is personal experience (β=-0,01; t=0,19; p=0,84). This predictor of the rational 
scheme is not significant within the model. 

• the sixth predictor is effectiveness (β=-0,007; t=0,10; p=0,91). This predictor of the emotional 
scheme is not significant within the model. 

 
Table. 7 The significance of regression models using as dependent variable "decision realism" 

 F p 
1=FC ,72 ,39 

2=1+SE ,52 ,59 
3=2+DA 13,64 ,00(c) 
4=3+TP 10,66 ,00(d) 
5=4+IN 8,66 ,00(e) 
6=5+CS 7,26 ,00(f) 

Dependent variable: decision realism 
 

By analyzing the third regression equation in which we used the variables of the two cognitive 
schemes as predictors, and the decision realism as a criterion, we notice, from the table above, that the 
models acquire a significance beginning with the third model (F=13,64; p<0,01). The first two models 
include only the variables of the rational scheme. Beginning with the third model, the variables of the 
emotional scheme are included in the regression equation. We notice that the regressive model becomes 
significant at the intervention of the emotional predictors, which leads us to believe that decision realism is 
also determined by the emergence of the emotional components. 

 
Table 8 Summary of the regression analysis: independent variables- the variables of DA (Decision Anxiety), 
TP (Trust), IN (Individualism), CS (own decision effectiveness), FC (Facility Conditions), SE (System 

Experience) cognitive schemes and the dependent variable- decision realism 
 R             R 2          R 2 adjusted           F                         p 
1=FC ,068        .005        -,002                  0,725               ,396 
2=1+SE ,081        .007       -,006                   0,321               ,572 
3=2+DA ,456        .208        ,193                   39,629             ,000 
4=3+TP ,465        .216         ,196                  1,581               ,210 
5=4+IN ,469        .220         ,194                   0,752              ,387 
6=5+CS ,471        .222         ,191                   0,427              ,515   

 
By analyzing the summary of the predictive model, we notice that the fourth model has the greatest 

predictive value, model which explains 19,6% of the variation of decision realism, by means of the 
facilitating conditions, experience, decision anxiety and trust. The first two predictive models - those based 
solely on the rational scheme - cannot predict decision realism. Significant changes in prediction appear at 
the inclusion of the third variable (decision anxiety) - F(1,156)=39,62; p<0,01- the variation explained by it is 
20,1%. (R2 changed = 0,201). The trust variable adds 0,8% information, which improves the predictive 
power of the model but this information is not significant.  

The other variables of the emotional scheme subsequently introduced into the model decrease the 
predictive power at R2 adjusted = 0,194 for model five and R2 adjusted = 0,191 for model six. Not only that 
the information brought by these variables damage the model but they also degrade its predictive power. 
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Table 9 The values of coefficients from the regression equation of "decision realism" as a dependent 
variable for all predictors 

 β t P 
Facilitating 

conditions 
,06 ,82 ,40 

Experience -,00 -,06 ,94 
Decision anxiety ,41 5,34 ,00 

Trust ,09 1,18 ,23 
Individualism ,07 ,95 ,34 
Effectiveness -,04 -,65 ,51 

Dependent variable: decision realism 
 

      The analysis of the standardized prediction coefficients for all predictors determines the possibility 
of their hierarchisation, depending on the importance they have in the explanatory model of decision realism. 
Thus: 

• the most important predictor is decision anxiety (β=0,41; t=5,34; p<0,01). This is a significant 
emotional predictor, powerfully and directly related to decision realism; 

• the second predictor, as importance, is determined by trust (β=0,90; t=1,18; p=0,23). The predictor 
of the emotional scheme is not significant; 

• the third predictor is individualism (β=0,07; t=0,95; p=0,34). This predictor of the emotional scheme 
is not significant within the model. 

• the fourth predictor is represented by facilitating conditions (β=0,06; t=0,82; p=0,40). This predictor 
of the rational scheme is not significant within the model. 

• the fifth predictor is efficacy (β=-0,04; t=0,65; p=0,51). This predictor of the emotional scheme is 
not significant within the model. 

• the sixth predictor is personal experience (β=-0,005; t=0,06; p=0,94). This predictor of the rational 
scheme is not significant within the model. 
 

Table .10 The significance of regression models using as dependent variable the 
 "consistency of decision" 

                            F 
                                                   

p 
1=FC ,09 ,75) 
2=1+SE 1,64 ,19 
3=2+DA 17,29 ,00 
4=3+TP 13,35 ,00 
5=4+IN 11,06 ,00 
6=5+CS 9,21 ,00 

Dependent variable: decision consistency 
 
By analyzing the fourth regression equation in which we used the variables of the two cognitive 

schemes as predictors, and the decision consistency as a criterion, we notice, from the table above, that the 
models acquire a significance beginning with the third model (F=17,29; p<0,01). The first two models 
include only the variables of the rational scheme. Beginning with the third model, the variables of the 
emotional scheme are included in the regression equation. We notice that the regressive model becomes 
significant at the intervention of the emotional predictors, which leads us to believe that decision consistency 
is also determined by the emergence of the emotional components. 

By analyzing the summary of the predictive model, we notice that the fifth model has the greatest 
predictive value, model which explains 24% of the variation of decision consistency, by means of the 
facilitating conditions, experience, decision anxiety, trust and individualism. The first two predictive models 
- those based solely on the rational scheme - cannot predict decision consistency. Significant changes in 
prediction appear at the inclusion of the third variable (decision anxiety) - F(1,156)=47,91; p<0,01 - the 
variation explained by it is 0,6% (R2 changed = 0,23). The trust variable adds 0,6% information, which 
improves the predictive power of the model but this information is not significant. The same goes with the 
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variable of individualism, which contributes with 0,8% of the prediction power of the model, contribution 
which is also insignificant. 

 
Table 11 Summary of the regression analysis: independent variables- the variables of DA (Decision 

Anxiety), TP (Trust), IN (Individualism), CS (own decision effectiveness), FC (Facility Conditions), SE (System 
Experience) cognitive schemes and the dependent variable- decision consistency 
 R             R 2          R 2 ajustat             F                         p 
1=FC ,025        .001        -,006                  0,096                ,758 
2=1+SE ,143        .021        -,008                  3,199                 ,076 
3=2+DA ,501        .251         ,236                 47,910                ,000 
4=3+TP ,506        .256         ,237                  1,164                 ,282 
5=4+IN ,516        .264         ,240                  1,682                 ,197 
6=5+CS ,515        .265         ,237                  0,231                 ,631   

 
The other variables of the emotional scheme subsequently introduced into the model decrease the 

predictive power at R2 adjusted = 0,23 for model six.  
 

Table 12 The values of coefficients from the regression equation of "decision consistency" as a dependent 
variable for all predictors 

       β t P 
Facilitating 

conditions 
-,06 -,84 ,39 

Experience ,13 1,79 ,07 
Decision anxiety ,49 6,62 ,00 
Trust  ,09 1,27 ,20 
Individualism 

-,09 
-

1,20 
,23 

Effectiveness -,03 -,48 ,63 
Dependent variable: decision consistency 

         The analysis of the standardized prediction coefficients for all predictors determines the 
possibility of their hierarchisation, depending on the importance they have in the explanatory model of 
decision consistency. Thus: 

• the most important predictor is decision anxiety (β=0,49; t=6,62; p<0,01). This is a significant 
emotional predictor, weakly and directly related to decision consistency; 

• the second predictor, as importance, is determined by experience (β=0,13; t=1,79; p=0,07). The 
predictor of the rational scheme is not significant; 

• the third predictor is trust (β=0,09; t=1,27; p=0,20). This predictor of the emotional scheme is not 
significant within the model. 

• the fourth predictor is represented by individualism (β=-0,09 t=1,20; p=0,23). This predictor of the 
emotional scheme is not significant within the model. 

• the fifth predictor is facilitating conditions (β=-0,06; t=0,84; p=0,39). This predictor of the rational 
scheme is not significant within the model. 

• the sixth predictor is personal effectiveness (β=-0,03; t=0,48; p=0,63). This predictor of the 
emotional scheme is not significant within the model. 

 
3. Conclusions  

In order to have as a result a well-founded and appropriate decision, in any decision-making process, 
we must acquire, process and interpret an increasing volume of information, as rapidly as possible.  

• In terms of the attitude towards risk, we notice that at the level of top management in public 
organizations, the managers are characterized as inspired in the sense that they assume the risk of taking a 
decision and the obstacles raise their activity. 

They access especially emotional cognitive schemes compared with those of private organizations 
who access rational cognitive schemes. In private organizations we notice that managers tend to be firm and 
confident when taking a decision, but they are also cautious.  

• Middle management - in public organizations we have identified a rational style (men) in 
assessing risk, which means that they heavily rely on information and previous experience, compared with 
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those of private organizations, who are cautious when analyzing a situation, but firm when they have a 
defined input data set.  

• Lower Management (unit managers) - managers of public organizations adopt a rational style, and 
those from private organizations are presented as balanced. Also, the activated cognitive schemes are 
rational.  

• the conclusions, resulting from the analysis of the results obtained in solving cognitive tasks, show 
that during the decision making process managers access cognitive schemes, in order to choose the most 
desirable option, in order to take a correct decision.  

Analyzing the impact of the emotional and rational schemes on managerial decision we conclude the 
following:  

• the most important predictor is decision anxiety; this is a significant emotional predictor, 
powerfully and directly connected with the reality of the decision;  
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Abstract:  Based on production process in companies we developed a model of knowledge management that 
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1. Introduction  
 

More than a decennium, idea of public higher education that has come to dominate is that of an 
industry, rather than that of a social institution and identified three interrelated mechanisms: academic 
management (1), academic consumerism (2), and academic stratification (3). Academic management assume 
that managers are expected to monitor the organization-environment interface, determine appropriate 
strategies, and develop effective bridging and buffering mechanisms.  

In academic consumerism public universities and colleges serve needs and interests of several types 
of consumers (e.g., taxpayers, employers, research founders, students) come to mind, when considering who. 
Now the students are consumers of public higher education, and treat those as potential or current employee 
who seeks workforce training. Academic re-stratification based upon the increased use-value of particular 
knowledge’s in the wider society and exchange-value in certain markets and involves academic subjects and 
academic personnel (Clark, 2003). Knowledge is “the prime material around which activity is organized 
...Knowledge materials, and advanced ones at that, are at the core of any higher education system’s purposes 
and essence. This holds true throughout history and across societies as well” (Clark, 2003, p. 13).  

Knowledge is the defining core of academic work and academic workers, higher education has 
central knowledge functions. For those reason, several concepts and technologies like: Group Support 
Decision (GSS), Computer Supported Cooperative Work (CSCW), Web Based Learning (WBL), Web-Base 
Course Environment, Open Distributed Processing – Reference Model – Enterprise Viewpoint, and 
CommonKADS methodology KMM methodology can help us to find a model for an academic virtual enterprise, 
based collaborative paradigm, in which we centre Knowledge management and intellectual capital (Bodea, 2004). 

The paper was structured in four sections. After an introduction we present  Conceptual Model of 
Knowledge Management using system representation and engineering approach. Section 3 is focused on 
actors and their role involved in the proposed model and section 4 present project management collaborative 
model used in collaborative learning and research projects. Last section is concerned on conclusions. 

 
 2. Conceptual Model of Knowledge Management  
Gravin defines the learning organization as one that is “skilled at creating, acquiring and transferring 

knowledge, and at modifying its behavior to reflect new knowledge and insights” (Garvin, 1993, p. 80) and 
the members of a learning organization are continually creating knowledge and increasing their capacity to 
produce results and take effective action (Garvin, 1993), (Huber, 1991).  Knowledge management is defined 
as a process through which organizations create, store and utilize their collective knowledge. His process 
includes three stages: organizational learning, knowledge production and knowledge distribution. The 
process of acquiring information is known as organizational learning, knowledge production is the process 
of transforming and integrating information into usable knowledge and knowledge distribution as a process 
of disseminating knowledge throughout the organization (Sarvary, 1999). Intellectual capital can be defined 
as: “is the output of accelerated learning at the organizational level” Leif Edvinsson  and define “KM only a 
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fraction of intellectual capital” (2002). Another definition is centred on “knowledge, information, intellectual 
property and experience that can be used to create organizational wealth” (Stewart, 1998). Several concept as  
Web-Based Learning – WBL, Web-Based Teaching – WBT Web-Base Course Environment – WBCE are 
well known and them applications facilitate knowledge sharing in order to increase intellectual capital. We 
have also business solution: Blackboard, Lotus, WebCT and open-source solutions: Moodle, Claroline, and 
Atutor.  

Based on spiral of knowledge and Nonaka’s approach of knowledge creation in universities we 
consider intellectual capital as a dynamic creation by continuous interaction between individual and 
organizational interaction (figure 1). Nonaka defined tacit knowledge “is rooted in action, routines, values 
and emotions, is individual and hard to formalize” and explicit knowledge which “can be expressed in formal 
and systematic language and shared in the form of written or codified data” (Nonaka, 1991).  

As In universities like any organization knowledge creation is changed from tacit to explicit in four 
modes: socialization, externalization, combination and internalization (SECI) (Nonaka,1995), Ahmad, 1999). 
Socialization (tacit to tacit) is the process of converting new tacit knowledge converting new tacit knowledge 
through shared experiences. Externalization is the process of articulating tacit knowledge as explicit 
knowledge. It is a process of concept creation, the basis of new knowledge.  Combination is the process of 
converting explicit knowledge into systematic sets of explicit knowledge. Finally, internalization is the 
process of embodying explicit knowledge into tacit knowledge; it is closely related to learning by doing. 
Now SECI model are great challenge for most important universities and companies which has research 
activities.  

 
Figure 1: Conceptual model of Knowledge Managemenent 

 

 
 

The hypertext organization has “a strategic ability to acquire, create, exploit, and accumulate new 
knowledge continuously and repeatedly in a circular process” (Nonaka 1995, p. 34). In our model we present 
a conceptual model of knowledge management inspired by Nonaka’s concepts, adapted on virtual enterprise 
paradigm and linked on Bologna and Strategic Plan in our university (UBB, 2008). We have developed and 
applied the concepts of knowledge management, Nonaka’s hypertext organization and learning organizations 
to the university context, based on Piccoli approach, and we try to provide a framework for drawing on the 
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capabilities of faculty and students and managing information in order to increase intellectual capital and 
academic stratification for staff and faculties, in perspective of globalization (Piccoli et all, 2000).  

We use engineering representation with several feedback’s loop depending on several management 
processes, provided by three entities: Learning Engine, Production Engine and Research Engine (Figure 1).   

Learning Engine has the aim to manage knowledge utilization, by giving students possibilities to 
use, apply, and absorb the stored knowledge. Knowledge acquisition and generation are made in faculty and 
researchers’ teams in the Research Engine. This engine monitoring progress and evaluating results and 
provide guidance for Development Programs, depending on a set goals for the organization. Research 
Projects and Programs has a role to increase intellectual capital and generate a high value of knowledge. In 
the production engine, stored knowledge is using to produce and codify knowledge as part of knowledge 
generation and knowledge storage. This engine has a feedback from Research Engine, as a supervisor of 
managing knowledge. 

We have three different feedbacks, depending on external influences in every loop.  First we have 
Direct and indirect feedback on the learning outcome give by Development Programs, and Indirect 
feedback. Development Programs are depending on management strategy from university and major goals 
from Consortiums Universities or partnership with other universities from globalization perspective. Indirect 
feedback depends on interaction with social, economical environment.  

Second loop link Research Engine to external demands (international programs, national strategy, 
and educational priorities) to the Production Engine, as a slave engine coordinate by increased knowledge 
storage from Project goals and directives. Third loop has major role to knowledge quality, by measuring 
intellectual capital as a quantification of fundamental and applied results from Research projects and 
Programs. 

 
3. Actors and their role 
Learning Engine (LE) coordinates and makes guidance for undergraduate and graduate students, and 

is main user of knowledge created by others engine. Production Engine (PE) has concerned to graduate 
students or post graduate students and Research Engine (RE) bring together faculties, postgraduate student, 
doctoral candidate and other researcher.  

For LE and PE we have several particular situations in universities: 
• undergraduate students in two different universities; 
• undergraduate students in one faculty and graduate students in other university; 
• post graduate students in one university and graduate students in other faculty/ university; 
• post graduate students in  and graduate students in other faculty/ university; 
• undergraduate students in one specialization, and graduate students in other specialization, in 

same faculty; 
• graduate students in one specialization, and post graduate students in other in same faculty; 
For this reason we will meet same actor (student) in LE and PE in same time. Learning is a 

continuous and cyclical process that provides participants at different levels in the organization either with 
the necessary information or the means to obtain it.  

The RE  role in the research engine is:  
• select research areas to explore;  
• identify theories and hypotheses to formalize the exploration; 
• make operational these theories and hypotheses in development projects;  
• establish guidelines and provide direction for learning and development;  
• assess the validity of the hypotheses and theories;  
• ensure the quality of the final product.  
RE has membership from different departments from same faculty/ different faculties, or different 

faculties from same universities/different universities, research centres, different postgraduate students and 
researchers. By the other side experts from several IT companies are involved in RE and also are members in 
collaborative team belong to research projects. 

Actors from production engine can be able to:  
• research the content areas of the required knowledge module;  
• acquire the technical skills required for its development;  
• confirm the final requirements for the knowledge module;  
• design and develop the module;  
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• assure  its quality [Piccolo,2000].  
Learning engine describes how stored knowledge can be employed as a teaching tool. The courses 

are designed for undergraduate students but could be targeted to employees in any organization. An 
application and teaching offer the material and simultaneously allows the students to practice each skill. The 
graded assignments are structured so that the students cannot just passively follow the tutorials, but instead 
must actively apply and than verifying them. [10] 

 
4. Project management collaborative model  

According to national research programs every project director make and coordinate project 
management, divided in scientific objectives and associated activities during all period, and determine 
activities flow performed during the project period, using the Gantt diagram. Gantt Diagram follow 
correlation of the human resources with the project activity, correlation of the budget expenses planning to 
ensure the infrastructure, mobility etc., with the execution and revaluation activities, administrative activities, 
internal self-evaluation actions, performed through team audit, registered in the minutes submitted as 
attachments to the internal audit minutes included in the final report and other specific actions. 

 
Figure 2: Projects’ management model 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
Our project management model links companies management to academic management and 

academic stratifications in collaborative approach, based on activities’ diversity involved during projects’ 
period. The research results interact with knowledge management system and increase intellectual capital 
and rise academic stratification based on scientific and practical issues (Figure 2). Project management has 
two major components: associated activities, which involve team members and specified tasks, and 
administrative activities. The increase of intellectual capital is the major benefit if managerial and scientific 
objectives are well coordinated.  

This model was used in research management projects which involved mixed collaborative teams 
formed members of companies and university departments, in collaborative learning solutions and project 
development. 

Knowledge management process (Sarvay, 1999) includes three stages: organizational learning (the 
process of acquiring information); knowledge production (the process of transforming and integrating 
information into usable knowledge); and knowledge distribution (the process of disseminating knowledge 
throughout the organization).  

Organizations play a critical role in stimulating knowledge creation, articulating and codifying such 
knowledge and cultivating a culture of knowledge augmentation and sharing while individuals create 
knowledge (Nonaka, 1994). 

The acquisition of knowledge structures is to view it as a collaborative and situated learning: 
collaborative in the sense that we learn together by observing and talking with each other, and situated in the 
sense that is always occurs in a context, which is forever changing. Several papers describe situated learning 
as legitimate peripheral participation in which novice learn how to take an increasing role in a practice. As 
novice become more experimented, they are allow to make more responsibility for the work activities 
(Preece et all, 1999). 
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Organizational learning major objective is to increase knowledge, by improving knowledge 
management process and use those knowledge products as a strategic resource and a critical source of 
competitive advantage issues and total quality management (TQM). A definition of TQM is “a management 
philosophy that bases its raison d’être on customer satisfaction as a winning formula to achieve a competitive 
advantage in the market, involving all the organization and external agents such as suppliers and distributors, 
among others” (Melián, 2005).  

Because practicality approach of this model is focused on multi-company management philosophy, 
TQM has a role to play in virtual university education because virtual university is an institution with a 
major goal the creation and transmission of knowledge and management directed at accomplishing its 
organizational mission.  

Our research was focused on blended e-learning collaborative framework on CSCL in business 
information systems - BISCOL, assigned on TQM in universities and involves three categories of 
participants: student as main client of university, professors from university and members of EAI or ERP 
companies which have two major role in this process: practitioner actors and experts involved in learning by 
training process and also in learning by working process.  Plan was started by face-to-face study, then was 
continued with individual on-line study. Later on we tried to form 3 member team or 5 member team groups 
and evaluate the results of collaboration in learning process (Rusu et all, 2008).  

Some benefits of working through training are: better time management, increasing flexibility and 
responsibility beside individual learning and quality knowledge, which induce innovative practice. On the 
other hand, by analyzing collaborative reports we establish students’ demands and issues from update 
courses topics and cased based training theme.  

As a consequence many of novice learners became practitioners after receiving training and 
coaching based on collaboration with experts and practitioner, but experts and practitioners are involved in 
both processes: learning by training and learning by working. From sides, university and EAI/ ERP 
companies we have practitioner actors and experts involved in learning by training process and also in 
learning by working process.  

We mention several advantages: feedback from the student, is more demanding than ever as a result 
of fierce competition in the market and an objective of TQM in universities. The student takes a determining 
role as a consumer of virtual university education and the key auditor of the academic institution’s actions, 
and he/she is demanding in terms of quantity and more than of quality, this is because of the change in the 
nature of the services.  

Our deployment was made in order to offer students an opportunity to be employed as well as they 
could.  

 
5. Conclusions 
Internet technologies and KM paradigm, web-based learning environment facilitate a “cumulative 

knowledge building” (Merill, 1994). In our model we try to three engines play a specific role in the 
knowledge creation process, while membership in the different engines is flexible.  

Our model was developed as prototype using several distributed technologies and collaborative 
paradigms, environment and relationships.  Major aim was to create an environment for sharing, jointing and 
splitting information depending on actions and actors’ role in management projects, administration activities 
and audit. These models link learning process from knowledge management and research activities.      

Most important think is how undergraduate student follow this process and is coordinate by every 
engine until became an actors in RE or a specialist in economical or social environment. Even in this case he 
can become an actor in PE or RE.  

As a results of collaborations, several companies certificates our students as ERP trainers. 
Collaboration between IT companies and universities was made in all directions: organizational 

learning, knowledge production and knowledge distribution.  
More over graduate students became masters or PhD candidate and they joined later in research 

projects. By the other hand companies can select proper candidate for several jobs, by evaluating students’ 
skills and knowledge. 

Research domain was a good challenge for collaborative approach, and we have several projects in 
which was involved prestigious IT companies. 
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Abstract: The critical path consists of a number of activities which depend on each other. Therefore, the 
beginning of an activity is subject to the completion of another activity. The possible changes that may occur during the 
development of activities within the critical path shall disturb the project. The Gantt Chart is a matrix that shows on the 
vertical axis the list of activities to be fulfilled and horizontally the activity’s estimated duration. The periods are 
presented in the same time measurement unit (hours, days). 

The paper suggests to apply the critical path method and to build the Gantt Chart for a textile company which 
makes lining material with the purpose of decreasing the working time and therefore to increase productivity.     
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1. Theoretical aspects 
a)  The CPM Method (acronym for "Critical Path Method")  

 One problem of the production managers is determining the order of carrying out activities, 
respectively of a project’s operations, so that interdependencies between operations are respected, if 
resources are available, with a minimum operation time of the project.   

 Given these circumstances, the project must be divided into several parts, in activities or operations, 
until a certain level that will allow the unitary treatment of each party and the establishment of connections 
between them, followed by the project’s graphic representation.  

 This method employs well-established times, associated to each activity and it also allows both to 
estimate the project’s costs and execution time. It is a deterministic method which allows a project’s time 
and execution cost control, by establishing its critical path. 

 The Critical path Method is a heuristic method based on the graphs’ theory which contains certain 
estimation and adjustment procedures of some activities’ durations, as well as the practical knowledge of 
certain complex methods that it can analyze from the point of view of how the composing stages develop in 
time.   

 The CPM method is an analysis method of the critical path where the single analyzed parameter is 
the time. 

 The critical path (CP) is the sequence of critical activities and events which form a continuous path 
between the beginning and the end of the project. It is the longest path, as duration, from the entire project. 
[Barbulescu,1998] 

 CPM (CPM Chart) is a network diagram (Network Diagram) because it shows the relations between 
events and activities (unlike the Gantt Chart).  

 The CPM Diagram began to be used during the 1950s and 1960s, and its usage has extended with 
computer development.  

 The CPM characteristics are: 
1. CPM requires only one time estimation;  
2. CPM diagram is used in research and development projects (R&D);  
3. CPM diagram includes references related to costs and available resources;  
4. CPM diagram is a manual technique;  
5. CPM diagram uses weeks and months;  

b) The Gantt Chart 
 THE GANTT CHART is another type of visualizing and planning the projects, together with the 

networks oriented towards events and activities; it is a network where events and activities are transposed 
according to the calendar on a horizontal time axis. A bar of length, proportional to the estimated time is 
associated to an activity. The Gantt Charts have the disadvantage of not showing the interdependencies 
between activities and events (outlined, however, by the networks, which provide a pictorial representation 
of the entire programme). [Badea, 1998] 
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 The Gantt Diagram (created at the beginning of the 1990 and called after the one that first used this 
procedure – Henry Gantt) is very accessible and it shows the beginning and closing periods and the duration 
of activities.  

 The Gantt Diagram is not a network diagram because it does not show the interdependence, the 
relations between activities, which are essential to the understanding and tracking the project (because many 
activities develop simultaneously and further activities often have to proceed). This interdependency can be 
noticed in the PERT or CPM diagrams [Stan, 2008]. 

 
2. The implementation of the CPM method and of the Gantt diagram within a textile enterprise 

 To exemplify, we consider an enterprise that makes lining material.  
The manufacturing cycle is of maximum 45 days and the technological process is the one shown in 

Figure 1.1. 
Figure 1.1: The technological process 

 

 
Source: own source: processed information 

 
 

Artificial, synthetic silk threads are processed in warping, on a stripped warper, from which the 
warping results, that is further glued on the glue machine, this process being the threads’ filling with a dress 
membrane which offers  a higher resistance to weaving.  

The glued warp goes to stripping where it is stripped according to the bond of the desired article 
(fabric, D2/1, D3/1, D2/2, atlas). 

This warp is mounted on the weaving machines (Somet with claw and PNF with air jet) from which 
the raw material results. 

The raw fabric’s quality is checked at the raw control ramp where it is being measured in meters and 
weighed and then given to the finishing department.   

At the finishing department, the raw fabric goes through the following procedures: dyeing, drying-
ironing, final CTC, measured in meters, lined-rolled, labelled. Then the merchandise is packaged and it goes 
into the management of the finished products warehouse. Due to this technological process, the successive 
method is used, because none of the process’s stages can be delayed or eliminated.   

This manufacturing cycle includes the critical path method but it can be improved for the 
technological operations beginning with the launching because very long warps are being manufactured 
(approximately 2.800 ml) which reduces the time for getting ready the weaving machine between two warp 
changes.  

The length of raw pieces is efficiently determined at yards efficient to the dyeing stage of the process 
thus eliminating technological losses.  
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It would be ideal to use the parallel or combined method which would mean a short manufacturing 
cycle and obviously the cheapest.  

The manufacturing process has the following stages, shown in picture 1.2  
 

Figure 1.2: Stages of the manufacturing process 

 
Source: own source: processed information 

 
  The stages of the critical path are shown in table 1.1. 
  

Table 1.1 The stages of the Critical path analysis (CPA) 

Current no. The operation’s name Time (hours) 

S. Start  

A. Warping 2 

B. Gluing 2,5 

C. Stripping 3 

D. Knitting 240 

         E. Raw CTC control 2,5 

F. Dyeing 56 

G. Drying  8 

H. Ironing 8 

I. Finite CTC control 2,5 

J. Lined-rolled 2 

K. Labeled 0,5 

T. End 0,3 

 
The critical path analysis (CPA) for the accomplishment of 2.800 ml of fabric 
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O S O  O A 2  2 B 4,5  4,5 C 7,5 
 O   2   2,5   3  

 
7,5 D 247,5  247,5 E 250  250 F 306  306 G 314 

 240   2,5   56   8  

 
314 H 322  322 I 324,5  324,5 J 326,5  326,5 K 327 

 8   2,5   2   0,5  

 
 

   
 

 
 where: mît - how fast can the operation begin 

            Mtt - maximum time to begin 

            mtt  - how fast can it end 

            Mtt - maximum time to end ( with no delays). 

 
327,3 – 327,3= 0 
327 – 327 = 0 
 

Therefore the critical path CP=0 => there is a critical path. 
 

Due to the fact that the warping was of 2.800 ml, the finishing lasted for 327,3 hours, but, in order 
for those 2.800ml of fabric to be done more quickly we suggest the following: 2 warping could be made and 
during weaving they can be loaded on two machines which, instead of 240 hours, they can be achieved in 
120 hours, but during the warping stage the time will grow from 2 hours to 3 and during gluing from 2,5 
hours to 3 hours, during stripping from 3 hours to 3,5 and for the other stages of the process the time remains 
unchanged.  

As a conclusion, the 2.800 ml will be accomplished in 209,3 hours, and for short and urgent orders it 
can applied the method to make shorter warps than the established ones of 2.800 ml in order to finish the 
order on time. 

 
THE GANTT CHART has the following shape: 

The Gantt Chart 
Time hours            

Activity 2 2,5 3 240 2,5 56 8 8 2,5 2 0,5 0,3 

A.             
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3. Conclusions 
Due to the qualitative changes generated by the transition to the modern market economy and the 

importance of the science and technique rapid development, the production management represents an 
essential issue, whose solving depends on the level of economic efficiency and the company’s profitability 
level. 

At the same time, the European Union integration has imposed a responsible behaviour to the 
material goods manufacturers as related to the issue of turning the materials into different types of existence, 
which would meet all quality standards accepted by the foreign partners. 

One modern production planning and tracking method is “The Critical Path Method”. 
The principle of the critical path method consists of improving and planning the technological flow 

with the purpose of reducing the execution time, increasing work productivity and reducing costs.  
In the critical path analysis of a 2.800 ml warp two working two variants have been emphasized; in 

the first one, the 2.800 ml are finished in 327,3 hours and in the second one, the 2.800 ml are finished in 
209,3 hours.   

This was obtained by extending the loading level on another weaving machine with the same 
product, in order to reduce the initial weaving time from 240 hours to 120 hours. For the warping stage the 
time increased from 2 hours to 3, for gluing from 2,5 hours to 3 hours, for stripping from 3 hours to 3,5, 
maintaining the same features of the product and the equipment’s working parameters (the machines’ speed) 
and for the other stages, the time remained the same as in the other variant.  

As a conclusion, the second variant can be implemented for small and short delivery time orders 
requested by the client.  
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Abstract:  This paper present the main issues the human resources sector is facing today, how they should be 
approached and by whom. After presenting the results of a study on Romanian HR sector, the role of the HR 
Department is emphasized, as well as its inter connexions with every structure of the company, the main advantages 
coming from the use of this department in implementing changes within a company. At the end of the paper, other 
complementary solutions for obtaining better results are provided for the companies as well as the employees. 
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1. Introduction 
Change management entails thoughtful planning and sensitive implementation, and above all, 

consultation with and involvement of the people affected by the changes. If one forces certain change on 
people, then problems normally arise. Change must be realistic, achievable and measurable. These aspects 
are especially relevant to managing personal change. Before starting organizational change, one should 
wonder what is wanted to be achieved with this change, why and how one will know that the change is 
actually happening; who will be affected by this change and what the reaction would be like; how much of 
this change can be achieved by itself and what parts of the change need other people’s cooperation. These 
aspects also relate strongly to the employees management as well as to the organizational change. 

What one can achieve lies within every person’s power and knowledge. When it comes to reaching 
for help, the authors proposed that, first of all, a company should use its internal potential and structure. For 
example, the Human Resources Department since it is (or at least it should be) the one that knows best the 
existing potential, needs, problems and possibilities the company has to offer to its employees in order to 
create for them the proper conditions to achieve maximum results.   
 

2. Theoretical elements 
Change management is a structured approach to transitioning individuals, teams and organizations 

from a current to a desired future state. Change management (or change control) is the process during which 
the changes of a system are implemented in a controlled manner by following a pre-defined 
framework/model with, to some extent, reasonable modifications (Wardale, 2009). 

 
3. General valid facts overview 

Human resources development involves a process of staff training in order to perform tasks that are 
needed in the organization. The problem lies in recognizing the type of training that the employees need. All 
decisions must take into account the motivation of the personnel that needs to be trained. There is a number 
of training elements and techniques necessary for the effectiveness of a training program. In the evaluation 
process of the personnel performance, it is important to take into account both behaviors, deemed appropriate 
or inappropriate, but equitable in award’s grant. To create beneficial relationships between management and 
employees, there is a number of engaged activities, such as conflict management, strengthening relations 
with trade unions or employees’ representatives and employees counseling. 

As developing its size, any organization faces with problems of human resource needs. 
If the organization is growing, one has to establish methods of finding and employing people that possess the 
required skills. This usually reflects into a form of human resource planning. Analyzing the organization's 
projects and future trends, a number of needed people has to be estimated as well as the type of skills and 
competencies that any vacancies require. A part of this process is represented by the management succession, 
e.g. determining the number of managers who will retire and the extent to which the organization has the 
potential to replace them. 
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After developing a human resources plan, a number of steps need to be followed in order to 
implement the plan. The first part of the implementation is an essential one, consisting in the determining the 
number of people with specific skills needed at some point. The next step is recruitment - a process used to 
attract qualified people to apply for vacancies within the organization. Once people are attracted to apply for 
the vacant jobs, the selection procedure is used to determine those who can actually perform tasks in the 
organization and, consequently, can be employed. 

The new employees must be taught the rules and standards of the organization and for this reason, a 
type of integration and/or orientation program is used. Once people are integrated into the system, it is 
usually necessary to help them improve their capacities, attitudes and general skills, bringing them, through 
training and development, to a state considered appropriate in the organization. Once people begin to 
function within the organization according to the demands, the issue of their proper rewards appears. The 
salaries have to be set correctly for people with certain skills and job responsibilities, appropriate 
performance evaluation procedure is to be set so that the company management can make good decisions for 
granting rewards, future salary rise or promotion. 

As people perform into the organization, they begin to be concerned with the benefits (health 
insurance, leave and rest, pension funds) that are offered. Employees may choose representatives or join 
unions to protect their rights and promote their interests and therefore, the necessity of collaboration with 
these structures appears. When conflicts arise, proper interventions are needed so as to manage and solve 
them in a constructive way. Counseling may also be offered to employees, by managers or specialists, 
regarding various aspects of their life. All these activities constitute the substance of employee-management 
relations.  

This series of activities are called human resource management. 
The essential principles of human resource management are: 

1. Treating the human factor as a vital resource; 
2. Integrated manner linking between human resources policy and systems with organization’s 
mission and strategy; 
3. Concentration and targeting on individual capabilities and efforts to achieving effective 
mission and objectives; 
4. Development of a healthy organizational culture. 

The human resource management objectives are: 
1. Increase of  staff efficiency and effectiveness (productivity growth); 
2. Reducing absenteeism, fluctuation and the number and magnitude of strikes;  
3. Increase of employee’s satisfaction; 
4. Increase of innovation capacity, problems solving and organizational change. 

Human Resources Department manages one of the greatest wealth of a company, the employees. In 
this area, one can find specialists whose main missions are to find solutions for the company and the right 
people for the key positions. Unfortunately, reality shows that, in many important Romanian companies, 
Human Resource Department’s importance is not recognized, especially by the colleagues within the 
company. Moreover, there are situations in which this sector is seen as the "bad witch" of the company. Even 
if it is the "right hand" of the company's management, this department is the first to enter the job cuts when 
layoffs are necessary. 

Worrying is the fact that, after so many years in which we have had time to see how activities are 
structured in the foreign companies, the Romanian companies continue to go on with the idea of developing 
a Human Resources Department only if it is compulsory. For this reason, these sectors are quite rare in the 
Romanian companies. No one should be surprised if an enterprise with hundreds of employees has only one 
department of personnel and payroll, which exists due to the legal requirements. Experts say that a human 
resources department, in the true sense of the word, cannot exist without a HR manager who must deal with 
the implementation policies and strategies on the active personnel component. 

The authors cannot talk about only one aspect when the subject is Human Resources Department. 
This sector has great importance for the company and, therefore, it should be placed where it belongs and 
should be used to implement company change into a better performing and “alive” one.  

Using HR Department in order to help management also provides good cooperation and smaller 
resistance to change from the employees’ part.  

What can be then done? Here are some roles that the HR Department can play in a company: 
- Personnel Administration. It is a classic activity developed every day by the specialists of this 

department. Thus, all the employees’ issues are filtered there. First, the legal issues are dealt with: the Labor 
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Code, wages, taxes, vacation, work cards, certificates and others. The person who carries out such work 
needs to have recognition by the state empowered institutions. 

- Recruitment. Experts say it is most important roles the Human Resources Department. Even though, 
sometimes, companies may turn to specialized recruitment firms. But, the one that should have the last word 
when it comes to the employment of a new employee is the HR Department. Each company has its own rules 
into recruiting employees. 

- Integration of new employees. After recruitment, the integration of newcomers into the existing team 
is compulsory. Newly hired employees must be familiar with the rules of the company and the activities they 
will have to perform. In addition, HR professionals are required to regularly inquire about how the new 
employees accommodated, the problems or difficulties they encountered. 

- Personnel evaluation. Not all the companies make an evaluation "by the book”, based on specific 
methods. In most cases, the staff is “weighed by eye." Evaluation is important when promoting into a higher 
position, layoffs, wage increase or decrease, reorganization of departments or colleagues. It should always be 
a fair one, otherwise many problems can appear: employee’s future lack of cooperation when it comes to do 
his job – in the case of an evaluation below its real performance, or the envy of his colleagues, when better 
evaluation than the performance is given.   

- Consultancy. For a better organization of the company, HR specialists need, from time to time, to 
establish consultancy sessions with each employee. In this way, the problems that can affect the activity of 
the company might be identified earlier and specific solutions can be proposed. Teamwork is very important 
in any company and that is why collaboration among employees is paramount.  

- Professional Development. To highly fructify professional activities of each employee, one needs a 
well-structured development program. The Human Resources Department should identify training programs 
or courses that can lead to optimal professional development of the staff. 

- Mediation. Conflicts between employees are often unavoidable. Problems arise not only between 
people but also between departments or even at management level. For this reason, the HR Department has a 
mediating role, especially dealing with personnel evaluation and consultancy. 

- Negotiating contracts. Usually, newcomers negotiate their contracts with someone from the 
company’s management, but the terms are not known by the HR Department, although this is the proper 
structures that should identify which are the best motivational packages for employees. The HR specialists 
can negotiate with people outside the company when it comes to signing contracts with companies offering 
training for employees. Experts say that a company cannot develop if there is not a well-structured human 
component. 

The Human Resources Department is the one that works with all the other areas of the company and 
therefore, it must be very well structured. Psychologists say that the HR department brings humanization into 
a company and situates the employee where it belongs, namely in the first line. Given the importance of this 
department in the development process of a business, it is not difficult to understand why many people who 
work there relate to HR as "the evil witch". The "guilty of everything" perception is adopted even by those 
who run a company, that when they fail, they consider appropriate to point the finger at the HR Department, 
accusing it of insufficient engagement in developing employees’ skills and competences. 

Lately, companies have begun to be aware of the importance of this department, proven by the large 
number of employees present in this sector. Because of the lack of specialists and the desire of the companies 
that prefer to self train their own people, people without education in the field are hired to these positions. 
Young people have a great chance to work in a human resources department, though they have no specific 
training. Another advantage is that one can be relatively easy promoted in his career. 

In order to know what today’s human resources sector is dealing with and to what extent something 
can be done, the authors have decided to make a survey to reveal those. 

 
4. Case study 

A study carried out in the period November 2009 - February 2010 on a sample of 614 Romanian 
enterprises revealed, within the current economic crisis situation, that the human resource managers face 
with the following problems: 
Need to reduce staff costs 

The dismissal of the employees is the first thought that most of the managers have. Even if it is the 
simplest and most conventional solution, restructuring should be the last option on the list of employers to 
appeal to when all other possibilities have been exhausted.  
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But precisely in such periods, the essential role of human resource specialists is to propose 
alternative solutions, before the managers reach to the final option.  

These solutions include:  
Review salary benefits package, which does not necessarily mean lower wages. One can give up 

those benefits implying high costs for the company and less valuable for the employees (giving up 
subscriptions to fitness centers, reducing personal mobile service ceilings etc.);  

Job sharing. An employer who has two secretaries and realizes that he needs only one can reduce 
their timetable from 8 hours per day to 4 hours per day for each of them in order not to have to operate any 
redundancy and reduce labor costs at half;  

Reducing the number of vacation days, that means a cost reduction;  
Waiver of premium money and appealing to a simpler and less expensive reward: luncheon vouchers 

or gift vouchers whose value is deducted from income tax.  
Appealing to technique lay-off, covered by GEO no.4/2010 which enables employees to benefit from an 

allowance of 75% of their normal salary and the employer is exempt from social contributions up to a period 
of 90 days.  

Shortage of specialized manpower in some sectors  
The lack of personnel alarming records in Romania: 73% of employers have difficulty in recruiting 

staff. It is not only a quantitative shortage of human resources, but it also represents structural changes.  
Weak positions are: engineers, qualified workers (especially electricians, welders, carpenters, 

bricklayers and plumbers), management / executive, engineer, restaurant and hotel staff, technicians. The 
main determining factors for human resource crisis in Romania are both of a positive nature (the country's 
strong economic growth in recent years) and negative: the crisis of labor in other regions.  

Triggered growth after year 2000 has helped to create jobs, but also the emergence of appropriate 
specializations for the new technologies. On the other hand, opening the frontiers favored the migration of 
over 2.5 million Romanians to other countries.  

Last but not least, one should also mention the inadequacy of the educational system to the new 
economic conditions, due to the lack of correlation between the educational programs and strategies of the 
investors with regard to what they need to hire in order to achieve their goals, more precisely the specific 
qualifications and specializations for business development. 

  
To counter the perpetuation of labor crises nationally strategic actions must be designed:  

• Development, by the Ministry of Labor, of a long-term strategy on employment policies, with 
particular emphasis on training of specialists with secondary education in “red” areas;  

• Encouragement and support of public-private partnerships that can avoid negative domino effect that 
may be triggered by the present crisis, proactive approach being one on the basics of a healthy 
economic development.  

• Employee development through new specializations. The key for large and small companies 
‘maintenance and competitiveness lies, in this period, in the training of employees.  A specific 
training, in this context, should not be centered on knowledge.  Key points could be: developing 
skills and knowledge, fostering creativity and not economic alienation, open minded orientation, 
awareness of change and adaptation to change. 

 
The period of performed services by workers who, because of age, have specific needs  

Declining birth rates and aging were important factors that contributed to a worsening staffing crisis. 
The new generation is not willing to move towards occupations involving a lot of practical training, high 
physical effort and low wages.  

 
Identify balance between work and personal life 
23% of employees work 10-12 hours a day, 66% do overtime, and 45% of them feel exhausted because 

of their job. However, 85% are satisfied with the program, 78% of workload, 59% of the salary and 82% say 
they are pleased with the relationship with their superiors.  

The Romanian employee seems to be the most beautiful embodiment of employer’s expectations: works 
a lot, is pleased with his salary and colleagues, work overtime on their own initiative, and if faced with a 
breach in their jobs, 23% are likely not to do anything about it. This is the portrait of the Romanian 
employees, as it follows a survey of the Romanian Institute for Evaluation and Strategy (IRES).  
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Talent management in the organization  
Major problems encounter the young people that return to their native country after attending 

specializations in prestigious institutions abroad. They have good and solid knowledge but less experience. 
They want to be promoted into management positions, but most companies have not implemented programs 
to develop their career and they are not willing to pay the required wages. Employers say that these 
candidates have exaggerated expectations for the Romanian market. They ask for 20% higher wages than 
they had abroad. The only companies that can make good offers are the big ones working in 
telecommunications, pharmaceuticals, services, because of their big profits.  

Developing leadership skills  
Some managers in Romania have started to get a good education and business experience. Many 

have attended training courses and programs and have benefited from practice in prestigious companies 
abroad. A large number of managers of human resources, finance, procurement and logistics actually worked 
on top management companies in Central and Western Europe. After gaining experience in that host country, 
they have returned to their native one to a high position such as General Manager, becoming responsible for 
the mother company’s extension and work undertaken by these companies in Eastern Europe.  

But in most companies there are records of bad management due to the low level of employees trust 
in the company they work in. This leads to lower performance among employees. The alternative some 
employers adopt, namely to "whip the people", is not the best solution in times of crisis. In this situation, 
they should redefine the performance criteria. 

Proactive vision on costs reduction, setting ambitious goals among employees and adopting a system 
of recognition of their merits are gaps of panic managers facing precarious situation.  

Managers must turn toward capital investments and marginal business development that could 
support organization-wide performance. Is a change of vision or goals required? If one can change goals or 
vision, then all other processes within the company can be changed.  

Equally important is how the message is sent to the employees. If you send a negative message like 
"I want to survive", or a positive one such as" I want to build something that means development or growth 
of the company within today’s market”, it makes a huge difference. 

The current problems have not identified a financial crisis, but a leadership one among managers. 
 

uman resources development must be sustained (managerial and operational) in order  to adapt them 
to structural changes within the labor market and Romania's strategic priorities to achieve progressively the 
medium level of development from EU Member States, with stress on managerial skills development, quality 
management, human resources and assistance on human resources development (development of human 
resources strategies, training needs evaluation, training plans, exchange of best practices in human resource 
development). 

To correct deficiencies noticed in the human resources area, in order to implement in the largest 
possible proportion professional management, the following recommendations can be made:  

• learning from positive and negative experiences;  
• using the dedicated, proper structure that fundament  the decisions and procedures that are to be 

taken and applied; 
• treating employees as suppliers and customers at the same time; the way they are treated should give 

them confidence in job’s security and the position they have within the institution. Employees must 
be treated with respect. Addressing in an inadequate way generally leads to conflicts, and when the 
latter ones are not visible, they create a kind of “impotence" which, if maintained, creates a constant 
stress state.   

• forming of a strong personal identification with the objectives of the enterprise;  
• using proper means to stimulate the personnel; the main personnel stimulating factors have proven to 

be the followings: responsibility of the job; authority delegation; salary; stimulating the employee 
into forming a carrier; ambition; employee’s possibility of making a name for himself; security 
degree; the policy of the company; reward; match-making between companies’ timetable and 
employees’ needs; rational utilization of geographical factors. 

• Staff salaries alignment with the performances they accomplish, especially in regard to the 
professionals, reducing the scale of the personnel fluctuation phenomenon.  

• compliance with the 7 principles of project management: involvement (participation of all team 
members) success (consensus of everyone involved), measuring success (quantity, quality, time 
efficiency, costs) compromise (harmonization of 4 variables: time, budget , quality expectations), 
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strategy, control: control of resources, quality control, a basis of comparison, single channel 
communication, culture;  

• for organizational change, contribution of both parties is necessary, especially their shown 
availability, so that a positive result can be obtained, as in a relaxed and productive working 
atmosphere, an organizational environment in which the existing human potential will be free to 
express and develop;  

• promotion of friendly attitudes between company management and employees. These can be 
initiated by the management or the employees. In this way, the management’s image towards the 
employees may improve and the employees can evaluate, diversify and develop professional 
capabilities.  

• so as to improve the management-employees communication, besides the possibility of friendly 
relations, one can also organize meetings involving both management and employees, where they 
can express every opinion. An indicator of good communication is the degree in which the chief and 
subordinate agree on the job issues and each part is sensitive to the other's point of view. It is 
possible that the parties "agree they disagree" in some respects. These meetings aim to present 
several points of view and to emphasize that those can lead to expected results. The agreement 
between the parties implies increased confidence in the professionalism of others.The training team 
work spirit aims to increase the efficiency by improving interpersonal relationships, clarifying goals 
and roles (what is the team trying to achieve and who is responsible?). It can thus facilitate 
communication and coordination.  

• Create optimal conditions for work – adjusting locations in accordance with occupational health, 
providing required equipment in order to perform duties.  

• Identifying the right person for a specific job - execution, management. This may lead, at the same 
time, to: the optimal use of human potential, rewarding the deserving, avoidance of conflicts arising 
between employees on grounds of incompetence, unnecessary work overloading of some others, 
allowing the direct superior to delegate his power because he will do it efficiently. 

 
For employees:  

• Change of perspective. For those employees who think the employer requires too much (quite a big 
number), it is advisable to check if the problem lies within its personal organization or in the way 
that the department is operating. It is better to turn to a career counselor to make an action plan, 
which will lead in time to the intellectual and personal comfort.  

• Respect the private time dedicated to family or itself. It is important to leave work at the office, in all 
cases.  

• Decreasing personal time in favor of the professional one has proven to be a powerful stress factor, 
regardless of the individual position on the social ladder.  

• Organizing the workplace and tasks, keeping a list of priorities and supervising them. Feeling 
overloaded and out of control are situations that cause stress. 

• The employee must be realistic. Too high and unrealistic expectations of what can be done in a 
single day, week or month can cause negative feelings. High stress levels negatively affect 
motivation and influence professional outcomes. In time, a very capable and performing 
professional, but unmotivated properly, will come to point of not providing appropriate outcomes.  

• The idea of perfection has to be dropped out. No one is omnipotent. Failures do not have to be 
dramatically lived, but positively viewed and considered as ways of learning from their own 
mistakes.  

•  Knowledge must be shared and teamwork practiced with conviction.  
• A positive attitude is recommended, avoiding negative people with a bad attitude, because they can 

"contaminate" others with their behavior. A positive atmosphere needs to be created around people 
with whom one interacts within the working environment. Achievements should be a cause for joy, 
even when nobody else feels the same. 

 
5. Conclusions 
It is not enough to have something within our possession. It is compulsory to know we have it, know 

how to evaluate and use it, so that it transforms from potential to reality and keep the process running.  
No company will ever be competitive as it should be, if it does not combine the people, the machines, 

the knowledge, the structures and the wisdom of the decisions.  
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The authors have proposed the structure called Human Resources Department as a tool to be used by the 
company’s management for fixing problems and especially prevent them, for making the best acquisitions 
for the company, for finding the proper ways to keep them, “exploiting” them at the proper level and giving 
them the proper rewards, creating a relaxed and efficient work environment, being able to easily adapt to the 
changes present in today’s economic market environment.  

Everybody talks today about the importance of human resources, but not many actually do something 
concrete about it. We all say people should be in the first line but when it comes to choosing between 
personal interests, company’s profit and the welfare of the employees….well, then only a small number of 
managers or employers know how to accomplish something both parts should benefit from. 

We won’t say let’s take example from Europe, because we don’t agree that is the solution. Everybody 
has a person around who is unhappy with the treatment he or she receives at work and this fact often affects 
us, too. We say let’s have a look at what we have near and do something in this respect, since, at the very 
essence of it, we do something for all of us, including ourselves.  
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 Abstract:  The economic crisis does not exclude nor diminish the importance of achieving the economic profit 

because it measures the economic value of an economic agent. The economic profit is different from the accounting 
one. A company’s performance is measured by an economic profit at least equal to zero. This paper intends to 
approach this economic concept, to emphasize the part played by the opportunity costs in establishing the economic 
profit, to present methods of calculating the economic profit, to distinguish between the economic profit and the 
accounting one, to present the interrelation factors and the economic break even point. 
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1. Introduction  
In the context of economic globalization, the economic crisis are felt much easier in different areas 

of the globe, spreading much faster. The economic crisis are extremely “cruel” with the economic agents. 
During crisis, perhaps the most monitorized indicator should be the economic profit. It points out the 
economic agent’s capacity to survive in an economic environment in which the competition among 
producers becomes bitter and bitter. In order to maintain market position, the producers “compete” among 
themselves to stimulate consumption. For this purpose, they must make more efforts to reduce the total costs, 
both the explicit and the implicit ones.  

 The economic profit is a form of the profit which every entrepreneur should achieve in order to 
maintain into business. It can be found also in the speciality literature under the name of Economic Value 
Added (EVA), a name that has been used since 1989 by Stern Stewart & Co. EVA is actually a measuring 
instrument of the financial performance, of the value created by a company.  

 The economic profit or the EVA is highly superior to the concept of accounting profit because it also 
has in view the opportunity cost of the invested capital. Practically the capital opportunity costs make the 
difference between the two forms of the profit: accounting and economic. The opportunity costs will 
“decide” whether the company stays in a business or leaves it. They are different from the accounting costs 
(the explicit costs) and are also called by the economic theorists implicit costs.  

 When asked: “Which costs are more relevant?”, “The economic costs or the accounting ones?” we 
will definitely answer: “The economic costs!”. In order to make the best economic decision, one should 
consider the economic costs, which include, together with the accounting costs, the implicit or the 
opportunity ones. Moreover, in the speciality literature the economic costs are considered to be opportunity 
costs.  

Through economic costs we try to determine the extent to which the company can cover these costs 
on account of the incomes. To be really profitable any company must achieve, not so much an accounting 
profit but mostly an economic one. According to the Generally Accepted Accounting Principles, many 
companies are profitable. However, not all companies that achieve a countable profit are also performant, or 
create an economic value. Only those that achieve an economic profit at least equal to zero. Achieving an 
economic profit is a recognition of the fact that the company is capable to cover the opportunity cost of the 
invested capital from the incomes, encouraging the capital investors to keep their investments in the business 
which that company develops. 

 Peter Drucker wrote in his 1995 Harvard Business Review article: “EVA is based on something we 
have known for a long time: What we call profits, the money left to service equity, is usually not profit at all. 
Until a business returns a profit that is greater than its cost of capital, it operates at a loss. Never mind that it 
pays taxes as if it had a genuine profit. The enterprise still returns less to the economy than it devours in 
resources. . . . Until then it does not create wealth; it destroys it.” 

 In what follows we will concentrate upon the economic profit, the differences between accounting 
costs and the opportunity ones, the analysis models of the economic profit, the economic break even point. 
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2. Opportunity costs vs. accounting costs 
 The opportunity cost is a very complex economic concept with a large applicability. This fact is also 

proven by the large number of definitions given to it. Generally speaking the opportunity cost is considered 
to be the value of the best alternative which is given up, the economic cost of the choice that is made. 
(Gogoneaţă & Gogoneaţă, 1999).  

 The theorists express the opportunity costs in physical units (Gherasim, 1994) or in value units 
(Samuelson & Nordhaus, 1992). There is however another approach of the opportunity costs and that is the 
lost profit because of the choice that was made (Rayburn, 1993). Also the opportunity cost is identified most 
of the time completely with the economic cost (Fudulu, 1997), which includes both the explicit costs and the 
implicit ones. 

 Due to the fact that they do not usually have accounting registries, the opportunity costs do not 
always get the attention of the accountants. Unlike these ones, in order to make the best decision, the 
managers are forced to know, identify and determine all the opportunity costs which the using, in a certain 
direction, of economic resources which that company has, implies. Making decisions represents a  very 
difficult process and the costs are a very important factor of them. The speciality literature defines various 
costs that managers have to keep in mind. Among these ones we mention the relevant or the pertinent costs, 
which in our case take the form of the opportunity costs or the cost estimate. In order to be really useful in 
consolidating a decision they must be elaborated at the right time and they must have a satisfactory precision 
for it (Albu & Albu, 2003). Any decision is a sacrifice and any sacrifice is an opportunity cost. Practically, 
the opportunity cost is a sacrifice expressed in real terms which is supported by the economic subject which 
proceeds to a choice between various possible actions (Bouquin, 2004). 

 The opportunity cost are therefore highly superior to the accounting ones. They include those 
probable losses that would be generated by a certain alternative of using the economic resources which they 
have at a certain moment.  

 Unlike the opportunity costs, which refer to future actions, the accounting costs refer to actions that 
are already achieved as they are past or historical costs. In this regard, no one can act upon them. The costs 
that are already registered  cannot be modified. The past remains the past, it can no longer be changed. The 
future is the future though, and therefore it can be influenced or changed. 

 There is a series of differences between the accounting costs and the opportunity ones. In our 
opinion some of these could be the ones presented in the following chart: 

 
Table 1: The parallel opportunity costs - accounting costs 

Feature Opportunity costs Accounting costs 

1. Sphere of application 
larger because they include the explicit 
and implicit costs 

smaller because they include only the 
explicit costs 

2. Cost types estimate; fixed 
post-factum or effective; variables 
and fixed 

3. They have value certain or uncertain certain 
4. Show interest to  economic theorists economic practitioners 

5. They are points of reference in  calculating the accounting costs? – No 
calculating the opportunity costs? – 
Yes 

6. They have  
a quantitative, value expression and not 
only  

only a value expression 

7. They are the result of 
the comparison of two or more 
alternatives 

some compelling calculations 
 

8. Are they recorded in 
accounting? 

no yes 

9. They are infered in order to 
establish  

the economic profit the accounting profit 

10. They refer to 
probable losses, as they are relevant/ 
pertinent for adopting future decisions 

historical costs, past ones, upon 
which there can be no acting in order 
to adopt future decisions 

11. They are important for 
the consolidation of the economic 
decisions 

the establishment of the production 
cost, of the price, of the accounting 
profit  
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 The accounting costs are infered from total incomes to establish the accounting profit while the 
opportunity costs are infered to estabilsh the economic profit. One and the same level of the accounting costs 
can make a company profitable from an accounting point of view, but at the same time it can also make the 
company financially non-performant. 

 
3. Economic profit - analysis models  
 The economic profit does not represent a new economic concept, as it got the attention of the 

theorists a long time ago and it is being used in the speciality literature under this name. However, since 
1989 it has been identified with another name and that is The Economic Value Added (EVA), a name that 
has been introduced in the speciality literature by Stern Stewart & Co. The Economic Value Added is 
actually the remainig profit after deducing the cost of the resources (of the invested capital) that generated it. 
Practically the economic profit serves as an orientation function of the economic agents towards those trully 
profitable domains from an economic point of view. Through its value we can say that we are looking either 
at a capitalization of the fortune of the capital investors or at a decapitalisation of it.  

  Regarding the calculation method of the economic profit, there are various models: 
1) from an economic perspective: out of the total incomes, the total costs are deduced, both the explicit 

and implicit ones 
( ) implctbimplimpleconomiceec CCCVTCCVTCTVT −∏=−−=+−=−=∏ )( expexp  (1) 

and expCVTCTVT ctbctb −=−=∏  (2) 

where: =VT  total incomes  
           =economiceCT  economic costs 
           =expC  explicit costs 

           =impC  implicit costs 

           =∏ctb  accounting profit 

           =ctbCT  accounting costs 

The interrelation order of the factors in the case of this analysis model would be the following: 
1. total incomes:  
2. economic costs:  

2.1. explicit costs:  
        2.2. implicit costs: 
 or 
1. accounting profit 
        1.1. total incomes 
        1.2. explicit costs 
2. implicit costs 

 Taking into account the calculation relationships presented above, a relationship will be established 
between the economic profit and the accounting one: 

 ctbec〈∏∏  because the economic costs are: impleconomice CCCT += exp  

 In what concerns the differences between the economic profit and the accounting one, we think that 
these might be the following: 

 
Table 2: The parallel accounting profit-economic profit  

Accounting profit Economic profit 
1. definition: 
 - a profitability indicator 

 1. definition: 
- a performance indicator 

2. calculation method 
- the difference between total incomes and accounting 
costs or explicit costs 

2. calculation method  
- the difference between total incomes and economic 
costs  (explicit costs and implicit costs) 

3. importance 
- in controlling the fraud and establishing the obligations 
to the state 

3. importance 
 - in the entrepreneurs remaining in or leaving a business  

4. in relation to the economic profit  
- it is larger than the economic profit 

4. in relation to the accounting profit 
- it is smaller than the accounting profit 

5. if it is equal to zero:  5. if it is equal to zero:  
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- the break even poin is established; 
- the explicit costs have entirely been covered, while the 
implicit costs have not been covered at all 

- the normal profit is achieved; 
- both the explicit costs and the implicit ones have entirely 
been covered 

6. they are relevant to 
- fiscality and also the managers 

6. they are relevant to 
- managers 

7. it is 
- a starting point in calculating the dividends (it includes 
the dividends) 

7. it isn’t 
- a starting point in calculating the dividends (it excludes 
the dividends) 

 
2) from a financial perspective: out of the total incomes the accounting costs and the opportunity costs 

of the invested capital are deduced. The calculation relationship is the following: 
a) CMPKKIC netopKnetec ×−∏=−∏=∏  (3),  

where: =∏net the net profit  

          =opKC the capital opportunity cost 

 The opportunity cost of the capital equals to the weighted average cost of the capital (CMPK) 
applied to the total invested capital (KI). It represents the value expected by the investors in order to use it in 
a business. It is a weighted average of the equity cost and of the cost of the borrowed capital. This can be 
determined according to the relationship: 

KICMPKCopK ×=  (4)  

  and 
KI

KÎ
C

KI

KP
CCMPK KÎKP ×+×=  (5)   or   

100

2

1
∑

=

×
= i

iKsi

CMPK  (6) 

  where: =KPC  the equity capital cost 
          =

KI

KP  share of equity capital in the invested capital 

          =KÎC the cost of the borrowed capital 

          =
KI

KÎ  share of borrowed capital in the invested capital  

          =si the structure of the invested capital 
         =iK  the individual costs of the invested capital 
 If we introduce the relationship (6) in the relationship (3) then we will obtain the following 

calculation model of the economic profit compared to which the interrelation order of the factors:  

100

2

1
∑

=

×
×−∏=×−∏=−∏=∏ i

i

netnetopKnetec

Ksi

KICMPKKIC  (7) 

1. net profit 
2. opportunity cost of the invested capital 

        2.1. invested capital 
        2.2. weighted average cost of the capital 
               2.2.1. the structure of the invested capital 
               2.2.2. the individual costs of the invested capital  

b) )( CMPCRKI ecec −×=∏   (8) 

where: =
∏

=
KI

R net
ec economic profitability 

 The interrelation order of the factors is: 
1. invested capital 
2. economic rate of return 

 2.1. invested capital 
 2.2. net profit 

3. weighted average cost of the capital  
 3.1. the structure of the invested capital 
 3.2. the individual costs of the invested capital 

 Whatever the calculation methods of the economic profit might be, it always records the same value.  
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 At a certain moment though, the economic profit might encounter itself in one of the following 
situations:  

 Thus:  
a) 0〉∏ec , if the total incomes are higher than the economic costs, in which case the owners of a 

company would like to remain in business. In this case, the accounting profit is of course greater than zero. 

b) 0〈∏ec , if the total incomes do not entirely cover the economic cost, in which case the owners would 
like to close the company. In this situation, the accounting profit can be greater than zero – as the company is 
profitable from an accounting point of view, but financially non-performant, uncreated value -, or it can be 
smaller than zero – as the company is neither profitable, nor financially performant. 

 The increase of the economic profit is achieved: 1) either by increasing the total incomes; 2) or by 
reducing the economic costs, suggesting an improvement of the financial performance of the company. 

 Reducing the economic profit may be the result of: 1) reducing the total incomes; 2) increasing the 
economic cost, suggesting a damage in time of the financial performance.  

  
4. Economic break even point 
 In order to establish the position of the company towards the economic break even point, it is 

necessary to calculate the latter. On its basis we establish the volume of the activity at the level of which the 
economic profit is equal to zero. The relationship from which we begin is the well-known one: 

CA

CV
CF

PRctb

−
=

1
 (9) 

          where: =ctbPR the accounting break even point, established in comparison to the explicit or 
accounting costs 

          =CA turnover 
          =CF total fixed costs 
          =CV  total variable costs 
           In order to determine the economic break even point, established in comparison to the 

economic costs, we must have in mind the nature of the opportunity costs of the invested capital. In this 
regard we can distinguish between two situations: 

1. when the equity costs are constant or fixed, a situation encountered in the case of some fixed 
dividends which do not depend on the size of the financial result of the company; 

2. when the equity costs are variables, a situation encountered in the case of some variable dividends 
which depend on the size of  the financial result of the company. 
The costs of the borrowed capital are constant or fixed.  

 The economic break even point can be determined thus: 
a) if the equity cost is constant 

CA

CV

CCF
PR opK

ec

−

+
=

1
 (10) 

The opportunity cost of the invested capital is considered to be entirely a fixed cost. 
b) if the equity cost is variable 

CA
KI

Kp
CCV

KI

Kî
CCF

PR

Kp

Kî

ec

×+
−

×+
=

1

  (11) 

The opportunity cost of the capital will be part a variable cost and part a fixed cost. 
 The graphic representation of the economic break even point as opposed to the accounting one 

would be the one in figure no.1.  
 As it can be seen in the graphic, the accounting break even point is in the left side of the economic 

break even point. In the case of the latter, the total costs that are deduced from the total incomes are higher 
compared to those deduced from the total incomes when calculating the accounting break even point. The 
relationship between the two break even points would thus be: 

ecctb PRPR 〈   (12) 
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 According to the graphic, the economic profit can have various values. In this regard the following 
areas can be distinguished: 

1. for: ctbqq〈≤0 , the economic profit is smaller than zero, which means that both the cost of the 
invested capital and the accounting costs will not be covered by the total incomes; 

2. for: ctbqq = , the economic profit is smaller than zero, and only the accounting costs will be 
covered by the total incomes; 

3. for: ecctb qqq 〈〈 , the economic profit is smaller than zero, but a part of the invested capital costs  
(the opportunity costs of the capital) are covered on account of the total incomes; 

4. for: ecqq = , a normal profit is achieved, the economic profit is zero, as all the invested capital 
costs are entirely covered on account of the total incomes; 

5. for: ecqq〉 , the economic profit is higher than zero, as the total incomes are higher than the 
accounting profit and the opportunity costs of the invested capital. 

 
Figure 1: Accounting break even point and economic break even point  

 
  

The companies must thus reach a level of the activity for which ecqq ≥ . 
 

5. Conclusions 
 The purpose of this project was to highlight the importance and superiority of the economic profit. It 

encourages the managers to think in the same way as the investors, by adopting the necessary measures in 
order to ensure an economic profit at least equal to zero. The main conclusions are the following: 

- the economic profit is a financial performance indicator and the accounting profit is a profitability 
indicator. The economic profit can suggest either a capitalization of the investors’ fortune or a 
decapitalisation; 

- the economic profit is smaller than the accounting one; 
- in order to establish the economic profit, the opportunity costs of the invested capital must be deduced 

from the total incomes; 
- the opportunity costs are highly superior to the accounting ones. There is a series of differences 

between them that are outlined within this paper; 
- the accounting profit can be recorded even if the company achieves or not a profit equal or higher than 

zero; 
- the factor analysis of the economic profit can be made on account of various analysis models, 

depending on the interrelation factors whose influence - on modifying the economic profit - is likely to be 
highlighted; 

- the economic break even point will always be higher than the accounting one and it will always be 
placed on its left side; 
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- to achieve a financial performance, the comapnies must reach a level of their activities for which 

ecqq ≥ . 
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Abstract:  The scientific paper presents research and a few studies regarding the modellation and the 

improvement of profit in modern organizations. We used one of nowadays’ best known methods  in such evaluations, 
which is the method of the factorial experiment, used to ensure and manage the quality of products and services. We 
followed the famous research metholodology for such research and we respected the principles of organizational 
management. 
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1. Introduction  
SC. CERASIL S.A. is one of the most important producers of huns for special enamels, ceramic 

huns for CERAMICA GROBA , faience, sandstone, porcelain, VITRUS , construction and technical 
ceramics. The Făgăraş Hun Factory is in the headquarters of S.C. UPRUC S.A and occupies a surface of 
4528 sm. The profile of its activity is the production in the field of inorganic chemistry technology: 
PREPARING HUNS for the enamelling of household goods, chemical installations and for ceramic glazes. 

The technological flow for the preparation of huns is presented in the following scheme: 
DOSAGE→ HOMOGENIZATION→ MELTING→ HUNNING→ DRYING→ 

The factorial analyses are the experiments in which we encounter two or more controlled variables 
or factors of variation. Thus not only the influences of each of these factors on the dependant variable are 
concerned, but also the influence of the interactions on the dependant variable. Control is the essential 
element in the structure of the experimental method. By control we mean ensuring the conditions of 
repeatability of results, any time the research may be resumed. In a modern sense, control is first of all 
concerned with the factors introduced in the experiment which are meant to trigger specific conducts, but 
also the factors whose influence is to be eliminated, either by deletion or by their constant keeping. 

Factorial events prove their efficiency esspecially where one desires the study of the influence of two 
or more factors on an objective function. 

The identification of the main notions and concepts with which the factorial experimentation always 
operates may be performed in the easiest way by approaching and solving relatively simple problems, but 
which have an intuitive character. 

Generally, in any type of experiment, the effect produced by a factor of influence on an objective 
function is by definition equal to the variation of the values of the objective function which is caused by the 
change in the levels on which the factor of influence is placed. 

The classic strategy of experimentation (Gauss – Seidel) is characterized through the motto ”a factor 
in a given moment” and reduces any experimental research to the sizes of  unifactorial research, meaning 
that at some point only one factor of influence is adjusted; more or less arbitrary constant values are 
attributed to the other factors of influence, which may exercise a significant influence on the final result. 

 
2. The study and the practical consideration 
We intended to follow the study of the production variation and of the profit in SC. CERASIL SA. 

ORADEA – The Făgăraş Hun Factory – according to the factors of influence: expenses on salaries (the work 
itself), expenses on methane gas, expenses on electricity, expenses on raw materials and other expenses, 
during the years 2008 and 2009. 

The obtained and calculated values were expressed in lei. 
After performing the study and processing the experimental results, we want to be able to reach 

conclusions regarding the following problems: 
• what is the effect generated by the 5 factors of influence on production and profit; 
• can we identify the factor(s) whose rational use may lead to the increase in production and 
profit. 
The studied period is January – December 2008 and January – December 2009.  
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The criterion of choice of the analysed periods was the variation of the factors of influence. 
We considered the following entry variables, expressed in lei: X1 – expenses on salaries, X2 – expenses 

on methane gas, X3 – expenses on electricity, X4 – expenses on raw materials, X5 – other expenses. The 
objective functions considered, expressed in lei, are: Y1 – the production, Y2 – the profit. 

The experimental data is in table 1, and in the following lines we show the most important graphic 
representations which may lead to comments which are adequate to the use. 

The obtained and calculated values were expressed in lei. 
 

Table 1: Data recorded during the years 2008 and 2009,  
regarding the expenses, the production and the profit of SC CERASIL SA 

 
Figure 1: The distribution of the expenses on electricity during the years 2008 and 2009. Capture 

REPREZENTAREA GRAFICA A CHELTUIELILOR CU GAZUL METAN

 y = 24 * 10000 * normal (x, 120031, 14374.83)
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From the analysis of chart 1 we notice that half of the registered values, 12 referring to the expenses 

on methane gas, are situated between 120 000 – 130 000, above the average. A recording is situated in the 
interval 80 000 – 90 000,  ≤ 70 000 and in the interval 130 000 – 140 000 there are 4 registered values. The 
curve is asymmetrical, because most of the recorded values are in the interval which is close to the peak 
values. 

 

 X1 X2 X3 X4 X5 Y1 Y2 

2008 

JANUARY 75 605 110 935 12 120 289 120  68 673 585 740 29 287 
FEBRUARY 74 380  108 760 10 876 288 214 61 570 572 424 28 624 
MARCH 76 870 123 212  12 431 294 324 60 163 595 888 28 888 
APRIL 77 542 125 510 12 378 308 755 62 102 627 930 41 643 
MAY 77 890 126 725 12 444 315 427 62 239 628 455 33 730 
JUNE 77 204 121 579 12 341 299 418 61 860 594 674 22 272 
JULY 77 315 122 310 12 466 301 712 60 918 590 764 16 043 
AUGUST 72 945 68 722 6 495 200 137 46 584 396 699 1 816 
SEPTEMBER 77 210 125 960 12 611 302 616 71 212 610 427 20 818 
OCTOBER 77 806 129 876 12 792 318 404 74 309 638 592 25 405 
NOVEMBER 78 709 132 606 13 175 359 123 76 814 723 119  62 692 
DECEMBER 90 230 111 104 12 807 274 303 64 596 558 710 5 670 

 
 
 
 
 
 
2009 

JANUARY 74 989 99 768 11 042 245 706 56 715 495 866 7 646 
FEBRUARY 76 844 109 610 11 498 312 175 66 405 588 962 12 430 
MARCH 75 916 121 706 12 037 309 102 65 473 596 854 12 620 
APRIL 76 108 127 544 12 695 310 268 69 419 622 144 26 110 
MAY 75 925 128 023 12 505 309 948 68 879 623 412 28 132 
JUNE 76 213 127 914 12 199 310 511 68 616 625 510 30 057 
JULY 75 608 118 730 11 916 308 762 66 149 599 475 18 310 
AUGUST 74 485 112 507 11 434 260 820 59 333 520 417 1 838 
SEPTEMBER 78 620 124 310 11 878 325 909 72 415 670 202 57 070 
OCTOBER 78 510 131 002 12 312 328 214 77 310 696 513 69 165 
NOVEMBER 83 460 139 756 14 705 390 615 82 409 785 520 74 575 
DECEMBER 88 506 132 573 11 919 329 207 81 444 658 394 14 745 
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Figure 2: The distribution of the expenses on electricity during the years 2008 and 2009. Capture 
REPREZENTAREA GRAFICA A CHELTUIELILOR CU ELECTRICA

 y = 24 * 1000 * normal (x, 12044.83, 1400.904)
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In Figure 2 we notice that 14 recordings, more than half of the registered values, are between 12 000 
– 13 000, 6 between 11 000 – 12 000. Thus 20 recordings referring to the expenses on electricity are situated 
in the interval 11 000 – 13 000. The curve of the repartition density is symmetrical. 

 
Figure 3: The distribution of the values regarding raw materials during the years 2008 and 2009. Capture 

REPREZENTAREA GRAFICA A CHELTUIELOR CU MATERII PRIME

 y = 24 * 20000 * normal (x, 303866, 36331.66)
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Following the analysis of figure 3 we notice that during the analysed period, the years 2007 and 

2008, almost half of the registered values regarding the expenses on raw materials are between 300 000 – 
320 000, the average of the intervals of the registered values. 

Thus the curve of the repartition density is symmetrical. 
 

Figure 4: The distribution of the values regarding the production during the years 2008 and 2009. Capture 
REPREZENTAREA GRAFICA A FRECVENTEI DE REPARTITIE A PRODUCTIEI

 y = 24 * 50000 * normal (x, 608612, 75689.8)
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As far as the repartition frequency of production is concerned, we notice that most recorded values, 
16, are situated between 550 000 – 65 000 in the analysed period, and one recording is between 400 000, 
between 450 000 – 550 000, 700 000 – 800 000. The curve of the repartition density of the production during 
the years 2006 and 2007 is symmetrical. 

 
Figure 5: The distribution of the values regarding the profit during the years 2008 and 2009. Capture 

REPARTIZAREA GRAFICA A FRECVENTEI DE REPARTITIE A PROFITULUI

 y = 24 * 10000 * normal (x, 27899.4, 20224.16)
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The curve of the repartition density of the profit during the years 2008 and 2009 is slightly 

asymmetrical. Most recorded values referring to the profit are under the average of the intervals, close to 0; 
thus 8 recordings between 20 000 – 30 000, 5 between 10 000 – 20 000, 4 between 0 – 10 000.  

We may state that the expenses on methane gas influence the profit directly. Thus the expenses on 
methane gas are the main factor of influence on the objective-profit function. 

 
Figure 6: Response surface II for the objective – profit function. Capture 
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The chart regarding the response surface II for the objective – profit function shows us the influence 

of the expenses on salaries on the profit; the more they increase, the more the profit decreases. 
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Figure 7: Section through the response surface II for the objective – profit function. Capture 
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The section through the response surface II for the objective-profit function allows us to observe the 

lines at which the same value of the profit corresponds to more values of the expenses on salaries and on 
electricity. 

Figure 8: Response surface III for the objective – profit function. Capture 
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The conclusion of the analysis of the chart regarding the response surface III for the objective – 

profit function is the following: high expenses on salaries determine a low profit. 
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Figure 9: Section through the response surface III for the objective – profit function. Capture 
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The section through the response surface III for the objective-profit function allows us to observe the 

lines at which the same value of the profit corresponds to more values of the expenses on salaries and other 
expenses. 

 
Figure 10: Response surface IV for the objective – profit function. Capture 
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The response surface IV for the objective – profit function shows a slight increase in profit with the 

decrease in the expenses on salaries and other expenses. 
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Figure 11: Section through the response surface IV for the objective – profit function. Capture 
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The section through the response surface IV for the objective-profit function allows us to observe the 

lines at which the same value of the profit corresponds to more values of the expenses on salaries and other 
expenses. 

 
Figure 12: Response surface IX for the objective – profit function. Capture 
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The conclusion of the analysis of the chart regarding the response surface IX for the objective – 

profit function is that high expenses on electricity and other expenses determine the decrease in profit. 
 

Figure 13: Section through the response surface IX for the objective – profit function. Capture 
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The section through the response surface IX for the objective-profit function allows us to observe the 

lines at which the same value of the profit corresponds to more values of the expenses on electricity and 
other expenses. 

 
3. Conclusions 

In conclusion, we may state that both the profit and the production are variable, because they are 
influenced by a number of factors: expenses on salaries, on methane gas, on electricity, on raw materials and 
other expenses. 

The five influential factors were taken at a time, in the order of their importance. Thus, the most 
important one proved to be the expenses on methane gas, because they have a high variability and a rather 
strong influence on profit, but also on production. 

We may state that the month with the lowest expenses on methane gas, but also with the lowest 
production and profit, was January 2009, and the month with the highest costs and the highest production 
and profit was November 2009. 

Thus the profit is indirectly influenced by expenses. 
We wanted to verify the hypothesis according to which the production and the profit are influenced 

by certain expenses, therefore we used the experimental method. 
The software we chose to process the data in this experiment enabled the graphic modelling of the 

statistic data, which led to an analysis from every point of the researched object. 
The profit increases with the increase in production and the decrease in expenses. 
The production and the profit are variable in time. The production depends on the expenses on 

utilities. The expenses on salaries factor influences production directly. 
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Abstract:  Specialists claim that the only certitude of the XXIst century is change, as these decades have been 
marked by the fastest and most spectacular changes in the history of human kind. Dfficult to forecast, the 
transformations that took place can be found in all areas: technical, economic, social, IT, educational, cultural and 
political. One of the most important, but insufficiently captured and considered changes is represented by the situation 
of the SMEs in the front line of the development: their transformation into the most dynamic factor and, in this context, 
the more and more active presence of women in management positions in SMEs.  

In Romania, The National Agency for SMEs has implemented for the first time a promotion program for 
entrepreneurship among women managers of the SMEs sector. The program enjoyed a great success and resulted in a 
big impact in the business community. The program stimulates ( Rotaru, C.I., 2009) the growth of women entrepreneur 
within the business community, the development of the skill and entrepreneur spirit among women and efficient use of 
the human capital formed by potential women entrepreneur, improving the economical performances of existing 
enterprises, led by women through the growth of the training of their employees. Other aims are equal access to the 
knowledge based economy, experience sharing among business women, establishing partnerships and encouraging the 
will to represent personal interests in the civil society.  

 
Keywords: SMEs, entrepreneurship, women entrepreneur, human capital, knowledge based economy 
 
JEL classification: M10 
 
 

„Entrepreneurship allows women to become economically independent, the essential premise for a 
change in mentality, attitude and behaviours.” (Vinnicombe, S., Colwill, N.L., 1998) 

 
Current context 
Numerous studies developed by researchers and experts in the field of entrepreneurship have shown 

that starting a new organization is a key element in the process of economic development and rebound. 
Nowadays, we are all aware that in any modern economy, SMEs are the “heart of the economy” as they 
represent 99% of all EU enterprises and have provided over the past years over 80% of the new jobs in the 
EU. (http://ec.europa.eu/entreprise/entrepreneurship/sba_en.htm, accesat aprilie 2010). 

Recent statistics from the developed countries complete this picture: most of the GDP comes from the 
SMEs, most of the employed work force is located in SMEs as they are, within the current economic context, 
the only ones who create jobs and represent a favourable environment for creativity and innovation. The 
adoption within the EU of the law concerning SMEs is an essential stage for implementing the Lisbon 
Strategy for growth and work places. This results in “public administrations that that respond better to the 
expectations, less late payment of bills, access to a greater support through financing, innovation and 
professional education, lower VAT for local services and a better access to public procurement contracts. 
Moreover, this package will offer SMEs access to a Statute of the private European companies in order to 
decrease bureaucracy and increase transparency.” (Maystadt, P., 2008) 

Philippe Maystadt, president of the European Investment Bank (EIB) has pointed out in a discussion 
that “small and medium-sized enterprises wellbeing and growth will be key to Europe's future 
competitiveness. The market alone is unable to provide sufficient and appropriately priced finance for SMEs, 
in particular for high growth, innovative businesses. The EIB Group will therefore seek to address gaps in 
the market by broadening the scope of its financing.” (  Maystadt, P., 2008) 

The level of entrepreneurship activities varies from one country to the other, as well as within one 
country, from one region to the other or from one social group to the other. Generally, regardless of country, 
the studies from the past years concerning the level of entrepreneurship activity show that, although the 
importance of female entrepreneurship shows an upward tendency in any economy, the rate of starting new 
companies is higher in the case of men.  
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Charles Handy, a management guru, states in his paper, The Empty Raincoat that “Organizations want 
quality people, well educated, trained and adaptable for management positions. They also want people who 
can tackle more tasks at once, people who want to act and who are not preoccupied with the title or position 
they have, but are more interested in the phenomenon of power and influence, rather than the social statute. 
They want people who will make the best of instinct and intuition as well as analysis and rationality, who 
can be tough, but sensitive, firm but friendly, people who can reunite all these necessary contradictions. 
Consequently, they want as many women as possible.” (Handy, C., 2007) 

Nevertheless, female entrepreneurship still represents “an unused source of economic growth. 
Therefore idea that in order to fully benefit from the entrepreneurship potential of a country or region, the 
emphasis of female entrepreneurship is necessary.” (Handy, C., 2007) 

The approach of the female entrepreneurship issue is not new, but it is more popular nowadays. The 
wish to expand female participation in the management activity is based on three major arguments, presented 
by Susan Vinnicombe and Nina L. Colwill in the paper “Essence of women in management”, as follows: 
(Vinnicombe, S., Colwill, N.L., 1998) 

- the natural style of women in work is more easily adaptable to job and structure shifts within 
companies than that of men; 

- women can offer companies a competitive edge on the global market, helping them to better reflect in 
the management teams the gender composition of the markets where they are active; 

- qualified women represent a vital resource. As the demographic results show, in the near future as 
well as in the far future, women involvement in management positions can be an imperative request 

Nowadays, statistics show that women get involved in businesses at in an overwhelming degree as 
compared to the past years. Changing the rules of the game, women entrepreneurs create their own style of 
leading, totally different from that of men. This new style of management has nothing from the  predefined 
notions of tough competitiveness, aggressiveness and leadership, claims Margaret Heffeman, writer and 
entrepreneur (Apostol, D., 2007). In her opinion, organization, empathy and relational management represent 
advantages in the management of a company; the reasons that underlie the involvement of women in 
business are also very different than those of men. More than half of women entrepreneurs rely more on 
intuition when it comes to market analysis, which allows women to see opportunities that men generally fail 
to notice. Moreover, the feminine nature offers them a better mix of analysis and creativity – essential point 
for start-up companies.” (Apostol, D., 2007). 

We will present below some statistic data for the year 2009, data that will complete the female 
entrepreneurship picture in Romania. (raportul „Femeile şi antreprenoriatul” care poate fi accesat pe: http:// 
www.gemconsortium.org/ about.aspx?page=special_topic_women.) The data shows that: 

a. Women represent: 
- 51.2% of the total population of the country 
- 45.6% of the active population 
- 53.0% of the employed population (64.7% men) 
- 5.2% are unemployed (8.2% in the case of men) 

b. The female employed population divided on economic activities 
- Industry – 35.0% (35.9% men) 
- Construction – 1.9% (14.1% men) 
- Commercial services – 32.6% (31.3% men) 
- Social services – 30.5% (18.7% men) 
- Specialists in intellectual and scientific areas: 52.08% women 
- Doctors in sciences – 38% women 
- Female physicists – 67% (40.9% in the EU) 

c. Employed population according to professional position 
- Owner of businesses 37.000 women, respectively 24.8% 
- Freelancers 512.000 women (28.9%) 
- Employees 2.843.000 women (46.1%) 

d. Statistics for female entrepreneurship 
- 31% of Romanian companies have a woman as an associate 

e. Characteristics of companies that emerged 
Women 
Age of company 5.07 years 
Sole owner 47.06% 
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Owner-manager 78.90% 
Initial size 2.9 employees 
Growth of business 39.2% new jobs 
 

All these explain the major interest among specialists not only concerning female entrepreneurship and 
its role in the knowledge based company, the prototype of the knowledge based company being the SME, 
but also its main characteristics: fundamental competitive edge based on increased knowledge, creativity, 
flexibility and dynamism, high ability to learn and use new knowledge and generate added value. 

The involvement of women in this type of business is a fact undisputed nowdays. More and more 
women become entrepreneurs and choose to be in charge of their own lives and careers, setting up successful 
businesses. Which are the most common qualities that that all women entrepreneurs posses? In the opinion of 
Oana Maria Banu they are: 

Ambition 
A successful woman entrepreneur is extremely ambitious, has a special talent in transforming an idea 

into reality. The ambition to win helps her have a flourishing business. 
Confidence 
Confidence that she has all the requirements in order to succeed is another quality of a business 

woman. She is prepared to learn from the others, to ask for advice from experts and add value to her 
purposes. The woman entrepreneur has to be optimistic and take risks. The ability to explore new territories 
is also connected to self-confidence. Moreover, self motivation is an essential factor in keeping the business 
in high standards. 

Openness towards change and will to learn 
The woman entrepreneur is conscious of the importance of evolution and adoption of change. Always 

ahead of competitors, she is open towards what is new and willing to learn. She is curious, interested and can 
cope with innovations fast. 

Realism regarding costs 
A business is, first and foremost, money. In order to be successful, a woman who is in charge of a 

business prepares realistic budgets and her estimates are confirmed by the reality. Minimizing costs without 
sparing quality regarding services/products is one of the basic characteristics that leads to profit. 

Taking advantage of team work and honesty 
A business woman has the ability to work with all kinds of people, regardless of their education. Whe 

can maintain relations and communicate clearly and efficiently. This helps her negotiate even in the most 
sensitive aspects. 

Maintaining the balance between work and personal life 
Concerned not to become a workaholic, the business woman is skilled in maintaining the balance 

between various aspects of life. Her ability to deal with a lot of problems and also to support the loved ones 
helps her assume responsibilities in which the business as well as the family is concerned. 

Specialists believe that women have nowadays more initiative to go into entrepreneurship and are 
more open to developing new businesses. Concerning the reason that women get into business, specialists 
also agree that they are very different from those of men. Women look for a place where they can capitalize 
on their qualities. For this, most of the women are willing to assume a greater risk in their career than men, 
claim experts in entrepreneurship. 

Moreover, another reason for which women start their own businesses is, in the specialists opinion, 
that most of them are mothers and they want to be able to work less in order to take better care of the family. 
“While most of these women operate an unusual environment, from the point of view of income, purchases 
and marketing, it still is like other businesses. Just like in the case of other start-ups, the initial investment is 
crucial. Most of these have proved to be successful and sometimes have had better outcomes than those 
owned by men” (Venture Worthy, 2010), shows a study ordered by the American investment company 
Venture Worthy.  

The study also shows that the skills of the woman entrepreneur, such as intuition, empathy, leading 
instead of commanding and multitasking without getting lost in details are the true values that lead their 
business.  

The Global Entrepreneurship Monitor (GEM) concludes in its study that women entrepreneurs 
represent an important contributor to economic growth, especially in the countries with low or average 
incomes. The aforementioned study shows that: (Global Entrepreneurship Monitor, 2010) 
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- In higher income countries, there is no gender difference regarding the rate of survival of businesses 
led by women as compared to those led by men.  

- Women who are employed and have persuaded a social network of entrepreneurs are more likely to 
become entrepreneurs. The social and economic benefits of women who work represent a driving force for 
female entrepreneurship to a higher degree than family income or a high education. 

- Women tend to be less optimistic and less self-confident than men when it comes to starting a 
business. However, once they are involved in the entrepreneurship activity, the self-confidence of women 
increases and they start to know the other entrepreneurs and exploit valuable opportunities, such as men do. 
Taking into account the differences between the various cultures worldwide regarding the financial 
independence of women, the lack of trust is not a surprising fact. The good news is that once they are 
involved in the entrepreneurship activity, they start to gain more self-confidence. Entrepreneurship does not 
have only financial implications for women, but also social ones. 

- The fear of failing is higher in the case of women than it is in the case of men in all groups of 
countries. Women from low and average income countries in Asia and Europe presented a high rate of fear 
of failing (40.3%) as compared to women from Latin America and the Caribbeans (34.2%) and women from 
higher income countries (27.1%). 

In which the profile of the business woman in Romania is concerned – here is how the business 
woman in our country looks like, according to the result of the study Eurochambres-Women in 
business and in decisions-making (Natioanal Agemncy for SMEs study 2006): 

- The person is very ambitious 
- Married with children (81.8% married, 77.8% with children) 
- Higher education, well trained 
- Devoted to her own business, sometimes even neglecting the family 
- Work over 60 hours a week, deals well with effort 
- Very perseverant, managing to surpass obstacles 
- Independent (the main motivation for starting a business) 
- Will to outdo herself (the lack of time is a barrier) 
- Uninterested in participating in decision-making 
We would like to take a look in what follows at the main problems that in general Romanian 

entrepreneurs are confronted with and female entrepreneurs in particular. Therefore, in the opinion of 
specialists (Natioanal Agemncy for SMEs study 2006), the problems that the majority of entrepreneurs are 
confronted with are: the instability of the fiscal system – the lack of a simple, clear and stable financial 
legislation; a financial context less favourable for the development of SMEs: high cost of credits associated 
with the instability of the fiscal system which generate the fear of investors of becoming incapable of 
repaying the debt; the difficulty in accessing credits in the case of a new firm; administrative bureaucracy, 
lack of a correct measurement program that would insure the survival of SMEs in the new competitive 
context created by Romania joining the EU; difficult access to entrepreneurial training due to high costs and 
lack of time of business women. 

In which the gender barriers are concerned (http://www.aippimm.ro/articol/comunicate.) – the specific 
obstacles that get in the way of female entrepreneurship are the following: type of education, lack of 
entrepreneurial role models, entrepreneurship based on gender, weak social statute, professional stereotype 
(12% lower than the average salary); social stereotypes, lack of policies, programmes for setting up and 
developing female-led businesses; lack of studies concerning the accession impact that would include the 
threats and opportunities of the SMEs led by women; difficulty for business women to enter certain 
economic areas that are considered exclusively masculine; lack of accessible quality facilities for taking care 
of the child, sometimes combined with lack of family support; difficulties in accomplishing a balance 
between the personal and professional life and, most importantly, credit difficulties – difficulties in accessing 
unrefundable funds, which are due to the lack of education of the entrepreneurs and to Ministry clerks who 
do not have an “interest – performance coefficient” in making the funds available for businesspersons.  

 The state supports female entrepreneurship first and foremost through the “National multiannual 
program for 2005-2012 for developing the entrepreneurial culture among women managers in the SMEs 
sector” (http://www.aippimm.ro/articol/comunicate.), program which is aimed at facilitating the mobility of 
women in the labour market and developing their entrepreneurial skills in order to involve them in private 
financial structures in the context of the problems connected to maintaining a balance between personal and 
professional obligations and prejudices that exist at a local level. 
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The main objective of this program is “Supporting the women entrepreneurs to promote their activity 
in the Romanian business environment.” The objective is the promotion of an educational system that 
facilitates women’s mobility in the labour market and develops their entrepreneurial skills. Since there has 
been no financial support until 2005 in Romania to promote women in the business world, the National 
Agency for SMEs has initiated this program starting from the necessity to prepare and develop the 
entrepreneurial culture of women involved in all types of activities, including those who come form a rural 
environment. Among the measures the program promotes are access to quality and business counselling. The 
latter helps women consolidate their trust in a positive view for the development and growth of their own 
businesses. In our country, in the SMEs sector, the required harmonized measures are aimed at: 

- The promotion of culture and conditions for entrepreneurship among various categories of women, 
including those who are farther from the most common financial activity can be supported by innovations 
regarding the training, well planned innovations which are oriented towards a local level; 

- Providing high quality financial support and business services which would create a bridge between 
private, public and semi-public agencies with the purpose of facilitating the access of women to these types 
of services is possible with the involvement of the municipality; 

- Supporting the development of business incubators which encourage women by concluding business 
and university partnerships at a municipal level; 

- Changing the procedures of public procurement by including social clauses can be successful in 
expanding the markets for family businesses. 

The phenomenon of a developing female entrepreneur culture in our country is both interesting and 
important. “As small businesses develop, going through successive stages of organizing or legal statute, a 
slower process takes place, but one that is not less interesting – one of forming a collective mentality 
regarding business women. It is not only about the other’s attitude towards female business owners (area in 
which misogynistic qualifications start to give in), but also about an open recognition of the natural abilities 
of women to coordinate other’s work, their easily adaptable style to the environment conditions and their 
ability to work in a team and to develop networks, the negotiation and decision-making skills, etc.” 
(Vinnicombe, S., Colwill, N.L., 1998) 

 
What else is required for creating a strong female business segment in Romania? 
This is one of the questions that women associations and NGOs try to answer. We believe that it is 

critical to create this segment due to the following reasons: “women become themselves more powerful 
through business, they become more financially independent and bring wellbeing to the family. Women are 
inventive and creative and these traits will always influence the businesses they develop.” (Rotaru, C.I., 
2009) 

A series of opportunities have been developed in social and home activities, activities which are 
perfectly suited for women. Moreover, specialists believe that an increasingly greater number of women who 
are involved in businesses will generate a business environment that is less corrupt while financial 
independence and performance in business of women will give them the visibility and credibility they need 
in order to develop successful careers.  

If “many times, women manage to enter the management of large organizations just by copying the 
male style (in order not to be different from the male majority of management structures), in their own 
businesses, women can behave naturally, which makes them more credible; they can even emphasize upon 
those typically feminine abilities which are sensitivity, concern for the others, empathy – which are in high 
demand nowadays. The good news is that more and more, the true value of a business person is regarded in 
relation to the results and type of relations with the others and not regarding their gender.” (Rotaru, C.I., 
2009)  We believe that it is normal that in the competition between men and women, the only selection 
criteria be the skills, team spirit and performance. 
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1. Introduction 

In the late nineteenth century and the early twentieth century many capitalist countries experienced 
the rise of business management. The managers began to use more and more information and needed to 
measure the organization’s performance in order to run a business. While the development of technology 
played a fundamental role in the wider use of information, as did the growing size of businesses (Yates, 
1994). An efficient and effective business management required not only the implementation of new 
methods and tools, but also the establishment and calculation of a set of relevant indicators.     

In the last decades a plethora of studies and researches have been carried out in the domain of 
organizations’ performance measurement. In the beginning specialists concentrated their efforts on 
identifying and calculating financial indicators related to an economy governed by tangible assets. Later, 
notable efforts have been focused on identifying non-financial indicators as the economy has become more 
and more dependent on intangible assets (Kaplan and Norton, 1996).      

Integrated frameworks for business performance measurement have been designed and developed 
since the twentieth century. After the Second World War the ‘tableau de bord’ has been used by many 
French companies as a system of indicators which provides the means of intervening (Pezet, 2009). Some 
authors have made a comparison between the French ‘tableau de bord’ and the American balanced scorecard 
(Bessire and Richard Baker, 2005), others have considered the ‘tableau de bord’ as the precursor to the 
balanced scorecard (Chenhall and Langfield-Smith, 2007). Created in the early 1990s the balanced scorecard 
has organized its measurement system in four perspectives and clearly demonstrated the link between 
strategy and measurement by becoming a strategic management system (Kaplan and Norton, 2007).  

 Our paper aims to contribute to a better understanding of the ‘tableau de bord’ and balanced 
scorecard concepts and to present in short their evolution. The paper provides a platform on which to build 
further researches on the relationship between the two concepts. The research type is literature review.   

The paper is structured as follows. In the second section we analyze the evolution and definitions of 
the French ‘tableau de bord’. The emergence and development of the American balanced scorecard are 
outlined in the third section. Our conclusions are presented in the final section of the paper. 

 
2. The emergence and development of the ‘tableau de bord’ 

The mid eighteenth century brought the birth of Physiocracy, a French school of economic thought. 
The physiocrats considered that natural laws governed the economic activities. Like the later English 
mercantilists, the physiocrats were concerned about the economic process of development and wished to 
discover the causes of the wealth of nations.  

Focused on the real forces leading to economic development, Fr. Quesnay, the intellectual leader of 
physiocrats, divided the economy into three sectors according to the class structure (the farmers sector, the 
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landlords sector, the nonfarm sector) in his famous work “Le Tableau Economique”. Published in 1758, 
Quesnay’s table showed “how products flowed out from the cultivator to the landlords or proprietors and on 
to the merchant, manufacturing and other sterile classes, and how money, by several routes, flowed back to 
the cultivator” (Galbraith, 1991, p. 54) and “the creation and annual circulation of the net product throughout 
the economy” (Landreth and Colander, 1989, p. 38) and anticipated W. Leontief’s input-output table. 

About two hundred years later, France offered once again a valuable instrument for business people 
and managers called ‘tableau de bord’. As ‘tableau de bord’ means dashboard in English, the manager is thus 
a pilot. It was no surprise taking into account that H. Fayol, one of the founding fathers of management 
science, established the general principles of management in his prominent work “Administration industrielle 
et generale”, published in 1916. In his view the following six groups of activities or essential functions are 
always present within industrial undertakings: technical activities (production, manufacture, adaptation), 
commercial activities (buying, selling, exchange), financial activities (use of capital), security activities 
(protection of property and/or persons), managerial activities (planning, organizations, command, 
coordination, control), accounting activities (costs, balance sheet). Fayol stated that “an efficient accounting 
system, clear and simple, giving an accurate idea of the firm’s condition is a powerful managerial 
instrument” (Fayol, 1965, p. 5), anticipating the budgetary control.       

Due to the small size of French enterprises and the huge predominance of engineers in managerial 
positions the delegation of management responsibility and the monitoring of managerial performance were 
unnecessary after the World War I. The senior managers were concentrated on production rather than on 
finance, accounting or marketing. In that context of the 1920 and 1930s the ‘tableau de bord’ sprang from the 
need of engineers to control the production processes. A French specific management tool, the ‘tableau de 
bord’ can be defined as: 

� “a system of indicators that aim at monitoring and conducting economic operations and 
individual behaviours in a way that is compatible with the business strategy” (Pezet, 2009, 
p. 104);  

� “a synthetic representation of the main information that managers need in order to control 
the accomplishment of an action program” (Martinet and Silem, 2000, p. 411); 

� “a blueprint of a company’s production process, providing the information needed for its 
management” (Nioche and Pesqueux, 1997, p. 239); 

� “a device for the deployment and implementation of strategy” (Lebas, 1996, p. 89-90).  
In short the ‘tableau de bord’: 

� represents an integrated performance reporting system and a supplement to financial and 
accounting measures; 

� is based on the identification of main indicators and focuses on key control parameters; 
� depends on the needs of management; 
� identifies any form of activity that requires some form of action within the organization; 
� has to gather quantitative and qualitative date as well as financial data; 
� is a mean of representing a reality and a mean of intervening through the managerial 

decision-making process; 
� adopts a pyramidal analysis of an organization’s performance; 
� strengthen the power of the board of directors.  

After studying the archives of three big industrial companies- Alais, Froges et Camargue (later 
Pechiney), Lafarge and Saint-Gobain- Pezet (2009) identified four main stages in the evolution of the 
‘tableau de bord’ in France (Table 1). The ‘tableau de bord’ underwent its first formalisation in the 1950s 
and emerged “when the boards of companies lost direct contact with their businesses” (Pezet, 2009, p. 122).   

 
Table 1: The four progressive stages of the ‘tableau de bord’ 

No. Period Characterisation of the stage 
1. The end of the nineteenth century and 

the beginning of the twentieth century 
Leaders gathered information presented in the form of a 
narrative through a weekly report called ‘rapport 
hebdomadaire’, or through a ‘journal de marche’.  

2. The interwar period As the need for information grew leaders requested more 
statistics for production, sales etc.   

3. The 1950s and 1960s The ‘tableau de bord’ finally emerged.  
4. After the 1970s The ‘tableau de bord’ slid towards a financial reporting 

device. 
Source: (Pezet, 2009) 
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The French authors proposed different methodologies for constructing the ‘tableau de bord’. Most of 
them (e.g. M. Gervais, J.-L. Malo, J. Y. Saulou etc.) emphasized its political, strategic and economic 
dimension (Table 2).  

 
Table 2: The phases of the elaboration of the ‘tableau de bord’  

No. Author Phases 
 

Dimension 

1. M. Gervais a. apprehension of the business unit’s mission political 
b. identification of key success factors strategic 
c. definition of management indicators economic 

2. J.-L. Malo a) inventory of missions political 
b) identification of critical task strategic 
c) definition of the indicators related to achieving the objectives economic 

3. J. Y. Saulou a. definition of the purpose of the organization political 
b. definition of the objectives economic 
c. creation of action plans strategic 

Source: (Bessire and Richard Baker, 2005) 
 

 Since the 1990s the competitive ‘tableau de bord’ has been used more frequently by French 
managers in order to adapt their companies to the challenges of the environment within they operate. The 
competitive ‘tableau de bord’ comprises the following headings: 

• aims; 
• means; 
• phases; 
• obstacles; 
• key indicators (Table 3); 
• solutions; 
• results. 

 
Table3: The synthetic ‘tableau de bord’ for company X 

Key        Key indicators 
point 

Company X Competition Information 
source Company Y Company Z etc. 

Q1          Quantities 
R2          Turnover 
D3          Expenses  
q4           Quality 

     

Exceptional operations  
Environment 

Source: (adaptation after de Guerny and Delbes, 1993) 
 
During the time the growth in the use of information imposed the design, implementation and 

development of new managerial techniques and methods. The French ‘tableau de bord’ was one of them, but 
unfortunately it had little echo and limited availability in a literature dominated by Anglo-Americans. Later, 
it was followed by the American balanced scorecard.     

 
3. The emergence and development of the balanced scorecard 

Since the end of the nineteenth century the Americans have started the development of metrics to 
manage tangible resources. F. W. Taylor, the father of scientific management, advocated the idea of “the 
development of each man to his greatest efficiency and prosperity” (Taylor, 1998, p. 74) in the 1910s.  

In an industrial economy dominated by tangible assets financial measurements proved to be 
adequate. But, they were no longer in the knowledge-based economy. The shift from managing tangibles to 
intangibles (e.g. employee capabilities, customer relationships) has called for new tools for measuring 
organization’s performance. In the late 1980s Johnson and Kaplan proposed a set of non-financial indicators 
(e.g. defect rates, customer complaints etc.) in order to provide better predictors of the organization’s long-
term goals (Johnson and Kaplan, 1987). A similar approach was adopted by Bromwich and Bhimani (1989) 
when they emphasized the importance of measuring quality, inventory or machine performance. 
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In 1992 Kaplan and Norton launched the balanced scorecard in order to deal with the organizational 
performance measurement problem. They introduced initially the balanced scorecard as a tool for 
measurement, but later they developed the scorecard as a tool for managing strategy. Starting from the point 
that measurement is an integral part of the management process, they have provided executives “with a 
comprehensive framework that translates a company’s strategic objectives into a coherent set of performance 
measures” (Kaplan and Norton, 1993, p. 4).  

The balanced scorecard forces an organization “to focus on a balanced set of key performance 
indicators which are recognizable throughout the organization, and which lead ultimately to substantial and 
lasting performance improvement” (van Assen, van den Berg and Pietersma, 2009, p. 197). It takes into 
account the following four major perspectives: 

� financial; 
� internal business processes; 
� learning and growth; 
� customers (Figure 1). 

Figure 1: The balanced scorecard 

 
Source: (Kaplan and Norton, 1992) 

 
 In contrast to the traditional financial measures which do not indicate how managers could improve 

performance in the future, the balanced scorecard functions “as the cornerstone of a company’s current and 
future success” (Kaplan and Norton, 1993, p. 5). As a complement to financial indicators and a top-down 
method for defining an organization’s objectives the balanced scorecard enables the organization to monitor 
its strategy and make any necessary corrective measures quickly. It is “the translation of the business unit’s 
strategy into a linked set of measures that define both the long-term strategic objectives, as well as the 
mechanisms for achieving and obtaining feedback on those objectives” (Kaplan and Norton, 1996, p. 68). 

 By using the balanced scorecard the managers deal with four management processes that contribute 
to linking the long-term objectives of the organization with short-term actions. Firstly, they start to build a 
consensus around organization’s vision and strategy. Secondly, the managers communicate their 

Financial 
‘To succeed financially, 
how should we appear to 
our shareholders?’   
- objectives 
- measures  
- targets 

- initiatives  

 
Vision and 
strategy 

Customer 
‘To achieve our vision, 
how should we appear to 
our customers?’ 
- objectives 
- measures  
- targets 
- initiatives  
 

Internal business processes 
‘To satisfy our shareholders 
and customers, what business 
processes must we excel at?’ 
- objectives 
- measures  
- targets 

- initiatives  
 

Learning and growth 
‘To achieve our vision, how 
will we sustain our ability to 
change and improve?’ 
- objectives 
- measures  
- targets 
- initiatives  
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organizational strategy up and down the organization. Thirdly, they integrate the business and financial 
plans. Finally, the managers articulate the shared vision through feedback and learning (Figure 2).      

   Figure 2: Managing organizational strategy through the balanced scorecard 

 
 

Source: (Kaplan and Norton, 2007) 
 

In essence the balanced scorecard: 
• allows a balance between past and future performance, short-term and long-term objectives, 

soft and hard factors, and internal and external indicators; 
• defines and communicates organization’s priorities to managers, employees, investors and 

customers; 
• depends on each specific business; 
• has to be updated regularly because it is an ongoing learning process;        
• allows both financial (e.g. net income, return on investment etc.) and non-financial (e.g. 

employee satisfaction, customer retention etc.) measures; 
• translates the organization’s strategy into performance measures from four different 

perspectives; 
• puts the organization’s strategy into practice; 
• represents a management system.    

All the measures facilitated by the balanced scorecard are derived from the organization’s strategy. 
This is why the balanced scorecard has become a tool for managing organizational strategy. Its widespread 
use highly demonstrates that the balanced scorecard enables organizations “to focus and align their executive 
teams, business units, human resources, information technology, and financial resources to their 
organization’s strategy” (Kaplan and Norton, 2001, p. 8).       

  
4. Conclusions 

The scientific managerial revolutions of the late nineteenth century and early twentieth century 
provoked significant changes in the way businesses were organized and run in prominent capitalist countries 
like the United States of America, Britain or France. The increasing use of information and the need to 
measure the business performance led to the emergence of various management methods and tools.    

The establishment and development of a business performance measurement has been a continuous 
process since the twentieth century. During the time theoreticians and practitioners from different countries 
has tried and succeeded in building managerial tools in order to monitor the organizations’ performance.  

 
Balanced 
Scorecard 

 

Translating the Vision 
- Clarifying the vision 
- Gaining consensus 

Communicating and 
Linking 
- Communicating and 
educating 
- Setting goals 
- Linking rewards to 
performance measures 

 

Business Planning 
- Setting targets 
- Aligning strategic initiatives 
- Allocating resources 
- Establishing milestones 

Feedback and 
Learning 
- Articulating the 
shared vision 
- Supplying strategic 
feedback 
- Facilitating strategy 
review and learning   
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 Both the French ‘tableau de bord’ and the American balanced scorecard have been frequently used 
by managers to guide their decisions. Being grounded in the same managerial philosophy they share many 
similarities, but also differ in many aspects. This paper provides a starting point for further researches related 
to the comparison between the ‘tableau de bord’ and the balanced scorecard.        
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Abstract: Nowadays leaders have never been more highly visible than during the recent dramatic difficulties 

facing the business world like earthquakes, tornadoes, multi-faced economic crisis, terrorism acts, banking system 
failing, etc. In difficult times like the ones we are facing with, leaders are essential because their employees need them. 
It is possible that a crisis may present the beginning to eliminate an organization's weaknesses, especially if it is too 
bureaucratic or too slow-moving to be competitive. It is indeed an opportunity if all members look this situation in this 
manner. But it may also be a risk to future levels of the company. There are actions a leader can take like focusing on 
efficient leading the team and trying to minimize crisis’ effects as much as possible, all this to sustain future growth and 
success. 
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Nothing tests a leader like a crisis. While the highly charged and often dramatic events surrounding a 

crisis can profoundly affect the people in an organization and even threaten its survival, there are actions a 
leader can take before, during and after to reduce the duration and impact of difficult situations. 

In a Harvard Business School article published in October 2009, Martha Lagance refers to Bill 
George, a HBS professor, which published the book “7 Lessons for Navigating the Storm” which is exactly 
the big challenge of facing the today’s crisis. Up to his view, it is important to see crisis as a chance to 
develop and enhance your leadership skills. “Crises offer rare opportunities to make major changes in an 
organization because they lessen the resistance that exists in good times.” He continues, “Leaders must be 
willing to ask for help. They should rely on a mentor, an internal management team and an external support 
group. No one can be an effective leader in a crisis by attempting to go it alone. Leaders must be the first to 
recognize this reality and plan accordingly.”  

Bill George offers these suggestions after exploring why so many leaders fail to step up and lead 
during a crisis such as the global crisis of 2008-2009. According to his view, the root cause of the recent 
financial crisis was leaders who focused primarily on short-term results and the rewards that come from 
short-term success, while ignoring their responsibilities to sustaining and building the company’s long-term 
fiscal health.  “Leaders must also remember that they are in the spotlight during a crisis, everyone inside and 
outside the company is watching what they do. It is imperative that they stay focused on their True North as 
it sets a standard internally for principled business behavior and will make their companies stronger over 
time. Some of these leaders failed to follow their True North, the internal compass of their beliefs, values, 
and principles that guide them through life. Breaking away from one's True North becomes particularly 
prevalent when a crisis strikes because leaders often look for an "at-any-cost" quick fix in attempting to save 
face. These leaders either could not handle the pressures of the crisis, or got caught up in the seductions of 
instant gratification that offered them money, status, and power. In either case, they failed to face the reality 
of the crisis and admit their mistakes”, adds George. 

The Center for Creative Leadership (CCL®) as they declare is a top-ranked, global provider of 
executive education that develops better leaders through its exclusive focus on leadership education and 
research. Founded in 1970 as a nonprofit, educational institution, CCL helps clients worldwide cultivate 
creative leadership - the capacity to achieve more than imagined by thinking and acting beyond boundaries - 
through an array of programs, products and other services. Ranked among the world’s top providers of 
executive education by BusinessWeek and the Financial Times, CCL is headquartered in Greensboro, NC, 
with campuses in Colorado Springs, CO; San Diego, CA; Brussels, Belgium; and Singapore. Its work is 
supported by more than 500 faculty members and staff. 

In the Publication Extract of Center for Creative Leadership, the author (Klann, 2003) debates crisis 
problem in his book Crisis Leadership. Managing a crisis and providing leadership in a crisis is not the same 
thing, although each addresses different aspects of a difficult situation, he says. The difference is that crisis 
management relates mainly to operational issues, while crisis leadership principally deals with how leaders 
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handle the human responses to a crisis, including their own. He wrote about leading in difficult situations 
from the vantage point of more than 25 years of crisis leadership training and experience during a career as 
an active duty officer in the United States Army. According to his point of view leaders in the private sector 
can readily adopt many of the army’s crisis leadership lessons. In his book introduction he explains: 
“Nothing tests a leader like a crisis. There is an element of the leader’s deepest character that is revealed 
during highly charged, dramatic events. A crisis can quickly expose a leader’s hidden strengths and core 
weaknesses. It can show the world if the leader has what it takes to function effectively when the heat is on. 
At its center, this book deals with three key themes of crisis leadership and their impact on helping people 
and organizations through perilous times. These themes—communication, clarity of vision and values, and 
caring relationships—are certainly important to leaders in normal operations, but their importance is 
magnified during a crisis. By paying attention to these themes, leaders can hope to increase their 
understanding of practices that handle the human dimension of a crisis. The result is a leader more prepared 
to contain the crisis, regain control of the situation, ensure the minimum amount of damage is done to the 
organization, and effectively prevent, defuse, and reduce the duration of these extremely difficult leadership 
situations.” 

Organizations that successfully handle crisis situations can come out of them stronger and with 
greater employee loyalty by leadership development, because people are the only source of long-term 
competitive advantage. 

The Institute for Crisis Management specializes in Crisis Communication Planning, Training and 
Consulting, Risk Management and Media/Spokesperson Training and serves clients throughout the US and 
around the world. In the Annual Crisis Report, (ICM, 2009) News Coverage of Business Crises During 2008, 
published in Volume 18, May 2009, The Institute for Crisis Management presents Crisis News Index 1999-
2008 represented in Figure 1, (this does not represent every crisis, but those business news editors 
determined of interest to their readers), by summarizing a number of factors with great impact, like: internet 
and social media, the crashing economy, terrible natural disasters around the world contributed to a 
significant increase in workplace violence, financial damages, defects and recalls, business damages as well 
as casualty accidents in the workplace, hostile takeovers and even an increase in the number of 
environmental issues that drew public attention. 2008 was particularly difficult for companies and 
organizations that faced defects and recalls and economic challenges.  

Figure 1: Crisis news index 1999-2008. 

 
Source: Annual Institute for Crisis Management Report, May, 2009 

The ICM’s definition of a business crisis is: Any problem or disruption that triggers negative 
stakeholder reactions that could impact the organization’s financial strength and ability to do what it 
does. 

In the Annual Crisis Report, (ICM, 2006) News Coverage of Business Crises During 2005, 
published in Volume 15, The Institute for Crisis Management tracks 16 broad crisis categories (In 1990, 
ICM began monitoring 1500-plus print business sections of newspapers and magazines, business and 
financial wire services, regional business publications and industry and trade publications world-wide): 
catastrophes, environmental, class action lawsuits, consumerism actions, defect and recalls, discrimination, 
executive dismissal, financial damage, hostile takeovers, labor disputes, mismanagement, sexual harassment, 
white-collar crime, workplace violence, casualty accidents. 

By comparing 1990 year with 2007, 2008, from the same report of ICM for 2008, (ICM, 2009) crisis 
categories and their percent of total crisis each year had this evolution, represented in Table 1: 
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Table 1: Crisis categories and their evolution for 1990, 2007, 2008. 
Crisis Categories 1990 2007 2008 
Facility Damage 5,5 7,0 10,0 
Casualty Accidents 4,8 7,0 9,0 
Environmental 7,8 2,0 3,0 
Class Action Lawsuits 2,2 9,0 5,0 
Consumer Activism 2,8 5,0 4,0 
Defects & Recalls 5,4 5,0 4,0 
Discrimination 3,3 3,0 3,0 
Executive Dismissal 1,3 1,0 1,0 
Financial Damages 4,2 4,0 4,0 
Hostile Takeover 2,6 1,0 0,0 
Labor Disputes  10,3 9,0 11,0 
Mismanagement 24,1 11,0 10,0 
Sexual Harassment 0,4 1,0 1,0 
Whistle Blowers 1,1 1,0 1,0 
White Collar Crime 20,4 19,0 17,0 
Workplace Violence 3,8 15,0 17,0 
Source: Annual Institute for Crisis Management Report, May, 2009 

The graphic representation of main crisis categories for 2008 can be seen in the chart above. 
Figure 2: 2008 Crisis Categories 

 
Source: Annual Institute for Crisis Management Report, May, 2009 

The Institute for Crisis Management monitors negative news coverage of 16 broad crisis 
categories, and in 2008 eight were up 18% or more. Environmental incidents only accounted for 3% of all 
crises in 2008, but it was up 48% over the year before for a total of at least 305 cases. 51 hostile takeovers 
were big enough to make headlines in 2008 and that was up 38% from the year before. Defects and recalls 
were up 44% compared to 2007. There were 410 defects and recall issues that got the attention of editors. 
See the Biggest 2007 to 2008 Change from the same report of 2008 in Figure 3: 

Figure 3: Biggest 2007 to 2008 Change 

 
Source: Annual Institute for Crisis Management Report, May, 2009 
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Most Crisis Prone Industries 2008, (ICM, 2009) ranked by number of database records extracted 
from ICM Report (*in top ten previous year) were: *Banking, Food Industry, *Security Brokers/Investment 
Co., *Petroleum Industry, Insurance Industry, *Automobile Manufacturing, *Pharmaceutical Companies, 
*Software, *Aircraft Industry, *Telecommunications. As example product defects and recalls accounted for 
15% of all crises in 2008, including recalls by GM, BMW, Nissan, Ford, Honda, Pontiac, Chrysler and 
Porsche. Also, there were major toy recalls, including problems with dangerous and tainted toys. China’s toy 
industry was devastated, as a result, and 3,600 factories were closed and thousands of workers out of work. 

The Institute of Crisis Management defines the two primary types of crisis situations: sudden and 
smoldering crisis. In the chart above it can be seen the evolution of sudden and smoldering crisis between 
1999 and 2008. 

Figure 4: Sudden VS Smoldering Crisis 

 
Source: Annual Institute for Crisis Management Report, May, 2009 

Sudden crisis are those unexpected events in which the organization has virtually no control and 
perceived limited fault or responsibility. 2008 was a bad year for the airline industry, with at least six 
commercial aircraft crashes in various parts of the world killing 50 to 160 persons in each. Workplace 
violence made up 17% of all negative business and school news in 2008 and was up 18% over 2007. 

A smoldering crisis is a problem that starts out small and someone within the organization should 
recognize the potential for trouble and fix it before it becomes a public issue. Two thirds of all business 
crises are what ICM calls smoldering crises. They are the kind of issues and problems that could be spotted 
and fixed before they ever get big enough and out of control. All of the financial, banking, investment and 
insurance issues, along with most of the product recalls and contaminated or tainted food and defective 
product problems were what ICM calls “smoldering crises.” 

Things are very different when times are tough. Leaders have never been more highly visible than 
during the recent dramatic difficulties facing the business world, like earthquakes, tornadoes, multi-faced 
economic crisis, banking system failing, etc. In difficult times like the ones we are facing with, leaders are 
essential because their employees need and want to be able to trust them, to know what to do in those times. 
Every employee expect from leader honestly about the real facts of the situation, of the problem, vision about 
how to get out the crisis, focusing on the company’s strategy and wisdom about how to determine those 
employees to work together to overcome the situation. It is necessary in tough times that the leader listens to 
his employees’ concerns, shows empathy and reminds them of the previous successes, and to obtain another 
success in this problem they are facing with, the only way to obtain it is to work together as a team. Essential 
is the unity of the group he is leading. 

In the chapter Learning from the Crisis Experience from the same article of CCL posted in the 
publication extract (Klann, 2003), it can be seen the research of CCL’s members, for more than 15 years. 
The center has researched the key events that have shaped the careers and lives of executives. That research 
indicates that hardships, such as those experienced during a crisis, can result in significant learning. In fact, 
34% of the hundreds of managers CCL has interviewed, indicated that their greatest learning occurred from 
hardships, which included leading in a crisis situation. Because people can learn from hardships, a crisis can 
develop personal and organizational leadership capacity by providing opportunities such as the following: 

• hardships cause individuals and organizations to examine what is important, to further define or 
redefine their core values; 
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• crises renew individuals and organizations by getting rid of the old and bringing in the new; 
• crises bring out courage, honor, selflessness, loyalty and many other positive behaviors; 
• individuals leading or otherwise involved in the crisis learn lessons about their own strength of 

character and how much adversity they can take; 
• handling a crisis promotes confidence and personal growth; 
• what survives the crisis emerges better and stronger than before—it’s tempered by the hardship; 
• a crisis can create bonding and a keen sense of camaraderie and community among employees 

through the power of a shared experience. 
The World Leadership Survey (CCL, 2009) helps organizations gain a better understanding of 

employees’ perceptions of organizational leadership and employees’ commitment to their organizations. 
From the report were extracted the results useful to the subject approached. The survey included respondents 
from three regions: the Americas, Asia Pacific (APAC), and Europe, the Middle East & Africa (EMEA). 

 As it has been already told, every employee expect from leader honestly, vision, strategic plans and 
wisdom. In the report, for measuring employee’s perceptions about organizations concerning for them 
(valuing their contributions, treating them favorably and caring about their well-being), it has been used 
perceived organizational support. Employees have needs for approval, esteem, and affiliation, and being 
highly regarded by their organization helps to fulfill those needs. Feeling that the organization values their 
contribution causes employees to believe that increased effort will be noted and rewarded, which makes the 
employee more likely to increase effort and perform better. Perceived organizational support has been shown 
to be strongly related to increased job satisfaction, positive mood, reduced stress, employee commitment, 
retention and performance. Questions used to measure perceived organizational support and the results were 
attached in Figure 5.   

 
Figure 5: Perceived Organizational Support 

 
Source: The World Leadership Survey, January, 2009 

The results of the survey proved that the majority of respondents believe their organization cares 
about them, their well-being and their development at work. This is good news for employers; in return for 
fostering a feeling of support, employers can expect better performance out of those who believe that their 
organizations are supportive of their efforts. There is a trend toward respondents in the Americas expressing 
more positive beliefs about organizational support than do respondents from EMEA. 

About measuring how satisfied employees are with their jobs it was used job satisfaction. This is a 
global indicator of worker satisfaction with a job. This is also important because the more employees are 
satisfied with their jobs, the less likely they are to think about leaving, and the better they perform. The 
questions were about job satisfaction and they had to choose one of the situations given below in Figure 6 
and the results were represented by the chart. 
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Figure 6: Job Satisfaction 

 
Source: The World Leadership Survey, January, 2009 

Respondents report relatively high job satisfaction; more than 75% of respondents in all regions 
report that they are satisfied with their job and like working in their organization. 

 After seeing employee’s commitment to their organizations, here are the results of leadership 
influence in those organizations according to their workers. To this question, “To what do you attribute the 
success of your organization?”, employees answered up to their own experience and understanding of the 
three given alternatives. Here it can be noticed leader’s influence and importance in organization noted by 
his “disciples”, represented in Fig 7. 

 
Figure 7: To what do you attribute the success of your organization? 

 
Source: The World Leadership Survey, January, 2009 

Respondents overall are more likely to attribute organizational success to leaders, with the 
organization coming in second. Respondents in the Americas are more likely to attribute success to internal 
factors (leaders and organization) and less likely to attribute success to external factors (economy) than were 
respondents from APAC or EMEA. 

It has been proved that people understand leadership differently in different parts of the world, 
according to their national culture. One of the questions of the survey about leadership understanding proved 
the importance of using “models to be followed” and learning from other’s mistakes. The results are given in 
the Figure 8 above. 
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Figure 8: What is the best way to learn about good leadership? 

 
Source: The World Leadership Survey, January, 2009 

The results were in majority the same. Respondents in all regions overwhelmingly believe that the 
best way for us to learn about good leadership is to examine the relationships between successful leaders and 
followers – which is the focus of CCL’s survey. 

Now about leadership influence in difficult situations and leader’s ability to get through it and to 
obtain success according to his employee’s opinion is reflected in Figure 9. This answer depends on the trust 
gained within the team’s projects done by that time. 

Figure 9: Can a good leader handle any situation? 

 
Source: The World Leadership Survey, January 2009 

Overall, respondents were split on whether they believed that leaders can handle any situation. There 
is a trend in the data suggesting that respondents from APAC are more likely than respondents from EMEA 
or the Americas to believe that a good leader can handle any situation.  

Another survey was made by Center of Creative Leadership, this time the sample of respondents was 
a group of 110 leaders and they were invited to self-evaluation.  The results of the CCL Poll, named 
Leadership Challenges, (CCL, 2008) summing questions to identify what leadership challenges are they and 
their colleagues facing with at work, are presented below: 

1. I am able to effectively promote my own successes in the workplace. 
Fewer than half of all respondents (44%) "Agreed" or "strongly agreed" that they effectively 

promote their successes in the workplace. 
2. Fostering innovation is a key leadership challenge in my current role. 

The vast majority of respondents (77%) "Agreed" or "strongly agreed" that fostering innovation 
is a key leadership challenge for them. 

3. I listen effectively to colleagues in the workplace. 
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The vast majority of respondents (83%) "Agreed" or "strongly agreed" that they listen 
effectively to colleagues. 

4. I use intuition to my advantage as a leader. 
Three-quarters of respondents (75%) "Agreed" or "strongly agreed" that they use intuition to 

their advantage as a leader. 
5. Helping teams learn from experience is a key leadership challenge for me. 

More than two-thirds of respondents (68%) "Agreed" or "strongly agreed" that helping teams 
learn from experience is a key leadership challenge for them. 

6. What is your management level in your organization? 
Upper middle managers (40%) made up the largest block of respondents, followed by first-level 

management (23%) and middle management (17%). 
7. What is your area of expertise/job function? 

Human resources officials (19%) had the strongest representation among respondents, followed 
by those in education and administration (10% each). 
Effective crisis leadership, in CCL’s members’ opinion, as an answer to the question: “Whan can be 

done?” boils down to responding to the human needs, emotions, and behaviors caused by the crisis. Effective 
leaders respond to those emotional needs as those needs are perceived by those experiencing the crisis, not 
just to their personal perception of what those emotional needs are, might be, or should be. In their opinion, 
the crisis will affect employee morale, attitudes, productivity, ability to focus, stress levels, relationships, and 
more. People are more apt to follow a leader who is reassuring and who can meet their primary needs. 
Effective crisis leadership can rescue an organization from chaos and deliver opportunities where before 
there were only disadvantages. Organizations that successfully handle crisis situations can come out of them 
stronger and with greater employee, customer, and community loyalty than existed prior to the crisis. 
Leaders must look deep into the crisis for such opportunities that not only benefit the organization but also 
raise the potential for individual achievement among the organization’s employees. In their work, they 
should look to human elements—the emotions, the behaviors, and the reactions that affect and are affected 
by the crisis and can influence its outcome. 

In the article Crisis Advice from GE's Immelt: Stay Committed to Growth, (HBR, 2008), Steve 
Prokesch cited Jeffrey R. Immelt, the General Electric’s Chairman and CEO. Since beginning his tenure in 
2001, he has worked to transform GE into a leader in essential themes tied to world development, such as 
emerging markets, environmental solutions, demographics and digital connections. “We have always 
believed that building strong leaders is a strategic imperative. When times are easy, leadership can be taken 
for granted. When the world is turbulent, you appreciate great people” he said. He had some final advice for 
leaders, especially valuable in tough times: 

1. Be decisive: Make decisions, including some occasions when you don't have perfect information. 
2. Be accountable: Stand by your decisions, admit when you've made a mistake, and make sure you and 

your team are accountable. 
3. Be transparent: Don't just tell the truth, share the intent behind your decisions. 
4. Be a unifier: Make people feel like they're part of something that will last. 
5. Be willing to change yourself: Embrace personal growth. 
Leadership, Immelt said, is “an intense journey into you. It's about how much you want to learn. It's 

about how much you want to give. It's about personal change and just being ready to renew yourself every 
day.” 

The crisis can come beyond the organization’s control of it. In those situations, the corporate culture 
and leadership significantly contributes to creating a successful outcome to a tragic situation. As research has 
shown, it is difficult to recover when the organization and its leadership are blamed for a crisis, regardless of 
the response strategy adopted by the firm for resolving the situation. It’s obvious that a crisis situation and 
handling it can literally consolidate or destroy a firm’s long term reputation. A solution can be a crisis leader 
that build a foundation of trust within his organization and not only. After building this foundation he 
involves in preparing his organization for potential crisis that might come, because of the high probability of 
happening. After that it is necessary the power and wisdom to motivate the team’s members and focusing 
them to the goals set and rapid decision making process. And after all, it is important to learn from other’s 
experience and from our own.  
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Abstract:  Each individual can be more effective and happier, each profit seeking corporation can become 

very much more profitable, each non profit organization can also deliver more useful outputs, every government can 
ensure that its citizens benefit much more from its existence. For everyone and every institution it is possible to obtain 
much more that is of value and avoid what has negative value, with less input of effort, expense or investment. 
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People can get a great deal more out of their lives to raise their effectiveness and happiness, to 

boost profits. They can make a more sensitive world. And a better one. So, as we strive for solutions, for 
efficiency in a competitive world, life is no longer quiet, stable or unaccountable. 

And humanity has always taken into consideration that there are some things which are likely to be 
considered more important than others. You can achieve more with less effort, time and resources. I think 
that there is an inbuilt imbalance between causes and results, inputs and outputs, effort and rewards. But each 
individual can be more effective and happier, each profit seeking corporation can become very much more 
profitable, each non profit organization can also deliver more useful outputs, every government can ensure 
that its citizens benefit much more from its existence. For everyone and every institution it is possible to 
obtain much more that is of value and avoid what has negative value, with less input of effort, expense or 
investment. At the heart of this progress there is a process of substitution. Resources that have weak effects 
in any particular use are not being used sparingly. Those which have powerful effects are being used as much 
as possible. Every resource is ideally used where it has the greatest value. Wherever possible, weak resources 
are developed so that they can mimic the behaviour of the stronger resources. Business and markets have 
been using this process for many years. 

And so I can call for a principle namely something linked to percentage, the 70/30Principle which 
tells us that a minority of causes, inputs, efforts lead to a majority of the results, outputs or rewards and that 
our daily lives can be improved by using this principle. The principle is used in the pursuit of progress to 
improve on reality as progress relies on finding a better way to do everything.  

A new way to use this principle is the 70/30 thinking, that is about any issue that is important to 
you and asks you to make a judgement on whether the principle is working. This is the daily life , non 
quantitative putting into practice of the principle. It is used to change behaviour and to focus on the most 
important 30 per cent. It works when it multiplies effectiveness. Action resulting should lead us to get much 
more from much less. When using this principle we do not assume that its results are good or bad or that the 
powerful forces we observe are necessarily good. We decide whether they are good and either determine to 
give the minority of powerful forces a further shove in the right direction or to work out how to frustrate 
their operation. 

By putting it into practice, this principle implies that we should do the following: 
• celebrate exceptional productivity, rather than raise average efforts. 
• look for the short cut, rather than run the full course 
• exercise control over our lives with the least possible effort 
• be selective 
• strive for excellence in few things, rather than good performance in many 
• delegate or outsource as much as possible in our daily lives and be encouraged rather than 

penalized by tax systems to do this 
• choose our careers and employers with extraordinary care 
• only do the thing we are best at doing and enjoy most 
• look beneath the normal texture of life to uncover ironies and oddities 
• in every important sphere work out where 30 per cent of effort can lead to 70 per cent of 

returns 
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• calm down, work less and target a limited number of very valuable goals where the 70/30 
principle will work for us, rather than pursuing every available opportunity 

• make the most of those few ”lucky streaks” in our life where we are at our creative peak 
and the stars line up to guarantee success. 

The 70/30 Principle applied to business has one key theme- to generate the most money with the 
least expenditure of assets and effort. 

The classical economists of the XIXth and XXth century developed a theory of economic 
equilibrium and of the firm that has dominated thinking ever since. The theory states that under perfect 
competition firms do not make excess returns, and profitability is either zero or the normal cost of capital, 
the latter usually being defined by a modest interest charge. Then the theory of the firm goes like this: in any 
market, some suppliers will be better than others at satisfying customer needs. They will obtain the highest 
price achievements and the highest market shares. 

More than this, the objective of 70/30 thinking is to generate action which will make sharp 
improvements in your life and that of the others. Thinking escapes from the linear logic trap by appealing to 
experience, introspection and imagination. If we are unhappy we do not worry about the proximate cause. 
We think about the times we have been happy, we do not look for causes of failure, we imagine and then 
create the circumstances that will make us both happy and productive. We must take into consideration that: 

���� Our life can be affected by a few events and a few decisions. The decisions are often taken 
by default rather than conscious choice; we let life happen to us rather than shape it; we can improve it by 
admitting the turning points and by making the decisions that will make us happy and productive. 

���� There are always a few key inputs to what happens and they are often not the obvious ones; 
if the key causes can be identified and isolated we can very often exert more influence on them that we think 
possible. 

���� Everyone can achieve something significant. The key is not the effort but to find the right 
thing to achieve. You are no doubt more productive at some things than at others but one have to dilute the 
effectiveness of this by doing too many others where our skill is nowhere near as great. 

���� There are always winners and losers and always more of the latter. You can be a winner by 
choosing the right competition, the right team and the right methods to win. 

���� Most of our failures are in races for which others enter us. Most of our success comes from 
races we ourselves want to enter. We fail to win most races because we enter too many of the wrong ones: 
their ones, not our ones. 

���� Few people take objectives really seriously. They put average effort into too many things, 
rather than superior thought and effort into a few important things. People who achieve the most are selective 
as well as determined. 

���� Most people spend most of their time on activities that are of low value to themselves and 
others. The 70/30 thinker escapes this trap and can achieve much more of the few higher value objectives 
without noticeable more effort. 

���� An important decision is the choice of allies. Almost nothing can be achieved without allies; 
but most people do not choose them carefully. Some of us have too many and do not use them properly. 
70/30 thinkers choose a few allies carefully and build the alliances carefully to achieve their specific 
objectives. 

���� Money used rightly can be a source of opportunity to shift towards a better lifestyle.  
���� Few people spend enough time and thought cultivating their own happiness. They seek 

indirect goals (money, promotion), that may be difficult to attain and will prove to be extremely inefficient 
sources of happiness. Happiness not spent today does not lead to happiness tomorrow. It will atrophy if not 
exercised. The 70/30 thinkers know what generates their happiness and pursue it consciously, cheerfully and 
intelligently, using happiness today to build and multiply happiness tomorrow. 

���� The logic of professional success leads to ever greater professional demands. To succeed 
you must aim for the top. To get there, you must turn yourself into a business. To obtain maximum leverage, 
you must employ a large number of people. To maximize the value of your business, you must use other 
people’s money and exploit capital leverage- to become even larger and more profitable. 

���� If you decide which shares to buy it is good to specialize in an area in which you consider 
yourself an expert. Possibilities are almost endless; you could specialize in shares of the industry in which 
you work or of your hobby, your local area or anything else you are interested in. if you like shopping you 
might decide to specialize in the shares of retailers. Then, if you notice a new chain springing up, where new 
store seem to be full of keen shoppers, you might want to invest in those shares. 
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���� The key to making a career out of an enthusiasm is knowledge. You must know more about 
an area than anybody else does; then work out a way to market it, to create a set of loyal customers. It is not 
enough to know a lot about a little. You have to know more than anybody else, at least about something. You 
should not stop improving your expertise until you are sure you know more, and are better in your niche than 
anybody else. Then, reinforce your lead by constant practice and do not expect to become a leader unless you 
really are more knowledgeable than anyone else.     

Many years ago, Aristotle said that the goal of all human activity should be happiness. It seems 
that we haven’t listened too much to him. Perhaps he should have told us how to be happy. So, he could have 
started by analyzing the causes of happiness and unhappiness. Happiness is profoundly existential. Past 
happiness may be remembered or future happiness planned, but the pleasure it gives can only be experienced 
in the “now”. One of the 70/30 hypothesis would be that 70 per cent of happiness occurs in 30 per cent of our 
time. It is interesting that those who are happy with most of their lives are more likely to be happier overall; 
those whose happiness is concentrated in short bursts are likely to be less happy with life overall. 

Are there some ways to be happier? 
���� Identify the times when you are happiest and expand them as much as possible. 
���� Identify the times when you are at least happy and reduce them as much as possible. 
Or :  
-spend more time on the type of activities that are very effective at making you happy and less 

time on other activities. 
- start by cutting off the spots of unhappiness, the things that tend to make you actively unhappy.  
The best way to start being happier is to stop being unhappy. You have more control over this by 

avoiding situations where experience suggests you are likely to become unhappy. 
- for such activities that are ineffective at making you happy it is good to think systematically of 

ways that you could enjoy more. 
- by cultivating habits of optimism we can have a happier life as optimism is an ingredient for 

both success and happiness. 
- we must sometimes change the way we think about events; we can train ourselves to break the 

self reinforcing pattern of depression by simple steps such as seeking out company, changing 
our physical setting or forcing ourselves to exercise. 

- we can change the way we think about ourselves; we can make ourselves happy or unhappy by 
the way we decide to feel. We must make the choice that we want to be happy. We owe it to 
ourselves and to other people too. A positive self image is very important, a sense of self worth 
can and should be cultivated; you know that you can do it: give up guilt, forget about your 
weaknesses, focus and build on your strengths, remember all the good things you have done, 
all the small and big achievements. 

- we tell ourselves stories about us. We have to do this and we will increase the sum of human 
happiness by starting with ourselves and radiating out to others. 

- we can make ourselves happier by changing events  we encounter and that make us depressed 
or miserable. 

- we can become happier by changing the people we see most, the amount of time spend with 
them has to be changed. 

We must give the necessary time to everything we do, we must improve efficiency, effectiveness, 
we should not be afraid of our mistakes, we must fit into the world. 

I do think that someone plays some dice with the universe. But they are loaded dice. And the main 
objective is to find out by what rules they had been loaded and how we can use them for our own ends...   
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Abstract: By signing the Treaty from Rome (1957, the task of creating the institutions and mechanisms 
necessary for the functioning of the single agricultural market was assigned to the Common Agricultural Policy which 
developed a system for the management of the agricultural resources and products by the mean of the Common Market 
Organizations. The Common Market Organizations are formed at communitarian level and agro-food chains are 
organized at national level. The process of organizing and functioning of each product’s chain is based on the fact that 
all the economic agents making business in agriculture are complying with the communitarian and national rules.  
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1. Introduction 
Romania has adhered to the European Union at the 1st of January 2007 but this does not necessary 

mean it has already integrated in this organism that is above all the European states. 
The process of Romania’s integration in the European Union will continue until the entire Romanian 

society will be interconnected with the communitarian one and it will reach the competitiveness, quality and 
civilization standards from the European Union. In regard to the agricultural sector, we consider the European 
integration process will last longer and be more difficult than in other member states, considering the serious 
problems and the dysfunctions it has been confronted with before the adhesion and still is, unfortunately, 
confronting after the 1st of January 2007. Romanian agriculture could not succeed at the moment of the 
adhesion to the European Union and it still does not succeed to produce the agro-food products necessary for 
assuring the population’s food consumption. In addition to that, the Romanian agricultural structures are not 
compatible with those from the E.U., the average efficiencies are low, the agricultural producers are not 
properly organized and can not deal with the competition and the   agricultural market has serious dysfunctions, 
being even non-functional in many situations. 

During the integration period, Romania has to create as soon as possible a competitive agricultural sector, 
with agricultural structures compatible with the European Union ones, able to capitalize on the natural, 
material, financial and human resources the country has so to increase the efficiencies to the level of those from 
within the European Community and therefore to increase significantly the agriculture’s contribution to the 
development of the national economy,  specifically to the creation and functioning of the local (national) 
market. 

We consider that, in order to achieve these objectives, Romania must show special attention to the 
formation and consolidation of the agro-food chains so to make them efficient and has to assure the normal 
functioning of the national (local) agricultural market. Romania must respect the communitarian regulation and 
to implement the stipulations of the Common Agricultural Policy in these attempts. 

 
2. The Concept and Contents of the Market Common Organizations in the European Union 
Since the creation of the European Community by the Treaty of Rome (1957), the countries signing it has 

set the common objective of achieving the economic, political and social integration based on the principle of a 
unique market. The role of creating the institutions and mechanisms capable to guarantee the functioning of the 
unique agricultural market was fulfilled by the Common Agricultural Policy. It has created a management 
system of the agricultural resources and products through the Market Common Organizations. The 
management of the communitarian resources through the Market Common Organizations is based on „the 
European agricultural pattern” and the mechanisms of the Common Agricultural Policy. The European 
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agricultural pattern guarantees the maintaining and stability of the farmers’ level of incomes by promoting the 
diversity of the economic activities and the environmental protection so to preserve the European pattern of 
rural life and to protect the landscapes. For this, in the opinion of the European Union, the agriculture must be a 
healthy and powerful economic sector. In this context the new agricultural pattern of the E.U. is focused on the 
multifunctional agriculture and answers in a better manner to the market’s requirements and the rural 
development. It is focused on a series of aspects, the more important being (Zahiu, 2006).  

a) The formation if a viable and competitive agricultural sector that will be able to produce to the 
highest standards existent on the global market, without subventions and in conditions of high economic 
efficiency. 

b) The promoting of healthy and environmental friendly production systems in order to guarantee 
quality products at accessible prices, which will satisfy the customers’ requests regarding the safety of the 
aliments and the animals’ comfort.  

c) The diversification of the agricultural production methods by stimulating the traditional ones and the 
ecological agricultural development that will contribute to the sustainable development of the communitarian 
rural space. 

d) The development of a competitive and efficient agricultural sector that will contribute to the 
revitalization of the rural society by the help of the products’ quality and efficiency. 

e) The diversification of the rural economy in order to create new jobs and some alternative sources of 
incomes so to stabilize the rural zones by maintaining the population within these, as well as to protect the 
environment and landscapes.  

f) The promoting of some economic policies that will contribute to the reduction of the costs supported 
from the communitarian budget for the European Union’s agriculture.  

The way the Common Agricultural Policy is put in practice and, especially, the essence and the result 
of using the specific instruments and mechanisms are found in the Common Organization of each agricultural 
product’s or group of products’ market.  

In this context, from the conceptual point of view, the Common Organization of the Market represents 
“an institutional frame for organizing the agricultural markets that assure the implementation of the Common 
Agricultural Policy and monitors the functioning of the mechanisms specific for each product’s market, on its 
way from the agriculture to the processing and the commercialization on the internal and external market 
(Zahiu, 2001). 

Officially, in Romania, in conformity with the stipulations of article 2 from the Government Urgency 
Ordinance, no. 103/2008 regarding the creation of the branch organizations for the agro-food products, by the 
Common Organization of the Agricultural Markets we understand: “a system of mandatory rules and 
mechanisms at the level of the member states that regulates production, commerce and processing of 
agricultural products”. 

In conformity with the stipulation of the article n. 32 from the din Treaty by which the European 
Community was created, the Common Market Organizations can take various shapes depending on the 
characteristics of the product or group of products. Almost all the agricultural production of the European 
Union in the present is object of the Common Market Organizations.  

In the terms of the Communitarian law, the Common Organization of the Agricultural Markets (COM) 
was defined by the European Court of Justice in 1974 to be “an assembly of legal means which puts under the 
control of the communitarian public authority the settlement of that type of products’ market, targeting to 
guarantee by the growth of the manpower’s productivity and optimal use an equitable living standard to the 
producers, the stabilization of the markets, the security of the supply and reasonable prices for the consumers 
from the member states. The Common Organization created respecting these principles can stipulate the 
necessary intervention measures, especially the settlement of prices, the subventions for the production and 
commercialization, the storage and the support for common agreements and mechanisms that can stabilized 
import and export” (Manolache, 2003). From the implementation of the common Agricultural Policy, the 
Common Market Organizations have replaced gradually the national market organizations in the sectors in 
which this thing was necessary. The Common Organization of the Agricultural Markets is meant to achieve the 
objectives of the Common Agricultural Policy and to contribute to the stabilization of the market and farmers’ 
incomes, the control of the agricultural production, the guarantee of the food safety, the environmental 
protection and the minimization of the costs supported by the European Union budget. An attentive analysis of 
the contents of all the Common Organization of the Agricultural Markets’ regulations that they essentially 
stipulate:  
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a) The determination of some rules at communitarian level regarding the agricultural production, its 
quality and commercialization manner; 

b) The determination of the amount of financial support that is given from the communitarian budget to 
the producers for sustaining their incomes and avoiding the surpluses of agricultural products. 

The principal responsibilities of the Common Market Organizations are: 
a) The determination of some intervention prices in the case of special situations for thee agricultural 

products, viable in all the European Union; 
b) The granting of financial subventions for supporting the level of the incomes of the producers and 

operators from the agricultural sector; 
c) The determination of some mechanisms for the control of production and the organization of the 

commerce with the member states but with third parties too.  
The Common Market Organization at communitarian level was, is and most certainly will be a 

necessity for the functioning of the unique agricultural market so the member states will be able to assure their 
food safety, at the level of the European Union.  

Therefore, the Common Market Organization is achieved at communitarian level, and each member state 
puts in practice and respects the communitarian rules and mechanisms specific for each historical stage in the 
development of the agriculture. Based on this functioning frame, set at communitarian level, and the member 
states, at national level, are harmonizing permanently the legislation and creates and adapts the institutional 
system in order to implement the communitarian aquis and put in practice the Common Agricultural Policy. 

The Common Market Organization, as we noticed, regulates at national level the road made by the 
agro-food product from the producer to the consumer. The regulation and the description of this road and of the 
specific functioning and organizing system are made on each product’s chain. The organization and functioning 
of each product’s chain is based on the respect of the communitarian rules but also of the numerous details and 
national and local regulations (Zahiu, 2005). 

Applying the communitarian stipulations from the Specific Regulations of the Common Market 
Organizations, the member states organize their agricultural products’ chains depending on the local and zonal 
particularities. 

The organization of the national chains is done through mechanisms specific to the competitive market but 
taking into consideration the communitarian stipulations as well as those of the World Commerce Organization. 
The Common Market Organizations have created the institutional frame necessary for the functioning of each 
product’s or groups of products’ market at communitarian level and the product chain have contributed and still 
contributes decisively to the formation and functioning of the local (national) market within each member state. 
The formation of the institutional frame for the functioning of the Common Market Organizations is part of the 
European Union Council of Ministries’ responsibilities. The council also decides on the modalities of putting in 
practice the various regulations for sustaining the Common Market Organizations. The European Commission 
is assisted by an administrative council for each Common Market Organization.  

The administrative committee is composed of the member states’ representatives and is chaired by a 
representative of the European commission, among its preoccupations being the authorization of the regulating 
measures. The organization and functioning of each product’s chain also implies the creation of the 
professional and branch organisms that will defend the economic agents’ interests in their relations with the 
state and government of each country. In other words, we could say the organization of the product chains is 
achieved based on a communitarian, but national as well institutional and legislative frame that will respect the 
specific of each member state and the evolution of the market and is permanently adapted to new situations 
with the aim to maintain the market’s balance, to avoid crisis and to facilitate the liberalization of the 
commercial changes in order to increase the economic competitiveness and efficiency.  

The process of organizing the common agricultural markets had begun in January 1967, with the grains 
and has continued in time, so, in the present, almost all the agricultural products are practically the object of 21 
Common Market Organizations. 

The common agricultural market has been continuously regulated along time. At the present moment, 
we consider the European Union is in a very advanced stage of simplification and reducing of the 
interventionist measures meant to increase the agriculture’s competitiveness so to be able to compete with the 
American one and with the process of acceleration of the international commerce’s liberalization, imposed by 
the World Commerce Organization.  

In this sense, we must mention the Council Regulation (EC) no. 1234/2007, the regulation for the 
creation of a common organization of the agricultural markets and regarding specific dispositions concerning 
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certain agricultural products (the unique OCP Regulation), which unifies in a common frame all the Market’s 
Common Organizations of all the 21 products. 

The instruments and mechanisms of the Common Agricultural Policy have been also simplified and 
unified by the Council Regulation (EC) no. 73/2009 for establishing certain common norms for direct help 
systems for the agricultors within the Common Agricultural Policy and for creating some help systems for the 
cultivators, modifying at the same time the Council Regulation (EC) no. 1290/2005, the Council Regulation 
(EC) no. 247/2006 and the Council Regulation (EC) no. 378/2007, abrogating the Council Regulation (EC) no. 
1782/2003 at the same time.    

Among the instruments and mechanisms used by the Common Market Organizations along time, we 
mention the following: the system of the agricultural prices; the system of intervention stocks (of grains, sugar, 
beef and mutton, powder milk, etc); the subventions granted to the agricultural producers through different 
mechanisms (quality criteria, quotas of production, imposts, etc.); helps for production and transformation; 
subventions granted to the processing specialists in special cases (e.g.  perishable products, etc.); subventions 
given as compensatory payment for the direct support of the farmers’ incomes; the limitation of the agricultural 
production by the mean of various regulations regarding the withdrawal from the cultivating surface of some 
surfaces or the cultivations of plants that do not benefit of subvention; direct limitations by the introduction of 
the quota system for milk, sugar, tobacco, etc.; the  external protection (by using some high duties for the 
imported products) in order to guarantee the communitarian preference;  subventions for the export of the  
communitarian agricultural products which have higher prices on the internal market than the ones on the 
global market (Zahiu, 2001). 

Some of those instruments and mechanisms were intensely used while others far less, depending on the 
historical stage of development. Some instruments and mechanisms that have become traditional (price of 
intervention, direct compensatory payments, etc.) are replaced by new ones nowadays (the scheme of unique 
payment per exploitation, etc.), far more adapted to the exigencies the European Union has to deal with in the 
next period of time. The process of substitution and simplification of the mechanisms and instruments of 
Common Agricultural Policy is accompanied by the same type of process in the case of the Common 
Organizations of Agricultural Markets. 

 
  3. Formation of the agro-food chains in Romania 
 The formation of the agro-food chains in Romania is a very actual and important problem because the 

agriculture has suffered a profound process of reforming that has led to the restructuration and destroying of the 
already existent ones, specific for the socialist economic system. In this context, we consider some conceptual 
clarifications are in order for analyzing properly the evolution of the agro-food chains’ process of formation in 
Romania.  

 
3.1 The Concept of Agro-food Chain 
The term of “chain” comes from the French word “filière” and, according to the Explicative dictionary of 

the Romanian Language, edition 1996, has many significations, among which we mention:  “succession of 
means, steps, and stages, that intervene in a process until a certain result is obtained”. We consider in fact that 
this is the correct signification on which is based the use of the term chain beside the adjective “agro-food”. 

Due to the multitude of meanings of the word “chain”, it results that the definition of “product chain” is 
not unitary. It has evolved concomitantly with the development of the agro-food economy. So, in 1968, the 
American economist Ray Goldberg has defined chain like “being the totality of the economic agents involved 
in a product’s production, transformation and commercialization”. Later on, in 1985, the Center for Applicative 
Researches and Studies of the Superior School from Nantes (France) has defined the chain to be “an economic 
system formed by the assembly of supply and distribution channels used by the producers selling the same type 
of goods competing on a consumer market. A chain or channel is not referring to a certain consumer market but 
to the utilization of the same row materials or technical equipment by the industrial firm”.  

In 1986, the French economist Louis Malassis defined the product chain like “the itinerary followed by a 
product (or group of products) within the agro-food system. It implies the assembly of economic agents 
(enterprises and administrations) and operations (production, repartition and financing) that concur to the 
formation and transfer of the products till the final stage of utilization and the mechanisms of adjusting the 
fluxes, factors and products along the chain and in the final stage”. 

In Romania, Manole (2005) consider that “agro-food chain analysis consists in following the itinerary of 
the agro-food chain from the production of the agricultural raw materials serving to its fabrication, until its 
utilization as a consumable food product. It means to follow its itinerary from the agricultural exploitation until 
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the consumer’s plate, which marks the preponderance of the supply function in the agro-food chain”. The 
Romanian Government Ordinance n. 45/2005 regarding the organization of the agricultural and agro-food 
products’ market mentioned the fact that “the product chain includes the system of functional relations between 
the agricultural producers, depositories, distributors, traders, processors, transporters, beneficiaries, users in 
regard to the production, certification and control of the same product for the utilization and/or consume”. A 
similar definition is found in the Government Urgency Ordinance n. 103/2008 regarding the creation of the 
branch organizations for agro-food products. An attentive analysis of the definitions presented points out the 
fact an agro-food product found on a consumer’s table is there because it satisfies a solvable requirement or 
need of the person that have bought it. In order for him to buy it, the farmers had to produce it, the 
intermediaries had to purchase, transport and store it, the processors had to process it if it can be consumed 
fresh, and the traders had to commercialize it on the market. It can be said that an agro-food product has to 
follow a path made out of many successive stages before arriving on the consumer’s table, such as: agriculture; 
acquisition, transport and storage; processing and commercialization.  

Within each stage there is a higher or lower number of economic agents, between whom complex 
collaboration or competitive relations are settled. These business relations are settled even between economic 
agents found in different stages. We can find on the respective road a series of material, financial, logistic and 
informational fluxes also, circulating both ways, from the producer to the consumer and from the consumer to 
the producer.  

This assembly formed of the components mentioned above, due to various relations settled between them 
along time, is behaving as a whole and functions better or worse. Therefore, this paper’s author considers that 
the agro-food chain must be approached based on a systemic conception because its behavior is that of an open 
system which makes a permanent change of materials (purchases and sales) and energy (thermal, mechanic, 
photochemical etc.) with the environment and by the mean of the feedback relations it has the tendency to self-
regulate. The target of each economic agent, indifferent of the stage it is in, is to satisfy the consumers’ 
demands at a higher quality level and to obtain a maximum profit based on that. For this, it is however 
necessary the solicited agro-food product to reach the consumer at the right moment, in the desired quantity and 
at the highest quality, and at the lowest costs. This is possible only if all the components are interconnected, 
helping each other and granting the best functioning of the assembly, meaning the agro-food chain. If, on the 
contrary, the component parts are annihilating each other the agro-food chain becomes non-functional.   If one 
or more components of the chain turn to be disruptive factors, then the agro-food chain registers distortions that 
become chronic and can make it non-functional. Considering the ideas presented above, the author thinks that a 
comprehensive definition of the agro-food chain should contain the idea it is an open system that include the 
path followed by an agro-food product, in successive stages, between which there is a system of complex 
relations and various fluxes, to arrive from the producer to the consumer, at the right moment, in the desired 
quantity and at the highest quality, and at the lowest costs. A close analysis of the agro-food chain proves us the 
activities developed within it are regulated by the operative communitarian and national legislation. At the 
same time, the product chain does not always succeed to assure its functionality and balance and for this reason 
the intervention of the control and adjustment organisms and mechanisms is needed. The adjustment of agro-
food chains can be achieved by a system of stimulators and stabilizers that results in the price policy, the 
support for the farmers and the consumers too, the specific taxation on agricultural products, the duties used to 
bring the balance between the demand and the offer, the stabilization of the production and offer and the 
stabilization of prices, etc. (Manole, 2005). For each product or group of products there is a specific agro-food 
chain (e.g. sugar chain, vegetables-fruits chain, wine chain etc.). The chain can be longer or shorter and its 
stages can be identifies either to a single economic agent level or to local, county, national or international 
level. The relations between the participants to a chain is generally based on economic contracts in which they 
assume some rights, obligations and responsibilities. The total agro-food chains from a country form the agro-
food system of that state and the character of the agro-food economy, the functionality of the agricultural 
market and the population’s food safety depends on its functioning and performance. We consider that, for the 
study of the agro-food chains formation in Romania, it is necessary an interdisciplinary approach (technical, 
economic, sociologic etc.) of each stage followed by the agricultural product from the producer to the 
consumer. This research over the agro-food chains formation and evolution should be focused both on the pre-
adhesion and post-adhesion period. 

  
3.2 The Evolution of the agro-food chains formation process in Romania before the integration in 

the European Union 
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The agro-food chains formation is a slow process that takes a lot of time and important sums of money for 
supporting the participants from the various stages of the path followed by the product from the producer to the 
consumer. In our opinion, the evolution of agro-food chains formation before the adhesion of Romania to the 
European Union can be divided in three stages: before 1989, the period 1990-2001 and the period 2002-2006. 

a) Agro-food chains in Romania before 1989 were relying on the state and cooperative property and 
were characterized by features specific for the socialist economic system. In the “agriculture” stage, the 
agricultural products were obtained in state units (IAS-s, institutes and stations for agricultural research, food 
and fruits processing enterprises etc.) that had large surfaces on which modern agricultural methods were 
applied, based on chemicalization, irrigation and mechanization.  In consequence, the agricultural  production 
obtained in Romania, in this period of time, was covering the population’s consume needs and it also permitted 
that large quantities to be available for export; they were sent on the international market and contributed 
substantially to the payment of the country’s external debt. The structure of the cultivated field, the production 
level and its destination were stipulated in the National Development Plan and they were divided then on 
counties, villages and economic units. The supplying with inputs was made in conformity with the division 
system at unique prices se by the state through administrative decisions. The delivery of the agricultural 
products was also made at unique prices determined by the state. Between the economic agents, there were only 
collaboration relations, and competitiveness was just a word. The enterprises’ objective was just to realize as 
much production as possible and of a better quality. The production sector was excessively regulated by various 
legislative acts and the adjustment instruments frequently used were the annulations of the banking debts and 
the cover up of the losses. For the acquisition, transport and storage, there were state enterprises and specialized 
cooperatives that had their own transportation and storage means. There was a network of deposits at national 
level, specialized on different agricultural products (cereals, vegetables-fruits, wine etc.). For the processing 
stage, there were specialized enterprises that processed the agricultural products and stored the finite products. 
For the commercialization, there were state enterprises and cooperatives specialized in the commerce with 
agricultural products. The agricultural products’ prices of sales were unique and all the same at national level, 
determined by the state through administrative decisions. There were markets in the towns and cities were the 
individual farmers could sell directly their agricultural products but had to respect some mercurial prices and 
other imposed conditions. The agro-food chains from this period were strongly regulated by a multitude of 
normative acts and adjusted by the frequent intervention of the state, through the administrative instruments. 

b) The agro-food chains from Romania during 1990-2001 were affected profoundly by the process of 
transition to the market economy that had intervened after the Revolution from December 1989. Two 
contradictory processes happened in this period regarding the agro-food chains that were interrelated and 
evolved simultaneously. The first process was that of restructuring and elimination of the old socialist agro-
food chains, based on the state property and the second was feeble attempt to create the new agro-food chains 
based on the private property and characteristic for the market economy. These processes manifested 
concomitantly within each stage of the agro-food chains. The reconstitution and constitution of the private 
property right on lands and other goods that led to the excessive crumbing of the agricultural land fund and to 
the disappearance of the existent exploitation structures, of socialist type. Instead 4,5 millions of individual 
agricultural exploitations have emerged that did not have the technical, economic and professional capacity  to 
practice an efficient and competitive agriculture. In this way, the national agricultural production has dropped 
dramatically and was not able to cover the consume needs of the population; therefore, Romania had to import 
70 - 80% of the food necessary for feeding the population.  The specialized enterprises for the acquisition, 
transport and storage have disappeared and the deposits have deteriorated or have been destroyed or they even 
changed their profile. The prices of the agricultural products were liberalized and are presently formed on the 
market based on the confrontation between the demand and the offer. Since the offer of Romanian agricultural 
products was and still is below the level of demand, a rapid growth of the prices happened on the market. The 
degree of legislative regulation has decreased considerably, the farmers started to produce what they wanted 
and how much they could, without coordination at national level. The state has exit the market in this period 
due to a legislative void and the control actions were rare or not at all. The relations of collaboration between 
the economic agents were very much reduced and the relations of competition emerged. The activity of 
supplying inputs was made at variable prices formed on the market and became more and more difficult due to 
the lack or insufficiency of financial resources. The technological level suffered a dramatic decrease and the 
efficiency became lower and lower, the quality very bad and the products were non-competitive on the market. 
All these disadvantages created various distortions on the market which made it non-functional. But 
simultaneously with these phenomena some private agricultural exploitation were constituted that applied and 
still put in practice efficient agricultural technologies and higher and higher performances are achieved and the 
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products are sold on the local market.  We believe these agricultural exploitations were the base on which the 
new agro-food chains specific for the market economy were created. In the processing sector the privatization 
of the enterprises took place, many closed their doors and some modern agro-food processing firms appeared. 
Profound chances were felt in the commercialization stage as well. The commercial enterprises specialized in 
agricultural products belonging to the state were sold, many were declared bankrupt but many private firms 
were created and they put in practice a modern commerce. The new agro-food chains formation was very slow 
between the years 1990-2001. 

The Agro-food Chains from Romania during 2002-2006 have continued to multiply but very slowly in 
spite of the state’s efforts to accelerate the process by using the intervention mechanisms needed for the 
adhesion to the European Union. The communitarian pre-adhesion financial funds as well as the national ones 
have contributed greatly, however, to press the formation of the agro-food chains but not enough to make them 
functional at national level. The legislative harmonization and the institutional reform for the implementation of 
the Common Agricultural Policy in the Romanian agriculture and the formation of the agro-food chains has 
begun to evolve in conformity with the communitarian stipulations. 

 
3.3 The evolution of the agro-food chains formation process in the first years after Romania’s 

adhesion to the European Union 
In the moment of Romania’s adhesion to the European Union, at the 1st of January 2007, the agro-food 

chains were in course of formation and non-functional. In regard to the”agriculture” stage, a large number of 
agricultural exploitations for subsistence and semi-subsistence are still present, producing mostly for self-
consume and very small quantities for commercialization on the market. It can be observed that the present 
rudimentary agro technical level has negative effects such as low efficiencies and low productions that are not 
able or sufficient to satisfy the population consume needs.  At the same time, it became obvious there is a 
renewing trend of the agricultural exploitations’ modernization process due to the supporting of the farmers’ 
incomes and the investments made in this domain by the mean of communitarian and national funds. The 
legislative aspect has improved and the state has become more involved in the agriculture by a series of 
adjustment and control mechanisms. And now the groups of producers are slowly organized and recognized by 
the state and the market.  

The results are insignificant in the case of the acquisition, transport, storage stage since the since the 
number of the specialized economic agent is very low. The acquisition of the agricultural products from the 
farmers is difficult and unimportant quantitatively in these conditions, due to the big number of individual 
exploitations producing small quantities of agricultural products that are not uniform from the qualitative and 
structural perspective. There are few specialized means of transport and the agricultural products continue to be 
transported in improper means of transport, inclusively the farmers’ own cars. There are none or really few 
modern specialized deposits for the preservation of agricultural products. The communitarian support with 
investments in modern deposits has favored the mergence on the market of such modern deposits with frigorific 
or controlled atmosphere technology. 

On the other hand, in the processing stage of the agricultural products, a real modernization process is 
visible by the existence of specialized economic agents that succeeded in accessing both the pre-adhesion 
communitarian funds and the post-adhesion ones either to build new capacities or to rehabilitate the existent. 

The commercialization stage of the agricultural products is recording obvious progresses because 
modern shops have appeared and the agro-food products sold are more qualitative but the agro-food marketing 
channels are poorly represented on the market or are totally missing and the recognized groups of producers 
that could deal with the selling of the these products are very few and beginners in this domain.  The offer of 
Romanian agro-food products continues to be insufficient and most of the times non-competitive in report with 
products of the same kind brought from other countries. 

In these conditions, our opinion is the agro-food chains formation process in Romania is evolving still 
very slowly and this fact creates distortions on the agricultural products market and makes it non-functional. 
This status in the domain of agro-food chains does not allow the efficient utilization of the agricultural 
resources Romania has, at the maximum potential possible.  

 
4. Conclusions 

The initial objectives of the Common Agricultural Policy aimed to ensure the alimentary security and 
the elimination of the differences between the member states by increasing the competitiveness of the 
agricultural activity towards modernization in order to determine the growth of the cultivators’ incomes and the 
stabilization of the agricultural markets. These objectives have been achieved progressively by creating and 
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using some economic-financial institutions and mechanisms within the system of the Market’s Common 
Organizations. From a conceptual point of view, the Market’s Common Organization represents an institutional 
frame for organizing the agricultural markets that assure the implementation of the Common Agricultural 
Policy and monitor the functioning of the mechanisms specific for each product’s market and each product’s 
road from the agriculture to the processing process and commercialization on the internal and external market. 
The Market’s Common Organization is made at communitarian level and the E.U. members states are 
compelled to respect at national level the communitarian norms and mechanisms. At national level, agro-
alimentary channels oriented on a product or a group of products are created and they are based on the 
communitarian norms but also on the specific national and local regulations. The Market’s Common 
Organizations are permanently adapting to the new situations so to preserve the balance on the market, to avoid 
crisis and to facilitate the liberalization of exchanges in order to increase the economic competitiveness and 
efficiency. The consequence has been the Market’s Common Organizations have been reformed continuously 
being found in the present in a very advanced process of simplification. In this sense, we must mention the 
Council Regulation (EC) no. 1234/2007, the regulation for the creation of a common organization of the 
agricultural markets and regarding specific dispositions concerning certain agricultural products (the unique 
OCP Regulation), which unifies in a common frame all the Market’s Common Organizations of all the 21 
products. 

The instruments and mechanisms of the Common Agricultural Policy have been also simplified and 
unified by the Council Regulation (EC) no. 73/2009 for establishing certain common norms for direct help 
systems for the agricultors within the Common Agricultural Policy and for creating some help systems for the 
cultivators, modifying at the same time the Council Regulation (EC) no. 1290/2005, the Council Regulation 
(EC) no. 247/2006 and the Council Regulation (EC) no.  378/2007, abrogating the Council Regulation (EC) no. 
1782/2003 at the same time.    

We appreciate that the European integration process of the Romanian agriculture and the process of 
organizing the local market will both take more time and are more difficult than in the other E.U. member 
states because of the serious economic problems and the existing malfunctions. The essence of actual situation 
is that the Romanian agriculture was not able at the adhesion moment and is not able even now to produce the 
agro-alimentary products necessary to assure what the population consumes (almost 22 millions inhabitants). 

There are multiple causes, beginning with the slow and lean formation of the agro-alimentary markets 
and continuing with the inefficient use of the agricultural resources, the existence of agricultural structures 
incompatible with the European Union ones, the low outputs per ha or per animal that lead to harvesting an 
insufficient national agricultural production, considering also the producers lack of organizing though they can 
not compete efficiently on their own and the seriously dysfunctional agricultural market which sometimes 
proves to be actually non-functional. 

The formation of the agro-food chains in Romania is a difficult process, evolving really slow, needing 
time and serious amounts of money for the financial support of the participants during the stages of the 
circulation of the agricultural process from the producer to the consumer. These stages are: agriculture, 
acquisition, transport and depositing, processing (only in the case of the products that have to be processed) and 
commercialization. 

The process of organizing and functioning of each product’s chain is based on the fact that all the 
economic agents making business in agriculture are complying with the communitarian and national rules.  
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Abstract: Due to the performances achieved in the wine sector, the European Union is the world leader with 
over 50% of the surfaces cultivated with vine and more than 60% of the world production of grapes and wine. But 
unbalances are registered, however, on the European Union’s wine market generated by the preservation and even 
growth of the exceeding quantities of wine. The reform measures taken until present days had not solved the problem 
and the unbalances became more accentuated. The Council Regulation (EC) no. 479/2008 has put the basis of a new 
reform and a high competitiveness of the wine sector.  
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1. Introduction 
In the European Union, the viticulture is one of the most important sectors in the agriculture. The 

European Union has the worldwide supremacy in this domain due to the development and high performances 
obtained in the wine (and grapevine) sector.  

Exceeding quantities of wine have remained on the market in spite of all the reform measures taken 
at the level of the European level.  From 1982, distillation measures with permanent character were 
established and this led to the development of the distilleries, the growth of alcohol stocks and the decrease 
of the prices on the market. The consequence of these evolutions was that, in 1984, was decided the 
progressive reducing of the quantities of wine meant to be distill and, in 1987, on the basis of the Dublin 
Agreement, new measures of reform were taken by the adoption of two new regulations: (CEE) Regulation 
n. 822/87 regarding the differentiation between the table wine and the quality wine and (CEE) Regulation n. 
823/87 which included specific stipulations related to the quality wine produced in some special areas.  

However the surpluses did not disappear and the imbalances became more accentuated. The growth 
of the competitiveness on the internal and external market become compulsory after 1995 by the alignment 
of the production to the market’s demands and the maintaining of wine and alcohol drinks’ traditional 
exports under the stipulations of the Uruguay Round. 

 
2. The vine growing in the European Union 

Over 50% of the surfaces planted with wines are situated in the E.U. and over 60% of the world’s 
production of grapes and wine are obtained in the European Union (figure 1). 

Figure 1: Global distribution of the wine growing surfaces 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

Source: Vine and Wine International Organization 
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Spain, France, Italy, China, SUA, Portugal. Argentina, Romania etc. have the largest surfaces 
cultivated with wine worldwide. The top ten of the most important grapevine producers worldwide are to be 
found in the following five European countries: Spain, France, Italy, Portugal and Romania.  

In the European Union almost 3, 7 millions ha are cultivated with grapevine, from which 
approximately 74 % of this surface it concentrated in three states: 1200000 ha in Spain, 830000 ha in France 
and 770000 ha in Italy (Turek, 2009). From the total vineyard surface of the European Union, Romania’s 
vine growing surface represents 4, 9%, which puts it on the 5th place, after Spain, France, Italy and Portugal. 
If we analyze the evolution of the surfaces cultivated with vine in the European Union during 2003-2008, we 
can observe a relative stability due to the communitarian regulations regarding the interdictions of planting 
that were introduced to avoid the situations of overproduction manifested on the wine market (Figure  2). In 
regard to the grape production, almost 27 millions tones are produced annually in the European Union, Italy 
being on 1st place, with 8, 5 millions tones, followed by France with 6, 5 millions tones and Spain, with 6 
millions tones. 

 
Figure 2: Evolution of the surfaces cultivated with vine in the European Union during 2003-2007 

 

 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  Source: FAO Statistic Division 2008 and the author’s calculi 
 

Romania is situated on the 7th place, being outrun by Italy, France, Spain, Germany, Portugal, with 
production of over 1 mil tones per year and Greece with 0, 95 mil tones. The production obtained in 
Romania represents only 3% of that obtained in the European Union in 2007. The largest production of 
grapes was obtained in the European Union in 2004 and the smallest one in 2007 (Figure 3). 

 
Figure 3: Evolution of the total production of grapes obtained in the European Union during 2003-2007 

 

 
                            
           
                 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 
       Source: FAO Statistic Division 2008 and the author’s calculi 

 
The average productions of grapes obtained in the European Union during 2003-2007 remained 

constant, of almost 6, 5 tones per ha, with a peak registered in 2004 of  7, 3 tones per ha (Figure 4). The 
highest average productions were obtained in 2007 in Germany (13, 06 tones/ha), Luxembourg (12, 07 
tones/ha), Greece (11, 87 tones/ha) and Italy (11, 06 tones/ha). Romania, though is situated on the 7th place at 
the total productions’’ level, is situated on the 13th place at the average productions per unit of surface level, 
with an average of 4, 45 tones/ha. 
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Figure 4: Evolution of the average production of grapes/ha obtained in the European Union during 2003-2007 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
           Source: FAO Statistic Division 2008 and the author’s calculi  

 
The European Union has about 2, 4 millions vine growers, their vineyards occupying approximately 

3, 6 millions ha, each exploitations having, in average, almost 1,5 hectares. Romania is a special case, with 
some 950000 vine exploitations and a medium surface of 0, 2 ha/exploitation. 

Appreciatively 40% of the vine cultivated surfaces are intended for the production of „table wines” 
and 60% for „quality wines produced in delimited areas”. This repartition varies seriously from one member 
state to another, depending on the wine classification in each and every member state. 

 
3. Wine production in the European Union  

Wine is one of the top sectors of the European Union’s agricultural production, its financial 
contribution being far superior to that of olive oil, sugar beet, and close to that of the wheat (Subic, 2008).  

 
Table 1: Average Wine Productions obtained per hectare in the European Union and in Romania (Hl/ha) 

Nr. Country 2003 2004 2005 2006 

1. Luxemburg 117,6 95,1 120 103,9 

2. Germany 95,1 79,7 98,6 90,4 

3. Malta - 119 83,3 83,3 

4. Italy 58,3 60,5 73,1 69,1 

5. Greece 38,2 58,7 64,6 59,9 

6. France  56,2 51,9 64 58,4 

7. Slovenia - 41 56,9 52,8 

8. Austria  50,3 51,7 52,7 44,7 

9. Hungary - 43,7 61 41,8 

10. Spain 29,9 37,5 39,1 32,3 

11. Romania 23,8 27,6 12,1 30,9 

12. Portugal 27,7 30,4 31,6 30,4 

13. Czech Republic   - 28 30,4 23 

14. Great Britain 12 23,1 29,2 20,1 

15. Slovakia - 25,7 19 14 

16. Cyprus  - 19 16,5 12,7 

17. Total UE 15 46,3 48,2 56,0 50,5 

18. Total UE 25 - 48,1 55,5 49,8 

19. Total UE 27 - 45,4 51,3 47,5 

           Source: EUROSTAT 
 
France, Italy and Spain produce together 78,6% of the European Union’s wine production in the 

present, being followed by Germany, Portugal and Greece, from the old member states and by Romania and 
Hungary, from the new member states. 
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The average wine productions that are obtained from the quantity of grapes gathered from a hectare 
reflect the significant differences between the old member states and the new member states. So, among the 
countries UE 15, the average wine production is of 50,5 hl/ha, with a maximum quantity of 120 hl/ha in 
Luxemburg in 2005 and a minimum quantity of 12 hl/ha in Great Britain, in 2003. Among the new member 
states, big quantities of wine per hectare were obtained in Malta (83,3 hl/ha), in 2006, in Hungary (61 hl/ha) 
and Slovenia (56,9 hl/ha), in 2005. Small quantities of wine/hectare were obtained in Cyprus (12, 7 hl/ha) 
and Slovakia (14 hl/ha), in 2006 and in Romania (12,1 hl/ha), in 2005 (Table 1). 

Countries like Austria, France, Germany, Greece, Italy, Luxemburg, Malta and Hungary have and 
intensive vine growing and obtain productions of over 50 de hectoliters of wine per hectare. At the opposite 
pole there are the countries with lower efficiencies, though they have important percentages of the vine 
cultivated surface at European level: Spain (29, 9-39, 1 hl/ha), Portugal (27, 7-31, 6 hl/ha), Romania (12, 1-
30, 9 hl/ha) etc. The vine growing plantations in these countries combine the intensive method with the 
extensive and semi extensive ones. 

The evolution of the total production of wine on the present territory of the European Union had a 
decreasing tendency during 1979-1994, but afterwards a tendency of stabilization was manifested until 2008. 
From the analysis of the data presented in table 2, it results the European Union produces annually between 
170 millions and 190 millions hectoliters of wine, with small variation from one year to the next.  

 
Table 2: Total wine production obtained in the European Union during 2000 – 2007 (Thousands hl) 

Nr.  Specification  
Year 

2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 

1. 
Total Production, 
from which: 

179153 176005 159122 164167 168679 190538 173008 176673 

2. Table Wine 100522 99672 86762 80404 87550 101227 86232 92383 
3. Quality Wine  70858 70114 65969 65308 64929 75204 70472 67886 

4. 
Other special 
wines 

7773 6219 6391 18455 16200 14107 16304 16404 

Source: European Commission and the author’s calculi 
 

A decreasing tendency of the table wine quantities is noticeable, the quantities of quality wine are 
relatively stable and the special wine quantities are increasing. In the countries that are important producers 
of wine (France, Italy, Spain), the annual consume is decreasing but in the countries in which the wine is not 
produced or is produced in insignificant quantities (Ireland, Germany, Great Britain) there is an increasing 
tendency on the wine market. We can also observe from the statistics the consumption of table wines is in 
decrease while the consumption of quality wines is in increase in the European Union. 

The wine consumption in the European Union has a general tendency of stagnation and even decrease 
in favor of other alcoholic beverages. If the consumption of wine in the European Union was of 135-145 mil 
hl during 1980-1994, it has decreased during 1995-2001 to 125 mil hl, and afterwards there was a tendency 
of increasing till 133 mil hl/an (Figure 5).  

 
Figure 5: Evolution of wine consumption in European Union during 1980 – 2007 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

\ 
 
Source: FAO 
 
The European Union is the principal global exporter of wine with over 17 millions hl annually and it 

registers an important commercial surplus in the external commerce with wine.  
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During 1999-2008, the European Union had a decreasing more and more commercial surplus though it 
preserved its position of world’s leader in the  international wine commerce, consequence to the increase of 
wine imports that doubled in quantity, while the European exports increased in quantity far more slowly.  

If we add to the quantity of wine produced annually in the European Union the quantity of wine 
imported annually from outside the Community and from their sum we deduct the quantities consumed and 
exported annually, we notice that large quantities of wine remained every year unsold and had to be stoked 
from one year to the next. 

Though there are attempts to control the wine stocks by repeated reform measures, their level is still 
increasing. In the last few years, the wine stocks within the European Union have reached a total of 170-180 
mil hl compared with the ’90s when it was only of about 110-120 mil hl, or the beginning of the ’80s when 
they were just above 90 mil hl. 

 
4. The juridical frame and the evolution of the common organization of the market in wine 

The common organization of the market in wine was constituted in 1970. Two regulations regarding 
the table wine and quality wine were elaborated with this occasion and the limitation of the right to plant 
vine was introduced. Later on, the bonus for abandon and reconversion was introduced.  

The setting up of new vine plantations was forbidden in, the reconversion of the existent vineyards 
was approved, and two years later the obligation to distill the wine in surplus was introduced (Zahiu, 2009).  

The consequence of this fact the Council Regulation (EC) no. 282/87 was replaced by Council 
Regulation (EC) no.1493/1999 concerning the common organization of the market in wine. 

Common organization of the market in wine from 1999 had for principal objects: 
- To maintain stable the balance between the demand and offer on the European Union market; 
- The restructuration of the vineyards in order to increase the competitiveness in the wine sector;21 
- The elimination of the intervention over the wine surplus, considered to be an artificial 

damaging measure, concomitantly with the elimination of the intervention deposits; 
- To maintain the traditional distribution methods for the table wine and the products obtained 

from wine; 
- The respect for the regional diversity; 
- The improvement of the communitarian legislation by the development and recognition of the 

producers’ organizations and branch organizations; 
- The simplification of the legislation in this domain by the elaboration of a basic regulation. 
The legislative foundation for the Common organization of the market in wine was represented by:  

Council Regulation (EC) no. 1493/1999 completed by the Council Regulation (EC) no. 1227/2000 that set 
the implementation rules and the Council Regulation of the Commission no. 1623/2000 regarding wine 
distillation. 

Council Regulation (EC) no. 1493/1999 has introduced in the vine growing of the European Union a 
series of administrative measures, mechanisms of market and structural measures. 

Each member state must join the communitarian rules that were imposed by Council Regulation 
(EC) no.1493/1999 in the following domains: vine plantation, wine sector, quality parameters and 
intervention measures in the wine sector. 

Positive effects were registered by the application of this regulation’s stipulations regarding the 
improvement of the wine qualities, which allowed the commercial balance to stay positive based on the 
competitive prices though the exported quantities were reduced. However, a number of shortcomings still 
remained such as: the high annual productions of wine; the growth of the stocks’ level due to the tendency of 
the table wine consumption reduction; the increase of the imports of wine; the exports stagnation; the lasting 
instability of the wine market and the growth of the communitarian budgetary expenses and the globalization 
of the wine market9. 

The perpetuation of these shortcomings has led to the fundamental modification of the 
communitarian regulation in the wine sector.  

The new reform decided by the Common organization of the market in wine is found in the Council 
Regulation (EC) no. 479 from the 29th of April 2008. This regulation modifies and repeals the Council 
Regulation (EC) no. 1493/1999, the Council Regulation (EC) no. 1782/2003, the Council Regulation (EC) 
no. 1290/2005 and the Council Regulation (EC) no. 3/2008, revokes the Council Regulation (EC) no. 
2392/1986 and includes a series of amendments to the annexes included in a number of regulations: Council 
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Regulation (EC) no. 2165/2005, Council Regulation (EC) no. 1622/2000, Council Regulation (EC) no. 
2585/2001, Council Regulation (EC) no. 1795/2003, Council Regulation (EC) no. 1791/2000. Some 
legislative stipulations regarding the wine exports were also modified in conformity with the rules set by the 
World Commerce Organization. 

Besides the Council Regulation (EC) no.  479/2008 regarding the Common organization of the 
market in wine, there are other normative documents that are meant to simplify the implementation of the 
reform measures. Among these regulations, we mention: 

- The Commission Regulation no. 436/2009 for setting the norms of application of the Council 
Regulation  (EC) no. 479/2008 regarding the wine registers, the mandatory declarations and the gathering of 
information for monitoring the market, the documents accompanying the transport of products and the 
registers that must be kept in the wine sector. 

- The Commission Regulation no. 555/2008 for setting the norms of application of the (CE) 
Council Regulation nr. 479/2008 regarding the Common organization of the market in wine programs of 
support, the commerce with third countries, production potential and the controls in the wine sector. 

- Council Regulation (EC) no. 1234/2007 for the creation of a Common Organization of 
Agricultural Markets and concerning specific dispositions about certain agricultural products („OCP Unique 
Regulation”). 

- Council Regulation (EC) no. 491/2009 that modified the Council Regulation (EC) no. 1234/2007 
for the creation of a Common Organization of Agricultural Markets and concerning specific dispositions 
about certain agricultural products („OCP Unique Regulation”). 

The target of this new reform is to achieve the balance between demand and offer on the European 
Union wine market and a high competitiveness on long term in the wine sector. Domains on which the new 
reform is focused are: 

- Products obtained from wine grapes; 
- Production potential; 
- Market’s mechanisms; 
- Producers and branch organizations; 
- Practices in the production of wine (description, name, presentation and protection); 
- The quality of the wines produced in pre-determined regions; 
- Wine Commerce outside the European Union. 

 
5.  Support forms and intervention mechanisms in the context of the new reform of the  Common 

organization of the market in wine in the European Union 
The objectives of the new reform are: 

a) The strengthening of the competitiveness between the E.U. wine producers; 
b) The guarantee of the best wines in the world of a globally recognized quality; 
c) The recapturing of the old markets from the European Union and the world; 
d) The determination of the wine regions that will function based on clear and simple rules, permitting 

the achievement of the demand-offer balance permanently; 
e) The determination of a wine regime that will conserve the best traditions of the communitarian wine 

productions will strengthen the social status in numerous rural zones and will guarantee the wine 
producers   respect the environment.  

For the achievement of these objectives of the new reform, the European Union’s wine market still 
remains, in our opinion, a strongly regulated market on which it is intervened with a complexity of means 
and methods that are presented Council Regulation (EC) no. 479/2008 and the other related regulations. 
According to the Council Regulation (EC) no. 493/2008 on the communitarian wine market, the European 
Union intervenes by: support measures, regulation measures, norms regarding the commerce with third 
countries as well as norms regulating the potential of production (EC, 2008). 

The support measures set the rules based on which the communitarian funds are granted to the 
member states and their utilization within the national support programs, as well as specific subventions for 
supporting the wine sector. The national support programs can include a series of eligible measures such as: 
support through the regime of unique payment, promotion on the third countries’ markets, restructuration 
and reconversion of the vineyards, the harvesting of grapes before ripening, mutual funds, crop insurance, 
investments, distillation of wine products, distillation of the alcohol for consumption, distillation of crisis, 
utilization of the concentrated must, conditionality of the general dispositions and the financial transfers 
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Each member state had to forward until the 30th of June 2008 to the European Commission a project of 
a support program conceived on 5 years duration in order to receive communitarian support. Based on these 
programs, the communitarian funds for each member state were determined by the E.C. Table 3).  

 
Table 3: Repartition of the communitarian support for the wine sector in the member states in conformity 

with the programs of help for the period 2009-2013 and after 2014 (Thousands euros) 
Nr.  Budgetary 

Exercise per 
Countries 

2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 From 2014 

  1. Belgium 15608 21234 22022 27077 26742 26762 
  2. Czech Republic  2979 4076 4217 5217 5151 5155 
  3. Germany 22891 30963 32190 39341 38867 38895 
  4. Greece 14286 19167 19840 24237 23945 23963 
  5. Spain 213820 284219 279038 358000 352774 353081 
  6. France 171909 226814 224055 284299 280311 280545 
  7. Italy 238223 298263 294135 341174 336736 336997 
  8. Cyprus 2749 3704 3801 4689 4643 4646 
  9. Latvia  30 37 45 45 45 45 
10. Lithuania 344 467 485 595 587 588 
11. Hungary 16817 23014 23809 29455 29081 29103 
12. Malta 232 318 329 407 401 402 
13. Austria 8038 10888 11313 13846 13678 13688 
14. Portugal 37802 51627 53457 65989 65160 65208 
15. Romania 42100 42100 42100 42100 42100 42100 
16. Slovenia 3522 4820 4987 6169 6091 6095 
17. Slovakia 2938 4022 4160 5147 5082 5085 
18. Great Britain 160 221 227 284 280 280 

    Source: Council Regulation  (EC) no. 479/2008 
 

The member states do not participate to the support programs costs but can contribute with a national 
financial help in conformity with communitarian norms.  

 
Table 4: Surfaces of the member states that can be declared ineligible for clearing 

Nr.  
 Member State 

Total surface  planted 
with vine 

(ha) 

Surfaces excluded 
from clearing 

(ha) 
1. Belgium 135.760 4.073 
2. Czech Republic 19.081 572 
3. Germany 102.432 3.073 
4. Greece 69.907 2.097 
5. Spain 1.099.765 32.993 
6. France 879.859 26.396 
7. Italy 730.439 21.913 
8. Cyprus 15.023 451 
9. Lithuania 1.299 39 
10. Hungary 85.260 2.558 
11. Malta 910 27 
12. Austria 50.681 1.520 
13. Portugal 238.831 7.165 
14. Romania 178.101 5.343 
15. Slovenia 16.704 501 
16. Slovakia 21.531 646 

                      Source: Council Regulation (EC) no. 479/2008 
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The regulation measures refer to the general norms, production and commercialization, ecological 
practices and restrictions, the name of origin and geographical indication and producers and branch 
organizations. 

The commerce with third countries must be made in conformity with the stipulations of the Common 
Customs Tariff. The general but also the specific rules of commerce are included in the Common Customs 
Tariff and are referring to the import and export licenses, protection measures and the regime of active and 
passive improvement and the norms regarding imports.  

The Potential of production has regulations concerning: illegal plantations, the ban to set new 
plantations until the 31st of December 2015, the transitional planting rights and the clearing scheme. The 
surfaces approved for clearing must respect the stipulations of the (CE) Council Regulation (EC) no. 
473/2008 (Table 4). 

 
6. Conclusions 

The Common organization of the market in wine is based on the Council Regulation (EC) no. 
479/2008. Because of the developments and performances obtained in the wine-growing and wine-making 
sector, the European Union holds the supremacy at global level, with over 50% from the worldwide wine-
growing surface and with over 60% from the global production of grapes and wine. There are cultivated in 
the European Union almost 3,7 millions ha with grape-wine that produce over 27 millions tones of 
grapes/year and between 160-180 hectoliters of wine/year, with medium annual efficiencies of 7,3 tones of 
grapes/ ha and 43-67 hectoliters of wine/ha. Due to the reform measures taken, the cultivated surface as well 
as the grape and wine production register a slight tendency of decrease but a surplus production is 
maintained and it perpetuates the stocks of wine from one year to another. The consequence of this fact was 
the adoption of new reform measures by the approval of the Council Regulation (EC) no. 479/2008. The 
main target of this regulation is that the market reforms itself progressively in order to achieve the balance 
between the demand and the offer of wine within the European Union and the guarantee of a long term high 
competitiveness. New reform is concerned with: the products obtained from grape-wine, the potential of 
production, the mechanisms of the market, the producers’ associations and inter-professional organizations, 
the wine obtaining techniques, the quality of the wines in clearly defined regions from E.U. and the 
commerce with wine outside the European Union. The mechanisms and measures of intervention on the 
market determine the rules for the granting the communitarian funds to the member states and their 
utilization through the national support programs as well as through other specific forms of support. The 
member states do not contribute to the cost of the measures financed by the Community within the support 
programs but can grant a national help in conformity with the present communitarian norms. The support 
programs include different eligible measures such as: support by the mean of the unique payment regime, the 
promotion on the markets of tertiary countries,  the restructuration and reconversion of the vineyards, the 
harvesting before the crop is ripen, the mutual funds, assuring financially the crop, the investments, the 
distillation of the sub products and of the alimentary alcohol and the utilization of the concentrated grape 
must.  
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Abstract:  This study investigates the changes in the management of services within the knowledge-based 

society. We have proposed in this study a possible model for the strategic management of services, with a view to 
emphasising an approach to gaining competitive advantage through knowledge, people and networking. The 
knowledge-based strategic management of services model provides a starting point for a service organization’s 
managers to practise strategic management, and to analyse and evaluate the specific conditions (variables) within the 
knowledge-based society.  
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1. Introduction  
We suggest in this study that the strategic management of services is an iterative process, based on 

knowledge shared between people and therefore (re)generated through networks, and carried out to determine 
the long-term evolution of the service organization. Furthermore, we have proposed a possible model for the 
strategic management of services, with a view to emphasising an approach to gaining competitive advantage 
through knowledge, people and networking. The knowledge-based strategic management of services model 
was constructed through adaptation of the traditional theoretical frameworks – models for strategic 
management – used in business organizations to the new context of the knowledge-based society. It focuses on 
knowledge, people and networks, as it is a complex process which has the aim to foreshadow the future of a 
service organization, its long-term evolution. 

The research was conducted using a wide variety of sources, such as strategies, regulations, reports, as 
well as articles and books. The research question was answered by analyzing published sources, evaluating and 
interpreting evidence. 

 
2. Background 

The knowledge-based society (characterized by the focus on knowledge, people, and virtual networks), 
as well as the transformations of services determine changes in the way service organizations are managed. We 
can assert that within the knowledge-based society the management of services is knowledge-driven, it relies on 
people’s continuous development, network-intense collaboration (sharing ideas and knowledge), and value co-
creation to attain sustainable competitive advantage.  

The interest in studying the specific issues of services and its management emerged (surprisingly or 
not) among marketing researchers (e.g. Zeithaml et al., 1985; Lovelock and Wright, 1999; Metters and Vargas, 
2000; Bowen and Ford, 2002; Grove et al., 2003; Lusch et al., 2007; Vargo et al., 2008 etc.), who identified 
managerial implications of the service characteristics and changes. As Grönroos observed in 1994, “researchers 
interested in services did not predominantly attempt to change old management models and concepts in a 
marginal fashion in order to fit services. Instead a totally new approach to the problem of how to manage 
various aspects of service organizations was taken” (Gronroos, 1994, p. 8). This approach that Grönroos refers 
to is what we may call the marketing approach of managerial aspects of services. Furthermore, we may suggest 
that this marketing approach could be embraced when we attempt to manage service organizations, but a 
rethinking of the managerial concepts and practices in the context of service specificities within the knowledge-
based society is also needed. This is because from a managerial perspective marketing is only a component of 
the organization’s whole activity, in other words management means much more than marketing, and thus a 
holistic managerial approach of service organizations may be more suitable within the knowledge-based 
society. 
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Having said that, let us begin with what has already been done in the management of services area, 
namely the marketing perspective or approach. First we will emphasize the manner in which the management 
of services was conceived; secondly, we will underline the service-dominant logic which we believe is the basis 
for changes in the management of services; and thirdly, we will focus on the changes in management of 
services from a more comprehensive point of view, and this is our managerial approach. 

With respect to the manner in which the management of services was conceived, the essence of the 
marketing approach of this issue may be illustrated through the definition of “service management” provided 
by Grönroos in 1990, and refined later in 1994. According to Grönroos (1990, p. 117), service management is: 

“(1) To understand the utility customers receive by consuming or using the offerings of the 
organization and how services alone or together with physical goods or other kinds of tangibles 
contribute to this utility, that is, to understand how total quality is perceived in customer 
relationships, and how it changes over time; 

(2) To understand how the organization (personnel, technology and physical resources, systems and 
customers) will be able to produce and deliver this utility or quality; 

(3) To understand how the organization should be developed and managed so that the intended utility 
or quality is achieved; and 

(4) To make the organization function so that this utility or quality is achieved and the objectives of the 
parties involved (the organization, the customers, other parties, the society etc.) are met.” 

Starting from the meaning defined in 1990, Grönroos (1994, p. 7) identifies five key facets of the 
service management perspective (overall management perspective, customer focus, holistic approach, quality 
focus, and internal development and reinforcement): 

“(1) It is an overall management perspective which should guide decisions in all areas of 
management (not only provide management principles for a separate function such as customer 
service); 

(2) It is customer driven or market driven (not driven by internal efficiency criteria); 
(3) It is a holistic perspective which emphasises the importance of intra-organizational, cross-

functional collaboration (not specialization and the division of labour); 
(4) Managing quality is an integral part of service management (not a separate issue); and 
(5) Internal development of the personnel and reinforcement of its commitment to company goals 

and strategies are strategic prerequisites for success (not only administrative tasks).” 
Discussing service management and its five key facets, Grönroos (1994, p. 14) concluded that “service 

management is not a well-defined area or a single theory of management. Rather it is a management 
perspective that fits today’s competitive situation”. 

However, we may argue that in the context of knowledge-based society some of these key facets of the 
service management perspective are no longer valid. Specifically, the facets of the service management we 
consider being unconvincing within the knowledge-based society are customer focus, a holistic approach 
emphasising intra-organizational collaboration, and internal development of personnel (development inside the 
organization). We have made this statement on the grounds that: (1) the management of services is knowledge-
driven and not customer driven or market driven because (a) knowledge is the “heart” of society, and implicitly 
it is the “heart” of all activities, including the management of services, and (b) knowledge includes, among 
other things, the criteria for a company’s evaluation, which may be internal (such as efficiency or effectiveness) 
or external (such as environment or health); (2) the management of services is a holistic perspective which 
emphasises network collaboration, both intra-organizational and inter-organizational, since knowledge is 
created and transferred both within and outside the organization through various networks; and (3) the 
management of services relies on people’ continuous development as indispensable for success. This is because 
(a) besides knowledge, people are the next most important core resource of the management of services which 
has to evolve on the knowledge spiral, (b) people learn throughout their life (lifelong learning), (c) learning 
may occur inside and/or outside the organization, and (d) people could learn traditionally – devoid of electronic 
devices, as well as through electronic learning (e-learning) or mobile learning (m-learning) – using information 
and communication technology. 

As regards the fourth facet of Grönroos’ framework, we may say that service quality management as an 
integral part of the management of services became more important within the knowledge-based society. 
Providing quality services has been identified as one of the most difficult long-term strategies for establishing a 
business (Yoon and Ekinci, 2003). Today’s leading companies operate on a global basis, cooperating with 
suppliers, partners and a multitude of stakeholders in order to deliver service and/or product packages (Paton 
and McLaughlin, 2008). Service providers who understand the needs and interests of customers thoroughly are 
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capable of incorporating customer knowledge into the operation of the organization when enhancing the service 
intensity. This is not only helpful for the integration of the relationship and input of resources, but also has a 
positive effect on the improvement of customer satisfaction (Lin, 2007). Therefore, service quality management 
may be a key factor for the success of service organizations within the knowledge-based society. 

Based on the above we may conclude that there are changes in the conceptualization of the 
management of services within the knowledge-based society, which have implications on the practices of 
service organizations. 

The second step in our reasoning is to explain the service-dominant logic and its effects on the 
management of services. We may advocate that changes in the management of services within the knowledge-
based society have their roots in the new so-called “service-dominant logic”. In this service-dominant logic 
service is seen as a process, while in the previous goods-dominant logic services were seen as units of output 
(Vargo and Lusch, 2008). This new approach is driven by an intrinsic purpose of doing something for and with 
another party, hence it is customer-centred and customer-responsive (Lusch et al., 2006).  

The service-dominant logic is more a philosophy rather than a theory, in the sense that it involves 
changing the way of thinking about it in some fundamental way. As Vargo and Lusch (2008, p. 258) asserted, 
the main changes are: 

“1. From thinking about the purpose of firm activity as making something (goods or services) to a 
process of assisting customers in their own value-creation processes. 

2. From thinking about value as something produced and sold to thinking about value as 
something co-created with the customer and other value-creation partners. 

3. From thinking of customers as isolated entities to understanding them in the context of their 
own networks. 

4. From thinking of firm resources primarily as operand (i.e. tangible resources such as natural 
resources) to operant (i.e. usually, intangible resources, such as knowledge and skills). 

5. From thinking of customers as targets to thinking of customers as resources. 
6. From making efficiency primary to increasing efficiency through effectiveness.” 

This approach has various effects on the management of services. It implies relationships between the 
service organization and its potential clients, and collaborative work with them and with other partners, which 
leads to co-creation of value for use (Lusch et al., 2006).  

In service-dominant logic, knowledge and skills are key resources for competitive advantage (Vargo et 
al., 2008, p. 148) derived from collaborative competence which enables firms to adapt to dynamic and complex 
environments (Lusch et al., 2007). All participants in the value co-creation process are dynamic resources, 
which both devolve and evolve in scope and effectiveness (Lusch et al., 2006). Ultimate value is not created (or 
added) by the provider of the service, but rather co-created with the customer and determined by the customer’s 
assessment of value-in-use. Thus, the firm can only make a value proposition (an offer of value creation) and 
then, if it is accepted, value is co-created with the customer (Lusch et al., 2006). The changes in the way of 
thinking about value creation have implications on service organizations, their clients and the entire society in 
the sense of accentuating the role of collaboration between actors involved in the process of providing and 
receiving services (Vargo and Lusch, 2008). 

All these changes in the way of thinking about service, value creation and the management of services 
itself seem to influence the practices in the management of services within the knowledge-based society. The 
managerial objectives, resources, relationships and methods used are all changing. Furthermore, business 
processes are changing due to the information and communication technology development, and their 
increasing / widening acceptance in day-to-day life. The application of information and communication 
technology in business processes leads to e-business. This is defined by the E-Business W@tch (2007, p. 263) 
in the broad sense, relating both to company external and company internal processes, considering that it 
includes external communication and transaction functions, but also information and communication 
technology-supported flows of information within the company. Thus, e-business currently symbolizes new 
ways of conducting business, where electronic networks of companies make e-business an inter-organizational 
activity to a large extent. The performance of the inter-organizational alliance and the ability of the partners to 
create value in such networks would therefore depend on their relationship competency. With better knowledge 
of how to influence their business networks, service organizations could increase their influence and their 
outcome of such relationships (Eikebrokk and Olsen, 2007). According to Fuentelsaz et al. (2002, p. 303), “in 
the virtual plane the effort must be made in the direction of studying those activities that are conductors or 
generators of value, seeking to support and promote them with a view to sustaining this value creation”. 
However, the same effort is made even though the company provides services in a traditional manner (face-to-
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face contact with clients). This may be important because traditional business is not excluded by e-business. 
The distinctive features of the knowledge-based society allow service organizations to generate value in an 
electronic way that is an alternative, and not an impediment, to business of a “conventional” type (Fuentelsaz et 
al., 2002). Regardless of the manner of providing services, however, people (employees, clients, partners, and 
competitors) are connected via open networks (e.g. internet) and management has to take this fact into account. 

The concept and practice of strategic management therefore acquire a particularly relevant role within 
the knowledge-based society. Furthermore, this concept is not a new one, but has in fact been the subject of 
specific attention on the part of management science. However, in the services field there is a gap regarding this 
issue, the strategic insights being predominantly derived from marketing. The specific changes we have 
identified above, along with the service organizations’ need to practice strategic management are reasons for 
trying to revise some of the paradigms in strategic management with a view to adapting them to the new 
realities of services within the knowledge-based society. 

 
3. Knowledge -based strategic management of services model 

The main rationale of strategic management is to set and put into action a global strategy of the 
organization, having in mind the organization’s mission statement and attempting to reach it through the 
objectives’ achievement. Starting from the (different) phases of strategic management found in literature we 
propose a knowledge-based strategic management of services model (Figure 1), which includes the following 
phases: (1) mission statement and corporate social responsibility (CSR); (2) assessment of the company’s 
internal and external knowledge; (3) SWOT analysis (Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities, and Threats); (4) 
mission statement refinement and identification of the long-term organizational and societal objectives; (5) 
strategic alternatives (options) identification, selection, and communication; (6) strategies (global and 
functional) identification, selection, and communication; (7) strategic alternatives (options) and strategies 
(global and functional) refinement; (8) strategy implementation and refinement; and (9) strategy evaluation and 
refinement.  

The model we propose for the strategic management of services focuses on knowledge, people and 
networks. The strategic management of services is a complex process which has the aim to foreshadow the 
future of a service organization, its long-term evolution and, therefore, in this process the drafting, 
implementation and evaluation of the strategy are interconnected and mutually completed in a continuous, 
dynamic and iterative flow. This is because knowledge transfer through networks may influence the strategic 
management process flow any time, in the sense of determining its reiteration. 

 
Figure 1: The knowledge-based strategic management of services model 
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The knowledge-based strategic management of services model begins with the mission statement and 
the corporate social responsibility of the service organization. The reason for this is to integrate the two 
components which we believe are important for creating an ideal image of the service organization: the mission 
statement and the corporate social responsibility. The former is an idealistic purpose of the service organization, 
created in a broad sense, so as to differentiate the company from others. It reflects the attitudes and perspectives 
of the service organization and may respond or not to one or more of the questions: who we are?, what are we 
going to do?, for whom and why are we here?. For instance, one of the most dynamic companies, Microsoft, 
defined its mission as follows: “at Microsoft, our mission and values are to help people and businesses 
throughout the world to realize their full potential” (Microsoft Romania, 2009). The latter (corporate social 
responsibility) is a voluntary concept (i.e. a concept accepted voluntarily by the organizations) which refers to 
integrating social and environmental concerns into business strategy and operations and thus should be a part of 
the service organization’s strategic management model. Corporate social responsibility was defined by the 
European Commission back in 2001 as „a concept whereby companies integrate social and environmental 
concerns in their business operations and in their interaction with their stakeholders on a voluntary basis” 
(European Commission, 2001, p. 10). Furthermore, in 2006, the European Commission emphasized the 
importance of corporate social responsibility for Europe, as part of the debate about globalization, 
competitiveness and sustainability (European Commission, 2006). Social responsibility means to invest more 
into people (human capital), the environment and the relations with stakeholders, and this can contribute to 
competitiveness and increased productivity (European Commission, 2001, p. 6-7). Therefore we assume that 
the mission statement and corporate social responsibility should be correlated within the knowledge-based 
strategic management of services model. 

The second phase of the model refers to the assessment of the company’s internal and external 
knowledge. This takes into consideration the stakeholders (clients, employees, shareholders, managers, unions 
(syndicates), financial institutions, suppliers, public administration), as well as other people (friends, family, 
people met by coincidence in person or virtually), in order to obtain a systemic vision regarding to the service 
organization, its external environment, new developments in science and technology, highly debated topics, 
new discourses about society, environment, health and other values promoted within society. This is not a 
phase of diagnostic analysis, but rather a phase of sharing knowledge and generating ideas (whether these will 
be put into practice or not), which will be considered in the following phases of the strategic management 
model. We suggest that in this phase it may be useful to apply De Bono’s “Six Thinking Hats” in order to 
“come out the box” and generate new creative ideas. An open atmosphere for idea exchange may be created 
through networks because these allow people (who may not know each other) to communicate, collaborate and 
share ideas and knowledge.  

SWOT analysis implies a diagnosis of the service organization’s economic and financial viability with 
the aim to identify the main strengths and weaknesses and the causes and effects of the strengths and 
weaknesses on one hand, and an evaluation of the competitive environment with the aim to identify the main 
opportunities and threats on the other hand. One feature of this phase is using knowledge we referred to in the 
second phase in a more scientific and analytical manner.  

Based on SWOT analysis the service organization will refine its mission statement (if necessary) and 
establish its long-term organizational and societal objectives.  

Furthermore, the strategic alternatives (options) will be identified and then selected taking into 
consideration the results of the SWOT analysis, the service organization’s objectives and internal and/or 
external cultural values (which may be the same or not). Practically, in this phase the service organization 
establishes its value proposition (its offer of value creation) for the services that may be provided, in order to 
find out if the clients agree to it, and to prepare to co-create value with them.  

The strategic alternatives will be used to establish the global strategy and functional strategies of the 
service organization, considering the viable strategic alternatives from the point of view of technical, economic, 
environmental, cultural conditions of the moment. If the knowledge changes these conditions, the other ideas 
generated in the second phase (and evaluated as not being viable) may be again considered for refining the 
strategic options and strategies. Also, in the phases of implementation and evaluation of the strategy, new 
knowledge may determine its refinement. 

Within each of the phases of the knowledge-based strategic management of service model people will 
be connected (will communicate and collaborate) through networks, at different levels of accessing knowledge, 
and therefore the process may be reiterated and strategies changed any time during the strategic process. 
Moreover, the use of information and communication technology will allow cooperation through computer 
applications, simulations and games, which may be helpful for the decision-making process.  
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Having described the phases of the model, now it is time to inquire whether we feel the model includes 
all the important variables (elements) which may make a difference within the knowledge-based society. Have 
we considered all the aspects of the strategic management of services that may lead to competitive advantage? 
Reflecting on this question we may be very tempted to say “yes” or “no”, however we will say “it depends”. 
Our contemporary experience advises us that there is no panacea for a service organization’s success or 
survival in the world we live in (let us think, for instance, of the famous enterprises that did nor survive the 
current worldwide economic crisis, even if they were practising strategic management for a long time). A 
service organization’s stage of life, its financial capability, size, types of services provided, people’s 
availability, people’s creative and thinking skills - are all elements that may influence the strategic management 
process. Thus we assume that the model proposed here may be adapted to eliminate some of the variables or, 
on the contrary, to include other elements too, depending on the context.  

Whenever a theoretical model (completely or to some extent different from the previous ones) is 
proposed we have to ask why to apply it or not. Basically, in this case, we should identify the merits and 
drawbacks of the knowledge-based strategic management of services model. 

The model we have proposed provides a starting point for service organizations’ managers to practise 
the strategic management, and to analyse and evaluate the specific conditions (variables) within the knowledge-
based society. This model may help managers of service organizations to evaluate and re-evaluate their 
processes and activities, based on new knowledge, anytime they feel the need to do so, in order to co-create 
value and attain a sustainable competitive advantage. A model like this provides more flexibility and 
adaptability to new contexts generated by knowledge when the strategy is put into practice by the service 
organization. Furthermore, the model emphasises the importance of the two main resources of a company, 
namely knowledge and people, and the inter-relation between them, founded on physical and, more often, 
virtual networks. This interaction leads to adjustments of the activities and processes without a necessarily 
physical presence. It is significant to emphasise here the dynamics of the model: based on knowledge, the 
process of adjusting the strategies is not necessarily a linear one, and may be reiterated in any phase of the 
strategic management process. Last but not least, the model puts emphasis on a communicative, creative and 
perhaps empathic relationship between the actors involved (the company’s people, clients, other stakeholders 
and other people which have no relation with the organization but may provide knowledge) which leads to new 
knowledge and new experiences that may prevent the service organization’s failure. One may argue that the 
knowledge-based strategic management of services model was not thoroughly described so as to reflect the 
process of value co-creation specific for service organizations. There is no doubt that this model requires 
further development. However, since strategic management processes are too complex to be exhaustively 
described, and moreover their complexity increases every day, a proper understanding of the iterative processes 
and activities becomes particularly important. The model provides a framework for understanding the possible 
relations among different phases of the strategic management process of service organizations in which 
knowledge, people and networks are likely to play a leading role. 
 

4. Conclusions 
This study has revealed that the strategic management of services is an iterative process, based on 

knowledge shared between people and therefore (re)generated through networks, and carried out to determine 
the long-term evolution of the service organization. We have proposed in this study a possible model for the 
strategic management of services, with a view to emphasising an approach to gaining competitive advantage 
through knowledge, people and networking. The knowledge-based strategic management of services model 
was constructed through adaptation of the traditional theoretical frameworks – models for strategic 
management – used in business organizations to the new context of the knowledge-based society. It focuses on 
knowledge, people and networks, as it is a complex process which has the aim to foreshadow the future of a 
service organization, its long-term evolution. Therefore in this process the drafting, implementation and 
evaluation of the strategy are interconnected and reciprocally completed in a continuous, dynamic and iterative 
flow. The knowledge-based strategic management of services model provides a starting point for a service 
organization’s managers to practise strategic management, and to analyse and evaluate the specific conditions 
(variables) within the knowledge-based society. 

In conclusion, the main contributions of this study are: (1) theoretical, as a theoretical knowledge-based 
strategic management of services model has been constructed; (2) methodological, as the model provides a 
framework for understanding the possible relations among different phases of the strategic management process 
of service organizations in which knowledge, people and networks plays and will play a leading role; and (3) 
practical, as the model may be used by the service organization’s managers in order to gain competitive 
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advantage. The findings of this study could be helpful in order to better address the problems encountered in 
managing service organizations within the knowledge-based society. 
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